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Advertised applications

 Application Number 1,630,593  Filing Date 2013-06-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

VALDIMIR PTE. LTD. (SINGAPORE 
CORPORATION)
50 RAFFLES PLACE
#35-01 SINGAPORE LAND TOWER
SINGAPORE 048623
SINGAPORE

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
2300 - 1055 West Georgia Street, P.O. Box 
11115, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
V6E3P3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FWD
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) downloadable electronic publications in the field of financial planning, investment analysis, 
portfolio allocation and recommendations for selecting financial instruments, business 
management and business advisory services, sales, business, advertising for sale of products and 
services of others, economic forecasting, education and training development and delivery, healthy 
living, healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care services, health clubs, health 
care counseling, medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, and health 
care consultation services; computer hardware and parts and fittings therefor, computer firmware; 
Computer peripherals, namely, keyboards, mouse, card readers, flash memory cards and sticks, 
flash drivers, hard disk drivers, webcams, cable reels and cables, print servers; computer 
application software for use in the preparation of financial planning, investment analysis, portfolio 
allocation and recommendations for selecting financial instruments, business management and 
business advisory services, sales process management and related calculations and decision 
support, business process management and related calculations and decision support, advertising 
for sale of products and services of others, economic forecasting, healthy living, healthy eating 
habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care services, health clubs, health care counseling, 
medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, and health care consultation 
services, and education curriculum development and delivery applications; downloadable 
computer software for use in the preparation of financial planning, investment analysis, portfolio 
allocation and recommendations for selecting financial instruments, business management and 
business advisory services, sales process management and related calculations and decision 
support, business process management and related calculations and decision support, advertising 
for sale of products and services of others, economic forecasting, healthy living, healthy eating 
habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care services, health clubs, health care counseling, 
medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, and health care consultation 
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services, and education curriculum development and delivery applications; software applications 
for use on mobile phones, tablet computers and smart devices in the preparation of financial 
planning, investment analysis, portfolio allocation and recommendations for selecting financial 
instruments, business management and business advisory services, sales process management 
and related calculations and decision support, business process management and related 
calculations and decision support, advertising for sale of products and services of others, 
economic forecasting, healthy living, healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care 
services, health clubs, health care counseling, medical clinic services, health clinic services, 
mental health services, health care consultation sales process management and related 
calculations and decision support, business process management and related calculations and 
decision support; mouse pads; integrated circuits; computer servers; computer cases; computer 
software for data storage applications; computer terminals for use in the processing of financial 
transactions, namely computer hardware and software for use in the processing of electronic 
banking, accounting and point of sale transactions conducted in accordance with Canadian 
banking and financial legislation, and parts and fittings therefor

 Class 16
(2) cardboard; goods made from cardboard, namely cardboard boxes, cardboard cartons, 
cardboard containers, cardboard mailing tubes, bottle envelopes of cardboard, cardboard 
packaging boxes, cardboard packaging containers; catalogues; printed instructional and teaching 
material in the form of workbooks, articles, textbooks, exams, journals;; loose-leaf binders; 
magazines [periodicals]; manuals [handbooks]; member guide booklet; medical identification 
cards; newsletters; newspapers; note books; writing pads; pamphlets; paper; periodicals; 
photographs; place mats of paper; merchandise packaging made of plastic; printed publications in 
the field of financial planning, investment analysis, portfolio allocation and recommendations for 
selecting financial instruments, newsletters, magazines, periodic reports, books, investor reports 
and user manuals; printed publications in the fields of insurance, financial services, medical 
services, nursing, marketing, business management, tourism and risks management; printed 
timetables; prospectuses; rulers; writing stationery; typewriters; writing pads

Services
Class 35
(1) Accounting; administrative processing of purchase orders; auditing; book-keeping; business 
appraisals; business information services in the field of financial planning, investment analysis, 
portfolio allocation and recommendations for selecting financial instruments, business 
management and business advisory services, sales, business, advertising for sale of products and 
services of others, economic forecasting, education and training development and delivery, healthy 
living, healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care services, health clubs, health 
care counseling, medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, and health 
care consultation services; business information services namely provision of sales, business, 
advertising and promotional information to others; business inquiry services, namely conduct and 
delivery of credit checks, investigative reports and business records requests; business 
management and organization consultancy; business management assistance; business 
organisation consultancy; business research; consumer advice shop services, namely provision of 
advice and information for consumers on commercial and business topics; computer database 
design and management services; compilation of statistics; import-export clearance agencies; 
advisory services relating to business management and business operations; cost price analysis; 
economic forecasting; business efficiency expert services; personal management consultancy; 
price comparison services; computer data processing; computer data management; telephone 
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answering services; personnel management; business services in the field of compilation and 
rental of mailing lists; business administration services for the processing of sales made on the 
Internet or through in-person sales; provision of financial services in support of customer loyalty 
programs and incentive schemes for others; operation and administration of customer loyalty 
programs and incentive schemes for others; consultancy, advisory services and provision of 
information in the field of accounting, administration processing of purchase orders, auditing, book-
keeping, business appraisals, business information services, business information services namely 
provision of sales, business, advertising and promotional information to others, business inquiry 
services, namely conduct and delivery of credit checks, investigative reports and business records 
requests, business management and organization consultancy, business management assistance, 
business organisation consultancy, business research, consumer advice shop services namely 
provision of advice and information for consumers on commercial and business topics, computer 
database design and management services, compilation of statistics, importexport clearance 
agencies, advisory services relating to business management and business operations, cost price 
analysis, economic forecasting, education and training development and delivery, business 
efficiency expert services, personal management consultancy, price comparison services, 
computer data processing, computer data management, telephone answering services, personnel 
management

Class 36
(2) Accident insurance underwriting; actuarial services; financial investment brokerage; business 
liquidation services (financial); capital investment services; capital management services; credit 
card services; financial analysis; financial consultancy; financial evaluation of insurance, banking 
and real estate purchases and holdings conducted in accordance with Canadian banking and 
financial legislation; financial information; financial management; financial planning; investment 
analysis, portfolio allocation services; provision of information relating to financial planning, 
investment analysis, portfolio allocation and recommendations for selecting financial instruments 
via a global computer network; financial services, namely, debit card services, electronic funds 
transfer services and currency exchange services conducted in accordance with Canadian 
banking and financial legislation; financial advisory services; financing of purchases; fire insurance 
underwriting; fiscal assessments; fund investments; insurance brokerage; insurance services; 
insurance underwriting; health insurance underwriting; life insurance underwriting; administration 
of mutual funds; pension services; financing of loans; professional consultancy services relating to 
insurance, financing, pensions, annuities, real estate, and investment; issuance of credit cards; 
lease purchase financing; leasing of real estate; mutual funds; real estate affairs; real estate 
appraisal; real estate broker; real estate management; rent collection; rental of offices [real estate]; 
renting of apartments; renting of flats; retirement payment services; antique appraisal; art 
appraisal; jewelry appraisal; car appraisal; tax information supply; charitable fund raising; business 
consulting and advisory services in the field of accident insurance underwriting, actuarial services, 
financial investment brokerage, business liquidation services, capital investment services, capital 
management services, credit card services, financial analysis, financial consultancy, financial 
evaluation of insurance, banking and real estate purchases and holdings, financial information, 
financial management, financial planning, investment analysis, portfolio allocation services, 
financial planning, investment analysis, portfolio allocation and recommendations for selecting 
financial instruments via a global computer network, debit card services, electronic funds transfer 
services and currency exchange services, financial advisory services, financing of purchases, fire 
insurance underwriting, fiscal assessments, fund investments, insurance brokerage, insurance 
services, insurance underwriting, health insurance underwriting, life insurance underwriting, 
administration of mutual funds, pension services, financing of loans, professional consultancy 
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services relating to insurance, financing, pensions, annuities, real estate, and investment, issuance 
of credit cards, lease purchase financing, leasing of real estate, mutual funds, real estate affairs, 
real estate appraisal, real estate broker, real estate management, rent collection, rental of offices 
[real estate], renting of apartments, renting of flats, retirement payment services, antique appraisal, 
art appraisal, jewelry appraisal, car appraisal, tax information supply, charitable fund raising; 
provision of information in the field of accident insurance underwriting, actuarial services, financial 
investment brokerage, business liquidation services, capital investment services, capital 
management services, credit card services, financial analysis, financial consultancy, financial 
evaluation of insurance, banking and real estate purchases and holdings, financial information, 
financial management, financial planning, investment analysis, portfolio allocation services, 
financial planning, investment analysis, portfolio allocation and recommendations for selecting 
financial instruments via a global computer network, debit card services, electronic funds transfer 
services and currency exchange services, financial advisory services, financing of purchases, fire 
insurance underwriting, fiscal assessments, fund investments, insurance brokerage, insurance 
services, insurance underwriting, health insurance underwriting, life insurance underwriting, 
administration of mutual funds, pension services, financing of loans, professional consultancy 
services relating to insurance, financing, pensions, annuities, real estate, and investment, issuance 
of credit cards, lease purchase financing, leasing of real estate, mutual funds, real estate affairs, 
real estate appraisal, real estate broker, real estate management, rent collection, rental of offices 
[real estate], renting of apartments, renting of flats, retirement payment services, antique appraisal, 
art appraisal, jewelry appraisal, car appraisal, tax information supply, charitable fund raising

Class 41
(3) education and training services, namely delivery of educational courses, training courses, 
examinations and qualifications in the field of financial management, business management and 
business advisory services, sales, business, advertising for sale of products and services of 
others, economic forecasting, education and training development and delivery, healthy living, 
healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care services; health clubs, health care 
counseling, medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, health care 
consultation; cultural activities; publication and editing of printed matter, namely texts, books, 
journals (others than publicity texts), diagrams, images and photographs; arranging, conducting, 
hosting, organizing and provision of conferences, seminars, podcasts and workshops in the field of 
financial management, business management and business advisory services, sales, business, 
advertising for sale of products and services of others, economic forecasting, education and 
training development and delivery, healthy living, healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, 
health care services; health clubs, health care counseling, medical clinic services, health clinic 
services, mental health services, health care consultation; arranging, organizing, hosting and 
conducting events and competitions for education or entertainment purposes in the field of 
financial management, business management and business advisory services, sales, business, 
advertising for sale of products and services of others, economic forecasting, education and 
training development and delivery, healthy living, healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, 
health care services; health clubs, health care counseling, medical clinic services, health clinic 
services, mental health services, health care consultation; curriculum and training development 
services, namely the design of educational courses, training courses, examinations and 
qualifications in the field of selecting financial instruments, business management and business 
advisory services, sales, business, advertising for sale of products and services of others, 
economic forecasting, education and training development and delivery, healthy living, healthy 
eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care services, health clubs, health care counseling, 
medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, health care consultation; 
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hospitality services, namely operation of social clubs providing facilities, education and 
entertainment to private members or members of the public; health clubs; lending libraries; 
translation; consultancy, advisory services and provision of information to the public in the field of 
education and training services, delivery of educational and training courses and related 
examinations and qualifications, coordination and delivery of cultural activities and excursions to 
the public, publication and editing of printed matter, namely texts, books, journals (others than 
publicity texts), diagrams, images and photographs, arranging and conducting conferences and 
seminars and podcasts and workshops, arranging and conducting events and competitions for 
education or entertainment purposes, design of educational courses and training courses and 
related examinations and qualifications, hospitality services in the operation of health clubs and 
social clubs providing facilities, education and entertainment to private members or members of 
the public, operation of lending libraries, and translation services

Class 42
(4) computer security; computer services in the field of financial analysis systems; computer 
networking services, namely providing technical design and support services relating to 
interconnection of computer hardware and software; computer software (updating of -); 
consultancy (computer software -); application software design; computer programming; licensing 
of intellectual property namely digital data, still images, moving images, audio and text; computer 
programming; design, drawing and commissioned writing, all for the compilation of web pages on 
the Internet; creating and maintaining web sites; hosting web sites of others; installation, 
maintenance and repair of computer software; updating of computer software; computer software 
design; consultancy in the field of computer hardware; computer systems analysis; computer 
database development; rental of computers, computer peripherals and computer software; leasing 
of computers, computer peripherals and computer software; providing access to computer 
databases containing data and information in the field of financial planning, investment analysis, 
portfolio allocation and recommendations for selecting financial instruments, business 
management and business advisory services, sales, business, advertising for sale of products and 
services of others, economic forecasting, education and training development and delivery, healthy 
living, healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care services; health clubs, health 
care counseling, medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, health care 
consultation services; rental of access to electronic bulletin boards and computer databases 
containing data and information in the field of financial planning, investment analysis, portfolio 
allocation and recommendations for selecting financial instruments, business management and 
business advisory services, sales, business, advertising for sale of products and services of 
others, economic forecasting, education and training development and delivery, healthy living, 
healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care services; health clubs, health care 
counseling, medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, health care 
consultation services; leasing of access to electronic bulletin boards and computer databases 
containing data and information in the field of financial planning, investment analysis, portfolio 
allocation and recommendations for selecting financial instruments, business management and 
business advisory services, sales, business, advertising for sale of products and services of 
others, economic forecasting, education and training development and delivery, healthy living, 
healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care services; health clubs, health care 
counseling, medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, health care 
consultation services; creation, compilation and maintenance of a register of domain names; 
computer and electronic signal coding and decoding; testing and evaluation of occupational health 
and safety; consultancy, advisory services and provision of information in the field of computer 
security, computer services, financial analysis systems, computer networking services namely 
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providing technical design and support services relating to interconnection of computer hardware 
and software, updating of computer software, consultancy (computer software -), application 
software design, computer programming, licensing of intellectual property namely digital data, still 
images, moving images, audio and text, computer programming, design, drawing and 
commissioned writing, all for the compilation of web pages on the Internet, creating and 
maintaining web sites, hosting web sites of others, installation, maintenance and repair of 
computer software, updating of computer software, computer software design, consultancy in the 
field of computer hardware, computer systems analysis, computer database development, rental of 
computers, computer peripherals and computer software, leasing of computers, computer 
peripherals and computer software, providing, renting or leasing access to computer databases 
containing data and information in the field of financial planning, investment analysis, portfolio 
allocation and recommendations for selecting financial instruments, business management and 
business advisory services, sales, business, advertising for sale of products and services of 
others, economic forecasting, education and training development and delivery, healthy living, 
healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care services, health clubs, health care 
counseling, medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, health care 
consultation services; hosting a website providing sales, business, advertising and promotional 
information to others in the field of financial planning, investment analysis, portfolio allocation and 
recommendations for selecting financial instruments, business management and business 
advisory services, sales, business, advertising for sale of products and services of others, 
economic forecasting, education and training development and delivery, healthy living, healthy 
eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health care services, health clubs, health care counseling, 
medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, and health care consultation 
services; hosting a website offering the retail sales of goods to customers in the field of electronic 
and printed publications, computer hardware and software, financial and investment and insurance 
products, business information products, health care and health club products, diet and fitness and 
nutrition products, educational and training products computer security and computer networking 
products, licensed intellectual property; hosting a website providing sales, business, advertising 
and promotional information, operation of websites offering the retail sales of goods to customers 
in the field of electronic and printed publications, computer hardware and software, financial and 
investment and insurance products, business information products, health care and health club 
products, diet and fitness and nutrition products, educational and training products computer 
security and computer networking products, licensed intellectual property, business services in the 
field of compilation and rental of mailing lists, business administration services for the processing 
of sales made on the Internet or through in-person sales, provision of financial services in support 
of customer loyalty programs and incentive schemes for others, operation and administration of 
customer loyalty programs and incentive schemes for others

Class 44
(5) Advisory and consultancy services relating to healthy living, healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet 
and fitness; health care services, namely provision of medical, health and mental advisory and 
patient care services in a health institution environment or remotely at a patient location; health 
clubs; health care counseling; medical clinic services; health clinic services; mental health 
services; health care consultation services; collation, compilation, provision and dissemination of 
information, namely, providing healthy living, healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness; 
health assessment surveys; consultancy, advisory services and provision of information in the field 
of health care services, namely provision of medical, health and mental advisory and patient care 
services in a health institution environment or remotely at a patient location, health clubs, health 
care counseling, medical clinic services, health clinic services, mental health services, health care 
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consultation services, collation, compilation, provision and dissemination of information, namely, 
providing healthy living, healthy eating habits, nutrition, diet and fitness, health assessment surveys

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 21, 2013, Country or Office: HONG KONG, Application No: 
302501810 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,642,813  Filing Date 2013-09-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Laverana GmbH & Co. KG
Am Weingarten 4
D-30974 Wennigsen
GERMANY

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR IP AGENCY CO.
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
As provided by the applicant, the translation of "LAVERA" can be translated from Italian as "the 
true" in English and the term "NATURKOSMETIK" can be translated from German as "organic 
cosmetics" in English.

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Body and skin care and beauty preparations not for medical purposes, namely, beauty creams, 
beauty masks, beauty care cosmetics, collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; milks, tonics, 
lotions, creams, emulsions, gels for the face and body; non-medicated cleansing preparations for 
the face and body; skin astringents not for medical purposes; body mist; non-medicated foot baths, 
depilatory creams; pumice stones for personal use; soaps, namely, almond soap, aloe soap, bar 
soap, bath soap, beauty soap, body soap, cosmetic soaps, facial soap, hand soap; bubble bath; 
shower creams and gels; skin exfoliating products, namely, body scrubs, exfoliant creams, 
exfoliants for the skin, exfoliating scrubs for the body, exfoliating scrubs for the face, exfoliating 
scrubs for the feet, lip polisher, skin exfoliants; make-up removing preparations for the face; talcum 
powder; shampoos; hair lotions, oils, conditioners and repair preparations; hair dyes; hair spray, 
gel and mousse; hair brighteners, namely, hair brightening shampoos, hair brightening conditioner, 
hair brightening sprays; hair brightening dye; hair mascaras; shaving creams and gels; aftershave 
gels and lotions; perfumery; deodorants for personal use; essential oils, namely, aromatic essential 
oils, essential oils for cosmetic purposes, essential oils for personal use, essential oils for the 
manufacture of perfumes; bath beads; bath oils and salts; cosmetics; masks, namely, beauty 
masks, body cream masks, body masks, facial masks, foot masks for skin care, gel eye masks, 
hair masks, skin masks; foundation cream; blush; bronzing powder; make up powder; facial 
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shimmer preparations; mascara; eyeliners; cosmetic eye and lip pencils; eye shadows; lip balms; 
lip gloss; lipsticks; makeup removing preparations; nail polish; nail forms; false nails; nail polish 
remover; cuticle creams; preparations for strengthening nails; nonmedicated concealer sticks; 
body glitter; sun-tanning lotions and creams for the face and body; fake tan lotions and creams for 
the face and body; sunscreen creams; aftersun lotions and creams for the face and body; 
Perfumes, eaux de toilette; bath and shower gels and salts not for medical purposes; toilet soaps; 
cosmetics, in particular creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for the face, body and hands; sun-
tanning milks, gels and oils and after-sun preparations (cosmetics); make-up preparations; 
shampoos; gels, mousses, balms and preparations in aerosol form for hairdressing and haircare; 
hair lacquers; hair-colouring and hairdecolorizing preparations; preparations for waving and setting 
hair; cosmetics, decorative cosmetics; face creams and lotions; skin-cleansing lotions and creams, 
hand and body lotions and creams; tinted moisturising creams, make-up, foundation, face powder 
and rouge; blemish stick, lip pencils, eyeliner pens and mascara, eyeshadow; sun care 
preparations; foot-care preparations; foot creams and lotions; abrasive implements, namely, 
pumice stones; non-medicated powders and lotions for foot spas; non-medicated skin care 
preparations, shower gels, hair care preparations; shampoos and hair lotions, conditioning rinses 
(conditioners), combined shampoo and conditioner, hair sprays, styling mousse and gels; hair 
dyes; baby and infant care products, namely, baby body milk, baby bubble bath, baby lotion, baby 
oils, baby powder, baby powder, baby shampoos, baby wipes; bath oils, shampoos, skin oils and 
creams; anti-wrinkle creams; massage oils; grooming products for men, namely, after-shave 
emulsions, pre-shave and after-shave preparations, hair pomade, moisturizing cream, moisturizing 
lotion, shower gels; shaving cream, after-shave balms; preparations for the mouth and for cleaning 
the mouth, namely, breath-freshening and mouthfreshening preparations, mouth sprays, mouth 
rinses, dentifrices; toothpaste; antiperspirants

 Class 05
(2) Pharmaceutical products, namely, tinctures, lotions, creams, pills, sprays and ointments for 
treating skin irritations, allergic skin irritations, dry skin, acne, scratched skin and neurodermatitis; 
health-care products, namely, tinctures, lotions, creams, pills, sprays and ointments for treating 
skin irritations, allergic skin irritations, dry skin, acne, scratched skin and neurodermatitis; 
medicated lubricants, namely, vaginal and anal lubricants; dietetic substances, namely, sugar, 
artificial sweeteners and natural sweeteners for medical use; sanitary preparations, namely, 
antibiotics, antibacterial and anti-viral agents, for medical use; dietetic substances adapted for 
medical use, namely, vitamin and mineral supplements; vitamin preparations; allpurpose 
disinfectants; royal jelly (for medical purposes); herbal tea for medical use; herbal tea for 
therapeutic use; corn remedies, namely, corn and callus cream, corn pads, corn plasters, corn 
rings for the feet; headache pencils for headache treatment, namely, headache treatment 
preparations rendered via pencil-shaped applicators; lactose for medical purposes; milking grease; 
dietetic substances and beverages especially for babies, infants and children, namely, baby 
formula, baby vitamins, diabetic fruit juice beverages adapted for medical purposes, electrolyte 
replacement beverages for medical purposes; nutritional supplements that contain proteins, 
glucides, lipids, peptides and fibres, and micronutrients such as vitamins and minerals and amino 
acids and fatty acids and plants, and vegetable extracts and purified molecules extracted from 
vegetables, for beauty and skin, body, face, hair and nail care, in the form of capsules, tablets, 
ampules, yeast, powders, bars, creams and drinks, for medical and cosmetics and food purposes, 
namely, for general health and well-being, for hydrating skin, for treatment of dry skin, for 
promoting weight loss; nutritional additives made from meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, 
fruit and canned vegetables, dried and preserved fruit and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, 
eggs, milk and milk products, for beauty and skin, body, face, hair and nail care in the form of 
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capsules, tablets, vials, powders, bars, creams and beverages, for medical and cosmetics and 
food purposes, namely, for general health and well-being, for hydrating skin, for treatment of dry 
skin, for promoting weight loss; nutritional supplements that contain coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, 
tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereal extracts, namely, bread, 
pastry and chocolate and sugar confectionary, ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, 
mustard, vinegar, extracts from spices, spices, ice, for beauty and skin, body, face, hair and nail 
care, in the form of capsules, tablets, ampules, powders, bars, creams and drinks, for medical and 
cosmetics and food purposes, namely, for general health and well-being, for hydrating skin, for 
treatment of dry skin, for promoting weight loss; nutritional additives in the nature of natural food 
extracts derived from agricultural, horticultural, forestry and seed products, namely, fresh fruit and 
vegetables, seeds, plants and natural flowers, for beauty and skin, body, face, hair and nail care in 
the form of capsules, tablets, vials, powders, bars, creams and beverages, for medical purposes; 
nutritional additives for medical purposes in the nature of natural food extracts derived from 
agricultural, horticultural, forestry and seed products, namely, fresh fruit and vegetables, seeds, 
plants and natural flowers for beauty and skin, body, face, hair and nail care, namely, vials for 
drinking or beverages

Services
Class 44
Medical services, namely, medical treatment services provided by a health spa, providing medical 
advice in the field of dermatology, providing medical advice in the field of weight loss; medical 
clinics; hygienic and beauty treatment, namely, health spa services, health care services provided 
by a health spa, health and beauty care services provided by saunas, beauty salons, sanatoriums, 
hairdressing salons and massage parlors; aromatherapy services; massage; manicuring; beauty 
salons, hairdressing salons; health consultancy; operating of wellness equipment, namely 
operating beauty salons and medical healing and thermal spas, consultancy in the field of hygienic 
and beauty care, in the field of decorative cosmetics and anti-ageing; nutrition consultation

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 11, 2013, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 011642618 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,654,153  Filing Date 2013-11-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LUI Che Woo Prize Limited
Room 1801, K. Wah Centre
191 Java Road
North Point
HONG KONG

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LUI CHE WOO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
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memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
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drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer graphics

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
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metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
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plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)

 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
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meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
(10) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
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business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
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and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities
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Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
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ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
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programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing
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Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
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handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network
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 Application Number 1,654,154  Filing Date 2013-11-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LUI Che Woo Prize Limited
Room 1801, K. Wah Centre
191 Java Road
North Point
HONG KONG

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LUI CHE WOO PRIZE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
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memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
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drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
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metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
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plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)

 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
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meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
(10) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
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business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
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and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities
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Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
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ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
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programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing
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Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
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handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network
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LCW
Trademark Type
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Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
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memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
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drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer graphics

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
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metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
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plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)

 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
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meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
(10) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
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business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
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and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities
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Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
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ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
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programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing
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Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
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handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network
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 Application Number 1,654,158  Filing Date 2013-11-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LUI Che Woo Prize Limited
Room 1801, K. Wah Centre
191 Java Road
North Point
HONG KONG

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Chinese word(s) LÜ ZHI HE is LUI CHE WOO.

Foreign Character Transliteration
The transliteration provided by the applicant of the Chinese character(s) is LÜ ZHI HE.

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
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metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
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management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
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adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer graphics

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
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research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)

 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
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of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
(10) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing
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Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
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(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
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architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities

Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
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administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
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Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
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engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing

Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
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victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network
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 Application Number 1,654,701  Filing Date 2013-12-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Hangzhou Ezviz Network Co. Ltd.
Seventh Floor, Building 1, No. 700, 
Dongliu Road, Changhe Street, 
Binjiang District, Hangzhou City
310052
CHINA

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 6200, P.O. BOX 50, 1 FIRST 
CANADIAN PLACE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1B8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EZVIZ
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Data processing apparatus, namely computers; computer memories; recorded computer 
operating programs; computer peripheral devices namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, 
video file compression cards, video encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart 
tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera 
accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs; computer software, recorded, for use 
in surveillance systems and equipment; computer software, recorded for operating surveillance 
systems and equipment; computer software, recorded, for use in computer peripheral devices 
namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and 
decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable 
boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, 
plugs; computer software, recorded, for use in the operation of computer peripheral devices 
namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and 
decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable 
boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, 
plugs; microprocessors; monitors (computer hardware); central processing unit (CPU); integrated 
circuit cards; smart cards for use in surveillance systems and equipment; smart cards for use in 
the operation of surveillance systems and equipment; smart cards for use in computer peripheral 
devices, namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video 
encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart 
televisions, cable boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, 
batteries, adaptors, plugs; smart cards for use in the operation of computer peripheral devices, 
namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and 
decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable 
boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, 
plugs; downloadable electronic publications for use in surveillance systems and equipment; 
downloadable electronic publication for operating surveillance systems and equipment; 
downloadable electronic publication in the field of computer peripheral devices namely, CD 
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players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and decoders, 
alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable boxes, 
satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs; 
downloadable electronic publication for operating computer peripheral devices namely, CD 
players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and decoders, 
alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable boxes, 
satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs; 
Computer programs [downloadable software] for use in surveillance systems and equipment; 
computer programs [downloadable software] for operating surveillance systems and equipment; 
computer programs [downloadable software] for use in computer peripheral devices namely, CD 
players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and decoders, 
alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable boxes, 
satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs; 
computer programs [downloadable software] for use in the operation of computer peripheral 
devices namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video 
encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart 
televisions, cable boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps 
batteries, adaptors, plugs; USB flash disks; computer game software for electronic computer 
apparatus featuring interactive and multimedia functions that enable the user to integrate text, 
video, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; downloadable music files; downloadable 
video files for use in surveillance systems and equipment; downloadable video files for use in 
operating surveillance systems and equipment; downloadable video files for use in computer 
peripheral devices namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, 
video encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart 
televisions, cable boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, 
batteries, adaptors, plugs; downloadable video files for use in the operation of computer peripheral 
devices namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video 
encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart 
televisions, cable boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, 
batteries, adaptors, plugs.

(2) Digital counter for use in surveillance systems and equipment; quantity indicators, namely 
electric meter; electronic tags for goods.

(3) Electronic notice boards; electronic bulletin boards; Flashing lights [luminous signals]; Signal 
lanterns; Signaling panels, luminous or mechanical; Signals, luminous or mechanical; Notice 
boards (Electronic-); Luminous electric indicators for use in surveillance systems and equipment; 
Traffic flashlights (Signals apparatus).

(4) Voice transmitter for use in surveillance systems and equipment; video transmitter for use in 
the operation of surveillance systems and equipment; video telephones; network communication 
equipment, namely wired routers, wireless routers, network cables, wired modems, wireless 
modems for use in surveillance systems and equipment.

(5) Recording devices, namely CD-R recorders, DVD recorders, tape recorders, cassette 
recorders, telephone recorders, magnetic-tape recorders; camcorders; portable media players, 
namely CD players, MP3 players, cassette players, DVD players, mobile phones, smart phones 
and tablet computers; self-motion advertising machine, namely video and audio file players; digital 
advertising display screens; audio receivers; video receivers

(6) Editing applications for cinematographic films, namely film splicers, viewers, rewinds, squawk 
box, moviolas; cameras (photography); photo radar systems; flashlights (photography).
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(7) Observation instruments for day and night vision including optical electronics, namely 
telescopes, binoculars, monoculars, periscopes, magnifiers, field glasses, door peepholes, pocket 
lenses; audiovisual equipment, namely a network video camera and a web video camera for use in 
teaching about surveillance systems and surveillance equipment; detectors; photo radar systems 
for use in detecting the speed of motor vehicles; lasers (not for medical purposes); simulators for 
the steering and control of vehicles; hydrometers; temperature indicators, namely thermosensitive 
temperature indicator strips, temperature indicator stickers, heat detectors, temperature sensors.

(8) Optical apparatus and instruments for use in video surveillance systems, namely optical lens 
for cameras, blank optical data carriers, namely compact discs, digital versatile discs, magnetic 
computer discs, magnetic tapes, magnetic computer tapes; optical lenses.

(9) Cables and wires, namely audio/video cables, battery cables, booster cables, computer cables, 
electric cables, optical cables, electronic cables, extension cables, electric wires, fastening cables, 
fibre-optic cables, power cables, USB cables, telecommunication cables, data cables, telephone 
cables; DC power cables; coaxial cables; USB chargers

(10) Semiconductors; video display screens; Remote controllers for the control of computer 
peripheral devices, namely CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, 
video encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, transmitters, network storage drives, Computer 
Network Servers, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs 
for use in surveillance systems and equipment; Transducer able to convert any signal from 
controller into other specific signal to activate and control surveillance systems and equipment; 
light dimming switches

(11) Protection devices for personal use against accidents, namely safety goggles, safety helmets, 
safety monitoring cameras

(12) Theft prevention monitors, electric, for use in home, commercial and industrial properties; fire 
alarms; smoke detectors; sound alarms; alarms; electric locks; buzzers.

(13) Eyeglasses

(14) Galvanic cells; electric accumulators

(15) video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; downloadable animated 
cartoons;

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail and wholesale services of specific commodities namely data processing apparatus, 
namely computers; computer memories; recorded computer operating programs; computer 
peripheral devices namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, 
video encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart 
televisions, cable boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, 
batteries, adaptors, plugs; computer software, recorded, for use in surveillance systems and 
equipment; computer software, recorded for operating surveillance systems and equipment; 
computer software, recorded, for use in computer peripheral devices namely, CD players, DVD 
players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, 
smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable boxes, satellite boxes, 
cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs; computer 
software, recorded, for use in the operation of computer peripheral devices namely, CD players, 
DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and decoders, alarms, 
screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable boxes, satellite 
boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs; 
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microprocessors; monitors (computer hardware); central processing unit (CPU); integrated circuit 
cards; smart cards for use in surveillance systems and equipment; smart cards for use in the 
operation of surveillance systems and equipment; smart cards for use in computer peripheral 
devices namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video 
encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart 
televisions, cable boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, 
batteries, adaptors, plugs; smart cards for use in the operation of computer peripheral devices 
namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and 
decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cables 
boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, 
plugs; downloadable electronic publications for use in surveillance systems and equipment; 
downloadable electronic publication for operating surveillance systems and equipment; 
downloadable electronic publication in the field of computer peripheral devices namely, CD 
players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and decoders; 
alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable boxes, 
satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors; plugs; 
downloadable electronic publication for operating computer peripheral devices namely, CD 
players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and decoders, 
alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable boxes, 
satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs; 
Computer programs [downloadable software] for use in surveillance systems and equipment; 
computer programs [downloadable software] for operating surveillance systems and equipment; 
computer programs [downloadable software] for use in computer peripheral devices namely, CD 
players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video encoders and decoders, 
alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart televisions, cable boxes, 
satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs; 
computer programs [downloadable software] for use in the operation of computer peripheral 
devices namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, video 
encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart watches, smart 
televisions, cable boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, 
batteries, adaptors, plugs; USB flash disks; computer game software; downloadable music files; 
downloadable video files for use in surveillance systems and equipment; downloadable video files 
for use in operating surveillance systems and equipment; downloadable video files for use in 
computer peripheral devices namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression 
cards, video encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart 
watches, smart televisions, cable boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely 
lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs; downloadable video files for use in the operation of 
computer peripheral devices namely, CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression 
cards, video encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, smart phones, smart tablets, smart 
watches, smart televisions, cable boxes, satellite boxes, cameras, camera accessories, namely 
lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs; digital counter for use in surveillance systems and 
equipment; quantity indicators, namely electric meter; electronic tags for goods; Electronic notice 
boards; electronic bulletin boards; flashing lights [luminous signals]; Signal lanterns; Signaling 
panels, luminous or mechanical; Signals, luminous or mechanical; Notice boards (Electronic-); 
Luminous electric indicators for use in surveillance systems and equipment; Traffic flashlights 
(Signals apparatus); Voice transmitter for use in surveillance systems and equipment; video 
transmitter for use in the operation of surveillance systems and equipment; video telephones; 
network communication equipment, namely wired routers, wireless routers, network cables, wired 
modems, wireless modems for use in surveillance systems and equipment; Recording devices, 
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namely CD-R recorders, DVD recorders, tape recorders, cassette recorders, telephone recorders, 
magnetic-tape recorders; camcorders; portable media players, self-motion advertising machine, 
namely video and audio file players; digital advertising display screens; audio receivers, video 
receivers; Editing applications for cinematographic films; photo radar system; flashlights 
(photography); Observation instruments for day and night vision including optical electronics, 
namely telescopes, binoculars, monoculars, periscopes, magnifiers, field glasses, door peepholes, 
pocket lenses; audiovisual equipment for use in teaching about surveillance systems and 
equipment; detectors; photo radar systems for use in detecting the speed of motor vehicles; lasers 
(not for medical purposes); simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; hydrometers; 
temperature indicators, namely thermosensitive temperature indicator strips, temperature indicator 
stickers, heat detectors, temperature sensors; Optical apparatus and instruments for use in 
surveillance systems and equipment; optical lenses; Cables and wires, namely audio/video cables, 
battery cables, booster cables, computer cables, electric cables, optical cables, electronic cables, 
extension cables, electric wires, fastening cables, fibre-optic cables, power cables, USB cables, 
telecommunication cables, data cables, telephone cables; DC power cables, coaxial cables, USB 
chargers; Semiconductors; video display screens; Remote controllers for the control of computer 
peripheral devices, namely CD players, DVD players, recorders, video file compression cards, 
video encoders and decoders, alarms, screens, transmitters, network storage drives, Computer 
Network Servers, cameras, camera accessories, namely lenses, caps, batteries, adaptors, plugs 
for use in surveillance systems and equipment; Transducer able to convert any signal from 
controller into other specific signal to activate and control surveillance systems and equipment; 
light dimming switches; Protection devices for personal use against accidents; Theft prevention 
monitors, electric, for use in home, commercial and industrial properties; fire alarms; smoke 
detectors; sound alarms; alarms; electric locks; buzzers; Eyeglasses; galvanic cells; electric 
accumulators; video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; downloadable 
animated cartoons.

Class 42
(2) Technical research in the field of video surveillance systems and personal video surveillance 
security devices; Providing electrical engineering services to others; Electrical engineering

(3) Surveying

(4) weather forecasting; meteorological information

(5) Industrial designs; interior designs

(6) Computer rental computer programming; computer software designs; computer systems 
analysis; computer systems designs; updating of computer software; consultancy in the field of 
computer hardware design and development; rental of computer software; recovery of computer 
data; maintenance of computer software; duplication of computer program; digitalization of 
documents; creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting computer stations (sites); 
computer software installation; data conversion of computer programs and data (not physical 
conversion); computer software consulting; rental of web server; services of protecting computer 
against virus; providing Internet search engine; remote monitoring of computer system.

(7) security consultancy; monitoring of burglar and security alarms; night guards; security guard 
services; non-core policing services namely safety check services; safety inspection services for 
others; protection services of individuals and their families, business premises, facilities, property 
and pets.

Class 45
(8) Social escort (chaperoning)
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(9) Fire-fighting; rental of fire alarms

(10) Intellectual property advisory; licenses of computer software (legal services); registration of 
domain name (legal services).

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 24, 2013, Country or Office: CHINA, Application No: 13279839 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services (2), (3), 
(4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10)
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 Application Number 1,665,863  Filing Date 2014-02-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Tungsten Corporation PLC
Vestry House, Laurence Pountney Hill
London, EC4R 0EH
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Tungsten
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

computer software for workflow management of electronic invoices, namely, the creation, receipt, 
coding and authorization of electronic invoices; computer software for financial analysis of a 
business' invoices and spending patterns to help the business improve purchasing decisions in the 
future; computer software for the electronic delivery and exchange of invoices and electronic 
documentation between trading entities namely, creating, sending and receiving invoices

Services
Class 35
(1) business management assistance, business research services, namely, collecting a business' 
past incoming invoices and spending history and analyzing the invoices and spending history to 
help the company make decisions about future spending and expenses and information, advisory 
and consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of 
telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service 
provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, 
distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high 
schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts schools, biotechnology, 
pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, 
management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of health care, 
administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, home health 
care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre services and 
respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, 
broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party 
financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil 
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation 
engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, 
energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, 
casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier 
services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas 
distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and 
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excluding the autoshipping industry; business invoicing services and information, advisory and 
consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of 
telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service 
provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, 
distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high 
schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, 
pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, 
management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of health care, 
administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, home health 
care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre services and 
respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, 
broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party 
financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil 
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation 
engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, 
energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, 
casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier 
services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas 
distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and 
excluding the auto-shipping industry; business management advice and information, advisory and 
consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of 
telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service 
provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, 
distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high 
schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, 
pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, 
management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of health care, 
administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, home health 
care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre services and 
respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, 
broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party 
financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil 
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation 
engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, 
energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, 
casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier 
services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas 
distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and 
excluding the auto-shipping industry

Class 36
(2) cash management services and consultancy, information and advisory services for all the 
aforesaid services provided in the fields of telecommunications, agriculture, farming, 
manufacturing and sales of consumer products, education, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, 
healthcare, materials manufacturing, advertising, broadcasting, media, professional services, 
retail, energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce and excluding the auto-shipping 
industry; factoring agency services, namely brokering services for invoice factoring and invoice 
financing and consultancy, information and advisory services for all the aforesaid services 
provided in the fields of telecommunications, agriculture, farming, manufacturing and sales of 
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consumer products, education, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare, materials 
manufacturing, advertising, broadcasting, media, professional services, retail, energy, commercial 
and consumer insurance, e-commerce and excluding the auto-shipping industry; invoice 
discounting services namely facilitating and arranging for the financing of invoices by invoice 
discounting and invoice factoring and consultancy, information and advisory services for all the 
aforesaid services provided in the fields of telecommunications, agriculture, farming, 
manufacturing and sales of consumer products, education, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, 
healthcare, materials manufacturing, advertising, broadcasting, media, professional services, 
retail, energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce and excluding the auto-shipping 
industry; investment management services and financial management services in the field of 
electronic payments and consultancy, information and advisory services for all the foregoing 
services provided in the fields of telecommunications, agriculture, farming, manufacturing and 
sales of consumer products, education, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare, materials 
manufacturing, advertising, broadcasting, media, professional services, retail, energy, commercial 
and consumer insurance, e-commerce and all of the foresaid services excluding the auto-shipping 
industry

(3) computerised financial services, namely, factory agency services, namely, brokering services 
for invoice factoring and invoice financing, invoice discounting services, namely, facilitating, 
arranging for the financing of invoices, and accounts receivables financing, online bill payments, 
currency exchange, tax reclaim services, and financial management services via an online 
platform and consultancy, information and advisory services for all the aforesaid services provided 
in the fields of telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, 
internet service provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, farming, 
manufacturing, design, distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, 
universities, colleges, high schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts 
schools, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital 
administration, management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of 
health care, administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, 
home health care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre 
services and respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, 
advertising, broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting 
services, third-party financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical 
engineering, civil engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, 
sanitation engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance 
services, retail, energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, 
hotel services, casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and 
licensing, courier services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity 
distribution, natural gas distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production 
and distribution and excluding the auto-shipping industry;

Class 38
(4) messaging services, namely providing electronic messages of the status of invoices via a 
website, online portal, text, instant messaging services and via a social media platform and 
consultancy, information and advisory services for all the aforesaid services provided in the fields 
of telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service 
provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, 
distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high 
schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, 
pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, 
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management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of health care, 
administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, home health 
care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre services and 
respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, 
broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party 
financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil 
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation 
engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, 
energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, 
casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier 
services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas 
distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and 
excluding the auto-shipping industry; mobile telephone services and consultancy, information and 
advisory services for all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of telecommunications, 
namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service provider and telephone 
service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, distribution and sales of 
consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high schools, elementary schools, 
correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare 
services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, management of health care clinics for 
others, cost management in the field of health care, administration of health care plans, electronic 
processing of health care information, home health care services, home-visit nursing care 
services, residential and long-term care centre services and respite care services in the nature of 
nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, broadcasting, media, professional 
services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party financial institution services, 
engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil engineering, mechanical 
engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation engineering, and engineering 
surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, energy, commercial and 
consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, casino services, air 
transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier services, truck 
transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas distribution, and 
water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and excluding the auto-
shipping industry; electronic transmission of invoices, purchase orders and related financial data, 
namely, financial data in the nature of invoices and purchase orders by means of a website and 
online portal and consultancy, information and advisory services for all the aforesaid services 
provided in the fields of telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television 
broadcasting, internet service provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, 
farming, manufacturing, design, distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, 
universities, colleges, high schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts 
schools, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital 
administration, management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of 
health care, administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, 
home health care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre 
services and respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, 
advertising, broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting 
services, third-party financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical 
engineering, civil engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, 
sanitation engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance 
services, retail, energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, 
hotel services, casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and 
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licensing, courier services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity 
distribution, natural gas distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production 
and distribution and excluding the auto-shipping industry; providing a website, online portal, mobile 
online portal for the electronic delivery and exchange of invoice, purchase order and related 
financial documentation, namely, credit notes, payment reminders, documentation in the nature of 
payment status, legal and commercial terms, certifications, electronic signatures, and evidence 
supporting invoices and purchase orders between buyers and sellers and consultancy, information 
and advisory services for all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of telecommunications, 
namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service provider and telephone 
service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, distribution and sales of 
consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high schools, elementary schools, 
correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare 
services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, management of health care clinics for 
others, cost management in the field of health care, administration of health care plans, electronic 
processing of health care information, home health care services, home-visit nursing care 
services, residential and long-term care centre services and respite care services in the nature of 
nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, broadcasting, media, professional 
services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party financial institution services, 
engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil engineering, mechanical 
engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation engineering, and engineering 
surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, energy, commercial and 
consumer insurance, ecommerce, restaurant services, hotel services, casino services, air 
transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier services, truck 
transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas distribution, and 
water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and excluding the auto-
shipping industry; providing user access to the Internet and consultancy, information and advisory 
services for all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of telecommunications, namely, in the 
radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service provider and telephone service 
provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, distribution and sales of consumer 
products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high schools, elementary schools, 
correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare 
services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, management of health care clinics for 
others, cost management in the field of health care, administration of health care plans, electronic 
processing of health care information, home health care services, home-visit nursing care 
services, residential and long-term care centre services and respite care services in the nature of 
nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, broadcasting, media, professional 
services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party financial institution services, 
engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil engineering, mechanical 
engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation engineering, and engineering 
surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, energy, commercial and 
consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, casino services, air 
transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier services, truck 
transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas distribution, and 
water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and all of the aforesaid 
services excluding the auto-shipping industry

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 06, 2013, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 
012121976 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
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services (1), (3), (4); September 30, 2013, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 
012182796 in association with the same kind of services (2)
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 Application Number 1,673,679  Filing Date 2014-04-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TUNGSTEN CORPORATION PLC
Vestry House, Laurence Pountney Hill
London, EC4R 0EH
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

computer software for workflow management of electronic invoices, namely, the creation, receipt, 
coding and authorization of electronic invoices; computer software for financial analysis of a 
business' invoices and spending patterns to help the business improve purchasing decisions in the 
future; computer software for the electronic delivery and exchange of invoices and electronic 
documentation between trading entities namely, creating, sending and receiving invoices

Services
Class 35
(1) business management assistance, business research services, namely, collecting a business' 
past incoming invoices and spending history and analyzing the invoices and spending history to 
help the company make decisions about future spending and expenses and information, advisory 
and consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of 
telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service 
provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, 
distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high 
schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts schools, biotechnology, 
pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, 
management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of health care, 
administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, home health 
care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre services and 
respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, 
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broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party 
financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil 
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation 
engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, 
energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, 
casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier 
services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas 
distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and 
excluding the autoshipping industry; business invoicing services and information, advisory and 
consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of 
telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service 
provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, 
distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high 
schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, 
pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, 
management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of health care, 
administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, home health 
care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre services and 
respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, 
broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party 
financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil 
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation 
engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, 
energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, 
casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier 
services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas 
distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and 
excluding the auto-shipping industry; business management advice and information, advisory and 
consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of 
telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service 
provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, 
distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high 
schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, 
pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, 
management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of health care, 
administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, home health 
care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre services and 
respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, 
broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party 
financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil 
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation 
engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, 
energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, 
casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier 
services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas 
distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and 
excluding the auto-shipping industry

Class 36
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(2) computerised financial services, namely, factory agency services, namely, brokering services 
for invoice factoring and invoice financing, invoice discounting services, namely, facilitating, 
arranging for the financing of invoices, and accounts receivables financing, online bill payments, 
currency exchange, tax reclaim services, and financial management services via an online 
platform and consultancy, information and advisory services for all the aforesaid services provided 
in the fields of telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, 
internet service provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, farming, 
manufacturing, design, distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, 
universities, colleges, high schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts 
schools, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital 
administration, management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of 
health care, administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, 
home health care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre 
services and respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, 
advertising, broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting 
services, third-party financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical 
engineering, civil engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, 
sanitation engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance 
services, retail, energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, 
hotel services, casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and 
licensing, courier services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity 
distribution, natural gas distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production 
and distribution and excluding the auto-shipping industry

Class 38
(3) messaging services, namely providing electronic messages of the status of invoices via a 
website, online portal, text, instant messaging services and via a social media platform and 
consultancy, information and advisory services for all the aforesaid services provided in the fields 
of telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service 
provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, 
distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high 
schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, 
pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, 
management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of health care, 
administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, home health 
care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre services and 
respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, 
broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party 
financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil 
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation 
engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, 
energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, 
casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier 
services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas 
distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and 
excluding the auto-shipping industry; mobile telephone services and consultancy, information and 
advisory services for all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of telecommunications, 
namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service provider and telephone 
service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, distribution and sales of 
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consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high schools, elementary schools, 
correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare 
services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, management of health care clinics for 
others, cost management in the field of health care, administration of health care plans, electronic 
processing of health care information, home health care services, home-visit nursing care 
services, residential and long-term care centre services and respite care services in the nature of 
nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, broadcasting, media, professional 
services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party financial institution services, 
engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil engineering, mechanical 
engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation engineering, and engineering 
surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, energy, commercial and 
consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, casino services, air 
transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier services, truck 
transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas distribution, and 
water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and excluding the auto-
shipping industry; electronic transmission of invoices, purchase orders and related financial data, 
namely, financial data in the nature of invoices and purchase orders by means of a website and 
online portal and consultancy, information and advisory services for all the aforesaid services 
provided in the fields of telecommunications, namely, in the radio broadcasting, television 
broadcasting, internet service provider and telephone service provider industries, agriculture, 
farming, manufacturing, design, distribution and sales of consumer products, education, namely, 
universities, colleges, high schools, elementary schools, correspondence schools and fine arts 
schools, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare services, namely, hospital services, hospital 
administration, management of health care clinics for others, cost management in the field of 
health care, administration of health care plans, electronic processing of health care information, 
home health care services, home-visit nursing care services, residential and long-term care centre 
services and respite care services in the nature of nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, 
advertising, broadcasting, media, professional services, namely, legal services, accounting 
services, third-party financial institution services, engineering services in the fields of chemical 
engineering, civil engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, 
sanitation engineering, and engineering surveying services, actuarial services and insurance 
services, retail, energy, commercial and consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, 
hotel services, casino services, air transportation of passengers, computer software design and 
licensing, courier services, truck transport, public utility services in the form of electricity 
distribution, natural gas distribution, and water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production 
and distribution and excluding the auto-shipping industry; providing a website, online portal, mobile 
online portal for the electronic delivery and exchange of invoice, purchase order and related 
financial documentation, namely, credit notes, payment reminders, documentation in the nature of 
payment status, legal and commercial terms, certifications, electronic signatures, and evidence 
supporting invoices and purchase orders between buyers and sellers and consultancy, information 
and advisory services for all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of telecommunications, 
namely, in the radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service provider and telephone 
service provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, distribution and sales of 
consumer products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high schools, elementary schools, 
correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare 
services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, management of health care clinics for 
others, cost management in the field of health care, administration of health care plans, electronic 
processing of health care information, home health care services, home-visit nursing care 
services, residential and long-term care centre services and respite care services in the nature of 
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nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, broadcasting, media, professional 
services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party financial institution services, 
engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil engineering, mechanical 
engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation engineering, and engineering 
surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, energy, commercial and 
consumer insurance, ecommerce, restaurant services, hotel services, casino services, air 
transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier services, truck 
transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas distribution, and 
water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and excluding the auto-
shipping industry; providing user access to the Internet and consultancy, information and advisory 
services for all the aforesaid services provided in the fields of telecommunications, namely, in the 
radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, internet service provider and telephone service 
provider industries, agriculture, farming, manufacturing, design, distribution and sales of consumer 
products, education, namely, universities, colleges, high schools, elementary schools, 
correspondence schools and fine arts schools, bio-technology, pharmaceutical, healthcare 
services, namely, hospital services, hospital administration, management of health care clinics for 
others, cost management in the field of health care, administration of health care plans, electronic 
processing of health care information, home health care services, home-visit nursing care 
services, residential and long-term care centre services and respite care services in the nature of 
nursing aid services, materials manufacturing, advertising, broadcasting, media, professional 
services, namely, legal services, accounting services, third-party financial institution services, 
engineering services in the fields of chemical engineering, civil engineering, mechanical 
engineering, electrical engineering, nuclear engineering, sanitation engineering, and engineering 
surveying services, actuarial services and insurance services, retail, energy, commercial and 
consumer insurance, e-commerce, restaurant services, hotel services, casino services, air 
transportation of passengers, computer software design and licensing, courier services, truck 
transport, public utility services in the form of electricity distribution, natural gas distribution, and 
water distribution, oil, gas and coal extraction, production and distribution and all of the aforesaid 
services excluding the auto-shipping industry
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 Application Number 1,680,753  Filing Date 2014-06-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES 
CORPORATION
New Orchard Road
Armonk, NY 10504, NY 10504
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
KAREN NG
(IBM CANADA LTD.), 3600 STEELES AVE. 
EAST, DEPT B4/U59, MARKHAM, ONTARIO, 
L3R9Z7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

IBM CLOUD MANAGED SERVICES
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) (a) Computer hardware, namely, computer servers; computer software for running cloud 
computing based applications to host managed solutions for business critical applications; 
computer software to control the operation and execution of programs and networks; computer 
software for connecting disparate computer systems, servers and storage devices, namely, high-
speed storage subsystems for storage and back up of electronic data either locally or via a 
telecommunication network; computer software for managing existing processes, software and 
hardware in an information technology environment, namely, application and operating system 
software

 Class 16
(2) (b) Instruction manuals, written presentations and teaching materials, namely, books. 
brochures, informational sheets, pamphlets all in the fields of computers, data processing services, 
information technologies and electronic business transactions via a global computer network.

Services
Class 35
(1) (a) Business management consulting; business consulting services in the field of computer 
products and services, computers, computer software, computer hardware and electronic business 
transactions via a global computer network; cloud computing provider services for the processing 
of data; arranging and conducting of commercial exhibitions in the fields of computers, computer 
software, computer hardware and electronic business transactions via a global computer network;

Class 38
(2) (b) Electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals over a global 
network and wireless communications devices, namely, the provision and dissemination of 
information in the field of computers, computer services, computer software, information 
technology and electronic business transactions via a global computer network; providing multiple 
users with access to a global computer network; providing multi-user access to interactive 
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databases, in the fields of computers, computer software, computer hardware, computing services 
and electronic business transactions via a global computer network, via websites on a global 
computer network

Class 41
(3) (c) Education services, namely, providing educational technical demonstrations, presentations 
and training seminars, all in the fields of computers, computer software, computer hardware, 
computing services and electronic business transactions via a global computer network

Class 42
(4) (d) Consultancy services relating to computer products and computer services, computers, 
computer software, computer hardware and electronic business transactions via a global computer 
network; advice on designing, selecting, and using computer hardware and systems; technical 
support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and 
server problems; technical support services, namely, trouble-shooting computer software 
problems; computer system design services for others; computer systems analysis; testing 
computer software and hardware, namely, testing operation and functionality of software, 
computers and servers; software installation, updating and maintenance

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 19, 2014, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 86225400 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the 
same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,706,558  Filing Date 2014-12-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LUI Che Woo Prize Limited
Room 1801, K. Wah Centre
191 Java Road
North Point
HONG KONG

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Chinese word(s) LÜ JIANG is LUI PRIZE.

Foreign Character Transliteration
The transliteration provided by the applicant of the Chinese character(s) is LÜ JIANG.

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
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junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
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optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
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tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer graphics

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
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biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)

 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
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monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
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(10) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
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skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
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communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities

Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
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research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
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golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
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chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing

Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
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(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 27, 2014, Country or Office: HONG KONG, Application No: 
303216744 in association with the same kind of goods (1), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (10) and in 
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association with the same kind of services (1), (2), (4), (5), (6); December 10, 2014, Country or 
Office: HONG KONG, Application No: 303230667 in association with the same kind of goods (2), 
(9) and in association with the same kind of services (3)
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 Application Number 1,706,560  Filing Date 2014-12-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LUI Che Woo Prize Limited
Room 1801, K. Wah Centre
191 Java Road
North Point
HONG KONG

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LUI PRIZE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
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memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
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drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer graphics

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
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metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
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plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)

 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
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meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
(10) ace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
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business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
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and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities
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Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
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ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
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programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing
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Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
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handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 27, 2014, Country or Office: HONG KONG, Application No: 
303216735 in association with the same kind of goods (1), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (10) and in 
association with the same kind of services (1), (2), (4), (5), (6); December 10, 2014, Country or 
Office: HONG KONG, Application No: 303230676 in association with the same kind of goods (2), 
(9) and in association with the same kind of services (3)
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 Application Number 1,725,664  Filing Date 2015-04-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LUI Che Woo Prize Limited
Room 1801, K. Wah Centre
191 Java Road
North Point
HONG KONG

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Chinese word(s) Lu Zhi He Jiang Shi Jie Wen Ming 
Jiang is Lui Che Woo Prize Prize For World Civilization.

Foreign Character Transliteration
The transliteration provided by the applicant of the Chinese character(s) is Lu Zhi He Jiang Shi Jie 
Wen Ming Jian.

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
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screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
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cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
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wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer graphics

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
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stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)
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 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
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headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
(10) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
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basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
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peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities

Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
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initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
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concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
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services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing

Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
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personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network
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Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 27, 2015, Country or Office: HONG KONG, Application No: 303388230 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,725,670  Filing Date 2015-04-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LUI Che Woo Prize Limited
Room 1801, K. Wah Centre
191 Java Road
North Point
HONG KONG

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
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metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
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booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
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apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer graphics

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
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use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)

 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
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not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
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(10) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
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skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
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communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities

Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
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research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
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golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
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chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing

Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
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(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 27, 2015, Country or Office: HONG KONG, Application No: 303388249 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,725,671  Filing Date 2015-04-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LUI Che Woo Prize Limited
Room 1801, K. Wah Centre
191 Java Road
North Point
HONG KONG

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Chinese word(s) Lu Zhi He Jiang is Lui Che Woo 
Prize.

Foreign Character Transliteration
The transliteration provided by the applicant of the Chinese character(s) is Lu Zhi He Jiang.

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
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metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
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magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
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activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer graphics

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
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office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
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cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)

 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
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(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
(10) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
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broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
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biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities

Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
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politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
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resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
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field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing

Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
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software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
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personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 27, 2015, Country or Office: HONG KONG, Application No: 303388258 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,725,673  Filing Date 2015-04-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LUI Che Woo Prize Limited
Room 1801, K. Wah Centre
191 Java Road
North Point
HONG KONG

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Chinese word(s) Lu Zhi He Jiang Shi Jie Wen Ming 
Jian is Lui Che Woo Prize Prize For World Civilization.

Foreign Character Transliteration
The transliteration provided by the applicant of the Chinese character(s) is Lu Zhi He Jiang Shi Jie 
Wen Ming Jian.

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
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metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
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Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
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tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer graphics

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
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pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
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briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)

 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
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(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
(10) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
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broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
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biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities

Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
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politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
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resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
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field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing

Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
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software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
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personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 27, 2015, Country or Office: HONG KONG, Application No: 303388230 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,725,674  Filing Date 2015-04-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LUI Che Woo Prize Limited
Room 1801, K. Wah Centre
191 Java Road
North Point
HONG KONG

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colours Gold, Green and White are claimed 
as a feature of the mark. The mark consists of a white square within a gold circle. A green tree 
design extends from the top right side of the gold circle onto the white square.

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
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metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
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encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
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phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer graphics

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
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office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
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cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)

 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
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(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
(10) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
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broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
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biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities

Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
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politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
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resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
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field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing

Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
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software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
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personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 27, 2015, Country or Office: HONG KONG, Application No: 303388249 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,725,675  Filing Date 2015-04-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LUI Che Woo Prize Limited
Room 1801, K. Wah Centre
191 Java Road
North Point
HONG KONG

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colours Gold, Green and White are claimed 
as a feature of the mark. The words 'LUI Che Woo Prize' are green and the Chinese characters 
are green. They appear within a white square. The four (4) portions of the circle that are visible 
beneath the white square are gold. The tree drawing is green.

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Chinese word(s) Lu Zhi He Jiang is Lui Che Woo 
Prize.

Foreign Character Transliteration
The transliteration provided by the applicant of the Chinese character(s) is Lu Zhi He Jiang.

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, namely cladding of metal for 
building, linings of metal for building purposes, metal building flashing, metal reinforcement 
materials for building, steel frames for building, metal foil for building insulation, beams of metal, 
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metal ceiling supports, and metal structural beams, metal trim for buildings; transportable buildings 
of metal, namely, metal sheds and portable mobile metal office buildings; non-electric cable ties 
and wires of common metal, namely wire ropes; ironmongery namely hardware bolts, door bolts, 
bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, hardware screws, 
metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, expanding rivet, hinges, 
metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, door handles, door 
handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware springs, small items of 
metal hardware namely buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, 
screws of metal, wall anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles 
of metal, handles of metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, 
screw rings of metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of 
metal, door fittings of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal 
junctions for pipes; pipes and tubes of metal, namely, metal water pipes, metal pipes for liquid and 
gas transfer, metal gutter pipes, metal sewer pipes; safes; goods of common metal, namely angle 
irons of metal, metal doors, ladders of metal, medals, decorative wall plaques, decorative plates, 
metal shelving, metal tool cabinets, pallets of metal, towel dispensers of metal, hardware bolts, 
door bolts, bolts of metal, fastener bolts, nails, hardware nails, cramps and nails of metal, 
hardware screws, metal screws, fastener screws, expanding screws, wall anchors, rivets, 
expanding rivet, hinges, metal hinges, hardware nuts, fastener nuts, nuts and bolts, tool handles, 
door handles, door handles of metal, knife handles of metal, ratchet handles, and hardware 
springs, buckles of common metal (hardware), bolts of metal, nails of metal, screws of metal, wall 
anchors of metal, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, nuts of metal, door handles of metal, handles of 
metal for hand tools, springs of metal (other than for machines), pegs of metal, screw rings of 
metal, cable clamps of metal, cable junction sleeves of metal, cable thimbles of metal, door fittings 
of metal, metal flanges, metal hose clamps, metal joinery fittings, and metal junctions for pipes, 
memorial plaques made of common metal, key rings; ores; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cup, trophy figurines of common metals and 
their alloys; busts of common metal; memorial plates of metal; works of art of common metal; 
boxes of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Recorded computer programs, namely computer programs for database management, 
computer programs for text editing namely, word processing, computer programs for graphic 
designing and editing, computer programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of 
photographs, computer programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, 
computer programs for visual art designing and editing, and computer programs for video editing, 
computer programs for mathematical calculation, computer programs for language translations 
and instructional computer programs for language training, computer utility virus protection 
programs, computer programs for accounting, and computer programs to provide Internet access; 
computer software, namely computer software for database management, computer software for 
text editing, namely, word processing, computer software for graphic designing and editing, 
computer software for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, computer 
software for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, computer software for visual art 
designing and editing, and computer software for video editing, computer software for 
mathematical calculation, computer software for language translations and instructional computer 
software for language training, computer utility virus protection software, accounting software, and 
Internet access software; application software, namely application software for database 
management, application software for text editing, namely, word processing, application software 
for graphic designing and editing, application software for scanning, digitizing, altering and 
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retouching of photographs, application software for editing music and for editing digital audio 
recordings, application software for visual art designing and editing, application software for video 
editing, application software for mathematical calculation, application software for language 
translations and instructional application software for language training; Blank magnetic discs; 
Blank Floppy disks; read-only memory blank compact discs; magnetically encoded charge cards, 
magnetically encoded cash cards, magnetically encoded check cards, magnetically encoded credit 
cards, magnetically encoded debit cards, magnetically encoded room access cards; magnetically 
encoded identification cards, magnetically encoded security cards, magnetically encoded phone 
cards; Magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for computers; Blank optical data media, 
namely optical discs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely books, periodicals, magazines, 
newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, guides, 
booklets, and manuals; electronic publications recorded on CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, floppy discs, 
optical discs, audio cassettes, namely books, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, 
brochures, leaflets, advertising pamphlets, catalogues, flyers, booklets, and manuals; 
downloadable computer programs, namely downloadable computer programs for database 
management, downloadable computer programs for text editing, namely, word processing, 
downloadable computer programs for graphic design and editing, downloadable computer 
programs for scanning, digitizing, altering and retouching of photographs, downloadable computer 
programs for editing music and for editing digital audio recordings, downloadable computer 
programs for visual art designing and editing, and downloadable computer programs for video 
editing, downloadable computer programs for mathematical calculation, downloadable computer 
programs for language translations and downloadable instructional computer programs for 
language training, downloadable computer utility virus protection programs, downloadable 
computer programs for accounting, downloadable computer programs to provide Internet access; 
Downloadable music files; Downloadable image files containing photos, graphics, cartoon, 
drawings, calligraphy, artwork, and caricatures; exposed cinematographic film; exposed films; 
sound recording discs; sound recording media, namely, blank sound recording discs, blank sound 
recording strips and blank sound recording carriers; blank CDs; blank DVDs; blank CD-ROMs, 
blank audio cassettes, blank audio tapes, blank audio digital discs, blank magnetic tapes, blank 
video tapes, blank video cassettes, blank magnetic data media, namely, magnetic tape units for 
computers and blank optical data media, namely, optical discs, blank floppy discs, and blank 
magnetic and optical discs; photography slides; photography transparencies; transparencies 
(slides); teaching apparatus, namely, microscopes, beakers, electrodes for laboratory research, 
laboratory flasks, laboratory glassware, hand-operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory 
samples, namely, laboratory tongs, forceps, ionization apparatus for scientific and laboratory use, 
namely, automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, centrifuges, glass 
slides and chips having multi-well arrays that can be used in chemical analysis, biological analysis 
and patterning for scientific, laboratory and medical research use, scalpels for laboratory use, stills 
for laboratory experiments, artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes, medical teaching 
mannequins, glassware tubes for scientific experiments in laboratories, laboratory calipers, 
laboratory test tubes, thermometers, spectroscopes, pipette racks, microscope slides, burettes, 
laboratory swabs, petri dishes used in laboratory research, pipettes, plates, models for scientific 
experiments (teaching apparatus), namely, anatomical models for scientific, instructional and 
education purposes, three dimensional models for educational purposes, audiovisual teaching 
apparatus, namely, projectors, video tape recorders and players, video tape players, DVD players, 
CD-ROM players, video screens, scientific laboratory apparatus, namely cell culture apparatus for 
laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes, tissue culture flasks, equipment for chemistry, namely 
educational apparatus, namely, scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, namely, laboratory 
scales, scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical levels in water not for medical use, 
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namely, digital pH meters, instruments for physics, namely, test weights, prisms for scientific 
purposes, ammeters, and barometers, mathematical instruments, namely, calculators, abacus, 
slide rules, protractors, ellipsographs, and opisometers, communication equipment, namely, two-
way radios, telephones, cellular phones, smart phones, video phones; Internet phones, computers, 
tablet computers, portable computers, and wearable digital electronic devices, namely wearable 
activity trackers, wearable video display monitors and smart glasses comprised primarily of 
software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, e-mails, data and information from smart 
phones, tablet computers and portable computers and display screens and also featuring a 
wristwatch excluding gaming apparatus, telescopes, cosmology instruments, namely, reflectors for 
telescopes, cosmic ray detectors; graduated ruler, rulers, compass, laboratory slides, laboratory 
stirrers, laboratory tongs, sterilizers for laboratory use, automatic ion-exchange chromatography 
apparatus for laboratory use, spectroscopes; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, video tapes, video cassettes containing content relating to scientific, political, cultural, 
educational, literary and economic developments; cases and coverings of leather for mobile phone 
(not adapted, not fitted), cases and coverings of leather for computers and portable computers (not 
adapted, not fitted); graphic representations, namely, downloadable computer graphics

 Class 14
(3) Precious metals and their alloys and decorative wall plaques of precious metal, decorative 
plates of precious metal, memorial plaques of precious metals, plates of precious metals, 
commemorative plaques made of precious metal; jewelry, precious stones; small clocks; desk 
clocks; table clocks; floor clocks; wall clocks; time clocks; alarm clocks; automobile clocks; 
watches; mechanical and automatic watches; pocket watches; diving watches; dress watches; 
jewelry watches; medals; medallions (jewelry); coins; badges of precious metal; watches; clocks; 
dishes of precious metal; cuff-links; key rings (trinkets and fobs); tie clips; buckles of precious 
metal for watchstraps and jewelry; brooches [jewelry]; copper tokens; works of art of precious 
metal; busts of precious metal; art-work of precious metal; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of precious metals and 
coated therewith; memorial plates of precious metals and coated therewith; jades; jade carvings 
(jewelry); boxes of precious metals; silver arts and crafts, namely silverware, silver plates, silver 
dishes, silver candlesticks, silver tableware, model figures (ornaments) made of silver, charms 
(jewelry) made of silver, cloisonné pins made of silver, cloisonné jewelry made of silver; 
ornaments, namely artwork made of silver, carvings made of silver, wall art decorations made of 
silver, memorial plaques made of silver, plates made of silver, commemorative plaques made of 
silver, award plaques made of silver, award plates made of silver, commemorative plates made of 
silver, dish plates made of silver, name plaques made of silver, wall plates made of silver, wall 
plaques made of silver, and works of art of silver

 Class 16
(4) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely printing paper, photocopying 
paper, letter paper, facsimile paper, tracing paper, coloured paper, pattern paper, painting paper, 
photo paper, art paper, paper wrapper, packaging paper, banner of paper, table napkins of paper, 
paper tissues, paper tags, namely, paper gift tags, paper name tags, printed paper tags, paper 
coasters, packaging containers of paper, paper party decorations, cardboard coasters, cardboard 
containers, cardboard party decorations, cardboard wall decorations, signboards of paper and 
cardboard; placards of paper, placards of cardboard, drawing paper, paper labels; printed matter, 
namely newspapers, brochures, leaflets, guides, and manuals; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery, namely, ruler (stationery), clips (stationery), rubber erasers (stationery), staplers 
(stationery), staples (stationery), hole punchers (stationery), glue (stationery), adhesive tape for 
stationery purposes, tape dispenser (stationery), inks for writing, printing and stamping 
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(stationery), correcting fluids (stationery), index cards (stationery); adhesives for stationery and 
household use; artists' materials, namely painting boards, painting cases for holding paint brushes 
and for holding painting implements, painting palettes, paint trays, canvas for painting, easels used 
for painting, painting pencils, painting pens, paint markers, painting sets for children and artists, oil 
pastel, colour crayon, paint boxes for holding painting implements; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except apparatus), namely, paper shredders for office use, office perforators, 
envelope sealing machines for office use, bookbinding machines for office use, paper cutter for 
office use, paper trimmer for office use, stamping device for office use, namely, rubber stamps and 
stamping machines, laminating machines for office use, franking machines for office use, stapling 
presses for office use, date and time stamping machines for office use, addressing machines for 
office use; printed instructional and teaching material, namely, books, booklets and manuals all for 
use in the fields of education (teaching), sports, world cultures, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic 
films for packaging and wrapping, plastic sheets for packaging and wrapping, plastic vacuum 
packaging bags, plastic mesh bags for packaging, air bubble plastics for packaging, envelopes of 
plastic for packaging, pouches of plastics for packaging, sacks made of plastic for packaging, 
container made of plastic for packaging, plastic packaging foils; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications in the nature of marketing and promotional materials, namely, advertising 
leaflets and advertising pamphlets; posters; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; souvenir, 
stamp and picture albums; printed tickets, namely tickets for prize award events and charitable 
events; pamphlets; note books; paper sheets [stationery]; catalogues; envelopes; manuals 
[handbooks]; booklets; flyers; invitation card; printed certificate, namely award certificate, 
participation certificate, appreciation certificate; name card; calendars; diaries; printed advertising 
materials, namely, advertising pamphlets, advertising signs of paper, advertising signs of 
cardboard and advertising brochures, advertising periodicals, advertising magazines, advertising 
newsletters, advertising leaflets, advertising catalogues, advertising flyers, advertising guides, 
advertising booklets; sealing wafers; document files [stationery]; folders for papers; document and 
notebook covers [stationery]; writing instruments; paperseals; bookmarkers; bookmark cards; 
graphic representations, namely, printed graphic representations; photographs, lithographs, 
geographical maps, almanacs, advertisement boards of paper and cardboard, bags (envelopes, 
pouches) of paper and plastic, for packaging; printed forms, namely printed award nomination 
forms, bookkeeping forms, and business forms; printed voucher; coupon; pencils; bookends; paper 
knives (cutters); decalcomania's, flags of paper; paper cardboard; oleographs; pen cases; 
invitation cards; greeting cards; notice cards (stationery); passport case (made of leather); memo 
pads; bags of plastic and paper, for packaging; stickers; flags of paper; identity badges; booklets, 
pamphlets and brochures, in particular concerning scientific, political, cultural, educational, literary 
and economic developments; writing paper; writing pads; announcement cards (stationery); 
pictures

 Class 18
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(5) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bands of leather; 
animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; leather and imitation leather bags; handbags; card cases [notecases]; 
backpacks; pocket wallets; attaché cases; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
briefcases; key cases; canvas cases, namely canvas beauty cases, businesses cases, cosmetic 
cases and document cases; boxes of leather and leather board; travelling articles (leatherware) 
namely travelling luggage, travelling cases, travelling baggage, travelling trunks, travelling 
handbags; passport wallets (leather)

 Class 19
(6) Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings, namely, portable mobile office 
buildings of wood, portable mobile office buildings of plastic, and non-metallic sheds; monuments, 
not of metal, namely, monuments of wood, monuments of plastic, monuments of glass, 
monuments of concrete, monuments of marble, monuments of stone and monuments of ceramic; 
works of art of stone, concrete and marble; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, 
sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plates 
of stone, concrete and marble; memorial plaque of wood, memorial plaque of plastic, memorial 
plaque of stone, memorial plaque of ceramic, memorial plaque of concrete, memorial plaque of 
glass, memorial plaque of marble

 Class 20
(7) Furniture, namely office furniture, living room furniture, kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, 
bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, camping furniture, school furniture, furniture for garden, 
dining room furniture; mirrors, picture frames; non-metal screws; non-metal door handles; goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics, namely medals, decorative 
wall plaques, commemorative plaques, plates and keyrings; works of art of wood namely wood 
carvings, Works of art of wax namely wax carvings, Works of art of plaster namely plaster 
carvings, Works of art of plastic namely plastic carvings, plastic painting; wood busts, wax busts, 
plaster busts, and plastic busts; figurines [statuettes], statues, statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, 
trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; memorial plates of 
wood, wax, plaster, plastic and resin; signboards of wood and plastic; cushions

 Class 21
(8) Household and kitchen utensils, namely dishes, plates, bowls, tableware, namely, flatware and 
eating utensils, serving dishes, casseroles, baking dishes, saucers, serving trays, condiment 
dishes, salt and pepper shakers, chopstick rests, spoon rests, knife rests, drinking glasses, 
drinking tumblers, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, scoops (tableware), trivets, lazy 
susan, silverware, cooking utensils and containers, namely, beverage containers, food storage 
containers and packaging containers of plastic; brushmaking materials, namely synthetic fibers 
and natural fibers for making writing brushes for calligraphy; articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brooms, dustpans, mops, dusting clothes and pail containers; steelwool; unworked and 
semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); beverage glassware, porcelain dinnerware and 
vases, porcelain chinaware, plaques made of porcelain, plaques made of glass, and earthenware; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; figurines [statuettes], statues, 
statuettes, mini statues, sculptures, trophies, trophy cups, trophy figurines of crystal, porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware and glass; memorial plates of crystal, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and 
glass; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware and glass; crystal arts and crafts, namely model 
figures (ornaments) made of crystal, charms (jewelry) made of crystal, cloisonné pins made of 
crystal, cloisonné jewelry made of crystal; ornaments [statues] made of porcelain, glasses, crystal, 
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ceramic, china, earthenware and glass; cups; mugs; coffee mugs; tea sets (tableware); ceramic 
ware, namely ceramic chinaware and ceramic vases; drinking vessels, namely drinking cups and 
drinking glasses

 Class 25
(9) Clothing, namely shirts, blouses, pants, shorts, skirts, overcoats, jackets, coats, sweaters, 
cardigans, socks and stockings, jeans, T-shirts, track suits, sportswear, undergarments, dresses, 
footwear, namely athletic footwear, sports footwear, casual footwear, evening footwear, outdoor 
winter footwear, and rain footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, neckerchiefs, shawls and 
headscarves, earmuffs; scarves; gloves (clothing); sashes for wear; belts (clothing); sweat bands; 
neckties; bow ties; belts (made of leather)

 Class 26
(10) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 
flowers; brooches [clothing accessories]; brassards; prize ribbons; ornamental badges for wear, 
lapel badges; textile patches for clothing

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising consultancy, advertising agency services, advertising the 
goods and services of others, advertising for others via television broadcasting, and outdoor 
billboards, advertising copywriting, advertising flyer distribution for others, promoting the sale of 
goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
and promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; business 
management; business administration; office functions, namely advisory services relating to 
business management and business operations; business efficiency services; business invoicing 
services; secretarial and clerical services; word processing; photocopying; secretarial services; 
typing services, stenographic transcription services; computerized file management; computer 
database management; business management assistance; public relations; business information, 
namely business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; 
organizing exhibitions, namely activities to promote public awareness of issues relating to science, 
education, culture, sports, and entertainment; organizing technical exhibitions, namely activities to 
promote public awareness of issues relating to science, education, culture, sports, and 
entertainment; organizing of promotional activities, namely activities to promote public awareness 
of humanitarian, environmental and social community issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund 
raising and charitable activities; marketing services, namely promotional services in the field of 
planned-giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; Arranging, organizing and conducting 
exhibitions for promoting public awareness of humanitarian, environmental and social community 
issues and initiatives, and for charitable fund raising and charitable activities; advice and 
information concerning commercial business management; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; providing business marketing information for others; advice in the field of 
business management and marketing; commercial information agencies providing business 
information; commercial information agencies providing tax information; promoting public 
awareness of science and research in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medical physiology, 
literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and 
chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, 
biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict 
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resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations, all via websites, television programs, radio 
broadcasts and the bestowing of awards recognizing achievement in the foregoing fields; 
promoting and sponsoring cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art 
festival, musical festival, visiting historic site; Promoting sports competitions and events for others 
namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, 
basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, 
football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle 
and bow shooting sports, swimming, synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, 
trampoline, triathlon, water polo, weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, 
skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard 
and snooker games

Class 36
(2) Sponsorship search, namely assisting charitable organizations in searching for sponsorships; 
commercial information agencies providing mortgage information, commercial information 
agencies providing financial and economic Insurance; Financial and monetary assessment 
services in the nature of providing financial assessment services and financial assistance to 
charitable and non-profit organizations; financing services in the nature of providing financial 
assistance to charitable and non-profit organizations; loan financing services; financial services 
relating to investment, namely, financial investment analysis, advisory, brokerage and counselling 
services; real estate brokerage services; real estate services, namely, rental of residential housing 
and commercial property; real estate appraisals; fund investments; financial management; 
financial sponsorship of charitable and philanthropic activities, financial sponsorship of charitable 
and non-profit organizations, philanthropic and charitable services, namely, providing grants in the 
fields of health, education, learning and educational research, providing educational scholarships; 
financial analysis; providing financial consultancy services relating to philanthropic (monetary 
affairs), charities, charitable organizations and charitable and fundraising activities and events; real 
estate management; leasing of real estate; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; arranging 
charitable collections [for others]; charitable collection agency services; charitable fund raising 
relating to international relief programs, scholarship and humanitarian, education, social welfare 
services, alleviation of poverty, cultural exchange programs and philanthropic purposes; providing 
financial information relating to philanthropic (monetary affairs), charities, charitable organizations 
and charitable and fundraising activities and events; collection of donations for charitable 
purposes; consultancy services, namely capital investments, loan financing, trade finance; 
advisory services relating to financial planning; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals, namely charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance 
to disadvantaged persons for food, rent, health care, and other necessities of life, charitable 
services, namely, providing financial assistance to meet the physical, psychological, social and 
other special needs of disabled persons

Class 38
(3) Telecommunication services, namely transmission of digital audio defined by the user, 
computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; electronic bulletin board services offered via the Internet permitting users 
to create and post to message boards concerning topics and fields of interest defined by the user; 
providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network namely, internet access 
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provider services; providing chat rooms using the internet; providing online forums using the 
internet for users to post information, share information, communicate, chat and discuss 
information concerning topics of general interest, education, entertainment, sports, cultural, music, 
film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, communications, law, finance, 
accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, 
peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political 
relations; providing access to databases containing content relating to education, entertainment, 
sports, cultural, music, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series program, science, 
physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, 
communications, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, medicine, 
physiology, engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, technology, telecommunications, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, engineering, peace, humanitarian, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations; providing user access to global computer networks; 
videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files, namely digital audio defined by the user, 
music, computer graphics defined by the user, digital photographs defined by the user and digital 
animations defined by the user, by means of broadband power line, wireless computer networks, 
cellular phone network; cellular text messaging services; providing access to computer databases 
containing information in the field of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service 
activities

Class 41
(4) Educational services in the fields of entertainment, namely motion picture entertainment and 
musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf 
and basketball, world cultures, radio and television broadcasting, science, physics, chemistry, 
biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, technology, 
telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, 
architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, 
namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and 
support services, political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, 
namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; 
entertainment in the form of television shows, community festivals, ethnic festivals, live visual and 
audio performances, namely, dance, news and comedy shows; sporting activities, namely 
organizing, arranging, and conducting sporting events in the fields of archery, track and field, 
namely, running, jumping and throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, 
canoe sprint, cycling, diving, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, 
Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard, snooker games; organizing and 
conducting cultural events and activities namely food festival, exhibition of art festival, musical 
festival, visiting historic site; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to 
demonstrate excellence in the fields of education educational research, entertainment, sports, 
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cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series program, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, 
politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer 
and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and conducting award presentation 
ceremony; hosting awards programs for entertainment purposes in the fields of educational 
research, entertainment, sports, cultural world cultures, music, film, broadcasting, television series 
program, science, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, 
journalism, corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and 
administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
electrical and civil engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, peace 
processes, namely, conflict resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty 
alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, 
political and economic development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation 
and arbitration services, and consulting in the field of international relations; organization of award 
ceremonies and shows; Organization of competitions in the form of quiz, oral and written 
presentations concerning the subjects of education (teaching), entertainment, sports, world 
cultures, film, radio and television broadcasting, television series programs, science, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, linguistics, mathematics, sociology, journalism, corporate 
communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, arts, 
medicine, physiology, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil, politics, 
economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, consumer and 
industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, 
agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; education information services namely assessment and evaluation 
of educational programs for the purpose of improvement of quality of education for students, 
educational research services, analyzing educational tests scores and data for others, and 
developing educational manuals, collecting and compiling educational data and educational 
material for the purpose of evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of 
education for students, and providing educational material and education data for the purpose of 
evaluating educational programs with the aim of improving the quality of education for students; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, lectures, seminars and 
symposiums in the fields of primary education secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, radio 
and television broadcasting, physics, chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, 
sociology, journalism, public and corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, 
business and administration, music, arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, 
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civil, electrical and chemical engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications 
hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering 
namely, chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict 
resolution services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare 
delivery initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic 
development, philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration 
services, and consulting in the field of international relations; arranging and organizing of musical 
concert; organization of charitable events, namely, musical concerts, award ceremonies and sports 
tournaments, namely in the fields of archery, track and field, namely, running, jumping and 
throwing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, boxing, canoe slalom, canoe sprint, cycling, diving, 
equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, soccer, track and field, cricket, 
golf, Judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, rifle and bow shooting sports, swimming, 
synchronized swimming, table tennis, taekwondo, tennis, trampoline, triathlon, water polo, 
weightlifting, wrestling, skiing, biathlon, bobsledding, curling, skating, baseball, ice hockey, luge, 
Nordic combined, skeleton sledding, ski jumping, snowboard and snooker games; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of printed matter, namely 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; online electronic publishing of publications books, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, catalogues, 
flyers, guides, booklets, and manuals; publishing of books, instructional books, magazines, maps, 
medical and health care publications, medical publications, newsletters, newspapers; film 
production; production of award ceremony, award conference, cinematographic films, radio 
programs, broadcasting radio programs and television programs; party planning [entertainment]; 
photography services, namely the taking of photos and portraits and photographic composition; 
planning, production and distribution of audio programs, visual programs, video programs, radio 
programs, television programs, audio recordings, books, cine-films, and motion pictures 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological 
research, computers, consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and 
software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, 
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; production of CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video tapes 
and cassettes concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, 
television, entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, 
hockey, soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, engineering, namely, chemical, mechanical, 
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electrical and civil engineering, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution services, 
humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery initiatives and 
disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, philosophy, 
human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and consulting in the 
field of international relations; museum facilities; Education and personal development training, 
namely providing information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement, 
and providing information the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through 
achievement of timely and challenging goals; guided tours; lending libraries; publication of books 
services; Provision of information in relation to educational research and educational development 
concerning primary education, secondary education, post-secondary education, television, 
entertainment, motion picture entertainment and musical entertainment, sports, namely, hockey, 
soccer, football, tennis, track and field, cricket, golf and basketball, world cultures, physics, 
chemistry, biology, literature, language studies, mathematics, sociology, journalism, public and 
corporate communications studies, law, finance, accounting, business and administration, music, 
arts, medicine, physiology, engineering, namely mechanical, civil, electrical and chemical 
engineering, politics, economics, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, computers, 
consumer and industrial technology, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, climatology, architecture, peace processes, namely, conflict resolution 
services, humanitarian processes, namely, poverty alleviation initiatives, healthcare delivery 
initiatives and disaster zone rescue and support services, political and economic development, 
philosophy, human and political relations, namely, mediation and arbitration services, and 
consulting in the field of international relations; rental of motion pictures; news reporters services; 
video-tape publishing

Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical 
engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; industrial analysis and research services, namely, scientific research and analysis in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, mechanical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and chemical engineering, geology, chemical research, 
bacteriological research, computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, 
astronomy, agriculture, and climatology; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; hosting of websites relating to charitable services; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; land surveying, surveying of road condition, building quality surveying, geological 
surveying, oil-field surveying, civil engineering works surveying, architecture surveying; rental of 
computer software, computer programming and computer systems; updating of computer 
software, computer program and computer systems, styling (industrial design), graphic arts 
designing; providing scientific information and scientific innovation and development services in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, physiology, engineering namely chemical, 
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, geology, chemical research, bacteriological research, 
computers, telecommunications hardware and software, biomedical, astronomy, agriculture, and 
climatology; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; computer services, namely, software platforms and software applications 
for hosting an electronic contact centre permitting users to schedule meetings and appointments, 
and to conduct meetings electronically by means of voice transmission over the internet and 
telephone networks, and by means of the transmission of textual messages over the internet; 
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application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing of digital audio files defined 
by the user, digital video files defined by the user, digital images defined by the user, and textual 
documents defined by the user, all via the Internet; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission via the 
Internet of digital audio defined by the user, digital video defined by the user, digital photographic 
images defined by the user, computer graphics defined by the user, music, and digital animations 
defined by the user, hosting a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create 
personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple websites

Class 45
(6) Legal services; commercial information agencies providing legal information; charitable 
services, namely, providing clothing and shoes to needy persons, providing counselling services in 
the field of religion, providing emotional counselling and emotional support services to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and communities, disabled and handicapped people, and 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man¬made disasters, charitable services, in the 
nature of coordination of procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to 
disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, 
victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of disadvantaged and needy 
individuals and needy communities, disabled and handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, 
weather, natural and man-made disasters, charitable services, namely, providing toys, school 
supplies, books to disadvantaged and needy individuals and needy communities, disabled and 
handicapped people, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and man-made disasters, providing 
charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of individuals, namely providing case 
management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and 
psychological services for disadvantaged and needy individuals, disabled and handicapped 
individuals, victims of poverty, war, weather, natural and manmade disasters, recreational 
activities, namely, conducting programs featuring literacy training, art events, and sporting events 
for children in foster care and orphanages, individuals at senior and community centres, nursing 
homes, and disabled homes, providing charitable services with the aim of meeting the needs of 
individuals, namely organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service 
projects, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations, promoting 
environmental awareness to children and adult, charitable services, namely organizing and 
conducting volunteer programs and community service projects, namely programs for physically 
helping out and socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, 
orphanages, and disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness 
concerning human rights, violence, conflicts, discrimination and poverty; copyright management; 
licensing of intellectual property; providing humanitarian service and encouraging high ethical 
standards in personal and professional life, namely charitable services, namely, organizing youth 
groups to undertake projects to benefit the needy and the community to encourage leadership, 
character, compassion, and good citizenship, administration of a program to promote community 
service, coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities, philanthropic services 
concerning monetary donations, charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer 
programs and community service projects, namely, programs for physically helping out and 
socializing with individuals at senior and community centers, nursing homes, orphanages, and 
disabled homes, charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of human rights, 
violence, conflicts, discrimination, and poverty; Charitable services, namely promoting public 
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awareness of the need for providing humanitarian and philanthropic services in an enterprise with 
the aim of encouraging and extending the philosophy of providing these services as a basis of a 
worthy enterprise; promoting public awareness of the need for cultural, humanitarian, and 
educational exchange programs; providing information relating to humanitarian, community and 
personal service activities via a website; providing information in the field of humanitarian and 
community and personal volunteer service activities via a website; providing information in the field 
of humanitarian and community and personal volunteer service activities via a global computer 
network

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 27, 2015, Country or Office: HONG KONG, Application No: 303388258 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,733,484  Filing Date 2015-06-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ASOS plc
Second Floor Greater London House 
Hampstead Road London
NW1 7FB
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
800 rue Square-Victoria, BUREAU 3700, C.P. 
242, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H4Z1E9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ASOS
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 41
(1) Education services, namely, provision of training and instructional advice relating to beauty and 
fashion excluding services relating to cycling and specialist cyclist clothing; providing online 
publications in the fields of beauty and fashion excluding services relating to cycling and specialist 
cyclist clothing.

Class 42
(2) Hosting websites and online platforms relating to style, beauty and fashion excluding services 
relating to cycling and specialist cyclist clothing; providing temporary use of a non-downloadable 
web-based software application that offers personalized fashion recommendations for consumers 
based on user input and purchase history excluding services relating to cycling and specialist 
cyclist clothing.

Class 45
(3) Personal stylist services, namely, evaluating the physical attributes and fashion styles of others 
and recommending clothing and accessories to achieve the personal image desired by the client 
excluding services relating to cycling and specialist cyclist clothing.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 19, 2014, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 
013593132 in association with the same kind of services (1); February 11, 2015, Country or Office: 
UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: UK00003093871 in association with the same kind of 
services (2), (3)
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 Application Number 1,744,844  Filing Date 2015-09-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Johnson Outdoors Inc.
555 Main Street
Racine, WI 53403
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EUREKA!
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 04

(1) gas for use as camping and outdoor cooking fuel; canisters containing fuel for camping and 
outdoor cooking;

(4) gas for use as camping and outdoor cooking fuel; canisters containing fuel for camping and 
outdoor cooking;

 Class 11
(2) Cooking apparatus and appliances, namely, portable gas cooking units and replacement parts 
therefor, all of the foregoing for outdoor and camping use, gas burners and heating elements for 
camping use, camping stoves, gas powered camping griddles and grills, all of the foregoing for 
outdoor and camping use; camp lighting and lamps, namely, flashlights, lanterns for camping, 
battery operated lamps for camping, head lamps, LED headlamps, all of the foregoing for use 
during camping;

(3) cooking apparatus and appliances, namely, portable gas cooking units and replacement parts 
therefor, all of the foregoing for outdoor and camping use, gas burners and heating elements for 
camping use, camping stoves, gas powered camping griddles and grills, all of the foregoing for 
outdoor and camping use;

 Class 18
(5) backpacks; frames for backpacks; day packs; pack bags, namely, bags for campers, sports 
bags, hiking bags; detachable pockets for backpacks

(6) backpacks, frames for backpacks, day bags, day packs, duffle bags, pack bags, namely, bags 
for campers, sports bags, hiking bags; detachable pockets for backpacks

(7) backpacks, frames for backpacks, day bags, day packs, duffle bags, pack bags, namely, bags 
for campers, sports bags, hiking bags

 Class 20
(8) sleeping mats and mats for camping; camping furniture, tables, chairs, cots

(9) sleeping mats and mats for camping
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(10) sleeping mats and mats for camping; camping furniture, tables, chairs, cots

 Class 21
(11) Camp cookware; cookware for camping use, namely, ladles, turners, tongs, spatulas, forks, 
spoons, knives, pots, pans, plates, cups, bowls, kettles that can be used on gas burners, all of the 
foregoing for outdoor and camping use, insulated products for camping use, namely, insulated 
containers for food and beverages that can be heated or cooled for outdoor and camping use, 
insulated drinking cups adapted for use with gas burners for outdoor and camping use, insulated 
food and drink containers for outdoor and camping use, insulating sleeves for cooking pots and 
kettles for outdoor and camping use, insulating sleeves for drink containers for outdoor and 
camping use;

(12) Camp cookware; cookware for camping use, namely, ladles, turners, tongs, spatulas, forks, 
spoons, knives, pots, pans, plates, cups, bowls, kettles that can be used on gas burners, all of the 
foregoing for outdoor and camping use, insulated products for camping use, namely, insulated 
containers for food and beverages that can be heated or cooled for outdoor and camping use, 
insulated drinking cups adapted for use with gas burners for outdoor and camping use, insulated 
food and drink containers for outdoor and camping use, insulating sleeves for cooking pots and 
kettles for outdoor and camping use, insulating sleeves for drink containers for outdoor and 
camping use;

 Class 22
(13) tents, camping tents, camping shelters, screen houses, canopies of nylon or polymer canvas 
material, shade tents, commercial exhibition and party tents

(14) camping tents

(15) commercial, exhibition, and party tents

(16) tents, camping shelters, screen houses, canopies of nylon or polymer canvas material, shade 
tents, commercial exhibition and party tents

 Class 24
(17) sleeping bags

(18) sleeping bags

(19) sleeping bags

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 05, 2015, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 86/554,819 in association with the same kind of goods (1), (2), (6), (8), (12), (13), 
(17)
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 Application Number 1,749,134  Filing Date 2015-10-06
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

COMPAGNIE PLASTIC OMNIUM (Société de 
droit français)
19 Boulevard Jules Carteret
Lyon, 69007
FRANCE

Agent
LAPOINTE ROSENSTEIN MARCHAND 
MELANÇON, L.L.P./S.E.N.C.R.L.
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 1300, MONTREAL, 
QUÉBEC, H3B0E6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Metallic bins, containers, collection banks, drums, cans, tanks and receptacles for municipal 
trash, waste and refuse; metallic signage columns and totems; metallic tubes and posts for 
supporting information and signage materials; metallic guard rails; metallic bike parking 
installations, all the aforesaid goods being non-luminous and non-mechanical.

 Class 07
(2) Machine tools and mechanical tools for the automotive industry and for the manufacture of 
automotive parts, namely robot systems for assembling automotive parts; fuel injection systems for 
engines used to reduce engine pollutant emissions; electric, pneumatic and hydraulic devices for 
opening vehicle doors and windows; automatic vending machines; painting machines; paint guns; 
robots for the automotive industry and for the manufacture of automotive parts; industrial presses, 
namely hydraulic presses for the manufacture of automotive parts, industrial balers, mechanical 
presses and electric presses for the manufacture of automotive parts; moulds for use with machine 
tools and for the manufacture of automotive parts; electric cleaning machines and apparatus, 
namely for washing, cleaning and disinfecting waste and trash carriers, electric brooms, road 
sweepers; filtration apparatus and machine tools for removing, shredding, moving and treating 
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municipal refuse, waste, dust and trash (vacuum/shredders); metal tools for the automotive 
industry, namely injection and compression moulds for plastics; welding tools; finishing and 
machining tools for plastics; hydraulic devices for opening vehicle roofs; electric devices for 
opening vehicle roofs; air filters for automobile motors and engines.

 Class 09
(3) Gasoline gauges; electric control devices for vehicles related to the generation, storage, supply 
and transformation of energy, and to the depollution of vehicles; voltage regulators for vehicles; 
sensors, namely liquid and gas level sensors, oil level sensors, pollutant sensors, temperature 
sensors, acceleration sensors, proximity sensors for parking assistance, motion sensors, waste 
level sensors for trash and waste carriers, namely bins, containers, drums and receptacles; electric 
batteries for vehicles; on-board calculators and computer programs and software for on-board 
checking, monitoring, regulating and diagnosing of vehicle systems, modules, control units and 
components, components, namely sensors and actuators related to the generation, storage, 
supply and transformation of energy, and to the depollution of vehicles. On-board calculators and 
computer programs and computer software for on-board checking, monitoring, regulating and 
diagnosing of vehicle systems, modules, control units and components related to the generation, 
storage, supply and transformation of energy, and to the depollution of vehicles; pressure 
measuring apparatus and instruments for use with vehicle fuel cells and tanks; temperature 
measuring apparatus and instruments for use with vehicle fuel cells and tanks; distance measuring 
apparatus and instruments for use with vehicle fuel cells and tanks; computer software for 
processing, entering, storing and transmitting data related to waste recycling and transport; 
marketing and compliance management software, namely task optimization software and process 
management software for the pre-collection, mechanized collection, valorization and treatment of 
industrial and household waste. Luminous and mechanical traffic signs, information panels and 
road safety signs; luminous and mechanical signage columns and totems; traffic signal lights; 
warning triangles; vehicle fuel cells; vehicle modules, namely in-vehicle sensors, gauges, actuators 
and indicators for checking and displaying the fuel supply level, fuel tank, fenders of vehicles; 
electronic control units for controlling the generation, storage, supply and conversion of gas, liquids 
and other automotive fluids, and energy converters for motor vehicles; gauges, pressure and 
temperature sensors for vehicle fuel filling devices.

 Class 11
(4) Incinerators.

 Class 12
(5) Vehicles, namely automobiles, two-wheeled motor vehicles, tricycles, electrically powered 
motor vehicles and all-terrain vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, namely locomotives, 
streetcars, trolley buses, trains, apparatus for locomotion by air, namely airplanes, helicopters, 
rotorcraft, aircraft, dirigible balloons, and locomotion apparatus, namely boats, ships, seaplanes; 
motorized land vehicles for maintaining and cleaning roads, street furniture and playgrounds; land-
based waste transport vehicles. Garbage trucks; dump trucks, dump bodies, bins and containers 
for transporting residential and industrial waste and trash, for transporting industrial and household 
waste and trash. Sprinkling trucks. Motor vehicles, motorcycles, pickups, trucks; vehicle parts and 
components in the nature of vehicle body parts, vehicle body components, bumpers, stone shields, 
hoods, tailgates, doors, fenders, overfenders, protective panels, spoilers, roofs, trunk floors, floors, 
shock absorbers; disinfection apparatus, namely vehicles for cleaning and disinfecting waste and 
trash carriers, namely bins, containers, drums and receptacles. Structural components for motor 
vehicles, namely crash barriers of metal for vehicles, metal floor boards and door panels for 
vehicles, metal cradles for vehicle motors and engines, metal instrument panels for vehicles, front 
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and rear high-speed crash barriers, eventually featuring a mounted low-speed shock absorber, 
reinforcements for vehicle floors, body roofs, doors, front aprons, and for door, window and roof 
pillars; aerodynamic components for vehicles, namely protruding air deflectors (fixed or mobile) 
attached to auto body parts, spoilers for motor vehicles, air guides for vehicles. Fuel tanks for 
vehicles; caps for vehicle gas tanks; plastic tubes for filling automotive fuel tank systems; canisters 
for absorbing gas used in motor vehicles; air pumps for motor vehicles; hydraulic torque converters 
for land vehicles and catalytic converter units for vehicle exhausts; automobile seats.

 Class 16
(6) Paper and paper products, namely paper bags for containing municipal trash, waste and 
refuse, namely pet waste, compost, recyclable materials; cardboard and cardboard products, 
namely cardboard bags for containing municipal trash, waste and refuse, namely pet waste, 
composting, recyclable materials. Paper bags for municipal trash, waste and refuse.

 Class 19
(7) Non-metallic, non-luminous, non-mechanical traffic, information and road safety signs; non-
luminous and non-metallic signage columns and totems; decelerators (speed bumps), non-metallic 
transportable roundabouts for roadways; non-metallic guard rails. Non-metallic foundry moulds; 
rubber floors.

 Class 20
(8) Non-metallic bins, drums, cans, collection banks, tubs, collection tanks, containers and 
receptacles for municipal trash, waste and refuse. Non-metallic containers for collecting and 
disposing of hospital waste and chemicals. Street furniture; tables.

 Class 21
(9) Utensils and containers for household and kitchen use (not made of precious metals or plated 
therewith), wastepaper baskets; garbage cans; waste disposal bins.

 Class 27
(10) Floor coverings for use in playgrounds, namely floor mats.

 Class 28
(11) Games for outdoor playgrounds, namely playsets and playset combinations consisting of 
slides, ladders, animal sculptures, walkways; climbing devices, namely ladders, climbing walls and 
rope structures, open-air and enclosed sliding areas, cabins, gym sets, podiums, mazes, climbing 
structures, cableways, nets, all constructed from modular panel, tube and sphere assemblies 
intended for outdoor play equipment for children; play equipment mounted on springs and swings, 
cabins and climbing structures constructed from modular panel, tube and sphere assemblies 
intended for outdoor play equipment for children.

Services
Class 35
(1) Wholesale and retail of components, parts, systems, control units and modules for motorized 
land vehicles; wholesale and retail of components, parts, systems, control units and modules for 
land vehicles related to the generation, storage, supply and transformation of energy in motorized 
land vehicles, and to the depollution of vehicles. Provision of personnel for maintaining, installing 
and replacing cans, bins, containers, collection tanks, drums and receptacles for municipal trash, 
waste and refuse; establishment of statistical reports and market studies relating to urban planning 
and recyclable material sorting.

Class 37
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(2) Cleaning services for public ways, urban spaces and play areas; installation, maintenance, 
repair, replacement and cleaning services for cans, collection tanks, receptacles, bins, drums and 
containers for municipal trash, waste and refuse. Installation services for street furniture. 
Installation, maintenance, repair of equipment for urban design and recyclable material sorting; 
installation, maintenance, repair of play areas, namely playsets and playset combinations 
consisting of slides, ladders, animal sculptures, walkways, climbing devices, namely ladders, 
climbing walls and rope structures; construction supervision.

Class 38
(3) Radio messaging service.

Class 39
(4) Pick-up, collection and transport of household waste via motorized land vehicles; transport via 
motorized land vehicles and warehousing and storage services for trash and waste; operation of a 
database in the field of waste transport routes and waste recycling processes; dissemination 
services for information contained in computer databases related to waste transport.

Class 40
(5) Trash and waste destruction, recycling and incineration services; chemical and thermal 
processing of waste, plastics, metals and composite materials; plastic recycling services; recycling 
services for plastic waste bins, containers, collection tanks, cans and receptacles; advisory and 
consultant services relating to business organization; business assistance and advice related to 
the sorting of recyclable materials; operation of a database in the field of waste recycling; 
dissemination services for information contained in computer databases in relation to waste 
recycling.

Class 41
(6) Training services related to the sorting of municipal trash, waste and refuse. Publication of 
sorting guides.

Class 42
(7) Construction planning, urban and commercial design planning, technical planning and technical 
advice for maintaining, installing and replacing bins, collection tanks, containers, drums, cans and 
receptacles for municipal trash, waste and refuse; work planning (engineering work) and technical 
project planning in relation to maintaining, installing and replacing bins, containers, drums, cans 
and receptacles for municipal waste, trash and refuse; technical advisory services related to 
environmental protection in the field of municipal waste, trash and refuse; advisory, analysis and 
research related to environmental protection; design, development, update and rental of computer 
software and databases, namely for managing the mechanized collection of municipal waste, trash 
and refuse; research and development of new products for others; technical research and 
development in the fields of the automotive industry and waste collection, transport and treatment; 
research and development related to mechanical engineering; research and development in the 
fields of chemistry, biochemistry and electrochemistry; advice related to energy savings; research 
and development related to environmental protection; material testing; research and development 
field of computers, namely computer software, systems and control units for motor vehicles, 
commercial vehicles and trucks (light, medium and heavy duty); research and development in the 
fields of emission reduction and vehicle weight; research and development of liquid and gas level 
sensors, fuel level sensors, pollutant sensors, temperature sensors, acceleration sensors, waste 
level sensors for trash and waste carriers, namely bins, containers, drums and tanks; research and 
development of actuators related to the generation, storage, supply and transformation of all forms 
of energy, and to the depollution of vehicles; research and development of vehicle control units 
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related to the generation, storage, supply and transformation of all forms of energy, and to the 
depollution of vehicles; research and development of tooling and production lines for the 
automotive industry; business assistance and advice related to urban planning; advisory services 
in the fields of the development and manufacture of parts and components for vehicles and 
systems related to the generation, storage, supply and transformation of all forms of energy, and to 
the depollution of vehicles; advisory services in the fields of the filling of automotive fuel tank 
systems, the measuring of emissions from automotive fuel tank systems and fuel system parts.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 07, 2015, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 154171487 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,760,825  Filing Date 2015-12-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MITSUI CHEMICALS, INC.
5-2, Higashi-Shimbashi 1-chome, Minato-ku 
Tokyo, 105-7122
JAPAN

Agent
MOFFAT & CO.
P.O. Box 2088, Station D, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1P5W3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Pharmaceutical preparations namely anti-biotic medicine; Pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of dental decay; Pharmaceutical preparations for use in ocular or intraocular 
dermatological surgery, plastic surgery, regenerative medicine for the regeneration of ligament and 
tendon fibers, otorhinolaryngology and ophthalmology; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating 
skin disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for wounds; Pharmaceutical preparations for animal 
skin care; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating allergies; Pharmaceutical preparations for 
treating cancer; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dental and oral diseases; 
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmology treatment; Pharmaceutical preparations for 
treatment of neurological diseases and disorders, namely Alzheimer's disease, Dementia, Anxiety, 
Depression and Migraine; Pharmaceutical preparations for use in orthopedic surgery and 
treatment; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely amino acids; synthetic taurine for medical 
purposes namely bioactive compounds for use in dentistry; Synthetic taurine for medical purposes 
namely bioactive compounds for use in medical treatment; Synthetic taurine for medical purposes 
namely bioactive compounds for use in treating skin disorders; synthetic taurine for medical 
purposes namely bioactive compounds for use in ophthalmology treatment; Synthetic taurine for 
medical purposes namely bioactive compounds for use in treatment of neurological diseases and 
disorders; Synthetic taurine for medical purposes namely bioactive compounds for use in 
orthopedic surgery and treatment; surgical adhesives; medical tissue adhesives for wound closure; 
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medical adhesives for binding wounds; bone adhesives for surgical use; medical ointments for 
allergic substance isolation use; wafer thin paper for wrapping medicine doses; gauze for 
dressings; capsules sold empty for pharmaceuticals; eye patches for medical purposes; ear 
bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; absorbent wadding for 
dressings; adhesive plasters; bandages for dressings; liquid wound dressings; breast-nursing 
pads; denture adhesive; Dental materials, namely bonding and primer materials, amalgam, alloys 
for dental bridges and crowns, alloys of precious metals for dental purposes, ceramic materials for 
dental use for fillings, composite materials for dental and dental technical purposes, conductive 
lacquer for dental purposes, dental abrasives, dental alloys, dental blanks; denture base materials, 
namely, bonding primer materials and dental impression materials; adhesives for dentures; 
adhesive materials for dental purposes; cotton swabs for medical use; bone cements for surgical 
use

 Class 09
(2) Glasses for 3d movie theaters; binoculars; lenses for binoculars; monocles; lenses for 
monocles; optical lenses; cameras; glasses for 3d television sets; televisions; global positioning 
system (GPS) satellites; global positioning system (GPS) receivers; global positioning system 
(GPS) transmitters; telephones; portable telephones; wearable portable telephones; Digital audio 
disc players, namely CD players, intelligent videodisc players, MP3 players, MP4 players, 
videodisc players; MP3 (MPEG-1 Audio Layer-3) players; Digital SD card audio players; Audio disc 
recorders, namely CD recorders, audio tape recorders; IC memory audio players; hard disc audio 
recorders; computers; computer peripherals, namely computer power supplies, computer printers, 
computer screens, computer keyboards, computer mouses; personal digital assistants; wearable 
computers; wearable computer peripherals, namely smart watches, headphones, goggles, 
eyeglasses, eyewear, spectacles, sunglasses, ring, earphones, dental device or oral device such 
as dentures, mouth guard or mouthpiece; wearable personal digital assistants; recorded computer 
software for creating games; recorded computer software for use with medical patient monitoring 
equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; recorded computer software 
for monitoring oxymetory, body temperature, gas analysis and vital signs; computer programs for 
creating databases, for word processing; dust-proof masks and parts and filters thereof; gas 
masks and parts and filters thereof; welding masks and parts and filters thereof; smoke protective 
masks and parts and filters thereof; filters for respiratory masks; dust protective nose plugs; dust 
protective nose masks; nose plugs for harmful substance isolation use; nose masks for harmful 
substance isolation use; eyeglasses; sports eyewear, reading glasses; fashion sports eyewear; 
spectacles; sunglasses; fashion eyeglasses; ski goggles; swimming goggles; dust goggles; safety 
goggles; protective goggles; lenses for goggles; goggles for sports; contact lenses; eyeglass 
lenses; spectacle lenses; sunglass lenses; spectacle frames; eyeglass cords; eyeglass chains; 
containers for contact lenses; spectacle cases; spectacle temple; spectacle mountings; spectacle 
nose pads; hinges for spectacle frames; ear pads for spectacle frames; bridges for spectacle 
frames; pince-nez; pince-nez mountings; pince-nez cords; pince-nez chains; pince-nez cases

 Class 10
(3) Thread, surgical; teething rings; ice bag pillows [for medical purposes]; triangular bandages; 
supportive bandages; surgical catguts; feeding cups [for medical purposes]; dropping pipettes [for 
medical purposes]; teats; medical ice bags; medical ice bag holders; baby bottles; nursing bottles; 
finger guards for medical purposes; Heating cushions for medical purposes; heating and cooling 
sheets containing chemical substances ready to react when required for medical purposes; 
Heating and cooling pads for medical use incorporating chemical cooling and heating substances 
for application to the skin; Cooling pads applied chemical substances for medical purposes, 
namely, pads incorporating cooling substances for affixing to skin or indirect fomenting to take 
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away heat from the body; Heating pads applied chemical substances for medical purposes, 
namely, pads incorporating heating substances for affixing to skin or indirect fomenting; Body heat 
absorbent pads applied chemical substances for medical purposes; eye pillows for medical 
purposes; artificial tympanic membranes; Prosthetics and fillings materials, namely, putty for use in 
the replacement of bone; orthopaedic implants and orthopaedic bone screws; artificial bones to fill, 
repair, and cure original bones; ear plugs [ear protection devices]; ear plugs for sleeping; ear plugs 
for soundproofing; anesthetic masks; artificial limbs; artificial eyes; artificial teeth; artificial bones; 
artificial joints; prosthetic teeth; pins for artificial teeth; ophthalmoscopes; eye testing machines and 
apparatus; dental implants; artificial skin; hearing aids for the deaf [acoustic aids]; external nasal 
dilators for medical purposes; assisting device namely an adjustable harness to correct one's 
posture or gait for medical purposes; Auxiliary medical devices, namely, stethoscopes and 
orthodontic appliances; Auxiliary medical devices, namely, for treating sleep disorders; Posture 
correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for medical purposes; 
Auxiliary medical devices, namely knee braces for medical purposes; Medical equipment, namely 
braces, straps, splints, body, leg and arm supports for medical professionals to wear in order to 
assist physically disabled individuals, the sick and the elderly in holding the body in a natural 
position, by transferring the patient from one position to another, invalid walkers; surgical masks; 
walking aids [for medical purposes]; crutches; masks for use by medical personnel; medical 
masks; masks for prevention of hospital infection; medical nose plugs for allergic substance 
isolation use; medical nose masks for allergic substance isolation use; sanitary masks; therapeutic 
mouthpieces for the prevention of snoring; mouth guards for medical purposes; Supporters for 
medical use and preventive use, namely knee braces, supporters for medical use and preventive 
use, namely, but not limited to, compression arm sleeves, compression leg sleeves, compression 
knee sleeves, knee compression sleeves, elbow compression sleeves, finger compression 
sleeves, wrist compression sleeves, shoulder compression sleeves, hip compression sleeves, 
ankle compression sleeves, extremity compression sleeves compression body limb sleeves, shin 
compression sleeves, thigh compression sleeves, back compression sleeves and spine 
compression sleeves; knee supports for medical purposes; dental bite guards; bone implants; 
bone screws; hearing aid; wrist bands and skin patches attached to the skin for biomarker 
monitoring, namely, blood sugar biomarker monitoring, heart rate biomarker monitoring, blood 
pressure biomarker monitoring, pulse rate biomarker monitoring, body temperature biomarker 
monitoring, respiratory rate biomarker monitoring, brain waves biomarker monitoring, blood oxygen 
biomarker monitoring
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 Application Number 1,765,203  Filing Date 2016-01-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

geobra Brandstätter Stiftung & Co. KG
Brandstaetterstrasse 2 - 10
90513 Zirndorf
GERMANY

Agent
PERLEY-ROBERTSON, HILL & MCDOUGALL 
LLP
1400 - 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1R0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 26

(1) Downloadable sound, audio, visual and audio-visual recordings and contents namely, music, 
television shows, movies, music videos, provided over computer and communication networks 
namely the internet and world wide web; computer games; computer games, namely 
downloadable computer applications; video games; blank compact discs, blank magnetic discs, 
blank hard discs and blank optical discs, compact discs, hard discs, optical discs and USB flash 
drives containing computer games, compact discs containing music; films namely photographic 
films; exposed films; DVDs and videotapes recorded with animated cartoons; pre-recorded floppy 
disks, hard disk drives, plastic cards with magnetic strip, tapes, optical discs, video discs and USB 
flash drives containing music, films, television shows, computer games, motion picture films, 
cinematographic films, animated cartoons, interactive television entertainment programs and video 
games; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images , namely, MP3 
digital music players, tape recorders, mini disc recorders, CD recorders, videocassette recorders, 
DVD recorders, video cassette players, DVD players, stereo amplifiers, radio tuners, stereo tuners, 
radio receivers, stereo receivers; sound transmitting apparatus namely, CD players, digital music 
players, radios, audio speakers, headphones; televisions; remote controls for televisions, remote 
controls for stereos; cameras [photography]; film cameras; photo cameras; cassette players; 
radios; portable audio cassette and CD players, mp3 players and mp4 players; laptops; mice for 
personal computers; computer monitors; mousepads (mousemats); loudspeakers; compact disk 
players; computer chips; encoded chip cards and data-carrying devices namely, USB flash drives 
and external disc drives recorded with games and films; chip cards and other storage media, 
namely CDs, DVDs and USB flash drives, with recorded embroidery designs, plastic cards with 
magnetic strip, namely magnetic identifying cards, magnetically encoded phone cards and 
magnetically encoded hotel room key cards; computer peripherals namely, external disk drives, 
scanners, printers, mice, keyboards; education software for children; video games; computer 
games adapted for use with television receivers; computer keyboards; data processors namely, 
computers, signal processors, word processors, computer interface cards; blank floppy disks, pre-
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recorded floppy disks containing word processing software; floppy disk drives; blank video 
cassettes; video game floppy disks; video game cassettes; intercoms; electronic scoreboards; 
electronic pens for visual display units; protective helmets for sport; bicycle helmets; optical 
apparatus and instruments namely, optical shutters, optical switches, binoculars, video projectors; 
binoculars; holograms; calculators; pocket calculators; telephones; temperature indicators namely, 
temperature gauges, temperature sensors, fever thermometers; cases to be attached on belts for 
mobile phones, digital cameras, mp3 players, personal digital assistants; cases for photographic 
equipment; glasses laces; spectacle frames; cases for sunglasses.

 Class 28
(2) Action skill games, board games, card games, dice games, parlour games, party games, table 
top games; baby toys, bath toys, beach toys, construction toys, mechanical toys, pull toys, sand 
toys, squeeze toys, stuffed toys; toys, namely, play figures, accessories for play figures, sets of 
play figures and accessories, all aforementioned goods in particular made of plastic; toys namely 
balloons; paper streamers; roller-skates; inline roller skates; sporting articles, namely, knee and 
elbow guards; kites; toy scooters; special bags for sports equipment, namely, golf bags, cricket 
bags, tennis bags; decorations for Christmas trees.

Services
Class 38
(1) Streaming of audio and video via the Internet featuring music, television shows, movies and 
music videos.

Class 41
(2) Providing of language training, providing of computer training; vocational education in the field 
of mechanics, financial planning education, conducting distance learning instruction at the 
university level and operation of an educational institution at the university level, education in the 
field of nutrition; entertainment in the form of live musical concerts, entertainment in the form of 
dance performances, entertainment in the form of television shows, entertainment in the form of 
fashion shows; entertainment by satellite television series; rental of films; presentation of films, 
namely cinema theatres; production of ongoing series of animated cartoons; production of 
entertainment shows namely, live musical variety shows, magic shows, ballet performances; 
provision of television shows, live comedy shows, theatre shows, and provision of entertainment 
information about television shows, movies, music via communication and computer networks, 
namely, the internet, wide-area networks (WAN), local area networks (LAN); animation production 
services; production of sound recording discs, audio tapes, tape cassettes and films recorded with 
motion picture films, cinematographic films, animated cartoons, interactive entertainment 
programs, namely live comedy shows and magic shows; production of films and presentation of 
films, namely cinema theatres; production and rental of DVDs containing movies, DVDs containing 
television shows, CDs containing music, optical discs containing movies and television shows; 
production, presentation and rental of television and radio programs; entertainment services, 
namely live appearances by a professional entertainer, namely live dramatic, comedy and music 
performances; provision of live-performances by a musical band, provision of live opera 
performances, provision of live dance performances; creating animations with special effects for 
film and video; providing information on entertainment events namely, live dance performances, 
basketball games, ballet performances; online game services; non-downloadable electronic video 
games, interactive video games and electronic quizzes, all provided over a global computer 
network and over the internet; non-downloadable electronic video games, interactive video games 
and electronic quizzes all provided over a global computer network and over the internet via 
computer applications; providing non-downloadable music entertainment for children via an 
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interactive website; operation of an amusement park and theme park; amusement park and theme 
park services; arranging of sporting and cultural activities namely, car racing, fishing derbies, 
hockey games, track and field competitions, art exhibitions, book trade fairs, dance festivals, 
musical concerts; publication of periodicals and books.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 30, 2015, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 014430698 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,773,602  Filing Date 2016-03-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TENCENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
P.O. Box 2681 GT, Century Yard
Cricket Square, Hutchins Drive
George Town, Grand Cayman
CAYMAN ISLANDS

Agent
PERRY + CURRIER
1300 YONGE STREET, SUITE 500, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4T1X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JOOX
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Blank audio and video recording discs; Pre-recorded compact discs and DVDs featuring music, 
music videos and computer software for playing and downloading music; computers; computer 
software, namely, computer software for playing, recording, creating and editing music and music 
videos, computer software for downloading music and music videos, computer software for 
streaming radio broadcasts, computer software for accessing and searching databases featuring 
music and music videos, and computer software for providing single user and multiple user access 
to a global computer network, namely, internet browser software; computer hardware; audio tape 
recordings, CD music recordings and video tape recordings; downloadable recordings, content 
and media, namely, downloadable music and downloadable music videos; mobile communications 
and mobile telephony applications, namely, downloadable computer software applications, namely, 
instant messaging software, video messaging software, electronic mail software and social 
networking software; Downloadable computer software applications, namely, computer software 
applications for playing, recording, creating and editing music and music videos, computer 
software applications for downloading music and music videos, computer software applications for 
streaming radio broadcasts, computer software applications for accessing and searching 
databases featuring music and music videos, and computer software applications for providing 
single user and multiple user access to a global computer network, namely, internet browser 
software; downloadable music files; portable media players, namely, MP3 players and MP4 
players; sound transmitting apparatus, namely, sound amplifiers, sound and video playback 
machines, headphones, audio speakers, radios; computer software for use in the delivery, 
distribution and transmission of digital music and entertainment-related audio, video, text and 
multimedia content, namely, music, music videos, text messages, photographs and pictures; 
computer software for enabling transmission, storage, sharing, collection, editing, organizing and 
modifying audio, video, messages, images and other data, namely, music, music videos, text 
messages, photographs and pictures for use in social networking and online chats, for use in 
creating social networking databases and for use in social networking database management; 
computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data for peer-to-peer 
social networking databases; pre-recorded CDs featuring music; computer programs and software 
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for use in streaming and downloading music and music videos; telecommunications apparatus and 
instruments, namely, computer hardware for telecommunications, radios, radio transmitters, radio 
receivers and telephones; computer software for the measurement of music and music video 
consumption for the purpose of recommending playlists to the consumer; downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of booklets, magazines, journals, manuals, brochures, leaflets, 
pamphlets and newsletters, all in the field of music and music-related entertainment; interactive 
products comprising or for use with computer hardware, namely, microphones, headphones, audio 
speakers, radios, mobile telephones, none of the aforesaid relating to downloadable mobile 
applications for scanning business and personal cards and connecting users with cloud-based 
information about the card owner.

Services
Class 38
(1) Telecommunications services, namely, providing user access to telecommunication networks, 
namely, cellular networks, global computer networks and the internet and providing access to 
databases, namely, databases for music, music videos, voice recordings and electronic 
publications in the field of music; electronic transmission and streaming of digital media content, 
namely, streaming of audio and video via the Internet featuring music and news; electronic 
transmission and streaming of digital media content for others, namely, streaming of audio and 
video via the Internet featuring music and news for others via global computer networks and 
cellular telephone networks; broadcasting services, namely, radio and television programme 
broadcasting, radio broadcasting, internet radio broadcasting services and broadcasting of music 
concerts over the internet; providing online community forums in the field of social networking for 
users to post, search, watch, share, critique, rate, and comment on, messages, comments, videos, 
movies, films, photos, music, voice messages, animation, pictures, images, journals and 
publications; chat room services for social networking; online distribution of music and media, 
namely, broadcasting of music over the Internet, providing access to digital music websites on the 
internet, streaming of music and music videos via the Internet, none of the aforesaid relating to 
services for scanning business and personal cards and connecting users with cloud-based 
information about the card owner.

Class 41
(2) Entertainment, namely, performances featuring live music, live musical concerts, and providing 
a website featuring information in the field of musical entertainment; provision of non-
downloadable entertainment content, namely, online music via a global computer network and 
cellular telephone networks; provision of entertainment in the nature of streamed and 
downloadable music and music videos to users online via a global computer network and the 
internet; provision of entertainment in the field of online services, namely, online music 
competitions, online computer games, online live music concerts and online live music contests; 
music production services; music recording and publishing services; provision of non-
downloadable digital music and music videos; radio entertainment, namely, radio programming 
and production and distribution of radio programmes; production and publication of music; 
production, compilation and maintenance of a multimedia library to be used for the purpose of 
streaming music playlists and radio programs; preparation and publication of non-downloadable 
electronic books, magazines, newsletters, reports and journals in the field of music; publication of 
books and magazines, none of the aforesaid relating to services for scanning business and 
personal cards and connecting users with cloud-based information about the card owner.
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 Application Number 1,773,612  Filing Date 2016-03-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TENCENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
P.O. Box 2681 GT, Century Yard
Cricket Square, Hutchins Drive
George Town, Grand Cayman
KY1
CAYMAN ISLANDS

Agent
PERRY + CURRIER
1300 YONGE STREET, SUITE 500, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4T1X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Blank audio and video recording discs; Pre-recorded compact discs and DVDs featuring music, 
music videos and computer software for playing and downloading music; computers; computer 
software, namely, computer software for playing, recording, creating and editing music and music 
videos, computer software for downloading music and music videos, computer software for 
streaming radio broadcasts, computer software for accessing and searching databases featuring 
music and music videos, and computer software for providing single user and multiple user access 
to a global computer network, namely, internet browser software; computer hardware; audio tape 
recordings, CD music recordings and video tape recordings; downloadable recordings, content 
and media, namely, downloadable music and downloadable music videos; mobile communications 
and mobile telephony applications, namely, downloadable computer software applications, namely, 
instant messaging software, video messaging software, electronic mail software and social 
networking software; Downloadable computer software applications, namely, computer software 
applications for playing, recording, creating and editing music and music videos, computer 
software applications for downloading music and music videos, computer software applications for 
streaming radio broadcasts, computer software applications for accessing and searching 
databases featuring music and music videos, and computer software applications for providing 
single user and multiple user access to a global computer network, namely, internet browser 
software; downloadable music files; portable media players, namely, MP3 players and MP4 
players; sound transmitting apparatus, namely, sound amplifiers, sound and video playback 
machines, headphones, audio speakers, radios; computer software for use in the delivery, 
distribution and transmission of digital music and entertainment-related audio, video, text and 
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multimedia content, namely, music, music videos, text messages, photographs and pictures; 
computer software for enabling transmission, storage, sharing, collection, editing, organizing and 
modifying audio, video, messages, images and other data, namely, music, music videos, text 
messages, photographs and pictures for use in social networking and online chats, for use in 
creating social networking databases and for use in social networking database management; 
computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data for peer-to-peer 
social networking databases; pre-recorded CDs featuring music; computer programs and software 
for use in streaming and downloading music and music videos; telecommunications apparatus and 
instruments, namely, computer hardware for telecommunications, radios, radio transmitters, radio 
receivers and telephones; computer software for the measurement of music and music video 
consumption for the purpose of recommending playlists to the consumer; downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of booklets, magazines, journals, manuals, brochures, leaflets, 
pamphlets and newsletters, all in the field of music and music-related entertainment; interactive 
products comprising or for use with computer hardware, namely, microphones, headphones, audio 
speakers, radios, mobile telephones, none of the aforesaid relating to downloadable mobile 
applications for scanning business and personal cards and connecting users with cloud-based 
information about the card owner.

Services
Class 38
(1) Telecommunications services, namely, providing user access to telecommunication networks, 
namely, cellular networks, global computer networks and the internet and providing access to 
databases, namely, databases for music, music videos, voice recordings and electronic 
publications in the field of music; electronic transmission and streaming of digital media content, 
namely, streaming of audio and video via the Internet featuring music and news; electronic 
transmission and streaming of digital media content for others, namely, streaming of audio and 
video via the Internet featuring music and news for others via global computer networks and 
cellular telephone networks; broadcasting services, namely, radio and television programme 
broadcasting, radio broadcasting, internet radio broadcasting services and broadcasting of music 
concerts over the internet; providing online community forums in the field of social networking for 
users to post, search, watch, share, critique, rate, and comment on, messages, comments, videos, 
movies, films, photos, music, voice messages, animation, pictures, images, journals and 
publications; chat room services for social networking; online distribution of music and media, 
namely, broadcasting of music over the Internet, providing access to digital music websites on the 
internet, streaming of music and music videos via the Internet, none of the aforesaid relating to 
downloadable mobile applications for scanning business and personal cards and connecting users 
with cloud-based information about the card owner.

Class 41
(2) Entertainment, namely, performances featuring live music, live musical concerts, and providing 
a website featuring information in the field of musical entertainment; provision of non-
downloadable entertainment content, namely, online music via a global computer network and 
cellular telephone networks; provision of entertainment in the nature of streamed and 
downloadable music and music videos to users online via a global computer network and the 
internet; provision of entertainment in the field of online services, namely, online music 
competitions, online computer games, online live music concerts and online live music contests; 
music production services; music recording and publishing services; provision of non-
downloadable digital music and music videos; radio entertainment, namely, radio programming 
and production and distribution of radio programmes; production and publication of music; 
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production, compilation and maintenance of a multimedia library to be used for the purpose of 
streaming music playlists and radio programs; preparation and publication of non-downloadable 
electronic books, magazines, newsletters, reports and journals in the field of music; publication of 
books and magazines, none of the aforesaid relating to downloadable mobile applications for 
scanning business and personal cards and connecting users with cloud-based information about 
the card owner.
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 Application Number 1,774,945  Filing Date 2016-03-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

U.S. BANK N.A.
800 NICOLLET MALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55402
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RICHARDS BUELL SUTTON LLP
SUITE 700 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ELAVON COMMERCE SDK
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

computer software development tools namely development programs and application programs in 
the financial field the function of which is to facilitate payment gateway services

Claims
Priority Filing Date: October 29, 2015, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 86/803,676 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,782,976  Filing Date 2016-05-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Beijing Menvis International Trading Co., Ltd.
No. 4, Unit 177, Shilipu, Chaoyang Rd. 
Chaoyang District, Beijing City
CHINA

Agent
AVENTUM IP LAW LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, , 555 LEGGET DRIVE, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Wash face milk; air fragrancing preparations; breath freshening sprays; dentifrices; cleansing 
milk for toilet purposes; perfumes; cakes of soap; cosmetics; lipsticks; beauty masks

 Class 05
(2) Food for babies; wheat germ dietary supplements; babies' diaper-pants; dental lacquer; 
propolis for pharmaceutical purposes; dietary fiber to aid digestion; iodine for pharmaceutical 
purposes; alginate dietary supplements for general health and well being; dietary supplements for 
animals for general health and well being

 Class 07
(3) Agricultural machines namely cultivators, equipment for seeding; disintegrators for chemical 
processing; papermaking machines; bakery mixing machines; food preparation machines, namely, 
electric food blenders, electric food choppers, electric food processors, electric food slicers, food 
mixers, food peeling machines for commercial use and food cutting machines for commercial use; 
beverage preparation machines, namely, aerated beverage making machines and bottle capping 
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machines for food and beverages; bottle rinsing machines; push pin clip pliers; knives, electric; 
washing apparatus, namely, washing machines, car washing installations, clothes washing 
machines, floor washing machines and dish washing machines for industrial purposes

 Class 09
(4) Batteries, electric; portable media players, namely, portable DVD players, MP4 players and 
MP3 players; sunglasses; spectacle cases; computers; signal lanterns; eyeglasses; navigational 
instruments; eyeglass chains; photographic slides

 Class 10
(5) Dental instruments; ear plugs [ear protection devices]; cushions for medical purposes; 
respirator; breast pumps; condoms; abdominal belts; suture materials

 Class 14
(6) Silver arts and crafts; jade carving jewelry; alloys of precious metal; presentation boxes for 
watches; badges of precious metal; jewellery cases [caskets or boxes]; split rings of precious 
metal for keys; wristwatches; diamonds; jewellery

 Class 18
(7) Umbrellas; canes; clothing for pets; pocket wallets; handbags; valises; bandoliers; bags, 
namely, allpurpose carrying bags, all-purpose sports bags, leather bags, kit bags, hiking bags, 
make-up bags, school bags, travelling bags, backpacks and shopping bags; animal skins

 Class 20
(8) Beds; office furniture; chests for toys; mirrors [looking glasses]; picture frames; display boards; 
nesting boxes; bedding, except linen; pillows; sleeping bags

 Class 24
(9) Turkish towel; blanketry; bed linen; pillow cloth; quilts; tablecloths, not of paper; sleeping bags 
for camping

 Class 25
(10) Wedding gowns; wedding dresses; girdles; shoes; shawls; hats; hosiery; neckties; gloves 
[clothing]; scarfs

 Class 26
(11) Braids; lace trimmings; decorative articles for the hair; trimmings for clothing; buttons; false 
hair; sewing boxes; needles; artificial flowers; artificial bonsai

 Class 32
(12) Beer; Pure water (drink); aerated water; cola drinks; mineral water [beverages]; waters 
[beverages]; fruit juice; syrup of plum; soda water; preparations for making mineral water

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising the goods and services of others; commercial administration of the licensing of the 
goods and services of others; business management and organization consultancy; direct 
marketing of the goods and services of others; personnel recruitment; relocation services for 
businesses; news clipping services; business auditing; sponsorship search, namely, promoting the 
goods and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with 
soccer competitions; retail and wholesale store services featuring drug

Class 39
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(2) Public utility services in the form of water distribution; escorting of travelers, namely tour 
escorting; sightseeing [tourism], namely organizing of sightseeing tours; arranging of travel tours; 
transport services for sightseeing tours; travel reservation; booking of seats for travel; providing 
driving directions for travel purposes

Class 41
(3) Nursery schools; arranging and conducting art exhibitions; lending libraries; publication of 
books; conducting fitness classes; rental of sports grounds; production of music; health club 
services [health and fitness training]

Class 42
(4) Urban planning; chemical analysis; clinical trials; biological research; computer programming; 
computer software design; authenticating works of art

Class 43
(5) Chiropractics; hospitals; services of a psychologist; nursing, medical; convalescent homes; 
health care; medical clinic services; hairdressing salons; gardening

Class 45
(6) Security consultancy, namely, guard patrol; chaperoning; clothing rental; marriage agencies; 
arbitration services; litigation services; intellectual property consultancy
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 Application Number 1,783,713  Filing Date 2016-05-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Qualcomm Technologies International, Ltd.
Churchill House, Cambridge Business Park
Cowley Road
Cambridge CB4 0WZ
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, namely, microphone systems 
comprising a microphone unit and digital signal processors; automatic vending machines and 
mechanisms for coin- operated apparatus; cash registers and computers; semiconductor 
components, namely, transistors and diodes, integrated circuits, semiconductor chips, 
semiconductor chip sets, circuit board assemblies, computer components and electronic 
components, namely, wiring, receivers, and transmitters, all the aforesaid goods being for use in 
connection with radio and wireless communication transmitters, receivers, and synthesizers; 
control software for controlling and improving sound quality in radio and wireless communication 
transmitters, receivers and synthesizers; graphical user interface software for use in connection 
with radio and wireless communication transmitters, receivers and synthesizers; computer 
communications software for use in connecting radio and wireless telephone communication 
transmitters, receivers and synthesizers; semiconductor component layouts in electronic form for 
use in connection with the design and manufacturing of semiconductors; computer hardware for 
telecommunications and microphones; computers, computer peripherals, namely computer 
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printers and scanners, computer networking hardware and computer configuration systems 
comprising computers, computer hardware, and computer peripherals, namely computer printers 
and scanners for use with telecommunications apparatus, instruments and equipment, namely, 
computer hardware for telecommunications; telecommunications multiplexers and switchboards; 
modems; telephones; telephone transmission aerials and parts and fittings thereto for installation; 
telephone receivers and recorders; navigation and location apparatus and instruments, namely, 
global positioning system (GPS) receivers and transmitters and transponder location systems; 
electronic and computer apparatus and instruments, namely, global positioning system (GPS) 
receivers and transmitters and computers for determining precise geographical locations of 
aircrafts, marine vessels, land vehicles, human beings and animals using global positioning 
systems consisting of computers, computer software, transmitters, receivers, and network 
interface devices; electronic and computer apparatus and instruments, namely, global positioning 
system (GPS) receivers and transmitters and computers for surveying, mapping, tracking and 
navigation, including marine, aviation, land vehicle and human being and animal tracking and 
navigation using global positioning systems consisting of computers, computer software, 
transmitters, receivers, and network interface devices; location sensors, namely, electronic 
sensors for identifying and tracking the location of objects and product inventory; location software, 
namely, computer software for identifying and tracking the location of objects and product 
inventory, location GPS receivers and location GPS transmitters; location systems software and 
hardware, namely, software and hardware for identifying and tracking the location of objects and 
product inventory; data carriers, namely, CDs, DVDs and USB flash drives pre-recorded with 
software for tracking and identifying the location of objects and managing product inventory; 
computer hardware and software for use in global positioning and wireless navigation and satellite 
communications devices, namely, global positioning system (GPS) receivers and transmitters, 
computers, laptop computers, handheld computers, tablet computers, smart phones, cameras, 
wearable computer peripherals, namely, smart watches, wireless activity trackers and personal 
locator beacons and receivers for determining precise geographical locations of aircrafts, marine 
vessels, land vehicles, human beings and animals; computer software for improving voice signal 
quality and the intelligibility of speech content used in voice interface systems, command and 
control systems, radio intercom systems; software for improving voice signal quality and the 
intelligibility of speech content used in voice interface systems; computer software for recording, 
manipulating and editing digital sound and digital images; computer software for recording, editing 
and printing all types of products, images, text, graphics, photographs, namely two dimensional 
and three dimensional designs; software for wireless connectivity, namely, software for providing 
Internet access via wireless broadband networks; computer programs for encoding and decoding 
audio signals; electrical and electronic apparatus for use with multi-media entertaining systems, 
namely, radios, televisions, loudspeakers and surround sound systems.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 24, 2015, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 
014827406 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,787,859  Filing Date 2016-06-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Plantazon Besloten Vennootschap
Gunterstein 1
2151 HD Nieuw-Vennep.
NETHERLANDS

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PLANTAZON
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemical products, namely, agricultural chemicals for agricultural, plants and forestry purposes 
(except fungicides and preparations for destroying weeds and vermin); foodstuffs for animals, 
namely, chemical preparations for preserving foodstuffs

 Class 05
(2) Foodstuffs for animals, namely, non-medical nutritional additives for animal foodstuffs

 Class 08
(3) Hand held tools and instruments namely garden scissors and garden knives and fertilizer 
scoops

 Class 16
(4) Printed matter, namely, pamphlets, folders, photographs and placards of paper or cardboard; 
printed advertising materials, namely, flyers and posters

 Class 21
(5) Jars

 Class 31
(6) Trees, shrubs and flower seeds; natural plants and flowers; malt for brewing and distilling

Services
Class 35
(1) Business mediation in the purchase, sale, import and export of flowers, shrubs and trees, pots 
for flowers, shrubs and trees, chemical products for grains, flowers, shrubs and trees, anti fungal 
preparations for killing grain, flower, shrub and tree diseases and for killing weeds and vermin, 
hand tools and instruments, namely, garden scissors and garden knives, scoops, namely, spades 
and shovels, building materials, portable buildings, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, foodstuffs for 
animals, namely, chemical preparations for preserving foodstuffs and non-medical nutritional 
additives for animal foodstuffs, printed matter, namely, pamphlets, folders, photographs and 
placards of paper or cardboard, printed advertising materials, namely, flyers and posters
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Class 41
(2) Professional photography services for others

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 24, 2015, Country or Office: NETHERLANDS, Application No: 
987595 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,788,814  Filing Date 2016-06-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Hasbro, Inc.
1027 Newport Avenue
Pawtucket, RI 02862
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TRANSFORMERS THE LAST KNIGHT
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

(1) interactive entertainment software, namely, computer game software, computer game 
cartridges, computer game discs; interactive multimedia computer game programs; downloadable 
game software for use in connection with computers, communication devices and mobile 
telephones; pre-recorded laser and video disc featuring an animated cartoon series

 Class 28
(2) toy vehicles; toy action figures; toy action figures, toy vehicles and toy robots convertible into 
other visual toy forms; board games and parlor games

Services
Class 41
entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of motion pictures; entertainment 
services, namely, providing online computer games and interactive multiplayer online games via 
global networks
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 Application Number 1,803,506  Filing Date 2016-10-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Diesel Life, Inc.
P.O. Box 1303
Auburndale, FL 33823
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MILTONS IP/P.I.
15 Fitzgerald Rd, Suite 200, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K2H9G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 20

Non-metal novelty license plates
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 Application Number 1,808,452  Filing Date 2016-11-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Haso Ltd.
Gotanda Dai-ichi Seimei Bldg. 6F
2-19-3 Nishi Gotanda, Shinagawa-ku
Tokyo,  141-0031
JAPAN

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Cotton swabs; spectacle wipes impregnated with a cleanser as accessories of spectacles.

 Class 05
(2) Deodorants for clothing, deodorants for textiles, air deodorizers and carpet deodorizers; 
Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, preparations for cleaning the skin for medical use; Reagent 
paper for medical purposes; Disposable pads for incontinence; Masks for use by medical 
personnel; Dissolvable films for coating of capsules and tablets to assist in swallowing and 
ingestion of same; Gauze for dressings; Empty capsules for pharmaceuticals; Eyepatches for 
medical purposes; Ear bandages; Menstruation bandages; Menstruation tampons; Sanitary 
napkins; Sanitary panties; Absorbent cotton; Adhesive plasters; Bandages for dressings; Antiseptic 
liquid bandages; Breast-nursing pads; Cotton swabs for medical purposes; Babies' diapers 
[napkins]; Adult diapers; Babies' diapers of paper; Adult diapers of paper; Disposable baby 
diapers; Disposable adult diapers; Disposable diapers of paper for incontinents; Pants, absorbent, 
for incontinents; Diapers for incontinents; Diaper covers; Mothproofing paper; Dietetic beverages, 
namely, nutritional supplements for general health and wellbeing; Dietetic food, namely, nutritional 
supplements in the form of meal replacement bars for general health and wellbeing; Beverages for 
babies; Food for babies; Dietary supplements for animals, namely, animal feed supplements.

 Class 06
(3) Shoe dowels of metal; Shoe pegs of metal; Hobnails of metal; Boxes of metal, for dispensing 
paper towels.

 Class 08
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(4) Hand garden rakes

 Class 09
(5) Dust masks; Gas masks; Welding masks; Fireproof garments; Gas masks in the form of hoods 
to be worn over head for use in emergency conditions; Gloves for protection against accidents; 
Spectacles; Goggles for sports; Contact lenses; Sunglasses; Divers' masks; Swimming goggles; 
Pince-nez; Ordinary spectacles; Goggles and masks for protection against dust; Parts and 
accessories for spectacles; Containers for contact lenses; Pince-nez mountings; Pince-nez chains; 
Pince-nez cords; Spectacle cases; Spectacle temples; Spectacle lenses; Spectacle frames.

 Class 16
(6) Packaging containers of paper; Paperboard boxes; Paper bags and sacks; Corrugated 
cardboard boxes; Fiberboard boxes; Bags [pouches] of plastics, for packaging; Food wrapping 
plastic film for household use; Garbage bags of paper; Garbage bags of plastics for household 
use; Hygienic hand towels of paper; Towels of paper; Table napkins of paper; Hand towels of 
paper; Handkerchiefs of paper; Cardboard; Paper; Printing paper; India paper; Carbon paper; 
Glassine paper; Newsprint paper; Blotters; Typewriter paper; Toilet paper; Writing paper; 
Wrapping paper; Rice paper; Parchment paper; Filter paper; Paperboard [cardboard]; Ivory 
manilaboard; Colorboard [colored paperboard]; Strawboard; White paperboard; Fluting paper 
[corrugating medium]; Linerboard for corrugated cardboard; Millboard; Postcard paper; Japanese 
paper; Mulch paper; Kasa-gami [oiled paper for paper umbrellas]; Gunpowder wrapping paper; 
Tissue paper for use as material of stencil paper [Ganpishi]; Japanese handicraft paper; Kohzo-
gami [paper made from paper mulberry]; Paper for use as material of stock certificates 
[Shokenshi]; Shoji-gami [paper for Japanese sliding partitions]; Calligraphy paper; Cardboard 
made from paper mulberry [Senkasi]; Coarse tissue for toiletry use; Tengujosi [paper made from 
paper mulberry]; Stencil paper [mimeograph paper]; Torinoko-gami [Japanese paper]; Napkin 
paper; Duplicating paper; Hosho-gami [thick Japanese paper]; Converted paper [processed 
paper]; Paper lace; Imitation leather paper; Perforated cards for Jacquard looms; Acid-resistant 
paper; Corrugated cardboard; Paraffined paper [waxed paper]; Fusuma-gami [paper for Japanese 
indoor sliding partitions]; Fireproof paper; Mildewproof paper; Waterproof paper; Anti-rust paper; 
Oilproof paper; Luminous paper; Plastic gift wrap; Synthetic paper; Printed matter, namely, books, 
pamphlets; Picture postcards; Sheet music; Song books; Catalogues; Calendars; Magazines 
[periodicals]; Printed timetables; Books; Newspapers; Geographical maps; Diaries; Newsletters; 
Pamphlets.

 Class 19
(7) Chipboard; Roofing paperboard.

 Class 20
(8) Shoe dowels, not of metal; Shoe pegs, of plastic; Hobnails, of plastic.

 Class 21
(9) Face-powder cases; Combs cases; Cosmetic cream cases; Make-up sponges; Make-up 
brushes; Fitted vanity cases; Perfume sprayers sold empty; Powder compacts; Soap holders and 
boxes; Toilet cases; Nail brushes; Powder puffs; Toothbrushes; Toothbrush cases; Shaving 
brushes; Shaving brush stands; Hair brushes; Lip brushes; Eyebrow brushes; Gloves for 
household purposes; Brushes for washing up, cleaning cloth for household use; Washing boards; 
Clothes-pegs; Washing brushes; Dusting cloths; Wash-tubs; Waste baskets; Dust-pans; Dusters; 
Drying boards for washed, starched and then stretched pieces of kimono [Hariita]; Brooms; Mops; 
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Clothes hanging rods [used as washing lines]; Clothes drying hangers; Brushes for pets ; Bird 
cages; Bird baths; Chamber pots; Soap dispensers; Shoe brushes; Shoe horns; Shoe shine cloths; 
Shoe shine sponges and cloths; Shoe trees [stretchers].

 Class 24
(10) Personal washing cloths; Felt cloth; Press felt; Woven felt; Non-woven textile fabrics; Towels 
of textile; Tenugui [Japanese cotton towels]; Handkerchiefs of textile; Fukusa [Japanese 
ceremonial wrapping cloth]; Furoshiki [Japanese general wrapping cloth]; Mosquito nets; 
Bedsheets; Futon quilts; Covers for futon quilts; Pillowcases; Bed blankets; Dish towels for drying; 
Shower curtains; Fitted toilet seat covers of textile; Wall hangings of textile; Curtains; Table cloths, 
not of paper; Draperies [thick drop curtains].

 Class 25
(11) Waterproof jackets, winter jackets; Evening dresses; School uniforms; Children's wear; 
Liveries for clean rooms; Uniforms for medical personnel; Jackets [clothing]; Jogging pants; Sweat 
pants; Suits; Skirts; Ski jackets; Ski pants; Trousers; Smocks; Formalwear; Coats; Overcoats; 
Topcoats; Raincoats; Sweaters; Cardigans; Vests and waistcoats; Shirts; Open-necked shirts; 
Cuffs; Sport shirts; Blouses; Polo shirts; Shirts for suits; Nightwear; Night gowns; Negligees; 
Nemaki [Japanese sleeping robes]; Pajamas; Bath robes; Disposable underwear; Underwear 
[underclothing]; Housecoats; Undershirts; Corsets [underclothing]; Chemises; Drawers [clothing] 
and underpants; Slips [undergarments]; Panties, shorts and briefs; Brassieres; Petticoats; 
Swimwear; Swimming caps; Camisoles; Tee-shirts; Obi [sash bands for kimonos]; Obiage [bustle 
holder bands for obi]; Obiage-shin [bustles for obi-knots]; Koshihimo [waist strings for kimonos]; 
Koshimaki [undershirts for kimonos]; Juban [undershirts for kimonos]; Datejime [tightening-up 
strings for kimonos]; Datemaki [wrap belts for kimonos]; Nagagi [full-length kimonos]; Haori [short 
overcoats for kimonos]; Haorihimo [string fasteners for haori]; Hakama [pleated skirts for formal 
kimonos]; Haneri [detachable neckpieces for kimonos]; Sleep masks; Aprons [clothing]; Collar 
protectors [for wear]; Socks and stockings; Puttees and gaiters; Fur stoles; Shawls; Scarves; Tabi 
[Japanese style socks]; Japanese style socks covers [Tabi covers]; Gloves and mittens [clothing]; 
Neckties; Neckerchiefs; Bandanas [neckerchiefs]; Thermal underwear; Mufflers [neck scarves]; 
Ear muffs [clothing]; Nightcaps; Hoods for clean rooms; Hats and caps; Garters; Sock suspenders; 
Suspenders; Waistbands; Belts [clothing]; Shoes; Shoes for clean rooms; Boots for clean rooms; 
Rain boots; Leather shoes; Sandals; Sneakers; Jikatabi [Japanese split-toed work footwear]; 
Boots; Women's shoes; Winter boots; Infants' shoes and boots; Inner soles; Heelpieces for 
footwear; Insoles for footwear; Welts for shoes and boots; Rubber soles for jikatabi; Boot uppers 
and shoe uppers; Tips for footwear; Shoe soles for repair; Tongue for shoes and boots; Protective 
metal members for shoes and boots; Geta [Japanese style wooden clogs]; Ashida [high rain 
clogs]; Koma-geta [low wooden clogs]; Sandal-clogs; Hiyori-geta [low wooden clogs]; Metal fittings 
for Japanese style wooden clogs; Wooden bodies for Japanese style clogs; Toe straps for 
Japanese style wooden clogs; Zori; Asaura-zori [Japanese toe-strap sandals]; Japanese style 
sandals of leather; Slippers; Japanese style sandals of felt; Waraji [Japanese footwear made of 
rice straw]; Slipper soles; Uppers for Japanese style sandals; Soles for Japanese style sandals; 
Uppers of woven rattan for Japanese style sandals; Toe straps for zori [Japanese style sandals]; 
Masquerade costumes; Clothes for sports; Anoraks; Karate suits; Sports overuniforms; Kendo 
outfits; Judo suits; Ski suits for competition; Headbands [clothing]; Wind-jackets; Sport uniforms 
and sport stockings; Wristbands [clothing]; Clothes for water sports; Wetsuits for surfing; Wetsuits 
for water-skiing; Special footwear for sports; Golf shoes; Soccer shoes; Ski boots; Snowboard 
boots; Gymnastic shoes; Mountaineering boots; Bowling shoes; Boxing shoes; Field hockey 
shoes; Baseball shoes; Rugby shoes; Footwear for track and field athletics; Horse-riding boots; 
and Windsurfing shoes.
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Claims
Priority Filing Date: October 19, 2016, Country or Office: JAPAN, Application No: 2016-115696 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,809,386  Filing Date 2016-11-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

KLIKLO SARL
rue Albert-Gos 18
CH-1206  
Geneve
SWITZERLAND

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
5500 North Service Road, Suite 101, 
Burlington, ONTARIO, L7L6W6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Online trading services in which seller posts products to be auctioned and bidding is done via 
the Internet; procurement of contracts for the buying and selling of goods and services on the 
internet; Negotiation of business contracts for others for the buying and selling of goods and 
services on the internet; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; providing evaluative feedback and ratings of sellers' goods and services, the value and 
prices of sellers' goods and services, buyers' and sellers' performance, delivery, and overall 
trading experience in connection therewith all in the field of the operation of an online marketplace; 
providing a searchable online advertising guide featuring the goods and services of other online 
vendors; providing a searchable online evaluation database for buyers and sellers; customer 
loyalty services and customer club services for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; 
advertising and promotional services, in particular advertising for goods and services of others via 
local and global computer networks; compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the 
Internet; auctioneering services, in particular auctioneering on the internet; providing online 
business evaluation relating to auctioneering; business administration services for the processing 
of sales made on the internet; price comparison services; business management; international 
import and export agency services.

Class 36
(2) Processing monetary transactions using credit cards; transfer of payments for others via the 
internet; credit verification via global computer information network; providing online credit card 
payment and transaction processing services; purchase protection services in the field of credit 
card payment methods, debit card payment methods and other payment methods in the field of 
online trading with goods and services of others via a global computer network; charitable fund 
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raising services; electronic commerce payment services, namely, providing payment receipt 
notifications to customers of goods purchased via electronic communication networks

Class 38
(3) Providing electronic mailboxes for the posting and transmission of messages among and 
between computer users concerning products, services as well as business leads and business 
opportunities; providing interactive online mailboxes for the dispatch, promotion, sale and resale of 
products via a global computer network; provision of online discussion forums; providing access to 
a website on a global computer network by which third parties can offer goods and services, place 
and fulfill orders, conclude contracts and transact business; providing access to an interactive 
website on a global computer network for third parties to post information, respond to requests and 
place and fulfill orders for products, services and business opportunities; providing computer links 
to third party websites to facilitate e-commerce and real world business transactions.

Class 41
(4) Providing sweepstakes, games of chance and contests via the internet.
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 Application Number 1,810,389  Filing Date 2016-11-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way
Cupertino, CA  95014
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The mark is a red square. Inside the square are 
three white shapes depicting the stylized letter N.

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software used to provide and read information in the fields of news, sports, weather, 
social and political commentary, musical and dramatic entertainment, performance and visual arts, 
social and political culture, fashion, and information technology; computer software used to provide 
subscriptions to newspapers, magazines, and periodicals; computer software for accessing, 
searching, browsing, displaying, reading, organizing, annotating, and archiving information in the 
fields of news, sports, weather, social and political commentary, musical and dramatic 
entertainment, performance and visual arts, social and political culture, fashion, and information 
technology, all of the aforementioned content being comprised of text messages, graphics, 
images, audio clips, and video clips; computer software used to create and provide users with 
customized recommendations and a customized internet feed of information in the fields of news, 
sports, weather, social and political commentary, musical and dramatic entertainment, 
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performance and visual arts, social and political culture, fashion, and information technology all of 
the aforementioned content being comprised of text messages, graphics, images, audio clips, and 
video clips

Services
Class 41
(1) Providing news by means of wireless communication networks and computer networks; news 
reporting

Class 42
(2) Providing computer applications featuring news; providing computer applications featuring 
information in the field of dramatic entertainment, music, sports, news, performance and visual 
arts, and social and political culture

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 20, 2016, Country or Office: JAMAICA, Application No: 70261 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services (1)
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 Application Number 1,812,320  Filing Date 2016-12-02
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Groupe DBM Inc.
1620 Boul Dagenais O
Laval
QUÉBEC
H7L5C7

Agent
MORENCY, S.E.N.C.R.L.
500, PLACE D'ARMES, 25e étage, Montréal, 
QUÉBEC, H2Y2W2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The literal element DBM REFLEX is grey. The 
graphic element on the left of the literal element represents superimposed cubes, each having two 
left sides, which are grey, and one right side, which is red.

Goods
 Class 06

Pièces en nickel pour moules utilisés dans la fabrication de réflecteurs; pièces en acier pour 
moules optiques utilisés dans la fabrication de lentilles optiques; moules en acier pour lentilles 
optiques.

Services
Class 42
Services de consultation ayant trait à la conception et à la production de moules pour catadioptres 
et lentilles optiques; conception technique de catadioptres, à savoir conception de systèmes 
optiques comprenant des prismes qui renvoient la lumière vers sa source, ainsi que calculs 
connexes; services de conception pour le développement de composants optiques.
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 Application Number 1,813,155  Filing Date 2016-12-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Hasbro, Inc.
1027 Newport Avenue
Pawtucket, RI 02862
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TRANSFORMERS: FORGED TO FIGHT
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

computer games for use on mobile and cellular phones and handheld computers; downloadable 
electronic games for use on mobile and cellular phones and handheld computers
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 Application Number 1,814,282  Filing Date 2016-12-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Taizhou Huanyang Electric & Machinery Co., 
Ltd.
Jiangjia Village, Zeguo Town
Wenling City, Zhejiang Province, 317521
CHINA

Agent
NEOMARK LTD.
7450 rue Saint-Hubert, Montréal, QUEBEC, 
H2R2N3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Hand-held tools, namely, hand-held electric drills, hand-held electric hammers, hand-held 
pneumatic hammers, hand-held vacuum cleaners, hand-held pneumatic drills; Woodworking 
machines, namely, woodworking dust collectors, woodworking saw-tooth setting machines; 
Dynamos; Pumps, namely, aquarium pumps, axial flow pumps, beer pumps, centrifugal pumps, 
circulating pumps, compressed air pumps, diffusion pumps, engine fuel pumps, gas pumps, 
hydraulic pumps, pneumatic pumps, pumps as parts of machines, motors and engines; Welding 
machines, electric; Washing apparatus, namely, bottle washing machines, clothes washing 
machines, dish washing machines for household purposes, coin-operated washing machines, 
electric washing machines for industrial purposes, floor washing machines, washing machines for 
household purposes; Stators being parts of machines; Jet engines; Mufflers for motors and 
engines; Engines, other than for land vehicles, namely, boat engines, rocket engines.

 Class 09
(2) Spectacles; Spectacles [optics]; Eye glasses; Protective glasses, namely, anti-glare glasses, 
dustproof glasses; Reading glasses; Sports glasses; Pedometers; Weighing apparatus and 
instruments, namely, kitchen weighing scales, electronic weighing scales for personal use; 
Measures, namely, measuring rods, measuring jugs, measuring cups, measuring buckets, 
measuring bowls, measuring scoops, measuring spoons, measuring tapes, measuring wheels; 
Sonars; Record players; Surveying instruments; Inverters, namely, DC/AC inverters, photovoltaic 
inverters; Electric apparatus for commutation, namely, electric commutators; Electrical anti-theft 
installations, namely, anti-intrusion alarms; Electronic burglar alarms; Electronic door alarms; 
Electronic window alarms; Personal security alarms; Automotive battery chargers; Solar panels for 
production of electricity; Battery jars.
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 Application Number 1,814,493  Filing Date 2016-12-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Allergan Holdings France SAS
Tour CBX
1 passerelle des Reflets
92400 Courbevoie
FRANCE

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JUVEDERM VOLUX
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Cosmetics, namely preparations for the treatment of glabellar lines, facial wrinkles, 
asymmetries and defects and conditions of the human skin, all to be sold and marketed only to 
licensed physicians, surgeons or healthcare professionals.

 Class 05
(2) Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of glabellar lines, facial wrinkles, asymmetries 
and defects and conditions of the human skin, namely stretch marks, birthmarks, scarring, volume 
loss, and skin pigmentation; biological dermal implants, namely, visco-supplementation solutions 
for filling wrinkles, all to be sold and marketed only to licensed physicians, surgeons or healthcare 
professionals.

 Class 10
(3) Injection needles and syringes for the treatment of glabellar lines, facial wrinkles, asymmetries 
and defects and conditions of the human skin, namely stretch marks, birthmarks, scarring, volume 
loss, and skin pigmentation, all to be sold and marketed only to licensed physicians, surgeons or 
healthcare professionals.
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 Application Number 1,814,894  Filing Date 2016-12-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

QuirkLogic Inc.
214 - 11th Avenue SW, Suite 900
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2R0K1

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

INKWORLD
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 38
(1) The Internet transmission of third-party digital files to digital tablets and whiteboards to allow 
users to access, share, and collaborate on their own multimedia and audiovisual content, literary 
content, and business data; videoconferencing services; providing multiple user access to a 
computer network; providing user access to global computer networks

Class 42
(2) Design and development of computer software; computer software installation and 
maintenance; hosting a website featuring technical information relating to computer software and 
hardware; computer hardware, software, application, and network consulting services; computer 
hardware and computer software consulting; providing technical troubleshooting support for 
computer hardware, namely, diagnosing hardware problems; providing technical troubleshooting 
support for computer software, networks, databases, and applications; computer programming; 
document data transfer from one computer format to another; hosting an online network for the 
use of digital whiteboards and digital tablets that enables users to access and share their own 
multimedia content, text namely written work, their own audiovisual works, literary works, third 
party business data, files, and documents; hosting a web site that gives computer users of digital 
whiteboards and digital tablets the ability to transmit, cache, receive, download, stream, broadcast, 
display, format, transfer and share their own multimedia content, text namely written work, their 
own audiovisual works, literary works, third party business data, files, and documents; providing 
network-based computer search platforms to allow users of digital whiteboards and digital tablets 
to request and receive, multimedia content, text namely written work, audiovisual works, literary 
works, third party business data, files, and documents; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer software to enable users of digital whiteboards and digital tablets to 
access third party downloadable computer software; providing temporary use of online non-
downloadable computer software that generates customized recommendations of software 
applications based on user preferences
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 Application Number 1,816,842  Filing Date 2017-01-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ISLESTARR HOLDINGS LIMITED
50 Brook Green Hammersmith
London W6 7BJ
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CHEEK TO CHIC
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Cosmetics, make up; skin care preparations; lipsticks; lip gloss; makeup powder and foundation; 
Skin moisturisers; cosmetic beauty care preparations, body care preparations namely, body 
scrubs, shower gels, toners, cleansers, oils, masks and gels for the skin, essential oils for personal 
use; preparations for removing make-up; lotions, creams and conditioners for the face, hands and 
body; beauty masks; abrasive cloth; abrasive paper; abrasive sand; adhesives for affixing false 
hair; after-shave lotions; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; almond oil; aloe vera preparations for 
cosmetic purposes; antiperspirants; astringents for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated lip, body, 
hand and foot balms; bath salts, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for baths, 
namely, bath pearls, bath oils, bath cubes, bath powders, bath bombs, bubble baths; beard dyes; 
beauty masks; bergamot oil; bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes; breath freshening 
sprays; breath freshening strips; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of citron; cleansing milk 
for toilet purposes; coloring preparations for the skin, hair and nails; color-removing preparations 
for hair; at-home color brightening preparations for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic kits; cosmetic 
preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetics for animals; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; 
cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic creams; dental bleaching gels; deodorant soap; 
deodorants for human beings; deodorants for animals; depilatories; depilatory preparations; dry 
shampoos; cosmetic hair dyes; eau de cologne; emery; essential oils namely cosmetic oils, 
massage oils, body oils, bath oils, aromatherapy oils, aromatic oils; ethereal oils for the 
manufacture of perfumes; extracted essential oils from flowers; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow 
pencils; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; cosmetic preparation for eyelashes; false 
eyelashes; false nails; flower extracts for the manufacture of cosmetics and perfumery; hair 
colorants; hair dyes; hair lotions; hair spray; hair waving preparations; hydrogen peroxide for 
cosmetic purposes; incense; scented essential oils used to produce aromas when heated; jasmine 
oil; javelle water; joss sticks; lavender oil; lavender water; essential oils of lemon; lotions for 
cosmetic purposes; make-up preparation; make-up removing preparations; mascara; massage-
gels other than for medical purposes; mint essence; mint for perfumery; musk; moustache wax; 
nail art stickers; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail varnish; neutralizers for permanent waving; 
oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for toilet purposes; cosmetic pencils; 
fragrances, namely perfumery; perfumes; hair relaxers; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; 
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denture polishes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; pumice stone; rose oil; shampoos; shaving 
preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin whitening creams; sunscreen preparations; 
sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; talcum powder; toilet water; decorative transfers for 
cosmetic purposes; varnish-removing preparations; waving preparations for the hair; depilatory 
wax; haircare preparations
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 Application Number 1,816,843  Filing Date 2017-01-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ISLESTARR HOLDINGS LIMITED
50 Brook Green Hammersmith
London W6 7BJ
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LIGHT WONDER
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Cosmetics, make up; skin care preparations; lipsticks; lip gloss; makeup powder and foundation; 
Skin moisturisers; cosmetic beauty care preparations, body care preparations namely, body 
scrubs, shower gels, toners, cleansers, oils, masks and gels for the skin, essential oils for personal 
use; preparations for removing make-up; lotions, creams and conditioners for the face, hands and 
body; beauty masks; abrasive cloth; abrasive paper; abrasive sand; adhesives for affixing false 
hair; after-shave lotions; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; almond oil; almond soap; aloe vera 
preparations for cosmetic purposes; antiperspirant soap; antiperspirants [toiletries]; astringents for 
cosmetic purposes; non-medicated lip, body, hand and foot balms; bath salts, not for medical 
purposes; cosmetic preparations for baths, namely, bath pearls, bath oils, bath cubes, bath 
powders, bath bombs, bubble baths; beard dyes; beauty masks; bergamot oil; bleaching 
preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; breath freshening sprays; breath freshening 
strips; cakes of toilet soap; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of citron; cleansing milk for 
toilet purposes; color removing preparations for hair; at-home color brightening preparations for 
cosmetic purposes; cosmetic kits; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetics for 
animals; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic creams; 
dental bleaching gels; deodorant soap; deodorants for human beings; deodorants for animals; 
depilatories; depilatory preparations; disinfectant soap; douching preparations for personal 
sanitary; douching preparations for deodorant purposes [toiletries]; dry shampoos; cosmetic hair 
dyes; eau de cologne; emery; essential oils namely cosmetic oils, massage oils, body oils, bath 
oils, aromatherapy oils; extracted essential oils from flowers; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; 
adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; cosmetic preparation for eyelashes; false eyelashes; 
adhesive for affixing false hair; false nails; flower extracts for the manufacture of cosmetics and 
perfumery; soap for foot perspiration; hair colorants; hair dyes; hair lotions; hair spray; hair waving 
preparations; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; incense; scented essential oils used to 
produce aromas when heated; jasmine oil; javelle water; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purpose 
usage; joss sticks; kits namely make-up kits comprised of lipstick, lip gloss, lip balm, eyeshadow, 
eyeliner, lip liner, blusher, foundation, nail varnish, eyebrow pencil: lavender oil; lavender water; 
essential oils of lemon; lotions for cosmetic purposes; make-up preparation; make-up removing 
preparations; mascara; massage-gels other than for medical purposes; cleansing milk for cosmetic 
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purposes; essential oils of mint; mint for perfumery; musk; moustache wax; nail art stickers; nail 
care preparations; nail polish; nail varnish; neutralizers for permanent waving; oils for cosmetic 
purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for toilet purposes; cosmetic pencils; eyebrow pencils; 
fragrances, namely perfumery; perfumes; hair relaxers; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; 
denture polishes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; make-up powder; pumice stone; rose oil; 
shampoos; shaving preparations; shaving soap; cosmetic preparations for caring for the skin; skin 
whitening creams; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; liquid bath soap; cakes of soap; 
deodorant soap; soap for foot perspiration; breath freshening sprays; breath freshening strips; 
sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; talcum powder for toilet use; 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; toilet water; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; 
nail varnish; waving preparations for the hair; depilatory wax; haircare preparations
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 Application Number 1,820,803  Filing Date 2017-02-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DESIGNER TEXTILES INTERNATIONAL 
LIMITED
11 Lovegrove Crescent
Otara, Auckland 2023
NEW ZEALAND

Agent
GOODMANS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, 
BAY ADELAIDE CENTRE, 333 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 3400, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H2S7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 24

(1) Textiles and textile products namely, cotton and wool cloth, cotton and wool fabric, knitted 
wool, knit fabrics; bed linen namely, blankets, quilts and bed sheets; cloth towels

 Class 25
(2) Clothing namely, shirts, T-shirts, sweaters, hooded tops, pants, trousers, shorts, dresses, 
skirts, underwear, undergarments, socks, tops, namely merino vests, sleeveless tops, short-sleeve 
tops and long sleeve tops; leggings, tights, scarves, neck warmers, and woollen gloves; footwear 
namely, shoes, boots, sandals, athletic shoes, sneakers and slippers; headgear namely, hats, 
caps, toques, balaclavas and beanies

Services
Class 35
Retail and wholesale services in the field of textiles and textile products, namely cloth fabric, 
knitted wool, knitted textiles, textiles made of combined textiles fibres, clothing, footwear, headgear 
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namely hats, caps, toques, balaclavas and beanies, linen, blankets, quilts, bed sheets and towels; 
advertising the goods and services of others relating to retail and wholesale services in the field of 
textiles; marketing services and wholesale textile services of others, namely developing marketing 
strategies and marketing concepts for others; promoting retail and wholesale textile services of 
others through advertisements on Internet websites

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 10, 2016, Country or Office: NEW ZEALAND, Application No: 1048500 
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,822,465  Filing Date 2017-02-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fairware Promotional Products Ltd.
178 3rd Ave W
Vancouver
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V5Y1E9

Agent
DRAKE MARKS ASSOCIATES
777 Hornby Street, Suite 600, Vancouver, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6Z1S4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PRODUCT WITH PURPOSE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Consulting services in the field of ethical sourcing of promotional products of others

Class 40
(2) Custom imprinting of apparel, personal and office accessories, promotional merchandise, 
corporate gifts, sporting goods, drinkware, carrying bags, stationery, electronics, toys, tradeshow 
giveaways and novelty items, by means of, namely, screen printing, pad printing, full color process 
and digital printing, offset printing, transfer printing, foil printing, hot stamping, debossing and 
embossing, laser engraving, laser etching, etch engraving, embroidery, dye sublimation, epoxy 
dome imprint, iron brand burning, adhesive decals of all kinds

Class 42
(3) Product design and development services
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 Application Number 1,824,044  Filing Date 2017-02-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

J2 Management Corp.
200 Yorkland Blvd, Suite 800
Toronto
ONTARIO
M2J5C1

Agent
PERLEY-ROBERTSON, HILL & MCDOUGALL 
LLP
1400 - 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1R0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Business administration consulting, namely business acquisition and merger consultation; 
business acquisitions consultation; business acquisitions consulting; business administration 
consultancy; business administration consulting services; business consulting in the field of 
business acquisitions and mergers; business consulting in the field of business networking; 
business consulting in the field of business relocation; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; business 
management consultancy; business management consultancy and advisory services; business 
management consultancy as well as development of processes for the analysis and the 
implementation of strategy plans and management projects; business management consultancy in 
the field of transport and delivery; business management consultancy services; business 
management consultancy via the Internet; business management consultation; business 
management consulting; business management consulting with relation to strategy, marketing, 
production, personnel and retail sale matters; business marketing consulting services; business 
merger consultation; business organisation and management consulting services; business 
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organisation consulting; business organization and management consultancy including personnel 
management; business organization and management consulting; business organization and 
operation consultancy; business organization consultancy services; consultancy and advisory 
services in the field of business strategy and management services to companies engaged in the 
manufacturing, automotive and transportation sectors, excluding the fields of energy efficiency

Class 36
(2) Financial restructuring services for companies engaged in the manufacturing, automotive and 
transportation sectors, excluding the offering credit and loan services
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 Application Number 1,825,084  Filing Date 2017-02-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Flowers Bakeries Brands, LLC
1919 Flowers Circle
Thomasville, GA 31757
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

POWERSEED
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 30

bread
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 Application Number 1,825,636  Filing Date 2017-03-03
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Super ATV, LLC
2753 Michigan Rd.
Madison, IN 47250
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RHINO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 12

heavy duty axles for all terrain vehicles and utility task vehicles

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 17, 2016, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/239,942 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,825,961  Filing Date 2017-03-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

BP p.l.c.
1 St James's Square
London, SW1Y 4PD
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DESIGNER WATER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Fluids for use in the drilling of oil and gas wells; fluids for use in the extraction of oil and gas; de-
ionized fluids for use in the extraction of oil and gas; de-salinized water for use in oil and gas 
reservoirs and wells

 Class 09
(2) Computer software for database management used in the field of extraction of oil and gas; 
measuring apparatus and equipment for measuring process parameters, namely, flow meters for 
measuring flow, mass flow, density, viscosity, temperature and pressure of liquids, mixtures and 
gases, gas concentration, suspensions, emulsions; computer software, namely predictive toolkits, 
reservoir modelling tools and equation-of-state tools used in the field of extraction of oil and gas; 
apparatus and equipment for measuring pressure, volume and temperature, namely altimeters, 
speedometers, velocimeters; apparatus and equipment namely computers, CT scans, 
microscopes used for special core analysis and coreflooding which is a flooded oil reservoir with 
treated water to increase oil recovery

Services
Class 35
(1) Business management, consulting and advisory services in the field of extraction of oil and gas; 
business consulting and advisory services in the field of drilling of oil and gas wells; business 
information in the field of extraction of oil and gas

Class 37
(2) Oil and gas drilling services; extraction of oil and gas from oil and gas fields; oil field 
exploitation for the extraction of oil

Class 40
(3) Providing industrial and technical processes to prevent the clogging of oil and gas wells, 
namely flooding an oil reservoir with treated water to increase oil recovery

Class 42
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(4) Scientific research services in the field of extraction of oil and gas; oil prospecting; oil well 
testing; services for enhanced oil recovery from oil wells, namely, engineering and technological 
consulting services for increasing oil and gas production and improving output of oil and gas wells; 
consultancy services in the field of oil and gas refining technology; engineering and technological 
services for increasing oil and gas production and improving efficiency and output of oil and gas 
well
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 Application Number 1,832,045  Filing Date 2017-04-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

The Gluten Free Meal Co. Pty. Ltd.
37 Bromley Road
Emu Plains, NSW
2750
AUSTRALIA

Agent
FROESE LAW
240 Richmond Street West, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5V1V6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Meals prepared from meat, fish, poultry, eggs, vegetables, potatoes, fruits and mushrooms, 
either cooked, chilled or frozen; Meat spreads, peanut butter, humus, tzatziki, jellies, jams; Snack 
foods, consisting primarily of meat, fruit or vegetables; Edible oils and fats; Flavoured drinks 
namely milk; Dairy products; Cheese dips; Snack food dips

 Class 30
(2) Prepared meals namely croissants, fruit tarts, cakes, desserts and dough; Meals consisting of 
pasta, noodles, rice, pizza; Chutney, relishes, vinegar, salt, pepper, salsa, tartar sauce, ketchup, 
mustard, soy sauce, tomato sauce, tahini, hot sauce, chilli sauce, worcestershire sauce, sour 
cream, horseradish, mint sauce, barbeque sauce, gravy, salad dressings, vinegarette, teriyaki 
sauce, yeast-based food spread, mayonnaise, marinades, truffle oil, cocktail sauce, aioli, fish 
paste, fish sauce, pesto, red wine and pepper sauce, satay sauce and spices; Coffee and hot 
chocolate powder; Fruit sauces

Services
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Class 39
Providing of food and drink to the public and mobile food delivery services namely the delivery of 
meals, route planning for mobile food delivery services; Delivery of groceries; Providing of meals 
and prepared food and drink to the public and mobile food delivery services, namely the delivery of 
prepared meals and prepared foods, route planning for mobile food delivery services

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 19, 2016, Country or Office: AUSTRALIA, Application No: 1816512 
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,832,742  Filing Date 2017-04-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Baby Gourmet Foods Inc.
259, 1011 9th Avenue SE
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2G0H7

Agent
MCCARTHY TETRAULT LLP
745 Thurlow Street, Suite 2400, VANCOUVER, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E0C5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PUFFIES
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Snacks and pre-packaged snack foods namely, vegetable-based snacks, fruit-based snacks 
and nut-based snacks, excluding sugar confectionery

 Class 30
(2) Snacks and pre-packaged snack foods namely, quinoa-based snacks, wheat-based snacks, 
granola-based snacks, cereal-based snacks, rice-based snacks, and combination fruit and cereal-
based snacks, excluding sugar confectionery
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 Application Number 1,833,591  Filing Date 2017-04-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Bullfrog Brands, LLC.
5635 SMU Blvd
Suite 206
Dallas, Texas 75206
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BULLFROG
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Skincare, namely sunscreen lotions, gels, oils and sprays, self-tanning lotions, gels, oils and 
sprays, lip balm moisturizer, moisturizing skin lotions, gels, oils and sprays, after sun lotions and 
sprays, skin lotions and sprays, facial lotions, hand and body lotions and sprays; anti-perspirant 
and deodorant spray and stick, bath and body wash, gels, lotions, sprays and oils; sunscreens 
containing insect repellant; and skin moisturizers containing insect repellant
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 Application Number 1,834,148  Filing Date 2017-04-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

EasySoda Finland Oy
Ruukintie 2, 02330 ESPOO
FINLAND

Agent
MILTONS IP/P.I.
15 Fitzgerald Rd, Suite 200, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K2H9G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Aerated beverage-making machines; Aerated beverage-making devices, namely functional 
caps for beverage-making comprising of closure and valve coupling for injection of carbon dioxide 
into a pressurized container; Carbonating machines; Parts and fittings for aerated beverage-
making machines and carbonating machines

 Class 08
(2) Hand-operated equipment for producing and flavoring carbonated drinks, namely functional 
caps for beverage-making comprising of closure and valve coupling for injection of carbon dioxide 
and flavoring into a pressurized container

 Class 21
(3) Siphon bottles for carbonated water, plastic bottles and glass bottles, parts and fittings for all 
the aforementioned goods

 Class 32
(4) Carbonated Non-alcoholic drinks and preparations for making such drinks; Carbonated and still 
waters; Essences for making soft drinks; Syrups for beverages; fruit Juices; Concentrates for 
making soft drinks; Carbonated non-alcoholic drinks
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 Application Number 1,839,136  Filing Date 2017-05-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

The Trustees of the Carroll Hall Shelby Trust, 
an Irrevocable California Trust, the Trustees 
Comprising M. Neil Cummings and Joe 
Conway, Co-trustees, Both United State
11150 West Olympic Blvd., Suite 1050
Los Angeles, CA 90064-1817
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
DEPARTMENT, 1000 DE LA GAUCHETIERE 
STREET WEST, SUITE 900, MONTREAL, 
QUEBEC, H3B5H4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SHELBY
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Air filters for automobile engines; Automobile engine valve covers; Automobile oil pans; 
Automotive parts, namely, turbochargers for engines; Cooling radiators for motors and engines; 
Engine parts, namely, oil dipsticks; Fuel injector parts for land and water vehicle engines; Headers 
as part of vehicle exhaust system; Heat exchangers being parts of engines; Internal combustion 
engine parts, namely, cylinder heads for engines; Internal combustion engines land vehicle parts, 
namely, ignition coils; Internal combustion engines land vehicle parts, namely, ignition distributor 
caps; Radiators for motors and engines; Radiators for vehicles; Shaft couplings as parts of 
machines; Vehicle engine parts, namely, charge air coolers and their component parts; Vehicle 
engine parts, namely, oil coolers; Vehicle engine parts, namely, oil tank plugs and caps; Vehicle 
parts, namely, cam covers; Vehicle parts, namely, carburetors; Vehicle parts, namely, engine 
cases; Vehicle parts, namely, intake manifolds

 Class 12
(2) Luggage carriers for vehicles

 Class 14
(3) Bracelets; jewelry broaches; Diamond jewelry; Earrings; Inexpensive non-jewelry watches; 
Jewelry; Jewelry stickpins; Jewelry watches; Key chains as jewellery; Key chains of precious 
metal; Key holders of precious metals; Key rings of precious metal; Key rings of precious metals; 
Lapel pins; jewelry rings; Tie clips; Tie clips of precious metal; Watches and jewelry; Watches, 
clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry; Women's jewelry

 Class 16
(4) Art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs; Art prints on canvas; 
Ball point pens; Ballpoint pens; Banners of paper; Blank or partially printed postcards; Booklets in 
the field of automobiles; Books in the field of automobiles; Brochures about automobiles; Cartoon 
prints; Coffee table books featuring automobiles; Color prints; Coloured pens; Commemorative 
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books featuring automobiles; Directories of automobiles; Framed art prints; Graphic fine art prints; 
Graphic prints and representations; Ink pens; Magazines in the field of automobiles; Mounted 
posters; Paper banners; Pen and pencil cases; Pen and pencil cases and boxes; Pen and pencil 
holders; Pen cases; Photographic prints; Pictorial prints; Posters; Posters made of paper; Printed 
calendars; Printed certificates of authenticity; Printed emblems; Printed publications and 
periodicals in the field of automobiles; Printed paper labels; Printed paper signs; Silk screen prints; 
Unmounted posters

 Class 18
(5) All purpose sport bags; All-purpose athletic bags; All-purpose carrying bags; All-purpose 
reusable carrying bags; Athletic bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and 
handbags; Canvas shopping bags; Cases for keys; Duffle bags; Garment bags for travel; Key 
bags; Key cases; Key cases of leather or imitation leather; Key wallets; Key-cases; Key-cases of 
leather and skins; Leather bags and wallets; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Leather cases 
for keys; Men's clutch bags; Pouches for holding keys; Tote bags

 Class 21
(6) Beer mugs; Beverage glassware; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffee mugs; Decorative 
plates; Dessert plates; Dishes and plates; Disposable table plates; Drinking glasses; Glass mugs; 
Mugs; Mugs, not of precious metal; Plastic cups; Plastic plates; Plate glass for cars; Plates; 
Porcelain mugs; Portable coolers, namely, portable beverage and ice coolers mounted on 
telescoping wheeled caddies; non- electric portable ice chests for food and beverages; Reusable 
plastic water bottles sold empty; Salt and pepper mills; Salt and pepper shakers; Salt shakers; 
Souvenir plates

 Class 22
(7) Textile wine bags with handles for carrying or holding wine

 Class 25
(8) Button down shirts; Collared shirts; Dress pants; Dress shirts; Gloves as clothing; Golf shirts; 
Jackets; Jeans; sports jerseys; Leather belts; Long-sleeved shirts; Pants; Polo shirts; Shirts; Short-
sleeved shirts; Socks; T-shirts; T-shirts for children, women, men; Tee shirts; Ties; Women's 
clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

 Class 27
(9) Floor mats for automobiles; Floor mats for vehicles

 Class 28
(10) Model toy vehicles; Play motor cars; Radio controlled model vehicles; Remote control toys, 
namely, race cars and other vehicles; Scale model vehicles; Scale-model vehicles; Toy cars; Toy 
model cars; Toy model kit cars; Toy model vehicles and related accessories sold as units

 Class 33
(11) Brandy spirits; Distilled Spirits namely: vodka, gin, rum, tequila, whisky; Red wine; Sparkling 
wines; Table wines; White wine; Wine; Wines; Wines and liqueurs

Services
Class 35
On-line retail store services of air filters for automobile engines, automobile engine valve covers, 
automobile oil pans, automotive parts, namely, turbochargers for engines, cooling radiators for 
motors and engines, engine parts, namely, oil dipsticks, fuel injector parts for land and water 
vehicle engines, headers as part of vehicle exhaust system, heat exchangers being parts of 
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engines, internal combustion engine parts, namely, cylinder heads for engines, internal 
combustion engines land vehicle parts, namely, coils, internal combustion engines land vehicle 
parts, namely, distributor caps, radiators for motors and engines, radiators for vehicles, shaft 
couplings as parts of machines, vehicle engine parts, namely, charge air coolers and their 
component parts, vehicle engine parts, namely, oil coolers, vehicle engine parts, namely, oil tank 
plugs and caps, vehicle parts, namely, cam covers, vehicle parts, namely, carburetors, vehicle 
parts, namely, engine cases, vehicle parts, namely, intake manifolds, bracelets, jewelry broaches, 
diamond jewelry, earrings, inexpensive non-jewelry watches, jewelry, jewelry stickpins, jewelry 
watches, key chains as jewellery, key chains of precious metal, key holders of precious metals, 
key rings of precious metal, key rings of precious metals, lapel pins, jewelry rings, tie clips, tie clips 
of precious metal, watches and jewelry, watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry, women's 
jewelry, art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs, art prints on 
canvas, ball point pens, ballpoint pens, banners of paper, blank or partially printed postcards, 
booklets in the field of automobiles, books in the field of automobiles, brochures about 
automobiles, cartoon prints, coffee table books featuring automobiles, color prints, coloured pens, 
commemorative books featuring automobiles, directories of automobiles, framed art prints, graphic 
fine art prints, graphic prints and representations, ink pens, magazines in the field of automobiles, 
mounted posters, paper banners, pen and pencil cases, pen and pencil cases and boxes, pen and 
pencil holders, pen cases, photographic prints, pictorial prints, posters, posters made of paper, 
printed calendars, certificate of authenticity, printed emblems, printed publications and periodicals 
in the field of automobiles, printed paper labels, printed paper signs, silk screen prints, unmounted 
posters, all purpose sport bags, all-purpose athletic bags, all-purpose carrying bags, all-purpose 
reusable carrying bags, athletic bags, backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and 
handbags, canvas shopping bags, cases for keys, duffle bags, garment bags for travel, key bags, 
key cases, key cases of leather or imitation leather, key wallets, key-cases, keycases of leather 
and skins, leather bags and wallets, leather bags, suitcases and wallets, leather cases for keys, 
men's clutch bags, pouches for holding keys, tote bags, wine bags with handles for carrying or 
holding wine, beer mugs, beverage glassware, coffee cups, tea cups and mugs, coffee mugs, 
decorative plates, dessert plates, dishes and plates, disposable table plates, drinking glasses, 
glass mugs, mugs, mugs, not of precious metal, plastic cups, plastic plates, plate glass for cars, 
plates, porcelain mugs, portable coolers, namely, portable beverage and ice coolers mounted on 
telescoping wheeled caddies, portable ice chests for food and beverages, reusable plastic water 
bottles sold empty, salt and pepper mills, salt and pepper shakers, salt shakers, souvenir plates, 
button down shirts, collared shirts, dress pants, dress shirts, gloves as clothing, golf shirts, jackets, 
jeans, sports jerseys, leather belts, long-sleeved shirts, pants, polo shirts, shirts, short-sleeved 
shirts, socks, t-shirts, t-shirts for children, women, men, tee shirts, ties, women's clothing, namely, 
shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses, floor mats for automobiles, floor mats for vehicles, luggage carriers 
for vehicles, model toy vehicles, play motor cars, radio controlled model vehicles, remote control 
toys, namely, race cars and other vehicles, scale model vehicles, scale-model vehicles, toy cars, 
toy model cars, toy model kit cars, toy model vehicles and related accessories sold as units, 
brandy spirits, distilled spirits namely: vodka, gin, rum, tequila, whisky, red wine, sparkling wines, 
table wines, white wine, wine, wines, wines and liqueurs, On-line retail store services featuring 
auto parts, clothing, toys, jewelry, food products, motor vehicles, books, magazines, photos, 
decals, plaques, and signs
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 Application Number 1,840,443  Filing Date 2017-06-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Drift.com, Inc.
Copley Place, 7th Floor, 3rd Tower
Boston, MA 02116
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DRIFT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for use in improving and facilitating the management of employee projects, for 
use in coordinating of project-based collaboration for employees, and for use in improving 
employee workflow, namely, software for providing voice and text chat services, software for 
creating, recording and sharing of videos online and video conferencing, software for management 
of e-mails and client contacts, software for automating online marketing that may be downloaded 
from a global computer network; Downloadable cloudcomputing software for use in improving and 
facilitating the management of employee projects, for use in coordinating of project-based 
collaboration for employees, and for use in improving improvement of employee workflow, namely, 
software for providing voice and text chat services, software for creating, recording and sharing of 
videos online and video conferencing, software for management of e-mails and client contacts, 
software for automating online marketing; Computer software for use in improving and facilitating 
the management of employee projects, for use in coordinating of project-based collaboration for 
employees, and for use in improving employee workflow, namely, software for providing voice and 
text chat services, software for creating, recording and sharing of videos online and video 
conferencing, software for management of e-mails and client contacts, software for automating 
online marketing; Computer application software for mobile phones and personal computers, 
namely, software for use in improving and facilitating the management of employee projects, for 
use in coordinating of project-based collaboration for employees, and for use in improving 
employee workflow, namely, software for providing voice and text chat services, software for 
creating, recording and sharing of videos online and video conferencing, software for management 
of e-mails and client contacts, software for automating online marketing; Downloadable software in 
the nature of a mobile application for use in improving and facilitating the management of 
employee projects, for use in coordinating of project-based collaboration for employees, and for 
use in improving employee workflow, namely, software for providing voice and text chat services, 
software for creating, recording and sharing of videos online and video conferencing, software for 
management of e-mails and client contacts, software for automating online marketing.

Services
Class 42
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Cloud computing featuring software for use in improving and facilitating the management of 
employee projects, for use in coordinating of project-based collaboration for employees, and for 
use in improving employee workflow, namely, software for providing voice and text chat services, 
software for creating, recording and sharing of videos online and video conferencing, software for 
management of e-mails and client contacts, software for automating online marketing; Providing 
on-line non-downloadable software for use in improving and facilitating the management of 
employee projects, for use in coordinating of projectbased collaboration for employees, and for use 
in improving employee workflow, namely, software for providing voice and text chat services, 
software for creating, recording and sharing of videos online and video conferencing, software for 
management of e-mails and client contacts, software for automating online marketing via a 
website; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in improving and 
facilitating the management of employee projects, for use in coordinating of project-based 
collaboration for employees, and for use in improving employee workflow, namely, software for 
providing voice and text chat services, software for creating, recording and sharing of videos online 
and video conferencing, software for management of e-mails and client contacts, software for 
automating online marketing; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and 
applications for use in improving and facilitating the management of employee projects, for use in 
coordinating of project-based collaboration for employees, and for use in improving employee 
workflow, namely, software for providing voice and text chat services, software for creating, 
recording and sharing of videos online and video conferencing, software for management of e-
mails and client contacts, software for automating online marketing
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 Application Number 1,841,636  Filing Date 2017-06-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Giesecke+Devrient GmbH
Prinzregentenstrasse 159
81677
Munich
GERMANY

Agent
WILSON LUE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

G+D
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Promoting the goods and services of others through the administration of sales involving 
discount cards and privileged user cards, the distribution of related printed material, magazine and 
video advertising services for promotion for others, promotional audiovisual recordings and 
developing promotional campaigns in particular in connection with the administration and 
management of bank-note printing machines and bank-note processing machines as well as the 
manufacture and personalization of chip cards and other electronic data carriers; arranging and 
conducting trade show exhibitions in the fields of security solutions regarding computer network 
security and printed and digital documents for governments and companies and identity solutions 
regarding printed and digital document for governments and companies; business management; 
arranging of subscriptions to internet access, to telephone plans, to services for tracking and 
navigating vehicles and tracking other mobile goods, persons and animals, to computer 
maintenance and repair services and to publications and manuals in the field of computer 
hardware and software, and arranging of changes of the subscriptions, and in relation to the 
administration and management of bank note printing, and manufacture and personalization of 
chip cards and other electronic data carriers for others; business administration; economic 
consulting in the management of business activities, in particular with regard to the procurement of 
durable capital goods, in particular machine tools, in particular for banknote paper manufacture, 
bank-note printing and bank-note destruction, as well as for the manufacture and personalization 
of chip cards and other electronic data carriers; acquisition, compilation and systematization of 
data in computer databases for business purposes, management services relating to digital data, 
analysis of business data, market research, strategic business planning in the nature of consulting 
in relation to the administration and management of bank note printing, and manufacture and 
personalization of chip cards and other electronic data carriers for others, business research in the 
field of transport and delivery and in relation to the administration and management of bank note 
printing, and manufacture and personalization of chip cards and other electronic data carriers for 
others, economic forecasting, namely, providing economic prognoses and analyses; secretarial 
services
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Class 37
(2) Installation, servicing and repair of technical installations, in particular installations for 
manufacturing bank notes, bank-note paper, holograms, hologram foils and foils with optical 
security features, of cash centers, mints, printing plants and paper factories as well as for 
manufacturing and personalizing chip cards and other electronic data carriers; consulting services 
relating to the construction of buildings

Class 42
(3) Computer security consultancy; consultation services relating to computer software; planning of 
technical installations, in particular installations for manufacturing bank notes, bank-note paper, 
holograms, hologram foils and foils with optical security features, of cash centers, mints, printing 
plants and paper factories as well as for manufacturing and personalizing chip cards and other 
electronic data carriers

Class 45
(4) Legal services; licensing of industrial property rights, in particular patents, utility models, 
designs, trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets; licensing of computer software as legal service; 
licensing of computer software and industrial property rights; Consultancy relating to and 
management of intellectual property for others; consulting in the field of industrial property rights; 
registration of domain names as legal service; monitoring of industrial property rights for legal 
consulting purposes; security printing in the form of encoding identification information on valuable 
documents and products; identity verification services in the nature of authenticating personal 
characteristic data for identifying persons; fraud and identity theft protection services; consulting 
services in the area of data theft and identity theft

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 16, 2016, Country or Office: GERMANY, Application No: 
302016036073.5 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,842,371  Filing Date 2017-06-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LITEHOUSE INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 1969
SANDPOINT, ID 83864
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
ACCUPRO TRADEMARK SERVICES LLP
SUITE 702 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TASTE MATTERS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Snack food dips; cheese dips; protein shakes; cheese; feta cheese; blue cheese; gorgonzola 
cheese;

 Class 30
(2) Salad dressings; teriyaki sauces; marinades; stir fry sauces; cocktail sauces; tartar sauce;

 Class 32
(3) non-alcoholic ciders; protein enriched-enriched sports drinks;

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 27, 2016, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/281,958 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,843,235  Filing Date 2017-06-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

YETI COOLERS, LLC
7601 Southwest Parkway
Austin, Texas 78735
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HONDO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 10

(1) portable back support for use with chairs

 Class 20
(2) tables; garden furniture; outdoor furniture; camping furniture; furniture for camping; furniture for 
outdoors; metal furniture; patio furniture; lawn furniture; cushions; chairs; lounge chairs; metal 
chairs; lawn chairs; portable chairs; folding chairs; fish-fighting chairs affixed to fishing boats; 
fishing chairs; beach chairs; reclining chairs; chair cushions; seat cushions; folding seats; chair 
pads; furniture parts, namely, chair legs, arm rests, joints, feet, fabric holders, and chair fabric; 
fitted furniture covers; seating accessories, namely, seat cushions, headrests, neck-supporting 
pillows, inflatable headrests, footrests, non-metal castors, adjustable seat carriers, carrying straps, 
gear bags, cup holders, and storage pouches, all specifically adapted for chairs
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 Application Number 1,843,286  Filing Date 2017-06-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Lumenion GmbH
Tempelhofer Weg 11, 10829
Berlin
GERMANY

Agent
ROWAND LLP
3080 Yonge Street, Suite 6060, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M4N3N1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Apparatus for converting electronic radiation to electrical energy, namely photovoltaic solar 
modules; Photovoltaic cells and modules; electricity generating apparatus utilising solar power, 
namely photovoltaic installations for generating solar electricity; electronical sensors for measuring 
solar radiation; portable solar panels for generating electricity; solar batteries; solar battery 
chargers; solar cells for electricity generation; solar modules, namely solar cells, solar wafers; 
solar panels, namely solar cells; photovoltaic installations for generating electricity [photovoltaic 
power plants].

 Class 11
(2) Evacuated heat pipe solar collectors [heat exchangers]; solar collectors [heating]; solar energy 
powered heating installations; solar furnaces; solar heating apparatus, namely solar heating 
panels, solar furnaces; solar water heaters; thermal storage apparatus, namely, apparatus for 
storing energy as heat, comprised of thermal storage tanks and their mechanical and electrical 
components, pipes and fittings; solar collectors; solar collectors for electricity generation; solar 
heat collection panels; solar modules, namely solar furnaces and solar water heaters;

 Class 19
(3) Solar roof tiles and slates.

Services
Class 35
(1) Business appraisals for thermal storage facilities and solar and photovoltaic plants; business 
management and organization consultancy for thermal storage facilities and solar and photovoltaic 
plants; procurement services for others, namely procuring of contracts for the purchase and sale of 
goods and services relating to photovoltaic solar modules and photovoltaic solar-thermal hybrid 
modules of others; consultancy in the purchasing of thermal storage facilities and solar and 
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photovoltaic plants; acquisition of businesses related to thermal storage facilities and solar and 
photovoltaic heat and power generation and consultancy services.

Class 36
(2) Asset management services, namely financial asset management services for thermal storage 
facilities and solar and photovoltaic plants; capital investment brokerage services for thermal 
storage facilities and solar and photovoltaic plants; capital investment consultation services for 
thermal storage facilities and solar and photovoltaic plants; development of investment portfolios 
for thermal storage facilities and solar and photovoltaic plants; financial and investment 
consultancy services, namely, financial and investment consultation in the field of thermal energy 
for thermal storage facilities and solar and photovoltaic plants; financial consultancy in the energy 
sector, namely financial consultation in the field of thermal energy for thermal storage facilities and 
solar and photovoltaic plants; financing in relation to the buying and selling of businesses related 
to solar and photovoltaic power and heat generation; funds investment for thermal storage facilities 
and solar and photovoltaic plants; management of investment portfolio for thermal storage facilities 
and solar and photovoltaic plants; private placement and venture capital investment services for 
thermal storage facilities and solar and photovoltaic plants; providing financing to emerging and 
start-up companies for thermal storage facilities and solar and photovoltaic plants; venture capital 
and project capital investment services for thermal storage facilities and solar and photovoltaic 
plants; venture capital and venture capital management services for thermal storage facilities and 
solar and photovoltaic plants; venture capital financing for thermal storage facilities and solar and 
photovoltaic plants; venture capital funding services to emerging and start-up companies for 
thermal storage facilities and solar and photovoltaic plants; financing of mergers for thermal 
storage facilities and solar and photovoltaic plants.

Class 37
(3) Installation and maintenance of solar thermal and photovoltaic installations;

Class 42
(4) Technical consultancy and engineering in the field of solar and photovoltaic technology.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 20, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 016272131 
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,844,549  Filing Date 2017-06-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CONG TY CO PHAN DAU TU TRUNG 
NGUYEN  (also trading as TRUNG NGUYEN 
INVESTMENT CORPORATION)
82-84 Bui Thi Xuan
Ben Thanh Ward, District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh city, 10000
VIET NAM

Agent
WITMART INC.
34 King Street East, Suite 500, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C2X8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
As provided by the applicant the translation of the words TRUNG NGUYÊN is Central of Highland.

Goods
 Class 30

Powdered coffee; instant coffee; coffee beans.

Services
Class 43
Coffee shops; self-service coffee shop.
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 Application Number 1,846,040  Filing Date 2017-07-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

E-SWIN, a legal entity
5 rue de la Noue
78113 ADAINVILLE
FRANCE

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TEARSTIM
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 10

Medical apparatus, namely, electronic medical devices using pulsed light technology for treating 
dysfunctions of the Melbomian glands.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 10, 2017, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 4328200 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,846,359  Filing Date 2017-07-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

First American Financial Corporation
1 First American Way
Santa Ana, CA 92707
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CHITIZ PATHAK LLP
77 King Street West, TD North Tower, Suite 
700, P.O. Box 118, Toronto, ONTARIO, 
M5K1G8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

iAVM
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 36
Property valuation insurance, namely, issuing and underwriting real estate valuation insurance 
policies; valuation services in real estate matters; insurance service; financial services, namely, 
financial management, analysis and consultation services in the field of real property; real estate 
appraisal services; appraisal management services, namely, arranging for the valuation of real 
property on behalf of mortgage lenders; real estate closing services, namely, facilitating the sale of 
real property on behalf of buyers, sellers, and lenders
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 Application Number 1,846,809  Filing Date 2017-07-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Cannasure Insurance Services, LLC
Suite 215
1991 Crocker Road
Westlake, OH 44145
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601 , Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CANNASURE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 36
insurance brokerage; insurance brokerage for insurance to the medical marijuana industry; 
insurance services, namely, underwriting and issuance of general and professional liability, 
property, products liability, business income, vehicle and crop insurance; insurance services, 
namely, underwriting and issuance of general and professional liability, property, products liability, 
business income, vehicle and crop insurance for the medical marijuana industry; consulting and 
information concerning insurance; consulting and information concerning insurance for the medical 
marijuana industry
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 Application Number 1,847,794  Filing Date 2017-07-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CVS PHARMACY, INC., a legal entity
One CVS Drive
Woonsocket, RI 02895
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
The colour red is claimed as a feature of this trademark. Red block letters spell the words "CVS
/pharmacy".

Services
Class 35
Retail store services in the field of prescription drugs; retail store services featuring healthcare 
products, namely, prescription drugs, over-the-counter drugs, home entertainment electronics, 
groceries, and beauty products
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 Application Number 1,848,895  Filing Date 2017-07-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Canada Computers Inc.
75 West Wilmot Street
Richmond Hill
ONTARIO
L4B0B7

Agent
DICKINSON WRIGHT LLP
199 Bay Street, Suite 2200, P.O. Box 447, 
Commerce Court : Postal Station, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5L1G4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The scripted letter 'i' is red and the letters of the 
word 'Smart' are black.

Services
Class 35
Retail sale of electronic devices and computer equipment, namely, desktop and laptop computers, 
electronic tablets, mobile phones, personal digital assistants, smartwatches, handheld game 
consoles, electronic book readers, wireless headsets, computer hardware, keyboards, computer 
mice, microphones, webcams, video game joysticks, light pens, electronic styluses, touchpads, 
trackballs, touchscreens, sound cards, video display cards, and computer scanners, and mobile 
phone.
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 Application Number 1,849,120  Filing Date 2017-07-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Roberto Cavalli S.p.A.
Piazza San Babila 3
20122 Milano
ITALY

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LA NOTTE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Italian word(s) LA NOTTE is THE NIGHT.

Goods
 Class 03

fragrances and perfumery
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 Application Number 1,851,728  Filing Date 2017-08-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Laverana GmbH & Co. KG
Am Weingarten 4
30974 Wennigsen
GERMANY

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR IP AGENCY CO.
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NATURKOSMETIK
Trademark Type
Word

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the German word(s) NATURKOSMETIC is 
COSMETICS BASED ON PRODUCTS FROM (MEDICAL) PLANTS AND NATURAL PRODUCTS..

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Body and skin care and beauty preparations, not for medical purposes, namely, beauty 
creams, beauty masks, beauty care cosmetics, bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes, 
collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; milks, tonics, lotions, creams, emulsions, powder, 
gels for the face and body; nonmedicated cleansing preparations for the face and body; skin 
astringents not for medical purposes; body mist; non-medicated foot baths, depilatory creams; 
pumice stones for personal use; soaps, namely, almond soap, aloe soap, bar soap, bath soap, 
beauty soap, body soap, cosmetic soaps, facial soap, hand soap; bubble bath; shower creams and 
gels; skin exfoliating products, namely, body scrubs, exfoliant creams, exfoliants for the skin, 
exfoliating scrubs for the body, exfoliating scrubs for the face, exfoliating scrubs for the feet, lip 
polisher, skin exfoliants; make-up removing preparations for the face; talcum powder; shampoos; 
hair lotions, oils, conditioners and repair preparations; hair dyes; hair spray, gel and mousse; hair 
brighteners; hair mascaras; shaving creams and gels; after-shave gels and lotions; perfumery; 
deodorants for personal use; essential oils, namely, aromatic essential oils, essential oils as 
fragrances for laundry purposes, essential oils for cosmetic purposes, essential oils for food 
flavouring, essential oils for personal use, essential oils for the manufacture of perfumes; bath 
beads; bath oils and salts; cosmetics; masks, namely, beauty masks, body cream masks, body 
masks, facial masks, foot masks for skin care, gel eye masks, hair masks, skin masks; foundation 
cream; blush; bronzing powder; make up powder; facial shimmer preparations; mascara; eyeliners; 
cosmetic eye and lip pencils; eye shadows; lip balms; lip gloss; lipsticks; lip cream, makeup 
removing preparations; nail polish; nail forms; false nails; nail polish remover; nail cream; nail oil; 
cuticle creams; preparations for strengthening nails; non-medicated concealer sticks; body glitter; 
suntanning lotions and creams for the face and body; fake tan lotions and creams for the face and 
body; sunscreen creams; aftersun lotions, gels and creams for the face and body; Perfumes, eaux 
de toilette; bath and shower gels and salts not for medical purposes; toilet soaps; cosmetics, 
namely, creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for the face, body and hands; sun-tanning milks, 
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gels and oils and after-sun preparations (cosmetics); make-up preparations; shampoos; gels, 
mousses, powder, balms and preparations in aerosol form for hairdressing and haircare; hair 
lacquers; hair-colouring and hair-decolorizing preparations; preparations for waving and setting 
hair; cosmetics, decorative cosmetics; face creams and lotions; skincleansing lotions and creams, 
hand and body lotions and creams; tinted moisturising creams, make-up, foundation, face powder 
and rouge; blemish stick, lip pencils, eyeliner pens and mascara, eyeshadow; sun care 
preparations; foot-care preparations; foot creams and lotions; abrasive implements in the form of 
pumice stones; non-medicated powders and lotions for foot spas; shower gels; shampoos and hair 
lotions, conditioning rinses (conditioners), combined shampoo and conditioner, hair sprays, styling 
mousse and gels; hair dyes; baby and infant care products, namely, baby body milk, baby bubble 
bath, baby lotion, baby oils, baby powder, baby shampoos, baby wipes; bath oils, shampoos, skin 
oils, powder and creams; anti-wrinkle creams; massage oils; grooming products for men, namely, 
after-shave emulsions, pre-shave and after-shave preparations, hair pomade; face and skin 
powder, shaving cream, after-shave balms, products for oral hygiene, not for medical purposes, 
namely, anti-cavity rinses, chewing gum for whitening teeth, dental bleaching gels, preparations for 
cleaning dentures, teeth whitener, teeth cleaning preparations; preparations for the mouth and for 
cleaning the mouth, namely, breath-freshening and mouth-freshening preparations, mouth sprays, 
mouth rinses, dentifrices; toothpaste; antiperspirants; cosmetics in all galenical forms, not adapted 
for medical use.

 Class 05
(2) Pharmaceutical products, namely tinctures, lotions, creams, pills, sprays and ointments for 
treating skin irritations, allergic skin irritations, dry skin, acne, scratched skin and neurodermatitis; 
health-care products, namely tinctures, lotions, creams, pills, sprays and ointments for treating skin 
irritations, allergic skin irritations, dry skin, acne, scratched skin and neurodermatitis; medicated 
lubricants, namely vaginal and anal lubricants; dietetic substances, namely sugar, artificial 
sweeteners and natural sweeteners for medical use; sanitary preparations, namely antibiotics, 
antibacterial and anti-viral agents, for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical 
use, namely vitamin and mineral supplements; vitamin preparations; allpurpose disinfectants; royal 
jelly (for medical purposes); herbal tea for general health and well-being; corn remedies, namely, 
corn and callus creams, corn pads, corn plasters, corn rings for the feet; headache pencils; 
pharmaceutical grade lactose; milking grease; dietetic substances and beverages especially for 
babies, infants and children, except foodstuffs, namely, baby formula, baby vitamins, powdered 
milk for babies, diabetic fruit juice beverages adapted for medical purposes, electrolyte 
replacement beverages for medical purposes; nutritional supplements that contain proteins, 
glucides, lipids, peptides and fibres, and micronutrients such as vitamins, minerals, amino acids, 
fatty acids, plants, vegetable extracts and purified molecules extracted from vegetables, for beauty 
and skin, body, face, hair and nail care, in the form of capsules, tablets, ampules, yeast, powders, 
vitamin and mineral bars, topical creams and drinks, namely, electrolyte drinks and meal 
replacement drinks, for cosmetic and food purposes, and for medical purposes, namely for general 
health and well-being; nutritional additives made from meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, 
fruit and canned vegetables, dried and cooked, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk 
products, edible oils and fats, for beauty and skin, body, face, hair and nail care in the form of 
capsules, tablets, vials, yeast, powders, bars, creams and beverages, for cosmetics and food 
purposes, and for medical purposes, namely for general health and well-being; nutritional 
supplements that contain coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and 
preparations made from cereals, namely, bread, pastry and confectionery, namely, chocolate and 
sugar confectionery, ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces and 
condiments, namely, salad sauces, spices, ice, for beauty and skin, body, face, hair and nail care, 
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in the form of capsules, tablets, ampules, yeast, powders, vitamin and mineral bars, topical creams 
and drinks, namely, electrolyte drinks and meal replacement drinks, for cosmetic and food 
purposes, and for medical purposes, namely for general health and well-being; nutritional additives 
in the nature of natural food extracts derived from agricultural, horticultural, forestry and seed 
products, namely, fresh fruit and vegetables, horticultural seeds, plants and natural flowers, for 
beauty and skin, body, face, hair and nail care in the form of capsules, tablets, vials, yeast, 
powders, vitamin and mineral bars, topical creams and beverages, namely, electrolyte drinks and 
meal replacement drinks, for cosmetic and food purposes, and for medical purposes, namely for 
general health and well-being; nutritional additives for medical purposes, namely for general health 
and well-being, in the nature of natural food extracts for beauty and skin, body, face, hair and nail 
care in the form of vials for drinking and beverages, for cosmetic and food purposes.

Services
Class 44
Medical services, namely, medical diagnostic services, medical testing services, medical imaging 
services, medical services in the field of diabetes, medical services in the field of treatment of 
chronic pain, medical treatment services provided by a health spa, providing medical advice in the 
field of dermatology, providing medical advice in the field of weight loss; medical clinics; health and 
beauty care services and hygienic services, namely, health spa services, health care services 
provided by a health spa, health and beauty care services provided by saunas, sanatoriums, 
hairdressing salons and massage parlors, public bath services for hygiene purposes; 
aromatherapy services; massage; manicuring; beauty salons, hairdressing salons; health care 
consultancy in the field of occupational therapy; manicuring; operating of wellness equipment, 
namely operating medical healing and thermal spas, consultancy in the field of hygienic and 
beauty care, namely, in the field of decorative cosmetics and anti-ageing; nutrition consultation.
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 Application Number 1,852,775  Filing Date 2017-08-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Lovecrafts Group Limited
8th Floor Wework Aviation House
125 Kingsway 
London WC2B 6NH
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
JENSEN IP
103 - 2150 Thurston Drive, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1G5T9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 08

(1) Knitting, crochet and sewing accessories, namely scissors;

 Class 09
(2) Downloadable software application for viewing information, images, videos, tutorials and 
audiovisual content on the subjects of arts and crafts, knitting, crochet, and sewing, and for 
purchasing supplies of arts and crafts, knitting, crochet and sewing; downloadable software 
application for accessing an online marketplace in the field of arts and crafts, knitting, crochet and 
sewing; online manuals and newsletters all in the field of knitting and related crafts including 
sewing and crochet contained and/or supplied in or by electronic media;

 Class 16
(3) Books; manuals; newsletters; stationery, namely writing paper, note pads, note cards, greeting 
cards and envelopes; catalogues; handbooks; patterns for knitting and related crafts including 
sewing and crochet; patterns for dress making and making clothes;

 Class 23
(4) Yarns and threads;

 Class 25
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(5) Knitting, crochet and sewing accessories, namely buttons, needles, hooks, pins, needle tips, 
lace and embroidery, cords for needles, ribbons, knitting needles, fasteners and thimbles;

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail services connected with the sale of books, leaflets, yarns, threads, hooks, needles, 
buttons, lace, needle tips, patterns for knitting and related crafts, patterns for dress making and 
making clothes;

Class 38
(2) Providing access to computer, electronic and online databases in the fields of quilting, knitting, 
crochet and sewing; providing online forums for communication on topics relating to knitting and 
related crafts including quilting, sewing and crochet; providing online communications links which 
transfer web site users to other local and global web pages relating to knitting and other related 
crafts including quilting, sewing and crochet; providing an online bulletin board in the subjects of 
arts and crafts, quilting, knitting, crochet and sewing; providing access to a website for users to 
share photos, pictures and videos regarding arts and crafts, quilting, knitting, crochet and sewing;

Class 41
(3) Provision of information relating to knitting and related crafts including quilting, sewing and 
crochet for instructional, recreational and amusement use in the field of social community interest 
groups via computer, electronic and online databases; publication of electronic journals, manuals 
and web logs, featuring user generated or specified content, in the fields of knitting and related 
crafts including quilting, sewing and crochet;
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 Application Number 1,853,058  Filing Date 2017-08-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Cornerman Productions LLC
130 South La Brea Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90036
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
AVENTUM IP LAW LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, , 555 LEGGET DRIVE, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

STAMPD
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 04

(1) Candles

 Class 11
(2) Gas lighters

 Class 16
(3) Notebooks; note blocks; paintbrush set

 Class 21
(4) Stash jars, shot glass

 Class 25
(5) Casual clothing, athletic clothing, casual footwear, athletic footwear, hats

Services
Class 35
Online retail sales of clothing, footwear, and headwear
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 Application Number 1,854,653  Filing Date 2017-08-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NEXSON GROUP
11 Rue Marie-Joseph Jacquard
Zone Industrielle
58640 Varenne-Vauzelles
FRANCE

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NEXSON
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Heat exchangers being parts of machines; membrane filters for use as parts of machines, gas 
filters for motors, gas filters for engines, oil filters, air filters for motors, and air filters for engines; 
filtering machines for chemical processing; centrifugal machines; pumps as parts of machines, 
motors and engines; centrifugal pumps; vacuum pumps (machines); water separators, namely oil-
water separators for pneumatic controls being parts of machines; apparatus for separating liquids 
and gases, namely, separating machines for chemical processing; belt conveyors; hydraulic 
compensators.

 Class 11
(2) Heat exchangers; filters being parts of industrial installations, namely, air filters for industrial 
installations and air filters for heating and cooling registers; liquid purification apparatus, namely, 
industrial water purification and filtration machines, industrial sewage purifiers, industrial waste 
water purifiers; liquid clarification apparatus, namely, water treatment apparatus, namely, water 
purification, industrial sedimentation and filtration units for clarification, thickening and filtration of 
water, waste water and industrial water and clarification machines and thickening machines for use 
in the treatment of liquids in the nature of waste water, water and industrial water; Liquid 
concentration apparatus, namely, liquid flow regulating apparatus, namely, industrial fluid 
separators for separation of gas from liquid in a chemical or oil refinery and air and water ionizers 
for the treatment of liquids and gases for industrial use; heat pumps; drying towers for atomizing, 
namely, drying apparatus for chemical processing, drying apparatus for fodder and forage, free 
drying equipment, namely lyophilizers.
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 Application Number 1,855,120  Filing Date 2017-08-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CarePredict, inc.
324 S. Univeristy Dr
Plantation, FL 33324
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLAUDETTE DAGENAIS
(DJB), 500 Boulevard Gouin E, Suite 302, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3L3R9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CarePredict
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Electronic devices, namely wearable activity trackers for measuring and uploading user 
information to the Internet concerning the time and date of when activity is performed by an elderly 
person as tracked by the wearable activity tracker, heart rate, arm motion, body orientation, 
location, namely indoor location tracking using beacon systems and GPS tracking while a person 
is outdoors, global positioning, namely geographic location, direction traveled, distance traveled, 
altitude, speed traveled, steps taken, step pattern, calories burned, navigational information, 
namely information obtained through indoor location tracking using beacon systems and GPS 
tracking while a person is outdoors , weather information, the temperature, and wind speed; 
Computer software for managing the use of sensor data, namely data obtained via wearable 
activity trackers of patients, namely the elderly in senior group living facilities, Alzheimer dementia 
care facilities, skilled nursing facilities and at home, to predict medical needs; Computer software 
for managing the use of patient observation data, namely data obtained about patients via 
wearable activity trackers to predict medical needs; Computer servers; Computer software for 
patient monitoring, namely computer software for monitoring activity and behavior patterns of the 
elderly in senior group living facilities, Alzheimer dementia care facilities, skilled nursing facilities 
and at home to predict potential health issues, namely depression, urinary tract infection and risk 
of falls.
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 Application Number 1,855,365  Filing Date 2017-08-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Merlin  Lavigne
204-1111 6 Ave SW
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2P5M5

Agent
WITMART INC.
34 King Street East, Suite 500, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C2X8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 25

caps; coats; dresses; jackets; jeans; pants; shirts; shoes; tank tops; t-shirts
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 Application Number 1,856,170  Filing Date 2017-09-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Hyundai Heavy Industries Co., Ltd.
1000, Bangeojinsunhwan-doro
Dong-gu, Ulsan, 44032
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HYUNDAI CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the KOREAN words HYUNDAI is MODERN.

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Electric pumps for swimming pools; electrically operated rotary brushes for machines; 
mechanical die stamping machines; vending machines; gas pumps for gas stations; dethatching 
machines; electromechanical and electropneumatic door openers and closers for opening and 
closing vehicle doors excluding for automobiles; skid-steer loaders; stacking machines, namely, 
forklifts; cranes; cargo lifting derricks, conveyors [machines], lifting machines, namely, mechanical 
railed lifting conveyers; electric, hydraulic, and pneumatic hoists; backhoe loaders; bucket for 
backhoe loaders; excavator parts, namely, excavator buckets, booms, sticks, engines, rollers, 
track pads, track chains, and cab parts; bulldozers; payloaders; front-end loaders; wheel loader; 
wheel loader fittings; machine tools for the construction equipment industry; rubber tracks being 
parts of crawlers on construction machines; air filtering machines, namely, air filtering units for 
removing dust, smoke and allergens from the air; pile drivers; concrete shredders; road 
construction machines; stone crushers; mud dredging machines; drilling rig; planting machines for 
agricultural purposes; skid steer loaders for agricultural purposes; rubber tracks for skid-steer 
loaders; cylinders for construction equipment; fuel injection systems for internal combustion 
engines excluding for automobiles; igniting devices for internal combustion engines excluding for 
automobiles; engines for construction equipment; engines for marine vessels; air turbines for 
aircrafts; air filters for motors and engines excluding for automobiles; reduction gears being parts 
of machines; hydraulic controls for controlling the operation of cranes, excavators, backhoe 
loaders, bulldozers, cargo lifting derricks, tractors, and forklifts, including the control of the motors 
and engines of each of the forgoing vehicles; pneumatic controls for controlling the operation of 
cranes, excavators, backhoe loaders, bulldozers, cargo lifting derricks, tractors, and forklifts, 
including the control of the motors and engines of each of the forgoing vehicles; transmissions for 
machines excluding for automobiles; cams being parts of machines excluding for automobiles; 
cranks shafts excluding for automobiles; shock absorbers for machines excluding automobiles; 
brakes for industrial machinery; o-rings as machine parts; gas filters for engines and motors 
excluding for automobiles; brake drums excluding for automobiles; bearings as machine parts; 
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vehicle washing machines; parking machines, namely, robotic controlled mechanical parking lifts 
for multi-layered parking; extrusion machines for plastic; 3D printers; robotic vacuum cleaners; 
industrial robots; industrial loading robots; remote controls for industrial robots; material handling 
machines for loading and unloading, namely, tractor loaders; welding electrodes; cocoon dryer; 
motors and engines used in industrial applications

 Class 12
(2) Wheelchairs; parachutes; tow trucks; forklift trucks; air pumps for forklift trucks; radiators for 
forklift trucks; mud flaps for forklift trucks; exhausts for forklift trucks; mufflers for forklift trucks; tires 
for vehicle wheels excluding for automobiles; suspension systems for motor vehicles excluding 
automobiles; brakes for motor vehicles excluding for automobiles; tractors for agricultural 
purposes; diesel engines for construction of motor vehicles excluding automobiles; driving motors 
for land vehicles excluding for automobiles; armoured land vehicles for transport; doors for motor 
vehicles excluding automobiles; bumpers for motor vehicles excluding automobiles; seat belts for 
use in motor vehicles excluding automobiles; fuel tanks for motor vehicles excluding automobiles; 
hoods for motor vehicles excluding automobiles; bodies for motor vehicles excluding automobiles; 
seat covers for motor vehicles excluding automobiles; steering wheels for motor vehicles excluding 
automobiles; seats for motor vehicles excluding automobiles; mudguards; vessels in the form of 
boats and ships; aircrafts; rolling stock for railways;
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 Application Number 1,856,239  Filing Date 2017-09-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

dotData, Inc.
2988 Campus Dr., Suite 100
San Mateo, CA 94403
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP
Suite 2800, PARK PLACE, 666 BURRARD 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6C2Z7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

dotdata
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for use in user driven and client driven big data analysis in the field of business 
administration and management; computer software featuring mathematical algorithms and indices 
for use in processing, analyzing and evaluating business data, research data and statistics and for 
processing, analyzing and creating business strategies and concepts in the field of business 
administration and management; computer software featuring mathematical algorithms and indices 
for use in processing, analyzing and evaluating business data and creating decisions in the field of 
business administration and management

Services
Class 42
Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in business administration and management 
for processing, analyzing and evaluating business data, research data and statistics; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in business administration and management 
for processing, analyzing and creating business strategies and concepts; providing temporary use 
of non-downloadable software for processing, analyzing and evaluating business data, research 
data and statistics and for forecasting and analysis in the field of business administration and 
management; cloud computing featuring software for processing, analyzing and evaluating 
business data, research data and statistics in the field of business administration and 
management; computer software consulting; computer software design; computer software 
development, namely, development of computer software for predictive analytics; technology 
consultation and research in business administration and management in the field of research, 
processing, analyzing and evaluating of business data and statistics; providing information on 
computer technology and computer software via a web site; design and development of computer 
software; maintenance and updating of computer software; troubleshooting of computer software 
problems
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 Application Number 1,861,436  Filing Date 2017-10-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NAAWA CORPORATION, a legal entity
203 - 125 Norfinch Drive
Toronto
ONTARIO
M3N1W8

Agent
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AUTOGARD ADVANTAGE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) selling roadside assistance services of others

Class 36
(2) providing extended warranties on automobiles
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 Application Number 1,861,437  Filing Date 2017-10-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NAAWA CORPORATION, a legal entity
203 - 125 Norfinch Drive
Toronto
ONTARIO
M3N1W8

Agent
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AUTOGARD.CA
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) selling roadside assistance services of others

Class 36
(2) providing extended warranties on automobiles
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 Application Number 1,861,882  Filing Date 2017-10-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MATTEL-MEGA HOLDINGS (US), LLC
333 Continental Boulevard 
El Segundo, CA 90245
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ROSE ART
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 02

(1) Arts and craft paint kits; arts and craft paint kits featuring paints used to develop unique 
patterns on rotating cards; arts and crafts activity kits consisting of paint for decorating clothing; 
arts and crafts activity kits consisting of paint for decorating fabrics.

 Class 14
(2) Arts and crafts sets for children consisting of plastic jewelry settings; arts and crafts activity kits, 
namely making and creating jewelry; arts and crafts sets for children consisting of plastic jewelry 
settings; arts and crafts activity kits consisting of jewels for decorating clothing; arts and crafts 
activity kits consisting of jewels for decorating fabrics.

 Class 16
(3) Writing instruments, namely, pens, felt tip pens, pencils, chalk, colored pencils, mechanical 
pencils, markers, highlighter, pens, highlighter markers, crayons; stamper felt tip markers; brush 
felt tip markers; artists' pens with a brush tip; erasers; pencil sharpeners; glue for stationery or 
household use, glue sticks for stationery or household use; glue pens; paste for stationery or 
household use; construction paper; craft paper; paintbrushes; paint applicators in the nature of 
sponges; chalk erasers; modeling compounds; modeling compounds accessories namely, toy 
plastic extruders, utensils, molded plastic parts, namely, stencils, casts and forms, for use with 
modeling compounds sold together as a unit; scrapbooking kits containing notebooks, pens; poster 
pen sets consisting of markers, poster pens, black and white posters, all sold together as a unit; 
posters, stickers, with artwork thereon for coloring by the purchaser; scrapbook making kit 
containing blank journal book, paper, stickers, glue sticks for stationery and household use, 
scissors, pens, and scrapbook album all sold together as a unit; and, portable art easel; arts and 
crafts sets for children consisting of construction paper, modeling clay and compounds, modeling 
tools, modeling trays; arts and crafts kits consisting of markers for decorating clothing; arts and 
crafts kits consisting of markers for decorating fabrics.

 Class 25
(4) Arts and craft kits consisting of casual clothing for decorating.
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 Class 26
(5) Arts and crafts kits consisting of embroidered patches for decorating clothing; arts and crafts 
kits consisting of ribbons for decorating hair; arts and crafts kits consisting of pom-poms for 
decorating clothing; arts and crafts kits consisting of pom-poms for decorating fabrics.

 Class 28
(6) Arts and crafts sets for children consisting of toy gems and toy jewelry.
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 Application Number 1,862,314  Filing Date 2017-10-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

EXCEL HOOPS TRAINING INSTITUTE
3673 Ketchum Court
Mississauga
ONTARIO
L5L4S8

Agent
CHRISTOPHER H. KOZLOWSKI
(KOZLOWSKI & COMPANY), 5065 FOREST 
HILL DRIVE, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, 
L5M5A7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EXCEL HOOPS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Basketball training applications and software namely, smartphone apps and computer 
programs for basketballs skills development; Personal fitness training applications and software, 
namely, smartphone apps and computer programs for assisting with strength workouts and cardio-
vascular workouts; Audio and video materials, namely, CD-ROMs containing instruction in the field 
of basketball, CDs containing audio recordings of instruction in the field of basketball, DVDs 
containing audio and video recordings of instruction in the field of basketball, DVDs containing 
movie recordings; optical disks featuring audio and video recordings in the field of basketball; and 
digital books downloadable from the Internet;

 Class 14
(2) Promotional items, namely, key tags;

 Class 16
(3) Training related materials, namely, printed materials, namely, posters and signs; books, 
magazines;

 Class 21
(4) Promotional items, namely mugs;

 Class 25
(5) Clothing, namely, sportswear, sports jerseys, basketball jerseys, T-shirts, shorts, sweat shirts, 
sweat pants, track suits, jackets, caps; hats, and gloves;

 Class 28
(6) Sporting goods, namely, basketballs; Training equipment, namely basketball training 
equipment, namely, cones, elastic bands, footwork ladders, basketballs, contact pads and mock 
player obstacles;

Services
Class 35
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(3) Promoting the sport of basketball by means of providing online basketball training information 
via a website;

Class 38
(1) Streaming of audio and video via the internet featuring sports and the sport of basketball;

Class 41
(2) Sports instruction in the field of basketball; basketball camp services; basketball club services; 
organizing basketball competitions; entertainment in the form of basketball games; the provision of 
personal training, weight training and fitness training for sports and the sport of basketball; 
providing information about basketball training, personal fitness training, providing information on 
the sport of basketball;
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 Application Number 1,862,559  Filing Date 2017-10-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Bliss Co Holdings Ltd.
2869 24th Ave W
Vancouver
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V6L1R3

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BLISSCO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Cannabis oil for cosmetics; Cannabis extracts, namely, concentrates, cannabinoids and 
terpenes for cosmetic use

 Class 05
(2) cannabis oil for medicinal use, cannabis oil for oral use for medicinal use, cannabis oil for 
topical use for medicinal use, cannabis oil in capsules for medicinal use, cannabis oil in pills for 
medicinal use, cannabis oil in suppositories for medicinal use, cannabis oil for nasal sprays for 
medicinal use for treating sinuses; Cannabis extracts, namely, concentrates, cannabinoids and 
terpenes for medicinal use: tissue cultures namely small cannabis plant tissue used for cannabis 
production

 Class 09
(3) fridge magnets

 Class 14
(4) pins, namely, lapel pins; key chains

 Class 16
(5) stickers; printed material, namely calendars, note books, greeting cards

 Class 18
(6) all purpose carrying bags and back packs

 Class 25
(7) clothing, namely, t-shirts, pants, shorts, tank tops, jackets, sweaters, sweat shirts, caps, hats

 Class 26
(8) buttons, namely, lapel buttons

 Class 30
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(9) Cannabis oil for food; Cannabis derivatives, namely, resins for recreational use for cooking; 
Cannabis seeds for consumption; Cannabis extracts, namely, concentrates, cannabinoids and 
terpenes for food

(10) baked goods, namely, cookies and cakes; chocolate confections; candies

 Class 31
(11) fresh cannabis namely, live cannabis plants, cannabis seeds for planting; clones namely, live 
cannabis plants; fresh cannabis trimmings used to extract resin from the cannabis plants

 Class 32
(12) non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea

 Class 34
(13) smoking pipes, electronic smoking pipes, oral vaporizers for smokers; cigarette paper; 
cigarette lighters and matches; dried cannabis; Cannabis derivatives, namely, resins, oils and 
cannabinoids for recreational use for smoking, inhalation, vaporisation and ingestion; hand 
operated smoking herb grinders

Services
Class 35
(1) sale of medical and recreational cannabis and cannabis oil

Class 39
(2) packaging of cannabis oil, packaging of capsules containing cannabis oil; encapsulation of 
cannabis oil for others; packaging of cannabis

Class 40
(3) custom formulation of cannabis oil for others; extraction of cannabis plant matter for others in 
accordance with the others' specifications; custom manufacturing medical cannabis oil capsules 
for others; consulting services in the field of manufacturing of cannabis and cannabis derivatives; 
Operation of a medical and recreational cannabis production facility, namely, processing cannabis 
plants to extract cannabinoids, cannabis oil and resins, and processing of pre-rolls; custom 
manufacture of branded cannabis products, namely, candies, cookies, teas for third parties;

Class 41
(4) educational services, namely production of instructional videos in the field of medical cannabis 
for patients and health care professionals; volunteer and community service initiatives, namely, 
presentation and seminars offered to the public to provide public education with respect to 
medicinal cannabis

Class 44
(5) medical counselling in the field of cannabis use ; cultivation of cannabis plants; consulting 
services in the field of cannabis and cannabis derivatives production; providing information in the 
field of medical cannabis via a website

Class 45
(6) providing information in the field of applicable regulations in the field of cannabis via a website
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 Application Number 1,864,393  Filing Date 2017-10-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

EJ Trademarks Limited Partnership
4838 - 32nd Street SE
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2B2S6

Agent
MCCARTHY TETRAULT LLP
745 Thurlow Street, Suite 2400, VANCOUVER, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E0C5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MADE FRESH. GRILL & GO.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) software for placing orders and paying for food and beverages

 Class 29
(2) prepared meals primarily consisting of cooked fruits and vegetables; appetizers and entrees 
made of edamame; prepared meals, such as, chicken-based prepared meals; beef-based 
prepared meals pork-based prepared meals, and fish-based prepared meals; soups; meats and 
meat extracts; snacks and confection item, such as nut-based snacks, jerky, dried fruit, fruit-based 
snacks, potato chips, and packaged vegetable chips

 Class 30
(3) prepared meals, such as, noodle-based prepared meals; rice-based prepared meals; sushi; 
burritos; sandwiches and wraps sandwiches; noodles; rice; snacks and confection items, such as, 
biscuit confections, chocolate and chocolate confectionery, candies, crackers, rice-based snacks, 
corn-based snacks, snack crackers,rice-based snack foods; sauces, such as, sauce mixes, soya 
sauces, teriyaki sauces, curry sauces, bulgogi sauces, gochujang (spicy sauce), sesame sauce; 
spices; additives for use as food flavouring

 Class 31
(4) fresh fruit; fresh vegetables

 Class 32
(5) beverages, such as, fruit-flavoured beverages, fruit-infused water, teas and non-alcoholic 
beverages flavored with tea, coffee and non-alcoholic beverages flavored with coffee, sodas and 
soda pops, and soda water

Services
Class 35
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(1) franchise services, such as, business management advisory services relating to franchising, 
and technical assistance in the establishment and operation of restaurant franchises; retail sale of 
food and beverages

Class 36
(2) providing online ordering and payment services for food and beverages; electronic bill payment 
services

Class 39
(3) delivery of food and beverages by restaurants

Class 43
(4) restaurant services including eat-in and take-out food services; catering services; snack bar 
services
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 Application Number 1,864,592  Filing Date 2017-10-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Brian O'Dea
10 Cawthra Sq
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4Y1K8

Agent
DONNA L. MACEWEN
(MCINNES COOPER), 141 Kent Street, Suite 
300, Charlottetown, PRINCE EDWARD 
ISLAND, C1A1N3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THE POTFATHER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Essential oils for aromatherapy, moisturizing balms, body lotions, moisturizing body sprays, all 
containing cannabis plant derivatives; cannabis oils for cosmetic purposes

 Class 05
(2) Medical marijuana and cannabis; Medical marijuana and cannabis derivatives; Hemp-based 
food products namely hemp-based dietary supplements for general health and well-being, hemp-
based protein powder, protein and fibre powder, meal replacement bars; Medical herb extracts 
namely medical marijuana extracts; Medicinal herbal extracts for medical purposes namely 
medical cannabis and marijuana extracts; Medicinal herbal preparations, namely marijuana 
preparations including dried flower and marijuana derivatives that may be legally produced, 
namely liquids, oils, oral sprays, capsules; Medicinal herbs, namely medical marijuana; Medicinal 
herbs in dried or preserved form, namely medical marijuana; Medicinal cannabis oils; Equipment 
and products for administering medical marijuana and cannabis namely, buccal sprays, gel caps, 
and transdermal patches for administering drugs and vaporizers for medical purposes; Hemp 
based beverages for medicinal and health purposes; Cannabis based beverages for medicinal and 
health purposes; medicinal cannabis for temporary relief of seizures; medicinal cannabis for relief 
of nausea caused by chemotherapy; medicinal cannabis for relief of nerve pain; medicinal 
cannabis for treatment of muscle spasms caused by Multiple Sclerosis; products for administering 
medical marijuana and cannabis, namely cannabis infused lotions, balms, oils and creams; 
equipment for administering medical marijuana and cannabis, namely, cannabis infused lotions, 
balms, oils and creams

 Class 10
(3) Nebulizers for administering medical marijuana; atomizers sold empty for medical purposes for 
administering medical marijuana

 Class 18
(4) Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying medical marijuana, cannabis and 
cannabis oils and accessories
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 Class 22
(5) Hemp;

 Class 25
(6) Clothing, namely casual clothing, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hats and caps

 Class 29
(7) Hemp-based food products namely edible oils; edible oils and edible butters containing 
cannabis plant derivatives; cannabis oils for food

 Class 30
(8) Marijuana preparations including dried flower and marijuana derivatives that may be legally 
produced, namely infused baked goods, namely, cakes, brownies, cupcakes, cookies and muffins; 
food products, namely cakes, cereal bars, cookies, brownies, muffins, cupcakes, chocolate, 
chocolates, chocolate confectionery, sugar confectionery, candies and biscuits, all containing 
cannabis and cannabis plant derivatives; Hemp-based bars, granola, flours, mixes for baked 
goods namely mixes for cakes, brownies, cupcakes, cookies and muffins, pancake mixes, ready-to-
eat cereals, breakfast cereals, cereal bars, cerealbased snack food, pasta, salad dressings and 
hemp condiments, namely, hemp oil condiments, hemp mayonnaise, hemp mustard, hemp 
ketchup and hemp barbeque sauce

 Class 31
(9) Live cannabis plants; Cannabis plant seeds; Hemp-based food products namely hemp seeds

 Class 32
(10) Non-alcoholic tonic drinks containing cannabis plant derivatives

 Class 34
(11) Equipment and products for administering medical marijuana and cannabis, namely, hand 
pipes, water pipes, hookahs; dried marijuana; Dried cannabis; cannabis oils for electronic 
cigarettes; cannabis oils for oral vaporizers for smoking

Services
Class 35
(1) Online sales of medical cannabis and marijuana; Retail and wholesale services featuring 
marijuana, hemp and cannabis products and accessories, food products, beverages, personal 
care preparations, skin care preparations, clothing and fashion accessories, namely, purses, 
handbags, ties, hats, gloves, bracelets, necklaces, sashes, shawls, scarves, lanyards, socks and 
gloves; housewares, stationery, toys and sporting goods, and smoking accessories; Marketing for 
others of medical marijuana through the administration of an assisted pricing program, sale and 
distribution of medical marijuana, and providing an assisted pricing program in the field of medical 
marijuana; Sale and distribution of medical marijuana and cannabis and equipment and products 
for administering medical marijuana and cannabis namely hand pipes, water pipes, hookahs, 
nebulizers, atomizers, buccal sprays, gel caps, cannabis infused lotions, balms, oils and creams, 
and transdermal patches, infusion and injection devices namely hand pipes, water pipes, hookahs, 
nebulizers, atomizers, buccal sprays, gel caps, cannabis infused lotions, balms, oils and creams, 
and transdermal patches for administering drugs and vaporizers for medical purposes; On line 
sales of consumable products and accessories, namely, pipes, cigarette rolling papers, water 
pipes, grinders, vaporizers and scales; Development, management and operation assistance of 
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businesses in the medical marijuana industry; Consulting services in the field of medical use of 
cannabis; consulting services in the fields of horticulture, medical marijuana, cannabis and 
cannabis oil

Class 36
(2) Financial investment in the medical marijuana industry; financial investment management in the 
medical marijuana industry

Class 42
(3) Development of medical marijuana and cannabis and equipment and products for 
administering medical marijuana and cannabis and food and non-alcoholic beverages, namely, 
product development for others

Class 44
(4) Cultivation and breeding of medical marijuana; Medical marijuana and cannabis dispensary 
services; Medical counselling; Consulting services in the field of medical use of marijuana; 
consulting services in the fields of horticulture, medical marijuana, cannabis and cannabis oil; 
Operation of a wellness centre for medical marijuana patients providing physician referral services; 
Medical counselling services and educational services in the field of medical marijuana, cannabis 
and cannabis oils
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 Application Number 1,864,603  Filing Date 2017-10-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MATTEL-MEGA HOLDINGS (US), LLC
333 Continental Boulevard
El Segundo, CA 90245
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 02

(1) Poster paints; watercolor paints; finger paints; arts and craft paint kits; arts and craft paint kits 
featuring paints used to develop unique patterns on rotating cards; Arts and crafts activity kits 
consisting of paint for decorating clothing; Arts and crafts activity kits consisting of paint for 
decorating fabrics.

 Class 03
(2) Hobby kit sets consisting primarily of nail art in the nature of decals and plastic gems, nail files, 
press-on fashion false nails, nail polish; arts and crafts activity kits, namely, decorating fingernails 
and toenails.

 Class 07
(3) Hobby kit sets consisting primarily of hot melt glue guns.

 Class 14
(4) Hobby kit sets consisting primarily of beads for use in the creation of jewelry; Hobby kit sets 
consisting primarily of beading string; arts and crafts activity kits, namely creating jewelry, and 
creating jewelry boxes; Arts and crafts activity kits consisting of jewels for decorating handbags; 
Arts and crafts activity kits consisting of jewels for decorating clothing; Arts and crafts activity kits 
consisting of jewels for decorating fabrics.

 Class 16
(5) Writing instruments, namely, pens, felt tip pens, pencils, chalk, colored pencils, markers, 
crayons, and artists' pastels; stamper felt tip markers; brush felt tip markers; artists' pens with a 
brush tip; stencils; glue for stationery or household use, glue sticks for stationery or household use; 
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paintbrushes; paint applicators in the nature of sponges; arts and crafts activity kits comprising 
crayons, colored pencils, markers, erasers, pencil sharpeners, stencils, glue for stationery or 
household use, construction paper, craft paper, and rubber stamps sold together as a unit; 
modeling compounds; toy plastic extruders, utensils, molded plastic parts, namely, stencils, casts 
and forms, plastic mat and apron for use with modeling compounds sold together as a unit; 
scrapbooking kits containing notebooks, pens, temporary tattoos, stickers, stencils; crayons, 
pencils, paints, and paint brushes, all sold together as a unit; children's art easel incorporating a 
desk; magnetic drawing boards; portable art easel; paper in the nature of a roll and markers all 
sold together as a unit; Hobby kit sets consisting primarily of construction paper, cords for arts and 
crafts, wood craft sticks, crayons, decorative glitter, glitter glue for stationery or household use, 
glue for stationery or household use, plastic eyes, markers, arts and craft accessories namely, 
novelty decorative plastic wiggly eyes, molded plastic toy figure in the nature of a butterfly, 
modeling clays and compounds and accessories namely, molds for modeling clays, and plastic 
tools for use with modeling compounds, sequins, stencils and patterns made of paper and plastic; 
Arts and crafts kits consisting of markers for decorating clothing; Arts and crafts kits consisting of 
markers for decorating fabrics.

 Class 18
(6) Arts and craft kits consisting of handbags for decorating.

 Class 23
(7) Hobby kit sets consisting primarily of embroidery floss; Hobby kit sets consisting primarily of 
thread and yarn.

 Class 25
(8) Arts and craft kits consisting of casual clothing for decorating.

 Class 26
(9) Hobby kit sets consisting primarily of ribbons; Arts and crafts kits consisting of embroidered 
patches for decorating handbags; Arts and crafts kits consisting of ribbons for decorating 
handbags; Arts and crafts kits consisting of embroidered patches for decorating clothing; Arts and 
crafts kits consisting of ribbons for decorating hair; Arts and crafts kits consisting of pom-poms for 
decorating handbags; Arts and crafts kits consisting of pom-poms for decorating clothing; Arts and 
crafts kits consisting of pom-poms for decorating fabrics; Hobby kit sets consisting primarily of 
threading needles.

 Class 28
(10) Hobby kit sets consisting primarily of toy jewelry, colored sand, sand, funnels for sand art, 
plastic toy weaving looms, foam rubber sponges formed in various shapes for play; Hobby kit sets 
consisting primarily of toy jewelry boxes and toy jewelry.
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 Application Number 1,866,075  Filing Date 2017-11-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

IPsoft Incorporated
17 State Street
New York, NY 10004
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THE MOST HUMAN AI
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Cognitive intelligence computer systems composed of computer hardware, natural language 
processing software, semantic understanding computer application software that interacts with 
users and interprets and understands user instructions, speech recognition computer application 
software, and autonomic resolution systems composed of computer hardware and applied 
software that enable computer systems to learn from, mine and categorize data and other inputs; 
downloadable software for object oriented programming; computer application software for logic 
programming, database management and word processing; computer software for converting 
natural language processing into machine-executable commands, namely, computer software that 
interacts with users and interprets and understands language instructions, computer software that 
converts language instructions into computer processing unit instructions; conversational interface 
software for facilitating interaction and communication between humans and AI (artificial 
intelligence) platforms, namely, chatbots, voice assistants, virtual agents; computer software in the 
field of artificial intelligence, namely, artificial intelligence development software for natural 
language processing, computer system integration, speech recognition, handwriting recognition; 
computer software for assisting developers in creating artificial intelligence engines and operation 
platforms for use in multiple application programs; computer hardware, computer software and 
computer software applications and downloadable computer software and computer software 
applications, namely, customer service artificial intelligence software that manages customer and 
user inquiries, provides customer support and care by automatically answering customer questions 
in the field of IT; computer software for use in controlling the operation and execution of computer 
systems, programs, and networks, namely computer operating system software, computer 
operating programs, operating software for network access services, LAN (local area network) 
operating software; Computer software for use in connecting disparate computer networks and 
systems, servers and storage devices, namely, computer programs for connecting remote 
computers and computer networks, computer programs for connecting computer networks, and 
external computer hard drives; computer operating system software; computer software for 
connecting and controlling computers from remote locations; computer software for use in 
managing computer hardware and software using cognitive computing to provide multi-modal 
natural language processing, generation, reasoning and machine learning for contextual analysis 
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and natural interaction, and instructional manuals sold as a unit therewith; computer software for 
use in managing computer hardware and software by autonomic and cognitive computing 
technologies, natural language processing, machine learning, and artificial intelligence that provide 
contextual analysis and natural language interaction, and instructional manuals sold as a unit 
therewith; Artificial intelligence software in the field of cognitive computing for multi-modal natural 
language processing, automated reasoning, machine learning for pattern discovery, recognition, 
classification, segmentation, regression and decision support for natural interaction across an 
artificial intelligence platform

Services
Class 35
(1) Business management and consultancy services in the field of database management; 
business process management, namely, business process reengineering services, consultancy in 
the field of business process optimization; management of telephone call centers for others; 
customer service management consulting; business management of information technology self-
storage facilities; business information services in the field of business process optimization, 
business management analysis; Business management assistance; Business management 
assistance in the fields of artificial intelligence and business process optimization; business 
strategy development services; data processing services and cloud-based business services, 
namely, business management consultancy services provided over a cloud computer network; 
arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the fields of computers, information 
technology, artificial intelligence, electronic business transactions, all relating to artificial 
intelligence and a computer that integrates natural language processing (NPL, computational 
linguistics (CL), information retrieval (IR) and machine learning (ML) which is capable of 
understanding general human queries and formulating responses

Class 38
(2) Providing multi-user access to a global computer network

Class 42
(3) Providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software and web applications in using 
cognitive intelligence and artificial intelligence for assisting users in obtaining information and 
navigating through support services and help desk services; software as a service services 
featuring artificial intelligence software for providing technical support and answers to customer 
inquiries relating to computer hardware, computer software and computer peripherals and for 
automatically and autonomously troubleshooting technical issues with computer hardware, 
computer software and computer peripherals; providing on-line nondownloadable software for 
using voice recognition, natural language processing, machine learning and artificial intelligence 
for use as a virtual assistant, namely, providing the services of an administrative assistant; 
computer services, namely, software programming, design and development; computer hardware 
design and development; computer services, namely, remote and on-site management of 
computer hardware and computer software applications for others; computer services, namely, 
computer systems design, integration and monitoring services; data automation services using 
proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; hosting on-line web facilities for 
others; Computer services, namely, remote, and on-site management of cloud computing 
platforms and software applications; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting and 
resolution of customers' computer software problems; computer security consulting services; 
computer technology support services, namely, help desk services; design of computer database; 
Technical support services, namely, administration and management of in-house and hosted 
datacenter computer servers and network routers , databases and software application; data 
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migration services; cloud computing provider services, namely, providing virtual computer 
operating systems and computer programs; computer services, namely, remote, and on-site 
management of cloud computing platforms and software applications; providing temporary use of 
online non-downloadable software for cloud storage and computer network management, 
computer hardware management, monitoring and reporting operational performance of computer 
systems, design of cloud computing software and designing cloud software architecture, and 
maintenance of cloud computer software; design and development of web sites for third parties; 
computer programming; design, updating and maintenance of computer software; computer 
software and hardware design for others, and consultation services in the field of computer 
software and computer hardware; computer services, namely, technology support services, 
namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing of computer hardware and computer software 
problems for a computer that integrates natural language processing (NLP), computational 
linguistics (CL), information retrieval (IR) and machine learning (ML) which is capable of 
understanding general human queries and formulating responses; computer systems analysis, 
integration of computer systems and networks, computer programming for others all for use in 
commercial interactions over global computer networks; computer software and hardware 
operational performance testing services; technical research in the field of computer system 
analysis studies; consultancy in the field of research and development of computer hardware; 
computer systems analysis; scientific and industrial research and development of new products; 
biomedical and biochemical research and analysis; technical research in the field of a computer 
that integrates natural language processing (NLP), computational linguistics (CL), information 
retrieval (IR) and machine learning (ML) which is capable of understanding general human queries 
and formulating responses; scientific research for medical purpose in the field of cancer, 
neurology; computer systems integration services; consultation services in the field of computer 
technology for artificial intelligence; consulting services in the field of design, selection, 
implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; computer 
systems design services for others; interconnection of computer hardware and software, namely, 
integration of computer systems and networks; computer software and hardware testing services, 
namely, testing the operational performance of computer software, computers and servers; 
installation, updating and maintenance of computer software; computer programming for others; 
computer technology and information technology consultancy services in the field of cognitive 
computing for multi-modal natural language processing, automated reasoning, machine learning 
for pattern discovery, recognition, classification, segmentation, regression and decision support for 
natural interaction across an artificial intelligence platform; business technology consultancy 
services; business technology consultancy services in the field of artificial intelligence software, 
namely, computer software for natural language processing (NLP), computational linguistics (CL), 
information retrieval (IR) and machine learning (ML) which is capable of understanding general 
human queries and formulating responses; data processing services and cloud-based business 
technology services, namely, business technology management consultancy services provided 
over a cloud computer networks; Consultancy services in the field of artificial intelligence software 
and cognitive computing; computer technology and computer programming consultation services; 
computer virtualization technology consultation services

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 01, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/471,246 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind 
of services
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 Application Number 1,867,076  Filing Date 2017-11-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
QPOINT MARKETING INC.
402-85 Wellington St W
Aurora
ONTARIO
L4G2P2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SIGNALS
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 41
(1) life coaching in the field of career development

Class 44
(2) music therapy for physical, psychological and cognitive purposes
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 Application Number 1,867,381  Filing Date 2017-11-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Aramark Services, Inc.
1101 Market Street 29th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19107
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, 
namely, non-downloadable computer software for food ordering services.

Services
Class 35
(1) Business management services; personnel management consulting services; advertising 
consulting services; retail store and mail order catalog services in the field of wearing apparel and 
related articles, namely aprons, chefs' jackets, chefs' hats and food service hats, cap visors and 
uniforms for chefs and food service personnel.

Class 37
(2) Maintenance and repair services for electrical appliances, namely heaters, ventilation units, 
and air conditioners; custodial services, namely janitorial services; maintenance and repair 
services in respect of buildings.

Class 40
(3) Custom manufacture and sewing repair of garments to the order and specification of others.

Class 42
(4) Interior decorating and interior design services for cafeterias, restaurants, bars.

Class 43
(5) Cafeteria services; cafeteria and restaurant services; preparation of food for cafeterias, 
restaurants, bars and catering services; restaurant, bar and catering services; catering for the 
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provision of food and beverages; carryout restaurant services; contract food and beverage 
services for cafeterias, restaurants, bars and catering services; providing of food and drink via 
mobile truck; self-service restaurant services; temporary residential housing and lodging services 
for others; rental of table, bath and bed linens.

Class 44
(6) Nutrition counseling and medical testing, namely, fitness awareness evaluation programs.

Class 45
(7) Rental of clothing, uniforms and clean room garments.
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 Application Number 1,867,429  Filing Date 2017-11-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

G.A.P. Big Rig Power Inc.
15515 115A Ave NW
Edmonton
ALBERTA
T5M3S7

Agent
MCMILLAN LLP
1500 - 1055 WEST GEORGIA STREET, P.O. 
BOX 11117, ROYAL CENTRE, VANCOUVER, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E4N7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BIG RIG POWER
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 37
Service and maintenance of semi-trucks and semi-truck trailers; performance tuning of agricultural 
vehicles and heavy duty equipment; tuning of semi-trucks for improvements on emissions; turbo 
conversions of semi-trucks
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 Application Number 1,868,158  Filing Date 2017-11-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

APHAEA LLC
1920 Hillhurst Avenue Unit #V926
Los Angeles, CA 90027
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MOCHI
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

(1) medicinal marijuana for temporary relief of seizures; medicinal marijuana for the relief of 
nausea caused by chemotherapy; medicinal marijuana for the relief of nerve pain; medicinal 
marijuana for the treatment of muscle spasms caused by multiple sclerosis

 Class 31
(2) live cannabis plants

 Class 34
(3) dried cannabis; dried marijuana
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 Application Number 1,868,199  Filing Date 2017-11-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

REDDIT, INC.
548 Market Street, #16093
San Francisco, CA 94104-5401
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 38
(1) Telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of user-defined content in the 
form of blog posts, messages, namely, text messages, picture messages, video messages, 
multimedia messages, digital messages, news, user comments, video clips, movies, films, photos, 
music, voice recordings, sound clips, animation, pictures, digital images, text, namely, text 
messages, text blogs, text comments in the fields of current events, politics, foreign affairs, general 
interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, information and communication 
technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power technology, construction 
technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical technology, photos, 
religion, science, sports, art, entertainment news, food and drink, general popular culture, works of 
fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, travel news and travel-
related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, by means of the 
Internet, Communication services, namely, electronic transmission of user-defined content in the 
form of blog posts, messages, namely, text messages, picture messages, video messages, 
multimedia messages, digital messages, news, user comments, video clips, movies, films, photos, 
music, voice recordings, sound clips, animation, pictures, digital images, text, namely, text 
messages, text blogs, text comments in the fields of current events, politics, foreign affairs, general 
interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, information and communication 
technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power technology, construction 
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technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical technology, photos, 
religion, science, sports, art, entertainment news, food and drink, general popular culture, works of 
fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, travel news and travel-
related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, by means of the 
Internet, Broadcasting, namely, internet radio broadcasting, broadcasting of film and television 
programs via the Internet, broadcasting of user-defined content in the form of news, video clips, 
movies, film, music, voice recordings, sound clips, and animation in the fields of current events, 
politics, foreign affairs, general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, 
information and communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power 
technology, construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical 
technology, photos, religion, science, sports, art, entertainment news, food and drink, general 
popular culture, works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, 
travel news and travel-related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle 
via the Internet, Providing online and telecommunication facilities for interaction and real-time 
interaction between and among users of computers, mobile and handheld computers, and wired 
and wireless communication devices, namely, enabling users to access, create and interact with 
electronic forums in the field of user-generated topics relating to current events, politics, foreign 
affairs, general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, information and 
communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power technology, 
construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical technology, 
photos, religion, science, sports, movies, music, art, entertainment news, food and drink, general 
popular culture, works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, 
travel news and travel-related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, 
Enabling individuals to send and receive electronic messages, namely, email, instant messaging, 
SMS and text messaging, via the Internet and via Internet websites in the fields of general interest 
news and current events, electronic exchange of messages via chat lines, chatroom and Internet 
forums, and providing Internet forums for the transmission of messages, comments and 
multimedia content among users, Providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for 
transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest news and current events, 
Electronic mail services, namely, email transmission services and digital text messaging services, 
Messaging and instant messaging services, namely, providing email and instant messaging 
services, electronic exchange of messages via chat lines, chatrooms and Internet forums, and 
providing Internet forums for the transmission of messages, comments and multimedia content 
among users, text messaging services, Webcasting services, namely, providing streaming of audio 
and video content such as music, movies, television shows, music videos, voice recordings, sound 
clips, animation, news and sports webcasts via a website, and webcasting of shows in the fields of 
current events, politics, foreign affairs, general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, 
technology, namely, information and communication technology, agriculture and biotechnology, 
energy and power technology, construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation 
technology, medical technology, photos, religion, science, sports, movies, music, art, 
entertainment news, food and drink, general popular culture, works of fiction, namely books, films, 
television shows, performances, literature, travel news and travel-related topics and work and 
leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, Transmission of user-defined content in the form of blog posts, 
messages, namely, text messages, picture messages, video messages, multimedia messages, 
digital messages, news, user comments, video clips, movies, films, photos, music, voice 
recordings, sound clips, animation, pictures, digital images, text, namely, text messages, text 
blogs, text comments in the fields of current events, politics, foreign affairs, general interest news, 
gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, information and communication technology, 
agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power technology, construction technology, 
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manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical technology, photos, religion, 
science, sports, art, entertainment news, food and drink, general popular culture, works of fiction, 
namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, travel news and travel-related 
topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle via global computer network, 
Transmission of user comments via email, instant messaging, and text messaging and via chat 
lines, chatrooms and Internet forums. Providing facilities, namely online forums, chat rooms, 
journals, blogs and electronic mailing lists for users to transmit user-defined messages, user 
comments, information and multi-media content, namely, text messages, news, user comments, 
video clips and video recordings, movies, films, photos, music, voice recordings, sound clips, 
animation, pictures, digital images, in the field of user-generated topics relating to current events, 
politics, foreign affairs, general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, 
information and communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power 
technology, construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical 
technology, photos, religion, science, sports, entertainment news, food and drink, general popular 
culture, works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, travel 
news and travel-related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle via a 
global computer network, Providing online community forums for users to post, search, watch, 
share, critique, rate, and comment on text messages, news articles, user comments, video clips 
and video recordings, movies, films, photos, audio recordings, animation, pictures, and digital 
images in the fields of current events, politics, foreign affairs, gaming, comedy, relationships, 
technology, namely, information and communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, 
energy and power technology, construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation 
technology, medical technology, photos, religion, science, sports, entertainment news, food and 
drink, general popular culture, works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, 
performances, literature, travel news and travelrelated topics, movies, music and work and leisure 
lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, Broadcasting services via a global computer network, namely uploading, 
downloading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, sharing and electronically transmitting text 
messages, user comments, news items, video clips and video recordings, movies, films, photos, 
audio recordings, animation, pictures, and digital images in the fields of current events, politics, 
foreign affairs, general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, 
information and communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power 
technology, construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical 
technology, photos, religion, science, sports, entertainment news, food and drink, general popular 
culture, works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, travel 
news and travel-related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, 
Providing user access to a video, photograph and comment sharing portal for the streaming of 
user-defined video, audio and audiovisual recordings in the fields of current events, politics, foreign 
affairs, general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, information and 
communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power technology, 
construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical technology, 
photos, religion, science, sports, entertainment news, food and drink, general popular culture, 
works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, travel news and 
travelrelated topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle via the Internet, 
Providing access to non-downloadable software for enabling users to access, create and interact 
with online social media networks in the field of user generated topics in the nature of current 
events, politics, foreign affairs, general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, 
namely, information and communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and 
power technology, construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, 
medical technology, photos, religion, science, sports, art, entertainment news, food and drink, 
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general popular culture, works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, 
literature, travel news and travel-related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, 
healthy lifestyle, Providing user access to non-downloadable software for administration of local 
area networks, wide-area networks, wireless networks, and cellular and PCS networks, News and 
press agency services, namely, news agency services for delivery over the Internet and news 
agency services for delivery via a global computer network, Advice, information and technical 
assistance relating to all the aforesaid services provided online, and provided for use with or by 
way of the Internet, the world wide web, and via communications by telephone, mobile telephone, 
and wireless and wired communication networks.

Class 41
(2) entertainment services, namely, providing information, news and commentary in the field of 
general interest news and current events via the internet and producing podcasts in the field of 
general interest news and current events; providing on-line electronic newsletters in the field of 
general interest news, current events, politics, foreign affairs, comedy, relationships, science and 
technology news, gaming, entertainment news, food and drink, sports, art, general popular culture, 
works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, religion, travel 
news and travel-related topics, work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle.

Class 42
(3) Computing services, namely, design, hosting and maintenance of customized on-line web 
pages and data feeds in the fields of user-defined content in the form of blog posts, text messages, 
user comments, video clips, movies, films, photos, music, voice recordings, sound clips, animation, 
pictures, digital images, text, namely, text messages, text blogs, text comments in the fields of 
current events, politics, foreign affairs, general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, 
technology, namely, information and communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, 
energy and power technology, construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation 
technology, medical technology, photos, video clips, religion, science, sports, art, entertainment 
news, food and drink, general popular culture, works of fiction, namely, books, films, television 
shows, performances, literature, travel news and travel-related topics, movies, music and work and 
leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, and on-line web links to other websites, and providing a search 
engine based on natural language queries on a global computer network, Design and development 
of computer hardware and software, Application provider services, namely, hosting computer 
software applications for others, and application service provider (ASP) services featuring software 
for enabling users to access, create and interact with electronic forums in the field of user 
generated topics in the nature of current events, politics, foreign affairs, general interest news, 
gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, information and communication technology, 
agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power technology, construction technology, 
manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical technology, photos, religion, 
science, sports, art, entertainment news, food and drink, general popular culture, works of fiction, 
namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, travel news and travel-related 
topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, Hosting websites and online 
non-downloadable software for enabling users to access, create and interact with electronic 
forums in the field of user generated topics in the nature of current events, politics, foreign affairs, 
general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, information and 
communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power technology, 
construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical technology, 
photos, religion, science, sports, art, entertainment news, food and drink, general popular culture, 
works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, travel news and 
travel-related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, Hosting 
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interactive websites and non-downloadable software enabling users to access, create and interact 
with electronic forums in the field of user generated topics in the nature of current events, politics, 
foreign affairs, general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, 
information and communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power 
technology, construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical 
technology, photos, religion, science, sports, art, entertainment news, food and drink, general 
popular culture, works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, 
travel news and travel-related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, 
Providing online nondownloadable software for enabling users to access, create and interact with 
electronic forums in the field of user generated topics in the nature of current events, politics, 
foreign affairs, general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, 
information and communication technology, agriculture and biotechnology, energy and power 
technology, construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical 
technology, photos, religion, science, sports, art, entertainment news, food and drink, general 
popular culture, works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, 
travel news and travel-related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, 
Hosting a website featuring text, namely, text messages, text blogs, text comments, news, user 
comments, publications, multimedia content, movies, films, photos, audio content, animation, 
pictures, digital images and information in the fields of current events, politics, foreign affairs, 
general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, information and 
communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power technology, 
construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical technology, 
photos, religion, science, sports, art, entertainment news, food and drink, general popular culture, 
works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, travel news and 
travel-related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, Hosting on-line 
journals and blogs featuring user-defined and non user-defined content, Hosting online forums, 
chat rooms, journals, blogs and electronic mailing lists, namely for the transmission of messages, 
user comments, information and multimedia content among users in the fields of current events, 
politics, foreign affairs, general interest news, gaming, comedy, relationships, technology, namely, 
information and communication technology, agriculture and bio-technology, energy and power 
technology, construction technology, manufacturing technology, transportation technology, medical 
technology, photos, religion, science, sports, art, entertainment news, food and drink, general 
popular culture, works of fiction, namely, books, films, television shows, performances, literature, 
travel news and travel-related topics, movies, music and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle, 
Hosting an online social network for users to share information, films, photos, audio and video 
content in the fields of current events, politics, foreign affairs, general interest news, gaming, 
comedy, relationships, technology, namely, information and communication technology, agriculture 
and bio-technology, energy and power technology, construction technology, manufacturing 
technology, transportation technology, medical technology, photos, religion, science, sports, art, 
entertainment news, food and drink, general popular culture, works of fiction, namely, books, films, 
television shows, performances, literature, travel news and travel-related topics, movies, music 
and work and leisure lifestyle, healthy lifestyle for the purposes of receiving feedback from their 
peers and others, for the purpose of forming social networks and to engage in social networking, 
and for users to provide information and advice relating to user-defined topics in the fields of 
science and technology, Providing technical advice to users of an online social media network 
regarding user generated topics in the fields of science and technology via wireless mobile 
devices, satellite, cable and global computer network, Providing advice and information in the 
fields of all of the aforesaid services provided online and provided for use with and by way of the 
Internet, the world wide web and via communications by telephone, mobile telephone and wireless 
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and wired communication networks.
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 Application Number 1,869,077  Filing Date 2017-11-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

McKenzie Global Holdings Limited
2 Garden Road
Raumati Beach
Paraparaumu 5032
NEW ZEALAND

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Pre-recorded compact discs and DVDs featuring medical data for the education, diagnosis, 
assessment, patient engagement and treatment of musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy 
and for providing instruction in the field of physical therapy and the treatment of back, neck and 
extremities disorders; computer software for use in the education, diagnosis, assessment, patient 
engagement and treatment of musculoskeletal issues and for providing instructions in physical 
therapy; computer software applications for the education, diagnosis, assessment, patient 
engagement and treatment of musculoskeletal issues; computer software and downloadable 
computer software in the field of medical treatment and physical therapy for use in accessing, 
updating, manipulating, maintaining, modifying, organizing, storing, backing up, synchronizing, 
transmitting, and sharing medical data, namely patient documents, patient files, patient 
information, text, photos, digital pictures, graphics, music, audio recordings, videos, all for use by 
clinicians in connection with the assessment, diagnosis and treatment of musculoskeletal 
disorders, via global computer networks, mobile telephones, and the Internet; computer software 
for storing, managing, tracking, analysing, and reporting medical data in the field of medical 
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treatment of musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy; downloadable electronic publications in 
the field of medical diagnosis and medical treatment of musculoskeletal issues and physical 
therapy

 Class 10
(2) Orthopaedic physical therapy products namely lumbar supports and back rest supports and 
foam positioning pads for medical and physical therapy use; lumbar rolls; cervical rolls; night rolls; 
coccyx cushions; medical furniture, namely tables made for physical therapy and the treatment of 
musculoskeletal issues; tables (furniture), made for medical purposes which automatically and 
passively exercises the patient's lower back for the treatment of musculoskeletal issues; parts and 
fittings for lumbar rolls, cervical rolls, night rolls, coccyx cushions, tables made for the treatment of 
musculoskeletal issues and tables made for medical purposes which automatically and passively 
exercises the patient's lower back for the treatment of musculoskeletal issues

 Class 16
(3) Printed matter, namely, books, magazines, brochures, pamphlets and journals for the 
education, diagnosis, assessment, patient engagement and treatment of musculoskeletal issues 
and physical therapy, and patient assessment forms and guidelines therefore; publications namely 
books, magazines, brochures, and pamphlets featuring information and news regarding the 
education, diagnosis, assessment, patient engagement and treatment of musculoskeletal issues 
and physical therapy; books in the field of medical diagnosis, medical treatment and physical 
therapy; instructional and teaching material except apparatus, namely printed publications for the 
education, diagnosis, assessment, patient engagement and treatment of musculoskeletal issues 
and physical therapy

 Class 20
(4) Ergonomic and household furniture, namely chairs, tables, beds all for patient engagement in 
and treatment of musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy; tables being furniture; beds

 Class 25
(5) Clothing namely t-shirts, shirts, pants, shorts, underwear, sweatshirts, jackets, and coats, 
footwear namely shoes, boots, and sandals, headgear namely hats, caps and sun visors

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail and wholesale services namely retail and wholesale of electronic books, DVDs, medical 
apparatus and instruments, orthopaedic physical therapy products, medical devices for physical 
therapy, lumbar rolls, cervical rolls, night rolls, coccyx cushions, medical furniture, publications, 
books, instructional and teaching material, and furniture; mail order services in the field of 
electronic books, DVDs, medical apparatus and instruments, orthopaedic physical therapy 
products, medical devices for physical therapy, lumbar rolls, cervical rolls, night rolls, coccyx 
cushions, medical furniture, publications, books, instructional and teaching material, and furniture; 
direct marketing of the goods and services of others; advertising the goods and services of others; 
organisation, operation, management and supervision of customer loyalty schemes; the bringing 
together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, enabling customers to conveniently view 
and purchase goods in the field of electronic books, DVDs, medical apparatus and instruments, 
orthopaedic physical therapy products, medical devices for physical therapy, lumbar rolls, cervical 
rolls, night rolls, coccyx cushions, medical furniture, publications, books, instructional and teaching 
material, and furniture, namely, operating a marketplace; development of marketing strategies and 
concepts for others; business management; business administration; importing and exporting 
services; business intermediary services relating to the commercialisation of goods in the field of 
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electronic books, DVDs, medical apparatus and instruments, orthopaedic physical therapy 
products, medical devices for physical therapy, lumbar rolls, cervical rolls, night rolls, coccyx 
cushions, medical furniture, publications, books, instructional and teaching material, and furniture; 
retail and wholesale business management services; advisory, consultancy and information 
services in the fields of retail and wholesale services, advertising, marketing and promotional 
services; and the provision of the aforesaid services, namely retail and wholesale of electronic 
books, DVDs, medical apparatus and instruments, orthopaedic physical therapy products, medical 
devices for physical therapy, lumbar rolls, cervical rolls, night rolls, coccyx cushions, medical 
furniture, publications, books, instructional and teaching material, and furniture online via a 
website, the Internet and other computer networks

Class 41
(2) Education services, namely conducting classes and seminars in the field of the diagnosis, 
assessment, patient engagement and treatment of musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy; 
provision of training in the field of the diagnosis, assessment, patient engagement and treatment of 
musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy; healthcare education services in the field of physical 
therapy; medical education services in the field of physical therapy; education and training for 
healthcare service providers in the field of musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy; on-line 
publication of electronic journals in the field of musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy; 
arranging and conducting of seminars, training workshops, lectures, and courses of instruction in 
the field of the diagnosis, assessment, patient engagement and treatment of musculoskeletal 
issues and physical therapy; online electronic publishing of books, documents, journals, 
newsletters, texts, guides, training materials, visual training material and educational materials; 
publishing of documents, newsletters and printed matter; publication of journals, newsletters, texts, 
guides, training materials, visual training material and educational materials in the field of the 
education, diagnosis, assessment, patient engagement and treatment of musculoskeletal issues 
and physical therapy; providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the field of 
medical diagnosis, medical treatment and physical therapy; advisory, consultancy and information 
services in the fields of medical education and training; advisory, consultancy and information 
services in the field of health care education and training in the treatment of musculoskeletal 
issues and physical therapy; and the provision of the aforesaid services, namely medical education 
and training services and health care education and training services in the treatment of 
musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy, online via a website, the Internet or other computer 
networks and accessible by mobile phone and other Internet-enabled devices

Class 42
(3) Scientific and technological research and design in the field of physical therapy, orthopaedics 
and medical treatment of musculoskeletal issues; industrial analysis and research services in the 
field of physical therapy, orthopaedics and medical treatment of musculoskeletal issues; design 
and development of computer hardware and software; medical research services in the field of 
physical therapy and orthopaedics; medical research in the field of musculoskeletal issues and 
physical therapy; design of medical products and furniture for the diagnosis, assessment and 
treatment of musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy; providing temporary use of online non-
downloadable software for the education, diagnosis, assessment, patient engagement and 
treatment of musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy; providing temporary use of online non-
downloadable software applications for medical purposes for use in medical treatment of 
musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable 
software in the field of medical treatment of musculoskeletal issues and physical therapy for use in 
accessing, updating, manipulating, maintaining, modifying, organizing, storing, backing up, 
synchronizing, transmitting, and sharing medical data, namely patient documents, patient files, 
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patient information, text, photos, digital pictures, graphics, music, audio recordings, videos, all for 
use by clinicians in connection with the assessment, diagnosis and treatment of a patient's spinal 
and extremity pain, via global computer networks, mobile telephones, and the Internet; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software for storing, managing, tracking, analysing, and 
reporting medical data in the field of medical treatment and physical therapy; hosting of software 
as a service in the field of physical therapy, orthopaedics and medical treatment of 
musculoskeletal issues; advisory, consultancy and information services in the fields of medical 
research, physical therapy research, orthopaedic research, and the design of medical products, 
software and furniture

Class 44
(4) Healthcare services, namely providing medical and physical therapy treatment services for 
back, neck and extremities disorders; musculoskeletal treatment services; physiotherapy services; 
chiropractic services; conducting of physical examinations, namely musculoskeletal, regional, 
chiropractic and spinal examinations and evaluations; providing health assessment services, 
namely conducting physical evaluations for the treatment of back, neck and extremities disorders; 
health advisory services, namely providing advice to clinicians in the field of physical therapy and 
the treatment of back, neck and extremities disorders; preparation of reports relating to health care 
in the field of physiotherapy and musculoskeletal matters; provision of exercise facilities for health 
rehabilitation purposes; therapeutic treatment of the body for spinal disorders, extremities 
disorders and musculoskeletal issues; diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation services, namely 
musculoskeletal, spinal, chronic injury, sports, and rehabilitation physiotherapy services; provision 
of physical manipulation, acupuncture, dry needling, hand therapy, manual tissue techniques, 
exercise prescription, hydrotherapy and recovery programmes services; physical therapy 
information services; providing medical information in the field of spinal disorders, extremities 
disorders and musculoskeletal issues; advisory, consultancy and information services in the fields 
of medicine, physical therapy services, musculoskeletal treatment services; and the provision of 
the aforesaid services, namely musculoskeletal treatment services, therapy for spinal disorders, 
extremities disorders and musculoskeletal issues, and advisory, consultancy and information 
services in the fields of medicine, physical therapy services, and musculoskeletal treatment 
services online via a website, the Internet or other computer networks and accessible by mobile 
phone and other Internet-enabled devices

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 19, 2017, Country or Office: NEW ZEALAND, Application No: 1069323 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,869,348  Filing Date 2017-11-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fatboys Southern Smokehouse Inc.
34 Murray Street
Ottawa
ONTARIO
K1N9M5

Agent
AMY CROLL
(Origins IP), 1115 Wellington St. West, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y2Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FATBOYS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 14

(1) Novelty items, namely, key chains.

 Class 16
(2) Novelty items, namely, bumper stickers.

 Class 21
(3) Novelty items, namely, mugs, drinking glasses.

 Class 25
(4) Novelty items, namely, aprons.

 Class 26
(5) Cloth patches for clothing.

Services
Class 35
(1) Restaurant franchise services, namely, establishing franchise operations, namely, providing 
assistance in the field of business management within the framework of a franchise contract and 
providing advice in the running of establishments as franchises; Providing consumer product 
information relating to food or drink products.

Class 39
(4) Food delivery services.

Class 41
(2) Entertainment services, namely providing live music and dj services; Entertainment services, 
namely, hosting events featuring live performers; Providing information and instruction in the field 
of nutritional food and beverages; Providing non-downloadable videos in the field of food, 
beverage and alcohol via the internet.

Class 43
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(3) Restaurant, bar and lounge services; Catering services.
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 Application Number 1,869,349  Filing Date 2017-11-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fatboys Southern Smokehouse Inc.
34 Murray Street
Ottawa
ONTARIO
K1N9M5

Agent
AMY CROLL
(Origins IP), 1115 Wellington St. West, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y2Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 14

(1) Novelty items, namely, key chains.

 Class 16
(2) Novelty items, namely, bumper stickers.

 Class 21
(3) Novelty items, namely, mugs, drinking glasses.

 Class 25
(4) Novelty items, namely, aprons; Clothing, namely, shirts, hoodies, sweaters, jackets, tank-tops 
and hats.

 Class 26
(5) Cloth patches for clothing.

Services
Class 35
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(1) Restaurant franchise services, namely, establishing franchise operations, namely, providing 
assistance in the field of business management within the framework of a franchise contract and 
providing advice in the running of establishments as franchises; Providing consumer product 
information relating to food or drink products.

Class 39
(4) Food delivery services.

Class 41
(2) Entertainment services, namely providing live music and dj services; Entertainment services, 
namely, hosting events featuring live performers; Providing information and instruction in the field 
of nutritional food and beverages; Providing non-downloadable videos in the field of food, 
beverage and alcohol via the internet.

Class 43
(3) Restaurant, bar and lounge services; Catering services.
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 Application Number 1,870,156  Filing Date 2017-11-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ZeniMax Media Inc.
1370 Piccard Drive
Rockville, MD 20850
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP
1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, SUITE 6000, P.
O. BOX 367, 100 KING STREET WEST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1E2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable computer games; computer games; downloadable computer and video game 
software; computer software for creating video games; computer software for creating computer 
games; downloadable software for use in computer and video game development, simulations, 
and visualizations; game software development tools for the creation and modification of computer 
and video games; software for use in accessing online marketplaces; downloadable software for 
use in accessing online non-downloadable games and services; game software development tools 
for use in development, creation, modification, and deployment by others for the creation of 
computer and video games.

Services
Class 35
(1) On-line retail store services featuring computer software, namely, game software, video games, 
computer games, game programs, computer software tools, namely programming tool and 
software development tool and related merchandise, namely, water bottles, pins, namely, 
ornamental pins and lapel pins, speakers, figurines, glass stein, jackets, t-shirts, hoodies, guides; 
distributorship services in the field of computer software, namely, game software, video games, 
computer games, game programs and computer software tools; online retail store services 
featuring interactive online video and computer games via the internet; online retail store services 
featuring downloadable computer and video game software; Administering membership benefits 
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programs; administration of a discount program for members to receive discounts and special 
offers in the nature of exclusive game bonuses, access to additional game content, and allotments 
of in-game currency; subscriptions to on-line computer and video games.

Class 41
(2) Entertainment services, namely, providing online interactive computer and video games; 
entertainment services, namely, providing information relating to computer and video games via 
the internet; multimedia entertainment software, namely desktop publishing services; publishing 
interactive computer and video game software; Providing information about tournaments, events, 
and competitions in the video and computer game field via a website.

Class 42
(3) Software development in the framework of software publishing; providing temporary use of web-
based game software development tools for use in development, creation, modification, and 
deployment by others for the creation of computer and video games; Entertainment services, 
namely hosting a website containing information about profiles of computer and video game 
software users, gaming player performance and statistics.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 29, 2017, Country or Office: HONDURAS, Application No: 23493-2017 in 
association with the same kind of goods; May 29, 2017, Country or Office: HONDURAS, 
Application No: 23497-2017 in association with the same kind of services (2), (3); May 29, 2017, 
Country or Office: HONDURAS, Application No: 23495-2017 in association with the same kind of 
services (1)
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 Application Number 1,871,611  Filing Date 2017-12-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Beijing Jingdong 360 Du E-Commerce Ltd.
Room 222, Floor 2, Building C, No. 18, 
Kechuang 11 Street
Beijing Economic and Technological 
Development Zone
Beijing
CHINA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable application software for cell phones for online shopping, namely e-commerce 
software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; 
downloadable application software for cell phones for playing online computer games; 
downloadable application software for cell phones for use in online reading of digital books; 
downloadable application software for cell phones for online chatting, data management, face 
recognition; downloadable application software for cell phones for playing music and videos, 
namely media player software; downloadable application software for cell phones for use in 
financial asset management; downloadable application software for cell phones for use in financial 
trust management; downloadable application software for cell phones for use in personal financial 
management; downloadable application software for cell phones for use in financial management, 
namely, computer communications software to allow customers to access bank account 
information and transact bank business; downloadable application software for cell phones for use 
in business process management; downloadable application software for cell phones for use in 
tracking, evaluating and reporting the completion of work tasks regarding efficiency and 
productivity in the field of business management; downloadable application software for cell 
phones for use in business management, namely, software for business management, namely, 
software for point of sale and point of service transactions management, sales transaction 
management, sales transaction processing, collection and processing of data of employee 
performance; downloadable application software for cell phones for booking of hotel 
accommodations; downloadable application software for cell phones for catering booking; 
downloadable application software for cell phones for booking of camping accommodations; 
downloadable application software for cell phones for use as a ticketing agent, namely software for 
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reserving seats for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; downloadable application software 
for cell phones for aircraft and train ticket inquiry and booking; downloadable application software 
for cell phones for logistics, namely software for tracking documents, packages and freight and for 
anti-virus purposes; Downloadable computer programs for online shopping, namely e-commerce 
software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; 
downloadable computer programs for playing online computer games; downloadable computer 
programs for use in online reading of digital books; downloadable computer programs for use in 
online chatting, data management, face recognition; downloadable computer programs for playing 
music and videos, namely media player software; downloadable computer programs for use in 
financial asset management; downloadable computer programs for use in financial trust 
management; downloadable computer programs for use in personal financial management; 
downloadable computer programs for use in financial management, namely, computer 
communications software to allow customers to access bank account information and transact 
bank business; downloadable computer programs for use in business process management; 
downloadable computer programs for use in tracking, evaluating and reporting the completion of 
work tasks regarding efficiency and productivity in the field of business management; 
downloadable computer programs for use in business management, namely, software for business 
management, namely, software for point of sale and point of service transactions management, 
sales transaction management, sales transaction processing, collection and processing of data of 
employee performance; downloadable computer programs for booking of hotel accommodations; 
downloadable computer programs for catering booking; downloadable computer programs for 
booking of camping accommodations; downloadable computer programs for use as a ticketing 
agent, namely software for reserving seats for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; 
downloadable computer programs for aircraft and train ticket inquiry and booking; downloadable 
computer programs for logistics, namely software for tracking documents, packages and freight 
and for anti-virus purposes; computer peripheral, namely, computer display monitors, computer 
keyboards, computer joysticks, computer mice, computer printers, computer styluses, computer 
speakers, computer disc drives, computer interface boards, computer interface cards, computer 
network adaptors, computer power supplies, computer cameras, videophones, scanners; 
humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; face recognition terminals , namely, access control 
equipment; network communication device, namely, WAN (wide area network) operating software, 
VPN (virtual private network) operating software, network servers, network interface cards, 
network access server operating software, LAN (local area network) operating software, computer 
network adaptors; smartphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; measuring apparatus, namely, blood 
pressure measuring apparatus, measuring cups, particle counters for measuring air quality; Pre-
recorded video cassettes featuring cartoons; Video disks and video tapes with recorded animated 
cartoons.

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising the goods and services of others; direct mail advertising of the goods and services 
of others; advertising the goods and services of others by mail order; on-line advertising the goods 
and services of others on computer communication networks; presentation of goods on 
communication media for retail purposes, namely, advertising the goods of others via electronic 
media and specifically the internet; providing business information in the field of social media via a 
web site; organizing fashion shows for advertisement and sales; business management and 
organization consultancy; Operating marketplaces, namely, providing on-line marketplace for 
buyers and sellers of goods and services; promoting the goods of others on an online marketplace 
by providing information regarding discounts, coupons, rebates, vouchers and special offers for the 
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goods of others; import-export agency services; auctioneering; procurement of contracts for others 
for the purchase and sale of goods online via an online marketplace; marketing analysis services; 
compilation of information into computer databases; retail and wholesale services for 
pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies.

Class 38
(2) News agency services; text messaging services; communications by computer terminals, 
namely providing e-mail and instant messaging services; providing on-line electronic bulletin 
boards for transmission of messages among computer users; electronic exchange of messages 
via Internet forums; providing internet chatrooms; providing access to a computer database in the 
field of community social events; Providing access to Internet platforms for the purpose of 
exchanging digital photographs; communication by telephone; Providing e-mail and instant 
messaging services.

Class 42
(3) Research and development of new products for others; industrial design; computer software 
design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting of web sites; rental of web servers; 
software as a service [SaaS] provider in the field of providing customer relations management; 
Software as a service [SAAS] provider in the field of software for small business accounting; Cloud 
computing enabling file storage of payroll data; Cloud computing photo sharing services; Cloud 
computing provider services for general storage of data; Cloud computing providing software for 
database management; Cloud computing web hosting services; electronic storage of photographic 
images; graphic arts design.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 24, 2017, Country or Office: CHINA, Application No: 26038325 in 
association with the same kind of goods; August 24, 2017, Country or Office: CHINA, Application 
No: 26049322 in association with the same kind of services (3); August 24, 2017, Country or 
Office: CHINA, Application No: 26041901 in association with the same kind of services (2); August 
24, 2017, Country or Office: CHINA, Application No: 26046861 in association with the same kind of 
services (1)
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 Application Number 1,871,942  Filing Date 2017-12-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Guangzhou Yazhishi Restaurant Management 
Service Co., Ltd.
Room 4002, Four Floor, Huijin Square, 
No.770, Baiyun Avenue North, Helong Street
Baiyun District
 Guangzhou,510080
CHINA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
The applicant submits that the English translation of the Chinese characters XING JI is 'APRICOT; 
TO RECORD' and of TIAN PIN is DESSERT.

Foreign Character Transliteration
The applicant submits that the transliteration of the four Chinese characters appearing in the mark 
is XING JI TIAN PIN.

Goods
 Class 30

coffee; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; honey; ice cream; pastries

Services
Class 43
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boarding for animals; café services; cafeteria services; providing campground facilities; rental of 
chairs, tables, table linen, glassware
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 Application Number 1,873,047  Filing Date 2017-12-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Euphora Grzegorz Wnek Spólka Jawna
Orszanska 43
30-698 Kraków
POLAND

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the word PAESE is COUNTRY.

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Cosmetics; make-up preparations for the face and body; tooth care preparations; hair 
preparations and treatments; colouring preparations for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic nail care 
preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; facial care preparations; cosmetic preparations 
for the hair and scalp; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; hair nourishers; perfumery; lotions for cosmetic purposes; lotions for face 
and body care; gels for cosmetic purposes; bath preparations; body cleaning and beauty care 
preparations, namely body and beauty care cosmetics; creams; milk for cosmetic purposes; 
astringents for cosmetic purposes; beauty masks; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet 
purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; essential oils, namely essential oils for personal use, 
essential oils for cosmetic purposes, aromatic essential oils, essential oils as fragrances for 
laundry use; toiletries namely antiperspirants; cologne; eau de toilette; soaps; dentifrices; 
mouthwashes for cosmetic purposes; sun-tanning cosmetics and preparations; after-sun 
cosmetics and preparations; sunscreen cosmetics and preparations; make-up and make-up 
removing products; make-up preparations; hair-colouring and hairdecolouring preparations; 
depilatory preparations; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; lip neutralizers; body glitters; 
glitter in spray form for use as a cosmetics; deodorants and antiperspirants; henna for cosmetic 
purposes; adhesives for affixing artificial fingernails; beauty care cosmetics; cosmetics for use on 
the skin; cosmetics in the form of powders; cosmetics in the form of creams; beauty milk; cleaning 
masks for the face; nail conditioners; face oils; cosmetics namely fluid creams; beauty lotions; hair 
removal and shaving preparations; skin care preparations; serums for cosmetic purposes; 
mascara; eyelid shadow; under-eye enhancers; lipsticks; non-medicated lip balms; lip glosses; 
eyebrow pencils; cosmetics namely liners for the eyes; glitter for cosmetic purposes; make up 
foundations; compacts containing make-up; eyebrow cosmetics; skin make-up; make-up for the 
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face; decorative cosmetics; nail cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; lip cosmetics; 
colour cosmetics; eye pencils; lip liners;base cream, namely beauty creams, face cream, 
moisturizing creams, skin creams; make-up removing creams; sun-tanning creams and lotions; 
cosmetic creams and lotions; nail polish; make-up powder; body masks; facial masks; make-up 
removing milks; milky lotions for skin care; moisturizing milk; soaps and gels; nail art stickers; lip 
conditioners; face powder; cosmetic rouges; false eyelashes; eyes make-up; perfumery and 
fragrances; toiletries; false eyebrows; fingernail tips; make-up pads, namely cotton pads for 
removing make-up, pads impregnated with make-up removing preparations

 Class 08
(2) Eyelash curlers

 Class 21
(3) Cosmetics applicators; dispensers for cosmetics; make-up sponges; facial cleansing sponges; 
toilet sponges; combs; eyelash combs; toilet cases; lip brushes; containers for cosmetics; cosmetic 
utensils, namely cosmetic spatulas; powder compacts cases; make-up brushes; eyebrow brushes; 
nail brushes; mascara brushes; brushes, namely cosmetic brushes; makeup applicators

Services
Class 35
(1) Business administration; market research; opinion polling; business research namely consumer 
research, market research services; business management and organization consultancy; 
commercial assistance in business management; distribution of advertising materials for others 
namely samples, printed materials, prospectuses, leaflets; commercial information and advice for 
consumers namely consumer advice shop namely advice and information about customer services 
and product management and prices on Internet sites in connection with purchases made over the 
Internet; sample distribution; advertising namely advertising the goods and services of others, 
advertising the goods and services of others through all public communication means; business 
assistance relating to the establishment of franchises; sales promotion for others namely 
promoting the sale of goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of 
related printed material, sales promotion for others provided through the distribution and the 
administration of privileged user cards, promoting the sale of goods and services through a 
consumer loyalty program; modelling for sales promotion or advertising purposes; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; administrative processing of 
purchase orders; computerised file management; compilation of information into computer 
databases; systemization of information into computer databases namely management and 
compilation of computerised databases; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes namely online advertising the goods and services of others on computer 
communications network; retail, wholesale and on-line sale of cosmetics, make-up preparations, 
perfumery and fragrances, toiletries and cosmetics applicators

Class 44
(2) Skin care salons; hairdressing; manicuring; body art; beauticians' services namely colour 
analysis; depilatory waxing; cosmetic analysis; beauty consultancy namely consultancy in the field 
of cosmetics, consultation services in the field of make-up; consultancy provided via the internet in 
the field of body and beauty care namely on-line make-up consultation services, on-line 
consultancy in the field of cosmetics and skin care; hygienic and beauty care namely beauty care 
services, hair care services, nail care services; consultation services relating to skin care; advisory 
services relating to beauty treatment namely advisory services relating to hair care; consultancy 
services relating to cosmetics; providing information in the field of hair styling; providing 
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information relating to beauty salon services; tanning salons; hair salon services; beauty salon 
services; application of cosmetic products to the body; application of cosmetic products to the face; 
make-up consultation and application services; make-up consultation services provided on-line or 
inperson; eyebrow tinting services; eyelash tinting services; cosmetic make-up services; manicure 
and pedicure services; spas; nail salon services; make-up services; permanent makeup services; 
micropigmentation services; services for the care of the skin namely dermatological services for 
treating skin conditions, laser skin rejuvenation services; services for the care of the scalp namely 
hair implantation, hair care services; services for the care of the face namely aesthetician services; 
cosmetics consultancy services; visagists' services; cosmetic facial and body treatment services; 
depilatory treatment; hygienic care for human beings namely public baths for hygiene purposes; 
cosmetic treatment services for the body, face and hair namely cosmetic electrolysis, laser 
removal of hair, cellulite treatment services
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 Application Number 1,873,194  Filing Date 2017-12-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Screwfix Direct Limited
Trade House, Mead Avenue
Houndstone Business Park
Yeovil
Somerset BA22 8RT
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SCREWFIX
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture, forestry and the home improvement industry; 
unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; 
tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; leather 
tanning agents; adhesives for use in the construction, home décor, furniture and textile industries; 
adhesives for floor, ceiling and wall tiles; adhesives for paving; adhesives for laying ceramic tiles; 
adhesives for wallpaper; chemical additives to fungicides; chemical additives to insecticides; 
adhesives for wall tiles; agglutinants for concrete; agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, 
herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; alginates for industrial purposes; ammonia; antifreeze; 
antistatic spray for electronic equipment; antitarnishing chemicals for windows; auxiliary fluids for 
use with abrasives for cleaning and polishing silver; balm of gurjun for making varnish; oil-
bleaching chemicals; wax-bleaching chemicals; brazing fluxes; brazing preparations; brickwork 
preservatives, except paints and oils; cement for mending broken articles; cement preservatives, 
except paints and oils; cementwaterproofing chemicals, except paints; ceramic glazings; chemical 
additives for oils; chemical condensation preparations; chemical intensifiers for rubber; chemical 
preparations for facilitating the alloying of metals; anti-sprouting preparations for vegetables; 
birdlime; carbolineum for the protection of plants; chemical preparations to prevent mildew; 
chemicals, except pigments, for the manufacture of enamel; chemicals for the manufacture of 
paints; chemicals for the manufacture of pigments; chimney cleaners, chemical; colourbrightening 
chemicals for industrial purposes; concrete-aeration chemicals; concrete preservatives, except 
paints and oils; condensation-preventing chemicals; chemical preservatives for use as corrosion 
inhibitors on automobile exhaust systems; damp-proofing chemicals, except paints, for masonry; 
degreasing preparations for use in manufacturing processes; degumming preparations; 
dehydrating preparations for industrial purposes; detergents for use in manufacturing processes; 
emulsifiers for the manufacture of leather and textiles; enamel-staining chemicals; unprocessed 
plastics materials in powder, liquid or paste form; fertilizing preparations; fireproofing preparations; 
glass-frosting chemicals; glass staining chemicals; glaziers' putty; glue for industrial flower 
preservatives; flowers of sulfur for chemical purposes; grafting mastic for trees; grafting wax for 
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trees; gum solvents; leather-dressing chemicals; leather glues; leather-renovating chemicals; 
leather-waterproofing chemicals; limestone hardening substances; masonry preservatives, except 
paints and oils; mastic for leather; metal hardening preparations; metal tempering preparations; 
mold-release preparations; mordants for metals; oil cement [putty]; oil dispersants; oil-purifying 
chemicals; oil-separating chemicals; polish removing substances; preparations for preventing the 
tarnishing of glass; preparations for the separation of greases; preservatives for tiles, except paints 
and oils; rubber preservatives; salts for colouring metal; scale removing preparations, other than 
for household purposes; silicone resins and fluids; soldering fluxes; solvents for varnishes; spirits 
of salt; spirits of vinegar [dilute acetic acid]; stain-preventing chemicals for use on fabrics; synthetic 
materials for absorbing oil; synthetic resins, unprocessed; tan-wood; wallpaper removing 
preparations; water-purifying chemicals; water-softening preparations; wax-bleaching horticultural 
chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; peat [fertiliser]; peat pots 
for horticulture; plant growth regulating preparations; potting soil; preparations of trace elements 
for plants; seed preserving substances; seaweeds for use as a fertilizer; soil conditioning 
preparations; substrates for soil-free growing [agriculture]; tree cavity fillers [forestry]; fertilizers 
(natural and artificial); potting composts; peats (fertilizers); soil enhancers; topsoil; water 
purification or softening preparations; welding chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and 
sylviculture; welding chemicals; chemical preparations for swimming pool water treatment; 
substances for treatment against indoor and outdoor moisture for walls, loam, peat, composts, 
soils and ingredients thereof; chemical preparations for the treatment and preserving of cement, 
concrete, brickwork and of the like materials; chemicals for use in the cleaning of drains; damp 
resisting preparations for walls; oil, varnishes and polish dissolving preparations; wine finings; 
chemical additives for fuel; waterproofing compounds, loam, peat, composts, soils and ingredients 
thereof; chemicals for the purification of water used in swimming pools; artificial and synthetic 
resins; preservatives for rubber; wood glues; paste fillers for car body repair; expanding foam, 
namely fillers; de-icers; wallpaper paste; water repellents; puncture sealants; polymers and 
retarders for use in plasters; adhesives for plasters; mastics tyres and leather; chemicals for use in 
brewing and fermenting; chemicals for use in gardening; chemicals for use in the care of house 
plants; soil conditioning chemicals; chemicals for soil analysis; horticultural growing media; 
compost; soil improver; soil; soil substitutes; plant food; mulch for use as a weed suppressant; 
bark products for use as a weed suppressant; water absorbing compounds; water retaining 
compounds; decarbonising preparations for engines

 Class 02
(2) Acrylic paints; anti-corrosive paints; anti-fouling paints; anti-graffiti paints; artists' paint; 
asbestos paints; automobile paints; damp proofing paints; distemper paints; emulsion paints; 
enamel paints; exterior paints; fabric paints; fire retardant paints; floor paints; fluorescent paints; 
heat resistant paints; house paint; interior paints; lime wash paints; luminous paints; non-slip paint; 
oil paints; water repellent paints; waterproof paints; copal varnish; floor protection varnishes; paint 
and lacquer glazes; urushiol-based lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration 
of wood; colorants for use in the manufacture of paint; colorants for the restoration of furniture in 
the form of markers; indigo as colorant; turmeric used as a colorant; cobalt oxide as colorant; 
mordants dyes; mordants for the textile industry; mordants for wood; mordants for dyeing natural 
fibres; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and 
artists; fabric dyes; clothing dyes; dyes for use on plastics; textile dyes, dyestuffs, coatings for 
wood as paints; corrosion inhibiting paint type coatings; non-stick coatings in the nature of paint; 
weatherproofing coatings in the form of paints, fireproof paints, bactericidal paints, coatings, 
namely vitrification preparations, colouring paint thinners, lacquer thinners, dye thinners; fire 
retardant pigments; ultramarine blue pigments; colour pigments for use in the manufacture of 
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clothing; leather stains anti-corrosion paints; thinning preparations for paints and for coatings; 
glazing putty; putty for use by plumbers for affixing toilets; ceramic enamels; pottery enamel; 
vitreous enamel; metal paints; finishing paint; varnishes for wood; dyes for wood; colourants for 
use in the manufacture of paint; primer thinners; aluminium paints; aluminium powder for painting; 
anti-corrosive greases, oils, paints and waxes; anti-rust greases; anti-rust oils; anti-rust 
preparations for preservation; antitarnishing preparations for metals; binding preparations for 
paints; bitumen varnish; bronze powder for painting; bronzing lacquers; preservative oils for wood; 
ceramic paints; coatings for roofing felt [paints]; cobalt oxide for use as a colorant; creosote for 
wood preservation; enamels for painting; fireproof paints; fixatives for watercolours; mordants for 
leather; oils for the preservation of wood; inorganic pigments; organic pigments; paint primers; 
protective preparations for metals, namely rust inhibitors for metals; repositionable paint patches; 
siccatives [drying agents] for paints; silver emulsions [pigments]; sumac for varnishes; thickeners 
for paints; thinners for lacquers; thinners for paints; turpentine [thinner for paints]; wood mordants; 
wood preservatives

 Class 03
(3) Bleaching preparations and fabric softener, starch, seaweed gelatin, rinsing agents, liquid 
soap, wax, stain removers, glaze, detergents and brightener for laundry use; liquids, gels, sprays, 
creams for cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive purposes; polish for furniture and flooring; 
floor waxes; polishing waxes; general use abrasives; rust removing preparations; scouring 
solutions; preparations for cleaning waste pipes; shampoos for floor coverings; fabric stain 
removers; laundry stain removers; scale removing preparations for household use; detergents for 
household use and automobiles; emery cloths; oil of turpentine; paint-stripping preparations; 
laundry pre-soaking preparations; laundry bleaching preparations; laundry sizing preparations; 
polishing paper; sandpaper; engine degreasers; paint strippers; wax polish for wooden floors; 
wood treatment preparations for cleaning, colouring and polishing; upholstery cleaner; toilet 
cleaners; window cleaners; non-medicated preparations in cream form for forming a barrier against 
dirt on the body; soaps for household use; cream soaps; detergent soap; industrial soap; laundry 
soap; toilet soaps; hand cleaner; sugar soap; essential oils as fragrances for laundry purposes; 
essential oils as perfume for laundry purposes; essential oils for personal use; essential oils of 
cedarwood, citron, lemon; degreasing preparations for concrete, household use and machine 
parts; abrasives for cleaning excess resins from grinding wheels; preservatives for leather; sand 
paper; glass and emery paper; wet and dry abrasive paper; degreasing detergents; disposable 
wipes impregnated with chemicals and compounds for household use; shower, tub and tile 
cleaners

 Class 04
(4) Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; petroleum based dust suppressing compositions; 
petroleum-based dust absorbing compositions; fuels namely, motor spirit; illuminants to light oils; 
light crude oils; lighting fuel; lighting paper; butane for lighting; tapers for lighting; candles and 
wicks for lighting; lamp wicks, waxes for industrial use, waxes for lighting, waxes for belts, wood 
briquettes for barbecue use, wood charcoal (fuel), peat briquettes (fuel), wood charcoal (fuel); 
candles for night lights; wicks for lighting; wicks for candles; wicks for lamps; wicks for lighters; 
firelighters; firewood; oils for the preservation of leather; grease for leather; tapers

 Class 05
(5) Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; weedkillers, anti-moss agents, 
bactericides, insecticides, rodenticides, raticides, algicides, disinfectants for hygienic use, 
parasiticides, all-purpose disinfecting and deodorizing preparations, other than for personal use; 
wall treatment agents namely fungicide, insecticide treatments; all-purpose disinfectants; 
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pesticides; preparations for destroying the reproductive systems of vermin and of insects; 
fumigating preparations for destroying harmful organisms in the soil; pharmaceutical preparations 
for the relief of insect stings and of insect bites; mildewcides; air fresheners; first aid kits; sticking 
plasters; adhesive plasters; plasters for medical purposes; herbicides for use in gardening; 
herbicides for use in the care of house plants

 Class 06
(6) Common metals and their alloys; building boards of metal; portable mobile metal office 
buildings; portable gazebos of metal; transportable metal stables; non-electric cables and wires of 
common metal; bottle and box fasteners of metal; sash and window pulleys of metal; drainage 
pipes of metal; metal water pipes; metal pipes for liquid and gas transfer; underdrainage pipes of 
metal; branching tubes of metal for pipelines; squeeze tubes of metal; safes; aluminium; aluminium 
wire; metal arbour structures; balls of steel; baskets of metal; bathtub grab bars of metal; binding 
screws of metal for cables; binding strips of metal used on packaging; binding thread of metal for 
agricultural purposes; flat bolts; bolts of metal; boxes of common metal; box fasteners of metal; 
braces of metal for handling loads; brackets of metal for building; brazing alloys; broom handles of 
metal; buckles of common metal [hardware]; building panels of metal; bungs of metal; cable joints 
of metal, non-electric; casement windows of metal; cashboxes of metal; cast iron, unwrought or 
semi-wrought; ceilings of metal; chains of metal; chests of metal; chimney shafts of metal; 
chimneys of metal; clips of metal for cables and pipes; clothes hooks of metal; collars of metal for 
fastening pipes; common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; containers of metal for transport; 
copper rings; copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; copper wire, not insulated; cornices of metal; 
couplings of metal for chains; door bells of metal, non-electric; door bolts of metal; door closers, 
non-electric; door fittings of metal; door frames of metal; door handles of metal; door knockers of 
metal; door openers, non-electric; door panels of metal; door stops of metal; drain pipes of metal; 
drain traps [valves] of metal; ducts of metal, for central heating installations; ducts of metal for 
ventilating and air conditioning installations; elbows of metal for pipes; eye bolts; fences of metal; 
ferrules of metal; ferrules of metal for handles; figurines [statuettes] of common metal; filings of 
metal; firedogs [andirons]; fittings of metal for beds; fittings of metal for windows; fittings of metal 
for furniture; fittings of metal for windows; flanges of metal [collars]; flashing of metal, for building; 
floors of metal; floor tiles of metal; foils of metal for wrapping and packaging; steel frames of metal 
for building; furnace fireguards of metal; furniture casters of metal; gates of metal; grease nipples; 
greenhouse frames of metal; greenhouses of metal, transportable; grilles of metal; gutter pipes of 
metal; hinges of metal; hooks for slate [metal hardware]; metal cup hooks; metal clothes hooks; 
metal wall hooks for pipes; towel hooks of metal; hooks of metal for clothes rails; hoppers of metal, 
non-mechanical; house numbers of metal, non-luminous; ironwork for doors; ironwork for windows; 
junctions of metal for pipes; keys; knife handles of metal; knobs of metal; ladders of metal; latch 
bars of metal; latches of metal; laths of metal; lead seals; lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; letter 
boxes of metal; letters and numerals of common metal, except type; linings of metal [building]; 
lintels of metal; lock bolts; locks of metal for bags; locks of metal for vehicles; locks of metal, other 
than electric; metals in powder form; moldings of metal for cornices; monuments of metal; nails; 
nozzles of metal; nuts of metal; outdoor blinds of metal; packaging containers of metal; padlocks; 
paving blocks of metal; paving slabs of metal; pegs of metal; cotter pins of metal; ball lock pins of 
metal; pipework of metal; poles of metal; porches of metal [building]; posts of metal; pot hooks of 
metal; prefabricated houses [kits] of metal; pulleys of metal, other than for machines; reels of 
metal, nonmechanical, for flexible hoses; refractory construction materials of metal; registration 
plates of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for building; reinforcing materials, of metal, for 
concrete; reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; 
keys of metal; screw rings of metal; rivets of metal; rods of metal for brazing; rods of metal for 
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brazing and welding; rods of metal for welding; roof coverings of metal; roof flashing of metal; roof 
gutters of metal; roofing of metal; roofing of metal, incorporating solar cells; roofing tiles of metal; 
ropes of metal; rope thimbles of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; safes [strong boxes]; 
safety cashboxes; safety chains of metal; scaffolding of metal; screws of metal; screw tops of 
metal for bottles; sealing caps of metal; sheet piles of metal; sheets and plates of metal; shims; 
shuttering of metal for concrete; shutters of metal; sills of metal; silos of metal; silver-plated tin 
alloys; slabs of metal for building; metal expanding sleeves for affixing screws; slings of metal for 
handling loads; soldering wire of metal; spring locks; hardware springs; spurs; staircases of metal; 
stair treads [steps] of metal; statues of common metal; steel alloys; steel frames for building; 
branching pipes of metal including those from alloy steel and titanium; stainless steel water pipes; 
steel sheets; steel strip; steel, unwrought or semi-wrought; steel wire; metal step ladders; step 
stools of metal; stops of metal; strap-hinges of metal; straps of metal for handling loads; street 
gutters of metal; stringers [parts of staircases] of metal; swimming pools [metal structures]; metal 
water tanks; metal storage tanks; taps for casks of metal; tile floorings of metal; tiles of metal for 
building; tin; tin cans; tinfoil; tinplate; tinplate packings; tool boxes of metal, empty; tool chests of 
metal, empty; tool handles of metal; towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; trays of metal; tree 
protectors of metal; trellis of metal; troughs of metal for mixing mortar; tubbing of metal; tungsten; 
tungsten iron; water-pipe valves of metal, other than parts of machines; vanadium; vats of metal; 
vice benches of metal; wall claddings of metal [building]; wall linings of metal [building]; wall plugs 
of metal; wall tiles of metal; washers of metal; water-pipes of metal; water-pipe valves of metal; 
window casement bolts; window closers, non-electric; window fasteners of metal; window frames 
of metal; window openers, non-electric; window pulleys; window stops of metal; wire of common 
metal; wire of common metal alloys, except fuse wire; wire rope; small items of metal hardware 
namely nails, screws, bolts, nuts and rivets; statues or statuettes of common metal; cast iron; cast 
steel; metal casting forms for concrete; metallic moulds for metal casting; boxes for transport, 
packaging and shipping of metal tool handles; greenhouse frames; traps for wild animals made of 
metal; trellises of metal; latticework of metal; metal pipe connectors; reels of metal, 
nonmechanical, for flexible hoses; weathervanes; non-electrical wire fencing; gratings of metal; 
pergolas of metal; garage doors of metal; barricades of metal; gutters of metal; swimming pools of 
metal; metal pickets; locks of metal for doors; locks of metal for windows; bicycle locks of metal; 
metal ladders; metal stepladders; metal steps; metal shutters; drains traps of metal;wainscoting of 
metal; roof tiles of metal; drain traps of metal; stairs of metal; hinge-pins; shelf brackets of metal; 
spacer brackets of metal; gutter brackets of metal; cantilevered brackets of metal; brackets of 
metal for furniture; all-purpose metal straps; metal chains; knobs of metal; piping of copper, zinc, 
steel for water supply, draining, producing hot water, water treatment and gas supply; tiles, all 
these goods of metal; rolled steel; telegraph posts of metal; shoe and tent pegs of metal; angle 
irons of metal; metal fittings for windows; latches for windows; metal number plates; cash boxes of 
metal; welding and soldering metals; key rings; key blanks; door gratings; copper tubes; door 
gratings of metal; mechanical metal door bells; bells for animals; roller blinds of steel; blinds of 
metal; chucks for handoperated tools, driving plates, mandrels, rests of metal; waterpipe valves; 
conservatory frames of metal; transportable conservatories of metal; lock boxes of metal; chains of 
common metal for keys; screw cups; screw caps; cable clips of metal; hose clips of metal; 
shackles; casters of metal; transportable greenhouses of metal for household use; metal clamps; 
flooring of metal; grab bars of metal; door surrounds of metal; metal expansion joints for piping and 
ducting; non-luminous and non-mechanical metal display signs; gas supply ducts and pipes of 
metal for central heating installations; metal fasteners, namely screw eyes, cup hooks, nuts, bolts, 
rivets, threaded rods, staples or windows, doors, boxes and bottles, and anchors bolts of metal, 
washers; metal cable clips and ties; metal pipe clips' locks; metal assembly blocks for the 
assembly of furniture; joints of metal for pipes; metal expansion joints for floors and walls; metal 
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safety hasps for commercial and industrial use; metal d-rings; screw rings; picture wire; metal 
hardware namely threaded fasteners, unthreaded fasteners; reinforcement and support hardware 
namely metal shelf brackets; metal corner braces; metal mending plates; metal tee plates; metal 
plates, brackets and angle braces for building construction; non-electric cable connectors of metal; 
metal strong boxes; general purpose metal storage bins; metal storage units; strips of common 
metals; sheets of metal; sheets of aluminium; sheets of steel; copper tubes [other than parts of 
machines]; threaded rods of metal; staples of metal; anchors of metal; welding rods; small items of 
metal hardware for use in plumbing; ball cocks of metal; risers of metal; stopcocks of metal; 
couplings of metal; pipe couplings of metal; waste to trap connectors of metal; brackets and seals 
of metal; drains of metal; traps of metal; drain pans of metal; building bricks of metal; jointing 
articles of metal [non-electric]; metal reinforcement materials for building; corner elbows of metal; 
junction boxes [metal, non-electric] for trunking; gate latches of metal; gate eye bolts of metal; gate 
hooks of metal; metal balusters; fence posts of metal; assembly fittings for interconnecting fence 
sections; fence panels of metal; hose fittings of metal; hose clamps of metal; interlocking metal 
cross-braces; clamps of metal for attaching awnings; doors of metal (furniture), namely for baths, 
showers and shower cubicles, all being metallic; doors of metal (furniture), namely for work 
benches incorporating vices and work benches, all being metallic; storage shelves, racking for 
storage purposes; stackable containers for the storage of materials, storage apparatus; trellises of 
metal; key cabinets [not furniture] of metal; frames of metal, namely for conservatories and 
prefabricated greenhouses; metal pipe fittings; metal pipe clips; handles and locks for doors; 
handles and locks for windows; handles and locks for furniture; metal locks [non electric]; welding 
wire; solder wire; metal fencing; fencing materials of metal; metal fittings for doors; metal fittings for 
hangings; articles for use as plumbing fittings; plumbing brassware; non-electric metal door bells; 
fireplace grates; hasps of metal; metal knobs; tacks of metal; towel dispensers of metal; metal 
garage doors; kitchen worktops of metal [fitted]; metal framed greenhouses; cloches (metal 
framed) for gardening use; hanging baskets (flower) of metal; metal plant pot stands; metal 
brackets for hanging baskets; garden wire; barbed wire; compost bins of metal; water butts of 
metal; lawn edging (metallic); connectors of metal for hoses; wire mesh; wheel clamps; metal clips; 
plugs of metal for baths

 Class 07
(7) aeronautic engines; aeroplane engines; aeroplane motors; boat engines; boat motors; electric 
motors for machines; elevator motors; engines for industrial machinery; winch motors; machine 
coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); reaper machines; agricultural 
seed planting machine; tilling machines for agricultural purposes; metal-working machines; power 
operated cultivators; lawnmowers (machines); wood grinding machines; reels for weaving looms; 
paper reeling machines; yarn reeling machines; pumps as parts of machines, motors and engines; 
water pumps as machines; drainage pumps; boring pumps; concrete mixers; electric and 
pneumatic hoists; hydraulic hoists; wire hoists; pumps and compressors as parts of machines, 
motors and engines; carpet cleaning machines; steam cleaning machines; sand cleaning 
machines; floor cleaning machines; central vacuum cleaning installations; carpet cleaning machine 
parts; electric vacuum cleaners and their components; washing machines; electric parquet-floor 
polishers; electrical carpet and rug shampooing devices; steam-cleaning machines; high pressure 
washers; gas-operated welding apparatus; soldering irons; window-washing apparatus; spraying 
guns for paint; nonelectric welding apparatus; drilling machines for metalworking; wood drilling 
machines; electrical drills; mobile electrical power generators; paint spray guns; swimming pool 
vacuums; swimming pool pumps; waste water lift pumps; built-in dishwashers; vending machines; 
electric welding apparatus and machines; electric arc welding apparatus; electric arc cutting 
apparatus; welding electrodes; gas-operated soldering apparatus; gas-operated soldering irons; 
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engines and transmission assemblies for opening and closing gates and shutters and swivel 
shutters; engines and transmission assemblies for rolling shutters, rolling shutters incorporated in 
woodwork, gates, garage doors; hydraulic controls and devices for opening and closing doors, 
gates, windows and shutters; pneumatic controls and devices for opening and closing doors, 
gates, windows and shutters; agricultural machines sump pumps; machine belt pulley; machine 
pulleys; watering pumps; pneumatic hammers; pneumatic conveyors; pneumatic pumps; 
pneumatic transporters; saw machines; saw benches (machines); circular saw benches; miter 
saws; band saws; table saws; compressors for inflating tires; hammer drills; electric shearing 
machines; pneumatic shears; electric hedge shears; power operated hedge trimmers; 
rechargeable hedge cutters; electric lawn trimmers; knife sharpening machines; scarifiers and 
grinding wheels for sharpening; screw grinding machines; screw pumps; screw conveyors; hand-
held power driven grinders; earth moving scrapers; electric paint mixers; bench grinders; paint 
guns; electric glue guns; airbrushes; wallpaper stripping machines; steam cleaners; chain saws; 
motorized cultivators; brush cutters; electric shredders for plants; cultivators (machines); 
compressed air engines; compressed air pumps; excavating machines; self-propelled road 
sweeping machines; grinding machines for the treatment of ceramics and metal; grinding 
machines for metalworking; tool grinding machines; wood grinding machines; electric shears; 
chisels for machines; scissors, electric; control cables for machines, engines or motors; crushing 
machines; root slicers (machines); wood-cutting machines; coal-cutting machine; die-cutting 
machines; grain separators; turf removing plows; electric knives; harvesting machines; chaff cutter 
and lawn mower blades; drill chucks (parts of machines); mower blades (machines); lawnmower 
blades (machines); slicing and deburring disks for grinders; diamond-pointed metal-cutting tools; 
ironing machines for commercial use; drill presses; portable electric planes; stationary planing 
machines; wood-turning lathes; electric tile cutters; power operated tools; washing machines; 
clothes washing machines; electric washing machines for industrial purposes; floor washing 
machines; vehicle washing machines; vehicle washing installations; pressure washers; vacuum 
cleaners; electric carpet sweepers; cordless carpet sweepers; electronic sweepers for cleaning 
swimming pool; floor polishers; shoe polishers, electric; demolition hammers; spray guns for 
paints; air brushes; lawnmowers; strimmers; soldering instruments; cemented carbide cutting tools; 
lathes; gas-operated blow torches; electric jacks; hydraulic jacks; pneumatic jacks; power jacks; 
rack and pinion jacks; machine tools for removing waste material; waste and trash separator 
machines; waste and trash conveying machines; waste compacting machines; screwdriver bits; air 
compressors; tyre compressors; shower pumps; electricity generators; engines and motors for the 
generation of electricity; electrical welding apparatus; saws; plywood clipping machines; power-
operated hedge trimmers; hedge trimmers; edging trimmers; scarifying machines for garden lawns; 
grindstones for sharpening ferrous gardening, hand and power tools; angle grinders; hot-air paint 
strippers; wood sanders; hand winches; electric compressors; gas compressors; spray guns for 
paint (airbrush guns); glue guns, electric; wallpaper strippers; cleaning apparatus utilizing steam; 
vacuum cleaning machines; electric plant crushing machines; shears, electric; road sweeping 
machines [self-propelled]; turf removing ploughs; knives, electric; welding apparatus, gas-
operated; soldering irons, gas-operated; welding machines, electric; hydraulic devices and controls 
for opening and closing doors, gates, windows and blinds; pneumatic devices and controls for 
opening and closing doors, gates, windows and blinds; screw tips (parts of tools); pumps for use in 
gardening (machines); electric pumps for ponds; electric pumps for garden irrigation systems; 
cutting and deburring discs for grinders; plane irons (parts of machines) and tool holders (parts of 
machines); apparatus for electric arc welding; electric door closers, window closers and blind 
closers; electric devices for opening and closing doors, gates, windows and blinds; electric 
apparatus for mixing, pounding, kneading, grinding, cutting, chopping, emulsifying and slicing food; 
grating machines for vegetable; dishwashers; laundry washing machines; clothes washers; rotary 
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steam presses; garbage disposals units and waste compacters; electric steam cleaning machines; 
electric vacuum cleaners; apparatus for waxing, cleaning, and shampooing carpets; accessories 
for vacuum cleaners and floor waxers; machines for making, mixing or dispensing beverages; food 
mixers; hand mixers; food processors; electric can openers, electric knives, knife/scissor 
sharpeners; fruit juice extractors; electrical coffee grinders; air filters for engines; air filters for 
motors; gas filters for engines; gas filters for motors; oil filters for motors and engines; ironing 
machines; electronic door openers; electric welding torches; laser cutting torches; electric arc 
welders; electrical welding apparatus; dust filters and bags for vacuum cleaners; electric door 
openers; tool kits, namely power tools, hand tools and drill bits for use in garden, paint and 
workshop, and agriculture, sold together in the form of a kit

 Class 08
(8) Hand tools and (hand-operated); cutlery; gardening tools; hoe-forks; hoes; grippers; pitchforks; 
rakes; spades; peat spades; shovels; pickaxes; scarifiers; edge cutters; sowers (tools); hand-
operated lawn aerators; lawn rollers; edging trimmers; hand-operated lawnmowers; shears; 
shearing knives; lopping shears; pruning shears; bill-hooks; axes; perforating tools; pincers; pli-ers; 
wrenches (tools); hex keys; wrenches; hand-held drills; hand jacks; scissors; paint remover tools; 
paint scrapers; hammers; insecticide sprayers (tools); knives (except electric and surgical knives); 
tiling tools; bolt cutters; box cutters; cake cutters; foil cutters; glass cutters; fishing line cutters; 
hand-operated bar cutters; hand-operated milling cutters; miter cutter; weed cutters; wire cutters; 
hand-operated tile cutters; hand-operated pipe cutters; lawn rakes; carpet knives; barbe-cue 
cutlery (forks, spoons, and knives); tool belts; carpenters' clamps; forks; scoops; seeders (tools); 
lawn sweepers; secateurs; chisel; screwdrivers; saws (tools); hand saws; blades for hand saws; 
saw holders; hand-operated files; sanding blocks; sanding pads for hand-operated sand-ers; hand-
operated chisels; graving tools [hand tools]; rasps (tools); planes; sledgehammers; hand-operated 
weed diggers; handoperated post hole diggers; shovels; caulking guns; manually operated grease 
guns; staple guns; woodworking clamps; spatulas (hand tools); pipe cutters (tools); bits for hand 
drills; hand-held drills; router milling cutters (hand tools); drill holders (tools); screw tips (parts of 
tools); saw blades (parts of tools); clipper blades (hand instruments); glaziers' diamonds being 
parts of hand tools; cylinder saws and drill bits (tools); plane irons (parts of tools) and tool holders; 
hand held cutting tools; sockets (tools); scissors (hand-operated hand tools); files; wood chisels; 
bit drivers for hand tools; chucks for hand-operated tools; cutting guides for use with hand-
operated tools; hand tool augers; tool handles; tool belts; tool aprons; grout spreaders; brush 
cutters; hand-operated sharpening tools and instruments; hand-operated grind-ing tools; garden 
tools; shearers; pliers; clamps; chisels; picks; hammers; hand files; graters; rasp hand tools; 
trowels; punches; riveters; files; planers; grinders; decorating knives; knife sharpen-ers; wire 
brushes; jigs; tile cutters; tube cutters; glue guns; gimlets (hand tools) and drill bits (parts of tools); 
scarifier rippers (tools); plane irons (parts of tools); hand operated garden tools; hoes being hand 
tools for gardening; pliers; picks; garden forks; pruning shears; garden spades; dib-bers; garden 
scissors; potting sieves; knives

 Class 09
(9) laboratory instruments, namely, test tubes, microscopes, centrifuges, trays, incubators, 
furnaces, flasks, and glassware for laboratory use; lasers for surveying; signal converters; Global 
Positioning System (GPS) consisting of computers, computer software, transmitters, receivers, 
and network interface devices; electricity meters; voltage regulators for electric power; splices for 
electrical transmission lines; electrical transformers; electrical terminal boxes; electrical terminal 
blocks; electrical signal attenuators; electrical resistors; electrical relays and transformers; 
electrical power distribution blocks; electrical distribution boxes; electrical connectors for power 
converters; electrical connectors for junction boxes; electric wires; electric voltage transformers; 
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electric switch plates; electric connectors; digital sound processors; blank CD-ROMs for sound or 
video recording; boom poles for sound transmission apparatus; computer software for creating and 
editing music and sounds; home theatre surround sound systems; personal headphones for use 
with sound transmitting systems; sound amplifiers; sound mixers; sound projectors and amplifiers; 
computer programs and software for image processing; image scanners; raster image processors; 
thermal imaging cameras; videophones; cameras; video-camera; sprinkler systems for fire 
protection; fire-extinguishing blankets; fire hoses; lanyards for safety purposes for fall protection; 
electronic theft prevention installations namely burglar alarms; electronic door lock; knee pads for 
workers; fire-resistant gloves; gloves for protection against x-rays for industrial purposes; clothing 
and gloves for use in welding for protection against accidents or injury; protective eyeglasses; 
workmen's protective face-shields; protective spectacles; protective face-shields for protective 
helmets; dust protective goggles and masks; gas masks; respiratory mask filters; safety helmets; 
boots for protection against accidents; shoes for protection against accidents; irrigation pumps 
namely fire pumps; laboratory thermometers; remote controls for televisions; remote controls for 
stereos; remote controls for radios; remote controls for operating vehicle alarms; remote controls 
for adjustable beds; satellite dishes; demodulators; electric outlets; splice boxes; junction boxes; 
circuit breakers; electric cables and wires; current converters; current rectifiers; current 
transformers; electric accumulators; cable connectors; antennas for radio and television; car 
antennas; cell phone antennas; satellite antennas; electric circuit boards; plug adapters; electric 
switches; telephones; radio-paging devices; answering machines; facsimile machines; security and 
fire alarms; gas alarms; baby alarms; general purpose batteries; electric extension cords; electric 
storage cells; satellites; automatic valves; electronic warning bells; electric door bells; measuring 
tapes; measuring spoons; measuring scoops; measuring rules; measuring rulers; measuring rods; 
measuring jugs; measuring cups; measuring buckets; electrical plugs and sockets; connections for 
electric lines; connecting electrical cables; electrical connection boxes; power distribution boxes; 
electric wires and cables; installation cables for exterior spotlights; life preservers; power 
distribution panels; electrical adapter cables; electric doorkeepers; electronic doorkeepers; slide 
calipers; covers for electric outlets; level gauges; temperature gauges; plumb lines; electric fuses; 
electric accumulators for vehicles; dosage dispensers; electric warning bells; photovoltaic and 
photoelectric cells; control devices for the remote opening of gates, doors, windows and shutters; 
carbon dioxide detectors; combination carbon monoxide and smoke detectors; carbon monoxide 
detectors; fire detectors; smoke detectors; motion detectors; metal detectors; radio transmitters; 
satellite transmitters; telephone transmitters; television transmitters; GPS transmitters; radar 
transmitters; electrical door closers, window closers and shutter closers; switches; electrical 
devices for opening and closing doors, gates, windows and shutters, electronic burglar alarms; 
electronic door locks; antennas satellite dishes; junction and embedded boxes (electricity); 
electrical connectors wires cables and adapters; electric apparatus and devices for opening and 
closing shutters, swivel shutters, rolling shutters, rolling shutters incorporated in woodwork, gates, 
garage doors, curtains and blinds; remote controls for use in home automation systems, namely, 
for programming and controlling lighting, heating, ventilating, water supply, air-conditioning and for 
household appliances; thermostats; thermostats for boilers; household thermometers; electric 
control panels; switchboards; automatic ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory 
use; thermionic tubes, electric installation cables for spot lighting; video cassettes, computer 
software for house and garden decoration, installation and design; downloadable publications in 
electronic form in the field of home improvements, house and garden decoration, installation and 
design, and supplied on-line from databases and websites provided online; insulated clothing for 
protection against accidents or injury; electrical conduits; electric cables; machine couplings; 
electric sockets; electrical plugs; decibel meters; flow meters; gas meters; noise level meters; 
vibration meters; water meters; measuring wheels; smoke alarms; fire alarms; batteries for power 
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tools; automotive battery chargers; battery chargers for electronic cigarettes; camera battery 
chargers; chargers for electric toothbrushes; mobile phone chargers; USB chargers; circuit testers; 
spirit levels; time clock; cctv cameras; computer utility virus protection programs; surveillance 
cameras; burglar alarms; digital door locks, electronic access control systems for interlocking 
doors, electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; switch socket outlets; time and 
date stamping machines; road cones; speed bumps; infrared thermometers; room thermostat; 
safety boots; special clothing for use in laboratories; fire protective clothing; clothing for protection 
against biological hazards; clothing for protection against chemicals and radiation; safety 
harnesses; respirators for filtering air; fire blankets; fire extinguishers; jump leads; current 
breakers; extension cables; electrical cable extension reels; electrical and electronic conduits; 
electrical connectors; electrical terminals, electrical conductors; electrical sockets and connection 
boxes; electrical cables; cable glands for use with electrical apparatus; cable jump leads; cable 
couplings (electric-); electric plugs, sockets and connectors; circuit testers; safety boots; frames for 
protective glasses; containers for the storage of cassettes, discs, tapes and storage devices, 
storage holders; cases for compact discs, tapes and cassettes; holders for holding discs, video 
tapes or cassettes; cases for compact discs, tapes or cassettes; software for use in home and 
garden decoration, installation and design; light dimmers, light switches, light systems comprising 
light sensors and switches, electric plugs and sockets; dosimeters; battery packs; electric alarm 
bells; circuits breakers; control devices for remote opening of gates, doors, windows and shutters; 
detectors; switches, electric; door interphones; aerials for radio and television; parabola antenna; 
square rulers for measuring; t-squares for measuring

 Class 10
(10) Back supports; ear plugs for noise reduction; ear plugs for soundproofing; ear plugs for 
sleeping

 Class 11
(11) Incinerators; water filtering units for industrial use; water filtering units for domestic use; water 
sterilizers; water softening units; water purification tablets; water purification machines for do-
mestic use; ornamental water fountains; barbecues; lava rocks for barbecue grilling; barbecue 
grills; convectors for household heating; electric torches for lighting; head torches; searchlights; 
LED flashlights; inspection lamps; light bulbs; lamps; pressure water tanks; water flushing instal-
lations; filters for swimming pools; water heaters; radiators for heating buildings; boilers for heat-
ing installations; sinks; faucets; bidets; bathtubs; showers; shower heads for hydrotherapy; sauna 
and spa installations; toilets (water closets); humidifiers; ventilating fans; exhaust hoods; air puri-
fication apparatus and machines; air-conditioning apparatus; ventilation hoods; air impellers for 
ventilation; fans for air conditioning units; heated towel holders; light bulbs; light diffusers; lighting 
fixtures; light shades; light housings; built-in ovens; built-in refrigerators; cooking plates; air filter-
ing units for removing dust, smoke and allergens from the air; toilet (water closet) accessories 
namely toilet lids and seats; air conditioning apparatus, air conditioning installations; incinerators; 
apparatus and machines for purifying, deodorizing or freshening air; water ionizers for household 
purposes; ornamental fountains; flashlights; portable lamps; bulbs; electric light bulbs; 
incandescent or fluorescent tubes; fluorescent, incandescent or halogen strips; flood, wall and 
ceiling spot (lighting) embedded spots, LED kitchen lighting; external lighting sets, namely wall 
lights for exte-rior lamps and standard lamps; exterior halogen floodlights; porthole wall lights; spot 
lights; exter-nal building-site lighting; namely floodlights for building sites; toilet cisterns; flush 
handles for toi-lets; flushing tanks; filters for air extractor hoods; filters for air conditioners; 
washbasins; toilets; level controlling valves in tanks; plumbing fittings; shower nozzles; tubes for 
showers; whirlpool and whirlpool-jet apparatus; anti-splash tap nozzles, end pieces and air 
injectors for showers and bathtubs, siphoncovers, drain plugs, water outlets; shower columns, 
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whirlpool columns, steam generating installations; irrigation sprinklers; electric drinking fountain 
with hot and cold water; sprinkler systems for lawn irrigation; hot air bath fittings; sink traps; toilets; 
toilet tanks; toilet cis-terns; toilet bowls; toilet seats; ball cocks for toilet cisterns; disinfectant 
distributors for toilets; taps for bidets; urinals; baths, bath and shower fittings and installations; 
taps, toilet seats, bath and shower screens, shower cubicles, bathroom suites; patio heaters; 
electric radiant heaters; space heaters for household use; kerosene heaters; heaters for vehicles; 
central heating boilers; gas fires; immersion heaters; hot water cylinders; cocks for pipes and 
pipelines; water control valves for faucets; air valves for steam heating installations; combined 
refrigerators and freezers; pizza ovens; hot air ovens; bakers' ovens; electric cooktops; electric 
hotplates; gas ranges; steam cookers; slow cookers; electric rice cookers; microwave ovens; 
cooking grills; table top grills and rings; electric food warmers; toaster ovens; toasters; electric 
kettles; coffee makers; ice ma-chines; rice cookers; electric pressure cookers; extractor fans; hair 
dryers; ventilating fans; kitchen exhaust fans; lamp shades; fluorescent tubes; floodlights; halogen 
lamps; reflector lamps; motion sensitive security lights; lighting being used with security systems; 
emergency lights; wallpaper steamers; electric coffee filters; domestic pressure cookers; machines 
for mak-ing hot drinks; decorative electric lighting apparatus; decorative electric lighting 
installations; plumbing fixtures and fittings; faucet filters; shower control valves; shower sprayers; 
aerators for faucets; pipeline bibcocks for regulating water; pipeline cocks for regulating water; 
plumbing fit-tings being couplers; sink strainers; bathroom installations for water supply purposes; 
shower valves; fittings for the draining of water; fittings for the draining of water from baths; fittings 
for the draining of water from shower trays; flushing apparatus for urinals; bath plumbing fixtures; 
regulating accessories for water apparatus; outdoor lights; outdoor electrical light fixtures; out-door 
light fixtures; fairy lights for festive decoration; lanterns; flashlights (hand-held lamps);water 
fountains; outdoor fountains; plate warmers; heat-storage batteries (solar energy) for heating; 
barbecues and grills; electric outdoor grills; saunas; sauna apparatus; bubble baths (spas); spa 
baths; solar furnaces; irrigation devices (machines) for gardening use; sprinkler machines for 
garden irrigation; heating systems and heaters for greenhouses; humidifier apparatus for green-
houses; ventilation apparatus for greenhouses; heating mats for plants; propagators (electric) for 
plants; garden fountains; garden water features; plugs of metal for showers; plugs of metal for sinks

 Class 12
(12) Wheelbarrows; wheelbarrow tires; sack-barrows; garden carts; automobiles, cars, trucks, 
motorcycles, scooter vehicles, amphibious vehicles, all-terrain vehicles, garden tractors; lawn 
tractors; two-wheeled trolleys; shopping trolleys; roll cage trolleys; fishing trolleys; motorized golf 
trolleys; trucks; air pumps for bicycles, air pumps for automobiles; mechanics' creepers cargo 
container truck for the transport of goods; covers for vehicles; cart caster wheels for land vehicles

 Class 16
(13) Printed periodicals and magazines in the field of home improvement, DIY, construction and 
gardening; printed advertising boards of paper; printed advertising boards of cardboard; printed 
awards; printed calendars; printed flip charts; printed sheet music; printed tags; printed timetables; 
photographs; writing instruments, writing paper, drawing rulers, letter openers, letter holders, letter 
trays; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; paint brushes; envelope sealing machines 
for offices, paper shredders for office use, date stamping machine, paper hole punches; 
instructional and teaching aids namely books, magazines, manuals, periodicals, educational books 
in the field of natural science educational games for children; plastic materials for packaging (not 
included in other classes); printing blocks; books, pamphlets, paint rollers, sealing wax, stencils, 
wall stickers, paper or plastic garbage bags, cardboard boxes for moving; materials for modelling; 
hand rollers and pads incorporating holding devices, all for applying paint; maps, posters, 
decalcomanias; periodical publications; promotional material namely brochures, posters, 
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newsletters, pamphlets, booklets; brochures; printed forms; cards (other than encoded or 
magnetic) for use in connection with loyalty, bonus and incentive schemes; paint boxes and 
brushes; paint paddles; paint rollers; paint sets; palettes for painting; paint applicators; hand held 
instruments for painting; pads for applying paint; paint roller covers; paint roller trays; paint stirrers; 
paint trays; correcting aids for painting purposes; correcting implements for painting purposes; 
paint books [colour charts]; paint books [printed matter]; colour cards; maps; posters; gift vouchers; 
gift tokens; greeting cards; bags of paper for lining refuse bins; bags of plastics for lining refuse 
bins; dustbin bags; carrier bags; drafting squares; drawing squares; drawing t-squares; drawing t-
squares

 Class 17
(14) Plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; rubber stoppers for industrial packaging 
containers, rubber bottle stoppers; flexible plastic pipes for plumbing purposes; sheets, plates and 
rods of plastic materials (semi-manufactured); watering hoses; insulating felt; duct tape; masking 
tape; gaffer tape; electrical insulating tape; pipe joint tape; reflective tape; electric, thermal and 
acoustic insulators; static seals; dynamic seals; bonded seals; rubber rings for use as pipe 
connection seals; electrical insulators made of rubber; rubber sheets for insulating purposes; 
washers of rubber; valves of rubber; stuffing of rubber; rubber sheets for packing purposes; rubber 
couplings for pipes; pipe couplings of rubber; casings of synthetic rubber for tubes and pipes; 
draught excluders made of rubber; insulating materials made of plastics; packing materials of 
plastic for shipping containers, plastic pellets for packing, insulating materials made of 
polyethylene foam, molded foam for packing, extruded polystyrene pellets for packing; extruded 
plastics in the form of tubes for use in manufacture; artificial resins in the form of tubes for use in 
manufacture; insulating tape; weather strips (non-metallic-); silicone sealants; adhesive sealant 
and caulking compound; insulation materials for roofs and walls; masking tape other than for 
household or stationery purposes; flexible plastic conduits for plumbing purposes; pipe couplings 
of rubber, rings of metal for use as pipe connection seals, rings of rubber for use as pipe 
connection seals, plastic junctions for pipes; brackets and seals, all being parts and fittings for 
pipes and all being goods of plastic or rubber; insulating plaster; rubber stoppers for use with 
sinks, baths; expansion joints of non-metallic materials for buildings and construction works; 
expansion joints of non-metallic materials for floors and walls; couplings and joints not of metal for 
pipes; adhesive sealing strip for roofing joints; non-metallic hose pipes; canvas hose pipes; garden 
hoses; air hoses; plastic hoses for plumbing use; plastic hoses for swimming pools; plastic hoses 
for air conditioners; plastic hoses for agricultural purposes; polythene for covering plants; plastic 
weed suppressing membranes; plastics plant covers for protection against moisture, heat or cold

 Class 18
(15) Trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; sunshades; bags of leather and artificial 
leather; tool bags; tool pouches

 Class 19
(16) Wood-fiber reinforced cement boards, concrete blocks, concrete slabs, concrete walls, 
concrete floors, concrete panels, concrete slabs for building, concrete walls for building, concrete 
structural beams, concrete partitions for building, concrete poles for use as building materials, 
bituminous coatings for roofing; PVC rigid pipes for construction purposes; asphalt, pitch and 
bitumen; transportable greenhouses of plastic for household use; monuments of concrete; 
monuments of marble; monuments of stone; ceramic monuments; natural and artificial stones; 
cement mixes; statues and statuettes of stone, concrete or marble; building felt; wooden bridges; 
wooden screen walls; building timber; lumber; semi-worked wood; manufactured timber; wood 
panelling; posts; wood-plastic composite garden sheds; wood garden sheds; vinyl garden sheds; 
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sheds; sandboxes (for building); sand (except foundry sand); cement silos; concrete silos; reed 
lattice; fireproof cement coatings; roof coatings; ceramic tiles; earthenware tiles; fireproof tiles; 
glass tiles; paving tiles; terrace tiles; ceramic wall tiles; cross works for laying tiles; parquet floors; 
laminated floors; hardwood flooring; laminate flooring; marble flooring; parquet flooring; vinyl 
flooring; rubber flooring; wood flooring; ceramic floor tiles; terra-cotta floor tiles; marble tile flooring; 
floor tiles of wood; concrete panels, glass panels, Non-metal ceiling panels, non-metal door 
panels, wood panels; ceramic roofing tiles; clay roofing tiles; glass roofing tiles; slate roofing tiles; 
stone roofing tiles; slate; chimneys; insulating glass; non-metallic drain traps; non-metallic drain 
troughs; scaffolding of wood; non-metal stairs; plastic windows; fiberglass windows; wooden 
casement windows; non-metallic skylights; fiberglass, plastic, vinyl, wood window shutters; outside 
blinds neither of metal or of textile; pvc gutter pipes; plastic gutter pipes; concrete gutters; wooden 
cornices; wooden trellises; plastic trellises; repair coatings for interior walls in powder or paste 
form; filling cement; smoothing plaster; mortars; sheds; picket fence; erosion control fences; crash 
barriers not of metal; cement posts, plastic boundary marking posts; wood doors, plastic doors; 
angle irons, not of metal; lime, mortar, sand, plaster and gravel; pipes of earthenware or cement; 
bitumen-based compositions for building purposes; non-metal portable mobile office buildings; non-
metal portable gazebos; non-metal transportable stables; non-metal transportable greenhouses for 
household use; stone monuments; concrete, bamboo, hardwood, laminate, marble, parquet, 
rubber, terra-cotta, vinyl and wooden flooring; gazebos not primarily of metal; bird baths (not of 
metal); asphalt, cement, concrete, stone and wooden paving stones, paving slaps, paving tiles and 
paving blocks; rubber, foam, felt and plastic carpet underlays; cement, concrete, glass, stone and 
parquet slabs; cement blocks; non-metal drain pipes; pipes of terracotta or cement; corrugated 
plastic, pvc and polycarbonate roofing sheets for roofs, barriers and scaffolding; polycarbonate 
sheets for roofs, barriers and scaffolding; garden sheds of non-metallic materials; concrete joints 
for levelling concrete floors; concrete joints forming parts of concrete floors; expansion joints of 
non-metallic materials for use in buildings and construction work; wood joints; jointing cement; 
internal glazed doors (non-metal frame); external glazed doors (non-metal frame); wooden 
external doors; pvc external doors; fiberglass external doors; glass external doors; non-metal 
gates and fencing; non-metal gates and fencing panels; non-metal fencing stays; conservatories 
with a pvc frame; conservatories with a wooden frame; garden ornaments being non-metallic 
building structures; pre-fabricated transportable greenhouses of plastic for household use; non-
metal decorative coving for household ceilings; double glazing double glazing window panels of 
glass for windows and doors; wood boards for decking, wooden railings for decking; balustrades; 
non-metal outdoor garden pergolas; outdoor blinds of plastic, PVC and vinyl; greenhouses having 
non-metallic frames; non-metallic cold frames; plastic landscape edgings; wine racks not of metal; 
cork flooring boards, hardwood flooring boards; expansion joints of non-metallic materials for floors 
and walls; non-metallic connectors for hose pipes; plastics plant covers for protection against 
moisture, heat or cold; dado rails; ceiling roses; chimneys and apartment fireplaces

 Class 20
(17) Lawn edging strips (non-metallic); bathroom furniture; bedroom furniture; kitchen furniture; 
outdoor furniture; office furniture; living room furniture; ladders of wood or plastics; plastic hinges; 
water-pipe valves of plastic; plastic angle valves for kitchen sinks; wood baskets; ladders of wood 
or plastic; bathroom and kitchen furniture; kitchen countertops; mirrors (looking glasses); picture 
frames; moldings for picture frames; wood carvings; wood busts; wood ribbon; plaster or plastic 
namely statues; statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; cork furniture knobs; wine racks; bottle 
racks; wall units; plastic latches; shower grab bars, not of metal; bathtub grab bars, not of metal; 
curtain rings; shower curtain rings; spring rings of plastic; ring pulls, not of metal; non-metal 
screws; curtain hooks; curtain rollers; curtain rails; indoor blinds; curtain tiebacks; cases of wood or 
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plastic; trim for windows; doors for furniture; furniture doors; non-metal door handles; pet houses; 
shelving; storage shelves; shelves; bookcases; lockers; wood leafs and shelves for fitting closets 
and dressers; rattans; plastic tools boxes sold empty, tool racks; flower boxes; statues or 
statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; pedestals; non-metal vats; cushions (not for medical 
use); wallpapering tables; workbenches; furniture coasters and stands; honeycomb foundations; 
curtain rods; door handles of wood; garden stands; balcony planters; letter boxes of plastic and 
wood; floor display units, cabinets for display purposes; towel racks; storage racks; shoe racks; 
plate racks; magazine racks; hat racks; gun racks; fodder racks; display racks; coat racks; billiard 
cue racks; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; busts; packaging of wood; non-metal bins 
for storage, compost bins; clothes hangers; wickerwork; decorative mobiles; packaging containers 
of wood or plastic; metal cabinets for display purposes, metal storage cabinets; metal 
workbenches; door handles of porcelain; porcelain furniture knobs; blinds of textile materials; 
curtain rings; curtain rollers; plastic cable clamps; mirrors; rods for beds; bed rails; bed frames; bed 
bases; water-pipe valves of plastic; tables; chairs; deck chairs; stools; cushions; frames for chairs; 
dressing tables; indoor slatted blinds, venetian blinds and roller blinds, all of wood or non-textile 
plastics materials; cupboards; wardrobes; chests of drawers; desks; sofas; filing cabinets 
(furniture); cabinets; armchairs; frames for chairs; cupboard doors; closet organizers; storage 
cabinets; general purpose non-metal household storage bins sold empty; wooden storage boxes 
and containers, stackable; plastic storage boxes, wooden storage boxes; household storage 
baskets sold empty; drawers; shelves for storage; garment covers; glass shelving units; materials 
for shelves; shelf brackets; coat hangers; work benches incorporating vices; benches not of metal; 
hanging storage racks; coat racks; handles for furniture and doors; frames for prints; shelf 
supports; shelf units; hanging basket liners (plastic); hanging baskets (flower) of non-metallic 
materials; stakes for plants; stakes for trees; tubs made of plastics for containing plants; tubs made 
of wood for containing plants; compost bins of non-metallic materials; corks for bottles; bottle 
racks; non-metal door knobs, cork furniture knobs; storage cases of wood or plastic for household 
use; boxes of wood or plastic; chairs (seats); display counters; sales counters; trays not of metal; 
clothes rails; towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal; closures, not of metal, for containers; bottle 
closures, not of metal; meat chests, not of metal; furniture fittings not of metal; door fittings, not of 
metal; window fittings, not of metal; edgings of plastic for furniture; clothes hooks, not of metal; 
door handles, not of metal; bands of wood; plastic pulleys for indoor blinds; packaging containers 
of plastic; bamboo curtains; curtain rods; blinds of woven wood (furniture); equipment and 
accessories fitted in kitchens, namely countertops, shelves and furniture; equipment and 
accessories fitted in bathrooms namely hooks and rails for towels not of metal; shower curtain 
rods; bedroom furniture; mattresses; pillows; headboards; fitted furniture for bedrooms; furniture 
screens; cases (nonmetallic) for bottles; non-electrical coffee grinders; paper towel dispensers; 
garden compost bin

 Class 21
(18) Tableware, namely dishes and plates; coffee sets; cosmetic brushes, cosmetic spatulas; 
thermally insulated containers for food; heat insulated containers for beverages; scouring sponges; 
bath sponges; toilet sponges; make-up sponges; combs for back-combing hair; large-toothed 
combs for the hair; electric combs; washing brushes; tub brushes; tooth brushes; ski wax brushes; 
shoe brushes; ship-scrubbing brushes; shaving brushes; pot scrubbing brushes; pastry brushes; 
nail brushes; manicure brushes; make-up brushes; lip brushes; lint brushes; lamp-glass brushes; 
hair brushes; eyeliner brushes; eyelash brushes; eyebrow brushes; exfoliating brushes; electric 
tooth brushes; cosmetic brushes; clothes brushes; cake brushes; brushes for pipes; brushes for 
cleaning tanks and containers; basting brushes; brushes for pets; cattle hair for brushes; filaments 
for use in tooth brushes; horsehair for brushes; pig bristles for brushes; washing brush; allpurpose 
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scouring sponges; dusting cloths; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in 
building); glassware, namely drinking glasses, cocktail glasses, dishes, bowls, jars; decorative 
glass; chinaware; earthenware; cleaning, dusting and polishing cloths; cleaning mitts; cleaning 
rags; cotton waste for cleaning; household cleaning towelettes; household cleaning loofahs; wool 
waste for cleaning; pads of metal for cleaning; brooms; garbage cans; boot jacks; fly swatters; 
insect traps; pottery; vases not of precious metal; pots; saucers for flower pots; flowerpot covers 
(not of paper); troughs; statues and statuettes of porcelain, terra cotta or glass; sprinklers for 
watering flowers and plants; syringes for watering flowers and plants; nozzles for sprinkler hose; 
sprinklers; watering cans; pipe guides; mop wringer buckets; ice buckets; non-electric polishers; 
laundry drying racks; plant holders; gardening gloves; soap holders; non-heated towel holders; 
toilet (water closet) accessories namely toilet roll holders; brush pots; camping grills; food storage 
containers; beverage containers; garbage containers; decorative items of wood, plaster, or plastic, 
namely vases; pet cages; pet accessories for cages; bird cages; bird tables; bird feeders; litter 
trays; soup bowls, salad bowls, punch bowls, shallow bowls, serving bowls, mixing bowl, bowls 
made of precious metals, sugar bowls; cutlery drawer inserts; refuse bins; towel rails; vegetable 
racks; nonelectric coffee filters and tea filters (other than of precious metal); non-electric cooking 
pots and pans; non-electric whisks; non-electric rice cooking pots; non-electric griddles; non-
electric food blenders for household purposes; non-electric cooking steamers; cookware, whistling 
kettles; non-electric kettles, pressure cookers; coffee pots; saucepan scourers; chamois leather; 
dusters; soap dispensers; mops; dustpans; bins and refuse bins; toilet brushes; trash cans; napkin 
holders; vegetable drainers; household and kitchen filters, namely coffee filters and tea filters; 
nonelectric pressure cookers; non-electric kettles; non-electric kitchen mixers; non-electric 
coffeepots; nonelectric deep fryers; stew-pans; pressure cookers; non-electric coffee perculators; 
glass ornaments; earthenware namely glass vessels glasses (receptacles), candelabra 
(candlesticks), boxes, flower pot holders, figurines, tableware, flasks, soap holders, powder 
compacts, sprayers, table plates, boxes, bottles, all these goods of precious metal; pottery and 
porcelain; cloths for cleaning; metal scouring pads; dust cloths; accessories for the bathroom, 
towel holders, toothbrush holders, holders for cups for bathrooms, bathroom cups, glasses, mugs, 
holders for washing mitts, toilet paper holders; vessels of metal for making ices and iced drinks; 
wheeled refuse bins, not of metal, drink coasters, not of paper and other than table linen; cooking 
pot sets; laundry baskets; dish-drying racks; siphons

 Class 22
(19) Ropes and strings; fishing nets; hemp netting; silk netting; snare nets; glass fibre netting; 
cotton netting; commercial nets; chemical fibre netting; camouflage nets; animal feeding nets; 
awnings; tarpaulins; sacks of textile for packaging silage bags; rice straw bags [kamasu]; 
packaging bags of textile; multi-purpose cloth bags; mesh bags for storage; mail bags; jute bags 
for use in industry; cotton bags for use in industry; bags of textile for packaging; hammocks; covers 
in the nature of tarpaulins for vehicles; wadding for padding and stuffing; cotton waste for padding 
and stuffing; cotton flock for padding and stuffing; animal hair for stuffing and padding purposes; 
artificial animal hair for stuffing and padding purposes; wood shavings for stuffing; seaweed for 
stuffing; polyester stuffing fibres; straw for stuffing upholstery; feather stuffing; down feathers for 
use as stuffing

 Class 24
(20) Textile fabrics; textile label; textiles for carpets; textiles for clothes; textiles for footwear; 
textiles for furniture; textiles for tires; bed covers; table covers; felt, mosquito nets, tablecloths (not 
of paper), textile wall hangings and coverings, textile curtains and veiling; travellers' rugs; textile 
throws; towelling; textiles for making articles of clothing; duvets; covers for pillows, cushions or 
duvets; mattress covers; shower curtains of textile or plastic; soft furnishings; cushions and covers; 
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curtains made from textile materials; dust sheets; tea towels; waterproofed textile piece goods; 
blinds and roller blinds made of textile material; cloths; dish cloths; tablemats not of paper; table 
napkins of textile; handkerchiefs of textile, furniture coverings of textile, towels of textile, face 
towels of textile, textile wall hangings, wardrobes of textile, textile storage bags, boxes of textile; 
bed and table covers; waterproofed textile piece goods

 Class 27
(21) Doormats

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising agency services; business management; business administration; advertising by 
mail order; compilation of information into computer databases; computerized file management; 
cost price analysis; sales demonstration of goods for others; direct mail advertising of the goods 
and services of others; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples; on-line 
advertising on a computer network; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; online advertising the 
goods and services of others via computer communications networks; providing an online 
commercial information directory on the Internet; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers 
and sellers of goods and services; retail services and online retail services in relation to building 
materials, chemicals, concrete and cement for use in building, decorating, damp proofing and 
insulation, joinery, plumbing, roofing and guttering, agriculture, horticulture and forestry, sanding 
materials and abrasives, adhesives and glues, sealants; retail services and online retail services in 
relation to internal and external paints, stains, varnishes, lacquers, colorants, mordants, wallpaper 
and wall coverings, floor coverings, decorating supplies, cleaners and strippers, polishing 
solutions, scouring materials, soaps, essential oils, toilet preparations; retail services and online 
retail services in relation to oils and greases, lubricants, fuels and illuminants, candles and wicks 
for lighting, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, weedkillers, bactericides, 
insecticides, disinfectants, air fresheners, first aid kits, plasters; retail services and online retail 
services in relation to metal building materials, transportable buildings of metal, non-electric cables 
and wires, doors, windows, fences and gates, pipes, nails, screws, bolts, barbeques, paving and 
decking; retail services and online retail services in relation to machines for household use, power 
tools and equipment, drill bits and tool accessories, hand tools and implements, garden power 
tools and implements, garden hand tools and implements, paint and workshop tools and 
implements, agricultural implements, electric cleaning machines, cutlery, building and DIY tools 
and implements; retail services and online retail services in relation to electrical and electronic 
equipment, fire extinguishing apparatus, protective masks, clothing, footwear and headgear; retail 
services and online retail services in relation to indoor and outdoor lighting, radiators, fires, stoves, 
heaters, central heating, boilers, air conditioners, fans, dehumidifiers, cooking equipment, 
refrigerating equipment, drying and ventilating equipment, insulation and draught excluders, water 
tanks, water filters and softeners, sanitary equipment and fittings, showers, taps, toilets, baths, 
sinks, basins, and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; retail services and online retail 
services in relation to electric and non-electric household apparatus and utensils, vehicles, printed 
matter, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, paint brushes, 
office requisites, plastic packaging, printing blocks, painting apparatus and instruments; retail 
services and online retail services in relation to plastic building materials, packing, stopping and 
insulating materials, pipes, electrical, thermal and acoustic insulating materials; retail services and 
online retail services in relation to non-metallic building materials, pipes, transportable buildings 
and monuments; retail services and online retail services in relation to furniture, mirrors, picture 
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frames, storage and shelves, and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; retail services in 
relation to household or kitchen utensils and containers, brushes, cleaning tools, glassware, 
cookware, porcelain and earthenware, ornaments and vases, handoperated utensils and 
apparatus for household and kitchen use, toilet utensils, pet and bird cages and accessories, non-
electric cooking apparatus, household and kitchen filters; retail services in relation to fabrics, 
cushions, bed covers and bedding, table covers, blinds, curtains, shutters, clothing, footwear, 
headgear, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and flooring coverings, wall hangings, foot-
scrapers, wallpaper, artificial turf, tiles, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products, seeds, 
natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, lawn, plant and animal care products, garden 
and landscaping equipment and tools

Class 37
(2) Building construction; construction, repair and maintenance of furniture and buildings; repair 
and maintenance of electrical household appliances and machines; repair and maintenance of 
machines and tools for DIY and gardening; construction services for the installation of heating, air-
conditioning apparatus, electric household appliances and kitchen appliances; rental of 
construction site machines; rental of hydraulic or electrical machines for domestic do-it-yourself 
home improvement, building maintenance and repair, building construction, gardening, or 
horticultural purposes; rental of hydraulic or electric hand-operated tools for domestic do-it-yourself 
home improvement, building maintenance and repair, building construction, gardening, or 
horticultural purposes; cabinet work (repair); information on construction, maintenance and repair; 
machines to office machines, agricultural machines, chemical processing machines, construction 
machines, cultivating machines, saw machines and cleaning machines; rental of cleaning 
machines; rental of machines and apparatus for domestic do-it-yourself home improvement, 
building, construction, gardening and horticultural purposes; consulting in the construction of 
buildings, houses and living quarters; advisory services relating to the construction, installation, 
cleaning, maintenance and repair of heating installations, air conditioning apparatus, kitchen 
apparatus and electric household apparatus; advice relating to the rental of construction 
equipment; installation of kitchens, bathrooms and bedrooms; installation services for kitchen and 
bathroom equipment; installation of fixtures and fittings for homes and gardens, building, 
insulating; installation, repair and maintenance of heating equipment; advice services relating to 
home decoration, plastering, plumbing, wallpapering, painting, construction and varnishing
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 Application Number 1,873,305  Filing Date 2017-12-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Glenmark Specialty S.A.
Avenue Leopold-Robert 37 La Chaux-de-Fonds
2300
SWITZERLAND

Agent
DEETH WILLIAMS WALL LLP
150 YORK STREET, SUITE 400, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RYALTRIS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Antihistamine, nasal steroid, nasal spray product, namely, nasal spray preparations for 
treatment of respiratory disorder

 Class 10
(2) Medical apparatus for facilitating nasal delivery of pharmaceutical preparations, namely, 
antihistamines, nasal steroids, and nasal spray preparations for treatment of respiratory disorders, 
all of the foregoing being sold empty
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 Application Number 1,873,777  Filing Date 2017-12-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NOSTO SOLUTIONS OY
Bulevardi 21
00180 Helsinki
FINLAND

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NOSTO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the word NOSTO is LIFT.

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for operating, managing, creating, analyzing and optimizing user-generated 
blogs, podcasts, infographics and periodicals, online stores, websites and e-commerce platforms.

Services
Class 35
(1) Business management consultancy, advertising, and on-line sales services relating to the 
following goods of third parties, namely chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as 
well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics, 
manures, fire extinguishing compositions, tempering and soldering preparations, chemical 
substances for preserving foodstuffs, tanning substances, adhesives used in industry, paints, 
varnishes, lacquers, preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood, colorants, 
mordants, raw natural resins, metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and 
artists, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring 
and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, 
industrial oils and greases, lubricants, dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions, fuels 
(including motor spirit) and illuminants for automobile lights and indoor and outdoor decorative 
lighting, candles and wicks for lighting, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes, dietetic food and dietetic substances consisting of vitamins, 
minerals, amino acids and trace elements adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies, 
dietary supplements for humans and animals, plasters, wound dressings, material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, 
common metals and their alloys, metal building flashings, metal partitions for building, metal pillars 
for building, metal slabs for building, metal trim for buildings, transportable buildings of metal, 
materials of metal for railway tracks, nonelectric cables and wires of common metal, ironmongery 
hardware, small items of metal hardware, pipes and tubes of metal, safes, locks, keys, vaults, 
safes, signs, doors, gates, statues of common metals, works of art of common metals, ores, 
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construction machines, agricultural, gardening and forestry machines, air filters for motors, air 
filters for machines, gas filters for motors, gas filters for machines, separators and centrifuges, 
coating machines, waste management and recycling machines, printing and bookbinding 
machines, plastic extrusion machines, plastic molding machines, plastic testing machines, injection 
plastic molding machines, wood working machines, metal working machines, food and beverage 
processing and preparation machines, dishwashers, steam cleaning machines, pressure washing 
machines and laundering machines and machine tools, motors and engines for boats and 
airplanes, machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles), agricultural 
implements other than hand-operated, incubators for eggs, automatic vending machines, hand 
tools, cutlery, side arms, razors, Blank magnetic discs, Blank compact discs, blank computer discs, 
blank digital audio discs, blank hard discs, blank magnetic recording discs, compact discs, DVDs, 
Digital audio tape recorders, digital voice recorders, digital DVD recorders, mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus, cash registers, calculators, laptops, tablets, central processing units, graphics 
processing units, system on chip units, computers, computer software, fire extinguishers, surgical, 
medical, dental and veterinary supplies, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopedic articles, suture 
materials, household appliances, Automobiles, trucks, air planes, boats, ships, locomotives, 
firearms, ammunition and projectiles, explosives, fireworks, precious metals and their alloys, 
jewellery of precious metals, jewellery plated with precious metals, jewellery, precious stones, 
horological and chronometric instruments, musical instruments, paper, cardboard, Printed matter, 
namely books, magazines, brochures, and pamphlets, bookbinding material, photographs, 
stationery, namely pens, pencils, ink for writing instruments, rulers, erasers, pen and pencil cases, 
stamps, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, 
typewriters and photocopiers, Text books, manuals, plastic materials for packaging, printers' type, 
printing blocks, rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica, plastics in extruded form for use in 
manufacture, packing, stopping and insulating materials, flexible pipes, not of metal, leather and 
imitations of leather, leather bags, purses, wallets, belts and jewelry, animal skins, hides, trunks 
and travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, non-
metallic rigid pipes for building, asphalt, pitch and bitumen, non-metallic transportable buildings, 
monuments, not of metal, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, works of art of wood, cork, reed, cane, 
wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and plastic, 
Cooking utensils, food storage containers, all purpose storage containers, garbage containers, 
thermally insulated containers for food or beverages, combs and sponges, brushes (except paint 
brushes), brush-making materials, Cleaning cloths, mops, brooms, dustpans, buckets, cleaning 
sponges, steelwool, unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building), glassware, 
porcelain and earthenware, ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags, 
padding and Stuffing for toys, stuffing for upholstery, raw fibrous textile materials, yarns and 
threads, for textile use, textiles, bed covers, table covers, clothing, footwear, headgear, lace and 
embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, artificial flowers, 
carpets, rugs, mats and matting, Iinoleum, floor tiles, hardwood flooring, laminate flooring, wall 
hangings (non-textile), games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting goods, decorations for 
Christmas trees, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked 
fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, 
coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee, rice, tapioca and sago, flour and preparations made from 
cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, sugar, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, 
mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, grains, live animals, fresh fruits and 
vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, malt, beers, mineral and 
aerated waters and other nonalcoholic beverages, fruit beverages and fruit juices, syrups and 
other preparations for making beverages, alcoholic beverages, tobacco, smokers' articles, 
matches.
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Class 42
(2) Scientific, technological, research, developing, support, repair, installation and maintenance 
services for computer software; technical consulting services for computer software.
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 Application Number 1,873,809  Filing Date 2017-12-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

STEPHEN FIELD
5670 Highway 6
Coldstream
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V1B3E3

Agent
VANESSA M. CARLE
(Montgomery Miles & Stone Law Firm), 510 - 
1708 Dolphin Avenue, Kelowna, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V1Y9S4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SIP
Trademark Type
Word

Authorisation For Use
Consent from EDMONTON NORTHLANDS is of record.

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Downloadable applications for mobile phones to facilitate the transmission of email, text and 
electronic messages among users to form social relationships

 Class 14
(2) Jewellery, namely pendants, pins and bracelets; keychains

 Class 16
(3) Stickers and transfers; temporary tattoos; stationery, namely notebooks, agendas and pens;

 Class 25
(4) Clothing, namely casual clothing, athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing and jackets; hats

Services
Class 41
(1) Event planning services, namely organizing social events for individuals to meet; educational 
services, namely the provision of seminars to promote and develop emotional, mental and physical 
well-being and the provision of seminars in the field of personal self-improvement, namely through 
career development and stress management;

Class 45
(2) Dating services; providing dating and social introduction services via a website;
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 Application Number 1,874,686  Filing Date 2017-12-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98109
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 32

Mineral and aerated waters; syrups, concentrates, and powders for making beverages; extracts of 
hops for making beer; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; lemonades; non-alcoholic beverages flavored 
with coffee; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea; orgeat; dissolvable tables for effervescing 
beverages; powders for effervescing beverages; protein-enriched sports beverages; sarsaparilla 
[non-alcoholic beverage]; seltzer water; soda water; soft drinks; syrups for beverages; syrups for 
lemonade; bottled waters; sports drinks; energy drinks; concentrates, syrups and powders used in 
the preparation of energy drinks and fruit-flavored beverages
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 Application Number 1,875,526  Filing Date 2017-12-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Selix Equipment Inc.
A-4080 Belgreen Drive
Ottawa
ONTARIO
K1G3N2

Agent
LOOPSTRA NIXON LLP
WOODBINE PLACE, 135 QUEENS PLATE 
DRIVE, SUITE 600, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M9W6V7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Sales of heavy equipment and parts therefor; sales of earth and rock drilling equipment and 
parts therefor.

Class 37
(2) Servicing of heavy equipment and parts therefor; servicing of earth and rock drilling equipment 
and parts therefor; rental of earth and rock drilling equipment; rental of heavy equipment.
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 Application Number 1,875,691  Filing Date 2018-01-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Sujjon Corp.
334 Adelaide St W
Suite 310
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5V0M1

Agent
PAUL E. BAIN
(DICKINSON WRIGHT LLP), 199 Bay Street, 
Suite 2200, P.O. Box 447, Commerce Court ; 
Postal Station, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5L1G4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. 
The word GATE is in gold (PANTONE # P 16-13C) and the lion representation is in gold 
(PANTONE # P 16-13C). PANTONE is a registered trademark.

Services
Class 35
(1) Franchise services, namely offering technical assistance in the establishment and operation of 
real estate brokerages

Class 36
(2) Real estate brokerages

Class 41
(3) Training in the field of real estate brokerages
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 Application Number 1,876,203  Filing Date 2018-01-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DAMIEN JOHN PITTMAN, d.b.a. PUNISHER 
WATERFOWL
1496 Birchwood Drive
Kingston
ONTARIO
K7P3H5

Agent
BENNETT JONES LLP
SUITE 3400, ONE FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 
P.O. BOX 130, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1A4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 06

(1) promotional items, namely sculptures of metal; plaques namely memorial plaques of metal

 Class 08
(2) promotional items, namely, souvenir collector spoons, forks and flatware, pocket knives, utility 
knives

 Class 09
(3) promotional items, namely refrigerator magnets, decorative magnets, USB flash drives, mouse 
pads, computer carrying cases, sunglasses, cases for mobile phones, pre-recorded CDs and 
DVDs featuring, music and stories, lanyards namely eyeglass lanyards, lanyards for cameras, 
lanyards for cell phones

 Class 10
(4) promotional items, namely, baby bottles
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 Class 11
(5) promotional items, namely, flashlights

 Class 13
(6) Pouches for carrying ammunition for guns

(7) Gun bags, gun socks, shotgun slings

 Class 14
(8) promotional items, namely, lapel pins, key chains, key fobs of leather, clocks, alarm clocks, 
watches, pendants, rings, necklaces, bracelets, charms for jewelry, pendants, jewelry, 
commemorative coins and medals

 Class 16
(9) promotional items, namely, decals, posters, postcards, greeting cards, pens, pencils, writing 
stationery, calendars, self-stick notes, temporary tattoos, paper pads, note paper, bumper stickers, 
stickers, gift certificates, gift cards, gift boxes, paper gift bags, wrapping paper, maps, brochures, 
travel guide and tourism guides, printed schedules, stationery agendas, day planners, writing 
pads, address books, crosswords, money clips, photo albums, stamp albums, paper weights, 
bookmarks, art prints and reproductions, paper party decorations; plastic party decorations; 
souvenir albums;

 Class 18
(10) Hunting decoy bags, duffle bags

(11) Hunting bags, equipment bags, namely, sporting equipment bags and athletic equipment 
bags; hunting blind bags;

(12) promotional items, namely, business card cases, umbrellas, backpacks, duffel bags, all-
purpose carryall bags; change purses,

 Class 19
(13) plaques namely memorial plaques of stone

 Class 20
(14) promotional items, namely, poster frames, picture frames, plaques namely decorative wall 
plaques; plastic sculptures

 Class 21
(15) Dog bowls

(16) Mugs

(17) promotional items, namely, beer mugs; ceramic mugs, coffee mugs, travel mugs, cups, 
drinking glasses, water bottles, insulated beverage holders, portable beverage coolers, salt and 
pepper shakers, candy dishes and holders, bowls, toothpick holders, serving trays, napkin holders 
and rings, hair combs and brushes, piggy banks, bottle openers, cocktail shakers, commemorative 
plates, lunchboxes; beverage coasters

 Class 24
(18) Cloth flags, flags of textile

(19) promotional items, namely, pennants namely cloth pennants, felt pennants, pennants of 
textile, plastic pennants

 Class 25
(20) Casual clothing
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(21) Hats

(22) promotional items, namely, gloves, hats, toques, scarves, bandannas, bibs namely bib 
overalls, baby clothes

 Class 26
(23) Patches for clothing, namely patches for jackets and hats, ornamental cloth patches

(24) promotional items, namely, novelty buttons, novelty pins; lapel buttons

 Class 28
(25) Hunting game calls

(26) dog training bumpers, namely dummies for teaching dogs to retrieve; promotional items, 
namely, playing cards, stuffed toys, stress balls, flying discs, Christmas ornaments, travel games 
namely travel size board games, mechanical toys; paper toys; plastic toys; return tops, boards 
games, snow globes; souvenir metal model replica buildings; party favours

 Class 34
(27) promotional items, namely, matches, cigarette lighters, ashtrays,

Services
Class 35
Sale of hunting goods and clothing
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 Application Number 1,876,238  Filing Date 2018-01-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Snap-on Incorporated
2801 80th Street
Kenosha, WI 53143
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP
Suite 2800, PARK PLACE, 666 BURRARD 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6C2Z7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TRUE-FIT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for creating foam layouts that provide silhouettes for tools

Services
Class 40
Custom construction in the nature of metal tool storage boxes and lockers containing optical 
technology for tool identification for others, for use in the field of automotive repair
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 Application Number 1,877,477  Filing Date 2018-01-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Ewald Dörken AG
Wetterstrasse 58
58313 Herdecke
GERMANY

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DELTA-HEAT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 02

rust inhibitors for raw materials, components and semi-finished products made of metal; rust 
preservatives in the nature of a coating for inflexible solid surfaces, namely raw materials, 
components and semi-finished products; non-slip paint for inflexible solid surfaces, namely raw 
materials, components and semi-finished products; corrosion inhibiting paint type coatings for 
inflexible solid surfaces, namely raw materials, components and semi-finished products; all the 
aforesaid goods excluding products used for conveyor belts and all the aforesaid goods excluding 
automotive exterior finishes.
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 Application Number 1,877,833  Filing Date 2018-01-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

UMA GLR INC.
2200, rue Stanley
Montréal
QUEBEC
H3A1R6

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 06

(9) Memorialization products, namely, metal time capsules; memorialization products, namely, 
personalized artifacts and mementos made of common metal in the nature of metal containers and 
boxes for the storage of goods, general purpose metal storage containers, namely, metal 
containers for storing documents and small objects representing personal life stories, memories 
and events; metal memorialization products, namely, personalized artifacts and mementos made 
of common metal in the nature of statues, statuettes, busts, figurines, plaques, nameplates, 
trophies, works of art, holiday ornaments.

 Class 09
(8) Memorialization products, namely, downloadable electronic books, sunglasses; downloadable 
films featuring documentaries, biopics, histories, sports and science fiction; digital voice recordings 
featuring documentaries, biopics, histories, sports and science fiction; downloadable video 
recordings featuring documentaries, biopics, histories, sports and science fiction; downloadable 
images in the fields of documentaries, biopics, histories, sports and science fiction; downloadable 
digital video recordings featuring documentaries, biopics, histories, sports and science fiction; pre-
recorded optical discs, DVDs and downloadable digital files featuring voice, images, videos, 
documentaries, films, visual effects, computer generated environments, virtual reality and 
augmented reality environments, images, videos, documentaries and films in the fields of 
documentaries, biopics, histories, sports and science fiction; pre-recorded optical discs, DVDs and 
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downloadable digital files featuring virtual reality and augmented reality games; computer 
hardware for the recording and transmission of various forms of content, namely, writings, 
illustrations, audio recordings, photos, videos, holograms, 3D scans, virtual and augmented reality, 
biometric and location data.

 Class 14
(7) Jewelry; memorialization products, namely, personalized artifacts and mementos made of 
precious metal in the nature of keychains, key rings, key fobs, statues, statuettes, busts, figurines, 
plaques, nameplates, trophies, works of art, holiday ornaments, jewelry organizer cases; 
memorialization products, namely, common metal, glass, china and ceramic jewelry ring holder.

 Class 16
(6) Memorialization products, namely, books, notebooks, pens, pen holders, desktop business 
card holder, passport holder, personal organizers, desktop organizers, organizers for stationery 
use.

 Class 18
(5) Memorialization products, namely, handbags, wallets, back packs, credit card holders.

 Class 20
(4) Memorialization products, namely, non-metal time capsules; common metal and precious metal 
jewellery organizer displays in the nature of display stands for displaying and organizing jewellery; 
memorialization products, namely, nameplates of glass, china, or ceramic; memorialization 
products, namely, trophies of glass, china and ceramic.

 Class 21
(3) Memorialization products, namely, personalized artifacts and mementos made of glass, china, 
and ceramic, in the nature of urns, containers and boxes for the storage of goods, containers for 
household use, namely, containers for storing documents and small objects representing personal 
life stories, memories and events; memorialization products, namely, personalized artifacts and 
mementos made of glass, china, and ceramic, in the nature of statues, statuettes, busts, figurines, 
plaques, works of art, holiday ornaments; memorialization products of common metal, namely, 
urns.

 Class 24
(2) Memorialization products, namely, towels of textile.

 Class 25
(1) Clothing, namely, hats, shirts, T-shirts, scarves, gloves, capes, ponchos, ties, belts, shoes, 
socks, hosiery, blazers, jackets, coats, shorts, pants, skirts, swimwear and cover-ups, polo shirts, 
sports shirts being activewear.

Services
Class 35
(7) Database management of a database containing various forms of content, namely, writings, 
illustrations, audio recordings, photos, videos, holograms, 3D scans, virtual and augmented reality, 
biometric and location data of individual human memories, life stories, family biographies, family 
genealogy, family assets and property, family secrets, family estate and inheritance, personal 
family information, medical records, individual and family medical and genetic history, memorials 
and posthumous messages and comments, testimonies and comments about life experiences and 
events; promoting the goods and services of others by providing online forum for companies to 
display products in the field of personalized mementos and memorialization artifacts.
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Class 36
(6) Providing space for the sale of personalized mementos and memorialization artifacts, namely, 
rental of space in marketplaces for sellers of personalized mementos and memorialization 
artifacts; providing space for the manufacturing and assembly of personalized mementos and 
memorialization artifacts, namely, rental of space in commercial properties for the manufacturing 
and assembly of personalized mementos and memorialization artifacts.

Class 38
(5) Providing access to a database containing various forms of content, namely, writings, 
illustrations, audio recordings, photos, videos, holograms, 3D scans, virtual and augmented reality, 
biometric and location-based data of individual human memories, life stories, family biographies, 
family genealogy, family assets and property, family secrets, family estate and inheritance, 
personal family information, medical records, individual and family medical and genetic history, 
memorials and posthumous messages and comments, testimonies and comments about life 
experiences and events.

Class 39
(4) Providing space for storage of personalized mementos and memorialization artifacts, namely, 
rental of storage containers.

Class 41
(3) Entertainment services namely, the creation, development, production and presentation of 
sound and light effects shows, special effects and video mapping shows; entertainment services, 
namely, the creation, development, production, presentation and display of multimedia 
environments comprised of multimedia entertainment content used to enhance live special events 
and urban spaces, namely, films, visual effects, video, audio and image files, special effects, 
holograms, 2D and 3D animations, 3D scans, virtual and augmented reality effects, lighting effects, 
sound effects, and music; entertainment services, namely, the creation, development and 
production of multimedia content, namely, films, visual effects, video, audio and image files, 
special effects, holograms, 2D and 3D animations, 3D scans, virtual and augmented reality effects, 
lighting effects, sound effects, and music; online library and museum of family memories and 
human life experiences; providing a website featuring downloadable and non-downloadable 
videos, images and computer generated videos and images of family memories, human life 
experiences, and community memories; museum and library services, namely, providing access to 
facilities and equipment for visualizing life stories and experiences, memorials, public homage of 
individuals, communities, events and causes presented through various forms of content, namely, 
writings, illustrations, audio recordings, photos, videos, holograms, 3D scans, virtual and 
augmented reality, biometric and location data; organizing and holding public and private events 
dedicated to the memories and stories of individuals, communities, events and causes, namely, 
corporate events being special events for social entertainment purposes, parties, weddings, and 
memorialization ceremonies for social entertainment purposes utilizing various forms of content in 
the nature of writings, illustrations, audio recordings, photos, videos, holograms, 3D scans, virtual 
and augmented reality, biometric and location data of individual and family life stories, human life 
experiences, memories of individuals, families and communities; entertainment services namely, 
creation, design, development, production and presentation of films; providing access to 
permanent and mobile facilities, namely, memorial homes for creating, presenting and 
experiencing memories, life stories, memorials, public homage of individuals, events and causes 
presented through various forms of content, namely, writings, illustrations, audio recordings, 
photos, videos, holograms, 3D scans, virtual and augmented reality, biometric and location data; 
providing rooms and facilities, namely, recording studios and memorial homes for recording, 
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creating, visualizing and experiencing human memories and life stories through various forms of 
content, namely, writings, illustrations, audio recordings, photos, holograms, 3D scans, virtual and 
augmented reality, biometric and location data.

Class 42
(2) Digital platform as a service (PaaS) featuring mobile and web-based software for creating, 
organizing, storing, searching, sharing, displaying and interacting with various forms of content, 
namely, writings, illustrations, audio recordings, photos, videos, holograms, 3D scans, virtual and 
augmented reality, biometric and location data of individual human life stories, family biography, 
family genealogy, family assets and property, family secrets, family estate and inheritance, 
personal family information, medical records, individual and family medical and genetic history, 
spoken and written memorials and after death messages and comments, testimonies and 
comments about life experiences and events; providing a web site for the electronic storage of 
digital photographs and videos, namely, writings, illustrations, audio recordings, photos, videos, 
holograms, 3D scans, virtual and augmented reality, biometric and location data of individual 
human life stories, family biography, family genealogy, family assets and property, namely, 
physical objects, family secrets, family estate and inheritance, personal family information, medical 
records, individual and family medical and genetic history, spoken and written memorials and after 
death messages and comments, testimonies and comments about life experiences and events; 
design, of sound and light effects shows, special effects and video mapping shows; design of 
multimedia environments used to enhance live special events and urban spaces, namely, the 
creation, development, production and presentation of sound and light effects shows, special 
effects and video mapping shows; design of multimedia content namely, films, visual effects, 
video, audio and image files, special effects, holograms, 2D and 3D animations, 3D scans, virtual 
and augmented reality, lighting effects, sound effects, and music.

Class 43
(1) Restaurant, café and snack bar services; catering services; providing banquet and social 
function facilities for special occasions; providing conference, exhibition and meeting facilities; 
renting of rooms and facilities for receptions and social gatherings; rental of meeting rooms; 
provision of facilities for exhibitions, namely, providing an observatory space for exhibitions.
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 Application Number 1,878,683  Filing Date 2018-01-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Atlantic Sports Enterprise Limited Partnership
3 Queen St
St. John's
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
A1C4K2

Agent
FLANSBERRY, MENARD & ASSOCIATES
/ASSOCIÉS
208-4275 Innes Road, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1C1T1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ST. JOHN'S EDGE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Computer games, fridge magnets

 Class 11
(2) Electric lamps

 Class 14
(3) Key chains, clocks, medallions, pendants, watches

 Class 16
(4) Newspapers and periodicals, books, calendars, stickers and pennant stickers, bumper stickers 
and trading cards, pens and pencils, cardboard containers, photographs

 Class 18
(5) Gym bags, knapsacks, sport bags, wallets

 Class 21
(6) Clothes pins, drinking glasses, mugs

 Class 24
(7) Beach towels

 Class 25
(8) Clothing, namely shirts, t-shirts, sports jerseys, tank tops, pants, shorts, sweaters, sweatshirts, 
sweatpants, jackets, hosiery, underwear, hats, caps, warm-up suits, ties, headbands, wristbands

 Class 27
(9) Floor mats

 Class 28
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(10) Sporting articles namely, basketball backboards, sports balls, basketballs, basketball nets, 
basketball poles, pumps especially adapted for use with basketballs, golf balls, board games, 
puzzles, stuffed toy animals, toy parking signs

Services
Class 35
(1) Promotion of professional basketball games, promotion of a professional basketball team 
primarily through the mediums of publications, newspapers, magazine advertisements, media 
guides, sponsorships, television and radio commercials, campaigns and special events, and 
operation of retail stores selling clothing and sporting goods

Class 38
(2) Broadcast of professional basketball games through the media of television, cable television 
and radio

Class 41
(3) Entertainment services, namely Participation in professional basketball games, organization 
and presentation of professional basketball games, organization of a professional basketball team, 
and organization and conducting educational basketball clinics
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 Application Number 1,878,684  Filing Date 2018-01-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Atlantic Sports Enterprise Limited Partnership
3 Queen St
St. John's
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
A1C4K2

Agent
FLANSBERRY, MENARD & ASSOCIATES
/ASSOCIÉS
208-4275 Innes Road, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1C1T1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Computer games, fridge magnets

 Class 11
(2) Electric lamps

 Class 14
(3) Key chains, clocks, medallions, pendants, watches

 Class 16
(4) Newspapers and periodicals, books, calendars, stickers and pennant stickers, bumper stickers 
and trading cards, pens and pencils, cardboard containers, photographs

 Class 18
(5) Gym bags, knapsacks, sport bags, wallets

 Class 21
(6) Clothes pins, drinking glasses, mugs
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 Class 24
(7) Beach towels

 Class 25
(8) Clothing, namely shirts, t-shirts, sports jerseys, tank tops, pants, shorts, sweaters, sweatshirts, 
sweatpants, jackets, hosiery, underwear, hats, caps, warm-up suits, ties, headbands, wristbands

 Class 27
(9) Floor mats

 Class 28
(10) Sporting articles namely, basketball backboards, sports balls, basketballs, basketball nets, 
basketball poles, pumps especially adapted for use with basketballs, golf balls, board games, 
puzzles, stuffed toy animals, toy parking signs

Services
Class 35
(1) Promotion of professional basketball games, promotion of a professional basketball team 
primarily through the mediums of publications, newspapers, magazine advertisements, media 
guides, sponsorships, television and radio commercials, campaigns and special events, and 
operation of retail stores selling clothing and sporting goods

Class 38
(2) Broadcast of professional basketball games through the media of television, cable television 
and radio

Class 41
(3) Entertainment services, namely Participation in professional basketball games, organization 
and presentation of professional basketball games, organization of a professional basketball team, 
and organization and conducting educational basketball clinics
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 Application Number 1,879,704  Filing Date 2018-01-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Acorns Grow Incorporated
19900 MacArthur Blvd., Suite 400
Irvine, CA 92612
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
JENSEN IP
103 - 2150 Thurston Drive, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1G5T9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AUTOBANK
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable software application in the field of financial services for the purpose of individual 
consumers to track the profitability of their financial portfolios, process investments, and manage 
accounts, the foregoing for use with mobile and web-enabled devices;

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 25, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/583,457 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,881,046  Filing Date 2018-02-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

PBD Biotech Limited
Link House
Elm Farm Park, Great Green
Thurston
Suffolk, IP31 3SH
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ACTIPHAGE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemical preparations, biochemical preparations, biological tissues and bacteria used in 
scientific research for the detection, testing and treatment of disease in animals and humans; 
chemical reagents and chemical preparations for use as reagents in scientific research for the 
detection, testing and treatment of disease in animals and humans; chemicals, reagents and 
chemical preparations for use in diagnostic scientific research for the detection, testing and 
treatment of disease in animals and humans; chemicals, reagents and chemical preparations for 
use in testing for residual pesticides in grain seeds and for testing bacteria; scientific test kits 
comprising of assays, chemicals, chemical preparations and reagents for scientific laboratory 
research for the testing of biological samples and contaminants in foodstuffs; laboratory chemical 
assay kits

 Class 05
(2) Medical and veterinary diagnostic reagents, assays and contrasting agents for the diagnosis of 
infectious diseases, blood grouping, virology, antibodies, genetics, oncology, hepatology, 
pharmacogenetics, cardiovascular medicine, and respiratory ailments; chemical diagnostic 
reagents, biochemical diagnostic reagents, and biological diagnostic reagents for medical and 
veterinary purposes for the detection and testing of disease in animals and humans; medical and 
veterinary preparations being chemical diagnostic reagents namely chemical diagnostic reagents 
for the detection and testing of disease in animals and humans; medical and veterinary clinical 
diagnostic reagents for the detection and testing of disease in animals and humans; medical and 
veterinary diagnostic reagents for testing infectious diseases, blood grouping, virology, antibodies, 
genetics, oncology, hepatology, pharmacogenetics, cardiovascular medicine, and respiratory 
ailments; reagents for medical and veterinary purposes for the testing of infectious diseases, blood 
grouping, virology, antibodies, genetics, oncology, hepatology, pharmacogenetics, cardiovascular 
medicine, and respiratory ailments; medical and veterinary preparations for the diagnosis of 
infectious diseases, blood grouping, virology, antibodies, genetics, oncology, hepatology, 
pharmacogenetics, cardiovascular medicine, and respiratory ailments; diagnostic reagents, assays 
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and contrasting agents for testing for and in relation to infectious diseases, blood grouping, 
virology, antibodies, genetics, oncology, hepatology, pharmacogenetics, cardiovascular medicine, 
and respiratory ailments; kits and assays for diagnosis and testing in the medical and veterinary 
fields diagnostic kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing of biological 
and food samples for use in disease detection, for and in relation to infectious diseases, blood 
grouping, virology, antibodies, genetics, oncology, hepatology, pharmacogenetics, cardiovascular 
medicine, and respiratory ailments in the medical and veterinary fields

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 04, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 17075649 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,881,375  Filing Date 2018-02-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

A. Mannesmann Maschinenfabrik GmbH
Bliedinghauser Strasse 27
42859 Remscheid
GERMANY

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR IP AGENCY CO.
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 07

metalworking machine tools, pumps and compressors as parts of machines, motors and engines, 
roller bearings for machines; ball screws, chucks for metalworking machine tools, bearings as 
machine parts and bushings for use as parts of machines; bearing sleeves for metalworking 
machine tools, assembly sleeves and support sleeves being parts of metalworking machine tools 
for the assembly of ball nuts and for the installation of ball nuts on to ball screws, winding spindles 
being parts of winding machines, winding spindles being parts of wire-coiling machines, piston 
rods, drilling rods, pistons [parts of machines or engines], cylinders being parts of machines, 
namely, cylinders for industrial machinery, cylinders for motors and engines, hydraulic cylinders; 
driving devices for machines, namely telescopic actuators and linear actuators; spindles being 
parts of metalworking machine tools; driving motors, other than for land vehicles, namely, driving 
motors for industrial machinery; transmission gears for industrial machinery, brakes for industrial 
machines

Services
Class 37
(1) assembly, maintenance, servicing, repair and restoration of metalworking machines and 
structural parts thereof

Class 40
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(2) customised manufacture of metalworking machines and structural parts thereof; mechanical 
treatment of tools of metal and machine components, for others, namely, application of protective 
surface coatings to machines and tools, heat treatment and coating of hand tools, application of 
wear-resistant coatings on metals

Class 42
(3) engineering consultancy and design services, namely, and consultancy in the fields of 
mechanical engineering, process engineering, industrial design, tool design, architectural 
consultancy services, construction drafting, engineering services for the design of structures, 
namely, civil engineering drawing services, architectural design; conducting and evaluation of 
technical analysis in the field of metalworking machinery; technological engineering analysis, 
namely, technological advisory services in the field of mechanical engineering

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 11, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 17098419 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,882,742  Filing Date 2018-02-12
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
9348-7015 Québec Inc.
10400 Rue Renaude-Lapointe
Montreal
QUÉBEC
H1J2V7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
Automated and recurring online purchasing services for animal food and animal accessories, 
namely bowls, brushes, combs, tie-out cables, cages, necklaces, animal clothing, cushions, 
scarves, toys, leashes, litter, medals, bones, litter box scoops, scratching posts, razors, litter box 
liners, litter boxes, shampoos, litter box mats, tents, hammocks, pet carriers, animal care products, 
animal nail clippers.
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 Application Number 1,883,943  Filing Date 2018-02-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

FOREST CITY MODELS AND PATTERNS 
LIMITED
157 Gerald Parkway
P.O. Box 257
Thorndale
ONTARIO
N0M2P0

Agent
SERGE ANISSIMOFF
c/o SISKINDS, 680 Waterloo Street, LONDON, 
ONTARIO, N6A3V8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 11

(1) Solar-powered all-weather lights, namely lamps; lights for use in gardens;

 Class 17
(2) garden hoses

(3) weed barriers, namely, plastic sheeting for preventing weed growth

 Class 19
(4) plastic lawn edging

 Class 20
(5) Plastic barrels for collecting rain water; compost boxes, compost bins, storage bins for 
compost, vermicomposters, backyard composters; Products to facilitate composting, namely, 
composters, backyard composters, vermi-composters, tumbling composters, rotating composters, 
rolling composters; Products to facilitate composting, namely, composters, tumbling composters, 
rotating composters, rolling composters for household use; Plastic compost boxes, compost bins, 
storage bins for compost and composters for household use

 Class 21
(6) Planter boxes for domestic gardening; Planters for flowers and plants, pots for plants and 
flowers

(7) watering cans

(8) Raised garden beds, namely, planters for flowers and plants
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 Application Number 1,883,964  Filing Date 2018-02-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

FOREST CITY MODELS AND PATTERNS 
LIMITED
157 Gerald Parkway
P.O. Box 257
Thorndale
ONTARIO
N0M2P0

Agent
SERGE ANISSIMOFF
c/o SISKINDS, 680 Waterloo Street, LONDON, 
ONTARIO, N6A3V8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FCMP OUTDOOR
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 11

(1) Solar-powered all-weather lights, namely, lamps; lights for use in gardens

 Class 17
(2) garden hoses

(3) weed barriers, namely, plastic sheeting for preventing weed growth

 Class 19
(4) Plastic lawn edging

 Class 20
(5) Plastic barrels for collecting rain water; compost boxes, compost bins, storage bins for 
compost, vermicomposters, backyard composters; Products to facilitate composting, namely, 
composters, backyard composters, vermi-composters, tumbling composters, rotating composters, 
rolling composters; Products to facilitate composting, namely, composters, tumbling composters, 
rotating composters, rolling composters for household use; Plastic compost boxes, compost bins, 
storage bins for compost and composters for household use

 Class 21
(6) Planter boxes for domestic gardening; Planters for flowers and plants, pots for plants and 
flowers

(7) watering cans;

(8) Raised garden beds, namely, planters for flowers and plants
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 Application Number 1,884,531  Filing Date 2018-02-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

INVENTURE FOODS, INC.
A DELAWARE CORPORATION
5415 E. Highstreet Suite 350
Phoenix, AZ 85054
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BOULDER CANYON
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Snack foods, namely: potato based chips, vegetable based chips, rice based chips, bean 
based chips and hummus based chips

 Class 30
(2) Snack foods, namely: multi-grain based chips
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 Application Number 1,885,036  Filing Date 2018-02-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Holistic Traditions Ltd.
4 Primrose Drive
Kingsville
ONTARIO
N9Y0A4

Agent
COLLEEN SPRING ZIMMERMAN
(FOGLER, RUBINOFF LLP), 77 KING 
STREET WEST, SUITE 3000, P.O. Box 95, 
TORONTO-DOMINION CENTRE, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5K1G8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HOLISTIC TRADITIONS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

Nutritional supplements for general health and well-being; vitamins

Services
Class 41
(1) Educational services in the field of nutrition, healthy lifestyle wellness, kinesiology, acupuncture 
and aromatherapy services; organizing home and corporate events in the field of nutrition, healthy 
lifestyle wellness, kinesiology, acupuncture and aromatherapy services and nutrition talks and 
seminars; food tours, namely conducting guided tours of outdoor food markets, farms and 
restaurants for educational purposes; cooking instruction; yoga and doula instruction; life coaching 
services in the field of nutrition, healthy lifestyle wellness, kinesiology, acupuncture and 
aromatherapy services and parenting services; publication of electronic books, brochures and 
pamphlets in the field of nutrition, healthy lifestyle wellness, kinesiology, acupuncture and 
aromatherapy services; publication of audiobooks as a service through videos, podcasts and film; 
publication services of wellness periodicals

Class 44
(2) Consultancy and counselling in the field of nutrition; dietician services; kinesiology services; 
consultancy and counselling services in the field of nutrition; dietary and nutritional guidance 
services; consultancy and counselling services in the field of healthy lifestyle wellness services; 
counselling services in the field of nutrition, healthy lifestyle wellness services, parenting, diet, 
nutritional guidance, and behavior modification; ayurvedic/Ayurveda health consultancy and 
counselling services in the field of healthy lifestyle wellness services
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 Application Number 1,885,357  Filing Date 2018-02-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Rational Aktiengesellschaft
Siegfried-Meister-Straße 1
86899 Landsberg am Lech
GERMANY

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ICOMBI
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 11

industrial cooking ovens; oven racks
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 Application Number 1,886,153  Filing Date 2018-03-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DNA HOLDING BV
Sint Nicolaasstraat 41 
1012 NJ, Amsterdam
NETHERLANDS

Agent
BENNETT JONES LLP
SUITE 3400, ONE FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 
P.O. BOX 130, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1A4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

OG #18
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Medicinal marijuana, medicinal cannabis, tetrahydrocannabinol oil, cannabidiol oil and 
cannabis derivatives, namely terpenes, terpenoids, cannabidiol, and cannabinoids in in the 
following presentations: concentrates, hashes, resins, shatter, oils, sprays, waxes, topicals, tonics, 
creams, pomades, ointments, capsules, patches, tablets, tinctures, suppositories, and balms, all 
for medical purposes

 Class 31
(2) Live plants; live cannabis plants

 Class 34
(3) Dried marijuana and dried cannabis
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 Application Number 1,886,219  Filing Date 2018-03-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fenix Solutions Inc.
16-1010 Polytek St.
Ottawa
ONTARIO
K1J9H9

Agent
PAULA CLANCY
(CLANCY PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION), 
28 Deakin Street, Suite 201, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K2E8B7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 42
creation, design, development and maintenance of websites for others; design and implementation 
of web technology, namely, web application programming interfaces, web content management 
solutions, namely web programming tools; search engine optimization, providing information on 
computer technology and programming via a web site
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 Application Number 1,886,858  Filing Date 2018-03-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

GiftMagnet Inc.
1441 Gulledge Trail
Oakville
ONTARIO
L6M3Z9

Agent
ALEXANDER J. STACK
(c/o Caravel Law), 342 Queen Street West, 
Suite 200, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5V2A2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 06

(1) advertising signs of metal;

 Class 09
(2) digital gift cards; credit cards; cryptocurrency-based gift cards; encoded multiuse corporate 
incentive gift cards; encoded loyalty cards, namely cards used in the operation of sales and 
promotional incentive schemes; encoded debit and credit cards; nonmagnetically encoded gift 
cards; downloadable application software for mobile phones, smart phones and tablet computers 
to allow users to organize and contribute to a group gift, crowdfunding campaign or fundraising 
event, manage and administer stored value vouchers, gift cards and loyalty cards; mouse pads; 
fridge magnets; encoded gift cards for the purpose of donating money to a charity;

 Class 14
(3) key chains;

 Class 16
(4) Gift cards; membership cards; gift certificates; discount coupons; Printed matter, namely, 
newsletters, magazines and books, bulletins, brochures, pamphlets, posters, advertising signs of 
cardboard; advertising signs of paper; calendars, postcards and directories; Stationery, namely, 
letterhead, paper, envelopes, note pads, labels, business cards, writing paper, binders and folders; 
stickers; bumper stickers; flags and banners of paper; greeting cards; note cards; pencils; writing 
pens; non-magnetically encoded multiuse corporate incentive gift cards; non-magnetically encoded 
loyalty cards, namely cards used in the operation of sales and promotional incentive schemes; non-
magnetically encoded gift cards for the purpose of donating money to a charity; gift card holders;

 Class 21
(5) reusable water bottles sold empty; coffee mugs;
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 Class 24
(6) flags and banners of textile;

 Class 25
(7) Wearing apparel or clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, polo shirts, tank tops, sweatshirts, hats, 
baseball hats and golf hats and headbands, jackets, sweatpants, shorts, pants, skirts, sweaters, 
shoes, dress shoes, casual shoes, and athletic shoes, shirts and scarves; caps; wristbands;

 Class 26
(8) Ornamental novelty buttons;

 Class 28
(9) party balloons; play balloons; and toy balloons;

Services
Class 35
(1) Wholesale distribution of gift cards; Online retail store services selling gift cards for the 
products and services of others; Promoting, advertising and marketing the goods and services of 
others through catalogues, brochures, booklets, leaflets, newsletters, magazines, billboards, and 
websites, downloadable audio and video, streaming audio and video, and downloadable catalogs, 
brochures, booklets, leaflets, newsletters and magazines; Operation of a corporate incentive 
program using gift cards;

Class 36
(2) provision of a cryptocurrency blockchain for pre-paid gift card services; pre-paid gift card and 
loyalty card services; Monetary services for receiving and disbursing payments and gifts in virtual 
or cryptocurrencies over a computer network; Organizing crowd funding campaigns for others;

Class 38
(3) providing online access to computer software for coordinating gifts by groups of people; 
Providing access to a searchable online database featuring the gift cards of other vendors;

Class 41
(4) Event planning and online information services namely the organization storage and 
communication of invitations, responses and event details;
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 Application Number 1,886,859  Filing Date 2018-03-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

GiftMagnet Inc.
1441 Gulledge Trail
Oakville
ONTARIO
L6M3Z9

Agent
ALEXANDER J. STACK
(c/o Caravel Law), 342 Queen Street West, 
Suite 200, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5V2A2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 06

(1) advertising signs of metal;

 Class 09
(2) digital gift cards; credit cards; cryptocurrency-based gift cards; encoded multiuse corporate 
incentive gift cards; encoded loyalty cards, namely cards used in the operation of sales and 
promotional incentive schemes; encoded debit and credit cards; nonmagnetically encoded gift 
cards; downloadable application software for mobile phones, smart phones and tablet computers 
to allow users to organize and contribute to a group gift, crowdfunding campaign or fundraising 
event, manage and administer stored value vouchers, gift cards and loyalty cards; mouse pads; 
fridge magnets; encoded gift cards for the purpose of donating money to a charity;

 Class 14
(3) key chains;

 Class 16
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(4) Gift cards; membership cards; gift certificates; discount coupons; Printed matter, namely, 
newsletters, magazines and books, bulletins, brochures, pamphlets, posters, advertising signs of 
cardboard; advertising signs of paper; calendars, postcards and directories; Stationery, namely, 
letterhead, paper, envelopes, note pads, labels, business cards, writing paper, binders and folders; 
stickers; bumper stickers; flags and banners of paper; greeting cards; note cards; pencils; writing 
pens; non-magnetically encoded multiuse corporate incentive gift cards; non-magnetically encoded 
loyalty cards, namely cards used in the operation of sales and promotional incentive schemes; non-
magnetically encoded gift cards for the purpose of donating money to a charity; gift card holders;

 Class 21
(5) reusable water bottles sold empty; coffee mugs;

 Class 24
(6) flags and banners of textile;

 Class 25
(7) Wearing apparel or clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, polo shirts, tank tops, sweatshirts, hats, 
baseball hats and golf hats and headbands, jackets, sweatpants, shorts, pants, skirts, sweaters, 
shoes, dress shoes, casual shoes, and athletic shoes, shirts and scarves; caps; wristbands;

 Class 26
(8) Ornamental novelty buttons;

 Class 28
(9) party balloons; play balloons; and toy balloons;

Services
Class 35
(1) Wholesale distribution of gift cards; Online retail store services selling gift cards for the 
products and services of others; Promoting, advertising and marketing the goods and services of 
others through catalogues, brochures, booklets, leaflets, newsletters, magazines, billboards, and 
websites, downloadable audio and video, streaming audio and video, and downloadable catalogs, 
brochures, booklets, leaflets, newsletters and magazines; Operation of a corporate incentive 
program using gift cards;

Class 36
(2) provision of a cryptocurrency blockchain for pre-paid gift card services; pre-paid gift card and 
loyalty card services; Monetary services for receiving and disbursing payments and gifts in virtual 
or cryptocurrencies over a computer network; Organizing crowd funding campaigns for others;

Class 38
(3) providing online access to computer software for coordinating gifts by groups of people; 
Providing access to a searchable online database featuring the gift cards of other vendors;

Class 41
(4) Event planning and online information services namely the organization storage and 
communication of invitations, responses and event details;

Class 42
(5) software as a service (SaaS) provider in the field of software for use with blockchain-based 
technologies, namely cryptocurrencies and smart contracts; software as a service (SaaS) provider 
in the field of computer software platforms enabling users to raise money for charities; software as 
a service (SaaS) provider in the field of software for users to organize and collect contributions for 
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group gifts, fundraising or charitable donations; software as a service (SaaS) provider in the field of 
software that enables users to create customized web pages featuring crowdfunding campaigns 
and enables others to make contributions to such campaigns; software as a service (SaaS) 
provider in the field of software for the collection, processing and analyzing of customer, gift card 
and loyalty program data; software as a service (SaaS) provider in the field of computer software 
platforms enabling users to raise money for charities;
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 Application Number 1,887,451  Filing Date 2018-03-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Spirit of America Worldwide (California Public 
Benefit Corporation)
1100 N. Glebe Road, Suite 1010
Arlington, VA 22201
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SPIRIT OF AMERICA
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 36
Facilitating and arranging for the collection of charitable donations; providing information about 
charitable fundraising for US military operations via a website.
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 Application Number 1,888,046  Filing Date 2018-03-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TBL Licensing LLC
200 Domain Drive
Stratham, NH 03885
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

REBOTL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 18

(1) Trunks and traveling bags, carrying cases, shoulder bags, backpacks, daypacks, waist packs, 
duffle bags, sports bags, messenger bags, and other strap-on packs (bags), namely sports packs 
and fanny packs, luggage, suitcases, shopping bags, tote bags, attaché cases, briefcases, 
handbags, purses, wallets, vanity cases (not fitted), key cases, umbrellas

 Class 25
(2) Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, blouses, sweaters, sweatshirts, jeans, casual pants, trousers, 
sweatpants, shorts, coveralls, skirts, dresses, vests, jackets, hooded jackets, coats, rain wear, 
socks, hosiery, underwear, loungewear, sleepwear, robes, clothing belts, suspenders, scarves, 
gaiters, earmuffs, gloves and mittens; footwear, namely shoes, boots, sandals, slippers; headwear, 
namely, hats, caps, visors, headbands
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 Application Number 1,888,171  Filing Date 2018-03-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pi CO. IP Inc.
1200 Bloor Street, #4
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5R2A5

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PI CO. PIZZA BAR
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Illuminated advertising signs; backlit signs; neon signs; digital billboards; electronic billboards.

 Class 16
(2) Packaging, namely, paper packaging boxes, paper bags and plastic bags; paper napkins and 
disposable napkins; stickers; advertising signs of cardboard and paper; paper and cardboard 
advertisement billboards; flyers; menus.

 Class 21
(3) Bowls, beverage containers and food storage containers, cups.

 Class 25
(4) Clothing, namely, shirts, hats, aprons.

 Class 29
(5) Vegetable salad; fruit jelly and jam, savoury jelly, namely, tomato jelly; fruit and nut toppings.

 Class 30
(6) Pizza; dessert toppings, namely, chocolate, marshmallow and candy; coffee.

 Class 32
(7) Drinks, namely, carbonated soft drinks, carbonated water, bottled water and fruit flavoured 
drinks; beer.

 Class 33
(8) Wine.

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising the goods and services of others via signs, billboards, flyers, radio, television, 
newspapers and magazines; franchise services, namely, offering technical assistance in the 
establishment and operation of restaurants.
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Class 42
(2) Hosting an interactive website in the field of food and beverage restaurants.

Class 43
(3) Restaurant services; providing information in the field of food and beverage restaurants via an 
interactive website and pages on third-party social media websites.
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 Application Number 1,888,233  Filing Date 2018-03-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

OAKVILLE STAMPING & BENDING LTD.
2200 SPEERS ROAD
Oakville
ONTARIO
L6L2X8

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
1 MAIN STREET WEST, HAMILTON, 
ONTARIO, L8P4Z5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

YOUR JOB JUST GOT EASIER.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Plumbing fittings, namely, drain traps of metal, tailpieces of metal, extension tubes of metal, 
threaded tubes of metal, metal couplings; plumbing fittings, namely, metal waste pipe fittings; 
Brass plumbing fixture waste fittings; Plumbing supplies, namely: metal closure mechanisms for 
bath and sink drains; Brass plumbing fixture waste pipe fittings

 Class 11
(2) Plumbing fittings, namely, lavatory drains, continuous waste pipes, shower drains, floor drains, 
waste and overflows, sink strainers specially adapted for sink drains; plumbing fittings, namely, 
specially adapted sink and bath drain fittings, specially adapted water overflow fittings; drains, 
namely bath drains, shower drains and floor drains; bath waste & overflow fittings

 Class 20
(3) Plumbing fittings, namely, drain traps of plastics, extension tubes of plastics, threaded tubes of 
plastics, plastic couplings; Plastic plumbing fixture waste fittings; Plumbing supplies, namely: 
plastic closure mechanisms for bath and sink drains; Plastic plumbing fixture waste pipe fittings

Services
Class 35
(1) Wholesale distributorships of plumbing products servicing the wholesale, retail and OEM 
industries

Class 40
(2) Custom Manufacturer of plumbing products servicing the wholesale, retail and OEM industries
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 Application Number 1,888,498  Filing Date 2018-03-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CytoSport, Inc.
1340 Treat Boulevard
Suite 350
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
DEETH WILLIAMS WALL LLP
150 YORK STREET, SUITE 400, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

STRONG FEELS GOOD
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

(1) protein supplement shakes for the purpose of managing weight, building lean muscle and 
aiding in exercise recovery; dietary and nutritional supplements for the purposes of managing 
weight, building lean muscle and aiding in exercise recovery; ready-to-drink nutritionally fortified 
beverages, namely proteinenriched nutritional supplements in the form of beverages used for the 
purposes of managing weight, building lean muscle and aiding in exercise recovery; nutritional 
supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy

 Class 29
(2) ready-to-drink protein shakes

 Class 30
(3) protein-enriched meal replacement bars containing milk

 Class 32
(4) sports drinks; meal replacement drinks; protein-enriched meal replacement drinks
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 Application Number 1,889,112  Filing Date 2018-03-20
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DECATHLON, Société anonyme
4, boulevard de Mons
59650, VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ
FRANCE

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUÉBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TRIBAN
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 08

(1) Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); scissors, shears, tools, namely wrenches, namely 
screw wrenches, hand-operated wrenches, nut wrenches, tools, namely tube cutters, namely hand-
operated tube cutters, knives, namely box cutters, sport knives, diving knives, folding knives, 
multifunctional knives, hand jacks, tools, namely pry bars, tools, namely hand-operated hammers, 
hand-operated hand drills, tools, namely perforating devices, namely manual drills, pliers, pincers, 
hand-operated guns for the extrusion of sealants, tools, namely saws, namely bow saws, hand 
saws, hand-operated hacksaws, screwdrivers, tools, namely tire irons, tools, namely pedal 
wrenches.

 Class 09
(2) Scientific, cinematographic, optical, measuring and signalling apparatus and instruments, 
namely cinematographic cameras; photographic apparatus; computers; eyeglasses, sunglasses, 
eyeglass cases, eyeglasses for sports, protective helmets for sports, mouth guards, 
speedometers, namely bicycle speedometers, tachometers, pedometers, revolution counters, 
namely timing sensors, acceleration sensors, distance sensors, battery chargers and batteries, 
namely battery chargers for portable telephones, battery chargers for electric bicycles, electric 
batteries, namely flashlight batteries, dry cells, electric batteries, namely camera batteries, watch 
batteries, all-purpose batteries, batteries for electric bicycles, navigation instruments, namely 
global positioning system [GPS] receivers, satellite navigation apparatus, namely vehicle 
navigation apparatus in the form of onboard calculators, car navigation computers, measuring 
instrument, namely connected bracelets, wearable activity sensors.

 Class 11
(3) Apparatus for lighting, namely dynamo bike lights, searchlights, light bulbs, electric light bulbs, 
light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles, anti-glare devices for vehicles, namely lamp fittings, 
lighting, namely diffusers, electric lamp sockets, light-emitting-diode [LED] lighting apparatus, bike 
lights, electric lamps, flashlights, lanterns for lighting, lamp mantles, vehicle headlights, 
searchlights, lamp tubes, luminous tubes for lighting.

 Class 12
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(4) Vehicles, namely bikes, motorcycles; motors and engines for land vehicles, namely motors and 
engines for electric bicycles; inner tubes for pneumatic tires, repair outfits for inner tubes, adhesive 
rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; tires, covers for baby carriages; luggage racks for 
vehicles; child safety seats for vehicles; saddle covers for bikes; covers for vehicle seats; vehicle 
wheel hubs; bells, namely bicycle bells; cycle, bike kickstands; cycle frames, all these items 
intended for bikes and cycles; bike brakes, handlebars, turn signals for bikes, bike pedals, pumps 
for cycles, bike spokes, bicycle saddles, bicycle seats, motorcycle seats; mudguards, cycle 
tubulars; hand pumps, namely air pumps for two-wheeled motor vehicles and bicycles; hand-
operated air pumps for bicycles.

(5) Bikes.

(6) Electric motors for cycles, cycles; frame bags, handlebar bags, saddle bags, water bottle 
cages, all these items intended for bikes and cycles; cycle forks; shock absorbers for bikes; bike 
racks, namely bicycle carriers; bike bags; anti-theft alarms for cycles; cranks for cycles; bike 
trailers.

 Class 18
(7) Trunks and suitcases; umbrellas and parasols; backpacks, sports bags.

(8) Travel bags for cycling, shoulder bags, backpacks, hiking backpacks, sports bags, travel bags.

 Class 21
(9) Articles for cleaning purposes, namely cleaning, dusting and polishing cloths, cleaning mitts; 
steel wool for cleaning; brushes for cleaning bikes and motorcycles; brushes for cleaning bicycle 
chains, bottles, refrigerating bottles, cruets, shoe horns, brushes for cleaning containers, scrubbing 
sponges, namely scouring sponges, water bottles, canteens, namely sports bottles sold empty, 
chamois leather for cleaning, glue pots, drinking vessels, namely thermally insulated containers for 
beverages.

(10) Brushes, except paintbrushes, namely cleaning brushes; snack boxes, insulated bottles, 
cooler bags.

 Class 25
(11) Headbands, namely sweat-absorbing headbands, bandanas, caps, beanies, underpants, 
pullovers, socks, sports shoes, footwear for cycling, panties, sports tank tops, underwear, scarves, 
gloves, vests, skirts, skorts, sports jerseys, pants, dresses, inner soles, insoles, bras, T-shirts, 
jackets, rainwear, shorts, bike shorts.

(12) Clothing, namely athletic wear, athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, casual clothing, 
casual wear, sports clothing, footwear, namely athletic shoes, training shoes, running shoes, 
sports shoes, casual footwear, headgear, namely hats, caps, visors for athletes, visor caps.

 Class 28
(13) Sporting articles, namely foot guards, sporting articles, namely wrist guards, sporting articles, 
namely shoulder guards, sporting articles, namely forearm guards, sporting articles, namely back 
protection, namely T-shirts and protective vests for cycling; rollers for stationary exercise bicycles, 
balance bikes.

(14) Sporting articles, namely elbow pads, sporting articles, namely knee pads, sporting articles, 
namely shin guards; stationary bicycles; scooters.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 21, 2017, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 17 4 390 
328 in association with the same kind of goods (1), (2), (3), (6), (8), (9), (11), (13)
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 Application Number 1,889,146  Filing Date 2018-03-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

National Association of Boards of Pharmacy
1600 Feehanville Drive
Mount Prospect, IL 60056
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NABP
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Association Services-Namely, Promoting the Interests of State Agencies Responsible for 
Regulating Pharmacy Licensure, the Preparation of Pharmacy Licensure Examinations, the 
Administration of Pharmacy Licensure Examination Programs, and the Dissemination of 
Candidates' Guides, Newsletters, Directories, and Other Related Literature.

Class 41
(2) Development and dissemination of educational materials in the field of state pharmacy laws, 
regulations and developments.
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 Application Number 1,890,432  Filing Date 2018-03-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LMC DIABETES & ENDOCRINOLOGY LTD.
1929 Bayview Avenue, Suite 106
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4G3E8

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LMC
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Contact lenses;

 Class 10
(2) Blood glucose meters and diabetes supplies namely pump supplies; Sharp medical containers 
made of hard plastic for safe disposal of needles, lancets and syringes, for at-home and in-clinic 
use;

(3) Orthotics and footwear products, namely custom-made orthotics, orthopaedic footwear, custom-
made shoes; orthodigital devices, namely custom made and prefabricated devices used in the 
medical field for separating toes, holding toes together and offloading wounds; Compression 
stockings;

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising on behalf of third parties of clinical trial management services, of consulting, 
testing, education and counselling in the fields of nutrition and weight management, and of medical 
clinics and weight management clinics; Advisory services relating to business management and 
business operations;

Class 41
(2) Diabetes education services, namely, group workshops in the fields of diabetes management, 
nutrition, weight loss, weight management, fitness, lifestyle changes, medication management, 
glucose monitoring and insulin titration; Diabetes prevention services, namely, group workshops in 
the fields of diabetes prevention, nutrition, weight loss, weight management, fitness, lifestyle 
changes; Administration, planning, content design, content delivery, and accreditation for 
professional education in the fields of diabetes, endocrinology, optometry, pharmacy, chiropody 
and clinical research;

Class 42
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(3) Operation and monitoring services of clinical trials, namely, early stage development and trial 
conduct, late phase multi-site trials, observational & post marketing registry trials; Data analytic 
services related to diabetes, endocrine-related disorders and related conditions; Analysis and data 
subscription services to others, related to diabetes and endocrinology, namely patients' health and 
disease states data analysis and medication data analysis; Laboratory and blood draw services for 
clinical trial research and clinical diagnostics, namely blood tests, urinalysis, tests on tissue 
specimens, screening tests and point-of-care testing;

Class 44
(4) Medical services, namely medical and psychiatric assessment, consultation and monitoring 
services; Weight management services; dietician services; kinesiological and occupational therapy 
services; consulting, testing, counselling in the fields of nutrition and weight management; Medical 
and specialist services related to diabetes and any hormone or endocrine-related condition; 
Diabetes prevention and health coaching services, namely, one-on-one counselling; Health 
coaching services, namely, group workshops and remote health coaching in the fields of diabetes 
management, nutrition, weight loss, weight management, fitness, lifestyle changes, medication 
management, glucose monitoring and insulin titration;

(5) In-store and on-line pharmacy-related services, namely diabetes-specialized pharmacists, 
medication counselling, prescriptions and refills, help with medication issues, namely, side effects, 
effectiveness, trouble taking medications, new medication and device training, providing flu shots, 
specialized consultations - caregiver training, travelling with your diabetes medications, drug 
interactions checking, smoking cessation, Prolia injections, support of drug preparation, handling 
and procurement in drug/device clinical trials;

(6) Chiropody & foot care services, namely, foot risk assessments, nail and callous care, foot 
wound management, fungal nails and athlete's foot treatment, soft tissue surgeries of the foot, wart 
treatments for foot, bunion and corn treatments, plantar fasciitis and heel pain treatment; Orthotics 
and footwear services, namely, biomechanical assessment and gait analysis, on-site orthotic 
adjustments, varicose vein assessment;

(7) Optometry and eye care services, namely, glaucoma testing (tonometry), visual acuity and 
refraction, dilated eye exam, retinal eye exam, retinal image services, optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) scan, visual field test, contact lens fitting, laser co-management, dry eye 
management, evaluation of colour vision, depth perception, ophthalmology referral; Optical 
services, namely eye wear consulting and dispensing services, eye wear adjustments, contact lens 
training and education
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 Application Number 1,890,433  Filing Date 2018-03-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LMC DIABETES & ENDOCRINOLOGY LTD.
1929 Bayview Avenue, Suite 106
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4G3E8

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colour green is the colour of the entire square 
except for the component LMC, which appears in white.

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Contact lenses;

 Class 10
(2) Blood glucose meters and diabetes supplies namely pump supplies; Sharp medical containers 
made of hard plastic for safe disposal of needles, lancets and syringes, for at-home and in-clinic 
use;

(3) Orthotics and footwear products, namely custom-made orthotics, orthopaedic footwear, custom-
made shoes; orthodigital devices, namely custom made and prefabricated devices used in the 
medical field for separating toes, holding toes together and offloading wounds; Compression 
stockings;
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Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising on behalf of third parties of clinical trial management services, of consulting, 
testing, education and counselling in the fields of nutrition and weight management, and of medical 
clinics and weight management clinics; Advisory services relating to business management and 
business operations;

Class 41
(2) Diabetes education services, namely, group workshops in the fields of diabetes management, 
nutrition, weight loss, weight management, fitness, lifestyle changes, medication management, 
glucose monitoring and insulin titration; Diabetes prevention services, namely, group workshops in 
the fields of diabetes prevention, nutrition, weight loss, weight management, fitness, lifestyle 
changes; Administration, planning, content design, content delivery, and accreditation for 
professional education in the fields of diabetes, endocrinology, optometry, pharmacy, chiropody 
and clinical research;

Class 42
(3) Operation and monitoring services of clinical trials, namely, early stage development and trial 
conduct, late phase multi-site trials, observational & post marketing registry trials; Data analytic 
services related to diabetes, endocrine-related disorders and related conditions; Analysis and data 
subscription services to others, related to diabetes and endocrinology, namely patients' health and 
disease states data analysis and medication data analysis; Laboratory and blood draw services for 
clinical trial research and clinical diagnostics, namely blood tests, urinalysis, tests on tissue 
specimens, screening tests and point-of-care testing;

Class 44
(4) Medical services, namely medical and psychiatric assessment, consultation and monitoring 
services; Weight management services; dietician services; kinesiological and occupational therapy 
services; consulting, testing, counselling in the fields of nutrition and weight management; Medical 
and specialist services related to diabetes and any hormone or endocrine-related condition; 
Diabetes prevention and health coaching services, namely, one-on-one counselling; Health 
coaching services, namely, group workshops and remote health coaching in the fields of diabetes 
management, nutrition, weight loss, weight management, fitness, lifestyle changes, medication 
management, glucose monitoring and insulin titration;

(5) In-store and on-line pharmacy-related services, namely diabetes-specialized pharmacists, 
medication counselling, prescriptions and refills, help with medication issues, namely, side effects, 
effectiveness, trouble taking medications, new medication and device training, providing flu shots, 
specialized consultations - caregiver training, travelling with your diabetes medications, drug 
interactions checking, smoking cessation, Prolia injections, support of drug preparation, handling 
and procurement in drug/device clinical trials;

(6) Chiropody & foot care services, namely, foot risk assessments, nail and callous care, foot 
wound management, fungal nails and athlete's foot treatment, soft tissue surgeries of the foot, wart 
treatments for foot, bunion and corn treatments, plantar fasciitis and heel pain treatment; Orthotics 
and footwear services, namely, biomechanical assessment and gait analysis, on-site orthotic 
adjustments, varicose vein assessment;

(7) Optometry and eye care services, namely, glaucoma testing (tonometry), visual acuity and 
refraction, dilated eye exam, retinal eye exam, retinal image services, optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) scan, visual field test, contact lens fitting, laser co-management, dry eye 
management, evaluation of colour vision, depth perception, ophthalmology referral; Optical 
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services, namely eye wear consulting and dispensing services, eye wear adjustments, contact lens 
training and education;
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 Application Number 1,890,501  Filing Date 2018-03-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Digital Smile Design Consulting Odontológica 
Ltda.
Rua Bento De Andrade
116 Sala 01 Sao Paolo - SP
BRAZIL

Agent
MOFFAT & CO.
P.O. Box 2088, Station D, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1P5W3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DSD Marketing
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) business marketing consulting services in the field of dentistry; business marketing consulting 
services for digital design in the field of dentistry

Class 41
(2) provision of educational information relating to dentistry; educational seminars on digital 
technology in the field of dentistry; educational seminars on moving into the digital era in dentistry; 
practice enhancements in the field of dentistry, namely, provision of educational information 
relating to dentistry, educational seminars on digital technology in the field of dentistry, educational 
seminars on moving into the digital era in dentistry
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 Application Number 1,890,838  Filing Date 2018-03-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SILVER COVE LTD.
Box 666
39302 RR 273
Blackfalds
ALBERTA
T0M0J0

Agent
BHOLE IP LAW
130 Queens Quay East, Suite 1214, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5A0P6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THE GEM WITHIN
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the fields of physical and mental health, 
well-being, namely meditation, healthy nutrition, physical activity, physical fitness, home décor, 
sustainable food and beverages, gourmet food, vegetarian food, organic food, and beauty care, 
namely beauty spa services, beauty salon services, organization of beauty pageants; arranging 
and conducting product demonstrations of outdoor recreation products, namely outdoor activity 
play sets, fitness equipment, sports balls, golf balls, soccer balls, footballs, hockey balls, 
playground balls, table-tennis balls, tennis balls, cases for tennis balls, tennis ball throwing 
apparatus, tennis nets, tennis rackets, trampolines, hammocks, clothing products, namely athletic 
apparel, sports clothing, coats, jeans, pants, shorts, skirts, dresses, shirts, t-shirts, hats, caps, 
hooded sweatshirts, pullovers, jackets, mittens, scarves, suits, sweaters, swim suits, gloves, 
slippers, yoga products, namely yoga mats, gym balls for yoga, yoga blocks, yoga straps, yoga 
swings, yoga pants, yoga shoes, yoga blankets, yoga wheels, meditation products, namely 
meditation stones, meditation rocks, minerals, fossils, crystals, gemstones, meditation beads, 
meditation mats, meditation cushions, meditation benches, reiki products, namely reiki stones, 
rocks, minerals, fossils, crystals, gemstones, reiki mats, reiki essential oils, incense products, 
namely incense, incense cones, incense sticks, incense burners, jewelry products, namely 
necklaces, bracelets, earrings, rings, watches, pendants, toe rings, studs, jewelry cases, ear clips, 
brooches, pendants, cufflinks, household indoor and outdoor plants, gardening products, namely 
gardening scissors, gardening tools, gardening trowels, knee pads for gardening, garden furniture, 
garden carts, gardening gloves, home décor products, namely coffee tables, desk lamps, statues 
and statuettes of bone, statues and statuettes of stone, statues and statuettes of metal, statues 
and statuettes of concrete, statues and statuettes of marble, carvings, decorative tabletop water 
fountains, decorative accent pieces, namely, decorative boxes of wood, decorative boxes of 
plastic, decorative boxes of precious metals, decorative boxes of stone, vases, holders for tea light 
candles, candle holders, bookends, drapery, carpeting, area rugs, pillows, blankets, poufs, plates, 
curtains, napkins, glasses, mirrors, clocks, paintings, photographs, sculptures, artificial flowers and 
plants, picture frames, prints, posters, wallpaper, beverage glassware, table glassware, decorative 
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figurine glassware, painted glassware, water bottles sold empty, rocks and minerals, sustainable 
food and beverages, gourmet food, bottled water, carbonated water, mineral enhanced water, 
vitamin enhanced water, home brew kits, craft beers, chocolate, vegetarian food, halaal food, 
gluten-free food, allergy-friendly food, organic food, essential oils for use in aromatherapy, 
candles, air diffusers and essential oil diffusers, aromatherapy diffusers, hemp and hemp oils, aura 
photography products, namely cameras for aura photography, aura imaging machines, for aura 
photography, body wrap products, namely mineral powders for use in cosmetic body wrap 
applications, body wrap muds, body wrap papers, body wrap bodysuits, bath wraps, thermage 
products, namely face and skin massagers, skin tightening massagers, breast augmentation 
products, namely breast implants, personal and beauty care products, namely beauty care 
creams, beauty care gels, beauty care lotions, beauty care masks, beauty care soaps, beauty care 
cosmetics, skin care preparations, personal hygiene implements, namely soaps, shampoos, 
sanitizers, washcloths, wipes, toothbrushes, toothpastes, bodywashes, deodorants, facial 
cleansers, essential oil sprays, liquid perfumes, beauty care cosmetics, paper books, audio books, 
electronic books, souvenir books, tarot and oracle cards, iridology products, namely electronic 
imaging apparatus in the field of iridology, iridology cameras, meteorite stones, extraterrestrials 
science products, namely extraterrestrials science paper, audio and electronic books, printed and 
electronic publications, alternative medicine products, namely dietary supplements, homeopathy 
supplements, massage creams, massage oils, massage gels for pain relief, botox injections, 
psychic reading and practice products, namely stones, rocks, minerals, fossils, crystals and 
gemstones used for psychic reading purposes, psychic reading cards, angel reading cards, tarot 
readings cards, hypnosis products, namely paper, audio and electronic books, printed and 
electronic publications in the field of hypnoses, hypnosis cards, hypnosis candles, hypnosis 
stones, rocks, minerals, fossils, crystals, gemstones, downloadable audio and video recordings in 
the field of hypnosis, energy healing products, namely paper, audio and electronic books, printed 
and electronic publications in the field of energy healing, downloadable audio and video recording 
in the field of energy healing, energy healing cards, candles, stones, rocks, minerals, fossils, 
crystals, gemstones, astrology products, namely paper, audio and electronic books, printed and 
electronic publications in the field of astrology, downloadable audio and video recordings in the 
field of astrology, astrology cards, candles, stones, rocks, minerals, fossils, crystals, gemstones, 
clairvoyance products, namely paper, audio and electronic books, printed and electronic 
publications in the field of clairvoyance, downloadable audio and video recordings in the field 
clairvoyance, cards, candles, stones, rocks, minerals, fossils, crystals, gemstones, essential oils 
for use in clairvoyance, clairaudience products, namely paper, audio and electronic books, printed 
and electronic publications in the field of clairaudience, downloadable audio and video recordings 
in the field clairaudience, cards, candles, stones, rocks, minerals, fossils, crystals, gemstones, 
essential oils for use in clairaudience, clairsentience products, namely paper, audio and electronic 
books, printed and electronic publications in the field of clairsentience, downloadable audio and 
video recordings in the field clairsentience, cards, candles, stones, rocks, minerals, fossils, 
crystals, gemstones, essential oils for use in clairsentience, spiritual channeling products, namely 
paper, audio and electronic books, printed and electronic publications in the field of spiritual 
channeling, downloadable audio and video recordings in the field spiritual channeling, cards, 
candles, stones, rocks, minerals, fossils, crystals, gemstones, essential oils for use in spiritual 
channeling, numerology products, namely paper, audio and electronic books, printed and 
electronic publications in the field of numerology, downloadable audio and video recordings in the 
field numerology, cards, candles, stones, rocks, minerals, fossils, crystals, gemstones for use in 
numerology, mediumship products, namely paper, audio and electronic books, printed and 
electronic publications in the field of mediumship, downloadable audio and video recordings in the 
field mediumship, cards, candles, stones, rocks, minerals, fossils, crystals, gemstones, essential 
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oils for use in mediumship, spiritual counselling products, namely paper, audio and electronic 
books and printed publications in the field of spiritual counselling, downloadable audio and video 
recordings in the field spiritual counselling, cards, candles, stones, rocks, minerals, fossils, 
crystals, gemstones, essential oils for use in spiritual counselling, herbal products, namely bath 
herbs, dried herbs for food purposes, preserved garden herbs, dried herbs for decoration, fresh 
herbs, herbal supplements for general health and well-being, herbal tea beverages, bio resonance 
therapy products, namely bio resonance treatment machines, paper, audio and electronic books, 
printed and electronic publications in the field of bio resonance, downloadable audio and video 
recordings in the field bio resonance, EMF therapy products, namely paper, audio and electronic 
books, printed and electronic publications in the field of electromagnetic field therapy, 
downloadable audio and video recordings in the field electromagnetic field therapy, ecotourism 
products, namely mats, bags, backpacks, paper, audio and electronic books, printed and 
electronic publications in the field of ecotourism, downloadable audio and video recordings in the 
field of ecotourism, dental products, namely dental gels, dental rinses, dental fillings, dental 
lacquer, dental plasters, dental restoration material, paper, audio and electronic books, printed and 
electronic publications in the field of dentistry, downloadable audio and video recordings in the field 
of dentistry, medical products, namely diagnostic preparations for medical research use, adhesive 
bands for medical purposes, bath salts for medical purposes, diagnostic preparations for medical 
laboratory use, medical plasters, electronic medical publications, paper, audio and electronic 
books, printed and electronic publications for use by physicians, downloadable audio and video 
recordings in the field for use by physicians, orthotic products, namely paper, audio and electronic 
books, printed and electronic publications in the field of orthopedics, downloadable audio and 
video recordings in the field of orthopedics, orthopedic soles, orthopedic footwear, orthopedic 
corsets, chiropractic products, namely paper, audio and electronic books, printed and electronic 
publications in the field of chiropractic, downloadable audio and video recordings in the field of 
chiropractic, weight loss products, namely paper, audio and electronic books, printed and 
electronic publications in the field of weight loss, downloadable audio and video recordings in the 
field of weight loss, dietary supplements for promoting weight loss, nutritional supplements, namely 
nutritional supplements used for weight loss, pain relief products, namely massage gels for pain 
relief, pain relief medication, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of chronic pain, pain 
relief magnets, eco-friendly products, namely eco-friendly cosmetics, recyclable containers, 
recycled paper, nonmetal recycling bins for household use, reusable bags, reusable bottles, 
reusable containers, charitable products, namely charity bracelets, paper, audio and electronic 
books, printed and electronic publications in the field of charity, downloadable audio and video 
recordings in the field of charity, products for salon use, namely hair drying machines for beauty 
salon use, nail drying machines for beauty salons, soaps and shampoos for salon use, towels for 
use in salons, hair steamers for beauty salon use, beauty salon furniture, products for use in spas, 
namely soaps and shampoos for use in spas, towels for use in spas, fitted spa covers, unfitted spa 
covers, products for use in hotels, namely soaps and shampoos for use in hotels, towels for use in 
hotels, blankets and pillows for use in hotels, wellness retreat products, namely dietary 
supplements for general health and well-being, herbal supplements for general health and well-
being, crystals used for therapeutic balance and wellness, detox beverages and supplements, 
retreat creams, products for vacation providers, namely paper, audio and electronic books, printed 
and electronic publications in the field of vacation, downloadable audio and video recordings in the 
field of vacation, travel products, namely travel bags, travel alarm clocks, jewelry organizer rolls for 
travel, shoe bags, travel cases, travel kits, travel wallets, travel mugs;

Class 41
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(2) arranging and conducting educational workshops, classes, seminars and lectures in the fields 
of physical and mental health, well-being, namely meditation, healthy nutrition, physical activity, 
physical fitness, gym training, fitness training, training using fitness equipment, outdoor recreation, 
namely golfing, football, tennis, jogging, badminton, soccer, biking, hiking, outdoor yoga, rock 
climbing, fishing, swimming, skiing, skating, clothing advice, fashion design, yoga, meditation, reiki, 
incense usage, healing therapies in the nature of holistic massage therapies and acupressure 
therapies, holistic assertiveness training, counselling relating to holistic psychology, lifestyle 
sociology, namely arranging and conducting educational information workshops in the nature 
personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules and counseling, providing 
information on maintaining a healthy lifestyle, telephone and in-person personal lifestyle wellness 
assessments, jewelry making and usage, jewelry appraisals, household indoor and outdoor plant 
care, gardening, home decorating, making and using glassware and water bottles, rocks and 
minerals science, sustainable food and beverages, gourmet food, water science and technology, 
namely arranging and conducting educational information workshops to promote significance of 
water resources and to focus on technologies to preserve clean water, home brewing, craft 
brewing, chocolate making, vegetarian lifestyle and food, halaal lifestyle and food, gluten-free 
lifestyle and food, allergy-friendly lifestyle and food, organic eating, essential oils usage and 
treatment, making and using candles and diffusers, use of hemp, aura photography, body wrap 
treatments, thermage procedures, breast augmentation, personal and beauty care, namely 
arranging and conducting educational information workshops regarding personal care and beauty 
care, personal hygiene, use of essential oil sprays, use of perfumes, use of beauty care cosmetics, 
life coaching workshops and seminars in the field of career development, healthy lifestyle, physical 
fitness, wellness, personal development, presentation of paper, audio, electronic books, use of 
tarot and oracle cards, iridology, meteorites science, extraterrestrials science, new age science 
spiritual communities, new age travelling, alternative medicine practice, namely massages, 
detoxication services, ear candling, homeopathic treatment, treatment using placebo effect, 
naturopathy treatment, biofield therapy, bioelectromagnetic therapy, psychic practice, angel card 
readings, tarot card readings, hypnosis, energy healing in the nature of meditation, vibrational 
energy, massages, breath techniques, energy healing services to eliminate stress, energy healing 
medicine therapies in the field of crystal healing, astrology, clairvoyance, clairaudience, 
clairsentience, spiritual channeling, numerology, mediumship, animal communication, empaths, 
spiritual counselling, past life regression, counseling services in the field of herbalism, bio 
resonance, electromagnetic field therapy, recycling, conservation, namely educational 
demonstrations in the field of energy conservation, nature conservation, eco tours, namely 
arranging and conducting educational eco tours, dental practice, namely arranging and conducting 
educational information workshops regarding dentistry practices, psychiatric practice, namely 
arranging and conducting educational information workshops regarding psychiatric practices, 
practice of physicians, namely arranging and conducting educational information workshops 
regarding practices of physicians, orthotic practice, namely arranging and conducting educational 
information workshops regarding orthotic practices, chiropractic treatment and care, chiropractic 
adjustment, weight loss, nutritional supplements, pain management centres, eco-fashion, 
alternative lifestyle practices, namely vegetarianism, veganism, homeschooling, living in 
communes, intentional communities, ecovillages, new age travelling, charitable activities, namely 
promoting public awareness of benefits of charity, developing and coordinating volunteer projects 
for charitable organizations, organization entertainment events, music concerts, theatrical 
performances for charitable purposes, beauty salon services, spa services, hotel accommodation 
services, hotel reservation services, arranging and conducting educational wellness retreats to 
develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals, information from and for vacation providers 
regarding vacation accommodation reservations, tickets, information from and for travel agents 
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regarding travel guide services, travel and tour ticket reservation services, travel clubs, dating, 
matchmakers.
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 Application Number 1,892,011  Filing Date 2018-04-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TOKAI CARBON CO., LTD
Aoyama Bldg.2-3, Kita-Aoyama 1-chome, 
Minato-ku
Tokyo 107-8636
JAPAN

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TOKAI CARBON
Trademark Type
Word

Foreign Character Translation
As provided by the Applicant, the translation of the Japanese word TOKAI is: one of the meanings 
of "to" is "east" or "eastern", while one of the meanings of "kai" is "sea". Thus, when these two 
elements are placed together, one possible meaning of "tokai" is "east sea" or "eastern sea". 
There is no known body of water called "Tokai".

Goods
 Class 01

(1) carbon black for industrial purposes; carbon compounds; powdered carbon in the form of a non-
metallic element; carbon for the additive to a resin; carbon for the additive to an elastomer; silicon 
carbide; carbides; chemical intensifiers for rubber; industrial chemicals, namely, carbon compound; 
carburizing agents for increasing the amount of carbon, namely, graphite cuttings and graphite 
powder; natural graphite; artificial graphite for industrial purposes; graphite for negative-electrode 
material of lithium ion secondary batteries; graphite in raw or semi-finished form for use in 
manufacture; graphite for negative-electrode material of secondary batteries, graphite for batteries 
and graphite for electrodes; unprocessed artificial resins for industrial purposes; unprocessed 
plastics in all forms; ceramic compositions in the solid state for sintering

 Class 02
(2) carbon black as pigment; pigments for use in the manufacture of colour printing inks; printing ink

 Class 07
(3) semiconductor making machines and their parts and fittings; semiconductor wafer processing 
equipment and their parts and fittings; continuous casting machines and their parts and fittings; 
metalworking machines and tools and their parts and fittings; elevators and their parts and fittings; 
rocket engines, not for land vehicles, and their parts and fittings; exhaust gas treating device, 
namely, catalytic converters for internal combustion engine and their parts and fittings; brushes 
being parts of machines, namely, rotary brushes for machines, dynamo brushes, electric carbon 
brushes for machines and their parts and fittings; brake linings for machines; brake pads, other 
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than for vehicles, namely, brake pads for machines; clutches, other than for land vehicles, namely, 
clutches for industrial machinery; brakes for machines; solar cell manufacturing machines and their 
parts and fittings

 Class 09
(4) graphite electrodes and their parts and fittings; electric furnace electrodes and their parts and 
fittings; fuel cell separators and their parts and fittings; fuel cells and their parts and fittings; solar 
cells and their parts and fittings; electric resistors and their parts and fittings; silicon carbide 
wafers; semi-conductor wafers; sounding rocket and their parts and fittings; satellites and their 
parts and fittings; furnaces for laboratory experiments and their parts and fittings; crucibles for 
laboratory use

 Class 11
(5) heat treat furnaces and their parts and fittings, including electrodes and nipples for electrodes 
adapted for heat treat furnaces; nuclear reactors and their parts and fittings, including electrodes 
and nipples for electrodes adapted for nuclear reactors; graphite crucibles for melting metal; 
electric furnaces and their parts and fittings, including electrodes and nipples for electrodes 
adapted for electric furnaces; industrial furnaces and their parts and fittings, including electrodes 
and nipples for electrodes adapted for industrial furnaces; heating elements; garbage incinerators; 
heat exchangers, other than parts of machines

 Class 12
(6) clutch mechanisms for land vehicles; brake linings for land vehicles; brake pads for land 
vehicles; brakes for land vehicles; machine elements for land vehicles; ships and their parts and 
fittings; aircraft and their structural parts and fittings; railcars and their structural parts and fittings; 
automobiles and their structural parts and fittings; two-wheeled motor vehicles, namely, 
motorcycles and structural parts therefor; bicycles and bicycle parts and fittings

 Class 19
(7) carbon heat resistant brick; refractory bricks, not of metal for industrial furnaces; carbon heat 
resistant materials used as building or construction materials; carbon insulation materials used as 
building or construction materials; building glass; fired refractory materials, not of metal; pitch; non-
metallic minerals for building or construction; foundry molds, not of metal; graphite semi-worked 
materials for building and construction; carbon semi-worked materials for building and 
construction; silicon carbide semi-worked materials for building and construction; non-metallic 
mineral semi-worked materials for building and construction

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 25, 2017, Country or Office: JAPAN, Application No: 2017-168691 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,892,029  Filing Date 2018-04-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Coinsquare Ltd.
590 King St. West
Unit 400
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5V1M3

Agent
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
333 BAY STREET, SUITE 2400, BAY 
ADELAIDE CENTRE, BOX 20, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H2T6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

COINSQUARE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Computer software platforms for use in trading, buying, selling, transferring, updating, clearing, 
storing, settlement, custody, investment and processing of digital currencies, digital coins and 
tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Computer software platforms for enabling and 
facilitating financial transactions, and the payment and trading of assets, including digital 
currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies.

(2) Downloadable mobile software applications for use in trading, updating, clearing, storing, 
settlement, custody, investment and processing of digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, 
cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies.

(3) Computer software and computer application software for blockchain-based platforms, namely, 
software for trading and for managing digital and virtual blockchain-based currencies, coins, and 
tokens.

Services
Class 36
(1) Providing currency exchange rates for foreign, domestic, electronic and cryptocurrencies; 
Providing currency and benchmark values; Valuation of financial transactions involving foreign, 
domestic, electronic and cryptocurrencies; Providing real-time and historic financial information 
related to foreign, domestic, electronic and cryptocurrencies; Determining a value of domestic and 
foreign currencies relative to electronic and cryptocurrencies and vice versa; Cryptocurrency 
management services in the nature of facilitating transfers of electronic cash equivalents, namely, 
facilitating the purchase and sale of digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, and 
cryptocurrencies over the internet; Electronic funds transfer services, namely, intermediation 
services for the purchase and sale of digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies 
and fiat currencies over the internet; Financial administration of financial portfolios in the nature of 
portfolios of electronic cash equivalents that have a certain monetary value, namely, digital 
currencies, digital coins and tokens, and cryptocurrencies portfolios; Provision of financial 
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information in the field of digital and blockchain-based currencies; Digital currency, digital coin and 
token, cryptocurrency and fiat currency, acquisition, sale, transfer and trading services; On-line 
digital currency, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrency and fiat currency trading services; on-line 
real-time digital currency, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrency and fiat currency trading 
services; Electronic mobile digital currency, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrency and fiat 
currency trading services.

(2) Investment banking; Public and private placement of digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, 
cryptocurrencies; Financial services, namely, the research, sale and trade of digital currencies, 
digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; the sale and trade of foreign 
exchange; financial investment research services, financial analysis.

Class 39
(3) Storage services, namely providing hardware-based storage for digital assets, namely digital 
currencies, digital coins and tokens and cryptocurrencies.

Class 42
(4) Providing a platform that allows users to conduct electronic and financial transactions with 
digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies over a computer 
network via an interactive website.

(5) Provision of online information and consultation services in the field of digital currencies and 
blockchain-based currencies through mobile applications and via a website; Providing information, 
news, current events, analysis and commentary regarding digital currencies, digital coins and 
tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies, blockchain, and distributed computing technology via 
a website; Technological consulting and technology support services in the field of transactions 
involving digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies, 
blockchain and distributed computing technology; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer 
software platforms for trading and managing digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, 
cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies, and blockchain; Providing online non-downloadable software 
for use in trading, updating, clearing, storing, settlement, custody, investment and processing of 
digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Software as a 
service (SaaS) services featuring software for financial services for trading, updating, clearing, 
storing, settlement, custody, investment and processing of digital currencies, digital coins and 
tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
computer software that allows users to send, receive, store, and safeguard digital currencies, 
digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Hosting websites on the internet that 
enables users to remotely access, send, receive, store, and manage digital currencies, digital 
coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies.

(6) Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for trading and managing digital currency, 
digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrency, fiat currency, and blockchain; Application service provider 
(ASP) services featuring application programming interface (API) software for integration of 
financial transactions into websites and mobile applications; Computer services, namely, acting as 
an application service provider (ASP) in the field of information management to host and maintain 
computer application software for the purpose of trading, updating, clearing, storing, settlement, 
custody, investment and processing of digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies 
and fiat currencies.

(7) Storage services, namely providing software-based storage for digital assets, namely digital 
currencies, digital coins and tokens and cryptocurrencies; Design and development of computer 
software and hardware in the fields of trading and storage of digital currencies, digital coins and 
tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Computer software development, computer 
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programming and maintenance of computer software for cryptocurrency trading and blockchain 
purposes.

(8) Cryptocurrency mining services; computer services, namely, pooled cryptocurrency mining 
services providing shared computational processing and verification for cryptocurrency mining; 
computer services, namely, cloud mining services for providing shared computational processing 
and verification for cryptocurrency mining; computer data center services, namely, providing and 
managing shared computing hardware and software for the purpose of mining cryptocurrency.

(9) Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for trading and managing digital currency, 
digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrency, fiat currency, and blockchain; Application service provider 
(ASP) services featuring application programming interface (API) software for integration of 
financial transactions into websites and mobile applications.
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 Application Number 1,892,037  Filing Date 2018-04-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Coinsquare Ltd.
590 King St. West
Unit 400
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5V1M3

Agent
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
333 BAY STREET, SUITE 2400, BAY 
ADELAIDE CENTRE, BOX 20, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H2T6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software platforms for use in trading, buying, selling, transferring, updating, clearing, 
storing, settlement, custody, investment and processing of digital currencies, digital coins and 
tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Computer software platforms for enabling and 
facilitating financial transactions, and the payment and trading of assets, including digital 
currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Downloadable mobile 
software applications for use in trading, updating, clearing, storing, settlement, custody, investment 
and processing of digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; 
Computer software and computer application software for blockchain-based platforms, namely, 
software for trading and for managing digital and virtual blockchain-based currencies, coins, and 
tokens.

Services
Class 36
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(1) Providing currency exchange rates for foreign, domestic, electronic and cryptocurrencies; 
Providing currency and benchmark values; Valuation of financial transactions involving foreign, 
domestic, electronic and cryptocurrencies; Providing real-time and historic financial information 
related to foreign, domestic, electronic and cryptocurrencies; Determining a value of domestic and 
foreign currencies relative to electronic and cryptocurrencies and vice versa; Cryptocurrency 
management services in the nature of facilitating transfers of electronic cash equivalents, namely, 
facilitating the purchase and sale of digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, and 
cryptocurrencies over the internet; Electronic funds transfer services, namely, intermediation 
services for the purchase and sale of digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies 
and fiat currencies over the internet; Financial administration of financial portfolios in the nature of 
portfolios of electronic cash equivalents that have a certain monetary value, namely, digital 
currencies, digital coins and tokens, and cryptocurrencies portfolios; Provision of financial 
information in the field of digital and blockchain-based currencies; Investment banking; Public and 
private placement of digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies; Financial 
services, namely, the research, sale and trade of digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, 
cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; the sale and trade of foreign exchange; financial investment 
research services, financial analysis; Digital currency, digital coin and token, cryptocurrency and 
fiat currency, acquisition, sale, transfer and trading services; On-line digital currency, digital coins 
and tokens, cryptocurrency and fiat currency trading services; on-line real-time digital currency, 
digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrency and fiat currency trading services; Electronic mobile digital 
currency, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrency and fiat currency trading services.

Class 39
(2) Storage services, namely providing hardware-based storage for digital assets, namely digital 
currencies, digital coins and tokens and cryptocurrencies

Class 42
(3) Storage services, namely providing software-based storage for digital assets, namely digital 
currencies, digital coins and tokens and cryptocurrencies; Providing a platform that allows users to 
conduct electronic and financial transactions with digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, 
cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies over a computer network via an interactive website; Provision 
of online information and consultation services in the field of digital currencies and blockchain-
based currencies through mobile applications and via a website; Providing information, news, 
current events, analysis and commentary regarding digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, 
cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies, blockchain, and distributed computing technology via a 
website; Technological consulting and technology support services in the field of transactions 
involving digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies, 
blockchain and distributed computing technology; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer 
software platforms for trading and managing digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, 
cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies, and blockchain; Providing online non-downloadable software 
for use in trading, updating, clearing, storing, settlement, custody, investment and processing of 
digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Software as a 
service (SaaS) services featuring software for financial services for trading, updating, clearing, 
storing, settlement, custody, investment and processing of digital currencies, digital coins and 
tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
computer software that allows users to send, receive, store, and safeguard digital currencies, 
digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Hosting websites on the internet that 
enables users to remotely access, send, receive, store, and manage digital currencies, digital 
coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Application service provider (ASP) 
featuring software for trading and managing digital currency, digital coins and tokens, 
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cryptocurrency, fiat currency, and blockchain; Application service provider (ASP) services featuring 
application programming interface (API) software for integration of financial transactions into 
websites and mobile applications; Computer services, namely, acting as an application service 
provider (ASP) in the field of information management to host and maintain computer application 
software for the purpose of trading, updating, clearing, storing, settlement, custody, investment 
and processing of digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; 
Design and development of computer software and hardware in the fields of trading and storage of 
digital currencies, digital coins and tokens, cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies; Computer 
software development, computer programming and maintenance of computer software for 
cryptocurrency trading and blockchain purposes; Cryptocurrency mining services; computer 
services, namely, pooled cryptocurrency mining services providing shared computational 
processing and verification for cryptocurrency mining; computer services, namely, cloud mining 
services for providing shared computational processing and verification for cryptocurrency mining; 
computer data center services, namely, providing and managing shared computing hardware and 
software for the purpose of mining cryptocurrency.
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 Application Number 1,892,329  Filing Date 2018-04-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

FP CANADA
375, University Avenue
Suite 902
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5G2J5

Agent
LJT LAWYERS, LLP / LJT AVOCATS, S.E.N.C.
R.L.
7100-380 rue Saint-Antoine O, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H2Y3X7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Electronic publications, namely, books, pamphlets, newsletters, brochures and information 
packages in the field of personal financial planning.

 Class 16
(2) Printed publications, namely, books, pamphlets, newsletters, brochures and information 
packages in the field of personal financial planning.

Services
Class 35
(1) Professional body promoting knowledge, skill and competence for the benefit of the public in 
the field of personal financial planning by leading the evolution of the financial planning profession 
in Canada, namely developing professional standards and certifying financial planners; Promoting 
professional, competency and ethical standards in personal financial planning for the benefit of the 
public by ensuring that financial planning professionals meet appropriate standards of competence 
and professionalism through education, examination, experience and ethical requirements; 
Business administration of continuing education programs in the field of personal financial 
planning; Administration of a certification program in the field of personal financial planning

Class 36
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(2) Conducting research in the field of personal financial planning and financial literacy; Providing 
scholarships to students for the purpose of pursuing studies in the area of personal financial 
planning; Providing information in the field of personal financial planning via a website

Class 41
(3) Organizing seminars, workshops and classes to raise awareness and increase financial literacy 
in the general public; Education services to financial planning professionals, namely providing 
courses, seminars and workshops in the field of personal financial planning; Development and 
provision of continuing education programs in the field of personal financial planning

Class 45
(4) Enforcing professional, competency and ethical standards in personal financial planning for the 
benefit of the public by ensuring that financial planning professionals meet appropriate standards 
of competence and professionalism through education, examination, experience and ethical 
requirements; Enforcement of a certification program in the field of personal financial planning; 
Developing professional and ethical standards in personal financial planning for the benefit of the 
public; Providing financial planning professionals with a standard framework, set of guidelines, 
general rules and assumptions for preparing personal financial plans
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 Application Number 1,892,407  Filing Date 2018-04-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

RAZER (ASIA-PACIFIC) PTE. LTD.
514 Chai Chee Lane
#07-05, 469029
SINGAPORE

Agent
VANTEK INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LLP 
(AKA D/B/A VANTEK IP LLP)
101 - 1001 West Broadway, Suite 380, 
Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6H4E4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Cellular mobile telephones, digital telephones, internet phones, mobile satellite phones and hands-
free kits, mobile phones, mobile phones for use in vehicles, mobile telephones, multifunctional 
telephones, portable telephones, smartphones, telephones, video telephones, all of the 
aforementioned goods primarily marketed for gaming use and for gamers and excluding 
televisions and future versions or iterations of televisions; Apparatus for cable management, 
namely, power adaptors, audio/video cable connectors, audio/video cables, battery cables, and 
cable connectors; Application software that facilitates the delivery of optimum graphic quality 
through enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer screens, mobile phone 
display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays; Application software, namely, computer 
software for electronic storage, backup, transmission, sharing and management of other computer 
programs, data-driven business applications, mobile internet applications and website content 
management solutions; Applications that facilitate the delivery of optimum graphic quality through 
enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer screens, mobile phone display 
screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays, for mobile devices; Armbands with embedded 
computer display screens and electroluminescent display screens for display of information, 
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specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, computers, laptops, tablets, smart 
phones and head-mounted computer screen; Audio equipment and apparatus, namely, 
earphones, headphones, microphones, headsets, speakers; Audio speakers; Batteries, namely for 
computers, video game machines, and power supplies, namely power bars for computers and 
video game; Battery chargers for use with computers, video game machines, mobile phones, 
cameras, tablets, headphones, controllers, microphones, speakers, computer mice, keyboards, 
laptops; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Computer and video games; 
Computer application software for mobile devices, namely, software for electronic storage, backup, 
transmission, sharing and management of other computer programs, data-driven business 
applications, mobile internet applications and website content management solutions; Computer 
application software for mobile devices, namely, software that allows users to sync and manage 
other computer programs, across multiple devices; Computer application software that facilitates 
the delivery of optimum graphic quality through enhanced refresh rate for computer display 
screens, computer screens, mobile phone display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED 
displays, for mobile phones; Computer bags, computer pouches, computer cases, sleeves and 
covers; Computer control systems for lighting systems; Computer display screens; Computer 
games for use on mobile and cellular phones; Computer graphics cards; Computer hardware; 
Computer hardware for displaying phone calls, data, audio and video; Computer hardware for 
recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, reviewing, and receiving phone calls, data, audio 
and video; Computer hardware for telecommunications; Computer joysticks; Computer keyboards; 
Computer keypads; Computer mice; Computer mice mats; Computer monitors; Computer mouse; 
Computer programs and software for image processing used for mobile phones; Computer 
programs for management of passwords and user account log in information; Computer programs 
for the playing of computer games; Computer programs for user interface design; Computer 
software applications, downloadable, namely, computer software for electronic storage, backup, 
transmission, sharing and management of other computer programs, data-driven business 
applications, mobile internet applications and website content management solutions; Computer 
software for running development programs and application programs in a common development 
environment; Computer software drivers for mice, keyboards, joysticks, controllers, trackballs, 
modems, routers, printers, scanners headsets, microphones, speakers; Computer software for 
automatic tracking and monitoring of price comparison and price changes in the field of computer 
games, and tools and accessories for use in playing computer games; Computer software for 
ensuring the security of mobile payments via mobile devices and of credit and debit card 
information; Computer software for the storage, transmission, verification, and authentication of 
credit and debit card and other payment and transaction information; Computer software for the 
synchronization of computer peripherals with computer games, for playing of computer games; 
Computer software for tracking the location of mobile digital electronic devices; Computer software 
for use in connection with consumer loyalty programs and loyalty cards used to access and use 
loyalty points; Computer software for use in connection with the electronic storage, transmission, 
presentation, verification, authentication, and redemption of coupons, rebates, discounts, 
incentives, and special offers; Computer software that facilitates the delivery of optimum graphic 
quality through enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer screens, mobile 
phone display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays; Computer software to enable the 
transmission of photographs to mobile telephones; Computer software used for uploading, 
downloading, storing, backing up, recording, organizing, transmitting, receiving, accessing, 
retrieving, managing, synchronizing and reviewing text, data namely online game play information 
and statistics and log in information, email, documents, computer graphics, digital photographic 
images, video and audio files namely video games, music videos, music, movies, voice messages, 
news and sports, multimedia content namely interactive multimedia computer games and 
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multimedia news podcasts; Computer software used to process electronic payments; Computer 
software for transmitting, processing, facilitating, verifying, and authenticating credit and debit card 
information and transaction and payment information; Computer soundcards; Computer trackballs; 
Computers; Downloadable applications that facilitate the delivery of optimum graphic quality 
through enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer screens, mobile phone 
display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays for use with mobile devices; 
Downloadable computer software applications that facilitate the delivery of optimum graphic quality 
through enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer screens, mobile phone 
display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays; Downloadable computer software, 
namely downloadable computer software for controlling LED lighting; Downloadable computer 
software, namely, downloadable mobile applications for setting up, configuring, and controlling 
wearable computer hardware and wearable computer peripherals, namely, virtual reality headsets, 
wearable smart wristbands, wearable smartwatches, and head-mounted computer screens; 
Downloadable computer software, namely, downloadable mobile applications for setting up, 
configuring, and controlling head-mounted virtual reality headsets and wearable smart wristbands 
which can be connected to computers, laptops, tablets, smart phones and head-mounted 
computer screens via wireless computer technology; Downloadable graphics for mobile phones; 
Downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; Downloadable software for boosting the speed and 
performance of computer games and computers, laptops, tablets and smartphones; Downloadable 
software that allows subscribers to utilize voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) communication 
services; Earphones; Electronic control gears [ECGs] for LED lamps, light fixtures and LED lighting 
effects; Eyeglasses and sunglasses; Eyewear cases; Graphics amplifiers; Handheld computers; 
Headphones; Headsets; Headsets for mobile telephones; High definition graphic chipsets; Input 
devices, being data processing equipment adapted for use with computers, namely mice, 
keyboards, joysticks, controllers, headsets, microphones, speakers, trackballs, modems, routers, 
printers and scanners; Laptop computers; Light-emitting diodes [LED] for illumination of computer 
hardware, computer peripherals, sound and audio apparatus and electronic devices, including 
mobile devices, for enhancing visibility, appearance and functionality of computer hardware, 
computer peripherals, sound and audio apparatus and electronic devices, including mobile 
devices; Light emitting diode displays; Light-emitting diodes (LED); Liquid crystal displays; 
Microphones; Mobile phone cases; Mobile phone covers; Mobile telephone batteries; Mobile 
telephone receivers; Mobile telephone terminals; Mobile, and handheld computers; Motion 
detectors; Motion sensors for computer and video games; Mouse pads; Noise cancelling 
headphones; Notebook computers; Packaged and downloaded instruction manuals in electronic 
format sold as a unit with computer mice, mouse pads, keyboards, keypads, controllers, 
headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, microphones, smartwatches and 
smartphones; parts and spare parts of computer mice, mouse pads, keyboards, keypads, 
controllers, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, microphones, smartwatches and 
smartphones; Peripherals for mobile devices namely, adapter plugs, Ethernet adapters, audio and 
video cables, computer cables, electric cables, Ethernet cables, power cables, battery cables, 
speakers, headsets and earpieces; Mobile phone dust plugs, mobile phone port plugs; Plug 
adaptors; Programmable light-emitting diodes [LED] controlled by computer software; Protective 
and carrying bags adapted for holding and storing computer peripheral devices, namely, 
computers, laptops, tablets, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart 
wristbands, computer mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, 
headsets, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely 
broadcasting cameras, broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio 
enhancers, and devices that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards 
that record and livestream gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop 
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computers, computer display monitors, and head-mounted computer screens; Protective films 
adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable cellular telephone batteries; Smart watches that 
communicate data to smartphones; Software and applications that facilitate the delivery of 
optimum graphic quality through enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer 
screens, mobile phone display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays, for mobile 
devices; Software for creating and designing graphical user interface; Software for processing 
images, computer graphics and words; Software to control and improve sound quality of audio 
equipment, namely, earphones, headphones, microphones, headsets, computer speakers and 
webcams; Spectacle parts, namely eyewear temple decorative covers; Sunglasses; Tablet 
computers; Touch screen pens; Touch sensitive electronic screens with customizable computer 
graphic use interfaces, graphic icons and interactive graphic screens; Universal serial bus 
operating hardware; USB cables for cellphones; User interface software; Video games for use with 
game console; Wearable smart wristbands which can be connected to computers, laptops, tablets, 
smart phones; Webcams; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Bags, pouches, cases and covers 
adapted for holding and storing computers, laptops, tablet computers, mobile phones, smart 
phones, smart watches, wearable smart wristbands, computer mice, computer mice mats, 
keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, headsets, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, 
speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely broadcasting cameras, broadcasting microphones, 
broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio enhancers, and devices that enhance broadcast 
streaming quality, namely game capture cards that record and livestream gaming experience for 
sharing with others, microphones, desktop computers, computer display monitors, and head-
mounted computer screens; Smartphones in the shape of a watch, primarily marketed for gaming 
use and for gamers and excluding televisions and future versions or iterations of televisions; 
Augmented reality games; Camera lenses; Camera mounts; Cameras; Cases and bags for 
photographic and cinematographic apparatus; Cases, housings, lenses, tripods, filters and cables 
for photographic equipment; Computer hardware for playing virtual reality games; Electronic mail 
and messaging software; Computer software for a web-based platform which features automatic 
and custom computer game match creation and management between random players, and 
computer game match reporting; Computer software for augmented reality and virtual reality 
experiences for educational purposes; Computer software for controlling the operation of computer 
audio and video hardware; Computer software for controlling the operation of speakers, 
microphones, headsets, earpieces, monitors, televisions and computer display screens; Computer 
software for enabling image recognition technology on laptops, tablets and smartphones, and 
computer software for enabling the initiation and functionalities of the augmented reality 
technology on laptops, tablets and smartphones; Computer software for facilitating social 
networking services via the internet; computer software for hosting internet portals, chatrooms and 
internet forums; Computer software for processing and organising audio files, namely, music, 
movies, voice messages, news and sports; Computer software for processing, organizing and 
viewing text and digital images; Computer software for running development programs and 
application programs in a common development environment; Computer software for streaming of 
music, movies, news, sports, advertisements, computer software for data processing in the field of 
computer games; Computer software for use in accessing the internet and the global computer 
information network; Computer software for use in recording, producing, broadcasting, and editing 
of video and audio to and from a virtual camera device via wired and wireless networks; Computer 
software that provides web-based access to applications and services through a web operating 
system or portal interface; Computer software to enable searching of computer game play data, 
and augmented reality software for use in the playing of computer games; Computer software to 
enable the viewing and sharing of digital goods and merchandise, online game and game play 
information and statistics available on global computer networks; Database synchronization 
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software; Digital cameras; Downloadable cloud computer software for database management, for 
general storage of data and for use in configuration of computer hardware; Downloadable 
computer software for broadcasting videos, video clips, movie recordings, audio clips and audio 
recordings, digital images, and photos of computer games over the internet and the global 
computer information network; Downloadable computer software to enable the uploading, posting, 
sharing, tagging, and rating of computer games and computer game play information and play 
data and multimedia content, namely interactive multimedia computer games and multimedia news 
podcasts in the field of computer games over the internet and the global computer information 
network; Downloadable music files, movies, ring tones, video games, television programs, 
multimedia news podcasts, radio podcasts, esport tournament and commentary podcasts and 
audio books; Dustproof plugs for jacks of mobile phones; Software for creating, sending and 
receiving email and text messages; Electronic organizers; Electronically encoded identity 
wristbands; Galvanic cells; Game engine software for video game development and operation; 
Gesture recognition software; Global positioning system (GPS) consisting of computers, computer 
software, transmitters, receivers and network interface devices; Hands-free kits for mobile phones; 
Headmounted computer screens by wireless technology; Head-mounted virtual reality and 
augmented reality headsets; Holders adapted for mobile phones; Internet access software; 
Keyboards for mobile phones; Keyboards for smart phones; Leather cases for mobile phones; 
LCD large-screen displays; Microprocessors and microcontrollers to be incorporated in necklaces; 
Mobile application software enabling superimposition of user-generated photographs, computer 
graphics, sound, video, and text on real world environment for an enhanced real world experience; 
Mobile phone straps; Personal digital assistants; Recognition apparatus incorporating scanners, 
namely, facial recognition scanners, fingerprint scanners, biometric retinal scanners, biometric 
hand scanners; Software for creating augmented reality and virtual reality games and computer 
hardware for playing augmented reality and virtual reality games; Software for creating virtual 
reality games; Software for playing interactive multimedia computer game; virtual reality software 
for playing games; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands, covers, cases, holsters, power 
adaptors, and wired and wireless remote controls for computer mice, mouse pads, keyboards, 
keypads, controllers, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, microphones, 
smartwatches and smartphones; Tripods for speakers and microphones; Virtual reality games; 
Wearable computer peripherals and mobile electronic devices, namely, head-mounted virtual 
reality headsets.

Services
Class 38
(1) Broadcasting of music, movies, news, sports, computer and video gameplay, and radio 
programs, all via a global computer network, streaming of audio content via a global computer 
network featuring music, movies, news, computer and video games, and sports, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Broadcasting of music, movies, news, sports, computer 
and video gameplay, radio programs and television programs, via the Internet, global computer 
network, WAN - wide area network and cellular phone network, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Broadcasting and transmission of radio and television programmes 
via fibre optics, satellite and global computer network, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Cellular telephone communication, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Providing multiple user access to a global computer network, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Wireless digital messaging services, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Local and long distance telephone services, fixed and 
mobile telephone services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Communication by and between computers, namely, voice chat, text messages and video 
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conferencing, by fibre optics, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Computer 
intercommunication, namely, communication by and between computers, namely voice chat, text 
messages and video conferencing, by fibre optics, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Communication services via internet, fibre optics, satellite and global computer 
network for the electronic transmission of text messages, music files, video files, namely, music 
videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, gaming videos and product review 
videos, images and voices, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Communication services in the form of matching users for the transfer of music, video and audio 
recordings, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, gaming 
videos, product review videos, news, sports, television programs, computer game play, video 
game play, gaming competitions, dramatic performances, musical performances, via the Internet, 
global computer network, WAN - wide area network and cellular phone network, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Communications by cellular phones, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Communications by means of mobile phones, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Transmission of text messages, music files, 
video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, gaming videos 
and product review videos, images and voices over global computer networks and the Internet, 
and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Delivery of digital photographs, digital 
music, video and other multimedia content, such as music, movies, voice, text and video 
messages, news and sports, via the Internet, global computer network, WAN - wide area network 
and cellular phone network, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Operation 
of electronic bulletin boards containing information in the fields of music, sports, computer and 
video programs, computers and computer peripherals, and entertainment news, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Technical consulting in the field of electronic 
communications, namely cellular telephone communication and personal communication services 
(PCS) , and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Electronic mail and wireless 
digital messaging services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Electronic 
mail services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Electronic transmission of 
video and audio files namely video games, music videos, music, movies, voice messages, news 
and sports via the Internet, global computer network, WAN - wide area network and cellular phone 
network, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Electronic transmission of text 
messages, music files, video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to 
videos, gaming videos and product review videos, images and voices between computers and 
servers, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Electronic transmission of text 
messages, music files, video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to 
videos, gaming videos and product review videos, images and voices via the Internet, global 
computer network, WAN - wide area network and cellular phone network, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; Electronic transmission of streamed and downloadable text 
messages, music files, video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to 
videos, gaming videos and product review videos, images and voices via the Internet, global 
computer network, WAN - wide area network and cellular phone network, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; Facsimile, voice, text and video message collection and 
transmission services via the Internet, global computer network, WAN wide area network and 
cellular phone network, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Internet café 
services being the provision of multiple user access to the internet, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Mobile telephone communication, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Mobile telephone services, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; News agency services via a global computer network, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; One-way and two-way paging services, and information, advice 
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and consultancy services thereto; Providing access to digital music web sites on the Internet, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing access to online store websites on 
the Internet, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing communications 
services via internet, fibre optics, satellite and global computer network, namely voice over internet 
protocol (VOIP) peer-to-peer communications, electronic transmission of text messages, music 
files, video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, gaming 
videos and product review videos, images and voices and digital text files and digital photo files 
over computer terminals, and instant messaging services, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Providing of user access to the internet, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Providing online bulletin boards for the transmission of messages among 
computer users concerning computer gaming, movies, news and sports, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; Providing access to computer databases and directories in the 
field of computer gaming, music, movies, news and sports, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Providing access to digital music and MP3 web sites on the Internet, 
and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing user access to a web and 
news portal, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing temporary user 
access to the internet for use of non-downloadable programming software, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; Providing user access to the Internet (service providers), and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing wireless digital messaging 
services, wireless fax services, wireless telephone services and electronic wireless voice mails 
services via electronic communications networks, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Providing telecommunication connections and access to global computer 
networks, for transmission and reception of music and voice messages, photographic images and 
movies online and via fibre optic cables and satellite transmission, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Provision of user access and hyperlinks to computer databases in 
the field of computer gaming, music, movies, news and sports, and to the Internet, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Provision of connections to global computer 
networks, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Rental and hire of phones, 
modems, routers, computer, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Leasing 
access time to the internet to use online non-downloadable software to enable users to program 
audio, video, text and other multimedia content, and information, advice and consultancy services 
thereto; Streaming of video via a global computer network featuring movies, news, sports, music 
and computer and video games, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Streaming of video featuring movies, news, sports, music and computer and video games via 
global computer networks, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Streaming 
and subscription of audio broadcasting featuring music, music concerts, and radio programs via 
global computer networks, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Broadcasting 
pre-recorded videos featuring music and movies, television programs, motion pictures, news, 
sports, games, cultural events, computer gaming, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Subscription radio broadcasting, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Internet access provider services, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Communication by telephone, and information, advice and consultancy services 
thereto; Telex, telegram and telephone services, and information, advice and consultancy services 
thereto; Transmission of text, video and audio files namely video games, music videos, music, 
movies, voice messages, news and sports, and computer programs by global computer network, 
fibre optic cables, radio, teleprinter, telephone, mobile phone, electronic mail, telecopier, television, 
microwave, fibre optic cables, and satellite transmission, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Broadcasting prerecorded videos featuring music, television programs, motion 
pictures, news, sports, games, cultural events and computer gaming, via a global computer 
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network, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Virtual chatrooms established 
via text, voice chats, and voice messaging, and information, advice and consultancy services 
thereto; Transmission of music, television programs, motion pictures, news, sports, cultural events 
and computer gaming via the Internet, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Wireless broadcasting of pre-recorded videos featuring music, television programs, motion 
pictures, news, sports, games, cultural events and computer gaming via the Internet, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Wireless digital messaging, paging services, 
and electronic mail services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Wireless 
telephone services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto

Class 42
(2) Application service provider (ASP) services featuring computer software for setting up, 
configuring, and controlling computer hardware and computer peripherals, namely computers, 
laptops, tablets, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart wristbands, 
computer mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, headsets, 
headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely 
broadcasting cameras, broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio 
enhancers, and devices that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards 
that record and livestream gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop 
computers, computer display monitors, and head-mounted computer screens; Application service 
provider (ASP) services featuring software for authoring, downloading, transmitting, receiving, 
editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing and organizing text, graphics, images, 
and electronic publications; Application service provider (ASP) services featuring software that 
enables users to play and program music, movies, computer and video games, gaming 
competitions, sports, news, radio and television programs, and software for playing musical sound 
recordings, words, text messages, music files, video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, 
educational videos, how-to videos, gaming videos and product review videos, photographic 
images, voice chats, voice messages and voice mails; Application service provider featuring 
application programming interface (api) software for integration of financial transactions into 
websites and mobile software applications; Cloud computer provider services for general storage 
of data; Computer hardware and software consulting services; Computer programming; Computer 
security services for protection of virtual currency via electronic wallets; Computer software 
consulting services; Computer, mobile phone and consumer electronic, namely computers, 
laptops, tablet computers, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart 
wristbands, computer mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, 
headsets, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely 
broadcasting cameras, broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio 
enhancers, and devices that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards 
that record and livestream gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop 
computers, computer display monitors, and head-mounted computer screens, diagnostic services; 
Consultancy in the design and development of multimedia and audiovisual software; Consultancy 
in the field of software design; Consulting services in the field of selection, implementation and use 
of computer hardware, computer software and consumer electronic gaming systems for others; 
Consulting services in the field of selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and 
computer software for the operation of consumer electronic gaming systems for others; Creating 
an online virtual environment, namely, a website, for others for the trading of goods and services; 
Creating and maintaining websites; Design and development of computer game software; Design 
and development of computer hardware and software; Design and development of mobile software 
applications; Design and development of user interface for application software; Design and 
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development of user interfaces for computer devices for the purposes of computer gaming; Design 
and development of user interfaces for the purposes of computer gaming; Design and 
development of video games and games software; Design of mobile telephones; Design of 
smartphones and smartphone peripherals namely batteries, power packs, cables, earpieces, 
smartphone covers, smartphone protective screens, and wristbands embedded with electronics 
compatible with smartphones; Design, maintenance, development and updating of computer 
software; Designing, creating, maintaining and hosting online retail and electronic commerce 
websites for others; Designing, programming, and maintaining of computer programs (software) for 
authenticating users in electronic commerce transactions; Designing, programming, and 
maintaining of computer programs for use in electronic commerce transactions; Designing, 
programming, and maintaining of Internet websites for electronic commerce transactions for 
others; Development of computer software application solutions; Development of software; 
Development, maintenance and updating of a computer network search engine; Electronic storage 
of text messages, photographic images, computer graphics, audio recordings namely music, music 
videos, voice messages, voice chats, voice mails, news, sports, dramatic performances, musical 
performances, and videos namely music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, 
gaming videos, product review videos; Electronic storage of traditional currency and virtual 
currency via electronic wallets; Hosting a website for the uploading, sharing, viewing and posting 
of photographs, digital images, movies, videos namely music videos, movie videos, educational 
videos, how-to videos, gaming videos and product review videos, online journals, namely web 
blogs, computer gaming and music over a global computer network; Hosting of websites 
containing searchable database; Information and consultation in the fields of computerised data 
storage services for archiving electronic data; Information and consultation in the fields of 
electronic storage of gaming statistics, text, images, video games, voice chats, voice messages, 
voice mails, music, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, gaming videos 
and product review videos; Information in the fields of the design and development of computer 
hardware provided online from a global computer network and the Internet; Information technology 
(IT) services, namely, technical consultancy in the design of computer hardware, software and 
computer peripherals; Installation, updating, maintenance and repair of computer software and 
application software; Mobile phone data recovery; Operating internet search engines; Platform as 
a service (paas) featuring computer software for use in the field of financial services for processing 
electronic payment and transfer; Platform as a service (paas) featuring computer software for use 
in the field of financial services to facilitate secure financial transactions; Platform as a service 
(paas) services featuring games monetization computer platform software for providing a virtual 
currency for use in video games by members of an on-line community via a global computer 
network; Providing an encrypted website and web-based applications and software that enable 
users to remotely access, send, receive, transfer, store, and manage digital currency; Providing 
computer programs for use in processing, enabling and facilitating electronic commerce 
transactions; Providing internet search engines for electronic commerce transactions; Providing 
internet search engines for obtaining data on a global computer network; Providing mapping 
services and information via computers, telecommunication networks, mobile phones, hand-held 
devices and wireless navigation devices; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer 
software that allows users to send, receive, transfer, store, and safeguard digital currency; 
Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and software platforms for 
facilitating, enabling and processing electronic payments, processing of real-time payments, 
processing of online e-commerce transactions, processing of financial transactions and 
transmission of photographic images, text and graphics; Scientific and technological services 
namely research and design in the field of chronometry, computer hardware and software, 
computer systems, computer and video games, mobile phones, apparel and accessories 
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embedded with electronics, and virtual and augmented reality; Smartphone software design; 
Software and platform as a service (SAAS) and (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms that 
enable and facilitate the exchange and trading of goods and services among computer users; 
Software creation; Software design and development; Technical consulting in the field of 
computers, mobile phones and consumer electronics, namely computers, laptops, tablet 
computers, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart wristbands, computer 
mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, headsets, headphones, 
earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely broadcasting cameras, 
broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio enhancers, and devices 
that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards that record and livestream 
gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop computers, computer display 
monitors, and head-mounted computer screens; Technical support and consultation services for 
developing computer systems, databases and applications; Technical support services in the form 
of computer programming and software installation, repair and maintenance; Technical support 
services, namely, troubleshooting computer hardware, computer peripheral, computer software, 
mobile phone hardware, application software and consumer electronics, namely computers, 
laptops, tablet computers, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart 
wristbands, computer mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, 
headsets, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely 
broadcasting cameras, broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio 
enhancers, and devices that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards 
that record and livestream gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop 
computers, computer display monitors, and head-mounted computer screens; Updating of 
smartphone software; Computer consulting and technical support services for scanning of 
documents into computer discs, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Computer disaster recovery services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Computer services, namely, creating, organizing and managing websites for others in the fields of 
digital media, interactive technology, consumer electronics, gaming, and virtual reality, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Computer services, namely, design and 
development of augmented reality and virtual reality game software and hardware for others, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Computer time sharing, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Computer timesharing services, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; Data migration services, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Design and development of computer software and hardware for use 
in telecommunications and voice over internet protocol (VOIP) applications, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Graphic design for the compilation of web pages on the 
Internet, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Hosting computer software 
applications of others, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Hosting of a 
social networking website, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Hosting the 
websites of others, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing an online 
interface and network that feature technology that enables participants to solicit, collect, modify, 
store, organize, transmit and manage user's log in information, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Providing information in the field of software and hardware 
development for use with augmented reality and virtual reality applications via a website, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing temporary use of online, 
nondownloadable computer software that allows subscribers to utilize voice over Internet protocol 
(VOIP) communication services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Provision of web-based gaming applications of and for third parties, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Rental of computer hardware, computer software and computer 
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peripherals, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Technological analysis and 
research services in the fields of consumer electronics, namely computers, laptops, tablet 
computers, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart wristbands, computer 
mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, headsets, headphones, 
earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely broadcasting cameras, 
broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio enhancers, and devices 
that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards that record and livestream 
gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop computers, computer display 
monitors, and head-mounted computer screens, and information, advice and consultancy services 
thereto; Unlocking of mobile phones, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: October 06, 2017, Country or Office: SINGAPORE, Application No: 
40201719679T in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,892,413  Filing Date 2018-04-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

RAZER (ASIA-PACIFIC) PTE. LTD.
514 Chai Chee Lane
#07-05, 469029
SINGAPORE

Agent
VANTEK INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LLP 
(AKA D/B/A VANTEK IP LLP)
101 - 1001 West Broadway, Suite 380, 
Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6H4E4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FOR GAMERS. BY GAMERS.
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Cellular mobile telephones, digital telephones, internet phones, mobile satellite phones and hands-
free kits, mobile phones, mobile phones for use in vehicles, mobile telephones, multifunctional 
telephones, portable telephones, smartphones, telephones, video telephones, all of the 
aforementioned goods primarily marketed for gaming use and for gamers and excluding 
televisions and future versions or iterations of televisions; Apparatus for cable management, 
namely, power adaptors, audio/video cable connectors, audio/video cables, battery cables, and 
cable connectors; Application software that facilitates the delivery of optimum graphic quality 
through enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer screens, mobile phone 
display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays; Application software, namely, computer 
software for electronic storage, backup, transmission, sharing and management of other computer 
programs, data-driven business applications, mobile internet applications and website content 
management solutions; Applications that facilitate the delivery of optimum graphic quality through 
enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer screens, mobile phone display 
screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays, for mobile devices; Armbands with embedded 
computer display screens and electroluminescent display screens for display of information, 
specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, computers, laptops, tablets, smart 
phones and head-mounted computer screen; Audio equipment and apparatus, namely, 
earphones, headphones, microphones, headsets, speakers; Audio speakers; Batteries, namely for 
computers, video game machines, and power supplies, namely power bars for computers and 
video game; Battery chargers for use with computers, video game machines, mobile phones, 
cameras, tablets, headphones, controllers, microphones, speakers, computer mice, keyboards, 
laptops; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Computer and video games; 
Computer application software for mobile devices, namely, software for electronic storage, backup, 
transmission, sharing and management of other computer programs, data-driven business 
applications, mobile internet applications and website content management solutions; Computer 
application software for mobile devices, namely, software that allows users to sync and manage 
other computer programs, across multiple devices; Computer application software that facilitates 
the delivery of optimum graphic quality through enhanced refresh rate for computer display 
screens, computer screens, mobile phone display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED 
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displays, for mobile phones; Computer bags, computer pouches, computer cases, sleeves and 
covers; Computer control systems for lighting systems; Computer display screens; Computer 
games for use on mobile and cellular phones; Computer graphics cards; Computer hardware; 
Computer hardware for displaying phone calls, data, audio and video; Computer hardware for 
recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, reviewing, and receiving phone calls, data, audio 
and video; Computer hardware for telecommunications; Computer joysticks; Computer keyboards; 
Computer keypads; Computer mice; Computer mice mats; Computer monitors; Computer mouse; 
Computer programs and software for image processing used for mobile phones; Computer 
programs for management of passwords and user account log in information; Computer programs 
for the playing of computer games; Computer programs for user interface design; Computer 
software applications, downloadable, namely, computer software for electronic storage, backup, 
transmission, sharing and management of other computer programs, data-driven business 
applications, mobile internet applications and website content management solutions; Computer 
software for running development programs and application programs in a common development 
environment; Computer software drivers for mice, keyboards, joysticks, controllers, trackballs, 
modems, routers, printers, scanners headsets, microphones, speakers; Computer software for 
automatic tracking and monitoring of price comparison and price changes in the field of computer 
games, and tools and accessories for use in playing computer games; Computer software for 
ensuring the security of mobile payments via mobile devices and of credit and debit card 
information; Computer software for the storage, transmission, verification, and authentication of 
credit and debit card and other payment and transaction information; Computer software for the 
synchronization of computer peripherals with computer games, for playing of computer games; 
Computer software for tracking the location of mobile digital electronic devices; Computer software 
for use in connection with consumer loyalty programs and loyalty cards used to access and use 
loyalty points; Computer software for use in connection with the electronic storage, transmission, 
presentation, verification, authentication, and redemption of coupons, rebates, discounts, 
incentives, and special offers; Computer software that facilitates the delivery of optimum graphic 
quality through enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer screens, mobile 
phone display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays; Computer software to enable the 
transmission of photographs to mobile telephones; Computer software used for uploading, 
downloading, storing, backing up, recording, organizing, transmitting, receiving, accessing, 
retrieving, managing, synchronizing and reviewing text, data namely online game play information 
and statistics and log in information, email, documents, computer graphics, digital photographic 
images, video and audio files namely video games, music videos, music, movies, voice messages, 
news and sports, multimedia content namely interactive multimedia computer games and 
multimedia news podcasts; Computer software used to process electronic payments; Computer 
software for transmitting, processing, facilitating, verifying, and authenticating credit and debit card 
information and transaction and payment information; Computer soundcards; Computer trackballs; 
Computers; Downloadable applications that facilitate the delivery of optimum graphic quality 
through enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer screens, mobile phone 
display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays for use with mobile devices; 
Downloadable computer software applications that facilitate the delivery of optimum graphic quality 
through enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer screens, mobile phone 
display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays; Downloadable computer software, 
namely downloadable computer software for controlling LED lighting; Downloadable computer 
software, namely, downloadable mobile applications for setting up, configuring, and controlling 
wearable computer hardware and wearable computer peripherals, namely, virtual reality headsets, 
wearable smart wristbands, wearable smartwatches, and head-mounted computer screens; 
Downloadable computer software, namely, downloadable mobile applications for setting up, 
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configuring, and controlling head-mounted virtual reality headsets and wearable smart wristbands 
which can be connected to computers, laptops, tablets, smart phones and head-mounted 
computer screens via wireless computer technology; Downloadable graphics for mobile phones; 
Downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; Downloadable software for boosting the speed and 
performance of computer games and computers, laptops, tablets and smartphones; Downloadable 
software that allows subscribers to utilize voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) communication 
services; Earphones; Electronic control gears [ECGs] for LED lamps, light fixtures and LED lighting 
effects; Eyeglasses and sunglasses; Eyewear cases; Graphics amplifiers; Handheld computers; 
Headphones; Headsets; Headsets for mobile telephones; High definition graphic chipsets; Input 
devices, being data processing equipment adapted for use with computers, namely mice, 
keyboards, joysticks, controllers, headsets, microphones, speakers, trackballs, modems, routers, 
printers and scanners; Laptop computers; Light-emitting diodes [LED] for illumination of computer 
hardware, computer peripherals, sound and audio apparatus and electronic devices, including 
mobile devices, for enhancing visibility, appearance and functionality of computer hardware, 
computer peripherals, sound and audio apparatus and electronic devices, including mobile 
devices; Light emitting diode displays; Light-emitting diodes (LED); Liquid crystal displays; 
Microphones; Mobile phone cases; Mobile phone covers; Mobile telephone batteries; Mobile 
telephone receivers; Mobile telephone terminals; Mobile, and handheld computers; Motion 
detectors; Motion sensors for computer and video games; Mouse pads; Noise cancelling 
headphones; Notebook computers; Packaged and downloaded instruction manuals in electronic 
format sold as a unit with computer mice, mouse pads, keyboards, keypads, controllers, 
headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, microphones, smartwatches and 
smartphones; parts and spare parts of computer mice, mouse pads, keyboards, keypads, 
controllers, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, microphones, smartwatches and 
smartphones; Peripherals for mobile devices namely, adapter plugs, Ethernet adapters, audio and 
video cables, computer cables, electric cables, Ethernet cables, power cables, battery cables, 
speakers, headsets and earpieces; Mobile phone dust plugs, mobile phone port plugs; Plug 
adaptors; Programmable light-emitting diodes [LED] controlled by computer software; Protective 
and carrying bags adapted for holding and storing computer peripheral devices, namely, 
computers, laptops, tablets, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart 
wristbands, computer mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, 
headsets, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely 
broadcasting cameras, broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio 
enhancers, and devices that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards 
that record and livestream gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop 
computers, computer display monitors, and head-mounted computer screens; Protective films 
adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable cellular telephone batteries; Smart watches that 
communicate data to smartphones; Software and applications that facilitate the delivery of 
optimum graphic quality through enhanced refresh rate for computer display screens, computer 
screens, mobile phone display screens, liquid crystal displays, and LED displays, for mobile 
devices; Software for creating and designing graphical user interface; Software for processing 
images, computer graphics and words; Software to control and improve sound quality of audio 
equipment, namely, earphones, headphones, microphones, headsets, computer speakers and 
webcams; Spectacle parts, namely eyewear temple decorative covers; Sunglasses; Tablet 
computers; Touch screen pens; Touch sensitive electronic screens with customizable computer 
graphic use interfaces, graphic icons and interactive graphic screens; Universal serial bus 
operating hardware; USB cables for cellphones; User interface software; Video games for use with 
game console; Wearable smart wristbands which can be connected to computers, laptops, tablets, 
smart phones; Webcams; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Bags, pouches, cases and covers 
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adapted for holding and storing computers, laptops, tablet computers, mobile phones, smart 
phones, smart watches, wearable smart wristbands, computer mice, computer mice mats, 
keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, headsets, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, 
speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely broadcasting cameras, broadcasting microphones, 
broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio enhancers, and devices that enhance broadcast 
streaming quality, namely game capture cards that record and livestream gaming experience for 
sharing with others, microphones, desktop computers, computer display monitors, and head-
mounted computer screens; Smartphones in the shape of a watch, primarily marketed for gaming 
use and for gamers and excluding televisions and future versions or iterations of televisions; 
Augmented reality games; Camera lenses; Camera mounts; Cameras; Cases and bags for 
photographic and cinematographic apparatus; Cases, housings, lenses, tripods, filters and cables 
for photographic equipment; Computer hardware for playing virtual reality games; Electronic mail 
and messaging software; Computer software for a web-based platform which features automatic 
and custom computer game match creation and management between random players, and 
computer game match reporting; Computer software for augmented reality and virtual reality 
experiences for educational purposes; Computer software for controlling the operation of computer 
audio and video hardware; Computer software for controlling the operation of speakers, 
microphones, headsets, earpieces, monitors, televisions and computer display screens; Computer 
software for enabling image recognition technology on laptops, tablets and smartphones, and 
computer software for enabling the initiation and functionalities of the augmented reality 
technology on laptops, tablets and smartphones; Computer software for facilitating social 
networking services via the internet; computer software for hosting internet portals, chatrooms and 
internet forums; Computer software for processing and organising audio files, namely, music, 
movies, voice messages, news and sports; Computer software for processing, organizing and 
viewing text and digital images; Computer software for running development programs and 
application programs in a common development environment; Computer software for streaming of 
music, movies, news, sports, advertisements, computer software for data processing in the field of 
computer games; Computer software for use in accessing the internet and the global computer 
information network; Computer software for use in recording, producing, broadcasting, and editing 
of video and audio to and from a virtual camera device via wired and wireless networks; Computer 
software that provides web-based access to applications and services through a web operating 
system or portal interface; Computer software to enable searching of computer game play data, 
and augmented reality software for use in the playing of computer games; Computer software to 
enable the viewing and sharing of digital goods and merchandise, online game and game play 
information and statistics available on global computer networks; Database synchronization 
software; Digital cameras; Downloadable cloud computer software for database management, for 
general storage of data and for use in configuration of computer hardware; Downloadable 
computer software for broadcasting videos, video clips, movie recordings, audio clips and audio 
recordings, digital images, and photos of computer games over the internet and the global 
computer information network; Downloadable computer software to enable the uploading, posting, 
sharing, tagging, and rating of computer games and computer game play information and play 
data and multimedia content, namely interactive multimedia computer games and multimedia news 
podcasts in the field of computer games over the internet and the global computer information 
network; Downloadable music files, movies, ring tones, video games, television programs, 
multimedia news podcasts, radio podcasts, esport tournament and commentary podcasts and 
audio books; Dustproof plugs for jacks of mobile phones; Software for creating, sending and 
receiving email and text messages; Electronic organizers; Electronically encoded identity 
wristbands; Galvanic cells; Game engine software for video game development and operation; 
Gesture recognition software; Global positioning system (GPS) consisting of computers, computer 
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software, transmitters, receivers and network interface devices; Hands-free kits for mobile phones; 
Headmounted computer screens by wireless technology; Head-mounted virtual reality and 
augmented reality headsets; Holders adapted for mobile phones; Internet access software; 
Keyboards for mobile phones; Keyboards for smart phones; Leather cases for mobile phones; 
LCD large-screen displays; Microprocessors and microcontrollers to be incorporated in necklaces; 
Mobile application software enabling superimposition of user-generated photographs, computer 
graphics, sound, video, and text on real world environment for an enhanced real world experience; 
Mobile phone straps; Personal digital assistants; Recognition apparatus incorporating scanners, 
namely, facial recognition scanners, fingerprint scanners, biometric retinal scanners, biometric 
hand scanners; Software for creating augmented reality and virtual reality games and computer 
hardware for playing augmented reality and virtual reality games; Software for creating virtual 
reality games; Software for playing interactive multimedia computer game; virtual reality software 
for playing games; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands, covers, cases, holsters, power 
adaptors, and wired and wireless remote controls for computer mice, mouse pads, keyboards, 
keypads, controllers, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, microphones, 
smartwatches and smartphones; Tripods for speakers and microphones; Virtual reality games; 
Wearable computer peripherals and mobile electronic devices, namely, head-mounted virtual 
reality headsets.

Services
Class 38
(1) Broadcasting of music, movies, news, sports, computer and video gameplay, and radio 
programs, all via a global computer network, streaming of audio content via a global computer 
network featuring music, movies, news, computer and video games, and sports, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Broadcasting of music, movies, news, sports, computer 
and video gameplay, radio programs and television programs, via the Internet, global computer 
network, WAN - wide area network and cellular phone network, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Broadcasting and transmission of radio and television programmes 
via fibre optics, satellite and global computer network, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Cellular telephone communication, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Providing multiple user access to a global computer network, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Wireless digital messaging services, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Local and long distance telephone services, fixed and 
mobile telephone services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Communication by and between computers, namely, voice chat, text messages and video 
conferencing, by fibre optics, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Computer 
intercommunication, namely, communication by and between computers, namely voice chat, text 
messages and video conferencing, by fibre optics, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Communication services via internet, fibre optics, satellite and global computer 
network for the electronic transmission of text messages, music files, video files, namely, music 
videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, gaming videos and product review 
videos, images and voices, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Communication services in the form of matching users for the transfer of music, video and audio 
recordings, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, gaming 
videos, product review videos, news, sports, television programs, computer game play, video 
game play, gaming competitions, dramatic performances, musical performances, via the Internet, 
global computer network, WAN - wide area network and cellular phone network, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Communications by cellular phones, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Communications by means of mobile phones, and 
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information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Transmission of text messages, music files, 
video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, gaming videos 
and product review videos, images and voices over global computer networks and the Internet, 
and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Delivery of digital photographs, digital 
music, video and other multimedia content, such as music, movies, voice, text and video 
messages, news and sports, via the Internet, global computer network, WAN - wide area network 
and cellular phone network, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Operation 
of electronic bulletin boards containing information in the fields of music, sports, computer and 
video programs, computers and computer peripherals, and entertainment news, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Technical consulting in the field of electronic 
communications, namely cellular telephone communication and personal communication services 
(PCS) , and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Electronic mail and wireless 
digital messaging services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Electronic 
mail services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Electronic transmission of 
video and audio files namely video games, music videos, music, movies, voice messages, news 
and sports via the Internet, global computer network, WAN - wide area network and cellular phone 
network, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Electronic transmission of text 
messages, music files, video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to 
videos, gaming videos and product review videos, images and voices between computers and 
servers, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Electronic transmission of text 
messages, music files, video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to 
videos, gaming videos and product review videos, images and voices via the Internet, global 
computer network, WAN - wide area network and cellular phone network, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; Electronic transmission of streamed and downloadable text 
messages, music files, video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to 
videos, gaming videos and product review videos, images and voices via the Internet, global 
computer network, WAN - wide area network and cellular phone network, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; Facsimile, voice, text and video message collection and 
transmission services via the Internet, global computer network, WAN wide area network and 
cellular phone network, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Internet café 
services being the provision of multiple user access to the internet, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Mobile telephone communication, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Mobile telephone services, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; News agency services via a global computer network, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; One-way and two-way paging services, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; Providing access to digital music web sites on the Internet, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing access to online store websites on 
the Internet, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing communications 
services via internet, fibre optics, satellite and global computer network, namely voice over internet 
protocol (VOIP) peer-to-peer communications, electronic transmission of text messages, music 
files, video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, gaming 
videos and product review videos, images and voices and digital text files and digital photo files 
over computer terminals, and instant messaging services, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Providing of user access to the internet, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Providing online bulletin boards for the transmission of messages among 
computer users concerning computer gaming, movies, news and sports, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; Providing access to computer databases and directories in the 
field of computer gaming, music, movies, news and sports, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Providing access to digital music and MP3 web sites on the Internet, 
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and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing user access to a web and 
news portal, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing temporary user 
access to the internet for use of non-downloadable programming software, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; Providing user access to the Internet (service providers), and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing wireless digital messaging 
services, wireless fax services, wireless telephone services and electronic wireless voice mails 
services via electronic communications networks, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Providing telecommunication connections and access to global computer 
networks, for transmission and reception of music and voice messages, photographic images and 
movies online and via fibre optic cables and satellite transmission, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Provision of user access and hyperlinks to computer databases in 
the field of computer gaming, music, movies, news and sports, and to the Internet, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Provision of connections to global computer 
networks, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Rental and hire of phones, 
modems, routers, computer, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Leasing 
access time to the internet to use online non-downloadable software to enable users to program 
audio, video, text and other multimedia content, and information, advice and consultancy services 
thereto; Streaming of video via a global computer network featuring movies, news, sports, music 
and computer and video games, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Streaming of video featuring movies, news, sports, music and computer and video games via 
global computer networks, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Streaming 
and subscription of audio broadcasting featuring music, music concerts, and radio programs via 
global computer networks, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Broadcasting 
pre-recorded videos featuring music and movies, television programs, motion pictures, news, 
sports, games, cultural events, computer gaming, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Subscription radio broadcasting, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Internet access provider services, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Communication by telephone, and information, advice and consultancy services 
thereto; Telex, telegram and telephone services, and information, advice and consultancy services 
thereto; Transmission of text, video and audio files namely video games, music videos, music, 
movies, voice messages, news and sports, and computer programs by global computer network, 
fibre optic cables, radio, teleprinter, telephone, mobile phone, electronic mail, telecopier, television, 
microwave, fibre optic cables, and satellite transmission, and information, advice and consultancy 
services thereto; Broadcasting prerecorded videos featuring music, television programs, motion 
pictures, news, sports, games, cultural events and computer gaming, via a global computer 
network, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Virtual chatrooms established 
via text, voice chats, and voice messaging, and information, advice and consultancy services 
thereto; Transmission of music, television programs, motion pictures, news, sports, cultural events 
and computer gaming via the Internet, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Wireless broadcasting of pre-recorded videos featuring music, television programs, motion 
pictures, news, sports, games, cultural events and computer gaming via the Internet, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Wireless digital messaging, paging services, 
and electronic mail services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Wireless 
telephone services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto.

Class 42
(2) Application service provider (ASP) services featuring computer software for setting up, 
configuring, and controlling computer hardware and computer peripherals, namely computers, 
laptops, tablets, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart wristbands, 
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computer mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, headsets, 
headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely 
broadcasting cameras, broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio 
enhancers, and devices that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards 
that record and livestream gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop 
computers, computer display monitors, and head-mounted computer screens; Application service 
provider (ASP) services featuring software for authoring, downloading, transmitting, receiving, 
editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing and organizing text, graphics, images, 
and electronic publications; Application service provider (ASP) services featuring software that 
enables users to play and program music, movies, computer and video games, gaming 
competitions, sports, news, radio and television programs, and software for playing musical sound 
recordings, words, text messages, music files, video files, namely, music videos, movie videos, 
educational videos, how-to videos, gaming videos and product review videos, photographic 
images, voice chats, voice messages and voice mails; Application service provider featuring 
application programming interface (api) software for integration of financial transactions into 
websites and mobile software applications; Cloud computer provider services for general storage 
of data; Computer hardware and software consulting services; Computer programming; Computer 
security services for protection of virtual currency via electronic wallets; Computer software 
consulting services; Computer, mobile phone and consumer electronic, namely computers, 
laptops, tablet computers, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart 
wristbands, computer mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, 
headsets, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely 
broadcasting cameras, broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio 
enhancers, and devices that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards 
that record and livestream gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop 
computers, computer display monitors, and head-mounted computer screens, diagnostic services; 
Consultancy in the design and development of multimedia and audiovisual software; Consultancy 
in the field of software design; Consulting services in the field of selection, implementation and use 
of computer hardware, computer software and consumer electronic gaming systems for others; 
Consulting services in the field of selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and 
computer software for the operation of consumer electronic gaming systems for others; Creating 
an online virtual environment, namely, a website, for others for the trading of goods and services; 
Creating and maintaining websites; Design and development of computer game software; Design 
and development of computer hardware and software; Design and development of mobile software 
applications; Design and development of user interface for application software; Design and 
development of user interfaces for computer devices for the purposes of computer gaming; Design 
and development of user interfaces for the purposes of computer gaming; Design and 
development of video games and games software; Design of mobile telephones; Design of 
smartphones and smartphone peripherals namely batteries, power packs, cables, earpieces, 
smartphone covers, smartphone protective screens, and wristbands embedded with electronics 
compatible with smartphones; Design, maintenance, development and updating of computer 
software; Designing, creating, maintaining and hosting online retail and electronic commerce 
websites for others; Designing, programming, and maintaining of computer programs (software) for 
authenticating users in electronic commerce transactions; Designing, programming, and 
maintaining of computer programs for use in electronic commerce transactions; Designing, 
programming, and maintaining of Internet websites for electronic commerce transactions for 
others; Development of computer software application solutions; Development of software; 
Development, maintenance and updating of a computer network search engine; Electronic storage 
of text messages, photographic images, computer graphics, audio recordings namely music, music 
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videos, voice messages, voice chats, voice mails, news, sports, dramatic performances, musical 
performances, and videos namely music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, 
gaming videos, product review videos; Electronic storage of traditional currency and virtual 
currency via electronic wallets; Hosting a website for the uploading, sharing, viewing and posting 
of photographs, digital images, movies, videos namely music videos, movie videos, educational 
videos, how-to videos, gaming videos and product review videos, online journals, namely web 
blogs, computer gaming and music over a global computer network; Hosting of websites 
containing searchable database; Information and consultation in the fields of computerised data 
storage services for archiving electronic data; Information and consultation in the fields of 
electronic storage of gaming statistics, text, images, video games, voice chats, voice messages, 
voice mails, music, music videos, movie videos, educational videos, how-to videos, gaming videos 
and product review videos; Information in the fields of the design and development of computer 
hardware provided online from a global computer network and the Internet; Information technology 
(IT) services, namely, technical consultancy in the design of computer hardware, software and 
computer peripherals; Installation, updating, maintenance and repair of computer software and 
application software; Mobile phone data recovery; Operating internet search engines; Platform as 
a service (paas) featuring computer software for use in the field of financial services for processing 
electronic payment and transfer; Platform as a service (paas) featuring computer software for use 
in the field of financial services to facilitate secure financial transactions; Platform as a service 
(paas) services featuring games monetization computer platform software for providing a virtual 
currency for use in video games by members of an on-line community via a global computer 
network; Providing an encrypted website and web-based applications and software that enable 
users to remotely access, send, receive, transfer, store, and manage digital currency; Providing 
computer programs for use in processing, enabling and facilitating electronic commerce 
transactions; Providing internet search engines for electronic commerce transactions; Providing 
internet search engines for obtaining data on a global computer network; Providing mapping 
services and information via computers, telecommunication networks, mobile phones, hand-held 
devices and wireless navigation devices; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer 
software that allows users to send, receive, transfer, store, and safeguard digital currency; 
Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and software platforms for 
facilitating, enabling and processing electronic payments, processing of real-time payments, 
processing of online e-commerce transactions, processing of financial transactions and 
transmission of photographic images, text and graphics; Scientific and technological services 
namely research and design in the field of chronometry, computer hardware and software, 
computer systems, computer and video games, mobile phones, apparel and accessories 
embedded with electronics, and virtual and augmented reality; Smartphone software design; 
Software and platform as a service (SAAS) and (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms that 
enable and facilitate the exchange and trading of goods and services among computer users; 
Software creation; Software design and development; Technical consulting in the field of 
computers, mobile phones and consumer electronics, namely computers, laptops, tablet 
computers, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart wristbands, computer 
mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, headsets, headphones, 
earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely broadcasting cameras, 
broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio enhancers, and devices 
that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards that record and livestream 
gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop computers, computer display 
monitors, and head-mounted computer screens; Technical support and consultation services for 
developing computer systems, databases and applications; Technical support services in the form 
of computer programming and software installation, repair and maintenance; Technical support 
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services, namely, troubleshooting computer hardware, computer peripheral, computer software, 
mobile phone hardware, application software and consumer electronics, namely computers, 
laptops, tablet computers, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart 
wristbands, computer mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, 
headsets, headphones, earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely 
broadcasting cameras, broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio 
enhancers, and devices that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards 
that record and livestream gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop 
computers, computer display monitors, and head-mounted computer screens; Updating of 
smartphone software; Computer consulting and technical support services for scanning of 
documents into computer discs, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Computer disaster recovery services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Computer services, namely, creating, organizing and managing websites for others in the fields of 
digital media, interactive technology, consumer electronics, gaming, and virtual reality, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Computer services, namely, design and 
development of augmented reality and virtual reality game software and hardware for others, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Computer time sharing, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Computer timesharing services, and information, advice 
and consultancy services thereto; Data migration services, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Design and development of computer software and hardware for use 
in telecommunications and voice over internet protocol (VOIP) applications, and information, 
advice and consultancy services thereto; Graphic design for the compilation of web pages on the 
Internet, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Hosting computer software 
applications of others, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Hosting of a 
social networking website, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Hosting the 
websites of others, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing an online 
interface and network that feature technology that enables participants to solicit, collect, modify, 
store, organize, transmit and manage user's log in information, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Providing information in the field of software and hardware 
development for use with augmented reality and virtual reality applications via a website, and 
information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Providing temporary use of online, 
nondownloadable computer software that allows subscribers to utilize voice over Internet protocol 
(VOIP) communication services, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; 
Provision of web-based gaming applications of and for third parties, and information, advice and 
consultancy services thereto; Rental of computer hardware, computer software and computer 
peripherals, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto; Technological analysis and 
research services in the fields of consumer electronics, namely computers, laptops, tablet 
computers, mobile phones, smart phones, smart watches, wearable smart wristbands, computer 
mice, computer mice mats, keyboards, keypads, video game controllers, headsets, headphones, 
earpieces, routers, modems, speakers, broadcasting equipment, namely broadcasting cameras, 
broadcasting microphones, broadcasting headsets, broadcasting audio enhancers, and devices 
that enhance broadcast streaming quality, namely game capture cards that record and livestream 
gaming experience for sharing with others, microphones, desktop computers, computer display 
monitors, and head-mounted computer screens, and information, advice and consultancy services 
thereto; Unlocking of mobile phones, and information, advice and consultancy services thereto.

Claims
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Priority Filing Date: October 06, 2017, Country or Office: SINGAPORE, Application No: 
40201719680V in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind 
of services
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 Application Number 1,892,661  Filing Date 2018-04-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

GREENTEC HOLDINGS LTD.
Suite 335
1632 Dickson Ave
Kelowna
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V1Y7T2

Agent
MCCARTHY TETRAULT LLP
745 Thurlow Street, Suite 2400, VANCOUVER, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E0C5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TENZO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Cannabis plant tissue culture for research use

 Class 03
(2) Cannabis derivatives, such as, oils, sprays, topicals and creams used as skin care preparations

 Class 05
(3) Medical cannabis; cannabis derivatives, such as, resins and concentrated pastes for smoking, 
extracts, edibles, oils, tinctures, salves, sprays, tablets, topicals, and creams, each containing 
cannabis for medicinal purposes, for the relief of pain, for relaxation, for reducing stress and 
fatigue, for mood enhancement, for maintaining general health and well-being, for relieving 
anxiety, for relieving depression, as a sleep aid and for management of opioid addiction and relief 
of epilepsy; botanical supplements for general health and wellbeing

 Class 29
(4) Cannabis-infused foods, such as, butters and fruit spreads, snack food dips, fruit-based snack 
foods, all containing cannabis

 Class 30
(5) Cannabis-infused foods, such as, candies, frozen confectionery, granola-based snack foods, 
wheat-based snack foods, nut-based snack foods, rice-based snack foods, all containing 
cannabis; cannabis-infused baked goods, such as, cookies, cakes, pies, all containing cannabis; 
cannabis-infused beverages, such as, coffee and coffee-based beverages, tea and tea-based 
beverages, all containing cannabis

 Class 31
(6) Live cannabis plants; live cannabis plant cuttings; cannabis seeds

 Class 32
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(7) Cannabis-infused beverages, such as, bottled water, soda pops, fruit-flavoured beverages, all 
containing cannabis

 Class 34
(8) Dried cannabis; cannabis oil for oral vaporizers for smoking

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail sale, wholesale sales, and wholesale distribution of: cannabis, cannabis derivatives, 
such as, oils, sprays, topicals and creams used as skin care preparations, medical cannabis, 
cannabis derivatives, such as, resins and concentrated pastes for smoking, extracts, edibles, oils, 
tinctures, salves, sprays, tablets, topicals, and creams, each containing cannabis for medicinal 
purposes, for the relief of pain, for relaxation, for reducing stress and fatigue, for mood 
enhancement, for maintaining general health and well-being, for relieving anxiety, for relieving 
depression, as a sleep aid and for management of opioid addiction and relief of epilepsy, cannabis-
infused foods, cannabis-infused baked goods and cannabis-infused beverages; consulting and 
advisory services in the fields of medicinal cannabis, cannabis-infused foods, cannabis-infused 
baked goods and cannabis-infused beverages; business management and business 
administration consultation services in the field of cannabis

Class 40
(2) Processing of cannabis

Class 42
(3) Research and development services in the field of cannabis; consultation services in the field of 
cannabis research and development; analytical testing services in the field of cannabis

Class 44
(4) Production, cultivation, and dispensing of cannabis; extraction of cannabis concentrates; 
providing information in the field of cannabis over a global communications network; consultation 
services in the field of medical cannabis and recreational use of cannabis
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 Application Number 1,892,680  Filing Date 2018-04-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

IceCOLD Technology, LLC, a Texas limited 
liability company
1333 W. McDermott Drive
Suite 150
Allen, TX 75013
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CABINET JURIDIQUE ST. LAWRENCE S.E.N.
C.R.L.
2301, Saint-Patrick Street, Suite B6, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H3K1B3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ICECOLD
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

Refrigeration and air conditioning system chemical additives, namely, refrigerant compressor oil 
fouling eliminator
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 Application Number 1,893,903  Filing Date 2018-04-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

International Creative Management Partners 
LLC
10250 Constellation Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90067
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ICM ENTERPRISES
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
(1) Talent and literary agency services; marketing services in the field of arranging for the 
distribution of motion pictures and motion picture scripts for others; business development 
services, namely, consulting and advisory services in business organization and management 
provided to media and entertainment companies, and recommending key strategy partnerships to, 
media and entertainment companies, strategic business planning and consulting services in 
business organization and management provided to, media and entertainment companies; 
business marketing consulting services; business planning; market research; conducting 
marketing studies; preparing business reports and strategic business development consultation 
services regarding the use of multimedia publishing, global computer network and social media 
strategy for marketing and placing of advertisements for others

Class 36
(2) Charitable foundation services, namely, providing financial assistance to non-profit 
organizations for programs and services of others that promote arts and culture, sports, education, 
medical research, social welfare, and environmental issues and initiatives

(3) Assisting screenwriters and motion picture producers in obtaining financing

Class 41
(4) Production and distribution of television shows and movies; distribution of motion pictures and 
motion picture scripts

(5) Arranging and conducting musical concerts, orchestral performances, performances featuring 
mime performances, live dance and live music, and live comedy shows; providing the services of 
lecturers and speakers to persons and organizations conducting conferences and lectures series, 
in the fields of a variety of topics namely entertainment, fine arts, literature, economic and political 
affairs, community social events and in the field of general interest

Claims
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Priority Filing Date: March 23, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/847047 in association with the same kind of services (1); March 23, 2018, 
Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application No: 87/846996 in association with 
the same kind of services (2); March 23, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/847140 in association with the same kind of services (5); March 23, 2018, 
Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application No: 87/847117 in association with 
the same kind of services (4); March 23, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/847009 in association with the same kind of services (3)
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 Application Number 1,893,923  Filing Date 2018-04-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Petite Girafe Montessori Sunnyside Holding Inc.
15977 28 Avenue
Surrey
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V3S0C9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 41
(1) nursery school services; nursery schools

Class 43
(2) child care centres; child day-care centre services; preschooler and infant care at daycare 
centers

Class 45
(3) child care services
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 Application Number 1,893,956  Filing Date 2018-04-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

0854851 B.C. Ltd.
1400 Industrial Road
West Kelowna
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V1Z1G5

Agent
RICHARD D. OKIMAW
Lawson Lundell LLP, Suite 403-460 Doyle 
Avenue, Kelowa, BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
V1Y0C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

IRONFEATHER
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 12

(1) Parts for vehicles namely, sleeper boxes, crew cabs, extended cabs and backpacks, namely, 
mounted truck cab extensions that provide storage, seating and/or sleeping quarters

(2) Utility and service bodies for vehicles, namely mounted truck cab extensions, vehicle mounted 
storage containers in the nature of cargo storage bins specially adapted to fit on trucks
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 Application Number 1,894,360  Filing Date 2018-04-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

9296-2133 Québec Inc.
3150 rue Guénette
Montreal
QUEBEC
H4S1W5

Agent
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
800 rue Square-Victoria, BUREAU 3700, C.P. 
242, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H4Z1E9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CAMPEA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Soccer equipment and accessories, namely coach whistles, referee whistles.

 Class 14
(2) Soccer equipment and accessories, namely referee watches.

 Class 25
(3) Sports, leisure and athletic clothing, headgear namely, hats, caps, beanies and headbands and 
footwear, namely shoes, sneakers, athletic footwear, casual footwear and sports footwear; soccer 
equipment and accessories, namely soccer pinnies.

 Class 28
(4) Soccer equipment and accessories, namely soccer balls, gloves for soccer goalkeepers, knee 
pads for soccer, soccer goal nets, soccer hurdles, soccer cones, soccer discs, soccer rebounders, 
soccer posts.

Services
Class 35
Wholesale of sporting equipment and uniforms across Canada and online retail store services 
featuring clothing, footwear, headwear, sporting goods, sports equipment and sports accessories.
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 Application Number 1,895,249  Filing Date 2018-04-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

L-JACK PROMOTIONS INC.
566 Route 165
Riceville
NEW BRUNSWICK
E7N2Z2

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601 , Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

L-JACK
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 08

(1) Axes

 Class 09
(2) Head guards

 Class 21
(3) Water bottles sold empty

 Class 25
(4) Casual clothing; Sports clothing; casual shoes and boots; sports shoes; caps and hats; rash 
guard shirts

 Class 28
(5) Sport equipement, namely boxing gloves, MMA gloves, hand pads, kick pads

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail store and online retail store services featuring sports clothing; online advertising services 
for others via electronic media and Internet; business marketing consulting services in the field of 
combat sports; advertising services for others for promoting combat athletes, advertising services 
for others for promoting mixed martial arts shows, advertising services for promoting fundraising 
campaigns for others

Class 41
(2) Providing information about celebrity athletes via a website and social media platform; 
organization of box and martial arts events; organization of conferences in association with 
celebrity athletes
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 Application Number 1,895,253  Filing Date 2018-04-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

KEURIG CANADA INC.
3700 Jean-Rivard
Montréal
QUEBEC
H1Z4K3

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MARKET'S OWN BLEND
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 30

Coffee;
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 Application Number 1,895,649  Filing Date 2018-04-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Union des Associations Européennes de 
Football (UEFA)
Route de Genève 46
Nyon, 1260
SWITZERLAND

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GLOBAL NATIONS LEAGUE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 25

Shoes; shirts; pullovers; sleeveless pullovers; T-shirts; vests; singlets; sleeveless singlets, frocks; 
skirts; underwear; bathing suits; bath robes; shorts; trousers; sweaters; bonnets; caps; hats; 
sashes for wear; scarves; shawls; peaked caps; tracksuits; sweatshirts; jackets, sports jackets, 
stadium jackets (chasubles); blazers; coats; sports uniforms; neckties; bandanas; wristbands; 
headbands; gloves; aprons; bibs, not of paper; pyjamas; playclothes for infants and children; 
stockings and socks; stocking suspenders; belts; suspenders and braces.

Services
Class 41
Physical education services; soccer training services; providing of training for soccer referees; 
online video gaming services; operating lotteries; arranging and conducting soccer competitions; 
sport-related betting services; entertainment services, namely the distribution of television 
programs and video clips and short extracts to others in the field of sports by means of the cable, 
telephony, Internet, satellite, mobile, and audio/video media, television network; Providing sports 
arena facilities; rental of interactive educational and recreational compact disks in the field of 
sports, of CD-ROMs and computer games; production of interactive compact discs and of CD-
ROMS; television and radio coverage of sports events, namely production and distribution of 
television and radio programs in the field of sports; production services for radio and television 
programs and videotapes; ticket reservation services for entertainment, sporting and cultural 
events; sports camps services; timing during sports events; organization of beauty contests; 
Providing information in the field of soccer via an interactive website; online betting on the Internet 
or on any wireless electronic communication network; providing on-line computer games via a 
website; Entertainment, namely, raffle gaming services; online publication of magazines and online 
journals, of sports statistics and competition results; book publishing; on-line publishing of 
electronic books and newspapers; audio and video recording services; production of animated 
cartoons for the movies, production of animated cartoons for television; translation services; 
photographer services; rental of soccer stadiums.
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 Application Number 1,895,650  Filing Date 2018-04-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Union des Associations Européennes de 
Football (UEFA)
Route de Genève 46
Nyon, 1260
SWITZERLAND

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 25

Shoes; shirts; pullovers; sleeveless pullovers; T-shirts; vests; singlets; sleeveless singlets, frocks; 
skirts; underwear; bathing suits; bath robes; shorts; trousers; sweaters; bonnets; caps; hats; 
sashes for wear; scarves; shawls; peaked caps; tracksuits; sweatshirts; jackets, sports jackets, 
stadium jackets (chasubles); blazers; coats; sports uniforms; neckties; bandanas; wristbands; 
headbands; gloves; aprons; bibs, not of paper; pyjamas; playclothes for infants and children; 
stockings and socks; stocking suspenders; belts; suspenders and braces.

Services
Class 41
Physical education services; soccer training services; providing of training for soccer referees; 
online video gaming services; operating lotteries; arranging and conducting soccer competitions; 
sport-related betting services; entertainment services, namely the distribution of television 
programs and video clips and short extracts to others in the field of sports by means of the cable, 
telephony, Internet, satellite, mobile, and audio/video media, television network; Providing sports 
arena facilities; rental of interactive educational and recreational compact disks in the field of 
sports, of CD-ROMs and computer games; production of interactive compact discs and of CD-
ROMS; television and radio coverage of sports events, namely production and distribution of 
television and radio programs in the field of sports; production services for radio and television 
programs and videotapes; ticket reservation services for entertainment, sporting and cultural 
events; sports camps services; timing during sports events; organization of beauty contests; 
Providing information in the field of soccer via an interactive website; online betting on the Internet 
or on any wireless electronic communication network; providing on-line computer games via a 
website; Entertainment, namely, raffle gaming services; online publication of magazines and online 
journals, of sports statistics and competition results; book publishing; on-line publishing of 
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electronic books and newspapers; audio and video recording services; production of animated 
cartoons for the movies, production of animated cartoons for television; translation services; 
photographer services; rental of soccer stadiums.
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 Application Number 1,895,697  Filing Date 2018-04-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

BODY PLUS NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS INC.
130 McLevin Avenue, Unit 5
Toronto
ONTARIO
M1B3R6

Agent
MAGYAR, BOGLE & O'HARA LLP
2842 Bloor Street West, Suite 101, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M8X1B1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

T-CYCLE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

Natural health products, namely, dietary supplements, sport supplements, and nutraceuticals, 
composed of amino acids and minerals.
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 Application Number 1,895,754  Filing Date 2018-04-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

KOJI HONPO CO.,LTD.
2-26-1, Matsugaya, Taito-Ku
Tokyo, 111-0036
JAPAN

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

OSAMU GOODS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

(1) adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; polishing preparations, namely, polishing creams, 
polishing wax, nail polish; cosmetics; polishing paper; false nails; false eyelashes; cosmetics for 
forming double eyelid

 Class 16
(2) containers of paper, for packaging; bags of plastics, for packaging; paper and cardboard; 
stationery, namely, paper stationery, writing stationery, pens, pencils, pen cases, rubber erasers, 
rulers for stationery and office use

 Class 18
(3) bags, namely, all-purpose carrying bags, athletic bags, leather bags, toiletry bags; pouches, 
namely, drawstring pouches, key pouches, waist pouches; vanity cases, not fitted

 Class 21
(4) cosmetic and toilet utensils, namely, cosmetic brushes, cosmetic spatulas, make-up sponges; 
industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain

 Class 25
(5) clothing, namely, athletic clothing, casual clothing, shirts, pants
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 Application Number 1,895,776  Filing Date 2018-04-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Union des Associations Européennes de 
Football (UEFA)
Route de Genève 46
Nyon, 1260
SWITZERLAND

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WORLD NATIONS LEAGUE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 25

Shoes; shirts; pullovers; sleeveless pullovers; T-shirts; vests; singlets; sleeveless singlets, frocks; 
skirts; underwear; bathing suits; bath robes; shorts; trousers; sweaters; bonnets; caps; hats; 
sashes for wear; scarves; shawls; peaked caps; tracksuits; sweatshirts; jackets, sports jackets, 
stadium jackets (chasubles); blazers; coats; sports uniforms; neckties; bandanas; wristbands; 
headbands; gloves; aprons; bibs, not of paper; pyjamas; playclothes for infants and children; 
stockings and socks; stocking suspenders; belts; suspenders and braces.

Services
Class 41
Physical education services; soccer training services; providing of training for soccer referees; 
online video gaming services; operating lotteries; arranging and conducting soccer competitions; 
sport-related betting services; entertainment services, namely the distribution of television 
programs and video clips and short extracts to others in the field of sports by means of the cable, 
telephony, Internet, satellite, mobile, and audio/video media, television network; Providing sports 
arena facilities; rental of interactive educational and recreational compact disks in the field of 
sports, of CD-ROMs and computer games; production of interactive compact discs and of CD-
ROMS; television and radio coverage of sports events, namely production and distribution of 
television and radio programs in the field of sports; production services for radio and television 
programs and videotapes; ticket reservation services for entertainment, sporting and cultural 
events; sports camps services; timing during sports events; organization of beauty contests; 
Providing information in the field of soccer via an interactive website; online betting on the Internet 
or on any wireless electronic communication network; providing on-line computer games via a 
website; Entertainment, namely, raffle gaming services; online publication of magazines and online 
journals, of sports statistics and competition results; book publishing; on-line publishing of 
electronic books and newspapers; audio and video recording services; production of animated 
cartoons for the movies, production of animated cartoons for television; translation services; 
photographer services; rental of soccer stadiums.
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 Application Number 1,896,160  Filing Date 2018-04-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

COFFEEBRANDS SWITZERLAND A.G.
Bahnhofstrasse 10, Zug, Switzerland
6300
P.O. Box 6300
Zug
SWITZERLAND

Agent
PETER D. BOUROUKIS
PARK PLACE CORPORATE CENTRE, SUITE 
411, 15 WERTHEIM COURT, RICHMOND 
HILL, ONTARIO, L4B3H7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The outline of the square is black and the words 
MEGISTO and CAFFÈ are blue.

Services
Class 35
Sale of machines for making expresso and all other kinds of coffee, and parts for the aforesaid 
machines, coffee cups, coffee spoon, and packaged coffee of all kinds.
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 Application Number 1,896,886  Filing Date 2018-05-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Chugoku-Jozo Co., Ltd.
1-12-1 Sakurao, Hatsukaichi-shi
Hiroshima
JAPAN

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Japanese character(s) TOGOUCHI, broken down 
as: TO; GO; UCHI is DOOR; RIVER; INNER.

Foreign Character Transliteration
The transliteration provided by the applicant of the Japanese character(s) is TOGOUCHI, broken 
down as: TO; GO; UCHI.

Goods
 Class 33

Blended whiskey, brandy, tequila, gin, Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor (shirozake), rice 
alcohol, rum, sake, shochu (spirits), vodka, whiskey, alcoholic cocktails, liqueurs;
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 Application Number 1,897,377  Filing Date 2018-05-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CIELO E TERRA SPA
Via IV Novembre 39
36050
Montorso Vicentino, Vicenza, Veneto
ITALY

Agent
YURI CHUMAK
c/o Dickinson Wright LLP, 199 Bay Street, 
Suite 2200, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5L1G4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AMATORE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Italian word(s) AMATORE is "enthusiast" or "lover" 
.

Goods
 Class 33

Wines
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 Application Number 1,897,736  Filing Date 2018-05-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Derive Power, LLC
4150 Church Street 
Suite 1024
Sanford, Florida 32771
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DERIVE VQ
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Electronic devices consisting of computer hardware and software for downloading and uploading 
information, files and data to and from land vehicles for increasing or adjusting engine 
performance, horsepower, and for engine diagnostics, downloadable computer operating system 
software updates for the foregoing, handheld and mountable electronic computer hardware with 
displays for use in connection with land vehicles to assess, monitor and record engine 
performance, horsepower, and engine diagnostics, downloadable electronic publications in the 
nature of printed publications and electronic manuals for use by professional and amateur auto 
mechanics in the installation, maintenance and troubleshooting of the foregoing electronic devices, 
downloadable computer operating system software updates for handheld and mountable electronic 
devices with displays for use in connection with land vehicles to assess, monitor and record engine 
performance, horsepower, and engine diagnostics, gauges for land vehicles, namely, automotive 
gauges in the nature of water temperature gauges, boost gauges, vacuum gauges, and exhaust 
gas temperature gauges, computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software that 
allows a person to limit the top speed and acceleration rate of a vehicle to promote safe driving, 
and computer hardware for vehicles which interacts with computer application software for mobile 
phones, namely, software that allows a person to limit the top speed and acceleration rate of a 
vehicle to promote safe driving, electronic automotive tuning device, namely, electronic control 
computer hardware unit which interfaces with a vehicle's drive-train computer system and 
reprograms the vehicle's microchip to make it go faster, have more power, get better gas mileage, 
and enhance the performance of the vehicle, with user control and interaction through a program 
running on a smart-phone or other hand-held interactive media player, that communicates with the 
device through telecommunications equipment, electronic devices consisting of computer 
hardware and software for downloading and uploading information, files and data to and from 
power sports vehicles, namely, snowmobiles, utility vehicles, all-terrain vehicles, motorcycles and 
watercrafts for increasing or adjusting engine performance, horsepower, and for engine 
diagnostics, handheld and mountable electronic computer hardware with displays for use in 
connection with power sports vehicles to assess, monitor and record engine performance, 
horsepower, and engine diagnostics, downloadable electronic publications in the nature of printed 
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publications and electronic manuals for use by professional and amateur power sports mechanics 
in the installation, maintenance and troubleshooting of the foregoing computer hardware, 
downloadable computer operating system software updates for handheld and mountable electronic 
devices with displays for use in connection with power sports vehicles to assess, monitor and 
record engine performance, horsepower, engine parameters and engine diagnostics, gauges for 
power sports vehicles, namely, gauges in the nature of water temperature gauges, boost gauges, 
vacuum gauges, air fuel ratio gauges and exhaust gas temperature gauges.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 27, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/812,441 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,898,037  Filing Date 2018-05-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Ahmed Abdullah
2043 Rose Creek Blvd S.
Fargo, ND 58104
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The term LEXLI is grey. The four-leaf clover is, 
starting on the left, green, orange, light green and blue.

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Cosmetic creams for skin care; Cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; exfoliants for hair, skin, 
and body; lotions for hair, skin, and body; non-medicated skin care preparations; Skin care 
preparations, namely, chemical peels for skin; skin clarifiers; skin cleansers; skin cleansing cream; 
skin cleansing lotion; skin conditioners; skin cream; skin creams in liquid and skin emollients; skin 
moisturizer; skin soap; skin texturizers; skin toners; wrinkle removing skin care preparations

 Class 05
(2) Medicated skin care preparation for the treatment of eczema, rosacea, acne and psoriasis; 
nutritional supplements for general health and well-being in lotion form sold as a component of 
nutritional skin care products; antibacterial skin soaps

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 08, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/911,131 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,898,082  Filing Date 2018-05-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

The Boston Consulting Group, Inc.
One Beacon Street, 10th Floor
Boston, MA 02108
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP
1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, SUITE 6000, P.
O. BOX 367, 100 KING STREET WEST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1E2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PLATINION
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Business organization, IT sourcing, namely staffing and IT cost assessment and analysis 
consulting services; business development and implementation of information technology 
architecture designs; business evaluation and management of digital technology, cybersecurity, 
and risk management and financial engineering projects.

Class 42
(2) Consulting services in the field of information technology architecture, namely the development 
of computer systems specifications, models, and guidelines; design and development of computer 
systems, including specifications, models, and guidelines.
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 Application Number 1,898,086  Filing Date 2018-05-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

The Boston Consulting Group, Inc.
One Beacon Street, 10th Floor
Boston, MA 02108
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP
1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, SUITE 6000, P.
O. BOX 367, 100 KING STREET WEST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1E2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Business organization, IT sourcing, namely staffing and IT cost assessment and analysis 
consulting services; business development and implementation of information technology 
architecture designs; business evaluation and management of digital technology, cybersecurity, 
and risk management and financial engineering projects.

Class 42
(2) Consulting services in the field of information technology architecture, namely the development 
of computer systems specifications, models, and guidelines; design and development of computer 
systems, including specifications, models, and guidelines.
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 Application Number 1,898,137  Filing Date 2018-05-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Bluehole, Inc.
Smilegatecampus, 7F, 344, Pangyo-ro
Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si
Gyeonggi-do 13493
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Agent
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TERA
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

(1) computer games and video games

(2) recorded computer software for use in providing online chat services and online electronic 
bulletin boards on the subject of music videos and the entertainment industry; recorded computer 
software for use in authoring, downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, 
decoding, programming, playing, storing and organizing music, movies, television shows and 
electronic books; blank computer discs and DVDs; pre-recorded videotapes, audio tapes, CDs and 
DVDs featuring sound and video in the fields of music, live action programs, motion pictures and 
animated cartoons; motion picture films featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and animation

 Class 28
(3) covers specially adapted for computer game consoles and peripherals, namely, game 
controllers

Services
Class 41
(1) entertainment services, namely, production of computer game programs and game software for 
entertainment purposes and providing information in the fields of computer games, computer 
enhancements for games and computer game software via the Internet; providing information in 
the fields of computer games, science fiction and video games via a website; entertainment 
services, namely, providing downloadable games online; entertainment services, namely, 
organizing and conducting competitions in the field of non-casino online computer games

(2) entertainment services, namely, providing interactive online computer and video games for 
playing via a global computer network
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 Application Number 1,898,470  Filing Date 2018-05-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Hashim Ama
340 Dixon Rd apt 909
Etobicoke
ONTARIO
M9R1T1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 43
carry-out restaurants; catering of food and drinks; catering services; fast-food restaurants; food 
and drink catering; food and drink catering for banquets; restaurant reservation services; 
restaurant services; restaurant services featuring take-out services; restaurants; restaurants 
featuring home delivery
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 Application Number 1,898,680  Filing Date 2018-05-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

KROSAKIHARIMA CORPORATION
1-1, Higashihama-machi, Yahatanishi-ku
Kitakyushu-shi, Fukuoka, 806-8586
JAPAN

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Foundry machines, namely continuous casting machines; grinding machines for the treatment 
of ceramics; milling machines for the treatment of ceramics; turning machines for the treatment of 
ceramics; lapping machines for the treatment of ceramics; polishing machines for the treatment of 
ceramics; cutting machines for the treatment of ceramics; metal working machines; grinding 
machines for the treatment of metal; milling machines for the treatment of metal; machine tools for 
forming, riveting, swaging, and flaring of metal and plastics; machines for plastics working, namely 
machine for forming, riveting, swaging, and flaring of plastics; parts of semiconductor 
manufacturing machines, namely length scales, linear displacement encoders, gauge blocks, hole 
plates, reference standards, calibration standards, straight edge ruler, optical flat and mirrors of 
ceramic for semiconductor manufacturing machines; machines for manufacturing semiconductors; 
IC handlers, namely, semiconductor wafer processing equipment for processing integrated circuits; 
refractory materials gunning machine, namely, gunning machines for unshaped fireproof coatings 
for furnaces.

 Class 11
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(2) Casting nozzles for furnaces; sliding nozzles for furnaces; nozzles for furnaces; sliding nozzle 
as an accessories for furnaces; casting nozzle exchanger as parts for furnaces; tundish for 
furnaces; coolers for furnaces; shaped fittings for industrial furnaces; melting furnace for industrial 
purposes; heating furnace for industrial purposes.

 Class 19
(3) Refractory materials, not of metal, for casting nozzles, namely, refractory bricks; refractory 
materials, not of metal, for sliding nozzles, namely, refractory bricks; refractory materials, not of 
metal, for tundish, namely, refractory bricks; bricks; refractory construction materials, not of metal, 
namely, refractory bricks; cement for furnaces; earth for bricks; binding agents for making stones.
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 Application Number 1,898,934  Filing Date 2018-05-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Kelly Investments 1 Pty Ltd
P.O. Box 1764
NORTH SYDNEY  NSW 2059
AUSTRALIA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AUDREY VALENTINA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Non-medicated soaps; perfumery, aromatic essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-
medicated hair lotions

 Class 09
(6) Sports headgear, namely ski helmets, hockey helmets, riding helmets, protective sports helmets

 Class 14
(2) Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; horological and 
chronometric instruments, namely watches, clocks, chronometers, stop watches

 Class 18
(3) Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and hides; luggage and carrying bags; 
handbags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes 
and clothing for animals

 Class 24
(4) Textiles and substitutes for textiles, namely bath linen, bed blankets, bed and table linen; 
household linen; curtains

 Class 25
(5) Clothing, namely shirts, pants, shorts, sweaters, dresses, skirts, athletic clothing, casual 
clothing, children's clothing; footwear, namely athletic footwear, beach footwear, casual footwear, 
evening footwear, children's footwear; headgear, namely caps, hats, sun visors

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 22, 2017, Country or Office: AUSTRALIA, Application No: 1897005 
in association with the same kind of goods (1), (2), (3), (4), (5)
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 Application Number 1,898,942  Filing Date 2018-05-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Starskin Group B.V.
Marinus van Meelweg 24
5657 EN  EINDHOVEN
NETHERLANDS

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

K-GLO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Cosmetics; perfume; fragrances for personal use; fragrance preparations; etheric oils for the 
manufacture of skin care products; fragrance oils; aromatic oils; cosmetic products and 
preparations to clean the skin, body, hair and nails; cosmetic products and preparations to care the 
skin, body, hair and nails; cosmetic products and preparations to protect the skin, body, hair and 
nails; cosmetic products and preparations to treat the skin, body, hair and nails; tissues and or 
pads impregnated with cosmetic products to clean the skin, body, hair and nails; tissues and pads 
impregnated with cosmetic products to care the skin, body, hair and nails; tissues and pads 
impregnated with cosmetic products to protect the skin, body, hair and nails; tissues and pads 
impregnated with cosmetic products to treat the skin, body, hair and nails; tissues and pads 
impregnated with cosmetic preparations to clean the skin, body, hair and nails; tissues and pads 
impregnated with cosmetic preparations to care the skin, body, hair and nails; tissues and pads 
impregnated with cosmetic preparations to protect the skin, body, hair and nails; tissues and pads 
impregnated with cosmetic preparations to treat the skin, body, hair and nails; masks for the face, 
body, hair and nails; body masks; masks for the lips, eyes, hands and or feet; cleaning 
preparations and products for teeth; teeth whitening preparations and strips; cosmetic preparations 
for the care of the mouth and teeth; mouth refreshing preparations; fragrance refills for non-electric 
fragrance dispensers; fragrances for household purposes

 Class 04
(2) Candles; scented candles

 Class 26
(3) Ornaments for hair; hair curlers; hair fastening articles namely hair elastics, hair bands, hair 
pins, hair clips

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 15, 2018, Country or Office: NETHERLANDS, Application No: 
1367968 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,899,526  Filing Date 2018-05-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SHOP LATINO NETWORK S DE R.L. DE C.V.
ANTIGUO CAMINO MARROQUIN NUM. 07, 
COL BARRIO DEL OBRAJE
GUANAJUATO, 37729
MEXICO

Agent
CLAUDETTE DAGENAIS
(DJB), 500 Boulevard Gouin E, Suite 302, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3L3R9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 28

Exercise equipment for skating side movements, namely exercise machine for skating side 
movements; exercise machines, namely exercise machine for skating lateral movements.
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 Application Number 1,899,887  Filing Date 2018-05-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Rex Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha (Rex Industries 
Co., Ltd.)
1-4-5, Nishishinsaibashi
Chuo-ku
Osaka
JAPAN

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 01

(1) anti-freeze sprays for use in piping for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries

 Class 04
(2) pipe thread cutting oil for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries

 Class 07
(3) Tools, namely, power driven steel pipe cutters, power-driven copper pipe cutters, and power-
driven copper, brass, glass, aluminum and plastic tubing cutters and scrapers for removing mud 
and scale from pipe surfaces, machine-driven drain poppers namely drain cleaning drum 
machines, and pipe threading machines, roll groovers, saws, namely, band, cable saws, reamers 
being machine tools, hydro drills, cutting and threading machines for metal working, beveling 
machines, namely, beveling and chamfering power tools, and parts and fittings thereto all for use 
in the oilfield and waterworks industries; dies and die heads for use with machine tools for use in 
the oilfield and waterworks industries; valve exercisers for use in piping for use in the oilfield and 
waterworks industries; pipe fitting savers and kits for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries; 
trash pumps, diaphragm pumps, and gas, electric, and pneumatic powered test pumps and parts 
and fittings thereto for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries; tripods and stands for use with 
piping machinery and tools and parts and fittings thereto

 Class 08
(4) wrenches for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries; cutters, namely glass and bolt 
cutters for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries; tapping, and pipe flaring hand tools for use 
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in the oilfield and waterworks industries; hack and metal pipes cutting manual saws for use in the 
oilfield and waterworks industries; crimping pliers and crimping iron hand tools for use in the oilfield 
and waterworks industries; screwdrivers, pliers, vises, socket sets, blade sharpeners for pipe 
cutters for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries; manual pneumatic pressure measuring 
pumps for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries; tools, namely, hand-operated cast-iron 
pipe cutters, hand-operated steel pipe cutters, handoperated copper pipe cutters, and hand-
operated copper, brass, glass, aluminum and plastic tubing cutters, hand-operated pipe cleaners, 
namely, pipe descaling scrappers, hand-operated pipe splitters, namely steel, copper, brass and 
polybutylene pipe slicers and snips for cutting pipes, hand-operated pipe pulling levers and hand-
operated pipe poppers namely nipple and screw extractors, tube expanders, and drain openers, 
pipe deburring, and pipe re-rounding hand tools, hand-operated pipe crimping tool for water shut-
off, handoperated oilers namely grease guns

 Class 09
(5) tape measurers for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries; pump suction test gauges and 
specially adapted replacement parts and fittings for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries; 
electric and gas fire hose pressure test gauges, and specially adapted replacement parts and 
fittings for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries

 Class 12
(6) dollies, handling carts for use in the oilfield and waterworks industries
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 Application Number 1,900,266  Filing Date 2018-05-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NSC MEDICAL CORP.
1965 Bowler Drive
Pickering
ONTARIO
L1V3K3

Agent
OLLIP P.C.
Gladwin Business Park, 2212 Gladwin 
Crescent, Building B, Unit B4, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1B5N1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Pressure Balance Latex System
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 20

bed mattresses; mattresses
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 Application Number 1,900,445  Filing Date 2018-05-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Honeycombzglobal Inc.
Rpo Milton Trails
6541 DERRY ROAD
P.O. Box 20042
Milton
ONTARIO
L9T7W8

Agent
TRADEMARK DEPOT
3772 De La Goudrelle, Saint-Lazare, 
QUEBEC, J7T2N1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable computer and mobile application software for use in posting, transmitting, retrieving, 
accessing, receiving, reviewing, organizing, searching and managing information and content in 
the nature of text information files, audio information files, video information files, photographs, 
electronic data information files, visual and multimedia electronic data information files; 
downloadable computer and mobile application software for online introduction, matchmaking, 
dating and social networking services; downloadable computer and mobile application software for 
use in soliciting user feedback; downloadable computer and mobile application software for 
sending user status updates and for sharing content and downloadable electronic information files 
with others; computer software for calculating, mapping, transmitting and reporting information 
relating to the location, movement, proximity, departure and arrival of individuals and objects; 
downloadable computer and mobile application software for use by members and veterans of the 
United States Military and other members of the armed forces to verify their military status and 
receive a digital badge certifying such status, and to enable others to conduct electronic searches 
of such badges and military status
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Services
Class 42
(1) Providing temporary use of nondownloadable software for use in posting, transmitting, 
retrieving, accessing, receiving, reviewing, sharing, organizing, searching and managing 
information and content in the nature of text information files, audio information files, video 
information files, photographs, electronic data information files, visual and multimedia electronic 
data information files; providing temporary use of nondownloadable software for online 
introduction, dating and social networking services; providing temporary use of nondownloadable 
computer software for use in soliciting user feedback; providing temporary use of 
nondownloadable software for sending user status updates and for sharing content and 
downloadable electronic information files with others; computer services, namely, providing 
temporary use of nondownloadable technology in the nature of computer software for use by 
members and veterans of the United States Military and other members of the armed forces to 
verify their military status and receive a digital badge certifying such status, and to enable others to 
conduct electronic searches of such badges and military status; verification services, namely, 
providing user identity services

Class 45
(2) Online social networking services; online social introduction services; online dating services; 
online matchmaking services; providing an online service, namely, online social introduction 
services and information in the area of dating, personal relationships and social introduction
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 Application Number 1,900,482  Filing Date 2018-05-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

McWane, Inc. (a Delaware Corporation)
2900 Highway 280, Suite 250
Birmingham, AL 35223
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ADAPTIV
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Electric meters, namely, electricity meters, flow meters, gas meters, water meters; Wireless 
controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of electricity meters; Wireless 
transmitters to remotely collect and report the readings and status of water and gas meters

Services
Class 35
(1) Remote wireless utility meter reading for billing purposes; Business management services 
relating to information and data compiling and analysis, in the field of utility metering

Class 42
(2) cloud computing providing software for database management, in the field of utility metering
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 Application Number 1,900,748  Filing Date 2018-05-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

School Specialty, LLC
W6316 Design Drive
Greenville, WI 54942
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

21ST CENTURY SAFE SCHOOL
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
Mail order catalog services featuring education-related goods and supplies namely classroom 
safety supplies and office safety supplies, namely, door cabinets, lock boxes, locks, deadbolt 
locks, door locks, window screens, padlocks, combination locks, fire- and water-resistant safes, 
cleaning and waste supplies, disinfectants, soap, hand sanitizer, gloves, first aid kits, floor mats 
and non-slip mats, school safety plugs and extension cords, surveillance cameras and monitors, 
safety lanyards, safety cabinets, printed safety skills readers, visitor access management forms, 
attendance slips, visitor log books, guard plates, power outlet receptacles, power siren/portable 
charger and flashlight units, control keys, file cabinet bars, lockout device cables, safety blade 
ceramic box cutters, safety ceramic blades, ceramic safety cutters, school food service safety 
Items, namely, food safety thermometers and gloves, classroom science lab safety supplies, 
namely, goggles, safety screens, safety glasses, gloves, science lab waste supplies, printed 
curriculum about the safety in the lab, lab safety posters, emergency shower and eyewash 
stations, portable eye wash stations, single use eye wash kits, pre-moistened wipes, chemical 
safety information posters, storage cabinets for germicidal agents and hazardous materials, lab 
coats, face shields, absorbents, science absorbent lab pillows, spill control stations, science spill 
kits, total body coveralls, ductless demonstration hoods, ductless workstations, physical education 
safety supplies, namely, safety cones, printed safety and equipment checklists and calendars, 
safety referee whistle, safety glass archery arrows, safety balls, safety cables, lefthanded baseball 
gloves, safety baseball bats, multi marker cones, storage cabinets for physical education safety 
supplies, special needs classroom safety supplies, namely, safety furniture, bath chairs, reclining 
bath chairs with safety harnesses, safety power strips, safety cords, gait belts, safety quick release 
buckles, safety cables, safety snap closures, grab bars, toilet seats, commodes, shower benches, 
shower stools, head supports, swim safety rafts, swim safety rings, harnesses, helmets, stabilizer 
bars, school waste supplies, namely, safety diaper pails, safety garbage cans, step-on oily waste 
cans, hazardous waste bags with ties, early childhood safety supplies, namely, cribs, crib dividers, 
safety bars, diaper pails, plug safety coverings, long walking ropes, safety roller scooters, 
classroom arts and crafts supplies, namely, safety scissors, safety pencils, safety compasses, 
safety painting knife sets; on-line ordering services featuring education-related goods and supplies 
namely classroom safety supplies and office safety supplies, namely, door cabinets, lock boxes, 
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locks, deadbolt locks, door locks, window screens, padlocks, combination locks, fire- and water 
resistant safes, cleaning and waste supplies, disinfectants, soap, hand sanitizer, gloves, first aid 
kits, floor mats and non-slip mats, school safety plugs and extension cords, surveillance cameras 
and monitors, safety lanyards, safety cabinets, printed safety skills readers, visitor access 
management forms, attendance slips, visitor log books, guard plates, power outlet receptacles, 
power siren/portable charger and flashlight units, control keys, file cabinet bars, lockout device 
cables, safety blade ceramic box cutters, safety ceramic blades, ceramic safety cutters, school 
food service safety Items, namely, food safety thermometers and gloves, classroom science lab 
safety supplies, namely, goggles, safety screens, safety glasses, gloves, science lab waste 
supplies, printed curriculum about the safety in the lab, lab safety posters, emergency shower and 
eyewash stations, portable eye wash stations, single use eye wash kits, pre-moistened wipes, 
chemical safety information posters, storage cabinets for germicidal agents and hazardous 
materials, lab coats, face shields, absorbents, science absorbent lab pillows, spill control stations, 
science spill kits, total body coveralls, ductless demonstration hoods, ductless workstations, 
physical education safety supplies, namely, safety cones, printed safety and equipment checklists 
and calendars, safety referee whistle, safety glass archery arrows, safety balls, safety cables, left-
handed baseball gloves, safety baseball bats, multi marker cones, storage cabinets for physical 
education safety supplies, special needs classroom safety supplies, namely, safety furniture, bath 
chairs, reclining bath chairs with safety harnesses, safety power strips, safety cords, gait belts, 
safety quick release buckles, safety cables, safety snap closures, grab bars, toilet seats, 
commodes, shower benches, shower stools, head supports, swim safety rafts, swim safety rings, 
harnesses, helmets, stabilizer bars, school waste supplies, namely, safety diaper pails, safety 
garbage cans, step-on oily waste cans, hazardous waste bags with ties, early childhood safety 
supplies, namely, cribs, crib dividers, safety bars, diaper pails, plug safety coverings, long walking 
ropes, safety roller scooters, classroom arts and crafts supplies, namely, safety scissors, safety 
pencils, safety compasses, safety painting knife sets

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 21, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/730,958 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,900,791  Filing Date 2018-05-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

AirTV L.L.C.
9601 S. Meridian Blvd.
Englewood, CO 80112
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MCCARTHY TETRAULT LLP
745 Thurlow Street, Suite 2400, VANCOUVER, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E0C5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AIRTV
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

computer peripherals, namely, computer networking hardware for accessing, viewing and 
controlling streaming and static audiovisual content, namely, music, movies, television shows, 
image files, graphic files, audio files and video files; digital video recorders; digital media streaming 
hardware devices, namely, digital set-top boxes and computer hardware for streaming music, 
movies, television shows, audio clips and video clips; computer software for accessing, 
transmitting and displaying audio-visual data, namely, movies, television shows, photographic 
images, audio clips and video clips, and music; remote controls for computers, digital media 
streaming hardware devices, namely, digital set-top boxes and computer hardware for streaming 
music, movies, television shows, audio clips and video clips, and televisions

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 30, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87703092 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,900,843  Filing Date 2018-05-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CFL Holding Limited
Suite 2006, 20th floor
340 Queen's Road Central
SAR Hong Kong
HONG KONG

Agent
PERLEY-ROBERTSON, HILL & MCDOUGALL 
LLP
1400 - 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1R0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

REMANENCE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 19

(1) Vinyl flooring; Vinyl floor tiles and planks; non-metal floor tiles and planks, namely, floor tiles of 
wood, floor tiles of stone, and floor tiles of vinyl; non-metal indoor floor tiles and planks, namely, 
floor tiles of wood, floor tiles of stone, and floor tiles of vinyl

 Class 27
(2) Vinyl floor coverings for existing floors
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 Application Number 1,901,580  Filing Date 2018-05-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LLOYDS LABORATORIES INC.
613 Neal Drive
Peterborough
ONTARIO
K9J6X7

Agent
DICKINSON WRIGHT LLP
199 Bay Street, Suite 2200, P.O. Box 447, 
Commerce Court : Postal Station, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5L1G4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TRIPLE CHECK
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

Cooling chemical fluids in the nature of coolant for vehicle engines; heat transfer chemical fluid 
and cooling chemical fluids in the nature of anti-freeze chemicals for home, commercial, and 
industrial use; antifreeze, winterizing chemical fluids and cooling chemical fluids in the nature of 
anti-freeze chemicals for automotive, marine, and aviation use.
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 Application Number 1,901,614  Filing Date 2018-05-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Studco Building Systems US, LLC
1700 Boulter Industrial Parkway
Webster, NY 14580
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CAVKIT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

Metal building products, namely, hardware for installing sliding pocket doors, namely door jamb 
finishing trim for the door, hardware and drywall industry

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 30, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/702,793 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,901,746  Filing Date 2018-05-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fixit Financial Inc.
700- 1 Rideau St
Ottawa
ONTARIO
K1N8S7

Agent
EUGENE F. DERÉNYI
(FOGLER, RUBINOFF LLP), 701-116 Albert 
Street, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P5G3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable applications for mobile phones for credit and loan services for automobile repairs

Services
Class 36
Online credit and loan services for automobile repairs; Credit and loan services for automobile 
repairs
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 Application Number 1,901,819  Filing Date 2018-05-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Annabis, s.r.o.
lechtitel  813/21
Olomouc, 77900
CZECH REPUBLIC

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colours green, white and black are claimed. 
The cross in the middle of the trademark is white. The letters 'ANNABIS' are black. The leaf design 
to the left of 'ANNABIS' is green. The white cross is contained within the middle of a green circle. 
Commencing at the lower left hand side of the circle, the green is a dark green which fades to a 
lighter green at the upper right hand side of the circle. A thin white ring surrounds the green circle. 
A thicker green ring surrounds the thin white ring.

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Hemp cosmetics, Cosmetic toilet preparations, namely toilet soaps and toilet water, cosmetics, 
cosmetic products and toiletries, namely preparations for skin care, especially creams, gels, milks, 
oils and fats, body care cosmetics containing vitamins, massage gels not for medical purposes for 
rubbing fatigued muscles, recovery preparations, namely muscle recovery oils, and muscle 
recovery balms; cleaning recovery creams, cleansing milk for toilet purposes, body oils for 
cleaning purposes, scouring solutions, aromatic ethereal essences for aromatherapy; ethereal oils 
for personal use, toilet water, toothpaste, all the aforesaid products contain / are made of cannabis
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 Class 05
(2) All-purpose disinfectants; disinfectant soaps; antibacterial gels; antibacterial hand wash; 
antiseptic preparations; antiseptics; veterinary preparations, namely herbal balms for pets, hemp 
gels for treating skin conditions for pets, hemp pet shampoo, organic hemp oil for pets, hemp 
nutritional supplements for pets, veterinary preparations for the treatment of muscle strain and for 
promoting recovery from tendon injuries in pets; Hemp oil for use as a dietary food supplement; 
dietary fibre as a food additive; food supplements consisting of amino acids; herbal supplements in 
the form of a tea for general health and well-being; food supplement namely collagen nutritional 
supplement for joints, cartilage, tendons, and articular ligaments; herbal supplements for general 
health and well-being; analgesic balms; multi-purpose medicated analgesic balms; topical 
analgesic creams; homeopathic anti-inflammatory ointments; cannabidiol [CBD] oil for medical 
purposes; THC oil for medical purposes; tincture of iodine; hemp oils for medical purposes; creams 
for the treatment of manifestation of eczema and psoriasis, rashes, sunburn, dry skin, skin with 
manifestation of varicose, strained muscles, promoting recovery from tendon injuries; Yeast dietary 
supplements; dietary supplements for general health and well-being in powder form; nutritional 
supplements for general health and well-being in powder form; dietary and nutritional supplements 
for promoting weight loss in powder form; protein powders for meal replacement for use as a 
dietary supplement; skin care preparations for treating acne; skin balms for relieving pain; 
massage gels for pain relief; hemp emulsions for relieving pain and massaging; Herbal supplement 
extracts for general health and well-being; combined preparations of the vitamins, minerals; 
Dietary supplements consisting of trace elements; herbal extracts for general health and well-
being; Pain relief medication; pain relief preparations; Bath salts for medical purposes; Dental 
anaesthetics; dental polish, medicated toothpaste the treatment of gum disease; Medicated cold 
relief candy; medicated throat lozenges; medicinal roots, medicinal plants and medication liquid for 
treating pain; homeopathic anti-inflammatory ointments; cannabidiol [CBD] oil for medical 
purposes; THC oil for medical purposes; hemp oils for medical purposes; dietary supplements for 
general health and well-being in powder form; nutritional supplements for general health and well-
being in powder form; dietary and nutritional supplements for promoting weight loss in powder 
form; protein powders for meal replacement for use as a dietary supplement; Herbal supplement 
extracts for general health and well-being; Dietary supplements consisting of trace elements; 
herbal extracts for general health and well-being

 Class 30
(3) Foodstuffs namely tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, flour, bread, pastry, chocolate 
confectionery, frozen confectionery, ice-cream, honey, molasses syrup, yeast, baking powder, salt, 
mustard, vinegar, pickle condiment, spices, pasta, edible wafers, sweetmeats as candy, fruit jellies 
as confectionery, confectionery in the form of gum and syrups for confectionery, chewing gum, 
aromatic flavouring for cakes and cookies, pastries of all kinds all containing non-CBD and non-
THC forms of hemp

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 26, 2018, Country or Office: CZECH REPUBLIC, Application No: 
546045 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,901,851  Filing Date 2018-05-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Coty Brands Management GmbH
Rheinstrasse 4E
55116 Mainz
GERMANY

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ALWAYS FABULOUS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

cosmetics
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 Application Number 1,901,864  Filing Date 2018-05-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Johnson & Johnson
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza
New Brunswick, NJ 08933-7001
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MENTHE CRÉPUSCULE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

(1) mouthwash

 Class 05
(2) medicated mouthwash
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 Application Number 1,901,895  Filing Date 2018-05-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

3A Management Corp.
903 Sombrero Way
Mississauga
ONTARIO
L5W1T1

Agent
RUPINDER HANS
(Hans Law Firm), 3400 American Drive, 
Mississauga, ONTARIO, L4V1C1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 29

(1) tofu; tofu patties; veggie burger patties

 Class 30
(2) bagels; biscuits; biscuits and bread; bread; bread and buns; bread and pastry; cookies; cookies 
and crackers; flat bread; muffins; naan bread; pita bread; samosa
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 Application Number 1,901,969  Filing Date 2018-05-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

International Foundation of Employee Benefit 
Plans, Inc.
18700 West Bluemound Road
Brookfield, WI 53008
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
HUGH D. CAMPBELL
(FINLAYSON & SINGLEHURST), 225 Metcalfe 
Street, Suite 700, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K2P1P9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MTMS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 16

publications and printed materials, namely, periodicals, directories, books, guides, pamphlets, 
brochures, checklists, information kits and seminar trade show materials, which kits and materials 
consist of the above mentioned wares, all relating to employee benefit plans, pension plans and 
pension funds

Services
Class 41
(1) seminars and lectures to inform and educate individuals on techniques, practices, strategies for 
administration, compliance, governance, funding, plan design and investments for employee 
benefits plans, pension fund and pension plan management

(2) organizing and soliciting attendance at seminars and lectures to inform and educate individuals 
on techniques, practices, strategies for administration, compliance, governance, funding, plan 
design and investments for employee benefits plans, pension fund and pension plan management
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 Application Number 1,902,055  Filing Date 2018-06-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

HS TM, LLC
220 Continental Drive, Suite 115
Newark, DE 19713
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MILLER IP LAW
84 Neilson Drive, Toronto, ONTARIO, M9C1V7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 04

(2) Lubricants for dental handpieces and dental drills;

 Class 10
(1) Dental handpieces; dental drills; and surgical instruments for dental use
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 Application Number 1,902,059  Filing Date 2018-06-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Natera, Inc.
201 Industrial Road, Suite 410
San Carlos, CA 94070
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Reagents for medical use; medical diagnostic reagents; genetic tests comprised of reagents for 
medical purposes

 Class 10
(2) Blood collection kit comprised of blood collecting tubes

Services
Class 42
(1) Medical and scientific research in the field of genetic testing; providing medical and scientific 
research information in the field of genetic testing; medical laboratory services; genetic testing for 
scientific research and analysis purposes; genetic testing for scientific research and analysis 
purposes in the field of human reproduction

Class 44
(2) Genetic testing for medical purposes; genetic counseling; genetic testing for medical purposes 
and genetic counseling in the field of human reproduction; providing information about genetic 
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testing for medical purposes and genetic counseling via a website; providing information in the 
field of genetic testing for scientific purposes via a website; medical analysis in the field of genetic 
testing.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 04, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/744,049 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the 
same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,902,315  Filing Date 2018-06-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Gildan Activewear SRL
Newton
Christ Church BB 17047
BARBADOS

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Promoting public awareness of corporate social responsibility in the field of apparel 
manufacturing via a website.

Class 36
(2) Corporate social responsibility programs, namely, philanthropic services namely offering 
monetary donations to support community initiatives to enhance community engagement in the 
field of clothing, footwear and headgear.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 01, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/944,402 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,902,424  Filing Date 2018-06-04
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Zestemedia Inc.
352 Blanchard
C.P. J7A 1Y6
Rosemere
QUÉBEC
J7A1Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. Colour PANTONE 7547C: ZESTE. Colour 
PANTONE Orange 021C: *Pantone is a registered trademark. .

Goods
 Class 24

Large bath towels; throws.
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 Application Number 1,902,621  Filing Date 2018-06-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LIGHT FLEX TECHNOLOGY, S.L.
C/ Concell de Cent, 330 Entl. 
08009 Barcelona
SPAIN

Agent
PERRY + CURRIER
1300 YONGE STREET, SUITE 500, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4T1X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LIGHT FLEX
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Safety, security, protection and signalling devices, namely rotating signalling lights, traffic-light 
signalling devices; safety helmets; ready-made clothing, namely, safety harnesses; protective 
clothing, namely, jackets for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; fire protective 
footwear, namely, steel-toe boots, boots for protection against accidents; chemical exposure 
protective footwear.

 Class 25
(2) Athletic clothing; casual clothing; pants; shirts; Footwear, namely, ankle boots, athletic shoes, 
casual shoes; Headwear, namely, baseball caps, hats, fedora.
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 Application Number 1,902,645  Filing Date 2018-06-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Eastern Technologies, Inc.
P.O. Box 409
Ashford, AL 36312
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

POLYZOLV
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 16

(1) Plastic goods, namely, plastic waste bags

 Class 17
(2) Plastic goods, namely, plastic sheeting to protect floors and equipment; degradable plastic 
sheeting to cover and protect from contamination equipment that is used in the nuclear and 
medical fields; degradable plastic sheeting to cover and provide containment of contaminated 
equipment that is used in the nuclear and medical fields; degradable plastic tape for use in the 
nuclear and medical fields

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 05, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87708740 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,902,739  Filing Date 2018-06-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Philip Morris Products S.A.
Quai Jeanrenaud 3
Neuchâtel, 2000
SWITZERLAND

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

IQOS HEAT CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating 
tobacco, chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for 
electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car 
chargers for devices that are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic cigarettes

 Class 34
(2) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices namely handheld 
heaters, tobacco, raw and manufactured, tobacco products, namely cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, 
tobacco for roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek, snus, 
tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes namely liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic 
cigarettes, smokers' articles, namely cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 
cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket cigarette rollers, lighters, matches, tobacco sticks, 
tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic handheld heaters and their parts for 
the purpose of heating cigarettes and tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 
inhalation, electronic smoking devices namely handheld heaters and handheld generators for 
inhalation of nicotine-containing aerosol, electronic cigarettes, electronic cigarettes as substitute 
for traditional cigarettes, oral vaporizers for use by smokers, tobacco products and tobacco 
substitutes namely, liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes and e-cigarettes, 
smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes namely cigarette batteries, cigarette atomizers, 
cartridges, wraps, caps, rings, springs, cleaning kits for e-cigarettes namely cleaning sticks and 
cleaning brushes, electronic cigarette boxes, tobacco flavourings and liquid flavoring solutions for 
use in e-cigarettes for general health and well-being, parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; 
extinguishers for heated cigarettes and cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks; electronic 
rechargeable cigarette cases; electronic vaporizers except electronic cigarettes namely handheld 
electronic smoking vaporizers for tobacco, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; apparatus 
for heating liquids namely electronic heaters to facilitate inhalation of nicotine-containing and 
flavoured liquid; apparatus for generating vapour namely handheld generators for inhalation of 
nicotine-containing aerosol
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Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 15, 2018, Country or Office: ANDORRA, Application No: 32805 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,902,740  Filing Date 2018-06-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Philip Morris Products S.A.
Quai Jeanrenaud 3
Neuchâtel, 2000
SWITZERLAND

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

IQOS TOBACCO HEATING SYSTEM
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating 
tobacco, chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for 
electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car 
chargers for devices that are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic cigarettes

 Class 34
(2) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices namely handheld 
heaters, tobacco, raw and manufactured, tobacco products, namely cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, 
tobacco for roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek, snus, 
tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes namely liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic 
cigarettes, smokers' articles, namely cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 
cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket cigarette rollers, lighters, matches, tobacco sticks, 
tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic handheld heaters and their parts for 
the purpose of heating cigarettes and tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 
inhalation, electronic smoking devices namely handheld heaters and handheld generators for 
inhalation of nicotine-containing aerosol, electronic cigarettes, electronic cigarettes as substitute 
for traditional cigarettes, oral vaporizers for use by smokers, tobacco products and tobacco 
substitutes namely, liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes and e-cigarettes, 
smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes namely cigarette batteries, cigarette atomizers, 
cartridges, wraps, caps, rings, springs, cleaning kits for e-cigarettes namely cleaning sticks and 
cleaning brushes, electronic cigarette boxes, tobacco flavourings and liquid flavoring solutions for 
use in e-cigarettes for general health and well-being, parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; 
extinguishers for heated cigarettes and cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks; electronic 
rechargeable cigarette cases; electronic vaporizers except electronic cigarettes namely handheld 
electronic smoking vaporizers for tobacco, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; apparatus 
for heating liquids namely electronic heaters to facilitate inhalation of nicotine-containing and 
flavoured liquid; apparatus for generating vapour namely handheld generators for inhalation of 
nicotine-containing aerosol
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Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 15, 2018, Country or Office: ANDORRA, Application No: 32803 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,902,785  Filing Date 2018-06-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

1091919 B.C. Ltd.
1749 38th Ave W
Vancouver
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V6M1R7

Agent
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. 
The mark consists of: (i) the words KING OF PARTY with the letters KING 0 in light pink (60% 
PANTONE* 806C) and the letters F PARTY in dark pink (PANTONE* 806C); (ii) the letter K and 
Chinese Characters (located below the words KING OF PARTY) with the letter K and leftmost two 
Chinese Characters in light pink (60% PANTONE* 806C) and the rightmost two Chinese 
Characters in dark pink (PANTONE* 806C); and (iii) a black background. *PANTONE is a 
registered trademark.

Foreign Character Translation
As provided by the Applicant, the Chinese Characters translate as KING OF K SONGS.

Foreign Character Transliteration
The transliteration provided by the applicant of the Chinese character(s) is GE ZHI WANG.

Services
Class 41
(1) providing karaoke services

Class 43
(2) bar services; restaurant services
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 Application Number 1,903,081  Filing Date 2018-06-07
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
La Recharge.ca inc
310 Rue Proulx
Sainte-Brigitte-Des-Saults
QUÉBEC
J0C1E0

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The letters of the word HAPPY are written in black 
and white using black lines from top to bottom, covered on their right by a golden yellow area. The 
letters CULTURE are golden yellow with a black shadow to their left, all appearing on a white 
background.

Certification Mark Standard
Operation of a human resources business, a qualification will be made and the business will have 
to offer employment conditions that meet the standards of the HAPPY CULTURE concept. 
Following an analysis of work conditions and the implementation of some business standards will 
be able to advertise as Happy Culture.

Services
Class 35
Business administration; business management analysis; business administration assistance.
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 Application Number 1,903,117  Filing Date 2018-06-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Antonita Anita Rotondo
703-8 Rean Dr
North York
ONTARIO
M2K3B9

Agent
JULIE MACDONELL
(The Trademark Shop), 2300 Yonge St. #1600, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M4P1E4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 16

Printed educational materials, namely, books, booklets, worksheets and flashcards, affirmation 
cards, flashcards used for practising creative visualization, and greeting cards; art prints.

Services
Class 41
(1) Educational instruction, coaching, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of 
visual arts, namely, fine art, art illustration, arts and crafts, drawing, painting, sculpture and 
photography, developing and enhancing creative self-expression and effective interpersonal 
communication; life coaching and mentoring services, namely, providing consulting services in the 
fields of personal and professional development; educational instruction, coaching, tutoring, 
classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of art illustration, visual arts, namely, fine art, art 
illustration, arts and crafts, drawing, painting, sculpture and photography, developing and 
enhancing creative self-expression, mathematics, interpersonal communication, creative writing 
and reading; educational instruction, coaching, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops that use 
creative methodologies and the arts to develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills that can 
be used in other disciplines, namely mathematics, interpersonal communication, reading and 
writing; positive psychology-based coaching, namely, life coaching that focuses on the positive 
attributes, strengths, and talents of people and their potential to achieve success and happiness.
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Class 42
(2) Hosting a website which provides downloadable and streaming digital videos, downloadable 
and streaming digital audio files, digital photographs, newsletters, blogs and articles, all on the 
topics of visual arts, art illustration, creative writing, reading, mathematics, communication, art 
therapy, critical thinking, creative methodologies based education, and personal character 
development in the areas of perseverance, resilience, compassion and gratitude.

Class 44
(3) Art therapy; providing psychological therapeutic coaching in order to help educate people to 
identify and focus on their psychological and emotional internal strengths and resourcefulness; art 
directives, namely, art exercises used in art therapy to promote therapeutic self-expression;
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 Application Number 1,903,118  Filing Date 2018-06-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Antonita Anita Rotondo
703-8 Rean Dr
North York
ONTARIO
M2K3B9

Agent
JULIE MACDONELL
(The Trademark Shop), 2300 Yonge St. #1600, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M4P1E4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 16

Printed educational materials, namely, books, booklets, worksheets and flashcards, affirmation 
cards, flashcards used for practising creative visualization, and greeting cards; art prints.

Services
Class 41
(1) Educational instruction, coaching, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of 
visual arts, namely, fine art, art illustration, arts and crafts, drawing, painting, sculpture and 
photography, developing and enhancing creative self-expression and effective interpersonal 
communication; life coaching and mentoring services, namely, providing consulting services in the 
fields of personal and professional development; educational instruction, coaching, tutoring, 
classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of art illustration, visual arts, namely, fine art, art 
illustration, arts and crafts, drawing, painting, sculpture and photography, developing and 
enhancing creative self-expression, mathematics, interpersonal communication, creative writing 
and reading; educational instruction, coaching, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops that use 
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creative methodologies and the arts to develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills that can 
be used in other disciplines, namely mathematics, interpersonal communication, reading and 
writing; positive psychology-based coaching, namely, life coaching that focuses on the positive 
attributes, strengths, and talents of people and their potential to achieve success and happiness.

Class 42
(2) Hosting a website which provides downloadable and streaming digital videos, downloadable 
and streaming digital audio files, digital photographs, newsletters, blogs and articles, all on the 
topics of visual arts, art illustration, creative writing, reading, mathematics, communication, art 
therapy, critical thinking, creative methodologies based education, and personal character 
development in the areas of perseverance, resilience, compassion and gratitude.

Class 44
(3) Art therapy; providing psychological therapeutic coaching in order to help educate people to 
identify and focus on their psychological and emotional internal strengths and resourcefulness; art 
directives, namely, art exercises used in art therapy to promote therapeutic self-expression;
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 Application Number 1,903,235  Filing Date 2018-06-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

2618991 Ontario Inc.
341 King St. East
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5A1L1

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

INSTAGE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 41
(1) Public speaking and verbal communication training services

Class 42
(2) software as a service in the field of verbal communication training, namely, training in respect 
of verbal presentations, training in respect of conducting employment interviews, training in respect 
of providing verbal feedback in the field of business management
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 Application Number 1,903,321  Filing Date 2018-06-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ADVANCE NANOTEK LIMITED
1821 Ipswich Road
Rocklea QLD 4106
AUSTRALIA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ZINCLEAR
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Oil dispersions of inorganic chemical compounds containing zinc in powder form, the foregoing 
being chemicals used in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations; oil dispersions of 
inorganic powders containing zinc, the foregoing being chemicals used in the manufacture of 
cosmetics, including sunscreen and sunscreen preparations, creams and lotions, anti-ageing 
preparations, creams and lotions, make-up and make-up preparations, sun-tanning preparations 
and fake-tanning preparations

(2) Inorganic chemical compounds containing zinc in powder form for use in pharmaceutical and 
cosmetic preparations; emulsions of inorganic chemical compounds containing zinc in powder 
form, aqueous dispersions of inorganic chemical compounds containing zinc in powder form, all of 
the foregoing being chemicals used in manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations; inorganic 
powders containing zinc, oil dispersions of inorganic powders containing zinc, emulsions of 
inorganic powders containing zinc, aqueous dispersions of inorganic powders containing zinc, all 
of the foregoing being chemicals used in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations; 
inorganic powders containing zinc, emulsions of inorganic powders containing zinc, aqueous 
dispersions of inorganic powders containing zinc, the foregoing being chemicals used in the 
manufacture of cosmetics, including sunscreen and sunscreen preparations, creams and lotions, 
anti-ageing preparations, creams and lotions, make-up and make-up preparations, sun-tanning 
preparations and fake-tanning preparations

 Class 03
(3) Sunscreen preparations including lotions, oils and creams; sunscreen preparations containing 
zinc; nonmedicated lip balms; sun blocking lipsticks being cosmetics; non-medicated after sun skin 
care preparations; cosmetic suntanning preparations; non-medicated skin care preparations; non-
medicated sun-care preparations; anti-sun preparations being cosmetics; make-up; powder for 
make-up; skin foundation; cosmetics; moisturisers being cosmetics; lotions for cosmetic purposes

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 08, 2017, Country or Office: AUSTRALIA, Application No: 1893191 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,903,347  Filing Date 2018-06-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Board of Certified Safety Professionals, Inc.
8645 Guion Road
Indianapolis, IN 46268
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 42
Testing, analysis and evaluation of the services of supervisors and managers for the purpose of 
certification in the field of construction health and safety
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 Application Number 1,903,349  Filing Date 2018-06-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Board of Certified Safety Professionals, Inc.
8645 Guion Road
Indianapolis, IN 46268
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 42
Testing, analysis and evaluation of the services of supervisors and managers for the purpose of 
certification of occupational health and safety in the workplace
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 Application Number 1,903,351  Filing Date 2018-06-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Board of Certified Safety Professionals, Inc.
8645 Guion Road
Indianapolis, IN 46268
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 42
Testing, analysis and evaluation of the services of supervisors and managers for the purpose of 
certification of safety and health in the workplace
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 Application Number 1,903,418  Filing Date 2018-06-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Jumpflex Limited
760 Arthur Porter Drive 
Burbush, Hamilton 3288
NEW ZEALAND

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JUMPFLEX
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 28

Toys, namely water toys, inflatable toys, rubber toys, plastic toys, toy rackets, action skill games, 
basketball hoops, basketballs, handballs and foam balls for games on trampolines, flexboards, 
namely, trampoline bounce boards for practicing wake board, snow board, and skate board 
manoeuvres, water slides, playground slides, water squirting toys, water pistols, bubble makers in 
the nature of bubble making wands and solutions sets, and battery powered toy bubble makers; 
games and playthings specially designed to be used in conjunction with trampolines, hoops and 
goals, namely, targets for throwing toys specifically balls and darts; electronic action toys and 
games designed to be used in conjunction with trampolines, namely, electronic touch pads to 
record the number of times they are touched by a trampolinist and by a throwing toy specifically a 
ball or dart, sensors in the nature of touch pads which signal the order in which touch pads should 
be touched as part of a game and record the number and sequence in which the pads are 
touched, electronic apparatus used to record the number of bounces on a trampoline made by a 
trampolinist, lighting apparatus, namely, flashing lights that respond to a trampolinists movement 
on a trampoline; trampolines; educational toys; toys for infants and babies; multiple activity toys for 
children; inflatable pool toys.

Services
Class 35
Retail and wholesale store services, retail and wholesale mail order services and online retail store 
services featuring toys, trampolines, educational toys, and fitness equipment.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 15, 2018, Country or Office: NEW ZEALAND, Application No: 1092922 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,903,450  Filing Date 2018-06-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Auto Titles of America LLC
1150 N. Alma School Road
Mesa, AZ 85201
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
VANTEK INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LLP 
(AKA D/B/A VANTEK IP LLP)
101 - 1001 West Broadway, Suite 380, 
Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6H4E4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PEASY
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software and mobile applications for toll and fee tracking, and payment, and access to a 
database; Computer software and mobile applications for tracking, processing, estimating and 
paying of tolls and fees for use of roadways and parking spaces; Computer software and mobile 
applications for providing notification of tolls and fees and recording incurred toll and fee charges; 
Computer software and mobile applications for processing and maintaining vehicle and tag 
registrations, renewals and title transfers; Computer software and mobile applications for planning 
routes and calculating tolls

Services
Class 35
(1) Computerized database management, and data management services in the field of tolls and 
parking involving production and generation of toll and parking usage reports for others; Business 
information services, namely, recording of incurred toll and fee charges and generating an 
itemized listing of toll and fee charges for others; Providing online vehicle registration services for 
initial registration, registration renewal and title transfer; Providing online vehicle license tag 
renewal and title transfer services; Consulting services relating to the processing and maintenance 
of vehicle registrations, renewals and title transfers; Provincial vehicular registration, title transfer 
and license tag services, namely, processing of vehicle and license tags registrations, renewals 
and title transfers; Compilation and systemization of graphical and textual data, namely, violation 
tickets, photographs, drivers and vehicular registration information, to enable automated collection 
of toll payments

(2) computerised database management

Class 36
(3) Collecting and remitting tolls and fees for use of roadways and parking spaces for others; 
Online payment services, namely, providing bill payment services to facilitate toll and fee collection 
and payment; Providing information in the field of road toll and parking fee collections

Class 38
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(4) Providing access to an interactive website that allows drivers to review and pay toll charges

Class 42
(5) Software as a service for tracking, processing, estimating and paying tolls and fees for use of 
roadways and parking spaces; Software as a service for providing notification of tolls and fees and 
recording incurred toll and fee charges; Providing online non-downloadable software for 
processing and maintaining vehicle and tag registrations, renewals and title transfers; Providing 
online non-downloadable software for planning routes and calculating tolls

Class 45
(6) Providing databases of public vehicle records regarding vehicle registration and toll and parking 
payment information for public safety and regulatory compliance purposes; Legal administration 
and investigation of toll and fee charges and payments

(7) Providing public vehicle records information from an online interactive database

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 08, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/714,185 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the 
same kind of services (1), (3), (4), (5), (6)
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 Application Number 1,903,508  Filing Date 2018-06-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

The Healthy Butcher Inc.
298 Eglinton Ave W
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4R1B2

Agent
PAUL E. BAIN
(DICKINSON WRIGHT LLP), 199 Bay Street, 
Suite 2200, P.O. Box 447, Commerce Court ; 
Postal Station, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5L1G4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Meat; frozen meat dinners; prepared meat; game meat; fish; fresh fish; frozen fish; frozen fish 
dinners; smoked fish; processed meats, namely, beef, lamb, pork, chicken and sausages;

 Class 30
(2) Meat pies;

 Class 31
(3) Organic fresh fruits and vegetables;

Services
Class 35
Retail grocery store services; butcher shops;
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 Application Number 1,903,520  Filing Date 2018-06-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Jacobs Vehicle Systems, Inc.
22 East Dudley Town Road 
Bloomfield, CT 06002
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HPD
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Engine parts in the nature of engine retarders for land vehicles and parts thereof, all parts sold 
separately for repair and replacement purposes, namely, housing assemblies, cover spacers, 
control valves, spool valves, master pistons, slave pistons, automatic clearance adjusters, resets, 
clip valves, anti-rotation pins, clutch switches, pump switches sold as a unit, hydraulic tappets, 
rocker arms, push tubes, springs, hydraulic fluid accumulators, valve bridges, and poppet valve 
actuators

 Class 09
(3) Solenoid valves; electronic control system for vehicle brakes; electric relay switches

 Class 12
(2) Engine retarders for land vehicles and parts thereof sold together as a complete assembled 
unit, comprising of housing assemblies, cover spacers, spool valves, automatic clearance 
adjusters, resets, clip valves, anti-rotation pins, electric relay switches, clutch switches and pump 
switches all sold as a unit, hydraulic tappets, rocker arms, push tubes, springs, hydraulic fluid 
accumulators, valve bridges and automatic clearance adjusters
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 Application Number 1,903,581  Filing Date 2018-06-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

YSI Incorporated
1700/1725 Brannum Lane
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
KERR & NADEAU
190 O'Connor Street, Suite 610, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K2P2R3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PRODSS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Digital handheld instrument utilizing optical and electrochemical sensors for measuring water 
quality parameters, including, temperature, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, total algae, conductivity, 
total dissolved solids, ISEs and pH.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 04, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/946,977 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,903,959  Filing Date 2018-06-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Ariat International, Inc.
3242 Whipple Road
Union City, CA 94587
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
550 BURRARD STREET, SUITE 2300, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2B5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

REBAR
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 25

(1) jackets, vests, hoodies, pullovers, and shorts

(2) Clothing, namely, jeans, denims, pants, shorts, sweatpants, jackets, pullovers, hoodies, vests, 
sweatshirts, knit tops, woven tops, and shirts; Western wear, namely, jeans, denims, pants, shorts, 
sweatpants, jackets, pullovers, hoodies, vests, sweatshirts, knit tops, woven tops, and shirts 
marketed primarily in the equestrian field

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 18, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/725,239 in association with the same kind of goods (1)
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 Application Number 1,904,286  Filing Date 2018-06-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

KOHLER CO.
444 Highland Drive
Kohler, WI 53044
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MCMILLAN LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY 
WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WATERFOIL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 11

Integrated countertop and sink, incorporating a faucet and hand dryer; automated touchless 
faucets; sinks
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 Application Number 1,904,291  Filing Date 2018-06-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pharmavita Ltd, a legal entity
14 Grays Inn Rd
London WC1X 8HN
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 05

Dietary supplements for general health and well-being; enzyme dietary supplements; enzyme 
dietary supplements for promoting digestion of gluten.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 07, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/952,132 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,904,293  Filing Date 2018-06-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Theralogix LLC
401 E. Jefferson St., Suite 108
Rockville, MD 20850
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
1 MAIN STREET WEST, HAMILTON, 
ONTARIO, L8P4Z5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THERACRAN
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

nutritional supplements for general health and well being
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 Application Number 1,904,458  Filing Date 2018-06-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Zaxby's Franchising LLC
1040 Founder's Boulevard, Suite 100
Athens, GA 30606
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SOUTHERN SWEET & SMOKY
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 30

Sandwiches

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 14, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88/000,881 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,904,464  Filing Date 2018-06-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Cart-Away Concrete Systems, Inc.
1405 NE Alpha Dr.
McMinnville, OR 97128
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
NELLIGAN O'BRIEN PAYNE LLP
300-50 O'CONNOR STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P6L2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

C.U.B.E.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Machines and machine tools namely concrete mixers, transportable concrete mixers, concrete 
batch plants, namely, concrete construction machines

(2) Concrete machines, namely, concrete pumps
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 Application Number 1,904,497  Filing Date 2018-06-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Heritage Brewing Company Ltd.
19 Kirk Street
Yarmouth
NOVA SCOTIA
B5A1S6

Agent
MARC J. BELLIVEAU
(BOYNECLARKE LLP), P.O. Box 876, 
Dartmouth Main, Dartmouth, NOVA SCOTIA, 
B2Y3Z5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 32

Beer
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 Application Number 1,904,585  Filing Date 2018-06-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Richard A. Porraro
1047 Sunnydale Drive
Clearwater, FL 33755
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MOFFAT & CO.
P.O. Box 2088, Station D, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1P5W3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GRANDMA'S SECRET
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

adhesive removers; bar soap; cleaner for use on jewelry, ink stains on clothing, textiles, fabrics 
and clothing; cleaner for removing gum; skin moisturizer; spot remover for laundry; spray cleaners 
for use on textiles, fabrics and clothing; wrinkle removing spray for clothing
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 Application Number 1,904,596  Filing Date 2018-06-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Seth Commercial Corporation
66 Queen Street South
Mississauga
ONTARIO
L5M1K4

Agent
SPIEGEL SOHMER INC.
1255, Peel Street, Suite 1000, Montreal, 
Attention: IP department, QUEBEC, H3B2T9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FIND YOUR BALANCE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Salads, namely, fruit salads, vegetable salads, garden salads and potato salads; soups; 
yogurts; frozen, prepared and prepackaged meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry, 
shellfish, fruits or vegetables

 Class 30
(2) Coffee by the pound and by the cup, for consumption on or off the premises; specialty hot and 
iced coffees; coffee; tea; cocoa; bakery goods, namely, muffins, cookies, cakes, scones, biscotti 
and pastries; salads, namely, pasta salads; sandwiches; sandwich wraps; ground and whole 
coffee beans; coffee for offices

Services
Class 43
Restaurant and cafe services; take-out restaurant services; catering services
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 Application Number 1,904,622  Filing Date 2018-06-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Killi, Inc.
409 King Street West
Suite 400
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5V1K1

Agent
PCK IP LAWYERS LLP
1300 YONGE, Suite 500, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M4T1X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Powered by the People
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
Online trading services, namely, operating online marketplace via downloadable computer 
application software secured by blockchain for mobile devices; online trading services in which 
seller opts in to sell their first-party data to data purchasers, namely, advertisers, brands, market 
researchers, banks and data management platforms via downloadable computer application 
software for mobile devices, namely, a data management platform secured by blockchain.
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 Application Number 1,904,687  Filing Date 2018-06-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ARORA GROUP INTERNATIONAL LTD
7 Rue Trenton
Dollard-Des-Ormeaux
QUEBEC
H9B1B6

Agent
MERYEM MOUNA
1010, rue Sherbrooke Ouest, Suite 716, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3A2R7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SKINMIRA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Cosmetics

 Class 05
(2) Botanical supplements for general health and well-being; botanicals for the treatment of cancer; 
botanicals for the treatment of colds and flu; botanicals for the treatment of dental and oral 
diseases; botanicals for the treatment of inflammatory bowel disease and connective tissue 
diseases; botanicals for the treatment of stomach ulcers; botanicals for use in the treatment of 
dermatitis and skin pigmentation diseases. Almond oils for pharmaceutical purposes; 
pharmaceutical anti-allergic preparations and substances; pharmaceutical antitussive-cold 
preparations; pharmaceutical cough preparations; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for 
the prevention of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of gastro-
intestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for hydrating the skin during pregnancy; 
pharmaceutical preparations for preventing skin blemishes during pregnancy; pharmaceutical 
preparations for reducing cholesterol; pharmaceutical preparations for the relief of insect bites; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of acne; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of allergies; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of asthma; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of bacterial skin infections, fungal skin infections, viral skin infections 
and parasitic skin infections; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dandruff; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dental and oral diseases; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skin 
irritations, namely bee stings, sunburn, rashes, sores, corns, calluses, and acne; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of smoking cessation; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment 
of varicose veins; pharmaceutical preparations for treating allergic rhinitis; pharmaceutical 
preparations for treating asthma; pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff; pharmaceutical 
preparations for treating dry skin caused by pregnancy; pharmaceutical preparations for treating 
sunburn; pharmaceutical products and preparations against dry skin caused by pregnancy
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 Application Number 1,905,106  Filing Date 2018-06-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98109
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CAFFEINATE YOUR CONSCIENCE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 30

Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour; edible ices; sugar, honey, 
treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar; spices; ice (frozen water); allspice; almond 
confectionery; almond paste; aniseed; artificial coffee; baguettes; baking soda; barbecue sauces; 
barley meal; Bean meal; bean paste; bee glue; beer vinegar; beverages made of tea; binding 
agents for ice cream; biscuits; bread; bread rolls; breadcrumbs; breakfast cereals; brown rice and 
agave syrups as flavoring syrups and natural sweeteners; buns; cake frosting [icing]; cake powder; 
cakes; candy; candy-coated popcorn; capers; cereal bars; cereal-based snack food; cereal-based 
snack foods; cheese flavored puffed corn snacks; cheese sauce; cheeseburgers; cheeseburgers 
[sandwiches]; chewing gum; Chili sauce; chilled and frozen confections and desserts; chocolate; 
chocolate chips; chocolate coated nuts; chocolate confections; chocolate mousse; chocolate 
mousses; chocolate syrup; chocolate-based beverages; chocolate-based ready-to-eat food bars; 
chocolates; chutney; cocoa; cocoa beverages with milk; cocoa-based beverages; coffee beans; 
coffee essence; coffee extracts; coffee-based beverages; cold tea; confectionery chips for baking; 
confectionery in frozen form; cookies; cooking salt; corn flakes; corn meal; corn syrup; corn-based 
chips; corn-based snack foods; couscous; couscous [semolina]; crackers; culinary herbs; 
cupcakes; custard; dessert mousses [confectionery]; donuts; dough; dressings for salad; dried 
herbs; extracts used as a flavoring; extracts used as flavoring; flavoring syrup; flavourings, other 
than essential oils; flour based savory snacks; flour-based chips; food flavorings, other than 
essential oils; frozen confectionery; frozen confections; frozen dinners consisting primarily of pasta 
or rice; frozen fruit bars; frozen yogurt; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; frozen, prepared and 
packaged entrees consisting primarily of pasta or rice; fruit sauces; fruit syrup for use as a food; 
garden herbs, preserved [seasonings]; gelato; ginger [spice]; ginger syrup; gingerbread; glucose 
for culinary purposes; gluten additives for culinary purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff; golden 
syrup; grain-based food bars also containing soy, dried fruits, chocolate, or nuts; grain-based 
snack foods; granola; ground coffee beans; ham glaze; hamburgers in buns; herb salt; herbal tea; 
high-protein cereal bars; hot chili pepper sauce; hot sauce; ice cream; ice cream and ice cream 
products; ice for refreshment; ice lollies; iced tea; tea for infusions; herbal infusions; ketchup; 
macaroni and cheese; macaroni, rice and pasta salad; maple syrup; marinades; marshmallow 
squares; marzipan; mayonnaise; meat gravies; meat pies; mineral salt for human consumption; 
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mixtures of coffee and chicory, chicory and chicory mixtures, all for use as substitutes for coffee; 
molasses; muesli; muffins; multigrain-based snack foods; natural and artificial ice; natural 
sweeteners; noodle-based prepared meals; noodle-based snack foods; noodles; nutmegs; oat 
flakes; oat-based snack foods; oatmeal; palm sugar; pancake syrup; pancakes; pasta; pasta and 
pasta products, namely, dried pasta, gluten-free pasta, fresh pasta, prepared pasta, pasta shells, 
noodles, ravioli, instant noodles, lasagna, and pasta salad; pasta sauce; pasties; pastries; peanut 
confectionery; pepper; peppermint candy; peppers [seasonings]; pesto; pesto [sauce]; pies; pizza; 
pizzas; popcorn; pralines; prepared cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; prepared coffee and 
coffee-based beverages; prepared espresso and espresso-based beverages; prepared meals 
consisting primarily of dough-enrobed foods filled with any combination of meat, poultry, fish, fruits, 
vegetables, and cheese; prepared meals consisting primarily of rice, noodles, grains; prepared 
pasta meals; prepared pizza meals; preserved garden herbs; pretzels; popcorn; puddings; 
quiches; ravioli; ready to eat cereal-based food bars; relish (condiment); rice cakes; rice flour; rice-
based food bars; rice-based prepared meals; rice-based snack foods; roasted coffee beans; royal 
jelly; rusks; sago; salad dressings; salsas; sandwiches; seasonings; semolina; sesame snacks; 
snacks manufactured from muesli; sorbet; sorbets [ices]; soy based ice cream substitute; soya 
sauce; spaghetti; spice and dried herb mixtures (seasonings); spices and seasonings; spring rolls; 
starch syrup; sugar confectionery; sushi; tabbouleh; tacos; tapioca; tarts; tea and coffee based 
beverages, namely, tea, coffee, teas flavored with fruit juice; tea-based beverages; tea-based 
beverages with fruit flavoring and mixes in the nature of concentrates, syrups or powders used in 
the preparation of tea based beverages; thickening agents for cooking; tomato sauce; tortillas; trail 
snack mix made primarily of chocolate; chocolate truffles; turmeric for food; unpopped popcorn; 
unroasted coffee; vanilla; vanilla beans; wafers; waffles; wheat flour; wheat germ for human 
consumption; wheat-based food bars; wheat-based snack foods; whole grain-based food bars also 
containing dried fruit.
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 Application Number 1,905,107  Filing Date 2018-06-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98109
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CANDY ISLAND
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 30

Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour; edible ices; sugar, honey, 
treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar; spices; ice (frozen water); allspice; almond 
confectionery; almond paste; aniseed; artificial coffee; baguettes; baking soda; barbecue sauces; 
barley meal; Bean meal; bean paste; bee glue; beer vinegar; beverages made of tea; binding 
agents for ice cream; biscuits; bread; bread rolls; breadcrumbs; breakfast cereals; brown rice and 
agave syrups as flavoring syrups and natural sweeteners; buns; cake frosting [icing]; cake powder; 
cakes; candy; candy-coated popcorn; capers; cereal bars; cereal-based snack food; cereal-based 
snack foods; cheese flavored puffed corn snacks; cheese sauce; cheeseburgers; cheeseburgers 
[sandwiches]; chewing gum; Chili sauce; chilled and frozen confections and desserts; chocolate; 
chocolate chips; chocolate coated nuts; chocolate confections; chocolate mousse; chocolate 
mousses; chocolate syrup; chocolate-based beverages; chocolate-based ready-to-eat food bars; 
chocolates; chutney; cocoa; cocoa beverages with milk; cocoa-based beverages; coffee beans; 
coffee essence; coffee extracts; coffee-based beverages; cold tea; confectionery chips for baking; 
confectionery in frozen form; cookies; cooking salt; corn flakes; corn meal; corn syrup; corn-based 
chips; corn-based snack foods; couscous; couscous [semolina]; crackers; culinary herbs; 
cupcakes; custard; dessert mousses [confectionery]; donuts; dough; dressings for salad; dried 
herbs; extracts used as a flavoring; extracts used as flavoring; flavoring syrup; flavourings, other 
than essential oils; flour based savory snacks; flour-based chips; food flavorings, other than 
essential oils; frozen confectionery; frozen confections; frozen dinners consisting primarily of pasta 
or rice; frozen fruit bars; frozen yogurt; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; frozen, prepared and 
packaged entrees consisting primarily of pasta or rice; fruit sauces; fruit syrup for use as a food; 
garden herbs, preserved [seasonings]; gelato; ginger [spice]; ginger syrup; gingerbread; glucose 
for culinary purposes; gluten additives for culinary purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff; golden 
syrup; grain-based food bars also containing soy, dried fruits, chocolate, or nuts; grain-based 
snack foods; granola; ground coffee beans; ham glaze; hamburgers in buns; herb salt; herbal tea; 
high-protein cereal bars; hot chili pepper sauce; hot sauce; ice cream; ice cream and ice cream 
products; ice for refreshment; ice lollies; iced tea; tea for infusions; herbal infusions; ketchup; 
macaroni and cheese; macaroni, rice and pasta salad; maple syrup; marinades; marshmallow 
squares; marzipan; mayonnaise; meat gravies; meat pies; mineral salt for human consumption; 
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mixtures of coffee and chicory, chicory and chicory mixtures, all for use as substitutes for coffee; 
molasses; muesli; muffins; multigrain-based snack foods; natural and artificial ice; natural 
sweeteners; noodle-based prepared meals; noodle-based snack foods; noodles; nutmegs; oat 
flakes; oat-based snack foods; oatmeal; palm sugar; pancake syrup; pancakes; pasta; pasta and 
pasta products, namely, dried pasta, gluten-free pasta, fresh pasta, prepared pasta, pasta shells, 
noodles, ravioli, instant noodles, lasagna, and pasta salad; pasta sauce; pasties; pastries; peanut 
confectionery; pepper; peppermint candy; peppers [seasonings]; pesto; pesto [sauce]; pies; pizza; 
pizzas; popcorn; pralines; prepared cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; prepared coffee and 
coffee-based beverages; prepared espresso and espresso-based beverages; prepared meals 
consisting primarily of dough-enrobed foods filled with any combination of meat, poultry, fish, fruits, 
vegetables, and cheese; prepared meals consisting primarily of rice, noodles, grains; prepared 
pasta meals; prepared pizza meals; preserved garden herbs; pretzels; popcorn; puddings; 
quiches; ravioli; ready to eat cereal-based food bars; relish (condiment); rice cakes; rice flour; rice-
based food bars; rice-based prepared meals; rice-based snack foods; roasted coffee beans; royal 
jelly; rusks; sago; salad dressings; salsas; sandwiches; seasonings; semolina; sesame snacks; 
snacks manufactured from muesli; sorbet; sorbets [ices]; soy based ice cream substitute; soya 
sauce; spaghetti; spice and dried herb mixtures (seasonings); spices and seasonings; spring rolls; 
starch syrup; sugar confectionery; sushi; tabbouleh; tacos; tapioca; tarts; tea and coffee based 
beverages, namely, tea, coffee, teas flavored with fruit juice; tea-based beverages; tea-based 
beverages with fruit flavoring and mixes in the nature of concentrates, syrups or powders used in 
the preparation of tea based beverages; thickening agents for cooking; tomato sauce; tortillas; trail 
snack mix made primarily of chocolate; chocolate truffles; turmeric for food; unpopped popcorn; 
unroasted coffee; vanilla; vanilla beans; wafers; waffles; wheat flour; wheat germ for human 
consumption; wheat-based food bars; wheat-based snack foods; whole grain-based food bars also 
containing dried fruit.
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 Application Number 1,905,108  Filing Date 2018-06-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98109
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CELEBRATION CAFFE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 30

Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour; edible ices; sugar, honey, 
treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar; spices; ice (frozen water); allspice; almond 
confectionery; almond paste; aniseed; artificial coffee; baguettes; baking soda; barbecue sauces; 
barley meal; Bean meal; bean paste; bee glue; beer vinegar; beverages made of tea; binding 
agents for ice cream; biscuits; bread; bread rolls; breadcrumbs; breakfast cereals; brown rice and 
agave syrups as flavoring syrups and natural sweeteners; buns; cake frosting [icing]; cake powder; 
cakes; candy; candy-coated popcorn; capers; cereal bars; cereal-based snack food; cereal-based 
snack foods; cheese flavored puffed corn snacks; cheese sauce; cheeseburgers; cheeseburgers 
[sandwiches]; chewing gum; Chili sauce; chilled and frozen confections and desserts; chocolate; 
chocolate chips; chocolate coated nuts; chocolate confections; chocolate mousse; chocolate 
mousses; chocolate syrup; chocolate-based beverages; chocolate-based ready-to-eat food bars; 
chocolates; chutney; cocoa; cocoa beverages with milk; cocoa-based beverages; coffee beans; 
coffee essence; coffee extracts; coffee-based beverages; cold tea; confectionery chips for baking; 
confectionery in frozen form; cookies; cooking salt; corn flakes; corn meal; corn syrup; corn-based 
chips; corn-based snack foods; couscous; couscous [semolina]; crackers; culinary herbs; 
cupcakes; custard; dessert mousses [confectionery]; donuts; dough; dressings for salad; dried 
herbs; extracts used as a flavoring; extracts used as flavoring; flavoring syrup; flavourings, other 
than essential oils; flour based savory snacks; flour-based chips; food flavorings, other than 
essential oils; frozen confectionery; frozen confections; frozen dinners consisting primarily of pasta 
or rice; frozen fruit bars; frozen yogurt; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; frozen, prepared and 
packaged entrees consisting primarily of pasta or rice; fruit sauces; fruit syrup for use as a food; 
garden herbs, preserved [seasonings]; gelato; ginger [spice]; ginger syrup; gingerbread; glucose 
for culinary purposes; gluten additives for culinary purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff; golden 
syrup; grain-based food bars also containing soy, dried fruits, chocolate, or nuts; grain-based 
snack foods; granola; ground coffee beans; ham glaze; hamburgers in buns; herb salt; herbal tea; 
high-protein cereal bars; hot chili pepper sauce; hot sauce; ice cream; ice cream and ice cream 
products; ice for refreshment; ice lollies; iced tea; tea for infusions; herbal infusions; ketchup; 
macaroni and cheese; macaroni, rice and pasta salad; maple syrup; marinades; marshmallow 
squares; marzipan; mayonnaise; meat gravies; meat pies; mineral salt for human consumption; 
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mixtures of coffee and chicory, chicory and chicory mixtures, all for use as substitutes for coffee; 
molasses; muesli; muffins; multigrain-based snack foods; natural and artificial ice; natural 
sweeteners; noodle-based prepared meals; noodle-based snack foods; noodles; nutmegs; oat 
flakes; oat-based snack foods; oatmeal; palm sugar; pancake syrup; pancakes; pasta; pasta and 
pasta products, namely, dried pasta, gluten-free pasta, fresh pasta, prepared pasta, pasta shells, 
noodles, ravioli, instant noodles, lasagna, and pasta salad; pasta sauce; pasties; pastries; peanut 
confectionery; pepper; peppermint candy; peppers [seasonings]; pesto; pesto [sauce]; pies; pizza; 
pizzas; popcorn; pralines; prepared cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; prepared coffee and 
coffee-based beverages; prepared espresso and espresso-based beverages; prepared meals 
consisting primarily of dough-enrobed foods filled with any combination of meat, poultry, fish, fruits, 
vegetables, and cheese; prepared meals consisting primarily of rice, noodles, grains; prepared 
pasta meals; prepared pizza meals; preserved garden herbs; pretzels; popcorn; puddings; 
quiches; ravioli; ready to eat cereal-based food bars; relish (condiment); rice cakes; rice flour; rice-
based food bars; rice-based prepared meals; rice-based snack foods; roasted coffee beans; royal 
jelly; rusks; sago; salad dressings; salsas; sandwiches; seasonings; semolina; sesame snacks; 
snacks manufactured from muesli; sorbet; sorbets [ices]; soy based ice cream substitute; soya 
sauce; spaghetti; spice and dried herb mixtures (seasonings); spices and seasonings; spring rolls; 
starch syrup; sugar confectionery; sushi; tabbouleh; tacos; tapioca; tarts; tea and coffee based 
beverages, namely, tea, coffee, teas flavored with fruit juice; tea-based beverages; tea-based 
beverages with fruit flavoring and mixes in the nature of concentrates, syrups or powders used in 
the preparation of tea based beverages; thickening agents for cooking; tomato sauce; tortillas; trail 
snack mix made primarily of chocolate; chocolate truffles; turmeric for food; unpopped popcorn; 
unroasted coffee; vanilla; vanilla beans; wafers; waffles; wheat flour; wheat germ for human 
consumption; wheat-based food bars; wheat-based snack foods; whole grain-based food bars also 
containing dried fruit.
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 Application Number 1,905,165  Filing Date 2018-06-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CSL Behring Lengnau AG
Industriestrasse 11
2543 Lengnau
SWITZERLAND

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 05

(1) pharmaceuticals for the treatment or prevention of blood and bleeding disorders; blood 
products, namely, a pharmaceutical preparation blood clotting aid and delivery system for use in 
human and veterinary medicine; blood proteins for therapeutic use, namely, blood proteins for 
therapeutic use for medical purposes; pharmaceutical blood products derived from recombinant 
DNA technology, namely, blood for medical purposes; blood products, namely, pharmaceutical 
preparations for blood disorders, diseases or conditions

 Class 09
(2) computer software for controlling and managing patient medical information; downloadable 
mobile software applications for controlling and managing patient medical information

 Class 10
(3) medical apparatus and instruments, namely, intravenous administration instruments for medical 
purposes, namely, intravenous administration instruments for medical purposes, namely, infusion 
pumps, cannulae, hypodermic needles; injection devices for pharmaceuticals, namely, injection 
syringes for pharmaceuticals, injection instruments without needles for pharmaceuticals; medical 
apparatus and instruments, namely, medical instruments for subcutaneous therapy
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Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 09, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87913181 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,905,247  Filing Date 2018-06-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

The Establishment of Brewing and Blending Inc.
318 12th Street NW
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2N1Y5

Agent
HICKS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
213-304 Old Canmore Road, Canmore, 
ALBERTA, T1W0L5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) neon signs; sunglasses; eye glasses straps

 Class 16
(2) money clips; posters; stickers; signs; wall-mounted prints

 Class 21
(3) beer glasses; beer mugs; beer steins; drinking steins; barware, namely, tap handles of wood 
and beer flight paddles; beer bottles; growlers

 Class 30
(4) beverages made of coffee; beverages made of tea; non-alcoholic coffee-based beverages; non-
alcoholic tea-based beverages; beer vinegar

 Class 32
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(5) alcoholic beverages namely beer, ale, lager, sour beer, shandy, braggot, fruit infused beer, 
barrel aged beer; non-alcoholic carbonated beverages

 Class 33
(6) cider

Services
Class 35
(1) wholesale and retail sale of alcoholic beverages namely beer and sour beer

Class 40
(2) beer brewing services

Class 41
(3) conducting guided tours of breweries for educational purposes; arranging and conducting 
education courses and seminars in the fields of beer and beer brewing

Class 43
(4) rental of beer making equipment and beer brewing facilities; provision of information about 
alcoholic beverages namely beer and sour beer
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 Application Number 1,905,299  Filing Date 2018-06-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

American Bar Association
321 North Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60654
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
association services, namely, promoting public awareness of the legal system, the legal 
profession, and the need to improve the legal system for the public; association services, namely, 
promoting the interests of the legal profession and lawyers, judges, law students, paralegals, legal 
assistants, and legal secretaries, all the foregoing concerning primarily the American legal system 
and international legal systems outside of Canada
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 Application Number 1,905,309  Filing Date 2018-06-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
551 Paper Mill Road 
P.O. Box 9206
Newark, DE 19714-9206
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601 , Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GORE LOW DRAG
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 11

filter bags and filter cartridges for industrial use namely for filtering fume and fine powder; industrial 
filter devices, namely, filtering units, filter cartridges, and filter cloths for filtering fume and fine 
powder
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 Application Number 1,905,324  Filing Date 2018-06-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Johnny Boyd
5991 Theresa Street
Niagara Falls
ONTARIO
L2J2A4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JOHNNY FOOTBALL
Trademark Type
Word

Disclaimer
The applicant disclaims the right to the exclusive use of the word FOOTBALL apart from the 
trademark.

Goods
 Class 25

Wearable garments and clothing for men and women and children, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, 
athletic apparel, hats, caps, toques;
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 Application Number 1,905,764  Filing Date 2018-06-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

10961183 Canada Inc.
1356 Ferguson Street
Ottawa
ONTARIO
K2C2K7

Agent
AMY CROLL
(Origins IP), 1115 Wellington St. West, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y2Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 08

(1) Axes; hatchets; metal hatchet and axe heads; throwing knives; throwing knife, hatchet and axe 
carrying cases; throwing knife, hatchet and axe sheaths; wooden hatchet and axe handles.

 Class 16
(2) Trading cards; printed publications, namely, booklets and manuals in the field of knife, hatchet 
and axe throwing; printed photographs; paper stationery, namely, notepaper, envelopes, greeting 
cards and posters

 Class 25
(3) Clothing, namely, shirts, sweaters, hoodies, jackets, pants, socks, scarves, gloves, mittens, 
pajamas; footwear, namely, shoes, boots and slippers; headwear, namely, caps, hats, toques, 
bandanas and headbands.

 Class 28
(4) Knife, hatchet and axe throwing targets; knife, hatchet and axe throwing games; knife, hatchet 
and axe throwing kits comprised of knives, hatches and axes.

Services
Class 35
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(1) Online retail store services and retail store services in the field of clothing, footwear, headwear, 
throwing knives, hatchets, axes, metal hatchet and axe heads, throwing knife, hatchet and axe 
carrying cases, throwing knife, hatchet and axe sheaths, trading cards, printed photographs, 
posters, wooden hatchet and axe handles, knife, hatchet and axe throwing targets and knife, 
hatchet and axe throwing kits and games; online retail store services and retail store services in 
the field of printed publications, namely, booklets and manuals in the field of knife, hatchet and axe 
throwing; online retail store services and retail store services in the field of paper stationery, 
namely, notepaper, envelopes, greeting cards; business management consultancy and advisory 
services in the sport of knife, hatchet and axe throwing.

Class 41
(2) Organizing, arranging and providing knife, hatchet and axe throwing training, lessons, games, 
competitions and tournaments; entertainment services, namely, providing entertainment in the field 
of knife, hatchet and axe throwing games, competitions and tournaments; Instruction and coaching 
in the nature of knife, hatchet and axe throwing; providing information in the field of knife, hatchet 
and axe throwing via a website; organization of sports events in the field of knife, hatchet and axe 
throwing; providing facilities for knife, hatchet and axe throwing.
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 Application Number 1,906,008  Filing Date 2018-06-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Trek Bicycle Corporation
801 West Madison Street
Waterloo, WI 53594
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSAN MACLEAN IP AGENCY INC.
336 Maclaren Street, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K2P0M6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TREK
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 11

Bicycle lights; Electric flashlights; LED flashlights.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 23, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/888,482 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,906,053  Filing Date 2018-06-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ASO LLC, a Delaware limited liability company
300 Sarasota Center Blvd
Sarasota, FL 34231
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
ALEXANDER HOLBURN BEAUDIN + LANG 
LLP
P.O. BOX 10057, 2700 - 700 WEST GEORGIA 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V7Y1B8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SMART-FLEX
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

adhesive bandages
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 Application Number 1,906,114  Filing Date 2018-06-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ASO LLC, a Delaware limited liability company
300 Sarasota Center Blvd
Sarasota, FL 34231
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
ALEXANDER HOLBURN BEAUDIN + LANG 
LLP
P.O. BOX 10057, 2700 - 700 WEST GEORGIA 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V7Y1B8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SMART-HEAL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

adhesive bandages
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 Application Number 1,906,555  Filing Date 2018-06-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

S.J. Electro Systems, Inc.
22650 County Highway 6
Detroit Lakes, Minnesota 56501
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Electric control apparatus, namely, liquid level control switches; Electric control panels; Automatic 
float switch for use in connection with sewage and sump pumps; Automatic mechanical control 
switch; Motor control panels for wastewater, water and HVAC applications; Mechanically actuated 
electrical pump control switch for use in water and sewage systems; and Mechanical float switch 
used to activate alarms, control panels; Water and wastewater instrumentation and analytical 
monitoring and control devices, namely, wastewater pump control panels, engineered pump 
control panels, wastewater pump controllers, water and wastewater alarm systems, and sump and 
sewage float controls

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 27, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88/017,192 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,906,782  Filing Date 2018-06-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ANITA'S ORGANIC GRAIN & FLOUR MILL 
LTD.
43615 YALE ROAD
CHILLIWACK
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V2R4J6

Agent
SOREL LEINBURD
(Bell Alliance LLP), 201 - 1367 W. 
BROADWAY, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6H4A7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Dried beans, lentils and peas; Dried fruit;

 Class 30
(2) Food products namely flours, breakfast cereals, ready-to-eat cereals, rolled oats, oat flakes, 
barley flakes, quinoa flakes, rye flakes, wheat flakes, spelt flakes, cake mixes, cookie mixes, steel 
cut oats, instant pancake mixes, instant waffle mixes, popcorn, chocolate chips, cocoa powder, 
sugar, cinnamon, tapioca starch, potato starch, arrowroot starch and rice;

 Class 31
(3) Grains namely, cracked rye, rye, unprocessed grains for eating, wheat, oat bran, wheat bran, 
spelt, barley, buckwheat, einkorn, emmer, khorasan wheat, oats, quinoa, red fife, amaranth grain, 
millet grain, sorghum grain, fresh edible nuts and seeds namely almonds, cashews, chia seeds, 
flaxseeds, hemp hearts, pecans, pumpkin seeds, sesame seeds, sunflower seeds, walnuts, and 
coconut;

Services
Class 35
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Retail and wholesale sale of food; Online sale of food items;
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 Application Number 1,906,855  Filing Date 2018-06-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Reyewear Acquisition, Inc.
12 East 49th Street, 11th Floor
New York, New York 10017
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
DEPARTMENT, 1000 DE LA GAUCHETIERE 
STREET WEST, SUITE 900, MONTREAL, 
QUEBEC, H3B5H4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

REVISION CALLER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

sunglasses, sports eyewear, eyewear cases, eyewear straps
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 Application Number 1,906,857  Filing Date 2018-06-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Reyewear Acquisition, Inc.
12 East 49th Street, 11th Floor
New York, New York 10017
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
DEPARTMENT, 1000 DE LA GAUCHETIERE 
STREET WEST, SUITE 900, MONTREAL, 
QUEBEC, H3B5H4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

REVISION SEEKER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

sunglasses, sports eyewear, eyewear cases, eyewear straps
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 Application Number 1,906,858  Filing Date 2018-06-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Reyewear Acquisition, Inc.
12 East 49th Street, 11th Floor
New York, New York 10017
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
DEPARTMENT, 1000 DE LA GAUCHETIERE 
STREET WEST, SUITE 900, MONTREAL, 
QUEBEC, H3B5H4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

REVISION PURSUER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

sunglasses, sports eyewear, eyewear cases, eyewear straps
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 Application Number 1,907,050  Filing Date 2018-06-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Kit and Ace Technical  Apparel Inc.
400 - 190 Alexander Street
Vancouver
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V6A1B5

Agent
PALMER IP INC.
704 - 1478 Hastings St. West, Vancouver, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6G3J6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BIKA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 11

(1) electric coffee pots, electric coffee makers, electric espresso machines; coffee filters not of 
paper being part of electric coffee makers

 Class 18
(2) tote bags

 Class 21
(3) non-electric coffee grinders, coffee filters not of paper being part of non-electric coffee makers, 
coffee mugs, tea pots, tea cups, water bottles sold empty, insulated coffee and beverage cups, 
trivets; non-electric coffee pots; non-electric coffee makers

 Class 25
(4) clothing, namely, t-shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, shorts, aprons, caps, hats

 Class 30
(5) ground and whole bean coffee; brewed coffee, espresso beverages and non-alcoholic 
beverages with a coffee-base; tea; baked goods, namely, muffins, scones, biscuits, cookies, 
pastries, breads and sandwiches

 Class 32
(6) fruit juices, smoothies, bottled water

Services
Class 35
(1) retail store services featuring, ground coffee, coffee beans, teas, coffee pots, tea pots, coffee 
brewing equipment, coffee mugs, tea cups, water bottles

Class 43
(2) coffee shop services; espresso, tea and juice bar services
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 Application Number 1,907,162  Filing Date 2018-06-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MARTIN, Darren DBA EURO PLATE 
CONCEPTS
6855 180th Street
Surrey
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V3S9E2

Agent
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FLEX RITE PLATE ARMOUR
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 12

License plate holders; license plate frames; and adapter plate assemblies for mounting license 
plates to vehicles

Services
Class 35
Retail sale of license plate holders, license plate frames and adapter plate assemblies for 
mounting license plates to vehicles; online sales of license plate holders, license plate frames and 
adapter plate assemblies for mounting license plates to vehicles; and wholesale sales of license 
plate holders, license plate frames and adapter plate assemblies for mounting license plates to 
vehicles
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 Application Number 1,907,394  Filing Date 2018-07-03
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

franco maione
8016-158 ave. nw
edmonton
ALBERTA
T5Z2T2

Agent
DAVID S. WELSH
(c/o Ogilvie LLP ), 1400,10303 Jasper Ave. , 
Edmonton, ALBERTA, T5J3N6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CERTIFIED HIGH PERFORMANCE AGENT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 16

Workbooks, books, brochures, certificates, booklets, manuals, guides, newsletters, pamphlets, fact 
sheets, note pads, and calendars.

Services
Class 35
(1) Organizing preferred provider programs in the field of the support of real estate agents and 
brokers in the operation of their businesses, namely promoting the goods and services of others 
through the distribution of discount cards.

Class 36
(2) Operation of real estate agencies; real estate brokerage services; real estate valuation 
services; renting of land and buildings; providing real estate listings and real estate information via 
the internet; real estate management.

Class 41
(3) Educational services in field of the operation of real estate agencies, namely providing online 
and live events, coaching, courses, instruction, workshops, seminars, conferences, and training 
programs.

Class 45
(4) Granting of licenses in franchise concepts pertaining to real estate agency
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 Application Number 1,907,476  Filing Date 2018-07-03
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

EXO INC.
260, rue St-Joseph Est
Québec
QUÉBEC
G1K3A9

Agent
THERRIEN COUTURE JOLI-COEUR S.E.N.C.
R.L.
2001  avenue McGill College, Bureau 900, 
Montréal, QUÉBEC, H3A1G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EXO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Authorisation For Use
Consent from the RÉSEAU DE TRANSPORT MÉTROPOLITAIN is of record.

Goods
 Class 04

(1) Skateboard accessories, namely waxes.

 Class 08
(2) Hand tools for repairing and assembling skateboards.

 Class 09
(3) Protective sports equipment, namely helmets; vinyl discs, pre-recorded CDs and audio 
cassettes containing music.

 Class 12
(4) Accessories, namely tire patches.

 Class 14
(5) Key holders; jewellery, namely watches, rings, earrings, bracelets and necklaces.

 Class 16
(6) Accessories, namely stickers, paper flags.

 Class 18
(7) Bags, namely back packs, shoulder bags, handbags, sports bags, waist bags.

 Class 24
(8) Accessories, namely fabric flags.

 Class 25
(9) Clothing, namely T-shirts, sweatshirts, sweaters, shirts, cotton fleece sweaters, pullovers, polo 
shirts, pants, shorts, jogging pants, coats, dresses, bathing suits; underwear, camisoles, stockings; 
headwear, namely headbands, caps, hats, tuques; footwear, namely shoes, boots, sneakers, 
insoles; infant bodysuits; belts, suspenders, ties, scarves.
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 Class 26
(10) Accessories, namely buttons; belt buckles; laces.

 Class 28
(11) Skateboards; skateboard accessories, namely axles, grip tape, ramps and rails; wheels and 
castors; snowboards; protective sports equipment, namely sports pads and gloves.

Services
Class 35
(1) Operation of an online retail store for clothing, shoes and accessories, namely vinyl discs, pre-
recorded CDs and audio cassettes containing music, tire patches, key holders, jewellery, namely 
watches, rings, earrings, bracelets and necklaces, bags, namely back packs, shoulder bags, 
handbags, sports bags, waist bags, fabric flags, headwear, namely headbands, caps, hats, tuques, 
insoles, belts, suspenders, ties, scarves, buttons, belt buckles, laces; operation of an online retail 
store for skateboarding items, namely skateboards, skateboard accessories, namely axles, waxes, 
grip tape, ramps and rails, wheels and castors, snowboards, hand tools for repairing and 
assembling skateboards, protective sports equipment, namely helmets, pads and gloves; 
advertising services, namely promotion and marketing of the goods of others via the Internet.

(2) Retail of clothing, shoes and accessories, namely tire patches, key holders, jewellery, namely 
watches, rings, earrings, bracelets and necklaces, bags, namely back packs, shoulder bags, 
handbags, sports bags, waist bags, fabric flags, headwear, namely headbands, caps, hats, tuques, 
insoles, belts, suspenders, ties, scarves, buttons, belt buckles, laces; operation of a retail store for 
skateboarding items, namely skateboards, skateboard accessories, namely axles, waxes, grip 
tape, ramps and rails, wheels and castors, snowboards, hand tools for repairing and assembling 
skateboards, protective sports equipment, namely helmets, pads and gloves; operation of a retail 
store for CDs and vinyl records, audio cassettes, bags, headphones, speakers, earphones.
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 Application Number 1,907,822  Filing Date 2018-07-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Old Navy (ITM) Inc.
2 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) body lotion, skin soap, body scrub, hand cream, fragrances for personal use and hair care 
preparations

(2) body oils

(3) cosmetics, skin care preparations, non-medicated skin care treatment preparations, facial and 
body skin masks, nail enamel and nail care preparations, nail polish remover, body powders for 
personal use, bath gels, bath lotions, non-medicated bath salts, bath scrubs and bath oils, bubble 
bath, sun skin care preparations, sun screen preparations, sun block preparations, self-tanning 
preparations, skin bronzing preparations, after-sun skin soothing and moisturizing preparations, 
pre-shave and after shave lotions, pre-shave and after shave creams, pre-shave and after shave 
balms, pre-shave and after shave splashes, pre-shave and after shave gels, shaving cream, 
shaving gel, makeup removers, hair styling preparations, hair volumizing preparations, hair 
sunscreen preparations, essential oils for aromatherapy, essential oils for perfumery and personal 
use, scented oils for personal use
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 Application Number 1,908,169  Filing Date 2018-07-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

RideShark Corporation
2031 Merivale Rd.
Ottawa
ONTARIO
K2G1G7

Agent
PERLEY-ROBERTSON, HILL & MCDOUGALL 
LLP
1400 - 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1R0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

UNIFIED MOBILITY
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for transportation management, namely, computer software for coordinating 
transportation arrangements, namely, for scheduling ridesharing, fleet vehicle reservations and 
management, parking management, transit route planning and booking, transit pass delivery and 
purchase, vanpool management, private shuttle management, biking routes planning, trip tracking 
and logging, scooter and bike share rentals, and emergency ride home management

Services
Class 42
Providing software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for transportation management 
services namely, for coordinating transportation arrangements, namely, for scheduling ridesharing, 
fleet vehicle reservations and management, parking management, transit route planning and 
booking, transit pass delivery and purchase, vanpool management, private shuttle management, 
biking routes planning, trip tracking and logging, scooter and bike share rentals, and emergency 
ride home management; providing access to non-downloadable software for transportation 
management services namely, for coordinating transportation arrangements, namely, computer 
software for scheduling ridesharing, fleet vehicle reservations and management, parking 
management, transit route planning and booking, transit pass delivery and purchase, vanpool 
management, private shuttle management, biking routes planning, trip tracking and logging, 
scooter and bike share rentals, and emergency ride home management
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 Application Number 1,908,203  Filing Date 2018-07-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

HashiCorp, Inc.
101 Second Street, Suite 700
San Francisco, CA 94105
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HASHICORP
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes; Computer hardware and 
computer software programs for the integration of computer operational text, audio mixers, audio 
speaker inputs and outputs, computer graphic images, still images and moving pictures into an 
interactive cloud storage network; Computer network interface cards, computer network interface 
boards, computer network interface circuits, computer network multimedia interface cables; 
Computer operating programs; Computer operating programs and computer operating systems; 
Computer operating programs, recorded; Computer operating systems; Computer programmes for 
document management; Computer programs for editing images, sound and video; Computer 
programs for network management; Computer programs for searching the contents of computers 
and computer networks by remote control; Computer software and firmware for operating system 
programs; Computer software for designing and running development programs and application 
programs in a common development environment; Computer software for computer system and 
application development, deployment and management; Computer software for application and 
database integration; Computer software for authorising access to data bases; Computer software 
for authorising access to databases; Computer software for controlling and managing access 
server applications; Computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; 
Computer software for database management; Computer software for document management; 
Computer software for encryption; Computer software for organizing and viewing digital images 
and photographs; Computer software for processing digital images; Computer software for 
providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, 
provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; Computer software for the field 
of warehousing and distribution, to manage transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and 
produce notifications and reports; Computer software for use in database management; Computer 
software for use in the encryption and decryption of digital files, including audio, video, text, binary, 
still images, graphics and multimedia files; Computer software for use in the safeguarding of digital 
files, including audio, video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia files; Computer 
software for operating wireless computer cloud network servers for content delivery; Computer 
software for generating and providing reports and computer performance information to others that 
allows them to analyze, optimize, govern, and manage computing activities and instructional user 
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guides in electronic format sold as a unit; Computer software for use in generating and providing 
reports containing information about computer security, performance, costs, storage and usage; 
Computer software for use in managing, analyzing, optimizing, provisioning, monitoring, and 
scaling of computer resources that may be downloaded from a global computer network; 
Computer software platforms for use in generating and providing reports containing information 
about computer security, performance, costs, storage and usage; Computer software that assists 
computers in deploying parallel applications and performing parallel computations; Computer 
software to automate data warehousing; Computer software to maintain and operate computer 
system; Data compression software; Compiler software; Computer anti-virus software; Computer 
operating software; Computer software for administration of computer local area networks; 
Decoder software; Downloadable cloud-based software for generating and providing reports and 
computer performance information to others that allows them to analyze, optimize, govern, and 
manage computing activities; Downloadable computer software for use in generating and providing 
reports containing information about computer security, performance, costs, storage and usage; 
Downloadable cloud-computing software for generating and providing reports and computer 
performance information to others that allows them to analyze, optimize, govern, and manage 
computing activities; Computer hardware for electronic communications systems; computer 
software for connecting to remote computers and computer cloud networks; Mobile computing and 
operating platforms consisting of Ethernet transceivers, wireless computer cloud network routers 
and computer network gateway routers; Recorded computer operating programs; Wireless digital 
electronic tokens and application programming interfaces to secure and protect third-party user 
data and images using an automatic synchronization process and alarm notification of the loss or 
theft of wireless equipment namely computers, laptops, computer notebooks, smart phones, and 
computer modems

Services
Class 42
Computer software installment, maintenance and technical support services in the form of 
computer programming, computer software installation, computer software maintenance, and 
troubleshooting of computer software problems.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 13, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/832390 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,908,346  Filing Date 2018-07-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

AAK Sweden AB
374 82 Karlshamn
SWEDEN

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AKOPLANET
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 29

edible oils and fats; solutions based on edible vegetable oils and fats for use as ingredients in plant 
based food products
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 Application Number 1,908,828  Filing Date 2018-07-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ST. JUDE MEDICAL, LLC
One St. Jude Medical Drive
St. Paul , MN 55117
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BATTERYASSURANCE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 10

Software algorithm for monitoring the condition of implanted cardiac device batteries sold as an 
integral component of medical devices

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 01, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87945309 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,908,841  Filing Date 2018-07-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Enza Zaden Beheer B.V.
Haling 1 E
1602 DB ENKHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The words ENZA ZADEN and the dots are white 
on a black background. The stylized letter 'E' is yellow outlined in green.

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the foreign word enza is seeds.

Goods
 Class 31

Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and agricultural grains for planting, with the 
exception of grains for fruit trees and the fruits of fruit trees, namely, cucumber, lettuce, endive, 
chicory, leek, spinach, cauliflower, kohlrabi, peppers, squash, tomato, zucchini, onion, melon, 
watermelon, eggplant, broccoli, gourd, pumpkin, radish, carrot, parsnip, fennel, cabbage, 
cornsalad, scorzonera, basil, parsley, dill, chervil, celery and garden cress; fresh vegetables; plant, 
agricultural and horticultural seeds, natural plants and flowers.

Services
Class 44
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Agricultural, horticultural and forestry services, namely the cultivation and refining of agricultural, 
horticultural and forestry products, namely fresh vegetables, plant seeds, agricultural seeds, 
natural plants, flowers and grains with the exception of grains for fruit trees and fruits of fruit trees.
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 Application Number 1,908,954  Filing Date 2018-07-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

AMSOIL INC.
925 Tower Ave
Superior, WI 54880
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The mark consists of RUNS ON in blue and 
FREEDOM in red in front of a design element with matching shapes in an X pattern, one in blue 
and one in red, along with a red star and a blue star and AMSOIL at the bottom in red and blue.

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemical additives for lubricants and fuels; anti-freeze preparations; transmission fluid; 
chemical agents in the nature of protectants for coating vinyl, leather, plastic and rubber

 Class 02
(2) Rust preventatives in the nature of a coating;

 Class 03
(3) All purpose cleaning preparations; hand cleaners; automotive cleaning preparations; 
automobile polish; automobile wax; metal polish for automobiles

 Class 04
(4) All purpose lubricants, automotive engine oils, industrial oils and general purpose greases for 
automotive, industrial and commercial use

 Class 07
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(5) Oil, fuel and air filters for motors and engines; oil filter adapters and mounting brackets, sold as 
a unit; vehicle engine parts, namely, engine pre-oilers which operate as an engine oil reservoir to 
lubricate engine surfaces prior to ignition

 Class 21
(6) Mugs and cups, thermal insulated wraps for cans to keep the contents cold or hot, metal 
wastebaskets and paper funnels

 Class 25
(7) Clothes, namely, t-shirts, shirts, jackets, hats and gloves

Services
Class 35
(1) Promotional sponsorship for others of events related to automobile, all-terrain vehicle, 
snowmobile, boat and motorcycle racing, and sporting events, namely automobile racing

Class 36
(2) Financial sponsorship of teams, drivers, races and events related to automobile, all-terrain 
vehicle, snowmobile, boat and motorcycle racing, and sporting events, namely automobile racing
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 Application Number 1,909,234  Filing Date 2018-07-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pacific Coast Products, LLC
170 Technology Circle
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
THEO YATES
(Yates IP), 17 Bellwood Avenue, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1S1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SCENT TRUNK
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Fragrances; Perfumes and colognes; Custom fragrances and perfumes

Services
Class 39
Delivery of fragrance and perfume ordered online through subscription by motor vehicle
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 Application Number 1,909,750  Filing Date 2018-07-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Shanghai Tuhuanju Property Services Co., Ltd.
Room 5765, No.3 Building, No.1800 Panyuan 
Road 
(Shanghai Taihe Economic Development Zone)
Changxing Town, Chongming County
Shanghai 201319
CHINA

Agent
NATHALY J. VERMETTE
(DS AVOCATS), 1080 Côte du Beaver Hall, 
Bureau 2100, Montréal, QUEBEC, H2Z1S8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising agency services; Advertising on the Internet for others; Advertising the goods and 
services of others; Business management consulting and procuring of contracts for the purchase 
and sale of goods and services of others; Business information in the field of advertising, 
marketing, marketplace management, personnel management, business relocation services, all 
via a web site; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
Marketing services in the field of arranging for the distribution of the products of others; Personnel 
management consultancy; Relocation services for businesses; Management and compilation of 
computerized databases; Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases Retail 
services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies

Class 36
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(2) Insurance brokerage; Financial management; Art appraisal; Real estate agency services; Real 
estate brokerage; Real estate management Apartment management services; Surety services; 
Apartment house management services; Lending against security; Surety lending services.

Class 39
(3) Bus transport, taxi transport, chauffeur services, hired car transport; Ship brokerage; Vehicle 
rental; Leasing of storage space and storage containers; Arranging of travel tours; Courier 
services; Travel arrangement reservation; Rental of diving suits; Providing driving directions for 
travel purposes; Booking seats for travel.

Class 43
(4) Hotel and boarding house management services; Hotel services; Hotel reservations; Rental of 
temporary accommodation in the nature of hotels, boarding houses and campgrounds; Tourist 
hostel services, tourist inn services; Rental of meeting and conference rooms; Retirement home 
services; Day-nursery services; Boarding for animals; Rental of chairs, tables, table linen, 
glassware

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 11, 2018, Country or Office: CHINA, Application No: 30859169 in 
association with the same kind of services (1); May 11, 2018, Country or Office: CHINA, 
Application No: 30846529 in association with the same kind of services (4); May 11, 2018, Country 
or Office: CHINA, Application No: 30847698 in association with the same kind of services (3); May 
11, 2018, Country or Office: CHINA, Application No: 30865746 in association with the same kind of 
services (2)
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 Application Number 1,909,785  Filing Date 2018-07-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TSINGHUA UNIGROUP CO., LTD.
(10th Floor, Tsinghua International Technology 
Exchange Center)
Outside the East Gate of Tsinghua University, 
Shuangqing Road, Haidian District
Beijing 100084
CHINA

Agent
MRS. DAN YANG-HOFFMANN
(ALPHA-YANG INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
AND CONSULTATION SERVICES), 2375 
BRIMLEY ROAD, UNIT 3, Suite 854, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M1S3L6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 38
providing access to the Internet; e-mail transmission services; radio broadcasting; television 
broadcasting; voice messaging services; text messaging services; mobile telephone 
communication; providing on line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of 
messages among computer users; telecommunication bundle services that allow customers to 
reach cellular phones, voicemail and call routing between wireline and wireless phones and 
voicemail boxes; telephone carrier services provided by means of fibre optic cables, telephone 
lines, radio and microwave transmission, satellite transmission; providing access to a global 
computer network; wireless digital messaging services; streaming of audio and video via the 
Internet featuring music, movies, news, and sports; cellular telephone communication; satellite 
telephone transmission; teleconferencing services; videoconferencing services; email and 
facsimile transmission services.
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 Application Number 1,909,871  Filing Date 2018-07-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Alphatech International Limited
Flat/Room B, 6/F, Valiant Industrial Centre, No.
2-12 Au Pui Wan Street
Fotan, Shatin, New Territories
HONG KONG

Agent
MILTONS IP/P.I.
15 Fitzgerald Rd, Suite 200, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K2H9G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PLASCIDE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 11

ventilating fans, ceiling fans, electric fans for household purposes; air deodorizing apparatus; air 
filtering units for removing dust, smoke and allergens from the air; air purifiers for household 
purposes; filters for air conditioners; air cleaning units; electrically powered air blowers for dust 
extraction from the air; ionizer air purifier
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 Application Number 1,909,923  Filing Date 2018-07-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Alanui S.r.l.
Via Daniele Manin, 13 
20121 Milano
ITALY

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Hawaiian word ALANUI is LONG PATH.

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Eau de Cologne; scented water; toilet water; aromatics for perfumes namely essential oils for 
the manufacture of perfumes; fragrances; perfumery; perfumes; cosmetics in the form of creams; 
deodorants and antiperspirants; foams for use in the shower; make-up; hair preparations and 
treatments namely hair care preparations, hair care creams, hair balsam, hair conditioners, hair 
nourishers; bath preparations namely bath oils and bath salts, bubble bath preparations; hair 
removal and shaving preparations; cleaning preparations for personal use namely soaps for 
personal use, toilet soaps; skin care preparations; air fragrancing preparations; sachets for 
perfuming linen; Leather preservatives namely polishes for leather

 Class 09
(2) Clip-on sunglasses; chains for sunglasses; cords for sunglasses; optical lenses for use with 
sunglasses; lenses for sunglasses; frames for sunglasses; bars for spectacles; containers for 
contact lenses; spectacle cases; spectacle chains; eyeglass lanyards; eyewear cases; spectacle 
lenses; spectacle frames; spectacles; prescription eyeglasses; 3D spectacles; polarizing 
spectacles; spectacle holders; eyeglass shields namely eye shields for athletic use, eye shields for 
sports helmets, side shields for eyeglasses; compact discs namely read-only memory namely 
blank CD-ROMs; audio discs namely blank digital audio discs; videodiscs namely blank digital 
videodiscs; blank DVDs; USB flash drives; compact disc cases; cell phone covers; camera 
casings; decorative magnets

Services
Class 35
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Business advice and consultancy relating to franchising; management advisory services related to 
franchising; business advertising services relating to franchising namely distribution of 
advertisements and commercial announcements for others, renting of advertising spaces, advice 
in the field of business management and marketing, providing advice and information relating to 
commercial business management; provision of assistance namely business in the operation of 
franchises namely offering technical assistance in the establishment and operation of clothing 
store franchises; assistance in business management within the framework of a franchise contract 
namely providing assistance in the field of business management within the framework of a 
franchise contract; business advisory services relating to the establishment of franchises and 
business advisory services relating to the establishment and operation of franchises namely 
business management advisory services relating to franchising, advice in the running of 
establishments as franchises; trade marketing other than selling namely business marketing 
consulting services, developing marketing strategies and marketing concepts for others, 
development of marketing strategies and concepts for others, direct marketing of the goods and 
services of others, market analysis and research; personnel management of sales personnel; 
computerized on-line ordering services featuring clothing; arranging commercial transactions, for 
others, via online shops namely providing home shopping services of clothing via the Internet; mail 
and order retail services connected with clothing accessories namely shawls, tights, belts, socks, 
shoes, beanies, slippers; arranging of buying and selling contracts for Page 3 of 4 third parties 
namely procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of goods and services, mediation of 
contracts for purchase and sale of products, negotiation of business contracts for others; online 
retail store services relating to clothing; retail store services in the field of clothing; management of 
retail enterprise for others namely business management; recruitment services for sales and 
marketing personnel namely personnel recruitment and placement; retail services connected with 
the sale of clothing and clothing accessories namely retail sale of clothing, retail sale of clothing 
accessories namely shawls, tights, belts, socks, shoes, beanies, slippers; electronic commerce 
services namely providing information about products via telecommunication networks for 
advertising and sales purposes namely promoting the goods and services of others by preparing 
and placing advertisements in electronic magazines, database marketing services in the form of 
compiling customer specific databases; provision of information and advice to consumers 
regarding the selection of products and items to be purchased namely providing consumer product 
information in the field of clothing via a website

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 04, 2018, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017884269 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,910,150  Filing Date 2018-07-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Beiersdorf AG
Unnastrasse 48
20253
Hamburg
GERMANY

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

Non-medicated sun care preparations; Sun block preparations; Sun screen preparations; Sun-
tanning preparations.
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 Application Number 1,910,239  Filing Date 2018-07-18
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Société de services dentaires (A.C.D.Q.) inc.
1450-425, boul. de Maisonneuve Ouest
Montréal
QUÉBEC
H3A3G5

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
DEPARTMENT, 1000 DE LA GAUCHETIERE 
STREET WEST, SUITE 900, MONTREAL, 
QUÉBEC, H3B5H4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SOCIÉTÉ DE SERVICES DENTAIRES
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 36
(1) Financial management of reimbursement payments for dentists.

Class 38
(2) Provision of access, for dental practices, to a private computer network that enables 
communications, data transmission and electronic information exchange between said dental 
practices.

Class 42
(3) Monitoring of computer systems provided to dental practices for the detection of unauthorized 
access and data breaches.

Class 45
(4) Assistance in the management of disputes between insurance companies and dentists 
regarding claims and payment data.
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 Application Number 1,910,433  Filing Date 2018-07-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Night Addict Limited
61 Great Ducie Street
Manchester M3 1RR
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
2900 - 550 BURRARD STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C0A3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NIGHT ADDICT
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 14

(1) watches

 Class 25
(2) footwear, namely, casual footwear, children's footwear, evening footwear, athletic shoes, boots, 
shoes; coats; hats; jackets; outerwear, namely, coats and jackets with and without filler, with and 
without hoods, for boys and girls; sweat shirts; sweaters; t-shirts
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 Application Number 1,910,478  Filing Date 2018-07-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MCKESSON CANADA CORPORATION
4705 Dobrin St.
Saint-Laurent
QUEBEC
H4R2P7

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PACROLL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 07

Automated and computerized medicine packaging machines featuring collating and rolling strips 
for packaging pharmaceutical products in oral form;
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 Application Number 1,910,593  Filing Date 2018-07-20
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

9378-3637 Québec inc.
5 Rue Castanier
Sayabec
QUÉBEC
G0J3K0

Agent
HUBERT CRÉPAULT
(CAIN LAMARRE S.E.N.C.R.L.), 500, Grande 
Allée Est, Bureau 1, Québec, QUÉBEC, 
G1R2J7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 25

Sports clothing, namely jackets, sweaters, cotton fleece sweaters, vests, cotton fleece vests, track 
suits, T-shirts, camisoles, pants, underwear, boxer shorts, underpants; accessories, namely caps, 
hats and socks. Athletic clothing, namely sweatshirts.
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 Application Number 1,910,656  Filing Date 2018-07-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Stream Dental Inc.
3-9960 Dufferin St
Maple
ONTARIO
L6A4K5

Agent
PIASETZKI NENNIGER KVAS LLP
SUITE 2308, 120 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H1T1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CLARUS DENTAL
Trademark Type
Word

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Latin word clarus is clear, bright or famous.

Services
Class 36
(1) financial investments in the field of dental practices

Class 44
(2) General dentistry and dental hygiene services, Orthodontic services, Endodontic services, 
Periodontic services, Oral surgery services, Paedodontic services, Prosthodontic servives, 
cosmetic dentistry services; operation of dental clinics
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 Application Number 1,910,659  Filing Date 2018-07-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

KEECO, LLC
30736 Wiegman Road
Hayward, CA 94544
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SLEEP PRINCIPLES
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 20

(1) bed sheets, pillowcases, pillow shams, mattress pad, duvets, duvet covers, comforters, 
blankets, throws

 Class 24
(2) decorative pillows, pillows
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 Application Number 1,910,666  Filing Date 2018-07-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Sovereign Wallet Co., Ltd
101-609, Pinpoint Tower, 661, Gyeongin-ro
Guro-gu, Seoul 08208
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Agent
HEER LAW
25 Adelaide Street East, Suite 1000, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C3A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 36
Virtual money brokerage; Brokerage services relating to electronic currency exchange; Provision 
of pricing information about electronic currency; Electronic transfer of money; Issuance of virtual 
currency tokens; Electronic currency management, namely, facilitating the purchase, exchange, 
conversion, deposit, holding, and withdrawal of electronic funds; Electronic currency exchange; 
Electronic currency trading; Electronic transfers of money; Provision of information in the field of 
electronic transfer of money and currency exchange.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 05, 2018, Country or Office: REPUBLIC OF KOREA, Application No: 
40-2018-0016839 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,910,676  Filing Date 2018-07-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Bujori, LLC
7025 E. VIa Soleri Drive, #3034
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
ROWAND LLP
3080 Yonge Street, Suite 6060, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M4N3N1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BUJORI
Trademark Type
Word

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the romanian word bujori is peonies.

Goods
 Class 03

Skin creams; Skin moisturizers, face moisturizers, body moisturizers and hand moisturizers; Skin 
cleansers; Skin cleansing powders and creams; Hydrating skin and hand creams; Skin and facial 
masks; Skin cleansing lotions; Skin moisturizing gels; Skin soaps; Non-medicated skin serums; 
Hair shampoo; Hair conditioner; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated skin care 
preparations, namely, skin hydrating mist; Lip moisturizing gloss

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 13, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87795575 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,910,812  Filing Date 2018-07-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

GREENYIELD INDUSTRIES (M) SDN. BHD.
116, JALAN 8, KOMPLEKS PERABOT OLAK 
LEMPIT,  TG. DUABELAS
42700 BANTING SELANGOR
MALAYSIA

Agent
MARK W. TIMMIS
(MARK TIMMIS LAW CORPORATION), 2595 
CAVENDISH AVENUE, VICTORIA, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V8R2G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 21

PLANTERS OF PORCELAIN; PLANTERS OF CLAY; PLANTERS OF POTTERY; PLANTERS OF 
GLASS; PLANTERS OF PLASTIC; FLOWER POTS; POTS FOR PLANTS; FLOWER VASES; 
FLOWER BASKETS; DINNERWARE OF PORCELAIN; DINNERWARE OF STONEWARE; FOOD 
STORAGE CONTAINERS FOR DOMESTIC USE; PLASTIC TABLEWARE, NAMELY, DISHES 
AND DRINKING GLASSES
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 Application Number 1,910,946  Filing Date 2018-07-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Buderus Edelstahl GmbH
Buderusstraße 25
35576 Wetzlar
GERMANY

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THRUHARD DIAMOND
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Common metals and their alloys, in particular iron alloys for moulds for objects of plastic.

 Class 07
(2) Moulds for processing plastics, namely injection moulds, injection compression moulds and 
injection blow moulds; plastics processing machines, namely plastics molding machines.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 31, 2018, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017751314 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,911,105  Filing Date 2018-07-24
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MTY Franchising Inc.
8150, route Transcanadienne, suite 200
St-Laurent
QUÉBEC
H4S1M5

Agent
JANYLAINE LACASSE
(Groupe MTY Inc.), 8150, Autoroute 
Transcanadienne, suite 200, Ville St-Laurent, 
QUÉBEC, H4S1M5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 43
Restaurant services.
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 Application Number 1,911,168  Filing Date 2018-07-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Societe BIC
14, rue Jeanne d'Asnieres
Clichy 92110
FRANCE

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SOLEIL CLICK
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 08

Shavers, namely razors and razor blades.
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 Application Number 1,911,325  Filing Date 2018-07-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Adrian Kiehlbauch
16293 108th Ave.
Surrey
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V4N1N7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colour teal and grey are claimed for this 
application. The words "Straight Up" and the martini and short glass graphic elements are in teal 
colour. The words "Bar Services" and the bottle graphic are in grey colour.

Services
Class 43
bar and cocktail lounge services; bar and restaurant services; bar information services; bar 
services; bartending services; business catering services; catering of food and drinks; catering 
services; cocktail lounge services; food and drink catering; food and drink catering for banquets; 
food and drink catering for cocktail parties; food and drink catering for institutions; mobile catering 
services; mobile restaurant services; off-premises catering services; off-site catering services; 
outside catering; outside catering services; providing information about bar services; providing 
information about bartending; rental of bar equipment; rental of drinking water coolers; rental of 
drinking water dispensers; rental of tableware; rental of water dispensers; wine bar services; wine 
bars
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 Application Number 1,911,607  Filing Date 2018-07-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
CHONGQING FULING ZHACAI 
MANAGEMENT OFFICE
NO.20 XINGHUA MIDDLE ROAD, FULING 
DISTRICT, CHONGQING, 408000
CHINA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 29

Preserved mustard vegetables; preserved fruit and vegetables; pickles; pickled vegetables; dried 
truffles; kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; preserved fruits; jams; tomato paste; fish meal for 
human consumption.
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 Application Number 1,912,052  Filing Date 2018-07-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Research Engineering & Manufacturing, Inc.
55 Hammarlund Way, Tech II
Middletown, RI 02842
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 06

metal screws

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 14, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/797581 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,912,056  Filing Date 2018-07-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Research Engineering & Manufacturing, Inc.
55 Hammarlund Way, Tech II
Middletown, RI 02842
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TAPTITE PRO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

metal screws

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 14, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/797554 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,912,293  Filing Date 2018-07-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Hi-Crush Inc.
1330 Post Oak Blvd, Suite 600
Houston, TX  77056
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
3700 CANTERRA TOWER, 400 - THIRD 
AVENUE S.W., CALGARY, ALBERTA, T2P4H2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colour light blue is claimed as a feature of the 
mark. The mark consists of a stylized circle comprised of smaller light blue circles to the left of the 
words "PropStream A Hi-Crush Logistics Service" featured in the colour light blue.

Services
Class 39
Supply chain logistics, namely, storage, transportation, and delivery of proppant for others via an 
integrated delivery system to the well site by truck and conveyor system.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 30, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87776962 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,912,345  Filing Date 2018-07-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CARHARTT, INC.
5750 Mercury Drive
Dearborn, MI 48126
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
FILLMORE RILEY LLP
1700 - 360 Main Street, Winnipeg, MANITOBA, 
R3C3Z3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
Retail store services featuring clothing, footwear, headwear; On-line retail store services featuring 
clothing, footwear, headwear ;
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 Application Number 1,912,398  Filing Date 2018-07-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Viacom International Inc.
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Sound, video and data recording and reproducing apparatus for storing, recording, transmitting 
and reproducing sound and/or images, namely computers; computer software for creating video 
games; computer games; compact-disc-read-only memory games; audio output games; game 
cartridges for computer video games and video output game machines; computer game cassettes; 
computer game programs; computer game tapes sound and video recordings; phonograph 
recordings; cinematographic and photographic films; motion picture films and videotapes; mp3 
players; digital cameras; mobile telephones and all types of wireless mobile phone equipment and 
accessories namely, mobile phone face plates; downloadable ring tones, music, photographic, 
games, video and images for wireless mobile communication computers; wireless transmission 
and mobile communication devices allowing voting and receiving of voice and text messages with 
other wireless mobile communication devices, namely, voting machines; sunglasses, eyeglasses, 
magnetic data discs containing images and audio clips; pre-recorded laser discs containing 
movies; pre-recorded video discs containing topics related to the game of baseball; compact discs 
containing computer games; cd-roms containing music; digital versatile discs (dvds) containing 
recordings of motion picture films, news, sports and television series, documentaries, game 
shows, and animation; pre-recorded video tapes; video cassettes; electronic game cartridges, 
electronic cards featuring motion picture films, news, sports and television series, documentaries, 
game shows, animation, concerts and other performances; memory carriers, namely, flash 
memory cards; interactive compact discs and cd-roms (compact disc read-only memory) 
containing recordings of motion picture films, news, sports and television series, documentaries, 
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game shows, and animation; carrying cases for cassettes and compact discs; interactive electronic 
games to use with computers; video game software; video game programs; video game cd-roms; 
video game digital versatile disc-roms; computer game cd-roms, computer game digital versatile 
disc-roms; electronic game programs; electronic game cd-roms; electronic game digital versatile 
disc-roms; cartridges and cassettes containing game programs for use with hand-held video game 
machines; downloadable electronic game software, downloadable computer game software and 
downloadable video game software; interactive multimedia computer games; computer game 
software; video game software; downloadable software for use in connection with video games; 
downloadable software for use in connection with computer games; electronic games adapted for 
use with television; video games for use with handheld electronic devices; video games for use 
with wireless electronic devices.

 Class 16
(2) Printed matter, namely, note paper and loose leaf paper, series of fiction books, comics, 
namely, comic books, decals, bumper stickers, trading cards, note cards, posters, folders, pencils, 
pens, calendars.

 Class 18
(3) Umbrellas, tote bags, backpacks, fanny packs, messenger bags, handbags, wallets and 
purses, athletic bags, garment bags for travel, knapsacks, change purses, duffle bags, beach bags.

 Class 21
(4) Housewares, namely cups, mugs, beverage glassware, plates, canteens, lunch boxes, cookie 
jars, butlers trays, salt and pepper shakers, trash cans and water bottles sold empty.

 Class 25
(5) Bathing suits, bathrobes, beachwear, clothing belts, shorts, jackets, coats, socks, footwear, 
namely, boots, shoes, sandals, and slippers, bandanas, sweaters, Halloween costumes, 
masquerade costumes, character costumes, stage costumes, dresses, gloves, gym shorts, ear 
muffs, neckwear, namely, neck ties, neck warmers, and neck bands, pajamas, pants, shirts, sweat 
shirts, ski wear, slacks, suspenders, turtlenecks, underclothes, vests, warm-up suits, headwear, 
namely, hats, caps, sun visors, headbands, and bandanas.

 Class 28
(6) Games and playthings, namely, card games, darts, dolls; inflatable toys; plush dolls; plush toys; 
action figures and accessories thereof; stand alone video game machines utilizing cd rom's, stand 
alone video game machines, stand alone audio output game machines, and board games; 
sporting articles, namely, golf clubs, baseballs, footballs, paddle balls, activity balls, skateboards; 
baseball bats; decorations for Christmas trees.

 Class 29
(7) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried, and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; jellies, jams, fruit sauces; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; cheese.

 Class 30
(8) Bread, bread sticks, bubble gum, candy cake decorations, edible cake decorations, cake 
mixes, cakes, cakes and chocolate based fillings for pies and cakes, candy, candy coated 
popcorn, caramel popcorn, caramels, cereal based snack food, cheese flavored corn puffed 
snacks, chewing gum, chocolate chips, corn chips, flour based chips, chocolate, chocolate 
covered nuts, chocolate powder, chocolate syrup, chocolate topping, cocoa mixes, cones for ice 
cream, cookies, corn curls, crackers, food ready to eat cereal derived food bars, frosting, fruit pies, 
flavored and sweetened gelatins, granola based snack bars, hot chocolate, popped popcorn, 
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pretzels, puddings, waffles; ice cream, ice milk, flavored ices, frozen confections, frozen yogurt, 
frozen custards.

Services
Class 41
Entertainment services in the nature of continuing program series, featuring live action, comedy 
and drama provided through cable television, broadcast television, internet, video-on-demand, and 
through other forms of transmission media; television entertainment services; motion picture, video 
and theatre entertainment services; production, presentation, showing, distribution, exhibition, 
syndication, networking and rental of television programmes, features and films, animated films 
and sound and video recordings; production of television shows and movies; production of live 
entertainment in the form of live comedy shows; amusement and theme park rides; amusement 
and theme park services; amusement and theme park services with the theme of television shows 
and movies; operation, administration, management and conduct of amusement and theme parks; 
amusement arcade services; amusement arcade machine rental services; publication of books, 
magazines and periodicals; providing online electronic publications; organization, production and 
presentation of music competitions, contests, games, quizzes, exhibitions, events, shows, road 
shows, staged events, theatrical performances, concerts, live performances and audience 
participation events; organizing talent contests and music and television award events; providing 
information about electronic games services provided by means of the internet or mobile phones; 
providing digital music (not downloadable) for the internet or mobile phones; electronic games 
services provided from a computer database or by means of the internet or by mobile phones; 
providing an online voting contribution events for entertainment purposes via the internet or 
wireless communication computers; production and distribution of television shows, movies, films, 
music, and motion pictures recorded on pre-recorded dvds, high-definition digital discs, and pre-
recorded audio discs and non-disc digital storage media; production of animated motion pictures; 
providing online non-downloadable video clips and other multimedia digital content containing 
audio, video, artwork, and text from or related to motion pictures or television shows; providing 
nondownloadable movies, television shows and cartoons; providing information in the fields of 
television entertainment, movies, games and music over computer networks and global 
communication networks or mobile phones; providing non-downloadable television shows, movies, 
and cartoons, as well as information regarding television shows, movies, and cartoons via a 
website; entertainment in the nature of live performances and personal appearances by a 
costumed character.
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 Application Number 1,912,461  Filing Date 2018-07-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Medcan Health Management Inc.
150 York Street, Suite 1500
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5H3S5

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 6200, P.O. BOX 50, 1 FIRST 
CANADIAN PLACE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1B8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

Skin care products for cosmetic purposes, namely cosmetic creams, milks, lotions, gels and 
powders for the face, hands and body; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic kits; Beauty products, namely 
beauty care cosmetics, beauty creams, beauty gels, beauty lotions, beauty masks and beauty 
soaps; Fragrances

Services
Class 44
Cosmetic dermatology services; Cosmetic dermatology treatments, namely dermatological 
services for treating skin conditions; Skin care salon services; Cosmetic dermatology procedures; 
Laser skin rejuvenation services; Body contouring procedures; Plastic surgery; Cosmetic body 
care services, cosmetic laser treatment of skin; Dermatology services; Skin health consultations; 
Skin care consultations; Skin cancer screening services
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 Application Number 1,912,523  Filing Date 2018-07-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
An'Jrue Essien
15 Peterdale Rd
North York
ONTARIO
M3L1T8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) articles of protective clothing for wear by motorcyclists for protection against accident or injury; 
bullet-proof clothing

 Class 18
(2) bags for sports clothing

 Class 24
(3) billiard cloth; hemp cloth; silk cloth

 Class 25
(4) athletic clothing; bandanas; belts; business clothing; casual clothing; children's clothing

 Class 26
(5) arm bands as clothing accessories; buckles for clothing; buttons for clothing; clothing patches; 
embroidered badges for clothing; embroidered patches for clothing
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 Class 28
(6) action figure clothing; clothing for teddy bears

Services
Class 35
(1) online sales of clothing; online sales of footwear; online sales of headwear; operation of a 
clothing store; retail clothing store services; retail sale of clothing; sale of clothing; wholesale sales 
of clothing

Class 42
(2) clothing design; design of clothing
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 Application Number 1,912,629  Filing Date 2018-07-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Signet Armorlite, Inc.
5803 Newton Drive, Suite A
Carlsbad, CA 92008
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TOTAL BLUE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 02

(1) optical coatings for filtering blue light sold as an integral component of ophthalmic lenses

 Class 09
(2) ophthalmic lenses
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 Application Number 1,912,645  Filing Date 2018-07-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

RAYTHEON COMPANY
870 Winter Street
Waltham, MA 02451-1449
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SELENA ALTRO
4141 SHERBROOKE ST. W., SUITE 650, 
WESTMOUNT, QUEBEC, H3Z1B8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TESSERA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Electronic apparatus for air and maritime defense and countermeasure systems, air traffic control 
systems and weather detection systems, namely radar; radar object detectors for use on vehicles; 
radar apparatus and component parts thereof; radar modular assemblies.
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 Application Number 1,912,668  Filing Date 2018-07-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

VIVO CANNABIS INC.
126 Vanuven Road
Napanee
ONTARIO
K7R3L2

Agent
BENNETT JONES LLP
SUITE 3400, ONE FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 
P.O. BOX 130, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1A4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ULTRAVIOLET
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 34

Dried cannabis in bulk or individually packaged format for wholesale or retail sale; pre-rolled 
cannabis cigarettes and joints.
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 Application Number 1,912,756  Filing Date 2018-08-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

The Ready State Inc.
643 Bamboo Terrace
San Rafael, CA 94903
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THE READY STATE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) DVDs featuring physical fitness and exercise programs; downloadable video podcasts in the 
field of physical fitness and exercise

 Class 10
(2) massage apparatus and instruments, namely, massage balls, massage rollers, foot rollers, and 
therapy massage balls used to supplement physical fitness routines; physical fitness equipment, 
namely, sticks for mobilization of tissue in the nature of massage sticks

 Class 25
(3) t-shirts; hats; hooded tops, hooded pullovers, hooded sweatshirts; tank tops; sports jerseys, 
sleeveless jerseys, baseball jerseys

 Class 27
(4) personal exercise mats

 Class 28
(5) physical fitness equipment, namely, floss bands in the nature of exercise bands; stretch bands 
used for physical fitness purposes; physical fitness equipment, namely, sliding rollers in the nature 
of exercise rollers for joint mobilization and for myofascial muscle release; physical fitness 
equipment, namely, foam exercise rollers and trigger point rollers in the nature of exercise rollers; 
physical fitness equipment, namely, instrument for assisted soft tissue mobilization, namely, 
exercise rollers; physical fitness equipment, namely, rack mounted roller in the nature of exercise 
rollers for myofascial muscle release

Services
Class 41
(1) providing online personal fitness training services; providing information in the field of physical 
fitness via an online blog; entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of 
physical fitness and exercise; providing online physical fitness classes; consultancy services in the 
field of physical fitness, namely, mobility and movement
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Class 42
(2) hosting a web site featuring non-downloadable videos and information in the field of exercise 
and fitness

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 15, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/835,878 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the 
same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,912,822  Filing Date 2018-08-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Green Cross Holdings Corporation, a legal 
entity
107, Ihyeon-ro 30beon-gil
Giheung-gu, Yongin-si
Gyeonggi-do
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The cross is a green gradient starting from the 
lower left corner, from yellow to red in the upper right corner of the cross. The letters G and C are 
blue. The letters B and T are green.

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Recombinant proteins, namely enzymes and blood clotting factors, for use in the medical and 
pharmaceutical industry.

 Class 05
(2) Pharmaceuticals for the prevention and treatment of Japanese Encephalitis, Hepatitis B Virus, 
Hepatitis C Virus, Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hunter Syndrome, Hemophilia A, idiopathic 
thrombocytopenic purpura, Guillain-barre syndrome, Kawasaki syndrome and influenza; blood 
plasma-derivatives, namely albumins, immunoglobulins, and blood clotting factors; human 
vaccines, influenza vaccines and vaccine components; therapeutic antibodies for the prevention 
and treatment of Hepatitis B, influenza.

Services
Class 35
(1) Wholesale distributorships, namely, pharmaceutical products, namely, pharmaceuticals for the 
prevention and treatment of Japanese Encephalitis, Hepatitis B Virus, Hepatitis C Virus, Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus, Hunter Syndrome, Hemophilia A, idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, 
Guillain-barre syndrome, Kawasaki syndrome and influenza; Wholesale distributorships, namely, 
pharmaceutical products, namely, blood plasma-derivatives, namely albumins, immunoglobulins, 
and blood clotting factors, human vaccines, influenza vaccines and vaccine components, 
recombinant proteins, namely enzymes and blood clotting factors, for use in the medical and 
pharmaceutical industry, therapeutic antibodies for the prevention and treatment of Hepatitis B, 
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influenza; retail store services, namely, pharmaceutical products, namely, pharmaceuticals for the 
prevention and treatment of Japanese Encephalitis, Hepatitis B Virus, Hepatitis C Virus, Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus, Hunter Syndrome, Hemophilia A, idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, 
Guillain-barre syndrome, Kawasaki syndrome and influenza; retail store services, namely, 
pharmaceutical products, namely, blood plasma-derivatives, namely albumins, immunoglobulins, 
and blood clotting factors, human vaccines, influenza vaccines and vaccine components, 
recombinant proteins, namely enzymes and blood clotting factors, for use in the medical and 
pharmaceutical industry, therapeutic antibodies for the prevention and treatment of Hepatitis B, 
influenza; business agency services, namely, export and import agencies in the field of 
pharmaceutical products, namely, pharmaceuticals for the prevention and treatment of Japanese 
Encephalitis, Hepatitis B Virus, Hepatitis C Virus, Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hunter 
Syndrome, Hemophilia A, idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, Guillain-barre syndrome, 
Kawasaki syndrome and influenza; business agency services, namely, export and import agencies 
in the field of pharmaceutical products, namely, blood plasma-derivatives, namely albumins, 
immunoglobulins, and blood clotting factors, human vaccines, influenza vaccines and vaccine 
components, recombinant proteins, namely enzymes and blood clotting factors, for use in the 
medical and pharmaceutical industry, therapeutic antibodies for the prevention and treatment of 
Hepatitis B, influenza; wholesaling, distributorships, and retailing of pharmaceutical products, 
namely, pharmaceuticals for the prevention and treatment of Japanese Encephalitis, Hepatitis B 
Virus, Hepatitis C Virus, Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hunter Syndrome, Hemophilia A, 
idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, Guillain-barre syndrome, Kawasaki syndrome and influenza 
for others; wholesaling, distributorships, and retailing of pharmaceutical products, namely, blood 
plasma-derivatives, namely albumins, immunoglobulins, and blood clotting factors, human 
vaccines, influenza vaccines and vaccine components, recombinant proteins, namely enzymes 
and blood clotting factors, for use in the medical and pharmaceutical industry, therapeutic 
antibodies for the prevention and treatment of Hepatitis B, influenza for others; pharmaceutical 
products procurement services for others, namely, purchasing pharmaceutical products, namely, 
pharmaceuticals for the prevention and treatment of Japanese Encephalitis, Hepatitis B Virus, 
Hepatitis C Virus, Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hunter Syndrome, Hemophilia A, idiopathic 
thrombocytopenic purpura, Guillain-barre syndrome, Kawasaki syndrome and influenza for other 
businesses; pharmaceutical products procurement services for others, namely, purchasing 
pharmaceutical products, namely, blood plasma-derivatives, namely albumins, immunoglobulins, 
and blood clotting factors, human vaccines, influenza vaccines and vaccine components, 
recombinant proteins, namely enzymes and blood clotting factors, for use in the medical and 
pharmaceutical industry, therapeutic antibodies for the prevention and treatment of Hepatitis B, 
influenza for other businesses; wholesaling, distributorships, and retailing of cosmetics for others; 
wholesale store services, namely, toothpaste.

Class 36
(2) Financial intermediary services, namely, facilitating the channeling of funds between lenders 
and borrowers by connecting those with a financial surplus with those having a financial deficit in 
the field of pharmaceutical products; financial intermediary services, namely, facilitating the 
channeling of funds between lenders and borrowers by connecting those with a financial surplus 
with those having a financial deficit in the field of medical machines and apparatus.

Class 42
(3) Research and development in the field of pharmaceuticals, namely, pharmaceuticals for the 
prevention and treatment of Japanese Encephalitis, Hepatitis B Virus, Hepatitis C Virus, Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus, Hunter Syndrome, Hemophilia A, idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, 
Guillain-barre syndrome, Kawasaki syndrome and influenza, blood plasma-derivatives, namely 
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albumins, immunoglobulins, and blood clotting factors, human vaccines, influenza vaccines and 
vaccine components, recombinant proteins, namely enzymes and blood clotting factors, for use in 
the medical and pharmaceutical industry, therapeutic antibodies for the prevention and treatment 
of Hepatitis B, influenza, vaccines, plasma-derivatives, recombinant proteins and therapeutic 
antibodies; laboratory and scientific research in the field of pharmaceuticals, namely, 
pharmaceuticals for the prevention and treatment of Japanese Encephalitis, Hepatitis B Virus, 
Hepatitis C Virus, Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hunter Syndrome, Hemophilia A, idiopathic 
thrombocytopenic purpura, Guillain-barre syndrome, Kawasaki syndrome and influenza, blood 
plasma-derivatives, namely albumins, immunoglobulins, and blood clotting factors, human 
vaccines, influenza vaccines and vaccine components, recombinant proteins, namely enzymes 
and blood clotting factors, for use in the medical and pharmaceutical industry, therapeutic 
antibodies for the prevention and treatment of Hepatitis B, influenza, vaccines, plasma-derivatives, 
recombinant proteins and therapeutic antibodies.
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 Application Number 1,913,023  Filing Date 2018-08-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Taishan Shilong Plastics Co., Ltd
Building A-1, No. 1, Xinzhu Road, Sijiu Town, 
Taishan City, Guangdong Province, 529200
CHINA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601 , Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 21

bowls; mess-tins; cooking utensils; beverage containers; containers for rice; food storage 
containers; garbage containers; pail containers; soup bowls; dishes; knife rests for the table; 
serving forks; serving spoons; paper and plastic cups; lunch boxes; disposable table plates
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 Application Number 1,913,421  Filing Date 2018-08-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

J.K. DESIGN LTD.
202-5199 Brighouse Way
Richmond
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V7C0A7

Agent
YUNWEI (EDMUND) XIE
301 - 4542 West 10th Avenue, Vancouver, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6R2J1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
The translation as provided by the applicant of the foreign Chinese characters are 'a paper 
substitute for writing religious scriptures', 'to think' and 'health'.

Foreign Character Transliteration
The transliteration provided by the applicant of the Chinese characters is BEI SI JIAN.

Goods
 Class 05

(1) nutritional supplements for general health and well-being, dietary supplements for general 
health and well-being, herbal supplements for general health and well-being, botanical 
supplements for general health and well-being, mineral supplements, vitamin supplements, 
phytosterol for use as a nutritional supplement for general health and well-being; infant foods, baby 
food; babies' diapers; vitamin and mineral supplements for pets; animal feed supplements

 Class 29
(2) meat, fish, seafood, sea cucumber, lobster, crabs, prawns, shrimps, poultry and game; 
preserved and dried fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams; eggs, milk and milk products, namely, 
cheese and yogurt; edible oils and fats, canola oil, corn oil, cooking oil, sunflower oil for food; milk 
powder; preserved and dried blueberries

 Class 30
(3) coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, artificial coffee; flour; toast and waffles; biscuits and 
cookies, bread, pastry, cakes; candy; honey; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar; 
mayonnaise, ketchup and relish; spices; ice; maple syrup; beverages made of tea; herbal tea 
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beverages; coffee based beverages; cereal-based snack food, corn-based snack food, fruit-based 
snack food, rice-based snack food, wheat-based snack food; additives for use as food flavouring; 
breakfast cereals

 Class 31
(4) unprocessed grains; fresh fruits and vegetables; fresh herbs; natural plants and flowers; plant 
bulbs; fresh blueberries; pet food; edible treats for pets; animal feed; oats

 Class 32
(5) beers; aloe vera juice drinks consisting of aloe vera juice and water, coffee-flavored soft drinks, 
soft drinks, energy drinks, isotonic drinks, sports drinks; fruit juices; syrups for making beverages; 
fruit drinks; fruit juice beverages; bottled water, drinking water, mineral water; coconut water; cola 
drinks; lemonade; vegetable juices
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 Application Number 1,913,422  Filing Date 2018-08-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

J.K. DESIGN LTD.
202-5199 Brighouse Way
Richmond
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V7C0A7

Agent
YUNWEI (EDMUND) XIE
301 - 4542 West 10th Avenue, Vancouver, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6R2J1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BESTIN
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

(1) nutritional supplements for general health and well-being, dietary supplements for general 
health and well-being, herbal supplements for general health and well-being, botanical 
supplements for general health and well-being, mineral supplements, vitamin supplements, 
phytosterol for use as a nutritional supplement for general health and well-being; infant foods, baby 
food; babies' diapers; vitamin and mineral supplements for pets; animal feed supplements

 Class 29
(2) meat, fish, seafood, sea cucumber, lobster, crabs, prawns, shrimps, poultry and game; 
preserved and dried fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams; eggs, milk and milk products, namely, 
cheese and yogurt; edible oils and fats, canola oil, corn oil, cooking oil, sunflower oil for food; milk 
powder; preserved and dried blueberries

 Class 30
(3) coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, artificial coffee; flour; toast and waffles; biscuits and 
cookies, bread, pastry, cakes; candy; honey; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar; 
mayonnaise, ketchup and relish; spices; ice; maple syrup; beverages made of tea; herbal tea 
beverages; coffee based beverages; cereal-based snack food, corn-based snack food, fruit-based 
snack food, rice-based snack food, wheat-based snack food; additives for use as food flavouring; 
breakfast cereals

 Class 31
(4) unprocessed grains; fresh fruits and vegetables; fresh herbs; natural plants and flowers; plant 
bulbs; fresh blueberries; pet food; edible treats for pets; animal feed; oats

 Class 32
(5) beers; aloe vera juice drinks, coffee-flavored soft drinks, soft drinks, energy drinks, isotonic 
drinks, sports drinks; fruit juices; syrups for making beverages; fruit drinks; fruit juice beverages; 
bottled water, drinking water, mineral water; coconut water; cola drinks; lemonade; vegetable juices
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 Application Number 1,913,455  Filing Date 2018-08-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
BIOTECHNOLOGIES EXPLORER CANADA 
INC.
2775 Rue Sabourin
Saint-Laurent
QUEBEC
H4S1M9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) cosmetic creams

 Class 05
(2) nutritional supplements for general health and well-being
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 Application Number 1,913,477  Filing Date 2018-08-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Daily Muse Inc.
1375 Broadway, 20th Floor
10018
New York City, NY 10018
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THE MUSE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Providing an employer with candidates or potential employees to fill temporary, contract and 
permanent positions; Providing classified ad listings and employment opportunities via an online 
searchable database; Providing career advice and information via a website; Providing online 
employment placement services, namely, matching resumes and potential employers via a global 
computer network; Providing online databases featuring information relating to employers and 
employees and places of employment; Providing online information in the fields of employment, 
recruitment, careers, personal issues related to careers and work life, job resources, job listings 
and resumes; Providing employment and recruitment information on specific companies in various 
industries, job recruitment practices, market research and conducting business research relating to 
various companies and different industries via a website; Career counseling, namely, providing 
advice concerning careers and entrepreneurship.

Class 41
(2) Career counseling, namely, providing advice concerning education options to pursue career 
opportunities; Interactive on-line training services in the field of career management and 
professional development; Personal coaching services in the field of professional development and 
career management; Professional coaching services in the field of professional development and 
career management; Providing group coaching in the field of professional development and career 
management.
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 Application Number 1,913,491  Filing Date 2018-08-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

GIANT MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
19, SHUN FARN RD., DAJIA DIST.
TAICHUNG CITY, 437
TAIWAN

Agent
BROUILLETTE LEGAL INC.
1050, Côte du Beaver Hall, Bureau 1500, 
MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H2Z0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 37
Repair and maintenance of bicycles.
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 Application Number 1,913,546  Filing Date 2018-08-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Diageo Scotland Limited
Edinburgh Park
5 Lochside Way
Edinburgh EH12 9DT
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CASKS OF DISTINCTION
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 33

Alcoholic beverages, namely, whisky and whisky based alcoholic beverages.
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 Application Number 1,913,548  Filing Date 2018-08-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Diageo Scotland Limited
Edinburgh Park
5 Lochside Way
Edinburgh EH12 9DT
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 33

Alcoholic beverages, namely, whisky and whisky based alcoholic beverages.
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 Application Number 1,913,680  Filing Date 2018-08-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CURRENEX, INC.
1700 Seaport Boulevard
Redwood City, CA 94063
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MACRAE & CO.
P.O. BOX 806, STATION B, 222 SOMERSET 
STREET WEST, SUITE 600, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K2P2G3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CURRENEX CONNECT
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 36
Currency trading; Foreign exchange transactions; Electronic financial trading services; Financial 
clearing house services; Clearing and reconciling financial transactions via the Internet; Clearing 
trades for foreign exchange

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 06, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88067176 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,913,851  Filing Date 2018-08-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NATURAL IMMIX HEALTH LTD.
2170-1368 Kingsway Ave.
Port Coquitlam
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V3C6P4

Agent
JENSEN IP
103 - 2150 Thurston Drive, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1G5T9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 05

Dietary supplements for general health and well-being; dietary supplements for detoxification, 
bone strengthening, promotion of healthy liver function, circulation and cardiovascular health; 
vitamins; mineral supplements;
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 Application Number 1,913,859  Filing Date 2018-08-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

PLUME COSMETICS INC.
209 32 Ave NW
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2M2P8

Agent
NEIL F. KATHOL
(Field LLP), 400 - 444 7 Avenue SW, 
CALGARY, ALBERTA, T2P0X8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PLUME HAIR & LASH SCIENCE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
operation of an online store selling medicated serums for growth and health of eyelashes and 
facial hair of all kinds, of head hair, and of pomades, mascaras and cosmetics of all kinds
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 Application Number 1,913,860  Filing Date 2018-08-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Intel Corporation
2200 Mission College Boulevard 
Santa Clara , CA 95052-8119
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

INTEL MAX
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

User configurable complementary metal oxide silicon (CMOS) integrated circuits for programmable 
logic applications
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 Application Number 1,913,901  Filing Date 2018-08-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Clariant AG
Rothausstrasse 61
4132 Muttenz
SWITZERLAND

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HYSAT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

Chemicals used in industry, namely, catalysts for use in the manufacture of industrial chemicals, 
catalyst carriers for use in the manufacture of industrial chemicals, catalysts for use in the 
manufacture of synthetics, rubbers and polymers, catalyst carriers for use in the manufacture of 
synthetics, rubbers and polymers, catalysts for use in oil processing, catalyst carriers for use in oil 
processing, chemical adsorbents for removing impurities from fuel and industrial chemicals
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 Application Number 1,914,289  Filing Date 2018-08-10
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ISOFIB ÉCO CONSTRUCTION INC.
227-2400, chemin Lucerne
Mount-Royal
QUÉBEC
H3R2J8

Agent
RICHARD TETREAULT
606, rue Cathcart, bureau 735, Montréal, 
QUÉBEC, H3B1K9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The letters are in white, the background left of the 
letter K is in orange and is in black to the right of the letter K.

Goods
 Class 19

Moulures et cloisons en bois et en chanvre pour bâtiments.
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 Application Number 1,914,336  Filing Date 2018-08-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

UBX IP LIMITED
Queensland House, 393 Strand
London WC2R 0LT
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 41
Operation of physical fitness centres, exercise clinics and health clubs; provision of fitness, 
exercise and sporting facilities namely facilities for boxing training, weight training, body building, 
agility training and cardiovascular training; provision of fitness classes and instruction in physical 
fitness namely group and individual classes in boxing, weight training, body building and 
cardiovascular training; fitness training namely personal trainer services; fitness training namely 
boot camp services; physical health information and education services in the field of exercise, 
sports and fitness; online publication of electronic magazines and videos in the field of exercise, 
sports and fitness; providing information in the field of exercise, sports and fitness via an 
interactive website

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 11, 2018, Country or Office: AUSTRALIA, Application No: 1940007 in 
association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,914,340  Filing Date 2018-08-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Huyck Licensco Inc.
14101 Capital Boulevard
Youngsville, NC 27596
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MasterDry
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 24

synthetic fibre fabrics for use in papermaking

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 27, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88/055,949 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,914,341  Filing Date 2018-08-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

C. & J. Clark International Limited
40 High Street
Street
BA16 0EQ
Somerset
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
333 BAY STREET, SUITE 2400, BAY 
ADELAIDE CENTRE, BOX 20, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H2T6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 25

Footwear namely, athletic footwear, casual footwear, boots, slippers, sandals and shoes

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 30, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
UK00003328142 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,914,498  Filing Date 2018-08-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Anheuser-Busch, LLC
One Busch Place
St. Louis, MO 63118
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BARRETTE LEGAL INC.
445 Viger Ouest, Suite 200, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H2Z2B8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The trademark consists of a white label on which 
appear the words « Michelob ULTRA » in blue; the letter M that appears on the label behind the 
words « Michelob ULTRA » is in grey; the design under the words « Michelob ULTRA » is in red; 
there are two strips underneath the red design, the thicker one is in blue and the thinner one is in 
red.

Goods
 Class 32

Beers; mineral and aerated waters and non-alcoholic beers; fruit beverages and fruit juices.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 06, 2018, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017940045 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,914,634  Filing Date 2018-08-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

GIANT MANUFACTURING CO., LTD
19, SHUN FARN RD., DAJIA DIST., 
TAICHUNG CITY 437
TAIWAN

Agent
BROUILLETTE LEGAL INC.
1050, Côte du Beaver Hall, Bureau 1500, 
MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H2Z0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 42
Design of bicycle, industrial and graphic art design.
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 Application Number 1,914,774  Filing Date 2018-08-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Magnotta Winery Estates Limited
271 Chrislea Road
Vaughan
ONTARIO
L4L8N6

Agent
MILLER THOMSON LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
SUITE 5800, P.O. BOX 1011, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 33

Wines.
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 Application Number 1,914,778  Filing Date 2018-08-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Magnotta Winery Estates Limited
271 Chrislea Road
Vaughan
ONTARIO
L4L8N6

Agent
MILLER THOMSON LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
SUITE 5800, P.O. BOX 1011, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

STARLIGHT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 33

Wines.
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 Application Number 1,914,795  Filing Date 2018-08-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE LLC
1745 Broadway Legal Department
New York, NY 10019
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) downloadable digital books; downloadable electronic books; electronic books

 Class 16
(2) books; children's books; fiction books
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 Application Number 1,914,806  Filing Date 2018-08-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

True Temper Sports, Inc.
8275 Tournament Drive, Suite 200
Memphis, TN 38125-8871
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
333 BAY STREET, SUITE 2400, BAY 
ADELAIDE CENTRE, BOX 20, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H2T6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HZRDUS SMOKE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 28

golf club shafts

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 09, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/827,133 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,914,955  Filing Date 2018-08-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Valeda Company, LLC
4031 NE 12th Terrace
Oakland Park, FL 33334
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MAKING SAFETY ACCESSIBLE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 12

Wheelchair restraints for use in vehicles
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 Application Number 1,915,354  Filing Date 2018-08-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LenioBio GmbH
Hemdener Weg 109
46399 BOCHOLT
GERMANY

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LENIOBIO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

Enzymes for technical use, namely, enzymes for scientific and research purposes, enzymes for 
industrial purposes namely protein hydrolysis; enzymes for use in the food and beverage industry; 
enzymes for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, biopharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals and 
veterinary preparations; laboratory assay kits for manufacturing proteins comprised of chemicals 
for use in the purification of proteins for in vitro use, nucleic acids, unprocessed synthetic resins, 
chemical reagents for non-medical purposes namely chemical buffer solutions, tobacco extracts 
namely tobacco BY-2 cell lysates, purification supports namely cell lysis, plasmids, hormones, 
stem cells, buffers, all for laboratory and research use

Services
Class 40
Custom made manufacturing of proteins using scientific processes

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 06, 2018, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017868724 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,915,441  Filing Date 2018-08-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LenioBio GmbH
Hemdener Weg 109
46399 BOCHOLT
GERMANY

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The two upper waves in the circle are orange, the 
one in the center is brown and the lower one is light grey.

Goods
 Class 01

Laboratory assay kits for manufacturing proteins comprised of chemicals for use in the purification 
of proteins for in vitro use, nucleic acids, unprocessed synthetic resins, chemical reagents for non-
medical purposes namely chemical buffer solutions, tobacco extracts namely tobacco BY-2 cell 
lysates, purification supports namely cell lysis, plasmids, hormones, stem cells, buffers, all for 
laboratory and research use.

Services
Class 40
Custom made manufacturing of proteins using scientific processes

Claims
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Priority Filing Date: March 06, 2018, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017868729 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,915,859  Filing Date 2018-08-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LADY BUG'Z LIFESTYLE ASSISTANT LTD.
442 SHANNON WAY
DELTA
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V4M2W5

Agent
SANDRA WRIGHT
(INFUSE WORKS INC.), 4280 Bayview Street, 
Suite 308, Richmond, BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
V7E0B3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LADY BUG'Z
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 37
(1) Housekeeping services, home organization and decluttering services for the elderly and 
disabled;

Class 43
(2) Catering services in the field of meal planning and preparation services for the elderly and 
disabled;

Class 44
(3) The operation of a business providing personal care aid services, namely, home health care 
services, home nursing care aid services all for the elderly and disabled;

Class 45
(4) The operation of a business providing companionship services, errand and appointment 
assistance services all for the elderly and disabled;
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 Application Number 1,915,927  Filing Date 2018-08-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

KABUSHIKI KAISHA DARIYA, trading as 
DARIYA CO., LTD.
3-5-24 Marunouchi, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi
Aichi 460-0002
JAPAN

Agent
NELLIGAN O'BRIEN PAYNE LLP
300-50 O'CONNOR STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P6L2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

Cosmetics; cosmetics in the form of emulsions; hair shampoo; hair conditioner; cosmetic 
preparations for skin care; emulsions, gels and lotions for skin care; cosmetic creams, milks, 
lotions, gels and powders for the face, hands and body; perfumed paste for cosmetic use; beauty 
serums; beauty serums for skin dullness care; beauty serums for pore care; beauty serums for 
wrinkle care; beauty serums for rough skin care; beauty masks; beauty masks for skin dullness 
care; beauty masks for pore care; beauty masks for wrinkle care; beauty masks for rough skin 
care; beauty masks for skin supple care; facial packs; facial packs for skin dullness care; facial 
packs for pore care; facial packs for wrinkle care; facial packs for rough skin care; facial packs for 
skin supple care; body soaps, bath soaps, bar soaps, cosmetic soaps, detergent soaps, dish 
detergent, laundry detergent; dentifrices; fragrances and perfumery
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 Application Number 1,916,145  Filing Date 2018-08-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Debbie  Nightingale
1166 5th Line
Newtonville
ONTARIO
L0A1J0

Agent
WITMART INC.
34 King Street East, Suite 500, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C2X8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SHMURGLE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 41
Event planning, namely, arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment 
purposes; Providing information relating to educational games for children; Entertainment services 
in the nature of experiential animal events, namely petting zoos; Entertainment services in the 
nature of experiential animal events, namely, animal exhibitions
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 Application Number 1,916,310  Filing Date 2018-08-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SMASH AND TESS DREAMWEAR INC.
1147-11871 Horseshoe Way
Richmond
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V7A5H5

Agent
C. ANTHONY WILSON
(Boughton Law Corporation), P.O. Box 49290, 
1000 - Three Bentall Centre, 595 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
V7X1S8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 25

Sleepwear; women's clothing, namely pajamas, robes, nightshirts, nightgowns, rompers, lounge 
wear, sweaters, tank tops, leggings, body suits and pants; Men's clothing, namely pajamas, robes, 
nightshirts: rompers, lounge wear, sweaters, tank tops, and pants; Children's clothing.

Services
Class 35
Retail on-line ordering services in the field of clothing; retail shop-at-home party services in the 
field of clothing; retail store services in the field of clothing.
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 Application Number 1,916,403  Filing Date 2018-08-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Exxon Mobil Corporation
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard
Irving, TX 75039-2298
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RAPADSORB
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 07

Gas separation equipment
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 Application Number 1,916,434  Filing Date 2018-08-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Exploding Kittens, LP
100 N. Crescent Drive, Suite 100
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
DEETH WILLIAMS WALL LLP
150 YORK STREET, SUITE 400, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

STREAKING KITTENS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) interactive video game programs for mobile devices, mobile phones, laptops, personal 
computers, and tablets; electronic game programs; downloadable electronic game programs; 
electronic game software; computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; 
downloadable computer game programs;

 Class 28
(2) games and toys, namely, action figures, toy figurines, plush toys, and stuffed toy animals, in 
each case featuring fantasy creatures; card games;

Services
Class 41
entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game, online video games, and 
temporary use of non-downloadable video games

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 01, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87901498 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,916,483  Filing Date 2018-08-23
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MTY Tiki Ming Enterprises Inc.
8150, route Transcanadienne suite 200
St-Laurent
QUÉBEC
H4S1M5

Agent
JANYLAINE LACASSE
(Groupe MTY Inc.), 8150, Autoroute 
Transcanadienne, suite 200, Ville St-Laurent, 
QUÉBEC, H4S1M5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BRUNCH CLUB
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 43
Restaurant services.
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 Application Number 1,916,564  Filing Date 2018-08-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MULTIBOARD COMMUNICATIONS INC.
1-700 York St
London
ONTARIO
N5W2S8

Agent
DAVID D. LYONS
88 DUFFERIN AVE, PO BOX 2335, LONDON, 
ONTARIO, N6A4G4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

downloadable applications for mobile phones to enable the streaming of movies and television 
shows

Services
Class 38
(1) broadcasting and transmission of pay-per-view television programs; broadcasting and 
transmission of television programs; broadcasting of television programs via the Internet

Class 41
(2) television programming
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 Application Number 1,916,626  Filing Date 2018-08-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MGA ENTERTAINMENT INC.
16380 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys, CA 91406
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

POOPSIE SLIME SURPRISE!
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 28

Collectible toy figures; fantasy toy figures; moldable material in the nature of toy putty, used as a 
toy and amusement device; children's activity kits, namely, hobby craft kits comprised of a device, 
ingredients and tools for making and decorating moldable material used as a toy and amusement 
device sold as a unit, namely, toy putty and molded toy figures; ingredients and tools for making 
and decorating moldable material used as a toy and amusement device sold as a unit, namely, toy 
putty and molded toy figures; carrying and storage cases for moldable material in the nature of toy 
putty used as a toy and amusement device
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 Application Number 1,916,630  Filing Date 2018-08-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MGA ENTERTAINMENT INC.
16380 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys, CA 91406
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 28

Collectible toy figures; fantasy toy figures; moldable material in the nature of toy putty, used as a 
toy and amusement device; children's activity kits, namely, hobby craft kits comprised of a device, 
ingredients and tools for making and decorating moldable material used as a toy and amusement 
device sold as a unit, namely, toy putty and molded toy figures; ingredients and tools for making 
and decorating moldable material used as a toy and amusement device sold as a unit, namely toy 
putty and molded toy figures; carrying and storage cases for moldable material in the nature of toy 
putty used as a toy and amusement device
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 Application Number 1,916,634  Filing Date 2018-08-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MGA ENTERTAINMENT INC.
16380 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys, CA 91406
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

POOEY PUITTON
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 28

Moldable material in the nature of toy putty, used as a toy and amusement device; ingredients and 
tools for making and decorating moldable material used as a toy and amusement device sold as a 
unit, namely, toy putty and molded toy figures; carrying and storage cases for moldable material in 
the nature of toy putty used as a toy and amusement device
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 Application Number 1,916,666  Filing Date 2018-08-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Verify, Inc.
2525 Main Street, Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92614
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MILLER THOMSON S.E.N.C.R.L.
1000, rue de la Gauchetière Ouest, bureau 
3700, Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B4W5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the 
mark. The mark consists of the stylized blue word 'VERIFY'.

Services
Class 35
Supply chain management services.
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 Application Number 1,916,831  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Grote Industries, Inc.
2600 Lanier Drive
Madison, IN 47250
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GROTE GUARDIAN
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer application software for mobile phones and handheld computers, namely, software for 
reporting vehicle part failure and maintenance, including for electric lights

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 19, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/840,057 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,916,905  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

THE AMES COMPANIES, INC.
465 Railroad Avenue
Camp Hill, PA 17011
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BCF S.E.N.C.R.L./BCF LLP
1100, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 25e Étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B5C9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RB PRO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 08

Shovels, rakes, spades, hoes, digging forks, weed diggers, hand-operated post-hold diggers.
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 Application Number 1,916,906  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

THE AMES COMPANIES, INC.
465 Railroad Avenue
Camp Hill, PA 17011
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BCF S.E.N.C.R.L./BCF LLP
1100, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 25e Étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B5C9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RAZOR-BACK PRO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 08

Shovels, rakes, spades, hoes, digging forks, weed diggers, hand-operated post-hold diggers.
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 Application Number 1,916,907  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

THE AMES COMPANIES, INC.
465 Railroad Avenue
Camp Hill, PA 17011
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BCF S.E.N.C.R.L./BCF LLP
1100, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 25e Étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B5C9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RB ERGO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 08

Shovels, rakes, spades, hoes, digging forks, weed diggers, hand-operated post-hold diggers.
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 Application Number 1,916,908  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

THE AMES COMPANIES, INC.
465 Railroad Avenue
Camp Hill, PA 17011
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BCF S.E.N.C.R.L./BCF LLP
1100, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 25e Étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B5C9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RAZOR-BACK ERGO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 08

Shovels, rakes, spades, hoes, digging forks, weed diggers, hand-operated post-hold diggers.
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 Application Number 1,917,142  Filing Date 2018-08-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

FOWLING ENTERPRISES, LLC
3901 Christopher Street
Hamtramck, MI 48211
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MILLER IP LAW
84 Neilson Drive, Toronto, ONTARIO, M9C1V7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FOWLBOWL
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 38
(1) Providing access to a website featuring entertainment information, namely information relating 
to a hybrid game involving football and bowling, sporting competitions and social events

Class 41
(2) Entertainment in the nature of sports competitions in the field of a hybrid game involving 
football and bowling; arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events, 
namely community festivals and parties
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 Application Number 1,917,531  Filing Date 2018-08-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

KANEKA CORPORATION
2-3-18, Nakanoshima, Kita-ku
Osaka 530-8288
JAPAN

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

KANEKA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

Fertilizers; Agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; 
Plant growth regulating preparations; Plant growth promoter
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 Application Number 1,917,691  Filing Date 2018-08-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Maker's Mark Distillery, Inc.
100 Mallard Creek Road
Suite 151
Louisville, KY 40207
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MAKER'S MARK 46
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 33

Alcoholic beverages, except beer, namely, whisky, gin, vodka, brandy, rum, cordials, liqueurs, 
spirits distilled from agave.
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 Application Number 1,917,744  Filing Date 2018-08-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Delmar Commodities Ltd.
2-915 Navigator Road
Winkler
MANITOBA
R6W0L7

Agent
MLT AIKINS LLP
2100 Livingston Place, 222-3rd Avenue SW, 
Calgary, ALBERTA, T2P0B4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 31

bird food
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 Application Number 1,917,981  Filing Date 2018-09-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
WICKED WINE TOURS INC.
101-1865 Dilworth Drive Suite 276
Kelowna
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V1Y9T1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the mark. Both the upper leaf and lower arrow elements are 
green (Pantone 369C). *Pantone is a registered Trademark.

Goods
 Class 31

(1) live cannabis plants

 Class 34
(2) dried cannabis

Services
Class 39
(1) arranging of transportation for travel tours; arranging of travel tours; arranging of travel tours 
and cruises; arranging travel tours; organisation of sightseeing tours; organization, booking and 
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arrangement of excursions, day trips and sightseeing tours; tour conducting; tour escorting; tour 
guide services; tour operating; tour operating and organising; tour organising; travel and tour 
information service; travel and tour ticket reservation service

Class 41
(2) conducting guided tours of breweries for educational purposes; winery tours
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 Application Number 1,917,997  Filing Date 2018-09-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

WUHAN WUDA ZOYON SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD
6# Rd 4, Science & Technology Park of Wuhan 
University, Wuhan East Lake 
Development Zone, 430223
CHINA

Agent
WITMART INC.
34 King Street East, Suite 500, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C2X8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

camcorders; computer operating recorded programs; electromagnetic measuring detectors; 
electronic industrial controls for digital timers; infrared thermometers for checking electrical 
equipment; level measuring machines for surveying; measuring rods; measuring rulers; radio 
transmitters for remote controls; surveying instruments

Services
Class 42
calibration of electronic equipment; computer software design; engineering surveying services; 
geological prospecting; land surveying; material testing; research and development of new 
products for others; research in the field of environmental protection; scientific research in the field 
of genetics and genetic engineering; technical surveying
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 Application Number 1,918,144  Filing Date 2018-09-04
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ALIMENTATION DYNAMIC INC. F.A.S.N.R.S. 
TGV DISTRIBUTIONS
565 Rue Fernand-Poitras
Terrebonne
QUÉBEC
J6Y1Y5

Agent
ID MARQUE / TRADEMARK
226, boul. Sir-Wilfrid-Laurier, Beloeil, 
QUÉBEC, J3G4G7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FURCA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Beef; ground beef; prepared beef; broth; beef bouillon; prepared stock; broths; meatballs; 
bouillon concentrates; soup concentrates; consommes; meat extracts; extracts of poultry; liver; 
prepared stock for cooking purposes; fish and seafood jelly; meat jellies; game; edible fats; animal 
fats for food; ham; ham knuckle; lard; bacon bits; grilled meat dishes [galbi]; quick-frozen meat 
dishes; prepared dishes essentially consisting of game; prepared dishes primarily consisting of 
meat; fish; frozen fish; smoked fish; salted fish; fish and seafood; pork; canned pork; ground pork; 
chicken; meat purée; pre-cooked stew; roast beef; Caesar salad; coleslaw; chicken salad; 
antipasto salads; prepared salads; cured meats; sardines; sausages; cocktail sausages; fish 
sausages; meat sausages; wieners; hot dog sausages; sausages in batter; hot dog sausages; 
battered hot dog on a stick; salmon; smoked salmon; smoked meat; meat by-products; beef tallow; 
beef tallow for food; fish and seafood spreads; meat-based spreads; chicken spreads; tuna; beef 
slices; meat; frozen meat; preserved meat; game meat; pork meat; meat and meat extracts; 
smoked meat; prepared meat; dried meat; packaged meats; poultry; poultry and game.

(2) Sliced and seasoned barbequed beef [bulgogi]; spicy beef broth [yukgaejang].

 Class 30
(3) Seasonings; cocoa-based beverages; coffee-based beverages; non-alcoholic tea-based 
beverages; coffee beverages; tea beverages; non-alcoholic chocolate beverages; drinking cocoa 
and cocoa-based beverages; cocoa powder; coffee; prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; 
coffee and tea; hot chocolate; spices; baking spices; edible spices; spices in the form of powders; 
marinades; mayonnaise; mustard; pepper; prepared horseradish; relish; barbecue sauce; chili 
sauce; ketchup sauce; hot sauce; pepper sauce; sloppy joe sauce; sriracha hot chili sauce; tartar 
sauce; Worcestershire sauce; sauces for barbecued meat; edible salt; tea.

 Class 32
(4) Alcohol-free beer; beers; bottled water.
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 Application Number 1,918,185  Filing Date 2018-09-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Lash Up Corp.
8612 221 St NW
Edmonton
ALBERTA
T5T7H7

Agent
PROWSE CHOWNE LLP
#1300 Phipps-McKinnon Building, 10020-101A 
Avenue, Edmonton, ALBERTA, T5J3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LASH UP
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

artificial eyelashes

Services
Class 44
eyebrow tattooing services; eyelash extension services; eyelash perming services; make-up 
application services; waxing services for the removal of hair from the human body
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 Application Number 1,918,391  Filing Date 2018-09-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Zen Yarn Garden Inc.
2818 Brookridge Court
Brights Grove
ONTARIO
N0N1C0

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ZEN YARN GARDEN
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 16

(1) Knitting patterns; craft patterns

 Class 23
(2) Yarn; artisan hand dyed yarn; knitting kits;

 Class 24
(3) Finished yarn goods, namely, throws, blankets

 Class 25
(4) Finished yarn goods, namely, scarves, hats, mittens, shawls, sweaters, T-shirts

Services
Class 35
(1) Online internet sales of hand knitting yarn, artisan hand dyed yarn; subscription-based order 
fulfillment services in the field of yarn;

Class 40
(2) Custom yarn dyeing services; custom artisan hand dyed yarn services

Class 41
(3) Providing information about yarn, yarn products, knitting and crafting via a website
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 Application Number 1,918,505  Filing Date 2018-09-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DASH DIGITAL HEALTHCARE INC.
65 Harrison Road
Toronto
ONTARIO
M2L1V9

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

COHEALTH
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable software for use by physicians, medical institutions, primary care facilities, patients 
and healthcare providers to help users manage and coordinate healthcare in their communities 
and track and exchange information between the users.

Services
Class 42
Providing online non-downloadable software for use by physicians, medical institutions, primary 
care facilities, patients and healthcare providers to help users manage and coordinate healthcare 
in their communities and track and exchange information between the users.
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 Application Number 1,918,527  Filing Date 2018-09-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Rovagnati S.p.A.
Piazza Paolo Rovagnati, 1
20853 Biassono (MB)
ITALY

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Ham; meats; cured sausages; meat spreads; sliced meat; meat, preserved; pork; beef; turkey 
meat; prepared meat dishes; pie fillings of meat; meat-based snack foods; prepared dishes 
consisting principally of meat; canned pork; meat-based mousses; pork preserves; frozen meat 
products

 Class 30
(2) Flaky pastry containing ham; pork pies; toasted cheese sandwich with ham; meat pies; frozen 
pastry stuffed with meat; flavourings made from meat; pies containing meat

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 02, 2018, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017939208 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,918,531  Filing Date 2018-09-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
MELODIE REYNOLDS
1214 Wychbury Ave
Victoria
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V9A5L3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Eluma
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

(1) bath lotions for cosmetic purposes; bath oils for cosmetic purposes; bath powders for cosmetic 
purposes; beauty care cosmetics; body and beauty care cosmetics; body creams for cosmetic 
purposes; body creams for cosmetic use; body emulsions for cosmetic purposes; body emulsions 
for cosmetic use; body lotions for cosmetic purposes; body mask creams for cosmetic purposes; 
body milk for cosmetic purposes; body oils for cosmetic purposes; body powders for cosmetic 
purposes; body scrubs for cosmetic purposes; cleaning pads impregnated with cosmetics; 
cleansing milk for cosmetic purposes; cocoa butter for cosmetic purposes; collagen preparations 
for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic body scrubs; cosmetic concealers; cosmetic creams; cosmetic 
creams and gels for the face, hands and body; cosmetic creams and lotions; cosmetic creams and 
lotions for face and body care; cosmetic creams for firming skin around eyes; cosmetic creams for 
skin care; cosmetic creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for the face, hands and body; 
cosmetic towelettes; cosmetics; cosmetics and make-up; cosmetics for eyebrows; cosmetics for 
personal use; cosmetics for use on the skin; decorative cosmetics; face powders for cosmetic 
purposes; facial emulsions for cosmetic purposes; lip creams for cosmetic purposes; skin care 
cosmetics; toners for cosmetic use

(2) body mask lotions for cosmetic purposes; cheek colours; cosmetic cleansing creams; cosmetic 
face powders; cosmetic facial lotions; cosmetic facial masks; cosmetic facial moisturizers; 
cosmetic facial toners; cosmetic powders, creams and lotions for the face, hands and body; 
cosmetics in the form of lotions; cosmetics in the form of milks, lotions and emulsions; exfoliating 
scrubs for cosmetic purposes; eyebrow colours in the form of pencils and powders; eyebrow 
cosmetics; face and body lotions for cosmetic purposes; face and body milk for cosmetic 
purposes; face creams for cosmetic use; face milk and lotions for cosmetic purposes; facial 
creams for cosmetic purposes; foundation makeup; hand creams for cosmetic purposes; hand 
lotions for cosmetic purposes; makeup; make-up and cosmetics

 Class 18
(3) cosmetic bags; cosmetic cases sold empty
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(4) cosmetic bags sold empty

 Class 21
(5) cosmetic brushes

Services
Class 35
(1) distributorships in the field of cosmetics; online sales of cosmetics; retail sale of cosmetics; 
wholesale sales of cosmetics

Class 44
(2) consultancy in the field of cosmetics; cosmetic analysis services for determining the most 
appropriate cosmetics to be used with a person's face shape and skin tone; cosmetic and colour 
analysis
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 Application Number 1,918,537  Filing Date 2018-09-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

D's, Incorporated
9220 Rumsey Rd Ste 1
Columbia, MD 21045
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLAUDETTE DAGENAIS
(DJB), 500 Boulevard Gouin E, Suite 302, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3L3R9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The trademark consists of the word 
'BOARDWALK' depicted in blue stylized letters. Below the word 'BOARDWALK', the words 
'FRIES', 'BURGERS' and 'SHAKES' are depicted in blue stylized letters separated by four blue 
vertical lines and underlined in a blue horizontal line. All the aforementioned against a white 
background.

Services
Class 43
Restaurant services, food and drink catering and fast-food restaurants.



  1,918,548 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 669

 Application Number 1,918,548  Filing Date 2018-09-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TURBO DRILL INDUSTRIES, INC.
1125 BEACH AIRPORT DRIVE 
CONROE, TX 77301
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SAC
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 37
Drilling services for oil, gas and geothermal wellbores performed at a command center, namely, 
remotely monitoring and analyzing well logging data from one or more wellbores being drilled, 
remotely monitoring and analyzing operations data from one or more drilling rigs, remotely 
monitoring and analyzing survey data for 3D plotting of trajectory of one or more wellbores being 
drilled, correcting downhole survey data pertaining to the trajectory of one or more wellbores being 
drilled, remotely monitoring and analyzing anti-collision survey data from one or more wellbores 
being drilled; providing engineering consulting services at a command center, namely, remotely 
monitoring and analyzing well logging data from one or more wellbores being drilled, remotely 
monitoring and analyzing operations data from one or more drilling rigs, remotely monitoring and 
analyzing survey data for 3D plotting of trajectory of one or more wellbores being drilled, correcting 
downhole survey data pertaining to the trajectory of one or more wellbores being drilled, remotely 
monitoring and analyzing anti-collision survey data from one or more wellbores being drilled

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 04, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/863,361 in association with the same kind of services



  1,918,552 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 670

 Application Number 1,918,552  Filing Date 2018-09-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

INVISTA Textiles (U.K.) Limited
One St Peter's Square
Manchester  M2 3DE
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
CPST INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INC.
Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street, Suite 2425, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CORDURA FLAME DEFENSE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 24

Textile fabrics used in pants, shirts, jackets, uniforms, undergarments, backpacks, duffel bags, 
hydration packs and boots



  1,918,564 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 671

 Application Number 1,918,564  Filing Date 2018-09-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
KEVIN HAGELL
1295 Knox Rd
Nelson
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V1L6T4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Crush and Brush
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Toothpaste, Toothpaste Tablets, Solid Toothpaste Tablets.



  1,918,569 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 672

 Application Number 1,918,569  Filing Date 2018-09-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Housatonic Partners Management Co., Inc.
One Post Street, Suite 2600
San Francisco, CA 94104
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 36
financial services, namely, venture capital and private equity investment services; venture capital 
and private equity fund management; venture capital services, namely, providing financing to 
entrepreneurs, emerging, start-up, and high growth companies

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 09, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/827,592 in association with the same kind of services



  1,918,633 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 673

 Application Number 1,918,633  Filing Date 2018-09-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

True Manufacturing Co., Inc.
2001 E. Terra Lane
O'Fallon, MO 63366
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TVM
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 11

commercial refrigerators

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 07, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88/068,554 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,919,177 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 674

 Application Number 1,919,177  Filing Date 2018-09-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

RTBD, LLC
333 East Broadway
Maryville, TN 37804
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Three-dimensional (3-D)

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of a three-dimensional exterior of a building including the lamps, awnings and 
bump out. The solid lines show the mark claimed. The dotted outline of the drawing is intended to 
show the position of the mark and are not part of the mark.

Services
Class 43
Restaurant services.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 19, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88044156 in association with the same kind of services



  1,919,249 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 675

 Application Number 1,919,249  Filing Date 2018-09-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Vertex Commotion
4592 Jean-Paul-Lemieux
Boisbriand
QUEBEC
J7H1R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 44
Concussion rehabilitation center.



  1,919,279 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 676

 Application Number 1,919,279  Filing Date 2018-09-11
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Les Éditions Smash
540, 35e avenue
St-Jérôme
QUÉBEC
J7Z2M7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 28

Board games.



  1,919,400 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 677

 Application Number 1,919,400  Filing Date 2018-09-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Michaels Stores Procurement Company, Inc.
8000 Bent Branch Drive
Irving, TX 75063-6023
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CHARISMA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 23

Yarn



  1,919,465 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 678

 Application Number 1,919,465  Filing Date 2018-09-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Liberty Grace Church
1117 Queen St W
P.O. Box 12
Toronto
ONTARIO
M6J3X7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Liberty Grace
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 45
conducting religious prayer services; organization of religious meetings; religious counselling 
services



  1,919,636 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 679

 Application Number 1,919,636  Filing Date 2018-09-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Dixon Ticonderoga Company
2525 North Casaloma Drive
Appleton, WI 54913-8865
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
PERLEY-ROBERTSON, HILL & MCDOUGALL 
LLP
1400 - 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1R0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THE WORLD'S SMARTEST PENCIL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 16

Pencils



  1,919,687 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 680

 Application Number 1,919,687  Filing Date 2018-09-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

WOMEN'S BRAIN HEALTH INITIATIVE
30 St. Clair Avenue West Suite 900
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4V3A1

Agent
DE GRANDPRÉ CHAIT
800 René-Lévesque Blvd. West, 26th Floor, 
Montreal, QUEBEC, H3B1X9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FROM HER LIPS TO OUR EARS
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Promoting public awareness relating to brain health

Class 36
(2) Charitable services, namely fundraising for public education, information and research on brain 
health and brain aging diseases and disorders

Class 41
(3) Public education services, namely organizing interviews, discussion



  1,920,134 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 681

 Application Number 1,920,134  Filing Date 2018-09-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

GOWAN COMPANY, L.L.C.
370 S. Main Street
Yuma, AZ 85364
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
1 PLACE VILLE MARIE, 37TH FLOOR/37E 
ETAGE, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3P4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

STRONGHOLD
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

Agricultural pesticides.



  1,920,151 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 682

 Application Number 1,920,151  Filing Date 2018-09-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
BRETT HAKONSON
39013 Kingfisher Rd
Squamish
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V8B0S9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HAKIE BREWING COMPANY
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 18

(1) Umbrellas.

 Class 25
(2) Casual and athletic clothing; Hats.

 Class 32
(3) Beer.

 Class 33
(4) Wine, whisky, gin, blue agave liquor, rum, brandy, liqueurs, and alcoholic coolers.

Services
Class 35
Wholesale and retail sale of beer, wine, whisky, gin, blue agave liquor, rum, brandy, liqueurs, and 
alcoholic coolers.



  1,920,166 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 683

 Application Number 1,920,166  Filing Date 2018-09-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc.
401 North Lake Street
P.O. Box 349
Wisconsin, WI 54957-0349
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SUPPORTING FORESTS TOGETHER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing chemicals or compounds for personal hygiene.



  1,920,174 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 684

 Application Number 1,920,174  Filing Date 2018-09-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Intervet International B.V.
Wim de Körverstraat 35
5831 AN Boxmeer
NETHERLANDS

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SEA BEACON
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 10

Veterinary equipment, namely an optical camera system for the detection and monitoring of sea 
lice.



  1,920,233 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 685

 Application Number 1,920,233  Filing Date 2018-09-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Beverly Hills Jewellers Mfg Ltd
346 Newkirk Road Unit 1 & 2
Richmond Hill,
ONTARIO
L4C0A9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EVER WHITE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 14

Diamond jewellery; gold jewellery; jewellery and precious stones.



  1,920,273 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 686

 Application Number 1,920,273  Filing Date 2018-09-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Jagpreet Toor Financial Services Inc.
25 Foliage Dr
Brampton
ONTARIO
L7A4M7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Laser Love
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 44
cosmetic laser treatment for hair growth; cosmetic laser treatment of skin; cosmetic laser treatment 
of unwanted hair; laser hair removal services; laser removal of hair; laser skin rejuvenation 
services; laser skin tightening services



  1,920,291 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 687

 Application Number 1,920,291  Filing Date 2018-09-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LIQUID ASSETS NOVELTIES, LLC
516 Tole Allison Road
Mills River, NC  28759
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RICHARDS BUELL SUTTON LLP
SUITE 700 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LIQUID ASS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Scented room sprays;

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 23, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/888,689 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,920,292 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 688

 Application Number 1,920,292  Filing Date 2018-09-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Outstanding Innovations, LLC
54 Big Rock Ridge
Lakeside, MT 59922
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
HICKS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
213-304 Old Canmore Road, Canmore, 
ALBERTA, T1W0L5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 10

portable female hand held urinary device

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 11, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87872083 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,920,293 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 689

 Application Number 1,920,293  Filing Date 2018-09-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Outstanding Innovations, LLC
54 Big Rock Ridge
Lakeside, MT 59922
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
HICKS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
213-304 Old Canmore Road, Canmore, 
ALBERTA, T1W0L5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TINKLE BELLE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 10

portable female hand held urinary device

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 11, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87872075 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,920,294 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 690

 Application Number 1,920,294  Filing Date 2018-09-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Outstanding Innovations, LLC
54 Big Rock Ridge
Lakeside, MT 55922
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
HICKS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
213-304 Old Canmore Road, Canmore, 
ALBERTA, T1W0L5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 10

portable female hand held urinary device

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 11, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87872068 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,920,589 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 691

 Application Number 1,920,589  Filing Date 2018-09-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fifty-Six Hope Road Music Limited
Aquamarine House
Cable Beach
Nassau
BAHAMAS

Agent
CHITIZ PATHAK LLP
77 King Street West, TD North Tower, Suite 
700, P.O. Box 118, Toronto, ONTARIO, 
M5K1G8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GET UP STAND UP
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 30

Coffee



  1,920,602 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 692

 Application Number 1,920,602  Filing Date 2018-09-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fifty-Six Hope Road Music Limited
Aquamarine House
Cable Beach
Nassau
BAHAMAS

Agent
CHITIZ PATHAK LLP
77 King Street West, TD North Tower, Suite 
700, P.O. Box 118, Toronto, ONTARIO, 
M5K1G8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SIMMER DOWN
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 30

Coffee



  1,920,729 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 693

 Application Number 1,920,729  Filing Date 2018-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

New WinCup Holdings, Inc.
4640 Lewis Road
Stone Mountain, GA 30083
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

VIO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 20

(1) Plastic containers for commercial use, namely, for storing and dispensing bulk foods and 
liquids; plastic lids for drinking cups and food containers

 Class 21
(2) Plastic drinking cups; household containers for foods and liquids; plastic drinking straws



  1,920,730 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 694

 Application Number 1,920,730  Filing Date 2018-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

New WinCup Holdings, Inc.
4640 Lewis Road
Stone Mountain, GA 30083
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 20

(1) Plastic containers for commercial use, namely, for storing and dispensing bulk foods and 
liquids; plastic lids for drinking cups and food containers

 Class 21
(2) Plastic drinking cups; household containers for foods and liquids; plastic drinking straws



  1,920,799 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 695

 Application Number 1,920,799  Filing Date 2018-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SAPUTO PRODUITS LAITIERS CANADA S.E.
N.C. / SAPUTO DAIRY PRODUCTS CANADA 
G.P.
6869, Métropolitain Est
St-Léonard,
QUEBEC
H1P1X8

Agent
SIMON LEMAY
Saputo Inc., 6869 boul. Métropolitain, Montréal 
(Saint-Léonard), QUEBEC, H1P1X8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SAPUTO BARISTA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 29

Dairy bottled non-alcoholic beverages; Frothing milk, cream; Milk based coffee & tea beverages;



  1,920,895 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 696

 Application Number 1,920,895  Filing Date 2018-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
G2V Optics Inc.
6801 104th Street NW
(east door, basement)
Edmonton
ALBERTA
T6H2L7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

G2V
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation; light-emitting diodes; light-emitting diodes 
[LED]; lighting ballasts; Solar cells

 Class 11
(2) led luminaires; lighting fixtures



  1,920,896 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 697

 Application Number 1,920,896  Filing Date 2018-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
G2V Optics Inc.
6801 104th Street NW
(east door, basement)
Edmonton
ALBERTA
T6H2L7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Perihelion
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) light-emitting diodes; light-emitting diodes [LED]; lighting ballasts

 Class 11
(2) led luminaires; lighting fixtures



  1,920,897 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 698

 Application Number 1,920,897  Filing Date 2018-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
G2V Optics Inc.
6801 104th Street NW
(east door, basement)
Edmonton
ALBERTA
T6H2L7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

G2V pico
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation; light-emitting diodes; light-emitting diodes 
[LED]; lighting ballasts; Solar cells

 Class 11
(2) led luminaires; lighting fixtures



  1,920,899 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 699

 Application Number 1,920,899  Filing Date 2018-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
G2V Optics Inc.
6801 104th Street NW
(east door, basement)
Edmonton
ALBERTA
T6H2L7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

G2V Optics
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation; light-emitting diodes; light-emitting diodes 
[LED]; lighting ballasts; Solar cells

 Class 11
(2) led luminaires; lighting fixtures



  1,920,960 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 700

 Application Number 1,920,960  Filing Date 2018-09-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SIGVARIS AG, a legal entity
Gröblistrasse 8
9014 St. Gallen
SWITZERLAND

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MEDAFORM
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 10

Medical compression garments, namely compression wraps; compression bandages.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 14, 2018, Country or Office: SWITZERLAND, Application No: 74669
/2018 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,921,012 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 701

 Application Number 1,921,012  Filing Date 2018-09-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Waterloo Mattress Ltd.
136 Dearborn Place
Waterloo
ONTARIO
N2J4N5

Agent
D. MICHAEL BEAN
(Michael Bean Trademark & Copyright Law), 
97 Frederick Street, Kitchener, ONTARIO, 
N2H2L5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Nü
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 10

Therapeutic mattresses



  1,921,154 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 702

 Application Number 1,921,154  Filing Date 2018-09-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Big Digital Corp.
116 Geary Ave., Suite 202a
Toronto
ONTARIO
M6H4H1

Agent
DANIEL WEBBER
(HALL  WEBBER LLP), 1200 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 400, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5R2A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

POPCANN
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
Advertising, marketing, and promoting the goods and services of others via pop-up, semi-
permanent and permanent location retail facilities and event destination displays; Retail outlets 
featuring cannabis products; Retail vending stand services featuring cannabis products; Business 
management consulting with relation to strategy, marketing, production, personnel and retail sale 
matters; Mobile retail store services featuring cannabis products



  1,921,196 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 703

 Application Number 1,921,196  Filing Date 2018-09-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Lawrence XF Lin
120-11791 Machrina Way
Richmond
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V7A4V3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 12

boat canopies; boat propellers; boats; fishing boats; fitted covers for boats



  1,921,272 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 704

 Application Number 1,921,272  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DOMAINE DU CHATEAU DE LA CHAIZE, 
Société anonyme
LA CHAIZE
69460 ODENAS
FRANCE

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DOMAINE DU CHATEAU DE LA CHAIZE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 33

Wines with Protected Designation of Origin; wine with Protected Designation of Origin, from the 
holding exactly named Château de La Chaize

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 13, 2018, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 18 4 482 
408 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,921,282  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DOMAINE DU CHATEAU DE LA CHAIZE, 
Société anonyme
LA CHAIZE
69460 ODENAS
FRANCE

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CLOS LA CHAIZE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 33

Wines with Protected Designation of Origin; wine with Protected Designation of Origin, from the 
holding exactly named Château de La Chaize

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 13, 2018, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 18 4 482 
407 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,921,307  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MEGA Brands Inc.
4505 Hickmore
Montréal
QUEBEC
H4T1K4

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BREAKOUT BEASTS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 28

construction toys; toy figures
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 Application Number 1,921,320  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DOMAINE DU CHATEAU DE LA CHAIZE, 
Société anonyme
LA CHAIZE
69460 ODENAS
FRANCE

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CHATEAU LA CHAIZE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 33

Wines with Protected Designation of Origin; wine with Protected Designation of Origin, from the 
holding exactly named Château de La Chaize

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 13, 2018, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 18 4 482 
409 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,921,329  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DOMAINE DU CHATEAU DE LA CHAIZE, 
Société anonyme
LA CHAIZE
69460 ODENAS
FRANCE

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 33

Wines with Protected Designation of Origin; wine with Protected Designation of Origin, from the 
holding exactly named Château de La Chaize

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 13, 2018, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 18 4 482 
397 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,921,334  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DOMAINE DU CHATEAU DE LA CHAIZE, 
Société anonyme
LA CHAIZE
69460 ODENAS
FRANCE

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CHATEAU DE LA CHAIZE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 33

Wines with Protected Designation of Origin; Brouilly Protected Designation of Origin wine, from the 
holding exactly named Château de La Chaize
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 Application Number 1,921,344  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

JRC Leasing, LLC
6400 Inducon Dr W
Sanborn, NY 14132
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
YURI CHUMAK
c/o Dickinson Wright LLP, 199 Bay Street, 
Suite 2200, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5L1G4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ORIGINAL PIZZA LOGS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 30

Gourmet quality pizza egg rolls which contain meat, sauce, cheese, and vegetables.
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 Application Number 1,921,360  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Cisco Technology, Inc.
170 West Tasman Drive
San Jose, CA 95134
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
WILSON LUE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MERAKI GO
Trademark Type
Word

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the words meraki go is to describe doing something 
with soul, creativity, or love.

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for administering, managing, monitoring, securing and optimizing computer 
networks; computer software for network management; computer software for location based 
analytics of website and internet traffic; computer software in the field of computer network 
security; computer hardware; computer network switches; LAN (local area network) and wireless 
LAN access points for connecting network computer users; WAN (wide area network) hardware; 
WAN (wide area network) routers; wireless routers; WAN (wide area network) operating software; 
computer software for database management; gateway routers in the nature of computer control 
hardware.

Services
Class 42
Computer services, namely, hosting on-line web facilities for others for setting up and monitoring 
wireless networks, managing users, applying software updates, setting bandwidth limits, and 
maintaining branded splash pages.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 27, 2018, Country or Office: SWITZERLAND, Application No: 
711632018 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,921,379  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

COPAN ITALIA S.P.A.
Via Perotti, 10
25125 BRESCIA
ITALY

Agent
MACRAE & CO.
P.O. BOX 806, STATION B, 222 SOMERSET 
STREET WEST, SUITE 600, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K2P2G3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PHENOMATRIX
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Software for processing and analyzing images and data relating to microbiological samples, 
namely software for automatically identifying and classifying bacterial cultures in the 
microbiological samples; software for microbiological samples' image and data analysis, namely 
software for automatic recognition of genus and species of bacterial colonies in the microbiological 
samples; software for automated image and data interpretation and for automatic identification of 
microorganisms, namely of bacteria.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 07, 2018, Country or Office: ITALY, Application No: 302018000027159 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,921,412  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

INVISTA Textiles (U.K) Limited
One St. Peter's Square
Manchester M2 3DE
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
CPST INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INC.
Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street, Suite 2425, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DESIGNED FOR THE WAY YOU LIVE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 27

Carpets.
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 Application Number 1,921,441  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Allure Pet Products LLC
321 Palmer Road 
Denville , NJ 07834
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The mark consists of the letters 'HH' in green 
stylized font with a red heart in between the letters, superimposed over the letter 'O' in light green 
stylized font. The white background is not claimed as part of the mark and represents a 
transparent background.

Goods
 Class 20

(1) Beds, pillows, mattresses and bolsters for household pets; cushions for pet crates.

 Class 28
(2) Pet supplies, namely, pet toys.
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 Application Number 1,921,442  Filing Date 2018-09-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Allure Pet Products LLC
321 Palmer Road
Denville , NJ 07834
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HUGGLEHOUNDS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 20

(1) Beds, pillows, mattresses, mats and bolsters for household pets; cushions for pet crates.

 Class 24
(2) Pet blankets; bed blankets for pets; pet towels; blanket throws for pets.

 Class 28
(3) Games, toys, and playthings, namely, pet toys, stuffed toys, pull toys, squeeze toys, 
recreational balls for pets.
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 Application Number 1,921,481  Filing Date 2018-09-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

OFF-WHITE LLC
360 Hamilton Ave., #100
White Plains NY 10601
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
LDALEGAL INC.
6205, Des Grandes-Prairies Blvd., Suite 121, 
Montreal, QUEBEC, H1P1A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Eye-glasses, sunglasses, cases for eye-glasses and sunglasses; laptop computer bags, 
sleeves and carrying cases, cases for mobile phones, cell phone covers, protective helmets 
namely, protective helmets for sports.

 Class 18
(2) All-purpose carrying bags, namely shopping bags; travel bags; luggage; trunks; athletic bags; 
gym bags; sports bags; clutches; purses; handbags; shoulder bags; messenger bags; tote bags; 
beach bags; wallets; backpacks; courier bags; briefcases; umbrellas; business card cases

 Class 25
(3) Clothing namely, jackets, sweatshirts, coats, blazers, pants, jeans, pullovers, sweaters, vests, 
shorts, shirts, dresses, skirts, shawls, scarves, socks, leggings, stockings, belts, hats, caps, 
gloves, footwear, namely shoes, boots and sneakers
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 Application Number 1,921,486  Filing Date 2018-09-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Tammy MacLean
59 Horobin Dr
Fall River
NOVA SCOTIA
B2T1E6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Pro Earth Sip and Slurp
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 21

straws for drinking
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 Application Number 1,921,612  Filing Date 2018-09-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Dixon Ticonderoga Company
2525 North Casaloma Drive
Appleton, WI 54913-8865
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
PERLEY-ROBERTSON, HILL & MCDOUGALL 
LLP
1400 - 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1R0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FREART
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 16

Chalk

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 20, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88/126,010 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,921,614  Filing Date 2018-09-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Advanced Sleep Technologies, LLC
333 S. Jefferson Avenue
Springfield, MO 65806
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GEOFFREY J. NORTH
(anticIPate Law), 4 Ironside Court, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K2K3H6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ISENSE SLEEP
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 20

(1) Beds; bed frames; hydrostatic beds not for medical purposes; adjustable beds; bed bases; 
mattresses; spring mattresses; air mattresses, not for medical purposes; pillows; bed pillows; 
mattress foundations; sleep products namely, mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and 
mattress foundations; mattresses and pillows; mattress toppers; mattress pads

 Class 24
(2) Bed pads; bed skirts; bed spreads; bed sheets; bed covers; mattress covers; covers for 
mattresses; pillow shams; pillow-top, low-profile bed skirts; pillow covers; pillow cases
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 Application Number 1,921,727  Filing Date 2018-09-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Deva Concepts LLC
75 Spring Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10012
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DEVATOWEL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 24

absorbent towels for hair; microfiber towels
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 Application Number 1,921,746  Filing Date 2018-09-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
EASE INC.
10211 Yonge Street Suite 206
Richmond Hill
ONTARIO
L4C3B3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LIVE LIFE LIGHTER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

(1) bath salts not for medical purposes; essential oils for aromatherapy; essential oils for personal 
use

 Class 04
(2) candles

 Class 16
(3) books

 Class 20
(4) cushions

 Class 21
(5) water bottles

 Class 25
(6) athletic apparel;

 Class 30
(7) tea

Services
Class 41
(1) meditation training

Class 44
(2) health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit; mental health services
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 Application Number 1,922,019  Filing Date 2018-09-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Rajagopal  Loganathen
16 Wheaton Grove
Toronto
ONTARIO
M1J3L5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

KURINJI NIGHT
Trademark Type
Word

Foreign Character Translation
As provided by the applicant, KURINJI MEANS RANGE OF MOUNTAINS.

Services
Class 41
ORGANIZATION OF CULTURAL SHOWS, FESTIVALS AND EVENTS AMONG THE 
SRILANKAN TAMIL COMMUNITY OF INDIAN ORIGINS, SUCH AS THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS 
KNOWN AS DEEPAVALI.
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 Application Number 1,922,023  Filing Date 2018-09-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MCDONALD'S CORPORATION
110 N. Carpenter Street
Chicago, IL 60607
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BEYOND THE ARCH
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 43
Restaurant Services
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 Application Number 1,922,025  Filing Date 2018-09-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Vitacup, Inc.
10620 Treena Street, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92131
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOODMANS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, 
BAY ADELAIDE CENTRE, 333 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 3400, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H2S7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

VITACUP
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 30

Vitamin-infused coffee, vitamin-infused tea
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 Application Number 1,922,029  Filing Date 2018-09-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

BIONAP SRL
Contrada Fureria - Zona Industriale Ovest 
Fraz. Piano Tavola
95032 BELPASSO (CT)
ITALY

Agent
KIRBY EADES GALE BAKER
100 Murray Street, Suite 500, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1N0A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The term ORANGE is the colour orange. The 
middle of the letter 'N' in the word ORANGE is the colour red. The design element to the left of the 
wording features an orange curved shape from which emanate 3 leaf shapes, the two on the top 
right side are the colour red and the one on the left is gray. The terms RED and COMPLEX are 
gray.

Goods
 Class 01

botanical extracts for use in the manufacture of cosmetics, nutraceuticals and cosmeceuticals
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 Application Number 1,922,060  Filing Date 2018-09-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Watkins Manufacturing Corporation
1280 Park Center Drive
Vista, CA 92081
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
PIASETZKI NENNIGER KVAS LLP
SUITE 2308, 120 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H1T1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ENAMOR
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 11

Hot tubs and spas in the nature of heated pools

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 15, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/921,302 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,922,123  Filing Date 2018-09-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Huddly AS
Karenslyst Allé 51
0279
Oslo
NORWAY

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Equipment for video conference services, in particular cameras, digital cameras, computer 
hardware, software for digital processing of motion pictures; electronic appliances for control and 
surveillance, in particular cameras, digital cameras; computer hardware and computer software to 
control the operation of photo cameras and video cameras for viewing and recognition of 
predefined objects and persons, search for and/or playing audio, video, images and other 
multimedia content; computer software for cameras and video cameras for the production, 
recording, downloading, transmitting, reception, editing, extraction, coding, de-coding, viewing, 
playing, saving, manipulating, inspection and organization of text, images, digital sound files 
gathered from the video cameras, video files, and data gathered from the cameras and video 
cameras, namely the number of people in the conference room, how often the conference room is 
used, and whether the conference room is free or occupied for use in teleconferencing, video 
conferencing, and web conferencing; computer systems comprising of hardware and software for 
audio-, video- and web conferences; computer hardware for digital image processing; software for 
detection of content on whiteboard and other writing surfaces for reproducing enhanced displays of 
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the content; software for detection of content on electronic monitors for reproducing enhanced 
displays of the content; software for image processing algorithms for the use and recognition of 
humans, movement, objects in rooms and the size of rooms; software for image processing 
algorithms and video analysis, related to medical diagnostics, teaching, surveillance, 3D-
measurements, virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR); software for audio detection and 
audio signal processing, related to sound recordings from rooms

Services
Class 35
(1) Electronically recording, cataloging and storing of meeting records in the nature of business 
records management; retail store services featuring equipment for video conference services, in 
particular cameras, digital cameras, computer hardware, computer software, including software for 
digital processing of motion pictures (video), electronic appliances for control and surveillance, in 
particular cameras, digital cameras, computer hardware and computer software to control the 
operation of photo cameras and video cameras for viewing, recognition of predefined objects and 
persons, search for and/or playing of sound, video, images and other multimedia content, 
computer software for production, recording, downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, 
extraction, coding, decoding, viewing, playing, saving, manipulating, inspection and organization of 
text, data, images, sound files, video files and digital media, hardware, software and computer 
systems for audio, video and web conferences, appliances for recording, transmitting and 
reproduction of sound and images, computer processing equipment and computer hardware, 
digital image processing, software for detection of whiteboard and other writing surfaces, 
enhancement and recognition of content on whiteboard and other writing surfaces, software for 
detection of electronic monitors, enhancement of content and recognition of content on electronic 
monitors, software for image processing algorithms for recognition of humans, movement, objects 
in rooms and the size of rooms, software for image processing algorithms and video analysis, 
related to medical diagnostics, teaching, surveillance, 3D-measurements, virtual reality (VR) and 
augmented reality (AR), software for audio detection and audio signal processing, related to sound 
recordings from rooms

Class 38
(2) Telecommunications services, namely, video conferencing and collaboration services being 
video conferencing; providing web-based multi-media teleconferences, video conferences and 
online meeting services, namely allowing simultaneous and synchronized distribution, sharing, 
editing and discussion of documents, data and images of the participants over an online browser; 
teleconferencing services, video conferencing services, and web conferencing services; video 
blogging services, namely electronic transmission of video blogs for third parties via the Internet; 
mobile phone communications, telecommunications consulting in the nature of technical consulting 
in the field of audio, text, and visual data transmission, namely providing technical consulting in the 
use of cameras and video cameras, computer hardware and software for teleconferencing, video 
conferencing, and web conferencing; voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services; 
telecommunications counseling in the field of transmission of data-, voice- and video via 
communications networks for purposes of providing teleconferencing services, video conferencing 
services and web conferencing services; providing transmitting services via the Internet of digital 
sound files, digital images and data, namely the number of people in the conference room, how 
often the conference room is used, and whether the conference room is free or occupied, all 
gathered from cameras and video cameras for use in teleconferencing, video conferencing, web 
conferencing, and online meetings with multiple participants; providing electronic transmission via 
the Internet of digital sound files, digital images and data, namely the number of people in the 
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conference room, how often the conference room is used, and whether the conference room is 
free or occupied, all gathered from cameras and video cameras for the use of online conferences; 
streaming of data gathered from cameras and video cameras for use in teleconferencing, video 
conferencing, web conferencing, and online meetings; data assisted transmission via the Internet 
of text messages, e-mail messages, instant messages, and digital images gathered from cameras 
and video cameras

Class 41
(3) Educational service, namely, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of computer 
programming, business training, computer education training; publication and publishing of papers, 
books, brochures, manuals and online information on the inter-operability and compatibility of 
communication hardware and software to support video conferences and application sharing within 
and across groups of companies, service providers and consumers

Class 42
(4) Design and development of software, including in particular production of videoconference 
services; counseling, consultation services, and customer support services, namely, 
troubleshooting computer software problems; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting 
in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; computer network design 
services; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for database management; 
technical consultations and examinations in the field of computer networks; network system design

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 19, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88124118 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the 
same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,922,125  Filing Date 2018-09-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Huddly AS
Karenslyst Allé 51
0279
Oslo
NORWAY

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Equipment for video conference services, in particular cameras, digital cameras, computer 
hardware, software for digital processing of motion pictures; electronic appliances for control and 
surveillance, in particular cameras, digital cameras; computer hardware and computer software to 
control the operation of photo cameras and video cameras for viewing and recognition of 
predefined objects and persons, search for and/or playing audio, video, images and other 
multimedia content; computer software for cameras and video cameras for the production, 
recording, downloading, transmitting, reception, editing, extraction, coding, de-coding, viewing, 
playing, saving, manipulating, inspection and organization of text, images, digital sound files 
gathered from the video cameras, video files, and data gathered from the cameras and video 
cameras, namely the number of people in the conference room, how often the conference room is 
used, and whether the conference room is free or occupied for use in teleconferencing, video 
conferencing, and web conferencing; computer systems comprising of hardware and software for 
audio-, video- and web conferences; computer hardware for digital image processing; software for 
detection of content on whiteboard and other writing surfaces for reproducing enhanced displays of 
the content; software for detection of content on electronic monitors for reproducing enhanced 
displays of the content; software for image processing algorithms for the use and recognition of 
humans, movement, objects in rooms and the size of rooms; software for image processing 
algorithms and video analysis, related to medical diagnostics, teaching, surveillance, 3D-
measurements, virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR); software for audio detection and 
audio signal processing, related to sound recordings from rooms

Services
Class 35
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(1) Electronically recording, cataloging and storing of meeting records in the nature of business 
records management; retail store services featuring equipment for video conference services, in 
particular cameras, digital cameras, computer hardware, computer software, including software for 
digital processing of motion pictures (video), electronic appliances for control and surveillance, in 
particular cameras, digital cameras, computer hardware and computer software to control the 
operation of photo cameras and video cameras for viewing, recognition of predefined objects and 
persons, search for and/or playing of sound, video, images and other multimedia content, 
computer software for production, recording, downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, 
extraction, coding, decoding, viewing, playing, saving, manipulating, inspection and organization of 
text, data, images, sound files, video files and digital media, hardware, software and computer 
systems for audio, video and web conferences, appliances for recording, transmitting and 
reproduction of sound and images, computer processing equipment and computer hardware, 
digital image processing, software for detection of whiteboard and other writing surfaces, 
enhancement and recognition of content on whiteboard and other writing surfaces, software for 
detection of electronic monitors, enhancement of content and recognition of content on electronic 
monitors, software for image processing algorithms for recognition of humans, movement, objects 
in rooms and the size of rooms, software for image processing algorithms and video analysis, 
related to medical diagnostics, teaching, surveillance, 3D-measurements, virtual reality (VR) and 
augmented reality (AR), software for audio detection and audio signal processing, related to sound 
recordings from rooms

Class 38
(2) Telecommunications services, namely, video conferencing and collaboration services being 
video conferencing; providing web-based multi-media teleconferences, video conferences and 
online meeting services, namely allowing simultaneous and synchronized distribution, sharing, 
editing and discussion of documents, data and images of the participants over an online browser; 
teleconferencing services, video conferencing services, and web conferencing services; video 
blogging services, namely electronic transmission of video blogs for third parties via the Internet; 
mobile phone communications, telecommunications consulting in the nature of technical consulting 
in the field of audio, text, and visual data transmission, namely providing technical consulting in the 
use of cameras and video cameras, computer hardware and software for teleconferencing, video 
conferencing, and web conferencing; voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services; 
telecommunications counseling in the field of transmission of data-, voice- and video via 
communications networks for purposes of providing teleconferencing services, video conferencing 
services and web conferencing services; providing transmitting services via the Internet of digital 
sound files, digital images and data, namely the number of people in the conference room, how 
often the conference room is used, and whether the conference room is free or occupied, all 
gathered from cameras and video cameras for use in teleconferencing, video conferencing, web 
conferencing, and online meetings with multiple participants; providing electronic transmission via 
the Internet of digital sound files, digital images and data, namely the number of people in the 
conference room, how often the conference room is used, and whether the conference room is 
free or occupied, all gathered from cameras and video cameras for the use of online conferences; 
streaming of data gathered from cameras and video cameras for use in teleconferencing, video 
conferencing, web conferencing, and online meetings; data assisted transmission via the Internet 
of text messages, e-mail messages, instant messages, and digital images gathered from cameras 
and video cameras

Class 41
(3) Educational service, namely, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of computer 
programming, business training, computer education training; publication and publishing of papers, 
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books, brochures, manuals and online information on the inter-operability and compatibility of 
communication hardware and software to support video conferences and application sharing within 
and across groups of companies, service providers and consumers

Class 42
(4) Design and development of software, including in particular production of videoconference 
services, and not in connection with non-downloadable software used to manage business 
documents, business document file sharing, enterprise project scheduling, and content related 
revisions and versions of the aforementioned that are all unrelated to audio, video and/or artificial 
intelligence based software applications; counseling, consultation services, and customer support 
services, namely, troubleshooting computer software problems, and not in connection with non-
downloadable software used to manage business documents, business document file sharing, 
enterprise project scheduling, and content related revisions and versions of the aforementioned 
that are all unrelated to audio, video and/or artificial intelligence based software applications; 
technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware 
and software problems, and not in connection with non-downloadable software used to manage 
business documents, business document file sharing, enterprise project scheduling, and content 
related revisions and versions of the aforementioned that are all unrelated to audio, video and/or 
artificial intelligence based software applications; computer network design services, not in 
connection with non-downloadable software used to manage business documents, business 
document file sharing, enterprise project scheduling, and content related revisions and versions of 
the aforementioned that are all unrelated to audio, video and/or artificial intelligence based 
software applications; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for database 
management, and not for use in connection with non-downloadable software used to manage 
business documents, business document file sharing, enterprise project scheduling, and content 
related revisions and versions of the aforementioned that are all unrelated to audio, video and/or 
artificial intelligence based software applications; technical consultations and examinations in the 
field of computer networks, and not in connection with non-downloadable software used to 
manage business documents, business document file sharing, enterprise project scheduling, and 
content related revisions and versions of the aforementioned that are all unrelated to audio, video 
and/or artificial intelligence based software applications; network system design, not in connection 
with non-downloadable software used to manage business documents, business document file 
sharing, enterprise project scheduling, and content related revisions and versions of the 
aforementioned that are all unrelated to audio, video and/or artificial intelligence based software 
applications

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 19, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88124124 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the 
same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,922,178  Filing Date 2018-09-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Baby Wisp
3525 Del Mar Heights Road
#1067
92130
San Diego, CA 92130
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WISP CLIP
Trademark Type
Word

Disclaimer
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE 'CLIP' APART FROM THE MARK AS 
SHOWN

Goods
 Class 26

barrettes; bows for the hair; clam clips for hair; claw clips for hair; hair accessories; hair bands; hair 
barrettes; hair bows; hair clips; hair curl clips; hair grips; hair ornaments; hair ornaments in the 
form of combs; hair pins; hair pins and grips; hair ribbons; hair slides; hair-slides; jaw clips for hair; 
ribbons for the hair; snap clips for hair; waving pins for the hair
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 Application Number 1,922,241  Filing Date 2018-09-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Traeger Pellet Grills, LLC
1215 E. Wilmington Ave.
Suite 200
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SMOKE SCIENCE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) digital devices, namely, computer software and hardware for use in controlling barbecue grills 
and barbecue smokers; digital control devices for use with outdoor barbecue grills and barbecue 
smokers, namely, remote controls, digital control boxes in the nature of electronic controllers, 
digital control box plugins being electronic controllers, digital remote control boxes, and digital 
remote control box plugins

 Class 11
(2) barbecue grills; grill accessories, namely, cooking racks specially adapted for barbecue grills; 
barbecue smokers, namely, outdoor cooking apparatus that implement wood fired smoke for 
cooking; outdoor barbecue smokers,namely, outdoor wood pellet-fed barbecue smokers that cook 
food with smoke implemented by the controlled burning of wood pellets over extended time 
intervals; remote-controlled, outdoor wood pellet-fed barbecue smokers that cook food with smoke 
implemented by the controlled burning of wood pellets over extended time intervals via digital 
cooking instructions provided remotely over a network connection

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 25, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88/092,805 in association with the same kind of goods (2); August 31, 2018, 
Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application No: 88/100,399 in association with 
the same kind of goods (1)
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 Application Number 1,922,249  Filing Date 2018-09-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Dyaco International Inc.
12F., No. 111, Songjiang Road, Zhongshan 
District
Taipei 104
TAIWAN

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
1 PLACE VILLE MARIE, 37TH FLOOR/37E 
ETAGE, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3P4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ReCare
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 10

(1) Body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes, namely Treadmill, Upright bike, 
Recumbent bike, Recumbent stepper; Physical exercise apparatus for medical purposes, namely 
Treadmill, Upright bike, Recumbent bike, Recumbent stepper.

 Class 28
(2) Gymnastic and sporting articles, namely Treadmill, Upright bike, Recumbent bike, Recumbent 
stepper.
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 Application Number 1,922,252  Filing Date 2018-09-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

THE DILLER CORPORATION
10155 READING ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45241
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RICHARDS BUELL SUTTON LLP
SUITE 700 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HARDSTOP
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 19

Non-metal building materials, namely, fiberglass panels

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 25, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88/051,749 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,922,279  Filing Date 2018-09-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Mahindra Motor Vehicle Manufacturing Limited
1055 W. Square Lake Road
Troy, MI 48098
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601 , Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DON'T DO ANYTHING STUPID
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 12

utility terrain vehicles and structural parts therefor

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 27, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/851,631 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,922,300  Filing Date 2018-09-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Spectrum Feed Services Ltd.
58 McGivern St, PO Box 9
N0G 2K0
P.O. Box N0G 2K0
Moorefield
ONTARIO
N0G2K0

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 31

cat food; dog food
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 Application Number 1,922,431  Filing Date 2018-09-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
1789791 ONTARIO LIMITED
21 William St
Parry Sound
ONTARIO
P2A1V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FOREVER BBQ
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Weight sensors for detecting the amount of fuel remaining in small, non-industrial propane tanks; 
Cellular telephone software for monitoring fuel tank weight sensors via wireless communication.
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 Application Number 1,922,500  Filing Date 2018-09-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

49th Parallel Roasters Inc.
Unit 112-6741 Cariboo Road
Burnaby
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V3N4A3

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Lucky's Doughnuts
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 30

donuts
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 Application Number 1,922,501  Filing Date 2018-09-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

49th Parallel Roasters Inc.
Unit 112-6741 Cariboo Road
Burnaby
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V3N4A3

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 30

donuts
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 Application Number 1,922,532  Filing Date 2018-09-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Paratek Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
75 Park Plaza
Boston, MA 02116
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
5500 North Service Road, Suite 101, 
Burlington, ONTARIO, L7L6W6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NUZYRA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antibiotics

(2) Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antibiotics

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 04, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/908,478 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,922,569  Filing Date 2018-09-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

You & I Productions, LLC
7951 GREENBRIAR COURT
BURR RIDGE, IL 60527
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GIULIANA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 33

Prepared wine cocktails; Sparkling wines; Wine punches; Wine-based drinks; Wines.
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 Application Number 1,922,640  Filing Date 2018-09-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Reebok International Limited
11/12 Pall Mall 
London  SW1Y 5LU
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PURE MOVE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 25

Sports bras
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 Application Number 1,922,656  Filing Date 2018-09-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Packsize LLC
3760 W. Smart Pack Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSAN MACLEAN IP AGENCY INC.
336 Maclaren Street, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K2P0M6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

M1
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 07

Packaging machines; Fully automated custom packaging machines for producing corrugated 
packaging for packaging goods.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 04, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/862,667 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,922,661  Filing Date 2018-09-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Donald McGillis
230 Walden Drive
K2K2M3
P.O. Box K2K2M3
Kanata
ONTARIO
K2K2M3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Gem Stream Corporation
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) computer operating systems; computer software for global positioning systems; computer utility 
programs for providing diagnostic details on devices installed in a computer system; Global 
Positioning System [GPS] receivers

(2) computer hardware and software for setting up and configuring local area networks; computer 
network routers; computer networking hardware

Services
Class 42
(1) computer systems design; computer systems integration services; computer systems 
monitoring services

Class 45
(2) control of building environmental access and security systems
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 Application Number 1,923,199  Filing Date 2018-10-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

3A MANAGEMENT CORP.
903 Sombrero Way
Mississauga
ONTARIO
L5W1T1

Agent
RUPINDER HANS
(Hans Law Firm), 3400 American Drive, 
Mississauga, ONTARIO, L4V1C1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 29

(1) tofu; tofu patties; veggie burger patties

 Class 30
(2) bagels; biscuits; biscuits and bread; bread; bread and buns; bread and pastry; cookies; cookies 
and crackers; flat bread; muffins; naan bread; pita bread; samosa
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 Application Number 1,923,492  Filing Date 2018-10-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Traeger Pellet Grills, LLC
1215 E. Wilmington Ave.
Suite 200
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

D2
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) digital devices, namely, network-enabled computer software and hardware for use in controlling 
barbecue grills and barbecue smokers over a network; network-enabled digital control devices for 
use with outdoor barbecue grills and barbecue smokers, namely, remote controls, digital control 
boxes in the nature of electronic controllers, digital control box plugins being electronic controllers, 
digital remote control boxes, and digital remote control box plugins

 Class 11
(2) barbecue grills; grill accessories, namely, cooking racks specially adapted for barbecue grills; 
barbecue smokers, namely, outdoor cooking apparatus that implement wood fired smoke for 
cooking; outdoor barbecue smokers, namely, outdoor wood pellet-fed barbecue smokers that cook 
food with smoke implemented by the controlled burning of wood pellets over extended time 
intervals; remote-controlled, outdoor wood pellet-fed barbecue smokers that cook food with smoke 
implemented by the controlled burning of wood pellets over extended time intervals via digital 
cooking instructions provided remotely over a network connection

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 07, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88/108,828 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,924,171  Filing Date 2018-10-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

REMKA, INC.
12266 Queenston Boulevard
Suite A
Houston TX 77095
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RYAN'S RESCUE SQUAD
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Pre-recorded audio and video recordings featuring children's entertainment and television 
shows and movies of general interest to children, parents and families; Mouse pads; Walkie-
talkies; Cellphone covers; Cellphone straps; Computer game software; Computer, video and 
interactive game software; Computer game programs; Electronic game programs; Interactive video 
game programs; Computer software to enable posting, showing, or displaying information in the 
field of electronic gaming via the Internet or other communications networks with third parties; 
Video game programs; Software for playing video and online games; Interactive multimedia 
software programs in the field of animation; Interactive computer game programs; Downloadable 
computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Computer game 
software for use on mobile and cellular phones, handheld computers, computers, video game 
consoles and other wireless devices, both handheld and free standing; Computer software for use 
in creating, editing, viewing and annotating digital images, graphics and animations; Computer 
software programs relating to animation; Photographic apparatus and instruments, namely, 
cameras and flashes for cameras, cases for cameras and photographic equipment; Optical 
apparatus and instruments, namely, optical discs featuring music, motion picture films, animated 
cartoons and computer games, optical lamps; Signaling apparatus and instruments, namely, 
flashing lights, signal bells, signaling whistles, and signal alarms; Teaching apparatus and 
instruments, namely, audiovisual receivers; blank magnetic computer tapes, and blank recording 
discs; Pre-recorded magnetic data carriers featuring music, images, motion picture films, animated 
cartoons and computer games; Pre-recorded digital audio tapes featuring music, images, motion 
picture films, animated cartoons and computer games; Pre-recorded exercise DVDs; Pre-recorded 
magnetic audio discs featuring music; Pre-recorded video cassettes featuring music, images, 
motion picture films, animated cartoons; Video game programs for cellular telephones, mobile 
devices, laptops, personal computers, consoles and tablet computers; Video games software for 
handheld game devices; Computer game programs downloadable via Internet; Electronic game 
programs; Downloadable electronic game programs; Electronic game software; Computer game 
programs; Computer game programs for handheld game devices; Electronic game software for 
mobile phones downloadable via Internet; Downloadable computer game programs; Computer 
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game software and computer application software for mobile phones; Phonograph records 
featuring music; Interactive game software; Recorded computer operating programs; Computers; 
Printers for use with computers; Data processing apparatus, namely, computers; Computer video 
game programs for handheld game devices; Film projectors; Protective cases for telephones and 
portable computers; Laptop and mobile phone carrying cases and bags; Blank DVD disks; Pre-
recorded DVDs featuring music, images, motion picture films, animated cartoons and computer 
games; Blank compact discs; Compact disc players; Blank CD-ROM discs; Pre-recorded CD-ROM 
and compact discs featuring music, images, motion picture films, animated cartoons and computer 
games; Pre-recorded CD-ROMs containing programs for controlling consumer video game 
devices; Mouse mats; Sunglasses; Spectacles; Eyeglass chains; Spectacle cases; Wireless 
telephones, cellular telephones and parts and fittings therefor; Video game cartridges, cassettes 
and discs; Mobile phone cases and carriers specially adapted for holding or carrying mobile 
telephones and personal computers; Bags, covers, containers, carriers and holders specifically 
adapted for use with cellular telephones and laptops; Headphones; Ear phones; Ear phones and 
microphones, and speaker phones for use with mobile telephones; Straps and cases specifically 
adapted for use with cellular mobile telephones; Telephones; Antenna caps for portable phones; 
Batteries for cellular telephones, batteries for portable computers, general purpose batteries; 
Battery boxes and cases; Battery chargers for cellular telephones, batteries for portable 
computers, and for general purpose batteries; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; 
Downloadable music files; Binoculars; Cameras, cinematographic cameras, and parts and fittings 
therefor; Lenses for cameras; Picture films featuring animated cartoons; Films being animated 
cartoons; Cassette players; Flashlights for use in photography; Heat regulating apparatus, namely, 
thermostats; Household thermometers; Temperature sensors; Magnetic encoded cards being 
magnetic encoded gift cards; Magnetic encoders magnets; Magnifying glasses; Microphones; 
Microscopes; Neon signs; Notebook computers; Electronic pens; Handheld calculators; Projection 
apparatus, namely, movie projectors, multimedia projectors, picture projectors; Projection screens; 
Radios; Record players; Remote control apparatus for radios, televisions and stereos; Measuring 
instruments being rulers; Bathroom scales; Blank electronic chip cards (blank smart cards); Sound 
recording apparatus namely, DVD recorders, digital audio tape recorders, digital voice signal 
processors; Gramophone records featuring music; Sound-reproducing apparatus namely digital 
music players, digital sound processors, DMB televisions, sound amplifiers; Telephones 
apparatus, receivers, transmitters, wires; Telescopes; Television apparatus for projection 
purposes; Blank video cassettes; Blank video game cartridges; Blank video discs; Blank 
videotapes; Video screens; Video recorders namely, digital camcorders, video cameras; Word 
processors; Audio and visual apparatus with sing along devices, namely, karaoke players with sing 
along devices; Call indicators, namely, telephones, mobile telephones and pagers and mobile 
telephones; Headsets for mobile telephones; Protective masks worn over the eyes to shield off 
lights; Electronic diaries; Electronic buzzers; Electric buzzers; Central processing units; Integrated 
circuit chips; Chronographs for use as specialized time recording apparatus; Computer keyboards; 
Computer memories;; Acoustic couplers; Couplers being data processing equipment; Blank optical 
data carriers namely DVDs, CDs, and floppy disks; Blank optical disks; Blank magnetic disks; 
Filters for photography; Blank floppy disks; Measuring spoons; metronomes; Microprocessors; 
Computer modems; Computer monitors; Computer mice; Optical fibers; Optical glasses; Optical 
lenses; Protractors; Radiotelegraphy sets; Radio telephones; scanners being data processing 
equipment namely 3D cameras, computer scanners, digital input and output scanners, image 
scanners, optical scanners; Photographic slides; Video telephones; Whistle alarms being signal 
whistles; Goggles for sports; Protective helmets for use in sports; Navigation apparatus for 
vehicles in the nature of on-board computers; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature 
of books and magazines in the field of children's entertainment, cartoons, computer literacy, 
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spelling, reading, math, social studies, science, geography, language arts, foreign languages, 
writing, geology, phonics, music, art and general trivia; Downloadable cartoon strips; Personal 
stereos; Wrist rests for use with computers; Electronic circuits and blank CD-ROMs which enable 
the recording of automatic playing programs for the use of electronic musical instruments; Memory 
cards for consumer video game apparatus.

 Class 16
(2) Stickers; Posters; Pencil cases; Note cards; Thank you cards; Greeting cards; Books; Note 
pads; Diaries; Writing pads; Pencils; Color pencils; Markers; Pens; Decorations for pencils; Printed 
calendars; Cartoon prints, comic books; Books, magazines and newsletters in the field of cartoon 
characters, fantasy characters, fictional and non-fictional characters; Children's activity sheets and 
booklets; Song books; Graphic prints; Geographical maps; Calendars; Printed materials, namely, 
journals featuring cartoon characters, fantasy characters, fictional and non-fictional characters; 
School supplies, namely, pencils, pens, pen and pencil cases and holders, erasers, crayons, 
colored pencils, pencil sharpeners, markers, drawing rulers; Paper party decorations; Paper party 
bags; Gift wrapping papers; Printed patterns for costumes, pajamas, shirts and sweatshirts; 
Trading cards; Rubber stamps and stamp pads; Chalk; Dry erase boards; Educational 
publications, namely, educational flash cards, activity cards, workbooks, activity books, puzzle 
books, printed puzzles in the field of early childhood learning and education; Printed pamphlets, 
brochures, manuals, books, booklets, leaflets, flyers, adhesive backed stickers, and kits 
comprising of one or more of the foregoing materials in the field of early childhood learning and 
education featuring cartoon characters, fantasy characters, fictional and non-fictional characters; 
Photo albums; Book covers; Modeling clay; Baggage and luggage paper identification tags.

 Class 18
(3) Bags, namely, backpacks, rucksacks, knapsacks, duffel bags, purses, tote bags, weekend 
bags, handbags, purses, shoulder bags, sports bags, athletic bags; Wallets and coin purses; 
Cosmetic cases sold empty; Bath bags in the nature of toiletry bags sold empty; Umbrellas, 
parasols and walking sticks; Beach bags; Animal carriers; Belt bags; Carry-all bags; All purpose 
carrying bags; Diaper bags; Trunks and traveling bags; Luggage; Luggage tags; Messenger bags; 
Pet clothing; Collars for animals or pets; Reusable shopping bags; Sling bags for carrying infants; 
Leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, hides; Whips, harness and saddlery; Book bags; 
Suit carriers being travelling bags; Waist bags; Purses and wallets; Suitcases; Attaché cases and 
briefcases; Canvas and leather shopping bags; Leather shoulder belts; Business card cases; 
Vanity cases sold empty; Muzzles; School satchels; Suitcase handles; Travelling sets comprising 
luggage; Umbrella covers; Umbrella handles; Luggage tags; Boxes and cases of leather or 
leatherboard; Leather straps; Mountaineering sticks; Portfolios for carrying papers; Net bags for 
shopping; School bags; Tool bags of leather or imitations of leather sold empty; Valises; Bags, 
envelopes and pouches of leather for packaging; Wheeled shopping bags; Wheeled backpacks, 
duffel bags and suitcases; Luggage, namely, cardboard trunks and wine carrying cases; Chain 
mesh purses, not of precious metal; Clutch purses; Coin purses; Cosmetic purses, not fitted; 
Evening purses; Leather purses; Purses, not of precious metal; Garment bags for travel.

 Class 21
(4) Lunch boxes; Plastic food trays and cups for domestic use; Beverage bottles sold empty; Water 
bottles sold empty; Electric toothbrushes; Toothbrushes; Tooth brush, cup and soap set; Cereal 
bowl; Mugs; Candy jars sold empty; Accessories for personal electronic devices, namely, screen 
cleaning cloth for cell phones, portable music players, portable media players, and tablet 
computers; Non-metal coin banks.

 Class 25
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(5) Clothing, namely, tank tops, t-shirts, shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, 
pullovers, jackets, coats, overcoats, parkas, jogging suits, jerseys, one-piece fitted garments, 
shortalls, overalls, skirts, rompers, coveralls, dresses, jumpers, pants, shorts, leggings, scarves, 
shawls, belts, gloves, suspenders, neckwear, bowties, socks, stockings, muffs; Knitwear in the 
nature of tops, t-shirts, shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, pullovers, jackets, coats, 
shortalls, overalls, skirts, rompers, coveralls, dresses, jumpers, bottoms, pants, shorts, scarves, 
shawls, gloves, mittens, socks; Underclothing; Underwear; Camisoles; Brassieres; Clothing for 
gymnastics, namely, leotards, tights, t-shirts, leggings; Ponchos; Rainwear; Rain boots; Galoshes; 
Fleece clothing in the nature of tops, pullovers, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, sweaters, vests, 
jackets, coats, overcoats, bottoms, pants, leggings, scarves, shawls, socks, slippers, gloves, 
mittens, headbands, hats, caps, berets and beanies; Woven clothing in the nature of tops, 
bottoms, dresses, skirts, shirts, jackets, coats; Swimsuits, swimwear, cover-ups and beach cover-
ups; Wetsuits and rash guards; Sleepwear and pajamas; Bath robes, bathing and shower caps, 
bath slippers; Headwear, namely, hats, caps, visors, berets beanies and headbands; Socks, 
stockings and slippers; Belts, suspenders, neckwear, neckties, bow ties, scarves, shawls, 
bandanas and muffs; Footwear; Slippers, thongs, sandals, boots; Sleeping masks for eliminating 
light; Infant's and children's clothing, namely, tops, tank tops, t-shirts, shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, 
hooded sweatshirts, pullovers, jackets, coats, overcoats, parkas, jogging sets, jerseys, shortalls, 
overalls, one-piece fitted garments, skirts, rompers, coveralls, dresses, jumpers, bottoms, pants, 
shorts, leggings, belts, socks, slippers, cloth bibs, scarves, shawls; Infant's and children's 
underclothing, underwear, camisoles and brassieres; Children's clothing for gymnastics, namely, 
leotards, tights, t-shirts, leggings; Infant's and children's knitwear in the nature of tops, t-shirts, 
shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, pullovers, jackets, coats, overcoats, shortalls, 
overalls, skirts, rompers, coveralls, dresses, jumpers, bottoms, pants, shorts, scarves, shawls and 
socks; Infant's and children's fleece clothing in the nature of tops, pullovers, sweatshirts, hooded 
sweatshirts, sweaters, vests, jackets, coats, overcoats, bottoms, pants, leggings, scarves, shawls, 
socks, slippers, gloves, mittens, headbands, hats, caps, berets and beanies; Children's woven 
clothing in the nature of tops, bottoms, dresses, skirts, shirts, jackets, coats; Infant's and children's 
swimsuits, swimwear, cover-ups and beach cover-ups; Infant's and children's ponchos, rainwear, 
rain boots and galoshes; Children's wetsuits and rash guards; Infant's and children's sleepwear, 
pajamas, bath robes, bathing and shower caps, bath slippers; Infant's and children's headwear, 
namely, hats, caps, visors, berets and beanies; Infant's and children's belts, suspenders, 
neckwear, neckties, bow ties, scarves, shawls and bandanas; Infant's and children's socks and 
slippers; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; 
Infant's and children's footwear; Paper clothing, paper aprons, paper hats, paper shoes, paper 
socks; Plush novelty hats.

 Class 28
(6) Toys, namely, infant toys, stuffed toys, fantasy character toys, and action figure toys; Plush 
toys; Dolls; Puppets; Soft dolls; Teddy bears; Board games; Card games; Chess games; Chess 
boards; Checkerboards; Checkers; Children's educational games for developing fine-motor, 
cognitive and counting skills; Puzzles; Pet toys; Blind bags containing toys; Games and playthings, 
namely, action skill games, action target games, arcade-type electronic education video games, 
board games, card games, building games, educational card games, electronic educational game 
machines for children, hand held units for playing electronic games other than those adapted for 
use with an external display screen or monitor, promotional game cards, puzzle games; Video 
game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Gymnastic and sporting articles, 
namely, sports training device to improve strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and 
proprioception namely leg and arm weights, exercise weights, weightlifting machines, balance 
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balls, balance boards; Plastic character toys; Action figure toys; Toy figures; Articles of clothing for 
toys, attachable, wearable; Magnetic toy figurines; Bath and bathtub toys; Toy figures and play 
sets; Action figures and accessories therefore; Toy figures attachable to mobile phones, pencils or 
key rings; Ride-on toys; Balls for sports and balloons; Yo-yos; Balls for games; Playing balls; 
Playground balls; Soccer balls; Baseballs; Tennis balls; Footballs; Volley balls; Rubber balls; 
Decorations and ornaments for Christmas trees; Bells for Christmas trees; Candle holders for 
Christmas trees; Christmas trees of synthetic materials; Christmas stockings; Toy vehicles; Toy 
mobiles; Surf boards; Snowboards; Skateboards; Ice skates; Toy air pistols; Toy pistols; Toy water 
guns; Backgammon games; Billiard balls; Billiard tables; Toy building blocks; Skating boots with 
skates attached; Bowling apparatus and machinery; Building games; Cups for dice; Darts; Dice; 
Doll beds; Doll clothes; Doll houses and doll rooms; Doll feeding bottles; Dominoes; Dumb-bells; 
Elbow guards for athletic use; Chest expanders; Dolls' Fish hooks; Fishing tackle; Flippers for 
swimming; Floats for swimming; Floats for fishing; Flying discs; Automatic and coin-operated 
amusement game machines; Bats for games; Apparatus for electronic games other than those 
adapted for use with external display screen or monitor; Electronic game equipment for playing 
video games, namely, handheld units for playing video games other than those adapted for use 
with an external display screen or monitor; Golf bags; Golf clubs; Golf gloves; Golf balls; Gloves for 
games and sports, namely, baseball gloves, golf gloves, boxing gloves, hockey gloves, bowling 
gloves, football gloves; Practical jokes, namely, toy and novelty face masks; Toy foam novelty 
items, namely, foam fingers and hands; Kites and kite reels; Knee guards for athletic use; Marbles 
for games; Marionettes; Theatrical masks; Scale model vehicles; Toys, namely, percussion caps; 
Rackets being tennis rackets, table tennis rackets, paddle rackets, badminton rackets, squash 
rackets; Infant's rattles; Ring games; Rocking horses; Roller skates; Sailboards; Skis; Slides for 
playgrounds; Soap bubbles dispenser toys, bubble making wand and solution sets; Spinning tops; 
Spring boards; Stationary exercise bicycles; Play swimming pools; Swimming webs, namely, 
flippers; Swings; Tables for table tennis; Toys for domestic pets; Water skis; Play articles for 
swimming, water games sports and activities, namely, water pistols, water squirting toys, water 
globes; Beach balls; Amusement game machines; Bags especially designed for skis, snowboards 
and surfboards; Bingo cards; Butterfly nets; Playing cards; Confetti; In-line roller skates; 
Kaleidoscopes; Masts for sailboards; Landing nets for anglers; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; 
Roulette wheels; Snow globes; Snowshoes; Amusement arcade video machines; Stand-alone 
video output game machines; Coin or counter operated arcade games; Horizontal pinball 
machines; Hand-held units for playing electronic games for use with external display screen or 
monitor; Non-electric handheld action skill games; Game equipment for playing board games, card 
games, manipulative games, computer games, and action-type target games; Puzzles; Paper face 
masks; Toy masks, namely, masquerade and Halloween masks; Water squirting toys; Dartboards; 
Surfboards; Swimming aids, namely, arm floats for recreational use; Swimming kick board flotation 
devices for recreational use; Swim boards for recreational use; Swim fins; Toy guns; Toy 
bakeware and toy cookware; Toy snow globes; Boxing gloves; Hockey sticks; Sling shots; Paper 
party hats; Parts and fittings for consumer video game devices.

Services
Class 38
(1) Streaming of audio and video children's entertainment, television shows and movies on the 
Internet; Broadcasting services, namely, uploading, posting, showing displaying, tagging, blogging, 
sharing or otherwise providing memes, photographs, text messages, emails, and personal videos 
over the Internet or other communications network; Telecommunications, namely, providing 
access to a global digital computer network; Video broadcasting services over the Internet or other 
communications networks featuring the uploaded, posted and tagged videos of others; Digital and 
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electronic transmission of voice, music, memes, children's entertainment, television shows, 
movies, text messages, emails and personal videos over the Internet and global computer 
network; Providing online electronic bulletin board services and chat rooms for transmission of 
messages among users in the field of general interest; Broadcasting via the Internet, mobile phone 
networks and other telecommunications networks, namely, music, film and television broadcasting, 
radio broadcasting, pay-per-view program broadcasting, satellite broadcasting, cable television 
broadcasting and Internet program broadcasting; Internet communication services, namely, 
transmission of voice, music, radio and television and film by a global computer network and via 
the Internet; Broadcasting ervices, namely, transmission of advertising programs via digital 
communications networks; Internet access provider services to enable access to a website or 
interactive community for users to share personal news, data, information, content, photos, audio 
and video, interests, activities and opinions and/or to receive feedback others.

Class 41
(2) Animation production services; Multimedia video game software production services; Media 
production services, namely, video and film production; Entertainment services in the nature of 
development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia music, videos, film, 
television, and children's entertainment content; Video and film production; Production of sound 
and music video recordings; Entertainment services, namely, an on-going live action and animated 
program accessible by means of audio, video, web-based applications, mobile phone applications, 
computer networks, and the Internet; Entertainment in the nature of live theatrical and musical 
performances; Entertainment services, namely, an on-going series of short live action and 
animated shows featuring both fictional and non-fictional characters provided via various platforms 
across multiple forms of transmission media; Entertainment services, namely, providing short live 
action and animated shows and series featuring ongoing webisodes through a website; 
Entertainment services, namely, producing and providing non-downloadable video content relating 
to ongoing short live action shows and animated cartoon series through a website; Providing 
entertainment information on the topic of an on-going series of short live action and animated 
shows through an interactive websites; On-line journals, namely, blogs in the field of ongoing short 
live action shows and animated cartoon series; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-
going webisodes featuring short live action and animated shows via a global computer network 
and the Internet.
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 Application Number 1,924,388  Filing Date 2018-10-10
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

L'OREAL, Société anonyme
14 rue Royale
75008 Paris
FRANCE

Agent
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
800 rue Square-Victoria, BUREAU 3700, C.P. 
242, MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H4Z1E9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

A.G.E. INTERRUPTER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Produits de soins de la peau.
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 Application Number 1,924,760  Filing Date 2018-10-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

The Wine Group LLC
4596 S. Tracy Boulevard
Tracy, CA 95377
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CHITIZ PATHAK LLP
77 King Street West, TD North Tower, Suite 
700, P.O. Box 118, Toronto, ONTARIO, 
M5K1G8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GOLDEN GATE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 33

alcoholic beverages, namely, wine
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 Application Number 1,926,752  Filing Date 2018-10-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Coors Brewing Company
1801 California Street, Suite 4600
Denver, CO 80202
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
550 BURRARD STREET, SUITE 2300, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2B5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MILLER HIGH LIFE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Medicinal, nutraceutical, and botanical preparations, namely non-alcoholic beverages, namely, 
beerflavoured beverages, fruit-flavoured beverages, carbonated beverages, honey-based 
beverages, proteinenriched sports beverages, energy drinks, smoothies, wine flavoured 
beverages, cider flavoured beverages, infused with marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana 
resins, marijuana oils, marijuana waxes for general health and well-being; kombucha tea infused 
with marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana resins, marijuana oils, marijuana waxes for general 
health and well-being; herbal tea infused with marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana resins, 
marijuana oils, marijuana waxes for general health and well-being; bottled water, flavoured water, 
glacial water, mineral water, carbonated water, sparkling water and spring water infused with 
marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana resins, marijuana oils, marijuana waxes for general 
health and well-being; medicinal, nutraceutical, and botanical preparations, namely non-alcoholic 
beverages, namely, beer-flavoured beverages, fruit-flavoured beverages, carbonated beverages, 
honey-based beverages, protein-enriched sports beverages, energy drinks, smoothies, wine 
flavoured beverages, cider flavoured beverages, infused with cannabis extracts, cannabis resins, 
cannabis oils, cannabis waxes for general health and well-being; kombucha tea infused with 
cannabis, cannabis extracts, cannabis resins, cannabis oils, cannabis waxes for general health 
and well-being; herbal tea infused with cannabis, cannabis extracts, cannabis resins, cannabis 
oils, cannabis waxes for general health and well-being; bottled water, flavoured water, glacial 
water, mineral water, carbonated water, sparkling water and spring water infused with cannabis, 
cannabis extracts, cannabis resins, cannabis oils, cannabis waxes for general health and well-
being

 Class 29
(2) Non-alcoholic milk-based beverages infused with marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana 
resins, marijuana oils, marijuana waxes; non-alcoholic milk-based beverages infused with 
cannabis, cannabis extracts, cannabis resins, cannabis oils, cannabis waxes

 Class 30
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(3) Non-alcoholic coffee-based beverages infused with marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana 
resins, marijuana oils, marijuana waxes, non-alcoholic tea-based beverages, infused with 
marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana resins, marijuana oils, marijuana waxes; herbal tea 
infused with marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana resins, marijuana oils, marijuana waxes; 
kombucha tea infused with marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana resins, marijuana oils, 
marijuana waxes; non-alcoholic coffee-based beverages infused with cannabis, cannabis extracts, 
cannabis resins, cannabis oils, cannabis waxes, non-alcoholic tea-based beverages, infused with 
cannabis, cannabis extracts, cannabis resins, cannabis oils, cannabis waxes; kombucha tea 
infused with cannabis, cannabis extracts, cannabis resins, cannabis oils, cannabis waxes; herbal 
tea infused with cannabis, cannabis extracts, cannabis resins, cannabis oils, cannabis waxes

 Class 32
(4) Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, beer-flavoured beverages, fruit-flavoured beverages, 
carbonated beverages, honey-based beverages, protein-enriched sports beverages, energy 
drinks, smoothies, wine flavoured beverages, cider flavoured beverages, infused with marijuana, 
marijuana extracts, marijuana resins, marijuana oils, marijuana waxes; non-alcoholic malt based 
beverages infused with marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana resins, marijuana oils, marijuana 
waxes; bottled water, flavoured water, glacial water, mineral water, carbonated water, sparkling 
water and spring water infused with marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana resins, marijuana 
oils, marijuana waxes; fruit juices infused with marijuana, marijuana extracts, marijuana resins, 
marijuana oils, marijuana waxes; vegetable juices infused with marijuana, marijuana extracts, 
marijuana resins, marijuana oils, marijuana waxes; Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, beer-
flavoured beverages, fruit-flavoured beverages, carbonated beverages, honey-based beverages, 
protein-enriched sports beverages, energy drinks, smoothies, wine flavoured beverages, cider 
flavoured beverages, infused with cannabis extracts, cannabis resins, cannabis oils, cannabis 
waxes; non-alcoholic malt based beverages infused with cannabis, cannabis extracts, cannabis 
resins, cannabis oils, cannabis waxes; bottled water, flavoured water, glacial water, mineral water, 
carbonated water, sparkling water and spring water infused with cannabis, cannabis extracts, 
cannabis resins, cannabis oils, cannabis waxes; fruit juices infused with cannabis, cannabis 
extracts, cannabis resins, cannabis oils, cannabis waxes; vegetable juices infused with cannnabis, 
cannabis extracts, cannabis resins, cannabis oils, cannabis waxes
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 Application Number 1,927,084  Filing Date 2018-10-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Roberto Ianni
575 Ridge Road
Welland
ONTARIO
L3B5N7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WEE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 32

Non-alcoholic beverages infused with marijuana, marijuana extracts, resins and oils, namely, 
energy drinks, vitamin enriched water, beer-flavoured beverages, fruit-flavoured beverages, 
carbonated beverages, protein-enriched sports beverages, coffee flavoured beverages, tea-
flavoured beverages, smoothies, and flavoured waters infused with marijuana extracts, resins and 
oils.
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 Application Number 1,927,641  Filing Date 2018-10-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Cook Medical Technologies LLC
750 Daniels Way
P.O. Box 2269
Bloomington, IN 47402
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ACUJECT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 10

Medical devices, namely, varices injectors for use in gastrointestinal endoscopic surgery
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 Application Number 1,930,916  Filing Date 2018-11-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

OCTOPUZ INC.
6-170 Columbia St W
Waterloo
ONTARIO
N2L3L3

Agent
LONNIE BRODKIN-SCHNEIDER
(MILLER THOMSON LLP), 1000, rue de la 
Gauchetière Ouest, bureau 3700, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4W5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

OCTOPUZ PATHFINDER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for programming industrial robots and for analyzing robot instructions in order 
to identify and correct errors

Services
Class 42
Computer software design; Programming of industrial robots for others; Creating three-
dimensional virtual environments of clients' manufacturing facilities for use in the programming of 
industrial robots and for use in conjunction with computer-aided design software to analyze 
toolpath instructions for industrial robots
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 Application Number 1,930,917  Filing Date 2018-11-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
CHEETAH'S PIZZA INC.
3902 57 Ave
Lloydminster
ALBERTA
T9V2B5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CHEETAH'S PIZZA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer and cellular telephone software for ordering food via the Internet

Services
Class 39
(1) Delivery of food by restaurants

Class 43
(2) Catering services; Restaurant services
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 Application Number 1,930,922  Filing Date 2018-11-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Shelley Moore
238 Balmoral Pl
Port Moody
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V3H4B9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

KindredNotes
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 14

(1) jewellery; key chains

 Class 16
(2) drawing paper; envelopes; greetings cards and postcards; note books; note paper; notebook 
covers; office rubber stamps; paper stationery; pencils; pens; stands for pens and pencils; stickers; 
wall calendars; writing instruments; writing pads; writing paper; writing stationery; year planners

 Class 18
(3) all-purpose athletic bags; all-purpose carrying bags; backpacks; book bags; imitation leather 
bags; leather bags; leather cases; messenger bags; shopping bags; shoulder bags; wallets

 Class 25
(4) athletic clothing; baby clothing; balaclavas; bandanas; caps; casual clothing; children's clothing; 
hats; hooded tops; loungewear; pants; shirts; shorts; socks; sweaters; t-shirts
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 Application Number 1,931,692  Filing Date 2018-11-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Literie Primo Inc./Primo Bedding Company Inc.
7000 Rue Hochelaga
Montréal
QUEBEC
H1N1Y7

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SOFI - An original sofa in a box
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 20

Sofas, couches, sleeper sofas.
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 Application Number 1,931,925  Filing Date 2018-11-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Roadmunk Inc.
119 Spadina Avenue
Suite 202
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5V2L1

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. 
The colours navy blue, light blue, green and orange are claimed as part of the trademark. The 
mark consists of a stylized lower case letter "r" with the top portion of the vertical line being green, 
the bottom portion being navy blue, and the curved portion beyond the vertical line being light blue, 
to the left of an orange circle.

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable computer software in the field of uploading, posting, displaying, editing, organizing, 
transmitting, sharing of product scheduling and managing business project roadmaps.

Services
Class 42
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Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for uploading, posting, displaying, 
editing, organizing, transmitting, or managing product scheduling, business management 
roadmaps, business project roadmaps, collection of project feedback, and product releases and 
business project idea roadmaps; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for 
accessing, viewing, and managing product scheduling, business management roadmaps, 
business project roadmaps, collection of project feedback, and product releases and business 
project idea roadmaps; Software as a service (SaaS) services, namely, hosting software for use by 
others to develop, manipulate, review, and manage product scheduling, business management 
roadmaps, business project roadmaps, collection of project feedback, and product releases and 
business project idea roadmaps; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer 
software problems in the field of product, business, project, or idea roadmaps, software as a 
service (SaaS) services featuring software for creating, reviewing and managing product 
scheduling, business management roadmaps, business project roadmaps, collection of project 
feedback, and product releases and business project idea roadmaps.
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 Application Number 1,933,497  Filing Date 2018-11-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
ZY4 Systems Inc.
1846 Wesbrook Cres
Vancouver
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V6T1W2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Shannon Event Horizon
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) electronic encryption units

 Class 16
(2) computer manuals featuring software encryption algorithms

Services
Class 42
data encryption and decoding services; data encryption services
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 Application Number 1,933,788  Filing Date 2018-12-03
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Exxon Mobil Corporation
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard
Irving, TX 75039-2298
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601 , Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MOBIL SUPER MOTO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 04

motorcycle engine oil
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 Application Number 1,934,449  Filing Date 2018-12-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Unilever Canada Inc.
160 Bloor Street East
Suite 1400
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4W3R2

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Soaps, namely, bar soap, bath soap, body soap, facial soap, hand soap, liquid soap, and 
shaving soap; detergents soap; bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes, all-purpose 
cleaning preparations, perfumery, toilet water, aftershave, cologne; essential oils for personal use 
and aromatherapy; massage preparations; deodorants and antiperspirants; toothpaste; 
mouthwash; preparations for the care of the mouth and teeth; non-medicated toilet preparations, 
namely, talcum powder, soap and impregnated cleaning pads; bath and shower gel, foam, cream, 
lotion, milk, oils and salts; skin care preparations; oils, creams and lotions for the skin; shaving 
preparations; pre-shave and aftershave preparations; depilatory preparations; sun-tanning and sun 
protection preparations; cosmetics; make-up and make-up removing preparations; petroleum jelly; 
lip care preparations; talcum powder; cotton wool, cotton sticks; pre-moistened cosmetic pads, 
tissues and wipes; pre-moistened cosmetic cleansing pads, tissues and wipes; impregnated 
cosmetic cleansing pads, tissues and wipes; beauty masks, facial packs

 Class 04
(2) Aromatherapy products, namely, fragrance candles
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 Application Number 1,937,953  Filing Date 2018-12-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pi CO. IP Inc.
1200 Bloor Street, #4
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5R2A5

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SALAD BAR BY PI CO.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Illuminated advertising signs; backlit signs; neon signs; digital billboards; electronic billboards.

 Class 16
(2) Packaging, namely, paper packaging boxes, paper bags and plastic bags; paper napkins and 
disposable napkins; stickers; advertising signs of cardboard and paper; paper and cardboard 
advertisement billboards; flyers; menus.

 Class 21
(3) Bowls, beverage containers and food storage containers, cups.

 Class 25
(4) Clothing, namely, shirts, hats, aprons.

 Class 29
(5) Vegetable salad; fruit jelly and jam, savoury jelly, namely, tomato jelly; fruit and nut toppings.

 Class 30
(6) Pizza; dessert toppings, namely, chocolate, marshmallow and candy; coffee.

 Class 32
(7) Drinks, namely, carbonated soft drinks, carbonated water, bottled water and fruit flavoured 
drinks; beer.

 Class 33
(8) Wine.

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising the goods and services of others via signs, billboards, flyers, radio, television, 
newspapers and magazines; franchise services, namely, offering technical assistance in the 
establishment and operation of restaurants.
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Class 42
(2) Hosting an interactive website in the field of food and beverage restaurants.

Class 43
(3) Restaurant services; bar services; providing information in the field of food and beverage 
restaurants via an interactive website and pages on third-party social media websites.
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 Application Number 1,937,954  Filing Date 2018-12-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pi CO. IP Inc.
1200 Bloor Street, #4
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5R2A5

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PI CO. PIZZA + SALAD BAR
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Illuminated advertising signs; backlit signs; neon signs; digital billboards; electronic billboards.

 Class 16
(2) Packaging, namely, paper packaging boxes, paper bags and plastic bags; paper napkins and 
disposable napkins; stickers; advertising signs of cardboard and paper; paper and cardboard 
advertisement billboards; flyers; menus.

 Class 21
(3) Bowls, beverage containers and food storage containers, cups.

 Class 25
(4) Clothing, namely, shirts, hats, aprons.

 Class 29
(5) Vegetable salad; fruit jelly and jam, savoury jelly, namely, tomato jelly; fruit and nut toppings.

 Class 30
(6) Pizza; dessert toppings, namely, chocolate, marshmallow and candy; coffee.

 Class 32
(7) Drinks, namely, carbonated soft drinks, carbonated water, bottled water and fruit flavoured 
drinks; beer.

 Class 33
(8) Wine.

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising the goods and services of others via signs, billboards, flyers, radio, television, 
newspapers and magazines; franchise services, namely, offering technical assistance in the 
establishment and operation of restaurants.
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Class 42
(2) Hosting an interactive website in the field of food and beverage restaurants.

Class 43
(3) Restaurant services; bar services; providing information in the field of food and beverage 
restaurants via an interactive website and pages on third-party social media websites.
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 Application Number 1,939,583  Filing Date 2019-01-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

GREENLEAF FOODS, SPC
c/o Corporation Service Company
300 Deschutes Way SW Ste 304
Tumwater, WA 98501
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CHRISTINA CAPONE SETTIMI
(Maple Leaf Foods Inc.), 6985 Financial Drive, 
Mississauga, ONTARIO, L5N0A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Plant-based meat substitutes; prepared and frozen vegetarian prepared meals consisting of 
plant-based meat substitutes; frozen plant-based snack foods, namely, frozen vegetable-based 
snack food, frozen soybased snack food, frozen pulse-based snack food, frozen bean-based 
snack food and frozen fungi-based snack food; frozen prepared meals consisting primarily of 
vegetables; frozen prepared meals consisting primarily of vegetables in combination with rice, 
pasta and grains, namely wheat, rice, rye, oats, quinoa, barley, amaranth, buckwheat, bulgur, 
corn, einkorn, farro/emmer, millet, freekeh, kamut, kaniwa, sorghum, spelt, teff, triticale, wild rice; 
plant-based frankfurters; plant-based sliced ham, chicken, bologna, pepperoni and turkey; 
vegetarian chili stew; chicken strips, chicken nuggets, beef strips, meatball substitutes made from 
plant protein; plant protein with cooked beans, corn and sauce for use as a meat substitute; 
formed textured vegetable protein for use as a meat substitute; veggie burger patties; vegetable 
protein food product for use as a bacon substitute; plant-based meat substitute in a barbecue 
sauce.

 Class 30
(2) Vegetarian prepared meals consisting primarily of rice, pasta, grains, namely wheat, rice, rye, 
oats, quinoa, barley, amaranth, buckwheat, bulgur, corn, einkorn, farro/emmer, millet, freekeh, 
kamut, kaniwa, sorghum, spelt, teff, triticale, wild rice and also containing vegetables and plant-
based meat substitutes; dough-enrobed foods comprising a dough-based wrapper and dough 
base with fillings and toppings consisting primarily of vegetables and cheese; dough-enrobed 
foods comprising a dough-based wrapper and dough base with fillings and toppings consisting 
primarily of vegetables, cheese and plant-based meat substitutes; prepared entrees consisting 
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primarily of pasta; frozen grain-based snack food, namely wheat, rice, rye, oats, quinoa, barley, 
amaranth, buckwheat, bulgur, corn, einkorn, farro/emmer, millet, freekeh, kamut, kaniwa, sorghum, 
spelt, teff, triticale and wild rice based snack food.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 02, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88/247,257 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,939,584  Filing Date 2019-01-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

GREENLEAF FOODS, SPC
c/o Corporation Service Company
300 Deschutes Way SW, Suite 304
Tumwater, WA 98501
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CHRISTINA CAPONE SETTIMI
(Maple Leaf Foods Inc.), 6985 Financial Drive, 
Mississauga, ONTARIO, L5N0A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Plant-based meat substitutes; prepared and frozen vegetarian prepared meals consisting of 
plant-based meat substitutes; frozen plant-based snack foods, namely, frozen vegetable-based 
snack food, frozen soybased snack food, frozen pulse-based snack food, frozen bean-based 
snack food and frozen fungi-based snack food; frozen prepared meals consisting primarily of 
vegetables; frozen prepared meals consisting primarily of vegetables in combination with rice, 
pasta and grains, namely wheat, rice, rye, oats, quinoa, barley, amaranth, buckwheat, bulgur, 
corn, einkorn, farro/emmer, millet, freekeh, kamut, kaniwa, sorghum, spelt, teff, triticale, wild rice; 
plant-based frankfurters; plant-based sliced ham, chicken, bologna, pepperoni and turkey; 
vegetarian chili stew; chicken strips, chicken nuggets, beef strips, meatball substitutes made from 
plant protein; plant protein with cooked beans, corn and sauce for use as a meat substitute; 
formed textured vegetable protein for use as a meat substitute; veggie burger patties; vegetable 
protein food product for use as a bacon substitute; plant-based meat substitute in a barbecue 
sauce.

 Class 30
(2) Vegetarian prepared meals consisting primarily of rice, pasta, grains, namely wheat, rice, rye, 
oats, quinoa, barley, amaranth, buckwheat, bulgur, corn, einkorn, farro/emmer, millet, freekeh, 
kamut, kaniwa, sorghum, spelt, teff, triticale, wild rice and also containing vegetables and plant-
based meat substitutes; dough-enrobed foods comprising a dough-based wrapper and dough 
base with fillings and toppings consisting primarily of vegetables and cheese; dough-enrobed 
foods comprising a dough-based wrapper and dough base with fillings and toppings consisting 
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primarily of vegetables, cheese and plant-based meat substitutes; prepared entrees consisting 
primarily of pasta; frozen grain-based snack food, namely wheat, rice, rye, oats, quinoa, barley, 
amaranth, buckwheat, bulgur, corn, einkorn, farro/emmer, millet, freekeh, kamut, kaniwa, sorghum, 
spelt, teff, triticale and wild rice based snack food.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 02, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88/247,252 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,940,743  Filing Date 2019-01-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

H. Lundbeck A/S
Ottiliavej 9
2500 Valby
DENMARK

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. Starting from the top and moving downwards, the 
first horizontal line is yellow. The word 'Lundbeck' and the line underneath it are gold and the 
design element next to the word Lundbeck is gold with orange shading and both appear on a white 
background. The bottom horizontal line is blue.

Goods
 Class 05

Pharmaceuticals and medical preparations and substances and vaccines for the prevention and 
treatment of disorders and diseases in, generated by and acting on the central nervous system, 
namely, dementia, Alzheimer's disorder and disease, dizziness, seizures, stroke, depression, 
cognitive impairment, cognitive disorders and diseases, mood disorders, psychosis, anxiety, 
apathy, epilepsy, Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS), sclerosis, porphyria, Huntington's disorder and 
disease, insomnia, Parkinson's disorder and disease, falls due to loss of balance, movement 
disorders and diseases, dyskinesia, poor and absent motor functions, tremor, schizophrenia, 
bipolar disorder and disease, mania, ADHD, PTSD, agitation, aggression, autism, melancholy, 
OCD, Tourette's syndrome, progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP), restlessness, akathisia, fatigue, 
somnolence, nausea, cancer, migraine, pain, alcoholism and alcohol dependency; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of disorders and diseases in, 
generated by or acting on the central nervous system, namely dementia, Alzheimer's disorder and 
disease, dizziness, seizures, stroke, depression, cognitive impairment, cognitive disorders and 
diseases, mood disorders, psychosis, anxiety, apathy, epilepsy, Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS), 
sclerosis, porphyria, Huntington's disorder and disease, insomnia, Parkinson's disorder and 
disease, falls due to loss of balance, movement disorders and diseases, dyskinesia, poor and 
absent motor functions, tremor, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and disease, mania, ADHD, PTSD, 
agitation, aggression, autism, melancholy, OCD, Tourette's syndrome, progressive supranuclear 
palsy (PSP), restlessness, akathisia, fatigue, somnolence, nausea, cancer, migraine, pain, 
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alcoholism and alcohol dependency; central nervous system stimulants; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of psychiatric and neurological 
disorders and diseases, namely dementia, Alzheimer's disorder and disease, dizziness, seizures, 
stroke, depression, cognitive impairment, cognitive disorders and diseases, mood disorders, 
psychosis, anxiety, apathy, epilepsy, Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS), sclerosis, porphyria, 
Huntington's disorder and disease, insomnia, Parkinson's disorder and disease, falls due to loss of 
balance, movement disorders and diseases, dyskinesia, poor and absent motor functions, tremor, 
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and disease, mania, ADHD, PTSD, agitation, aggression, autism, 
melancholy, OCD, Tourette's syndrome, progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP), restlessness, 
akathisia, fatigue, somnolence, nausea, cancer, migraine, pain, alcoholism and alcohol 
dependency; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of 
dementia, Alzheimer's disorder and disease, dizziness, seizures, stroke, depression, cognitive 
impairment, cognitive disorders and diseases, mood disorders, psychosis, anxiety, apathy, 
epilepsy, Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS), sclerosis, porphyria, Huntington's disorder and 
disease, insomnia, Parkinson's disorder and disease, falls due to loss of balance, movement 
disorders and diseases, dyskinesia, poor and absent motor functions, tremor, schizophrenia, 
bipolar disorder and disease, mania, ADHD, PTSD, agitation, aggression, autism, melancholy, 
OCD, Tourette's syndrome, progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP), restlessness, akathisia, fatigue, 
somnolence, nausea, cancer, migraine, pain, alcoholism and alcohol dependency; diagnostic 
reagents and agents for medical diagnostic use

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 31, 2018, Country or Office: DENMARK, Application No: VA 2018 01640 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,942,485  Filing Date 2019-01-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Equilottery LLC
1300 West Main Street
Louisville, KY 40203
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MILLER THOMSON LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
SUITE 5800, P.O. BOX 1011, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EQUILOTTERY GAMES
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable mobile applications for playing a lottery game and/or entering into a pari-mutuel 
wagering pool; downloadable electronic game software for use on mobile devices; computer game 
software.

Services
Class 41
Lottery services; gaming services in the nature of conducting on-line lottery games; consulting 
services in the field of lotteries, gaming, and pari-mutuel wagering systems.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 24, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88/049,764 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind 
of services
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 Application Number 1,943,221  Filing Date 2019-01-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
High Sense Solutions Inc.
46 Long Point Dr.
Richmond Hill
ONTARIO
L4E3W8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

water leak locator, water leak detector, smart water leak locator, smart water leak detector, digital 
water leak locator, digital water leak detector, analog water leak locator, analog water leak 
detector, acoustic water leak locator, acoustic water leak detector, radio water leak locator, radio 
water leak detector, radio frequency water leak locator, radio frequency water leak detector, 
magnetic water leak locator, magnetic water leak detector, smart digital water leak locator, smart 
digital water leak detector, smart analog water leak locator, smart analog water leak detector, 
smart acoustic water leak locator, smart acoustic water leak detector, smart radio water leak 
locator, smart radio water leak detector, smart radio frequency water leak locator, smart radio 
frequency water leak detector, smart magnetic water leak locator, smart magnetic water leak 
detector, digital acoustic water leak locator, digital acoustic water leak detector, digital radio water 
leak locator, digital radio water leak detector, digital radio frequency water leak locator, digital radio 
frequency water leak detector, digital magnetic water leak locator, digital magnetic water leak 
detector, analog acoustic water leak locator, analog acoustic water leak detector, analog radio 
water leak locator, analog radio water leak detector, analog radio frequency water leak locator, 
analog radio frequency water leak detector, analog magnetic water leak locator, analog magnetic 
water leak detector, water leak sensor, water leak detector, water leak sensor and detector.

Services
Class 37
inspection service in the nature of detection of household plumbing water leaks, inspection service 
in the nature of detection of municipal plumbing water leaks, inspection service in the nature of 
detection of city plumbing water leaks, inspection service in the nature of detection of state 
plumbing water leaks, inspection service in the nature of reduction of non-revenue water, 
inspection service in the nature of detection of water loss in utility network at homes and 
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municipalities, inspection service in the nature of detection of utilities, namely, water leaks, by 
using non-destructive tests.
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 Application Number 1,943,732  Filing Date 2019-01-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Abercrombie & Fitch Trading Co.
6301 Fitch Path
New Albany, OH 43054
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CPST INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INC.
Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street, Suite 2425, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
Retail store services featuring clothing, fashion accessories namely, jewelry, watches, scarves, 
hair ornaments, belts, sunglasses and socks for all of the foregoing, and bags, headwear namely 
hats and caps, footwear namely beach and casual, personal care products, namely non-medicated 
skin care preparations, and swimwear.
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 Application Number 1,945,548  Filing Date 2019-02-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
4 Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BOMBSHELL DESIRE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays.
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 Application Number 1,945,618  Filing Date 2019-02-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LITERIE PRIMO INC./PRIMO BEDDING 
COMPANY INC.
7000 Hochelaga Street
Montréal
QUEBEC
H2N1Y7

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SOFIBED
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 20

Sofas, couches, sleeper sofas;
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 Application Number 1,945,619  Filing Date 2019-02-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LITERIE PRIMO INC./PRIMO BEDDING 
COMPANY INC.
7000 Hochelaga Street
Montréal
QUEBEC
H2N1Y7

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SOFISOFABED
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 20

Sofas, couches, sleeper sofas;
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 Application Number 1,945,928  Filing Date 2019-02-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

E. & J. Gallo Winery
600 Yosemite Boulevard
Modesto, CA 95354
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 33

Alcoholic beverages, namely wines.
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 Application Number 1,946,341  Filing Date 2019-02-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

POLYCOR FRANCE, Société par actions 
simplifiée
Les Carrières
89440 Massangis
FRANCE

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
COMPLEXE JULES-DALLAIRE/TOUR 
OGILVY RENAULT , BUREAU 1500, 2828, 
BOULEVARD LAURIER, QUÉBEC, QUEBEC, 
G1V0B9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

VALANGES
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 19

Building materials namely natural stones
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 Application Number 1,946,716  Filing Date 2019-02-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LITERIE PRIMO INC./PRIMO BEDDING 
COMPANY INC.
7000 Hochelaga Street
Montréal
QUEBEC
H2N1Y7

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SOFI SLEEP
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 20

Beds, bed frames, bed bases, box springs, mattresses, pillows, mattress toppers;
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 Application Number 1,948,957  Filing Date 2019-02-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
4 Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RADIANT JASMINE. WILD FREESIA. BLOOM 
AWAY.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays; non-
medicated lip care preparations; lip gloss; facial masks; body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated 
bath salts
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 Application Number 1,948,958  Filing Date 2019-02-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
4 Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WATER LILY. AMBER DREAM. PETAL PUSHER.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays; non-
medicated lip care preparations; lip gloss; facial masks; body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated 
bath salts
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 Application Number 1,948,959  Filing Date 2019-02-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
4 Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SUNLIT BAMBOO. VANILLA BLOOMS. BOUQUET 
ALL DAY.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays; non-
medicated lip care preparations; lip gloss; facial masks; body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated 
bath salts
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 Application Number 1,949,614  Filing Date 2019-03-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
4 Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays used as 
personal deodorants and fragrances; non-medicated lip care preparations; lip gloss; facial masks; 
body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated bath salts
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 Application Number 1,951,259  Filing Date 2019-03-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Exxon Mobil Corporation
5959 LAS COLINAS BOULEVARD
IRVING 75039-2298, TX 75039-2298
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EXXONMOBIL DIESEL EFFICIENT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

Chemical additive for motor fuels
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 Application Number 1,951,832  Filing Date 2019-03-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Mayborn (UK) Limited
Mayborn House
Baillol Business Park
Newcastle Upon Tyne
Northumberland, NE12 8EW
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
DEETH WILLIAMS WALL LLP
150 YORK STREET, SUITE 400, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TOMMEE TIPPEE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Non-medicated hair care preparations and non-medicated skin care preparations; skin creams; 
skin balms; body lotions; body oils; skin moisturizers; baby lotion; baby oil; nipple creams and 
balms; lotions, creams and gels for prevention and treatment of stretch marks; moisturising gels; 
sun protection oils, lotions, creams and gels; aftersun oils, lotions, creams and gels; lip balms; 
talcum powder; household detergents; detergent for washing baby bottles

 Class 05
(2) Medicated hair care preparations for the treatment of seborrheic dermatitis, scalp psoriasis, 
dandruff, lice, and for stimulating hair growth; medicated skin care preparations for hydrating the 
skin during pregnancy and for treating dermatitis, eczema, rosacea, psoriasis, acne and heat rash; 
medicated skin creams for hydrating the skin during pregnancy and for treating dermatitis, 
eczema, rosacea, psoriasis, acne and heat rash; medicated skin balms for hydrating the skin 
during pregnancy and for treating dermatitis, eczema, rosacea, psoriasis, acne and heat rash; 
medicated body lotions for hydrating the skin during pregnancy and for treating dermatitis, 
eczema, rosacea, psoriasis, acne and heat rash; medicated body oils for hydrating the skin during 
pregnancy and for treating dermatitis, eczema, rosacea, psoriasis, acne and heat rash; medicated 
skin moisturizers for treating dry skin caused by pregnancy; medicated baby lotion for treating 
eczema, dry skin and baby acne; medicated baby oil for treating eczema, dry skin and baby acne; 
medicated nipple creams and balms for the treatment of cracked and sore nipples; medicated 
lotions, creams and gels for prevention and treatment of stretch marks; medicated moisturising 
gels for treating dry skin caused by pregnancy; medicated oils, lotions, creams and gels for 
preventing and treating sunburn; medicated oils, lotions, creams and gels for treating sunburn 
resulting from aftersun exposure; medicated lip balms to treat dry and cracked lips; medicated 
talcum powder to treat skin irritations and itching; sterilants, namely, disinfectants for household 
use and all-purpose disinfectants; sterilants for cleansing babies' bottles; sanitising detergent for 
washing baby bottles
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 Application Number 1,955,685  Filing Date 2019-04-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Energizer Brands, LLC
533 Maryville University Drive
St. Louis, MO 63141
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
PERLEY-ROBERTSON, HILL & MCDOUGALL 
LLP
1400 - 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1R0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) General purpose batteries, battery chargers for rechargeable general purpose batteries

 Class 11
(2) LED flashlights; electric flashlights, electric lanterns, portable headlamps

Claims
Priority Filing Date: October 24, 2018, Country or Office: JAMAICA, Application No: 076170 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,956,108  Filing Date 2019-04-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
Four Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JUNIPER BERRIES. CRIMSON ORCHID. TOTAL 
FANTASY.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays; non-
medicated lip care preparations; lip gloss; facial masks; body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated 
bath salts
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 Application Number 1,956,109  Filing Date 2019-04-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
Four Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DARK MAGNOLIA. HONEYSUCKLE STAR. 
MYSTICAL BOUQUET.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays; non-
medicated lip care preparations; lip gloss; facial masks; body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated 
bath salts
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 Application Number 1,956,110  Filing Date 2019-04-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
Four Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WATER LILY. DELICATE LOTUS. MOONLIT 
SPELL.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays; non-
medicated lip care preparations; lip gloss; facial masks; body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated 
bath salts
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 Application Number 1,956,111  Filing Date 2019-04-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
Four Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PEAR BLOSSOM. BERGAMOT SPLASH. 
HYPNOTIC TWIST.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays; non-
medicated lip care preparations; lip gloss; facial masks; body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated 
bath salts
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 Application Number 1,956,112  Filing Date 2019-04-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
Four Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WARM SANDALWOOD. LUSH ROSE. TWILIGHT 
TRANCE.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays; non-
medicated lip care preparations; lip gloss; facial masks; body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated 
bath salts
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 Application Number 1,956,113  Filing Date 2019-04-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
Four Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RICH JASMINE. AIRY MUSK. MAGICAL HOUR.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays; non-
medicated lip care preparations; lip gloss; facial masks; body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated 
bath salts
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 Application Number 1,958,251  Filing Date 2019-04-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Anheuser-Busch, LLC
One Busch Place
St. Louis, MO 63118
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BARRETTE LEGAL INC.
445 Viger Ouest, Suite 200, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H2Z2B8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The word BUDWEISER is white. The bow tie 
shaped background is red.

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Cannabis oil for cosmetic purposes; cannabidiol (CBD) oil for cosmetic purposes.

 Class 29
(2) Edible oils; cannabis oil for food; cannabidiol (CBD) oil for food; prepared meals consisting 
principally of chicken and containing cannabis plant derivatives; prepared meals primarily 
consisting of cooked fruits and vegetables and containing cannabis plant derivatives; prepared 
meals primarily consisting of cannabis plant derivatives; hemp-based beverages for use as a milk 
substitute; cannabis-based spreads; fruit chips, kale chips, potato chips, yuca chips, all containing 
cannabis plant derivatives.

 Class 30
(3) Bread, pastries, cakes, cake mixes, cupcakes, chocolate, candy bars, cereal bars, candies, 
caramel, almond confectionery, chocolate confectioneryt, frozen confectionery, fruit-based 
confectionery, sugar confectionery, chewing gum and biscuits all containing cannabis plant 
derivatives; sauces containing cannabis plant derivatives namely barbecue sauce, chicken wing 
sauce, steak sauce, tartar sauce, pizza sauce, tomato sauce, pasta sauce, cheese sauce, chili 
sauce and marinades; dressing and vinaigrette for salads containing cannabis plant derivatives; 
mustard containing cannabis plant derivatives; popcorn, corn chips, taco chips, tortilla chips, 
wonton chips, chocolate-covered pretzels, soft pretzels, all containing cannabis plant derivatives; 
coffee infused with cannabis; tea infused with cannabis; ice cream containing cannabis plant 
derivatives; prepared pizza containing cannabis plant derivatives; noodle-based prepared meals 
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containing cannabis plant derivatives, rice-based prepared meals containing cannabis plant 
derivatives; coffee beverages infused with cannabis; tea beverages infused with cannabis; hemp-
based tea.

 Class 31
(4) Live cannabis plants.

 Class 32
(5) Non-alcoholic malt-based beverages infused with cannabis; non-alcoholic beer beverages 
infused with cannabis, non-alcoholic fruit-based beverages infused with cannabis; aerated water, 
bottled water, carbonated water, drinking water, flat water, glacial water, mineral water, soda water 
and flavoured water infused with cannabis; hemp-based carbonated waters; alcoholic malt-based 
beverages, namely toasted-malt beer ; beer infused with cannabis.

 Class 33
(6) Alcoholic beverages infused with cannabis namely, vodka-based beverages, rum-based 
beverages, gin-based beverages, alcoholic coolers, alcoholic cocktails, alcoholic bitters, wine-
based beverages; alcoholic malt-based beverages, namely malt whiskey, alcoholic malt-based 
coolers.

 Class 34
(7) Dried cannabis and dried cannabinoid; Smoking accessories, namely, lighters, matches, 
ashtrays, pipes, water pipes, cigarettes rolling papers, grinders, vaporizers.

Services
Class 41
(1) Providing educational information in the field of cannabis and cannabidiol (CBD) via a website.

Class 43
(2) Bar and restaurants services; cafés; catering services.
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 Application Number 1,958,628  Filing Date 2019-04-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
Four Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DREAM ANGEL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Body wash; body cream; body lotion; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau de parfum; 
eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays; non-
medicated lip care preparations; lip gloss; facial masks; body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated 
bath salts
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 Application Number 1,958,629  Filing Date 2019-04-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
Four Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MIST MADNESS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Fragrances and perfumery; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays.

Services
Class 35
Retail store services and online retail store services featuring personal care products, namely, 
fragrances and perfumery; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays.
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 Application Number 1,958,630  Filing Date 2019-04-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, 
LLC
Four Limited Parkway
Reynoldsburg , OH 43068
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MIST MAY-NIA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Fragrances and perfumery; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays.

Services
Class 35
Retail store services and online retail store services featuring personal care products, namely, 
fragrances and perfumery; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely body mist; body sprays.
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 Application Number 1,961,535  Filing Date 2019-05-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Societe BIC
14, rue Jeanne d'Asnieres
Clichy, 92110
FRANCE

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SOLEIL SENSITIVE ADVANCED
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 08

Shavers, namely razors and razor blades.
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 Application Number 1,963,407  Filing Date 2019-05-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MAGNET FORENSICS INC.
156 Columbia Street West Unit 2
Waterlooo
ONTARIO
N2L3L3

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
1 MAIN STREET WEST, HAMILTON, 
ONTARIO, L8P4Z5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MAGNET SHIELD
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer hardware/software for conducting forensic analysis, namely, mobile devices, computer 
hard drives, external hard drives, USB flash drives, internet servers, and internet access software
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 Application Number 1,971,594  Filing Date 2019-06-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Exxon Mobil Corporation
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard
Irving, TX 75039
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601 , Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MOBIL 1
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 01

(1) transmission fluids

 Class 07
(2) oil filters

Services
Class 37
vehicle lubrication services

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 29, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88407336 in association with the same kind of goods (2); May 01, 2019, Country or Office: 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application No: 88410480 in association with the same kind of 
goods (1)
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 Application Number 1,974,540  Filing Date 2019-07-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

First West Credit Union
6470 - 201st Street
Langley
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V2Y2X7

Agent
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP
Suite 2800, PARK PLACE, 666 BURRARD 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6C2Z7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

VESTIGO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 36
Credit union services; Banking services; ATM credit union services; ATM banking services; Mobile 
credit union services; Mobile banking services; Online credit union services; Online banking 
services; Telephone credit union services; Telephone banking services; Financial services, 
namely, the provision of chequing accounts and saving accounts; Financial and related services, 
namely, cash and foreign exchange transactions, credit card transaction processing services, 
foreign exchange transactions, electronic transfer of funds, electronic transfer of money, and debit 
card services; Financial and related services, namely, insurance services, financial planning 
services, wealth management services, estate planning services, investment services, namely, 
investment banking, investment management and financial investment counselling, registered 
retirement savings plans, registered retirement income funds, registered education savings plans, 
loan services, mortgage services, financial services, namely, providing term deposits, trust 
services, namely, financial trust management and financial trust planning, foreign currency 
exchange services, safety deposit box services, credit card services, and mutual fund services
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 Application Number 1,974,542  Filing Date 2019-07-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

First West Credit Union
6470 - 201st Street
Langley
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V2Y2X7

Agent
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP
Suite 2800, PARK PLACE, 666 BURRARD 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6C2Z7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MIRUS CREDIT UNION
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 36
Credit union services; Banking services; ATM credit union services; ATM banking services; Mobile 
credit union services; Mobile banking services; Online credit union services; Online banking 
services; Telephone credit union services; Telephone banking services; Financial services, 
namely, the provision of chequing accounts and saving accounts; Financial and related services, 
namely, cash and foreign exchange transactions, credit card transaction processing services, 
foreign exchange transactions, electronic transfer of funds, electronic transfer of money, and debit 
card services; Financial and related services, namely, insurance services, financial planning 
services, wealth management services, estate planning services, investment services, namely, 
investment banking, investment management and financial investment counselling, registered 
retirement savings plans, registered retirement income funds, registered education savings plans, 
loan services, mortgage services, financial services, namely, providing term deposits, trust 
services, namely, financial trust management and financial trust planning, foreign currency 
exchange services, safety deposit box services, credit card services, and mutual fund services
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 Application Number 1,974,544  Filing Date 2019-07-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

First West Credit Union
6470 - 201st Street
Langley
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V2Y2X7

Agent
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP
Suite 2800, PARK PLACE, 666 BURRARD 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6C2Z7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MIRUS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 36
Credit union services; Banking services; ATM credit union services; ATM banking services; Mobile 
credit union services; Mobile banking services; Online credit union services; Online banking 
services; Telephone credit union services; Telephone banking services; Financial services, 
namely, the provision of chequing accounts and saving accounts; Financial and related services, 
namely, cash and foreign exchange transactions, credit card transaction processing services, 
foreign exchange transactions, electronic transfer of funds, electronic transfer of money, and debit 
card services; Financial and related services, namely, insurance services, financial planning 
services, wealth management services, estate planning services, investment services, namely, 
investment banking, investment management and financial investment counselling, registered 
retirement savings plans, registered retirement income funds, registered education savings plans, 
loan services, mortgage services, financial services, namely, providing term deposits, trust 
services, namely, financial trust management and financial trust planning, foreign currency 
exchange services, safety deposit box services, credit card services, and mutual fund services
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 Application Number 1,976,566  Filing Date 2019-07-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Exxon Mobil Corporation
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard
Irving, TX 75039
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601 , Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MOBIL EZ ORDER
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

mobile app permitting on-line ordering of lubricant products

Services
Class 35
services of dedicated on-line ordering of lubricant products
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 Application Number 1,977,291  Filing Date 2019-06-17
 International Registration Number 1478829

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Grubbly Farms Inc.
3617 Shallowford Road
Doraville GA 30340
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GRUBBLIES
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Medicated animal feed; animal feed supplements.

 Class 31
(2) Animal feed; treats for livestock; bird treats; pet treats.
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 Application Number 1,977,293  Filing Date 2019-06-17
 International Registration Number 1479011

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Grubbly Farms Inc.
3617 Shallowford Road
Doraville GA 30340
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GRUBBLY FARMS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Disclaimer
The right to the exclusive use of the word "FARMS" is disclaimed apart from the trademark.

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Medicated animal feed; animal feed supplements.

 Class 31
(2) Animal feed; treats for livestock; bird treats; pet treats.
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 Application Number 1,977,294  Filing Date 2019-06-17
 International Registration Number 1479019

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Grubbly Farms Inc.
3617 Shallowford Road
Doraville GA 30340
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GRUBBLY
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 31

Animal feed; treats for livestock; bird treats; pet treats.
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 Application Number 1,977,450  Filing Date 2019-07-10
 International Registration Number 1000138

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
CHO, Ho Joon
102-1202, Imaechon Gumgang APT,
Imae-dong,
Bundang-gu,
Seongnam-city,
Gyeonggi-do
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 20

Sofas, easy chairs, office chairs.
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 Application Number 1,979,511  Filing Date 2019-06-24
 International Registration Number 1481743

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Almond Cow, Inc.
5317 Peachtree Blvd, T-620
Chamblee GA 30341
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ALMOND COW
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 07

Beverage processing machines; electric food blenders; electric food choppers; electric food 
grinders; electric food grinders for household and domestic use; electric food processors; 
electrically-powered kitchen appliance for dicing, mincing, slicing and chopping food; food 
processors, electric; kitchen grinders, electric; milk filtering machines; hand-held electric-powered 
food processors.



  1,979,526 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 820

 Application Number 1,979,526  Filing Date 2019-06-26
 International Registration Number 1481579

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Eagle View Technologies, Inc.
3700 Monte Villa Parkway
Bothell WA 98021
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1000 RUE DE LA GAUCHETIERE OUEST, 
BUREAU 3300, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, 
H3B4W5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SUNSITE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 42
Remote measuring services for the exterior features of roofs, walls, other architectural or design 
features of buildings or other structures, vegetation, or terrain using aerial imagery and computer 
software; providing computer modeling services based upon aerial imagery, namely, creating from 
aerial imagery computer representations of roofs, walls, windows, solar panels, other architectural 
or design features of buildings or other structures, vegetation, or terrain; providing information and 
analysis relating to measurements of roofs, walls, windows, solar panels, other architectural or 
design features of buildings or other structures, vegetation, or terrain made on orthogonal and 
oblique imagery for purposes of solar photovoltaic system design and installation by third parties.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 27, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88243261 in association with the same kind of services



  1,979,534 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 821

 Application Number 1,979,534  Filing Date 2019-06-27
 International Registration Number 1481476

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
International Computer Science Institute
1947 Center Street Suite 600
Berkeley CA 94704
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ZEEKURITY
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for network traffic analyzing, security, performance and troubleshooting; 
computer software for administration of computer networks; computer software for monitoring 
computer networks, collecting computer network measurements, conducting forensic 
investigations of computer networks, and conducting computer network analysis that may be 
downloaded from a global computer network.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 31, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88246204 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,979,614 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 822

 Application Number 1,979,614  Filing Date 2019-07-24
 International Registration Number 1262507

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
CARR NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
26 Grampian Road,
St Heliers
Auckland 1071
NEW ZEALAND

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CARRFLEX
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 24

Polyurethane fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, upholstery, automotive 
components; mattress and pillow covers, textile substitute materials made from synthetic 
materials; fabrics coated with thermoplastic and/or plastic coatings for use in manufacturing in a 
wide variety of industries; fabric coated with rubber or plastics.



  1,980,652 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 823

 Application Number 1,980,652  Filing Date 2019-07-15
 International Registration Number 1477154

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Atomology, LLC
125 E MAIN ST #604
American Fork UT 84003
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSAN MACLEAN IP AGENCY INC.
336 Maclaren Street, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K2P0M6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

COREBRIDGE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 42
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for business management 
functions, including accounting, pricing, data management, design and production processes, file 
management, HR support, generating reports, data storage and security, and workflow 
management.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 23, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88273408 in association with the same kind of services



  1,981,643 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 824

 Application Number 1,981,643  Filing Date 2019-07-16
 International Registration Number 1484284

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Sustanture, LLC
Suite 100
3737 Glenwood Avenue
Raleigh NC 27612
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SHINGLE SHIELD
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 01

Chemicals for asphalt shingles.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 25, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88487607 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,981,645 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 825

 Application Number 1,981,645  Filing Date 2019-07-16
 International Registration Number 1484253

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

AM General LLC
105 N. Niles Avenue
South Bend IN 46617
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

YOUR COUNTRY. YOUR TRUCK.
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 12

Vehicles, namely, military land vehicles.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 27, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88317806 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,982,772 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 826

 Application Number 1,982,772  Filing Date 2019-07-18
 International Registration Number 1484540

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
SUN CHEMICAL CORPORATION
35 Waterview Blvd.
Parsippany NJ 07054
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SUNBRITE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 02

Organic pigments.



  1,983,612 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 827

 Application Number 1,983,612  Filing Date 2019-07-10
 International Registration Number 1485634

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Robert Bosch GmbH
Robert-Bosch-Platz 1
70839 Gerlingen
GERMANY

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Nevonex
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 38
(1) Providing access to platforms and portals on the internet in the field of agriculture.

Class 42
(2) Hosting platforms on the internet in the field of agriculture.

Class 44
(3) Services in the field of agriculture.



  1,983,640 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 828

 Application Number 1,983,640  Filing Date 2019-07-19
 International Registration Number 1485456

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Marker Dalbello Völkl(International) GmbH
Ruessenstrasse 6
CH-6340 Baar
SWITZERLAND

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BLAZE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 28

Alpine skis; cross-country skis.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 13, 2019, Country or Office: GERMANY, Application No: 30 2019 
003 360 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,983,653 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 829

 Application Number 1,983,653  Filing Date 2019-07-27
 International Registration Number 0935193

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH
Vahrenwalder Str. 9
30165 Hannover
GERMANY

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HTL
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 12

Vehicle tires.



  1,983,655 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 830

 Application Number 1,983,655  Filing Date 2019-07-29
 International Registration Number 1485568

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way
Redmond WA 98052-6399
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CASCADIA CODE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for generating, displaying and printing fonts.

Services
Class 42
Non-downloadable computer software for generating, displaying and printing fonts.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 24, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88533199 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services



  1,983,667 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 831

 Application Number 1,983,667  Filing Date 2019-08-15
 International Registration Number 1375765

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

RChain Cooperative
12345 Lake City Way NE,
#2032
Seattle WA 98125
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RCHAIN
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 42
Design and development of computer software for decentralized computing using blockchain 
technology.



  1,984,621 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 832

 Application Number 1,984,621  Filing Date 2019-07-05
 International Registration Number 1486407

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Y-mAbs Therapeutics, Inc
230 Park Avenue,
Suite 3350, New York
New York  NY 10169
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Danyelza
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the prevention of cancer.

Services
Class 42
Research and development services in the field of antibodies; research and development services 
in the field of antibody technology; laboratory research and analysis in the field of the production of 
antibodies; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, and testing 
in the field of oncology, chemotherapy, and inflammatory diseases; industrial analysis and 
research services in the field of chemistry.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 28, 2019, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 018028504 
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services



  1,984,639 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 833

 Application Number 1,984,639  Filing Date 2019-07-10
 International Registration Number 1487016

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

HUBER SE
Industriepark Erasbach A1
92334 Berching
GERMANY

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

VersaMax
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Sifting machines for separating solids from flowing waste water; waste water rake screens for 
installation in sewers.

 Class 11
(2) Waste water purifying apparatus and waste water purifying equipment for separating solids 
from flowing waste water.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 04, 2019, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 018018280 
in association with the same kind of goods



  1,984,654 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 834

 Application Number 1,984,654  Filing Date 2019-07-15
 International Registration Number 1487047

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Agendia N.V.
Radarweg 60
NL-1043 NT Amsterdam
NETHERLANDS

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AGENDIA
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 42
(1) Scientific research for medical purposes in the field of cancer.

Class 44
(2) Medical analysis, in particular RNA or DNA analysis for the diagnosis of cancer and for the 
prognosis of the expected progression of the disease.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 25, 2019, Country or Office: Benelux Office for IP (BOIP), Application 
No: 1392722 in association with the same kind of services



  1,986,939 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 835

 Application Number 1,986,939  Filing Date 2019-08-01
 International Registration Number 1488857

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CamelBak Products, LLC
2000 S. McDowell, Suite 200
Petaluma CA 94954
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ECHO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 21

Water bottles, sold empty and their components, comprised in part of recycled plastics.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 08, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88294726 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,986,943 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 836

 Application Number 1,986,943  Filing Date 2019-08-01
 International Registration Number 1488773

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
LIV LUX LAB LLC
109 E. Lake Sammamish Parkway, SE
Sammamish WA 98074
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SAVE ME FROM
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; hair care preparations.



  1,987,066 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 837

 Application Number 1,987,066  Filing Date 2019-08-12
 International Registration Number 1481958

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Blackwell, Steven A; Morley, Lori A
4600 Kings Mill Way
Owings Mills MD 21117
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Stoic Matchmaker
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Disclaimer
"MATCHMAKER"

Services
Class 45
Dating services provided via website and mobile applications; online social networking services in 
the field of stoicism provided via a website.



  1,987,070 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 838

 Application Number 1,987,070  Filing Date 2019-08-12
 International Registration Number 1489497

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Science House LLC
122 E. 38th Street
New York NY 10016
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
550 BURRARD STREET, SUITE 2300, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2B5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Sense & Adapt
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
Business consulting services in the field of project management assessment.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 16, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88304602 in association with the same kind of services



  1,987,633 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 839

 Application Number 1,987,633  Filing Date 2019-09-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Jagpreet Toor Financial Services Inc.
25 Foliage Dr
Brampton
ONTARIO
L7A4M7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Booty Smoothie
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

body scrubs for cosmetic purposes

Services
Class 44
cosmetic facial and body treatment services



  1,989,175 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 840

 Application Number 1,989,175  Filing Date 2019-10-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Deva Concepts LLC
75 Spring Street
8th Floor
New York, NY 10012
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DEVATWIST
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 24

Absorbent towels for hair; microfiber towels



  1,992,248 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 841

 Application Number 1,992,248  Filing Date 2019-10-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

YouGov Plc
4th Floor
50 Featherstone Street
London, EC1Y 8RT
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
METHOD LAW PROFESSIONAL 
CORPORATION
4211 Yonge Street, Suite 310, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M2P2A9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

YOUGOV PROFILES
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
Advertising the goods and services of others; business management; business administration; 
providing advice and information relating to commercial business management; opinion polling; 
market opinion polling studies; public opinion surveys; market research; conducting business and 
market surveys for others; collection and analysis of market research data and statistics; collection 
of qualitative market research information; preparation and provision of market reports; collection, 
systematisation compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of business data, 
namely business directories and statistics; statistical modelling services for business purposes; 
brand tracking services, namely consumer research relating to brands; brand evaluation services; 
sales analysis services; providing an online commercial information directory on the Internet; 
commercial lobbying services; conducting marketing studies; business management consultation 
and business strategy development services; Consumer research; providing information and 
advice relating to commercial business management for consumers; consumer response analysis; 
consumer market information services; consumer strategy business consulting in the fields of 
marketing, brands, sales, operation, and product design for understanding and predicting of 
consumer, business, and retail market trends and actions; advisory services and consultancy 
relating to advertising, business management, business administration, opinion polling, market 
opinion polling studies, public opinion surveys, market research, business and market surveys, 
collection and analysis of market research data and statistics, collection of qualitative market 
research information, preparation and provision of market reports; collection, systematisation 
compilation of information into computer databases, compilation of business directories and 
statistics, statistical modelling services for business purposes, brand tracking services namely 
consumer research relating to brands, brand evaluation services, sales analysis services, 
providing an online commercial information directory on the Internet, commercial lobbying 
services, conducting marketing studies, consumer research, and consumer response analysis.



  1,996,680 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 842

 Application Number 1,996,680  Filing Date 2019-11-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
PMI GLOBAL HOLDING INC.
5-2530 Speers Rd
Oakville
ONTARIO
L6L5K8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BENEFICIALS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 32

Natural Mineral Water; mineral water; naturally sparkling mineral water; natural magnesium 
mineral water; magnesium mineral water; naturally carbonated mineral water; carbonated mineral 
water; Natural Spring Water; gently sparkling spring water; natural flavoured spring water; bottled 
water; natural alkaline water; natural silica-rich water; naturally carbonated water; gently 
carbonated water;



  2,033,300 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 843

 Application Number 2,033,300  Filing Date 2020-01-14
 International Registration Number 1535723

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Atomology, LLC
125 E Main St #604
American Fork UT 84003
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSAN MACLEAN IP AGENCY INC.
336 Maclaren Street, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K2P0M6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of an array of five circles attached to and surrounding a central circle 
superimposed on a filled in square with rounded corners, with the mark "COREBRIDGE" to the 
right of the array/square.

Services
Class 42
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for business management 
functions, namely, software for use in accounting, calculating pricing, business data management, 
managing data relating to design and production processes, file management, HR support in the 
nature of management of personnel data, generating reports, data storage and security, and 
workflow management.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 23, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88627726 in association with the same kind of services



  2,045,672 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 844

 Application Number 2,045,672  Filing Date 2014-08-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fabasoft AG
Honauerstrasse 4 
4020 Linz
AUSTRIA

Agent
WILSON LUE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WHERE BUSINESS WORKS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

computer software for database management; computer software for creating, editing, printing, 
organizing, managing, sharing and access control of documents

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 06, 2014, Country or Office: AUSTRIA, Application No: AM 556/2014 in 
association with the same kind of goods



  2,062,401 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 845

 Application Number 2,062,401  Filing Date 2020-11-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Jagpreet Toor Financial Services Inc.
25 Foliage Dr
Brampton
ONTARIO
L7A4M7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Booty Smoothie
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 44
cosmetic facial and body treatment services



  2,069,441 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 846

 Application Number 2,069,441  Filing Date 2019-09-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

C.P.L. Soccer Holdings LP
2200-201 Portage Ave
Winnipeg
MANITOBA
R3B3L3

Agent
TORYS LLP
SUITE 3000, 79 WELLINGTON ST. W., BOX 
270, TD CENTRE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5K1N2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Audio tape recordings and video tape recordings featuring entertainment and information in the 
field of soccer; pre-recorded optical discs, pre-recorded digital versatile discs, pre-recorded audio 
and video cassettes, pre-recorded audio and video tapes, pre-recorded compact discs, pre-
recorded computer laser discs, all featuring video clips topics, and information in the field of 
soccer; downloadable video recordings, video stream recordings, and downloadable audio 
recordings in the field of soccer provided over the Internet; downloadable electronic publications in 
the nature of magazines, newsletters, coloring books, game schedules all in the field of soccer 
provided over the Internet; downloadable catalogs provided over the Internet featuring an array of 
soccer-themed products;

 Class 14
(2) (2) non-metal and non-leather key chains; plastic key rings; plastic key chains, key tags, metal 
key fobs and leather key fobs;

 Class 16
(3) Books; Publications and printed matter, namely posters, book covers, children's activity books, 
children's coloring books; statistical books, guide books, and reference books, all in the field of 
soccer; magazines in the field of soccer, catalogs in the field of soccer, event programs and 
souvenir programs related to soccer, informational statistical sheets for soccer topics; newsletters, 
brochures, pamphlets, comic books;



  2,069,441 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 847

 Class 21
(4) Mugs, cups, shot glasses, table glassware; beverage glassware, beer mugs; paper and plastic 
cups, glasses, mugs; tankards not of precious metal;

 Class 25
(5) Clothing, namely hosiery, socks, athletic footwear, casual footwear, children's footwear, sports 
footwear, shoes, boots, soccer shoes, soccer sneakers, slippers, T-shirts, shirts, polo shirts, 
sweatshirts, sweatpants, pants, tank tops, jerseys, shorts, pajamas, sport shirts, rugby shirts, 
sweaters, belts, ties, nightshirts, hats, caps, visors, warm-up suits, warm-up pants, warm-up tops; 
jackets, wind resistant jackets, parkas, coats, baby bibs of plastic and cloth, head bands, wrist 
bands, aprons, undergarments, boxer shorts, slacks, ear muffs, gloves, mittens, scarves, woven 
and knit shirts, jersey dresses, dresses, cheerleading dresses and uniforms, swim wear, bathing 
suits, swimsuits, bikinis, tankinis, swim trunks, bathing trunks, board shorts, wet suits, beach cover-
ups, bathing suit cover-ups, bathing suit wraps, sandals, beach sandals, beach hats, sun visors, 
swim caps, bathing caps, novelty hat with attached wigs.

 Class 26
(6) Hair bands, ties, and clips;



  377,596(03) TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 848

Applications to extend the statement of goods or services

 Application Number 377,596(03)  Filing Date 2018-11-02
 Registration Number TMA218,044

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

INA International Ltd.
824 41st Avenue NE
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2E3R3

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SHER-WOOD
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 28

Hockey bags



  1,524,085(01) TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-01-13

Vol. 68 No. 3455 page 849

 Application Number 1,524,085(01)  Filing Date 2016-05-27
 Registration Number TMA868,540

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

UTERQÜE, S.A.
Avda. de la Diputacion
Edificio Inditex
15142 Arteixo (A Coruna)
SPAIN

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

UTERQÜE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, namely bleach, soap, softener, 
anti-static agents, starch, detergents; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations in 
powder, crystal and liquid form for the cleaning of textile and cloth, denim and canvas-based 
fabric; soaps, namely toilet soaps, perfumed soaps and antibacterial soaps for personal use; 
perfumery; essential oils for aromatherapy, essential oils for personal use, essential oils for use in 
the manufacture of scented products: cosmetics, namely adhesives for affixing false eyelashes 
and false hair, almond milk for skin care; creams, gels and sprays to protect the skin from the sun, 
skin anti-wrinkle cream, beard dye, beauty masks, creams, lotions and gels to bleach the skin, 
hair, eyebrows and eye-lashes, brilliantine, skin cleansing creams, cleansing milks, cosmetic 
lotions, milks, gels, creams, oils and balms for skin care, creams, gels, oils, milks for slimming 
purposes, hydrating, energising, relaxing bath salts, crystals, foam and gels, cotton sticks and 
swabs for cosmetic purposes, day time creams, ephemeral decorative tattoos, depilatory creams, 
sheets, strips and wax, eyeliner, blush, lip, eye, eyebrow and eyelashes pencils, eye shadow, 
firming eye cream, greases for skin and hair care, hand cream, hydrogen peroxide for hair care, 
lipsticks, lip gloss, liquid foundation, make-up powder, make-up removing milk, gels and lotions; 
mascara, skin moisturising cream, moustache wax, nail varnish, oils for skin and hair care, paper 
guides for eye make-up, petroleum jelly for skin and hair care, protective creams for the lips, 
eyebrow, eyelashes and eye pencil sharpeners, shaving creams, foams, gels and balms; hair 
sprays; sun-tanning creams, gels, oils and lotions, tinted creams, tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions for cleaning, peeling and hydrating the skin, nail-varnish remover, hair lotions; 
toilet waters, bluing for laundry, colour brightening chemicals for laundry, hair colorants and dyes, 
shoe polish and creams; hair shampoos; kits of cosmetics for hair and skin care containing 
shampoo, conditioner, hair mask and perfume sold as a whole; deodorants for personal use, wipes 
impregnated with a skin cleanser, tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser, aftershave lotions, 
pomades for skin care, laundry stain removers, preparations for perfuming linen, namely satchels 
and scented water for linen, scented water for ironing; shoe wax and cobbler's wax, shoe creams, 
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extracts of flowers as bases for flower perfumes, incense, scented wood, fake nails and eyelashes, 
pumice stone, aromatic potpourris, hair waving preparations, washing preparations, namely 
laundry detergents; toiletry preparations, namely mouthwashes, dental floss not for medical 
purposes; hygienic products for toilet use, namely dentifrices; toilet oils, eau de Cologne, talcum 
powder for toilet use.

 Class 05
(2) Textile nappies, diapers of textile, disposable babies' diaper pants.

 Class 07
(3) Automatic vending machines.

 Class 09
(4) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signaling, checking, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, namely anti-glare 
glasses, pince-nez chains, contact lenses, pince-nez cords, eyeglass lenses, eyeglass cases for 
pince-nez and contact lenses, frames for eyeglasses and pince-nez, spectacles, sunglasses, pince-
nez, supplementary lenses, lens hoods, magnetic encoded phone cards, debit and credit cards, 
electronic diaries, decimal weighbridges, sliding-weight weighbridges, directional compasses, 
electronic calculators, measuring spoons, pedometers, optical mirrors, binoculars, computer 
printers, temperature gauges and sensors, electric and galvanic batteries for camera, cellular 
phones, tablets and watches, electronic pocket translators, aquarium thermometers, meat 
thermometers. Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 
regulating and controlling electricity, namely electricity meters, voltmeters, electric automotive 
batteries and accumulators, electric batteries chargers for mobile phones, tablets and camera, 
electric transformers, voltage regulators, battery powered wall lights and Christmas lights. 
Apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound and images, namely audio-video 
receivers, integrated sound amplifiers, stereo tuners, control signal amplifiers, power amplifiers, 
compact disc players, headphones, televisions, video cassette recorders, video disc players, DVD 
players, camera, video cameras, movie cameras; blank magnetic data carriers, namely computer 
disks, USB flash drives, audio cassettes, tapes and flash cards, floppy discs, hard discs, hotel 
room key cards; blank compact recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated beverage 
dispensing machines; cash registers, adding machines; data processing equipment, namely 
satellite processors, signal processors, video processors, word processors, call processors; 
computers; computer peripherals, namely screens, printers, keyboards, mouses; fire extinguishers; 
optical lenses, dressmakers' measures, spectacle, spectacles cases, spectacle frames and pince-
nez frames, sun spectacles, shoes for protection against accidents, irradiations and fire; bullet-
proof waistcoats, swimming jackets and life jackets; garments and clothing for protection against 
fire, gloves for divers, gloves for protection against accidents; clothing for protection against 
accidents and radiations, namely trousers, protective helmets, gloves, shoes, uniforms, pulls and 
jackets, bulletproof vests, diving clothes, protective suits for aviators; electronic notebooks; electric 
telephone apparatus, namely telephone answering machines, intercoms, telephone automatic 
diallers, telephones, cellular phone; weighbridges; cash registers and accounting machines, crash 
helmets, motorcycle crash helmets, bicycle crash helmets, automobile crash helmets; telescopes, 
chronographs, measuring spoons, step counters; recorded audio-video compact discs containing 
films, songs, news, documentaries, video games; recorded optical compact discs containing films, 
songs, news, documentaries, video games, floats for swimming; temperature indicators, namely 
barometers; instruments containing eyepieces, namely telescopes, microscopes; computer 
software for creating video and computer game, cassette players, bar code readers, magic and 
electric signal lanterns, magnifying glasses, dictation machines and invoicing machines; weights, 
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namely bathroom scales, and glass graduated scales, electric cells, namely photovoltaic cells, 
galvanised cells; recorded computer programs, namely computer game programs, computer 
operating programs, computer programs for use in data base management, for use as a spread 
sheet, for word processing, for accountancy; pocket electronic translators, electronic transistors; 
intercommunication apparatus, namely radio transmitters and receivers, picture and slide 
projectors; video cassettes featuring animated cartoons; school apparatus, namely movie 
projectors, projection screens; child's crying detector apparatus, namely intercoms, portable 
radiotelephone; downloadable electronic publication, namely news letters, brochures, catalogues, 
manuals, books, magazines; sandglasses.

 Class 11
(5) Flashlights.

 Class 14
(6) Precious metals and their alloys; goods in precious metals and coated therewith, namely 
jewelry rings, necklaces, jewelry chains, earrings, keyrings, bracelets, purses, eyeglass cases, 
decorative boxes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments, namely 
watches, chronometers, clocks; ornamental pins, tie pins, works of art of precious metal, namely 
statues, decorative boxes, bibelots, statuettes, sculptures; novelty, namely jewelry boxes, key 
rings with trinkets and decorative fobs; key rings, medals; coins, badges of precious metal, shoe 
and hat ornaments of precious metal, cufflinks.

 Class 18
(7) Leather and imitations of leather; goods made of these materials, namely animal skins, trunks 
and travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, bags for 
climbers, for campers and bags for the beach, handbag frames, umbrella and parasols frames, 
alpenstocks, handbags, travelling bags, travelling sets and key cases, attache cases, purses not of 
precious metal, school satchels, garment bags for travel, hat boxes of leather, sling bags for 
carrying infants, wheeled shopping bags, pots and boxes of leather and leather board, boxes of 
vulcanised fibre, school bags, pocket wallets, briefcases, vanity cases, collars for animals, leashes 
for dogs, leather straps, umbrella covers, saddle cloths for horses, haversacks, horse blankets, 
rucksacks, music cases, reins for horses, beach bags, bags being envelopes and pouches of 
leather for packaging, riding saddles.

 Class 21
(8) Cloth, namely dusters, reins for guiding children, tea cosies. Napkin rings of precious metal, 
gold and silver ware other than cutlery, forks and spoons, namely table glassware, table plates.

 Class 25
(9) Ready-made clothing for women, men and children, namely anorak, ascot tie, sun-top namely 
halter tops, tube tops, crop tops, tank tops and bikini tops, socks, stockings, pantyhose, bibs not of 
paper, bermuda shorts, bikini, blazer, blouses, windbreakers, sweat shirts, sweat pants, boas, 
body shirts, boleros, suspenders, jackets, wraps, swimming trunks, belts, shawls, sweaters, 
jumpers, shirts, collars, turtlenecks, wet suits for water skiing, jumpsuits, bathing suits, neckties, 
knickerbockers, vests, scarves, pantsuits, stoles, detachable collars, ski pants and slims, 
gabardines, gloves, cardigans, dresses, raincoats, jerseys, jeans, skirts, culottes, kilt, kimonos, 
leotards, capes, coats, mittens, bow 1es, pants, trousers, overcoats, sarongs, parkas, bathrobes, 
pelerines, pelisses, ponchos, pullovers, pyjamas, smocks, dressing gowns, tuxedos, aprons, 
tunics, veils, chemisettes, frocks, hosiery, layettes, overalls, men's and women's suits, tights, 
underwear; footwear, except orthopaedic footwear, namely pumps, boots, booties, slippers, shoes, 
ballet slippers, football shoes, ski boots, tennis shoes, rubbers, overshoes, espadrilles, loafers, 
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gaiters, moccasins, sandals, sneakers, thongs, galoshes, inner soles; headgear, namely 
headbands, berets, bonnets, caps, bathing caps, hoods, hats, ear muffs, bandanas; clothing for 
motorists, namely pants, mittens, jackets, driving gloves, driving suits; clothing for cyclists; 
bathrobes; swimming costumes; bathing caps and sandals; babies' pants; sport footwear, beach 
shoes, belts; money belts, ties; corsets, fur stoles; girdles; waterproof clothing, namely pants, 
jackets, coats and hats, gloves; mantillas, neck scarves; handkerchief, furs, namely coats, vests, 
jackets, stoles; soles, heels, veils; suspender and trouser braces; paper clothing, namely paper 
hats, gymnastic and sports clothing, layettes, singlets, mittens, insoles; bow ties, pareos, cuffs, 
dress shields for clothing, masquerade costumes, beach dresses, cap peaks.

 Class 26
(10) Hooks and eyes, artificial flowers, tinsels, cushions for pins and needles; shoe and hat 
ornaments not of precious metal; marking, safety, and novelty pins; sewing needles, hair 
ornaments; haberdashery except thread, namely buttons, zippers, lace and embroidery, ribbons 
and textile braid; hair bands, bangles, brooches, sewing boxes, belt clasps, laces for footwear, 
wreaths of artificial flowers, ornamental novelty badges, sewing thimbles, bows for the hair, needle 
cases not of precious metal, buckles, shoe buckles, shoulder pads for clothing, hair pins, lapel 
badges not of precious metal, namely lapel buttons; sequins, letter and numerals for marking linen, 
bodkins, hair slides, lace trimming, feathers being clothing accessory, zippers, competitors' 
numbers, false hair, wigs, artificial fruits, darning lasts, plaited hair, embroidery with precious 
metals, boxes of precious metals for needles, needle cases of precious metals, shoulder pads for 
clothing.

 Class 28
(11) Kaleidoscopes, automatic coin-operated amusement machines, electronic coin-operated 
amusement games adapted for use with television receivers only, shoulder pads for athletic use, 
shin-pads for athletic use.

 Class 34
(12) Tobacco; smoker's articles, namely matches, humidors, cigarette boxes, cigar boxes, lighters, 
tobacco pouches, cigarette cases; ashtrays for smokers; tobacco pipes; cigar cutters; cigar cases; 
pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; cigarette paper, tobacco jars; cigarette tips; match boxes, gas 
containers for cigar lighters; pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; books of cigarette papers; 
firestones; piper racks for tobacco pipes; match holders, ashtrays of precious metal for smokers.

Services
Class 35
Advertising , namely database marketing services in the form of compiling customer specific 
databases for marketing purposes and consulting, designing, printing and collecting marketing 
information; promoting the sale of credit card accounts through the administration of incentive 
award programs; retail sale of clothing, footwear, headgear namely hats, caps, berets, bonnets, 
ear muffs, bandanas, fashion hair accessories, underwear, leather goods namely handbags, 
purses, trunks and travelling bags, whips, harness and saddlery, bags for climbers, for campers 
and bags for the beach, travelling sets and key cases, attache cases, purses not of precious metal, 
school satchels, garment bags for travel, hat boxes of leather, sling bags for carrying infants, pots 
and boxes of leather and leather board, school bags, pocket wallets, briefcases, vanity cases, 
collars for animals, leashes for dogs, leather straps, saddle cloths for horses, haversacks, horse 
blankets, rucksacks, music cases, reins for horses, bags being envelopes and pouches of leather 
for packaging, and riding saddles, sunglasses, jewellery, watches, perfumery, cosmetics, hair 
ornaments, furniture and decorative goods namely statues, decorative boxes, bibelots, statuettes, 
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sculptures, novelty namely jewelry boxes, key rings with trinkets and decorative fobs, CDs music 
recordings, DVDs containing movie recordings; business management services business 
administration services; office functions, namely computerised data processing and data base 
management and organisation of exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; shop 
window dressing; sales demonstration of goods for others at trade shows, in-store demonstrations 
and exhibitions by showing and displaying the goods and their uses and benefits; publication of 
publicity texts; organisation of fashion trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; 
organisation of fashion exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; promoting the sale of 
goods and services of others by awarding purchase points for credit card use, through a consumer 
loyalty program, through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material, 
through the distribution of discount cards; business management advisory services relating to 
franchising, namely assistance in the working of a franchise commercial business; administrative 
processing of purchase orders, namely assistance in the commercial functions of a commercial 
undertaking consisting of the management of orders placed via a global communication network; 
assistance in the working of the industrial and commercial function of an industrial and commercial 
undertaking by means of the issuing and administration of purchase cards, namely promoting 
goods and services through the distribution of discount cards, credit card registration services; 
modelling for advertising and sales promotion; management of department stores; promotion of 
department stores for others through the distribution of printed material, advertising in the Internet 
and promotional contests; advisory services for business management, namely assistance in the 
management of the business affairs and commercial functions of an industrial and commercial 
enterprise, auction services; promotion services provided by a commercial undertaking by means 
of a loyalty customer card; advertising and promotion services by means of a card of bonuses.
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Public notices under section 9 of the Trademarks Act

 Application Number 926,471

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

FRTF
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(ii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use by University of Waterloo of the badge, crest, emblem or mark shown here.
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 Application Number 926,492

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

CARD
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(ii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use by McMaster University of the badge, crest, emblem or mark shown here.
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 Application Number 926,493

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

CARD - Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance 
Database
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(ii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use by McMaster University of the badge, crest, emblem or mark shown here.
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 Application Number 926,505

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

Sherlo
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(ii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use by L'UNIVERSITÉ DE SHERBROOKE of the badge, crest, emblem or mark 
shown here.
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 Application Number 926,536

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

FUTURE READY TALENT FRAMEWORK
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(ii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use by University of Waterloo of the badge, crest, emblem or mark shown here.
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 Application Number 926,400

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by CONSEIL DES APPELLATIONS RÉSERVÉES ET DES 
TERMES VALORISANTS of the mark shown here, as an official mark for goods and services.
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 Application Number 926,401

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by CONSEIL DES APPELLATIONS RÉSERVÉES ET DES 
TERMES VALORISANTS of the mark shown here, as an official mark for goods and services.
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 Application Number 926,410

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by CONSEIL DES APPELLATIONS RÉSERVÉES ET DES 
TERMES VALORISANTS of the mark shown here, as an official mark for goods and services.
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 Application Number 926,447

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

BROCK BREATHE IT IN
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by The Corporation of the Township of Brock of the mark shown 
here, as an official mark for services.
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 Application Number 926,511

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

SUPER CASH
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by Western Canada Lottery Corporation (WCLC) of the mark 
shown here, as an official mark for goods and services.
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 Application Number 926,512

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

SPOT SOME CASH
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by Western Canada Lottery Corporation (WCLC) of the mark 
shown here, as an official mark for goods and services.
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 Application Number 926,519

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

#OhMagog
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by VILLE DE MAGOG of the mark shown here, as an official mark 
for goods and services.
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 Application Number 926,532

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

A GIFT For you!
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by Western Canada Lottery Corporation (WCLC) of the mark 
shown here, as an official mark for goods and services.
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 Application Number 926,533

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

SOME LIKE IT HOT
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by Western Canada Lottery Corporation (WCLC) of the mark 
shown here, as an official mark for goods and services.
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 Application Number 926,537

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by AGENCE SPATIALE CANADIENNE of the mark shown here, 
as an official mark for goods and services.
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 Application Number 926,549

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by Village de Cap-Pelé of the mark shown here, as an official 
mark for services.
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 Application Number 926,550

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

PLAGE ABOITEAU BEACH
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by Village de Cap-Pelé of the mark shown here, as an official 
mark for services.
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 Application Number 926,553

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

DUNK TANK DOLLARS
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by Western Canada Lottery Corporation (WCLC) of the mark 
shown here, as an official mark for goods and services.
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 Application Number 926,560

PROHIBITED MARK DETAILS

BANK ON IT
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trademarks Act, of 
the adoption and use in Canada by Western Canada Lottery Corporation (WCLC) of the mark 
shown here, as an official mark for goods and services.
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Erratum

The following issues of the Trademarks Journal contained errors which could not be corrected 
before publication.

2020-12-30

 Application Number 1,904,712
The trademark was incorrectly advertised in the Trademarks Journal dated December 30, 2020, 
Vol.67 Issue 3453. The color claim has been withdrawn.
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